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Chapte rr  One 
Thee Matabelelan d Conflict : An Introductio n 

Thiss study is about power. Power to rule, power to change the course of a certain 
development,, and power to by violent means attempt to affect peoples' political 
choices.. The historical moment is the 1980s in the newly independent Zimbabwe, 
specificallyy focusing on Matabeleland. 

Todayy Zimbabwe is in a deep economic and political crisis. After 20 years of 
Zanu(PF)!! rule under Robert Mugabe, political power and its' legitimate use is 
debated,, questioned and contested. Just how fundamentally the ruling party's pow-
err base is under pressure became apparent in the recent national elections (June 
2000),, when the nine month old opposition party Movement for Democratic 
Changee (MDC) received 57 out of the 120 parliament seats2. Although the elec-
tionss were a loss for the opposition, the vote demonstrated a shift in the electorates' 
politicall  allegiance as Zanu (PF) lost its overwhelming dominance in Parliament 
forr the first time since 1980. 

Intensee political activity, mobilisation, as well as violence preceded the national 
elections.. The ruling party placed the land issue as a central question in the elec-
tionn campaign, and according to government discourse white landowners are an 
impedimentt to a democratic re-distribution of land. Subsequently, they must give 
upp their land to others who need it more. To press home this message so called 
'war-veterans'' began in the election run-up to occupy farms, harass and kill farm 
workerss and landowners. However, the message did not only include the land is-
sue.. Under this first layer of argumentation a second layer was evident: neither 
landownerss nor the labourers of the land were welcome to have a political opinion 
differentt than that of the government. Thus, beyond the land issue the question of 
governancee and leadership under democratic rule was clearly at stake. Thugs 
spreadd in the rural areas in many parts of the country, asking to see Zanu (PF) 
membershipp cards, and instilled through violence the need to vote Zanu(PF) in the 
elections.. Government opposition, assumed or real, was punished, silenced and 

11 Zanu (PF): Zimbabwe African National Union (Patriotic Front). 
22 Of the remaining seats Zanu (PF) received 62, and Zanu-N (lead by Ndabaninge Sithole) secured 
onee seat. In total the parliament has 150 seats. The 30 seats not contested in the elections are 
earmarkedd as follows: 12 seats for representatives nominated by the president; 10 seats for tradi-
tionaltional chiefs; and 8 seats for provincial governors (Mugabe vann, 2000). 
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sometimess eradicated. State authorities such as the army and the police, failed to 
intervenee to stop the violence, whilst power was used in an attempt to affect peo-
ple'ss political choices. Despite the political intimidation and violence the electorate 
demonstratedd a choice not necessarily affected by the government's pressure, sub-
sequendyy allowing for President Mugabe to rule only with a narrow majority in 
Parliamentt (Vald och terror, 2000). 

Forr actors and observers alike it is obvious diat a pattern is currently being repeat-
ed:: power is used as a means to ensure that a certain ruling group remains in the 
positionn of authority using violence. Where do patterns of this kind emerge from? 
Whatt lies in the historical experience that brings forth actions of this nature? How 
cann we understand political developments in Zimbabwe today? The topic of this 
studyy is not today's 'land' conflict, it is die Matabeleland conflict of 1980-1987. 
However,, as this study attempts to illuminate, the Matabeleland conflict was the 
resultt of a historical continuum played out in die political dynamics of the day. 
Similarly,, the political tensions of today can be closely linked to historical experi-
encess such as the Matabeleland conflict, and the subsequent political culture cur-
rentlyy prominent. Understanding events in a historical continuum is central to the 
analysiss in this study, where developments are seen as a. process and placed in the 
country'ss own historical context. Events continuously take place and add to die 
hugee weave of political development and human experience. No thread can be 
pulledd out or be explained illegitimate. One can only attempt to trace the threads 
andd try to distinguish the complex patterns that history produces. This is what this 
workk is aiming to do: map out die Matabeleland conflict in a context of institu-
tionaltional change and fluctuating political positionings seen in a historical context. 
Havingg done so, some patterns of political behaviour and context specific dynam-
icss are crystallised, which then may be a foundation for die understanding of new 
events.. Thus, having insight into die Matabeleland conflict may hopefully give a 
widerr scope of understanding to where Zimbabwe stands politically today, placing 
repeatedd patterns in a historical spectrum. 

Followingg a short syndiesis of the Matabeleland conflict, a review of selected litera-
turee is presented. This is followed by a debate on die dieoretical frameworks used, a 
presentationn of main findings, and finally how die research outcome is generalised. 

1.. The Matabelelan d Conflic t 1980-1987 

Inn the new independent state of Zimbabwe, 1980 marked the ending of fifteen 
yearss of civil warr between the black majority and the governing white minority. In 
theirr fight for independence from British colonial rule, die black majority was split 
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intoo two forces; Zanu (PF) and PF-Zapu, and their respective military wings Zanla 
andd Zipra.3 Having togedier (with common aims and goals) but separately (in dif-
ferentt organisations) brought independence to the country, the two parties contin-
uedd to operate after independence. In the 1980 general elections Zanu(PF) won an 
overwhelmingg victory, and PF-Zapu became a minority party in a coalition gov-
ernmentt with Zanu (PF). 

Att die time a great amount of enthusiasm for the future was the most obvious gen-
erall  expression, politically enveloped by the policy of reconciliation. However, ten-
sionn lingered. Independence would bring change which included hope for some 
andd uncertainty for others. For the black majority changes meant aspirations and 
prospectss for a better standard of life with all its different components, and for the 
whitee minority changes stood for (perceived) loss of security and privileges. The 
tensionn which later took shape in military confrontations and took Zimbabwe 
frightfullyy near a new civil war, did however not come from the white minority 
campp where observers feared it would originate. Instead it arose from political 
competitionn and lack of confidence between the two parties Zanu (PF) and PF-
Zapu,, and was most urgentiy felt in die military wings amongst die ex-combatants. 
Thee armed clashes widi additional related incidents, set off Zimbabwe's post-inde-
pendencee history in a direction which would direcdy affect die country's political, 
economicc and military situation for die coming seven years. It would culminate in, 
whatt the government called the 'anti-dissident campaign', or what odiers named 
'edinicc cleansing'. Here the dissident activities and the army intervention are 
termedd 'die Matabeleland conflict'.4 

Duringg 1980—1983 die tiiree contesting armies, Zanla, Zipra and the Rhodesian 
Securityy Forces, were amalgamated to form a new national army with a common 

33 Zanu (PF): Zimbabwe African National Union (Patriotic Front). Zanla: Zimbabwe African 
liberationn Army, Zanu's military wing. 
PF-Zapu::  Patriotic Front-Zimbabwe African People's Union. Zipra : Zimbabwe People's 
Revolutionaryy Army, Zapu's military wing. The addendum of PF to both party names is a remnant 
fromm 1979 when the two parties negotiated as a Patriotic Front at the Lancaster House Conference. 
Althoughh the unity only lasted as long as the Conference, the abbreviation remained in use until 
thee actual merger in 1987. For details on the Patriotic Front, see Dabengwa 1995:34-35. 
44 The question of defining a term to describe the dissident activities and the army intervention in 
Matabelelandd and Midlands has been a controversial issue. In die media and the literature, what 
transpiredd is termed differently according to who describes it. Examples are: civil war, dissident 
dilemma,, anti-dissident campaign, ethnic cleansing, tribal extermination and genocide. Choosing 
inn this study to term what occurred as 'the Matabeleland conflict', is an attempt to avoid connota-
tions.tions. Although the geographical are of Midlands is not included in this phrase, activities in 
Midlandss are inclusive in die term. 
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loyaltyy and single allegiance. Initially the three forces were located in separate 
camps,, where the processes of demobilisation and conversion of guerrillas into 
conventionall  soldiers took place. The mistrust between Zanu(PF) and PF-Zapu 
wass not a sentiment created in isolation by this particular historical moment, it was 
ann old feeling taking on new dimensions in the integration process. Since 1963 
whenn former Zapu members formed Zanu, the two parties with similar political 
programss remained rivals. Although the two parties were national in character, 
onee of the elements of difference between die two was ethnic support and identifi-
cation.. Zapu, led by Mr. Nkomo, was to a great extent supported by die Ndebele 
groupp of people (17 percent of the population), and that Zanu led by Mr. Mugabe, 
hadd the backing mainly of the Shona group of people (77 percent of die popula-
tion)) (Berens 1988:3). 

Duee to historical reasons linked to bodi political and ethnic concerns, the army 
integrationn process was a volatile procedure and two armed confrontations did 
takee place between the Zanla and Zipra forces. At the end of 1980 Zanla and 
Zipraa troops were transferred from their assembly points to housing schemes near 
Hararee and Bulawayo, in which die two forces came to be located next to each oth-
er.. Tension due to unsetded pre-independence differences flared and resulted in 
violencee (Alao 1995:109). Two clashes, in 1980 and 1981 respectively, left 222 sol-
dierss killed and hundreds wounded (Auret 1992:132). Concurrendy with these in-
cidentss reports of unofficial stockpiling of arms by die guerrilla armies circulated. 
Governmentt forces located many arms caches, but others went undiscovered. In 
19822 a stockpile of arms was unearthed on PF-Zapu property after which the gov-
ernmentt concluded diat PF-Zapu was planning a military coup. This led to the 
dismissall  of Mr. Nkomo and three of his colleagues from die coalition govern-
ment.. In addition, two key persons in die Zipra leadership, Dumiso Dabengwa 
andd Lookout Masuku, were arrested, and PF-Zapu property was confiscated. 

Thesee events provoked large-scale defections of former Zipra officers and combat-
antss from the assembly points (Auret 1992:147, Alao 1995:109). The defected sol-
diers,, named 'dissidents' by die government, returned to their home area Matabe-
lelandd North and Soum. For the ruling party's project of national unity and its 
positionn of hegemony, the dissidents were perceived as a threat. The dissidents 
themselves,, however, experienced tiieir desertion as necessary to avoid political 
andd edinic persecution, and to emphasise tiieir stance they resorted to acts of de-
structionn and violence. 

Inn addition to die former Zipra combatants, two other groups of 'dissidents' acted in 
Matabeleland.. These were firstly, bandits who took die opportunity to commit 
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crimess for personal gains in the name of the dissidents. Secondly, a small number of 
infiltratedd South African trained recruits, named 'Super Zapu' by the Zimbabweans 
(Hanlonn 1986:178). These three groups of dissidents were being tracked by the Fifth 
Brigade,, consisting of 7000 elite soldiers politically and militarily trained by North 
Koreans.. To motivate such a comprehensive military operation, the Matabeleland 
conflictt was given extensive propagandistic media coverage with the dissidents being 
portrayedd as a cohesive group, vast in numbers and political/ethnic enemies of the 
state.. The Fifth Brigade's task, capturing dissidents and their sympathisers, was 
translatedd into harsh operations perceived as ethnic persecution by many victims. In 
governmentt discourse the operations were justified by the threat to national unity 
andd security the dissidents were perceived to pose. However, on an operational level, 
militaryy activity was geared toward the elimination of Zapu structures executed 
throughh army counter-insurgency operations. The crisis was further complicated by 
thee external involvement of South African government. Some of the dissidents hav-
ingg political grievances such as the pace of the land reform, were considered an ex-
cellentt breeding ground for South African influence and control. However, the at-
temptt to infiltrate so-called Super-Zapu elements failed (Hanlon 1986:181). Never-
theless,, for the Zimbabwean government the external security threat allowed an ad-
ditionall  justification for a heavy security and military response. A State of Emergen-
cyy was renewed, and for the following three years major curfew and search opera-
tionss took place in Matabeleland. The deployment of the Fifth Brigade in Matabele-
land,, resulted in a military intervention in which thousands of Ndebele people were 
abducted,, tortured, raped and killed. 

Thee Matabeleland conflict came to a conclusion in 1987 when Zanu (PF) and PF-
Zapuu signed a Unity Accord, and the two parties merged under the name 
Zanu(PF).. Once die document was signed and the merger made public, violence 
ceased.. An amnesty for the dissidents was declared, and a pardon was given to 
atrocities-convictedd army personnel. Politically Zimbabwe was on route to a one-
partyy state, a goal which Zanu (PF) had had in its program since the 1977 party 
congresss in Mozambique. 

2.. Review of Selecte d Literatur e 

Duringg the period between late 1980 and the end of 1987 very littl e information 
wass available to the Zimbabwean public regarding what in actual fact was happen-
ingg in Matabeleland and Midlands. During the worst violence, reporters or outside 
civilianss were not allowed to enter the crisis areas in Matabeleland North and 
Soutii.. When a government enquiry did take place, its results were not made 
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publicc (Auret 1992:156). Local press and media controlled by die government, of-
feredd a one-sided view of what did and had occurred. Subsequendy, at the time, an 
in-depthh analysis was difficult to make due to lack of reliable data as well as the 
extremee political sensitivity surrounding the issue. 

Afterr the 1987 Unity Accord the general political atmosphere shifted, as Zanu and 
Zapuu merged. However, seven years of heavy political and security pressure and the 
fraill  unity between the historical party opponents, did not grant any surfacing of 
data.. The Matabeleland conflict remained too sensitive and painful to touch. Yet in 
generall  the political space began to widen, although not without resistance from the 
governmentt and the ruling party. In the late 1980s student demonstrations against 
governmentt corruption encouraged and initiated other organisations in civil society 
too act on their stands and beliefs. Most opposition was met with heavy criticism from 
thee government and its ruling party, and in some cases (such as the student demon-
strations)) with state violence (Sachikonye 1995:147-152). In the late 1980s the wid-
enedd political space was not yet considerable enough to safely publicise information 
onn the fierce activities leading up to the signature of the Unity Accord. 

Yett information on the Matabeleland conflict published outside Zimbabwe did exist, 
howeverr it seemingly did not make an extensive impact on the Zimbabwean public. 
Thee US Lawyers Committee for Human Rights published a lengthy report on the 
conflictt in Matabeleland (Berkely 1986), Amnesty International published on the cri-
siss through its yearly updates, and a report on torture in Zimbabwe (Amnesty 1986), 
andd Africa Watch published a report on human rights and political unity in Zimba-
bwee (Carver 1989). Research on South Africa's destabilisation activities in the region 
alsoo covered parts of the Matabeleland conflict (Hanlon 1986). 

Graduallyy in the 1990s information regarding the government's actions during the 
Matabelelandd started circulating locally, mainly in the independent press. At first 
scatteredd clippings appeared mentioning the (above) human rights reports, as well 
ass accounts by relatives of missing people protesting about undisclosed disappear-
ancess of civilians in Matabeleland. However, it wass not until the 1992 discovery of 
masss graves in a number of mine shafts in Matabeleland and Midlands that a 
fiercefierce media debate ignited (Kunene 1992; Tragedy at, 1992; Ndlovu 1992; Moyo 
1992;; Ncube 1992; Latham 1992; Human Remains, 1992; Makamure 1992). Sur-
vivorss claimed that the human remains were victims of the Fifth Brigade massa-
cres,, who allegedly had after torture been put alive in 50kg corn sacks and thrown 
intoo the disused mines (Kunene 1992). Following the mine exposure, reports on 
humann remains linked to army atrocities throughout the Matabeleland province 
begann to be filed (Grisly discovery, 1992; More Bodies, 1992; Mambo 1993). In 
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thee debate following these reports, the government's stand remained un-rocked. It 
admittedd innocent people had been killed in the Matabeleland conflict, but as in 
anyy war situation no compensation could be granted to the relatives of the victims 
(Lathamm 1992). Furthermore, die probing of the Fifth Brigade atrocities was 'irre-
sponsiblee in the name of reconciliation' according to the dien Minister of De-
fence,, Moven Mahachi (Moyo 1992). This view was echoed in articles where the 
revealerss of die mass graves where accused of 'tribalism' and 'regionalism' (Play-
ingg me, 1992; Dr. Jonathan, 1992). Although the independent press did publish 
informationn about the Matabeleland conflict and a (media) debate occurred, the 
disclosuree did not have a fundamental impact on government legitimacy. President 
Mugabee rode the storm losing neither face nor power. 

Sociall  science literature inclusive of die Matabeleland conflict began to appear in 
thee late 1980s and early 1990s. The years of violence in Matabeleland, character-
isedd by many as far more traumatic man any experience in die liberation war 
(Werbnerr 1991:155,166—167), are covered in die literature, albeit in a limited 
mannerr (Herbst 1990, Stoneman 1988, Mandaza 1991, Mungazi 1992, 
Sachikonyee 1995). The issue of the conflict is often presented mainly as a 'rift ' be-
tweenn die two parties and the years of political and military terror are down-
played.. The etiinic component is omitted or mentioned as a minor historical fringe 
factorr (Banana 1989, Shamuyarira 1989, Mnangagwa 1989, Ghiwewe 1989). 

Thee single most important text regarding the violence taking place in Matabele-
landd and Midlands during the 1980s is a report by the Catholic Commission for 
Justicee and Peace and die Legal Resources Foundation entided 'Breaking the Silence, 
BuildingBuilding True Peace: A Report on the Disturbances in Matabeleland and the Midlands 1980-

1988'1988' (March 1997)5. In this detailed report, consisting of background, case stud-
iess and recommendations, atrocities of die Matabeleland conflict are systematical-
lyy disclosed. Expected to bring uproar in the country and forcing president Mu-
gabee to address the dark past, the report caused international alarm and national 
debate.. However, after die dust had settled, Mugabe's power position remained 
unaffected.. The content of die report is nevertiieless invaluable as a documenta-
tiontion particularly of how the state military machinery at die time conducted low 
intensityy warfare in die diree provinces6. The report being an ambitious project 
widii  a compilation of pain stainkenly given and collected narratives and files, it 
doess however lack placement of the conflict in a wider perspective, both historical-

55 After a period of controversy over its availability to the public, the report was published by the 
MailMail  and Guardian on the Internet in May 1997 (Nkiwane 1998:97). 
66 Matabeleland North, South, and Midlands Provinces. 
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lyy and in the wider political context at the time. Not being part of the report's ob-
jectives,, lacking a broader view causes nevertheless the conflict description to be 
leftt in a vacuum, and omits a historical understanding of how ethnic concerns be-
camee central in the conflict. 

Thee most recent description of dissident activity and the Fifth Brigade interven-
tionn is given in Alexander/McGregor/Ranger (2000)7, as part of a history descrip-
tionn of the Shangani Reserve8 covering a time span of one hundred years. An im-
portantt contribution of this text is the civilian perspective and how the conflict in 
thee 1980s affected the work of local councils in the area.9 However, being a de-
tailedd study of a particular area, the chapters on dissident and military activity in 
thee 1980s give only a partial picture of the Matabeleland conflict as a whole. Fur-
thermore,, the description neglects the crucial component of government dis-
course,, and its effect on the conflict both locally and nationally. Another decisive 
componentt not analysed is the active role of ethnicity in the conflict, although the 
authorss conclude that 'many Zimbabweans' saw the conflict in terms of 'tribal-
ism',, and 'as the inevitable result of deep rooted animosities between the Shona 
andd the Ndebele' (Alexander et al, 2000:9). Thus, in the context of the authors' 
ambitiouss study of a remote region which has been relatively neglected in the 
country'ss history annals, the described conflict of the 1980s constitutes an impor-
tantt continuum. However, from the perspective of the Matabeleland conflict, the 
descriptionn has limitations in that the crucial impact of the government's national 
policyy and discourse interventions are scarcely mentioned, and that the role of eth-
nicityy as a central phenomenon in the conflict, is not examined. 

Subsequently,, to date a gap exists in the literature with regard to a detailed exami-
nationn of the Matabeleland conflict. Despite a number of publications regarding 
thiss time period, no comprehensive study of the conflict, examining it from a his-
toricall  perspective and addressing power and ethnicity as interdependent factors in 
thee past and the present, has been published. This study is an attempt to partly fil l 
thiss gap, and to crystallise issues pertinent for the further understanding of today's 
powerr relations in Zimbabwe. This is done in several ways. Firstly, the empirical 
chapterr consists of a detailed mapping of events, from the demilitarisation phase 
(Decemberr 1979) to the signature of the Zanu-Zapu Unity Accord (December 
1987).. Certain events are central to this lengthy description, for example the de-

77 Hereafter identified as Alexander et al. 
88 This area comprises of Nkayi and Lupane districts, Matabeleland North. 
99 See chapter three, pp. 241-242. 
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tailedd review of the events surrounding the recovered war material stockpiled on 
Zapuu property, based on High Court records. Another crucial part is the descrip-
tionn of the Fifth Brigade, including training, strategy, decision-makings, opera-
tions,, and ethnic stance, much based on primary sources hitherto not published. 
Secondly,, the study attempts to grasp events as they dialectically evolved through 
analysingg developmentss by various actors in an interrelated fashion. Thus, govern-
mentt interventions, divided into military, policy, and discourse interventions, are 
examinedd in conjuncture to ongoing dissident activities and ex-Zipra dissident per-
spectivess of the conflict. To this is added a description of the ongoing Zanu-Zapu 
discoursee exchange and civilian perspectives of the conflict. Finally, this study at-
temptss to contribute to the understanding of the Matabeleland conflict through 
allowingg actors to express themselves through including 'Voices' after each histori-
call  section in the empirical chapter, allowing for the vast number of positionings 
andd perceptions of the conflict come to the fore. Thus, by combining an examina-
tionn of actors' perceptions and policies, actions and reactions, the study attempts 
too give a more comprehensive picture of what occurred in the Matabeleland con-
flict .. The empirical material is subsequently analysed based on a historical per-
spective,, relating developments to the pre-independence context of Shona-Ndebe-
lee relations, the colonial mode of local and central rule, the development of na-
tionalistt organisations, the liberation war, and Zanu-Zapu power competition at 
differentt historical moments. Through this exercise, power relations at pre- and 
post-independencee can be crystallised, including ethnic identity, allowing for a 
moree in-depth understanding of the emergence and development of the Matabe-
lelandd conflict. 

3.. Research Methodolog y 

Thee research methodology used for data collection for this study has to a great 
extentt been influenced by the political sensitivity of the topic, and the subsequent 
scarcityy of available documentation. Extensive time was allocated to examining 
newss media and any other available information which related to political power 
competitionn between Zanu and Zapu during 1980-1987.10 Important documen-
tationn has been court records and the accessibility to Zapu files through a Zapu 
members'' private collection. However, as material on the conflict was scarce, col-
lectionn of primary data became crucial for the study. 

100 Collection of Zimbabwean primary and secondary data took place 1990-1994, during the 
author'ss residence in the country. 
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Thee method of collecting primary data was based on in-depth interviews, and short-
err 'fact-collection' interviews. The interviews were divided into three areas: 1) per-
sonss affiliated with die pre-independence political mode of diinking; 2) actors and 
organisationss in die then current Zimbabwean political culture; and 3) individuals 
andd organisations having experience or association witi i die Matabeleland conflict. 

Thee research regarding pre-independence mode of political thinking took place 
throughh conducting a number of in-depth case studies of actors with a role within 
aa group. The interviews were focused on perceptions of historical accounts, politi-
call  values and fundamental beliefs, foci of identification and loyalty, and political 
knowledgee and expectations. Regarding actors and organisations representing the 
politicall  culture of the 1990s, three mediods were used: field studies where a sam-
plee of representatives of interest and political organisations were interviewed; case 
studies,, sampling single actors witli influential positions or other leverage; and col-
lectionn of secondary data. 

Finally,, attempting to interview actors which had first hand experience of or were 
associatedd widi die Matabeleland conflict, proved to be difficult, as the conflict was a 
sensitivee issue to research. However, dirough organisations such as the Catholic 
Commissionn for Justice and Peace (CCJP), ZimRights, Bulawayo Legal Projects 
Centre,, and the local NGO 'Zimbabwe Project' sources and interviewees were locat-
ed,, and fieldwork in Bulawayo and Tsholotsho district, (Matabeleland North) were 
organised.. This included visits to the two ex-Zipra dissident co-operatives Green 
Lightt and Sebantubanye. Interviewing people turned out be an experience in facing 
hostility,, disappointment, and great pain. Government and Zanu(PF) representatives 
wheree in general reluctant to discuss the topic, or were negative to the research, and 
sometimess aggressive. Ex-Zipra dissidents shared their experiences without much 
reluctance,, but often witi i the added emphasis of their disappointment as to their 
currentt status.'' At the otiier end of the spectrum, die responses by victims and oth-
erss affected by die conflict, varied. Many were scared or uncomfortable with a tape 
recorder,, others seemingly relieved to express what they had experienced, and some 
weree determined to share tiieir information to make the atrocities known. 

Duee to the sensitivity of the topic, it was not possible to pre-designn methods, estab-
lishh numbers of samples and select a specific number of institutions or interview-
ees.. Instead, the scope of the primary material collected was based, in each singu-

''' Having become dissidents, the ex-Zipra dissidents lost dieir right to demobilisation money. The 
ex-Zipraa dissidents were also promised government support after the Unity Accord and the 
declarationn of Amnesty, however this promise was not honoured. For details, see chapter three, pp. 
268. . 
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larr case, on the rapport established with the interviewee. Through different chan-
nels,, particularly in co-operation with the above mentioned organisations, inter-
viewss were conducted with a variety of persons, such as journalists, lawyers, clergy, 
politicians,, academics, military, NGO workers, former dissidents, and local peas-
antss in the affected rural areas. 

4.. Histor y and Empirica l Chapter s 

Howw developments in Matabeleland evolved 1980-1987 is contested, and numerous 
interpretationss of events exist. The description of the conflict offered above is one 
interpretationn of events. Each actor carries his or her 'truth', giving events a meaning 
appropriatee for that person's particular experience, and subsequently describes 
eventss differently. The notion that there are a vast number of interpretations of the 
Matabelelandd conflict, - why it occurred, how it developed, and the political and 
militaryy choices made, - is central to this study. The fact that die perceived meaning 
off  the conflict differs, is of interest as actors' perceptions laid the basis for their deci-
sion-making.. Thus, the discrepancy in views and interpretations came to have a cru-
ciall  impact on the way in which the Matabeleland conflict developed. To capture 
andd crystallise perceptions of difference, views and interpretations are analytically 
groupedd into two collections: firstly, perceptions tied to a Shona and Ndebele dichot-
omy,, and secondly, perceptions linked to Zanu-Zapu power competition. The foun-
dationn for this analytical distinction is made in the historical chapter, and follows in 
thee empirical chapter where the Matabeleland conflict is described in detail. 

Thee objective of the history chapter is to trace developments in the Rhodesian his-
toryy facilitating an understanding of the emergence and evolution of the Matabe-
lelandd conflict. In order to do so the description goes back to the pre-colonial peri-
od,, describing Shona and Ndebele communities. Colonial penetration had a sig-
nificantt impact on social and political relations, and is therefore brought to the 
fore.. The emphasis of the chapter is however on the period of nationalist politics 
(1957—1979),, as the Matabeleland conflict is closely linked to the two nationalist 
partiess Zapu and Zanu and their interrelationship. The period of nationalist poli-
ticss include a narrative of the liberation war 1965-1979, which is of great impor-
tancee for an analysis of post war politics in Zimbabwe. Perceptions of difference 
andd die Shona-Ndebele dichotomy are traceable to the pre-colonial period, and 
coincidee later in historical development with the cleavage of political power com-
petitionn between Zanu and Zapu. Arriving at the historical moment where Zanu 
andd Zapu operate simultaneously the focus is on differences perceived internally 
andd those induced by external forces. The narrative also includes views that the 
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twoo nationalist parties had of themselves and each other, both in terms of ethnicity 
andd as two political forces. Moreover, perceptions on ethnicity and politics held by 
settlers,, the minority government, and its security forces are also noted. It is con-
cludedd that a content rich mixture of security disinformation, political propagan-
daa and ideology, ethnic identification, religious beliefs, and social values and tradi-
tions,tions, amalgamated and created perceptions of power and ethnicity. The historical 
chapterr closes with the long civil war coming to an end and independence being a 
reality.. Zanu and Zapu prepared for new political developments, however, unity 
betweenn the two as a Patriotic Front derailed. Instead Zanu-Zapu power competi-
tionn switched into a higher gear in the wake of an open measure of political alle-
giancee — the country's first-ever general elections. 

Inn the empirical chapter, one of the primary objectives is to record main conflict 
eventss over the time period 1980-1987. What has often been labelled the 'dissi-
dentt dilemma' or 'Matabeleland disturbances' are here placed in a wider political 
andd historical context. By linking political occurrences, perceptions, and govern-
mentt strategy, the scope of the conflict is expanded, allowing for a more complex 
picturee to emerge. The chapter includes a detailed account of events leading up to 
formerr Zipra guerrilla's defection from the national army and the formation of 
'dissident'' groups, and the subsequent increase in military activity culminating in 
thee deployment of the Fifth Brigade. The chapter attempts to contribute by outlin-
ingg the three dissident groups and positionings within them, as well as by gaining 
insightt into government activity and strategy during the conflict. Regarding gov-
ernmentt activity, an analytical distinction is made between military, policy and dis-
coursee interventions, so as to crystallise government intention. The chapter further 
describess a shift in government military strategy before the 1985 general elections, 
thee politics of unity negotiations, the subsequent Unity Accord in 1987, and the 
amnestyy granted for dissidents. 

Besidess recording events, another objective of the empirical chapter is to bring out 
differentt perceptions of the Matabeleland conflict. This is attempted through the 
insertionn of 'Voices' after each descriptive section of the chapter, and consists of 
actorss in their own words perceiving, explaining, remembering, and stating what 
thee events discussed meant personally, in their view, or to Zimbabwe at large. The 
purposee of highlighting peoples' interpretation as the conflict developed, is to 
showw how perceptions influenced the course of the conflict. Subsequently, the 
'Voices'' constitute an important part for the arguments presented in the chapter. 

Thee central argument put forward in the empirical chapter is that the ruling party 
Zanuu (PF) pursued a position of hegemony with the ambition to legislate for a one-
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partyy state. It is argued that a consistent pattern of opposition party (Zapu/Zipra) 
persecutionn developed soon after independence in 1980, leading to defections 
fromm the national army. Defected ex-Zipra soldiers established the core of the larg-
estt dissident group, counteracting persecution by violent means. It is put forward 
thatt ex-Zipra destabilisation was an opportunity which Zanu(PF) took (and partly 
created)) as a tool for manipulation in their pursuit to immobilise Zapu, the opposi-
tionn party being a political threat to a one-party state. Subsequendy, it is argued 
thatt dissident destabilisation was a side event of the conflict, although presented as 
diee main cause of die Matabeleland conflict. Widi dissident activity as a justifica-
tion,tion, military operations took place 1980-1987 in order to eradicate political op-
position.. It is noted that the Matabeleland civilians, subjected to extreme state vio-
lencee (particularly by die Fifth Brigade) due to political and ethnic identity, carried 
ultimatelyy the cost of the ruling party's quest for hegemony. Subordinating state 
administrationn and national interests to that of party politics, it is argued that the 
governmentt manipulated witi i public opinion to create consent for its actions. 

5.. Theoretica l Framewor k 

Thee Matabeleland conflict was a complex conflict with many actors involved. 
Theree is no one outstanding explanation as to why the conflict emerged, or an ev-
identt answer as to why it developed in such a violent way. Actors had a diversity of 
objectivess and goals, and reacted to developments as they took place, carrying 
eventss forward in a dialectical manner. In tiiis fluid process of actions and reac-
tionss three diemes were continuously present and inter-linked: power, ethnicity and 
violence.violence. To gain insight into the background and die development of die conflict, 
thee concluding chapter attempts to examine die diemes and their interrelation-
ship.. Overarching the above themes is the study's reoccurring notion of perceptions 
ofof difference. Actors attached meaning to developments. Meaning was constructed 
diroughh memory, socialisation and personal predisposition, thus fusing complex 
patternss of reactions to historical contradictions, played out against contemporary 
events.. Conceptualising die conflict in tiiis way, die dieoretical tools required cover 
relatedd history of power relations, ethnicity and violence, and explanatory mecha-
nismss of perceptions particularly those of memory. 

Too analyse die background of die Matabeleland conflict, pre-independence power 
relationss are examined using Mamdani's research (1996) on die legacy of late co-
lonialismm in Africa. In this theoretical framework attention is on the mode of dom-
ination,, mapping out locations and manifestations of power. Applying Mamdani's 
frameworkk to die Rhodesian experience, an essential finding for die study is how 
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powerr and ethnicity from the start of colonial penetration, became interconnect-
ed.. Governance of the rural areas was equal to control of natives, in a framework 
inn which ethnic identity and separation was dynamically enforced politically. Re-
sistingg colonial rule resulted in a struggle in which ethnicity was the starting point, 
andd violence was inherendy part of the understanding of the governance and the 
methodd of solution. Thus, perceptions of differentiation fostered through the colo-
niall  experience, were linked to tribal belonging and its definition in power and 
governance. . 

Mamdani'ss framework is understood as being focused on power relations looking 
att the institutional framework. Key for understanding the analytical usage of Mamda-
ni'ss framework in this way is the dichotomy of rulers and ruled as mirrored from 
thee colonial period, and the methods of control involved. Hence, the study takes a 
long-termm perspective on the cementation of power-relations, noting the role of 
structuress in relation to power. However, structures comprise only one part of 
powerr relations. Perceptions, values and beliefs constitute another component. To 
examinee perceptions, consciousness, and memory additional tools are needed. 
Synthesisingg theories related to perceptions, a mental framework is defined, focusing 
onn memory as a device in the socialisation process and the moulding of percep-
tions.. The main conclusion applying theories used under the umbrella of the 
'mentall  framework' is that the colonial differentiation process, intrinsically encom-
passingg all social relations, inescapably became part of actors' understanding of 
thee world, internalised into an unconscious level of functioning, conditioning per-
ceptionss and collective memory. Combining the 'institutional' and 'mental' frame-
workss gives insight into how perceptions of governance and rule may have 
formed.. Africans were ruled locally by way of central direction, therefore, follow-
ingg Mamdani's understanding, conformity to rule took place on two levels: con-
formityy to racial ruling (centrally) and tribal ruling (locally). However, ninety years 
off  colonial oppression did not only cause conformity. Memory and socialisation 
causedd values of the rulers to internalise. Using fragmentation and differentiation 
ass a tool, colonial rulers were able to enforce the historical dichotomy between the 
Shonaa and Ndebele groups of people. Over time internalisation of difference ce-
mented.. Thus, a conclusion put forward is that in the Rhodesian experience mem-
oryy of institutional structures of rule over time and actors conformity to rule over 
time,time, formed actors' perceptions in relation to race, ethnicity and violence. Con-
formityy to racial and tribal ruling had the content of internalised ethnic difference. 
Thus,, perceptions of governance and rule formed over time carried the content of 
fragmentationn and differentiation inherently. 
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Consequently,, the theoretical section concludes by noting that the crucial points 
forr analysis of the Matabeleland conflict is firstly, the conceptual understanding of 
powerr relations, the reality under which people functioned. Secondly, the link or 
relationn to power relations made through memory work and socialisation, often 
unconsciouss or non-conceptualised, but nevertheless present in perceptions. Lastly, 
thee fact that perceptions are the basis for decision-making and actions taken. Thus, 
thee analysis of the Matabeleland conflict begins with the dual understanding of 
coloniall  power relations: one institutional framework and one mental framework. 
Bothh which as minimal communal starting point have that the Matabeleland con-
flictt could not have taken place without the historical baggage of colonial power 
relations,, and particularly that of ethnic fragmentation and differentiation. 

6.. Analysi s and Finding s 

Thee concluding chapter consists of an analysis of the empirical material using the 
institutionall  and mental frameworks, focusing on Zipra dissident activity, military 
interventionn by the Fifth Brigade, government discourse, and the unity process. An 
importantt foundation for all findings in the analysis is the conclusion that in the 
newlyy independent Zimbabwe the way in which power was structurally organised 
hadd not considerably changed. Centrally and locally power was executed much as 
inn the late colonial period, although there were government ambitions for transi-
tion.tion. What was crucially different, as compared to pre-independence, was however 
thee power relations between the two main actors, Zanu and Zapu. Whilst ex-Zipra 
dissidentss and Matabeleland civilians were treated as the former colonial 'sub-
jects',, in accordance to Mamdani's conceptualisation, the ruling party Zanu was 
actingg as the 'citizens' of yesterday's colonial rule. Thus, whilst power relations 
hadd changed, perceptions of power had not changed. The new rulers took partly on the 
mentall  framework from their predecessors, reproducing colonial power relations. 
Hence,, the change of circumstances shifted power relations, whilst operating per-
ceptionss were closely linked to previous social relations and identity. History re-
peatedd both in terms of mirroring patterns of absolute rule, but also in terms of 
responsee to those patterns. 

AA central discussion in the section regarding ex-Zipra dissidents is the role of 'trib-
alism'.. Noting that Zanu and Zapu were parties in political power competition, 
andd that each party had followers divided to a great extent based on ethnic identity, 
doess however not explain why ethnic concerns became central in the conflict. The 
discussionn dissects the difference of 'tribalism' conceptualised asan effect of coloni-
alismm as opposed to tribalism being an inherent component of the same. Concluding 
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thatt the latter is applicable to the Rhodesian experience and subsequently the con-
flict ,, the discussion turns to the functioning of tribalism as a policy and the behav-
iourall  affects of denial and blame it caused in both pre- and post-independent 
Zimbabwe. . 

Thee actions of the Fifth Brigade have brought horror and disbelief to those affect-
edd as well as to observers. Analysing the Brigade with the two mentioned frame-
works,, it is evident that both in terms of actions and perceptions the Brigade repro-
ducedd historical experience. Despite the formation of a Zimbabwean Army (ZNA) 
whichh was to be non-political, the Fifth Brigade reverted into the liberation war 
modee both in terms of orientation and method. Assuming that dissidents operated 
interchangeablyy as civilians/guerrillas and that dissidents were supported by local 
Zapuu structures, pinpointed the Ndebele civilians as justified army targets. Fur-
thermore,, the Fifth Brigade had another objective; to politically reorient 'undesir-
ablee ideas' among the Matabeleland civilians and demand loyalty to the ruling 
Zanu(PF).. These military and political missions were enveloped by the Brigade's 
ethnicc stance. A conclusion made is that the Fifth Brigade was driven by an inter-
nall  ethnic coherence, legitimising its acts of violence through historical events -
'settlingg old scores'. Added to this historical component, the Brigade's operational 
attitudee was connected to ethnicity through the enemy identification given in the 
armyy and the ethnic mobilisation carried out by the government. Therefore it is 
notedd that both Brigade members and those giving army orders, carried the insti-
tutionall  and mental frameworks into the conflict. Thus, the Fifth Brigade's arrival 
att simply turning 'ethnic', as put by its Commander, can be seen as a complex 
processs of past and present operating simultaneously, in the context of war result-
ingg in a crude and unsophisticated formula of ethnic violence. Matabeleland sub-
sequentlyy became an arena in which historical experiences were released, relived 
andd reformatted for current use. 

Thee analysis goes on to ask how the public responded to the ongoing horrors. Ex-
aminingg government discourse and propaganda, the conclusion is that the public 
couldd only have a limited reaction, as it was denied vital information regarding the 
conflict.. A blanket censorship rested over massacres, executions and rapes, instead 
aa partisan narrative disseminating values of the government was broadcast. Sup-
pression,, simplification, distortion and context displacement were methods used in 
thee attempt to manage and mould public opinion, in order to mobilise bias and 
manufacturee consent for a government specific purpose. It is noted that one stand-
pointt was particularly emphasised, that which stipulated that government military 
interventionn was legitimate, and the use of violence on civilians was justified. 
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Thee signature of the Unity Accord brought the conflict to an end, but before this 
historicall  settlement lengthy negotiations had taken place. Although the merger 
beingg a matter between two parties, the unity process is analysed as a government 
interventionn in the Matabeleland conflict. The discussion brings forth Zanu's and 
Zapu'ss separate but related power interests: examining why both parties chose to 
keepp the government coalition intact, and underlying reasons for the party merger 
too take place. 

7.. Lesson s fro m the Matabelelan d Conflic t 

Followingg a synthesis of various components of the study, in the final section an 
attemptt is made to generalise from the findings and to identify possible lessons to 
bee learned. The discussion is focused on an important difference between pre- and 
post-independentt Zimbabwe: that of citizens' democratic right to practice and 
registerr a political choice. Thus, the possibility to choose political allegiance. 

Itt is noted that through the liberation war a struggle took place for the right to in-
stalll  democratic institutions and practice, and at post-independence political choice 
forr all citizens was made legal. However, the newly elected government was chal-
lengedd by dissidents, who were primarily seen as an organised military Zapu oppo-
sitionn to the ruling party. Furthermore, irrespective of a dissident link or not, the 
vibrantt opposition party was seen as a threat to the envisaged one-party state sys-
tem.. Thus, citizens' multiple political party choice became a hindrance to the he-
gemonicc plans of the ruling party. To address this, it is argued, the ruling party 
neededd to limi t choice both in terms of discourse space and in the selection of po-
liticall  allegiance. Subsequently, in the context of on-going dissident activity, gov-
ernmentt rhetoric stressed that no choice other than that of military intervention in 
thee conflict was open to the rulers, in order to find the 'final solution' to the 'dissi-
dentt dilemma'. Furthermore, it was emphasised that the ruling party's position 
wass the politically correct choice both in terms of security and national unity. Nar-
rowingg the selection of options to the minimum to solve the conflict situation 
pavedd the way for public acceptance of the government's presented solution to 
militaril yy curb opposition. However, the citizens of Matabeleland were not easy to 
convincee and quell, as the 1985 election results proved. Political choice for the op-
positionn party Zapu was exercised through the ballot despite state terror, as were 
manyy other types of political choices made in opposition to the government along 
thee route of the conflict. 

Thee option exercised by the Matabeleland civilians despite extreme pressure is cen-
trall  for the way in which findings of the study are conclusively conceptualised. The 
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optionn available is seen as a space of choice assumed and practised by citizens to exer-
cisee free political thought and democratic rights. However, it is argued that this space 
off  choice was contested, as the ruling party intended to implement a one-party state 
andd strengthen the party's power position. The contestation of this space where citi-
zenss select their political allegiance is concluded to be die site of struggle in the conflict. 
Inn line with this argument it is clear that in the Matabeleland conflict the subjects of 
thee struggle were not the dissidents. They were a side event of the conflict. The sub-
jectss of the conflict were the citizens of Matabeleland North, South and Midlands 
whoo had a different political allegiance than the ruling Zanu (PF). The content of the 
strugglee was thus on the one hand, to influence, shift or instil a political choice made 
byy the ruling party in order to alter opposition values and beliefs, and on the other 
hand,, the right for citizens to exercise free political choice. 

Thee final discussion goes on to view the implications of the above reasoning re-
gardingg the space of choice, focusing on perceptions and the fact that perceptions 
cannott be controlled. It is noted that to the detriment of political developments in 
thee newly independent Zimbabwe, transitions of institutions remained partial as 
perceptionss remained linked to the former colonial power structures and forms of 
rule.. Democratic practice and the emergence of a democratic culture were re-
strictedd as force was practised as a method to shift perspectives in a direction fa-
vouredd by the ruling party. Thus, a conclusion from the Matabeleland conflict is 
thatt democracy is not guaranteed through institutional reform. Change of institu-
tionss does not necessarily take place if not followed by a democratisation of per-
spectives. . 
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Chapte rr  Two 
Power ,, Ethnicity , and Violence : A Historica l Contex t 

Zimbabwe'ss historiography is riddled with variation, not only when examining 
pre-coloniall  history, but also with regards to the colonial era and the history of the 
liberationn war. Descriptions are often politically partial and based on the history7 of 
victors,, omitting significant developments by actors of lesser political clout (Beach 
1994:xvii,, Bhebe/Ranger 1995:6). In light of die above shortcomings, attempting 
aa synthesis of Zimbabwean historical documentation is a journey through a mine-
field,field, in which each choice is open to contestation. The choices nevertheless made 
inn this chapter are linked to one objective: to trace developments in Rhodesian his-
toryy annals that can facilitate an understanding of the emergence and evolution of 
thee Matabeleland conflict in the 1980s. In order to do so, the description goes back 
too the pre-colonial period, describing Shona and Ndebele communities. The early 
coloniall  period having an impact on Shona — Ndebele relations, as did significant-
lyy the first civil war in 1896, have also brought accounts of this period to the fore. 
However,, the emphasis of the chapter is located to the period of nationalist politics 
(1957-1979),, as the Matabeleland conflict is closely linked to the two nationalist 
partiess Zapu and Zanu and their interrelationship. The period of nationalist poli-
ticstics includes the liberation war 1965-1979, which is of great importance for an 
analysiss of post war politics in Zimbabwe. Synthesising descriptions from the war 
forr the benefit of understanding the Matabeleland conflict, is possibly even a more 
eventfull  research path to travel than was the earlier period. In Zimbabwean histo-
riographyy covering the war, descriptive imbalances and omissions are considera-
ble.. For research purposes, access to this period has been extremely limited, as 
Zanlaa files were unsorted and closed for scholars, whilst Zipra files were seized by 
policee and their location remains unknown (Bhebe/Ranger 1995:3, interview 
Brickhill ,, 1992). Thus, academic work describing the nationalist war effort re-
mainss scarce.12 The accounts that nevertheless are available have furthermore 
beenn met with two highly critical responses. Firstly, according to Bhebe and Rang-
er,, the liberation war descriptions have been considerably Zanu biased, posing 
Zanu'ss right of authority to power in a tone of officiality and without differentia-

122 Although there is a gap in the literature regarding guerrilla activity, there are nevertheless many 
studiess covering other aspects of the liberation war, such as the impact of the war on Zimbabwe's 
peasantry;; in relation to women; concerning ideology and religion; and with regards to healing 
traumaticc war experiences (Bhebe/Ranger 1995:2). 
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tion.. Meanwhile, Zapu's contributions in the liberation war have been down 
playedd or omitted. Secondly, the liberation war descriptions are criticised for being 
thee propagation of an official mythology of war, based on leadership decisions 
andd movements of armies, and thereby ignoring the role of the common soldier 
(Bhebe/Rangerr 1995:6). 

Inn this study's history description of the liberation war, difference is a reoccurring 
theme:: differences between Shona and Ndebele, Zanu and Zapu, Zanla and 
Zipra,, and between the liberation movements and the settler regime. In general, 
thee established views regarding Zanu and Zapu have been dominated by contrasts 
betweenn the two (Bhebe/Ranger 1995:8). However, in an effort to correct histori-
call  Zanu bias and Zapu omission as well as testing stereotypical propositions, die 
twoo nationalist parties have been juxtaposed13, in the search for similarities and 
commonalties,, rather than contrasts and disunities. This exercise brought to the 
foree a firm argument for similarities, pinpointing that both Zanu and Zapu were 
nationalistt parties, which appealed geographically and politically to the whole na-
tion;; both had similar attitudes to rural culture; boüi set up similar programs for 
progressivee education during the war; both had peasant youths and educated 
youdiss in their ranks;14 both armies operated in more than one language zone; and 
inn areas (specifically in Matabeleland) layers of etiinic and national identities over-
lappedd without tension. Based on these commonalties, an argument was posed 
thatt there is much content in an argument against the proposition of an inherent 
Zapu/Ndebelee - Zanu/Shona division (Bhebe/Ranger 1995:9,1995b: 32). It was 
alsoo agreed, as an interim conclusion, that the contrasts remaining between Zanu 
andd Zapu were no deliberate policy, whether concerning patterns and periodiza-
tionn of recruitment, nor 'to a certain extent' tactics and strategy - but were rather 
thee results of specific historical and geographical factors (Bhebe/Ranger 1995:11). 

Returningg to the format of the historical description in this study, identifying dif-
ferencess between the nationalist parties is not for the purpose of adding to already 
establishedd views of Zanu-Zapu contrasts. Nor is it in order to pose the argument 
thatt differences were a deliberate policy in order to demarcate 'the otiier'. Instead, 
thee central theme in die chapter concerns perceptions of difference. Through the 
coursee of this chapter two collections of perceptions can be followed. Firstly, that 

133 The discussion is based on the introductions to two volumes edited by Bhebe and Ranger 
(1995;1995b),, which include conference papers from the 'International Conference on Zimbabwe's 
Liberationn War', held at the University of Zimbabwe, Harare, in 1991. 
144 For a discussion on class and 'generational' composition in Zanla and Zipra, see Bhebe/Ranger 
1995:8-10. . 
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off  a Shona-Ndebele dichotomy, and secondly, perceptions linked to political pow-
err competition. The Shona-Ndebele dichotomy traceable to the pre-colonial peri-
odd coincides later in historical development with the cleavage of political power 
competitionn between Zanu and Zapu. Arriving at the historical stage where Zanu 
andd Zapu operate simultaneously, the focus is on differences induced by external 
forcess and differences perceived internally within the structures. In the attempt to 
unravell  perceptions of difference the narrative includes views that the two nation-
alistt parties (with respective armies) had of themselves and of each other, both in 
termss of ethnicity and as two political forces. Moreover, it includes perceptions on 
ethnicityy and politics held and disseminated by settlers, the minority government, 
andd government security forces. 

Lookingg at historical occurrences from both the viewpoint of actual events and the 
highlyy subjective perceptions growing out of, or being cemented by these events, 
addss an additional angle to the analysis of developments. It is this additional angle, 
outliningg formations, perpetuations, and cementations of ethnic and political per-
ceptionss in Zimbabwe's history, which will hopefully add to the understanding of 
thee context, emergence, and evolution of the Matabeleland conflict. 

1.. The Pre-Colonia l and the Early Colonia l Period s 

l .a.. An Outline of Shona Pre-Colonial History 

Betweenn the Zambezi and Limpopo rivers, the Shona speaking peoples form the 
largestt single cultural and linguistic group of Southern Africa. The term Shona is 
historicallyy a recent qualification, originating from the Ndebele who called the 
Changamiree Rozvi by this name. It was gradually adopted by Shona-speakers, 
whoo had previously identified themselves according to local divisions such as Ka-
ranga,, Zezuru, and Kalanga, without having a universal name for the linguistic 
groupp (Beach 1984:52). This outline covers Shona developments until the end of 
thee 19Ih century, during which it was pertinent to refer to a distinct 'Shona history'. 
Thereafterr the linguistic group was integrated with other groups, transforming 
intoo large units of mixed decent (Beach 1994:XVIII). 

Forr much of their history most of the Shona have lived in relatively small and in-
dependentt units (Beach 1994:XVT). There are a considerable number of com-
pletelyy distinct lineages, and there is no common tradition from which people 
came,, no territory of 'origin'. People moved due to migration as land shortages 
occurred,, or because of civil wars or invasions (Beach 1994:267-268). There was 
alsoo no specific Shona succession system. In a myriad of ways, power and dynastic 
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tidestides changed, 'filial , collateral and rotating-house successions occurring in no par-
ticularticular order' (Beach 1994:269). During Shona history four major political units or 
statee formations15 have existed. The first such formation was the Zimbabwe State. 

Thee ancient stone ruins Great Zimbabwe (near Masvingo) are believed to have 
beenn parts of the capital of an early Shona-Karanga empire and the centre of the 
Zimbabwee State. The Zimbabwe State arose out of the Gumanye culture, the sec-
ondd of the two Shona cultures to have settled on the southern half of the Pla-
teau.166 Archaeological evidence suggests mat it was built about 1100 AD, and the 
successs of Zimbabwe appears to originate from prosperous gold and ivory trading 
beingg added to the traditional cattle herding. This involved the initiation of a com-
plexx system of trade routes joining gold fields with trade tracks. The trade routs 
obligingg protection from outside exertion, suggests that the state had military 
strengthh (Beach 1980:37-38, 42). Between 1300 and about 1450 the Zimbabwe 
Statee became highly prosperous. This was reflected in the aversion of labour from 
agriculturall  activities and the financing of skilled builders, to erect the grand scale 
stonee structures. Inside the wall that enclosed the main site it is estimated that 
5,0000 to 11,000 inhabitants lived in an 'urban' setting. Outside the main area of 
thee state a multitude of different tribes and clans existed, each with specific territo-
riesries and chiefs. It has been difficult to determine whether those were under the 
dominationn of the Zimbabwe State or for how long. It is nevertheless clear that 
inhabitantss living inside the stone walls at the state's capital, were only a small mi-
norityy of the Zimbabwe culture (Beach 1980:48, 81). The Zimbabwe State went 
throughh a fast process of decline, and by 1500 the state no longer existed. Reasons 
forr this decline may have been that Zimbabwe grew too big to be supported by its 
environment,, which could have created political tension (Beach 1980:48-50). The 
successorr to Zimbabwe emerged to be the Torwa State at Khami, in the southwest. 
However,, before turning to the Torwa State, the description turns to the Mutapa 
State,, as before the fall of Zimbabwe the Mutapa dynasty had derived as a branch 
fromm the Zimbabwe culture. 

155 The definition of state is here taken from Beach (1980:113): 'By a "state" is meant a large but 
compactt area under the control of one dynasty, whether that control was exercised through sub-
rulerss of the central dynasty or through non-related groups'. The system of power included 
"outlyingg tributaries", in which the state formed alliances with groups and whereby tributes were 
paidd to the ruler. To compel allegiance of tributaries at distance and over time largely took place by 
diee threat of military force. 
166 South of the Zambezi River in southern Africa, the land rises to a great plateau, over three 
thousandd feet high in the majority of places. This plateau is the scene of most of the history of the 
Shonaa people over the last thousand years (Beach 1980:1). 
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Thee Mutapa State was formed in the mid- fifteenth century, most likely by migra-
tionss and conquests in which a gradual movement of Karanga dynasties settled 
andd formed the new state (Beach 1980:61,83). Similar to the Zimbabwe culture, 
theyy were cattle herders and took part in trade. Significantly, the Mutapa dynasty 
ruledd Shona as well as non-Shona groups for most of its existence, and at the end 
off  the dynasty's lifespan the non-Shona predominated. The Portuguese arrival in 
15055 was highly influential, although the new inhabitants did not settle in the state 
untill  1629. The impact was nevertheless fundamental, causing great turmoil in the 
Mutapaa State. Although the state survived the Portuguese influx, it had to go 
throughh major changes and shifts of locations within the territory. The weakened 
positionn of the Mutapa state led to internal instability and long-lasting civil wars. 
Thee entire Mutapa State remained nevertheless intact in territory until the eight-
eenthh century, and lasted as a whole for at least four centuries (Beach 1980:117). 
Thee cause of the fall of the Mutapa State in the late nineteenth century was linked 
too the revival of Portuguese power. The Portuguese reacted to the threat of Euro-
peann colonisation and began extensively to take over parts of the Mutapa State. 
Thee Mutapa State ceased to exist about 1884 (Beach 1980:150-154). 

Littl ee is known about the Torwa State, which was founded at Khami about 1410. 
Ass the Zimbabwe State had ceased to be a major centre, the focal point of its cul-
turee moved west. In the new state the stone work from Zimbabwe was continued, 
neww styles being added. The Torwa State functioned between the 15th and 17th 

centuries,, and its economy was based on catde herding and gold mining. The state 
wass however conquered in the 1680s by another Shona group, the Changamire 
Rozvi,, who had migrated from the Mutapa State in the northeast. They took over 
thee capital now located at Danangombe, as well as the Torwa culture. The 
Changamiree conquest of the Torwa State seems to have been a rapid invasion 
wheree destruction was limited. After a brief conflict the new dynasty settled 
amongg the former inhabitants and intermarriage took place. The Rozvi remained 
inn control until the 1830s (Beach 1980:188-219, 1986:19). 

Ass the Rozvi conquered the Torwa State, the Changamire State began to take 
form.. It was to be the last functional Shona State prior to the occupation of the 
Ndebele.. The state included several different groups, functioning in a system of 
tributaries.. The Changamire's power rested on a balanced support from these 
groups,, as the prevention of civil war between the main dynasty and the so-called 
'houses'' was imperative. House succession was practised through intricate systems, 
whichh nevertheless did not prevent power competition. Stability in the state de-
pendedd on the relationships between the ruler and subjects not of ruling lineage, as 
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thosee were excluded from the ruling title (Beach 1980:240-241). The economic 
basee of the state was gold mining, cattle breeding, manufacturing, and agricultural 
cultivation.. In the late eighteen and early nineteenth centuries there was an overall 
economicc decline influenced by major droughts, civil wars, and the exhaustion of 
goldd mining (Beach 1986:128). In addition, major population movements beyond 
thee control of the Changamire State began to occur. Weakened by these develop-
ments,, the Changamire State was further destabilised, being subjected to the great 
migrationn wave from the south - die mfecane. During a decade of migration, on 
theirr way nortii Nguni and Sotho groups invaded or raided the Changamire in 
manyy waves. Expelling the intruders and thereby surviving nearly a third of the 
volatilee nineteenth century, a succession crisis finally severely weakened the state. 
Thee last Nguni group passing through killed Changamire himself, leaving die state 
leaderless.. When the Ndebele arrived and began occupying territories, die state 
hadd still no recognised leader, and each house had to make tiieir own defence strat-
egies.. Some put up resistance, others voluntarily submitted to Mzilikazi. When the 
Changamiree State fell to the Ndebeles in the 1830s and 1840s, it did not end the 
Changamiree Rozvi's influence as a political force. The Rozvis' influence will be 
elaboratedd on below, whilst here it can be noted that the group did finally surren-
derr to the Ndebele in 1866 (Beach 1980:220-277; Beach 1986:20). 

l.b.. An Outline of Ndebele Pre-Colonial History 

Thee Ndebele are categorised by anthropologists and linguistics as a Southern Ban-
tuu people. The Soudiern Bantu people are on linguistic grounds often divided into 
fourr different groups: the Nguni, the Sotho-Tswana, die Venda, and die Tsonga. 
Thee Nguni, in turn, is often divided into four sub-groups: the Xhosa, the Swazi, 
diee Transvaal Ndebele and the Zulu. The Nguni from Zululand include diree off-
shoots:: the Ngono, die Shangana and the Ndebele (Lindgren 1996:2). This histor-
icall  outline concerns the Ndebele, the last group who left Zululand and eventually 
settiedd in what today is soudi-west Zimbabwe. 

Duringg the 19th century, die migration of Nguni groups soutii of die Limpopo 
Riverr (the mfecanê) created new dimensions in die pre-colonial social formation. 
Thesee groups moved from the Zulu State in soudiern Africa, where rebellions 
againstt die reign of Shaka (1818-1828) had occurred. Whilst Nguni groups 
movedd northwards they conquered odier communities on their way, leading to 
greatt disruptions in socio-political settings in southern and central Africa (Berens 
1988:7).. The invasion of people from die soudi affected different parts of Shona 
territoryy at different times. It is now recognised diat die much-cited Nguni migra-
tionstions were neither as damaging nor as final to the Shona settlements, as was earlier 
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supposed.. The migrations only confirmed a general trend of economic and polit-
icall  turmoil among the Shona, and these circumstantial factors significantly influ-
encedd the loss of territory (Beach 1986:20). 

Thee last Nguni group entering the weakened Changamire state, where die Ndebeles 
underr Mzilikazi, chief of the Khumalo. Mzilikazi had been a close alley to king Sha-
ka,, but left his homeland about 1821 due to internal conflicts. Between departure 
andd Mzilikazi's settlement in modern Zimbabwe in 1839, he migrated in several 
waves,, conquering kingdoms as he moved with his followers. Entering the Rozvi 
countryy his followers were a heterogeneous group, with Nguni and non-Nguni sup-
porterss from Zululand, and captives incorporated on the route going north (Ranger 
1979:33;; Lindgren 1996:2). At the time of the Ndebele invasion, sub-rulers of the 
Rozvii  played a role in die Ndebele conquest of the Rozvi State. As oudined above, 
'houses'' acted independendy due to the state being leaderless (Beach 1986:20). 

Thee Ndebele invasion differed from other Nguni groups in several ways. Firstly, 
Mzilikazi'ss people made no attempt to attack the central part of the Changamire 
State,, nor did they extensively kil l the Kalanga or the Rozvi. They settled in die 
westernn province of Ndumba among the Kalanga. The new rulers dius took over 
geographicall  areas, and tiiey also incorporated economic and political structures 
fromm dieir Shona predecessors. Under Ndebele rule, the new state came to com-
prisee nearly 60 percent of Shona peoples, widi the addition of a number of cap-
tivestives from odier areas (Beach 1986:21,19). Therefore, in its early years the Ndebe-
lee State consisted of a Shona majority ruled by a Nguni minority. The Shona liv-
ingg under Ndebele rule commonly acclimatised to their new cultural environment, 
andd adopted die Ndebele language and customs. The Ndebele identity and state 
especiallyy attracted Shona youdi, and many enthusiastically assumed their new 
identificationn (Beach 1984:56). The different peoples incorporated in die Ndebele 
Statee came to form different 'classes'. Those Nguni having joined Mzilikazi at the 
outsett were accepted as more or less equal. A second class was formed by the later 
incorporatedd Sotho and Tswana, and the last to be incorporated, the Shona, 
formedd a third class. These diree classes came to be known as Zanzi (Abezanzi), 
Enhlaa (Abenhla) and Lozwi (Balozwi) or Holi (Amaholi). Almough men from all 
classess could be warriors, Zanzi were die aristocrats, and Lozwi die servile cast 
whoo performed the manual labour (Lindgren 1996:2). 

Thee second way in which the Ndebele differed from previous Nguni groups, was 
tiieirtiieir  consolidation of power by entering into an economic relationship with die 
Rozvi.. Firstly, die Ndebele needed supplies of grain, which would not be forth-
comingg if die groups functioned under hostile terms. Secondly, die Ndebele need-
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edd people to boost their state. The Rozvi, on the other hand, had lost a lot of cattle 
inn the Nguni invasions, which in turn, the Ndebele had plenty of. Initially an ex-
changee took place in which Mzilikazi distributed catde in return for young people, 
whoo then were incorporated into the Ndebele State and society (Beach 1986:22). 
Laterr this exchange broke down, due to Ndebeles' seeming to have retained die 
ownershipp of cattle without allowing for the return of the young people taken into 
Ndebelee society. In the long run the exchanges of cattle for people were extremely 
disadvantageouss to the Shona, and would later affect Ndebele-Shona relations 
(Beachh 1980:266; 1986:22). 

Inn the Ndebele State, die king was central, and no separation of powers between 
institutionss existed. The king had the combined role of religious, social, economic, 
militaryy and administrative leader of die state (Nyathi 1996:14). However, senior 
chiefs,, whose approval in national matters was necessary, assisted him. One of its 
mostt debated and contested institutions was die military, which was highly devel-
oped.. The way in which the Ndebele army operated, constituted the most obvious 
differencee between the Ndebele and the Shona (Beach 1984:55). Boys reaching 
pubertyy were drafted for military duty, and underwent extensive training. The state 
didd not have a standing army, but those who were militarily trained could be called 
upp for duties at any time. Once back from assignments, soldiers became civilians 
andd returned to their every-day village life in which their military role remained 
latentt (Nyatiii 1996:22-23). Geographically, the Ndebele State proper functioned 
inn a relatively small, concentrated area. Outside this area, the Ndebele did not at-
temptt to build communities constructed according to their social organisation 
(Rangerr 1979:26). 

Inn a wide circle outside the Ndebele settlement, Shona speaking people such as the 
Karanga,, Kalanga, Zezuru, Rozwi and Tonga were settled, who recognised die 
Ndebelee State as the ruling power. These groups were in a regulated relationship 
off  tribute with die Ndebele, in which articles (skins, feathers, hoes, spears, tobacco) 
orr services (such as hut building), were given in return for immunity against raids 
(Beach(Beach 1986:30). The tribute-paying client communities, although attached to die 
Ndebelee kingdom, still retained tiieir separate identities (Omer-Cooper 1987:77). 
Too maintain tiieir influence in border tributary lands, the Ndebele entered allianc-
ess with local Shona interest groups. Subsequently Shona political interest groups 
reliedd on die Ndebele for maintenance, whilst in turn die Ndebele gained support 
neededd to maintain influence on their tributary frontiers. The alliances had an 
impactt on bodi internal and external threats (Beach 1986:31). 
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NdebeleNdebele Raiding 

Ndebelee raiding have been subject to both extensive debate and myth making. 
Ndebelee settlement in Shona territory created from the beginning a wide variety 
off  responses and perceptions, particularly in relation to Ndebele military disci-
plinee (Beach 1986:16, 23). Descriptions relating to Ndebele regiments' cruel and 
violentt raiding of Shona setdements was initially spread particularly by missionar-
ies,, multiplying later amongst travellers and setders.17 Although it was not until the 
1890ss that a European witnessed a Ndebele raid on the Shona, detailed descrip-
tionss in writing were current in pre-1890 books. Even when there was evidence 
againstt the written conclusions of the Ndebele, European writers continued to re-
producee the imposed perception of Ndebele cruelty on the Shona (Beach 
1986:16-17).18 8 

Mythss regarding Ndebele raiding did however rest on an actual occurrence, al-
thoughh frequency and form were exaggerated. Outside the tribute-paying client 
communities,, the Ndebele made periodic unofficial and official raids. Unofficial 
raidingg was a practice whereby small communities raided women and livestock for 
theirr own immediate needs and profit, and was used both by the Shona and the 
Ndebele.199 Both the Ndebele leaders Mzilikazi and Lobengula, due to the attrac-
tionn of reprisals and patterns of cross raiding discouraged unofficial raiding. Offi-
ciall  Ndebele raiding was however, made by the direct order of the ruler in the 
processs of establishment and expansion of the Ndebele State (Beach 1986:17-18). 
Thee impact of Ndebele raids outside the state was considerable, but has been 
grosslyy exaggerated. In early historical interpretations, it was concluded that adja-
centt to the Ndebele State, raiding caused widespread depopulation. Contrary to 
earlierr beliefs, the majority of Shona communities remained in their areas, whilst a 
feww were forced to move (Beach 1984:57). 

177 One source of myth making was the missionary Robert Moffat who had visited die Ndebele in 
theirr previous settlement in southern Africa, during the period of wars and disturbances of the 
mfecane.mfecane. From these experiences he concluded the Ndebele were brutal and continued to seek 
evidencee of this when he in 1854 visited them in their new state. He successfully spread his 
perceptionn to other missionaries, traders and travellers (Beach 1986:16). 
188 In addition to Europeans creating a myth around the Ndebele, the Shona peoples added to the 
disseminationn of negative perceptions by accepting the European position and by exaggerating the 
numberr and impact of Ndebele raids. However, Ndebeles themselves were also active in the spread 
off  their image. In order to build up their military reputation, many seem to have exaggerated die 
outcomee of their raids and suppressed information regarding their losses (Beach 1986:17). 
199 Raiding was not specific to the Ndebele group of people or to their state. On die contrary, 
raidingg was common to many African communities at that time. 
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Duringg the 1850s, a rapid revival of Rozvi power took place, causing a political 
threatt to the Ndebele. The main issue of discontent leading to the first serious Sho-
naa resistance against Ndebele rule was a result of the unequal cattle-people trade. 
Ass the Rozvi State still existed in terms of organisation, discontent could be facili-
tatedd through these structures. The resistance was manifested by Shona groups 
penetratingg deep into Ndebele ruled territory, mainly stealing cattie and harassing 
inhabitants.. In the effort to re-establish their position, the Ndebele raided Shona 
communities.. Subsequently fighting broke out between the Ndebele State and var-
iouss Shona dynasties, and continued throughout the 1850s and 1860s. Shona 
communitiess were however well organised in the event of raiding, and therefore 
sufferedd few heavy losses (Ranger 1979:29; Beach 1986:16-17). As the protracted 
warr only engaged certain Shona communities, extensive areas of central and east-
ernn Mashonaland remained either largely or completely unaffected by Ndebele 
raidss (Ranger 1979:30; Beach 1984:58). Also, simultaneously to the local conflicts, 
friendlyy or neutral relations continued with uninvolved Shona communities. These 
weree crucial to uphold, as the Shona trading system was important to the Ndebele. 
Cattiee were still central in the economy, but the exchange of gold and ivory as well 
ass supplies of guns and cloth was imperative to the Ndebele. Trade links to the 
Zambezii  River passed through Shona areas and were available through Shona 
communitiess (Beach 1986:24). 

Fromm 1860 to 1873 it is believed that the Ndebele made the most concerted effort 
too dominate the Shona. Raids were conducted on a wide geographical scale. In 
1868,, the event of Mzilikazi's death caused internal destabüisation in the Ndebele 
State.. A bitter succession struggle followed, involving white interests.20 Not until 
18700 did Mzilikazi's son Lobengula become king. However, due to internal politi-
call  opposition, and the threat of white interest involvement in internal politics, 
Lobengula'ss rule was under stress (Omer-Cooper 1987:132). In 1873 the Ndebele 
weree nevertheless at their zenith of power. 

Soonn thereafter Ndebele defeats began to occur, leading gradually to a power shift 
betweenn the Ndebele and the Shona. In the conflicts taking place in the 1860s, 
Shonaa communities had been short of guns. However, long distance trading and 
migrantt labourers to Kimberly and the Rand, made it now possible for the Shona 

200 Mzilikazi's senior heir, Nkulumane, had been executed along with those who had prematurely 
installedd the young man in his father's place. Many Ndebele however, believed that Nkulumane had 
beenn sent away to the south. A Natal settler, T. Shepstone, encouraged this rumour, creating 
insecurityy in the Ndebele state whether the senior heir actually was alive or not, and could return to 
takee power (Omer-Cooper 1987:132). 
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too get arms. With, this supply Shona mountain strongholds became near to impos-
siblee to penetrate, leading to the turn of power tides in the 1880s. 

Thee Ndebele-Shona power shift was also seriously influenced by Portuguese inter-
vention.. For centuries Portuguese power and ideas had been pressing to penetrate 
easternn and central Shona communities, but had been successfully ousted by the 
militaryy strength of the Rozvi State (Ranger 1979:25). In 1889, a concerted Portu-
guesee effort to take over the northern, eastern and central part of the Shona coun-
tryy took place. This major political development was distinctively anti-Ndebele 
andd turned out to be beneficial to the Shona. As guns and ammunition were sup-
pliedd to Shona communities, internal political factors caused Shona groups to 
abandonn their allegiance to Lobengula, accepting Portuguese presence. Following 
thiss event, no major Ndebele raiding forces entered the central parts of Shona ter-
ritoryy again (Beach 1986:35). 

2.. Settle r Interventio n and Colonia l Power 

2.a.. Enter Cecil Rhodes 

Inn the south Cecil Rhodes21 was engaged in both financial and political affairs. To 
furtherr secure his financial position, Rhodes looked north. Since gold had been 
foundd in modern Zimbabwe, a belief had grown that extensive gold resources ex-
istedd in the area, far exceeding those of the Rand. To access this, a concession had 
too be obtained from the Ndebele king. Lobengula, being well aware of white mili -
taryy power, and anxious to get white support against other enemies (such as expan-
sivee efforts by Portuguese and Transvaal Boers), entered negotiations with Rhodes' 
agents.. Deliberately deceived by the agents, he put his mark to the fateful Rudd 
concessionn granting the right to exploit the minerals of Shona territory. Whilst re-
assuringg Lobengula that the concession only granted the white men to dig holes for 
minerals,, Rhodes' agents cabled London that Lobengula had conceded the right 
too occupy the country. To support the occupation, Rhodes portrayed the Ndebele 
kingg as sovereign ruler over vast lands, attained by bloody conquests of the Shona. 
Hee used the existing myth of Shona subjugation as an excuse for his own occupa-
tionn agenda, although knowing that Shona communities were independent of the 
Ndebelee ruler (Omer-Gooper 1987:139). 

211 The British Cecil Rhodes arrived in South Africa 1870 at the age of seventeen. He soon became 
engagedd in diamond mining, where after he successfully built multiple business ventures as well as 
engagedd in politics in the Cape. For details on Rhodes' business and politics, see for example 
Omer-Cooper,, 1987. 
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Inn 1889 Rhodes' British South Africa (BSA) Company was granted its royal charter 
too exercise administrative authority in occupied territories. In June 1890, Rhodes set 
outt towards Mashonaland with his 'pioneer column', its members believing they 
weree liberating the Shona from cruel servitude. Without meeting resistance the col-
umnn made its way, building forts along the route, finally hoisting the British flag over 
Fortt Salisbury in September 1890 (Omer-Cooper 1987:131-132, 134). 

Havingg rested the rationale of the Rudd concession on the perception of Shona 
subjugationn to the Ndebele, settler treaties widi Shona chiefs could not be attempt-
ed.. Negotiating with Shona chiefs could question the portrayed dependency, and 
indicatee Shona autonomy. This played a role in why the establishment of indirect 
rulee through Shona chiefs did not occur. Instead, the granted administrative au-
thorityy of the population in the occupied Shona territories was to a great extent 
leftt in the hands of individual whites, backed up by BSA company patrols. The 
essentiall  purpose of the Chartered Administration was to provide the minimum 
conditionss for the more or less orderly accumulation of capital. To succeed the 
companyy asserted its authority over those Shona communities it could access 
{Phimisterr 1988:12). In this effort, clashes between the Europeans and the Shona 
tookk place. Many Shona believed, in this period, that the European presence was 
onlyy temporary. However, as the whites staked out land for farms, opened mines, 
stoppedd trade with the Portuguese, and demanded labour from the chiefs, Shona 
communitiess realised that the whites were not temporary traders but had settled on 
aa permanent basis (Omer-Cooper 1987:140). 

Manyy Shona rulers proceeded to use die European presence for their own advan-
tagee in local politics. Clashes between settlers and Shona groups were engineered 
inn order to disadvantage other Shona groups. Nevertheless, resistance against 
Companyy rule emerged in the 1890s, and took a number of forms. This included 
desertionn from underpaid labour, aversion of tax payment, dieft, and catde maim-
ing.. However, resistance was isolated, unconnected and highly restricted at tins 
point,, only including the enforcers such as representatives of the police orr the Na-
tivee Department (Beach 1986: 129-130; Phimister 1988:12). 

Rhodes'' business ventures in Mashonaland failed, as the expected gold did not 
materialise.. Faced with a potential economic disaster, the British South Africa 
Companyy turned to the Ndebele country. Rumour now had it that the gold reef 
wentt Üirough Lobengula's settlement at Bulawayo. In order for Rhodes to get ac-
cesss to mining in Matabeleland, a minor Ndebele raid near Fort Victoria in 1893 
wass exploited as a pretext to force war on die Ndebele. A British South Africa 
Companyy force was organised, comprising of volunteers who were promised Nde-
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belee land and cattle for their effort. In an alliance with Shona raiders, the British 
preparedd to advance toward Ndebele territory. But before British columns set out, 
Shonaa raiders were given space to move deep into Ndebele country, taking cattle 
(Beachh 1986:36-37). Subsequently the British advance took place, and in a major 
battlee Lobengula's regiments lost against the well-equipped settler forces. Loben-
gulaa left Bulawayo before the columns reached the city, and died whilst attempting 
too reach the Nguni kingdom of Mpezeni.22 The BSA Company took over the 
Ndebelee kingdom, and partitioned it into farms for white settlers. In addition, be-
tweenn 1893 and 1896 the BSA company and settlers seized 100 000 to 200 000 
cattlee from the Ndebele (Phimister 1988:16). Having invaded the territory, the 
BSAA Company relied on its claims to 'Rhodesia' on 'right of conquest' rather than 
thee Rudd concession. The conquest of Matabeleland resulted in an immediate 
boomm in the chartered company's shares. The anticipated gold reef was, however, 
stilll  not found (Omer-Cooper; 1987:136). 

2.b.. The Ndebele and Shona Uprisings - The First 'Chimurenga'23 

Afterr Lobengula's fall in 1893, the leaderless Ndebele State was severely weak-
ened.. However, institutions were basically intact, as were the pattern of the Nde-
belee settlement (Cobbing 1977:63), and whilst Lobengula's successor was sought, 
mostt of the Ndebele state was administered by Ndebele chiefs.24 In 1894, the BSA 
Companyy received imperial sanction to collect taxes. There after company inter-
ventionss became more intense, as did forced labour demands (Phimister 1988:16). 
Inn addition to settler imposed hardship on the Ndebele, a rinder pest epidemic 
spreadd over the territory, killin g most of the remaining Ndebele cattle. To contain 
thee spread, company officials shot catde. For many Ndebele, this cattle-killing 
measuree represented a deliberate 'final elimination' of their herds, rather than a 
preventativee intervention (Phimister 1988:18). Discontent was brooding. 

Inn March 1896 the Ndebele rose, lead by both traditional and religious leaders25 

whoo successfully included almost all social strata in the Ndebele state (Sibanda 
1989:36).. Most Shona members part of the Ndebele State also joined the rebellion 
(Cobbingg 1977:68-71; Beach 1986:133). Within a short period, the rebels had 

222 In Ndebele tradition it is believed that if you capture the king, there is no chance for resurrection 
off  that chieftanship or kingship. Therefore it was reportedly important for Lobengula to flee rather 
thann to be captured. 
233 Chimurenga is a Shona word for 'riot' or 'fighting in which everyone joins' (Berens 1988:116). 
2++ One of Lobengula's elder sons finally emerged as king in June 1896. 
255 Ndebele religion centred on the Nguni high-God, Unkulunkulu; the worship of ancestor-spirits 
(amadhlozi)',(amadhlozi)', and the nxwala (ceremony performed only by royal Khumalos) (Cobbing 1977:68). 
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killedd nearly 150 settlers, forcing the rest to seek shelter in forts. As the Ndebele 
positionn became stronger in April , BSA Company forces poured into the area, and 
diee British government sent troop reinforcements. A civil war was under way. In 
Junee 1896, whilst die whites were seriously resisting the rebellion, they were 
reachedd by news that die war seemed to have spread. Rebellions in Mashonaland 
hadd begun (Phimister 1988:18). 

Althoughh the BSA Company accused the Ndebele for instigating Shona risings, 
co-ordinationn between the Ndebele and Shona risings are seen to have been highly 
unlikelyy (Cobbing 1977:77; Beach 1986: 134, 136).26 News about the Ndebele re-
bellionn spread through the Shona tributary communities taking part in die upris-
ing,, and through communication between Ndebele and Shona leaders who were 
inn contact due to unrelated affairs.27 News of European defeats in Matabeleland 
spreadd to Mashonaland, triggering varied responses among the Shona (Beach 
1986:134,, 136, 147). 

Thee whites in Shona areas were completely surprised by the rebellion, and in the 
firstt days of the conflict over 100 setders were killed (Phimister 1988:18). As news 
reachedd different Shona dynasties, decisions were made whedier to join, oppose, 
orr stay neutral. Often rulers did not hear more than a day in advance tiiat the ris-
ingg was taking place, and guidance in decision making was at times inspired by 
mediumss of the Kaguvi and Mbuya Nehanda mhondoro spirits. The local decision 
makingg in the Shona uprising was specific to the way in which the dynasties were 
organisedd as polities. In contrast to the Ndebele State hierarchy, die Shona social 
structuree was not centralised but based on dynasties. Each Shona area and dynasty 
thereforee reacted according to local interests, opportunities, and pressures, per-
ceivingg their own territory as an independent entity, rather dian an element in a 
largerr structure. The BSA company's political and economic impact was one ele-
mentt influencing the decision-making, whether to join die rebellion or not. Com-
panyy intervention had been extremely uneven in different Shona areas. Whilst 
somee districts had for several years been subjected to company administration and 

2bWithh this position, Cobbing and Beach are contesting the previously well-established view put 
forwardd by T.O. Ranger in the highly influential Revolt in Southern Rhodesia, 1896-1897: A Study in 
AfricanAfrican Resistance (London: 1967), that the Ghimurenga was a 'sudden and co-ordinated attack' by 
thee Shona and Ndebele communities. The authors support this position of differentiation (as well 
ass others) by referring to source mis-interpetation as well as to more recent and updated research by 
aa number of academics (see Cobbing 1977; Beach 1986:119-148). 
277 At the time, significant Shona leaders contacted the religious leader Mkwati in the Ndebele area 
inn search of locust medicine, due a threatening locust disaster and famine (Beach 
1986:134,136,147). . 
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misrule,, others were less affected or had successfully resisted escalating tax and la-
bourr demands (Phimister 1988:19). Once a decision was made, Shona rulers 
foughtt almost exclusively within their territories and very rarely combined attacks 
(Beachh 1986:146). However, in contrast to earlier Shona settler resistance, attacks 
weree extended to nearly all Europeans and foreign travellers, and were basically 
continuoss until defeat (Beach 1986:130, 137, 141). Thus, the Shona uprising was a 
collectionn of local responses tied to local circumstances, rooted in complex series 
off  internal and external rivalries rather than being a pre-planned and well co-or-
dinatedd Shona-Ndebele setder rebellion, as perceived by the settlers and later odi-
erss (Beach 1986:68-69).28 

Whenn the first Chimurenga broke out, there were a considerable number of both 
Ndebelee and Shona who decided to join the settlers or collaborate, in suppressing 
thee rebellion. For example, across parts of the southern Shona territory, five Shona 
dynasties299 blocked the spread of the rising. Although the strategic implications of 
collaborationn were considerable, this was difficult to oversee at the time. However, 
resistance,, collaboration, or neutrality were not neat categories consequently cho-
senn by the Africans. As local politics influenced groups' alignments, shifts took 
placee back and forth. There was therefore no straight relationship between the 
impactt of settler rule and resistance and collaboration. Seeing the conflict as a way 
too eradicate company misrule and in local political terms, die rebellion could not 
bee identified as nationalism versus colonialism, as the extent and content of colo-
nialismm was not yet recognised (Beach 1986:69,133). 

Thee war ended at different times and under different circumstances for the Ndebe-
lee and the Shona. For the Ndebele, their regiments failed to storm occupied Bula-
wayo,, and were soon driven on the defensive by the British imperial forces. With 
thee lack of both grain and ammunition, die Ndebele retreated to the Matopos 
mountains.. From there the Ndebele threatened to keep up prolonged resistance, 
involvingg die company in massive costs it could not afford. To avoid this situation, 
negotiationss started, resulting in Rhodes personal visit to die Matopos mountains 
inn order to reach a peace settlement with the Ndebele. An agreement was reached 
inn October 1896, whereby the Ndebele laid down their arms in return for resettle-
mentt in tiieir original areas. They did however, not realise that the arrangement 
wass temporary, and that die land they occupied remained in white ownership. 
Rhodess came out of the Ndebele conflict as die victor, public opinion in Britain 

288 For a detailed elaboration on collaboration and resistance with regards to local power politics, see 
Beachh 1986:68-95. 
299 Those were the Matibi, Chivi, Chirimuhanzu, Gutu and Zimuto dynasties (Beach 1986:133). 
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andd South Africa being impressed with his negotiations with the Ndebele (Omer-
Cooperr 1987:14(M 41).30 

Withh the majority of the Ndebele nation out of the war, imperial forces focused on 
thee Shona rebellion. By concentrating their forces on well-selected targets, compa-
nyy troops were able to outnumber Shona fighters, defeating group after group. 
Resistancee persisted until the end of 1897, when the last centres of rebellion fell 
duee to military might and destroyed crops. However, one of the main reasons the 
Shonaa uprisings failed was not lack of strategic planning, but that there were many 
moree people who were neutral or collaborated, than there were rebels (Cobbing 
1977:77;; Beach 1986:144-145). 

Alsoo the aftermath of the war differed between the Ndebele and the Shona commu-
nities.. The Ndebele had reached peace through a settlement, negotiating a condi-
tionaltional surrender. Some of the leaders who had refused to negotiate with Rhodes, 
weree hunted down, tried and hanged. In general however, the Ndebele returned 
fromm the hills and restarted life on land which had belonged to the Ndebele nation 
beforebefore die 1893 war (albeit under conditions of widespread famine and disease as a 
resultt of the war). More importandy, Ndebele chiefs were offered salaried positions 
ass officially recognised chiefs in the Native administration. It soon became apparent 
however,, that the Ndebeles had been deceived, and after the two-year grace period 
onn white land, the Ndebeles turned into squatters. They were allowed to stay in re-
turnn for labour and part of their produce (Ranger 1970:26). This development was 
neverthelesss less violent than in the Shona case, where the settler regime did not 
makee any attempts to negotiate (Martin/Johnson 1981:49). Once the rebellion was 
suppressed,, leaders of the rebellion were hunted down, tried and executed. These 
executionss included the highly regarded spirit mediums Kaguvi and Mbuya Ne-
handa.. Furthermore, those who had collaborated with the settler regime, were treat-
edd much the same as diose who had resisted or remained neutral (Beach 1986:87). 

Thee differentiated ways in which the setder regime responded in the aftermath of 
thee rebellions, coincided partially with their perceptions of the Ndebele state's and 
thee Shona dynasties' ways of functioning and level of political 'development'. 
Thesee perceptions rested on well-rooted myths about the Ndebele and the Shona, 
andd had flourished since the first missionaries and settlers entered the territories 
(Beach(Beach 1986:16). The first missionaries coming in contact with the Ndebele found 

300 The deal Rhodes struck with the Ndebele was partly possible by appeasing the Matabeleland 
whitee land owners, through offering seats to two of their elected representatives, on a legislative 
councill  (Omer-Cooper 1987:140). 
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themm irritatingly independent, insolently arrogant and militantly authoritarian, 
disillusionedd as the missionaries were of their lack of success in making Christians 
outt of the 'savages'.31 Their perceptions quickly spread as the 'truth' of the Nde-
bele.. Despite the perceptions of extreme violence and cruelty, missionaries and set-
tlerss grew impressed by the organisation of the Ndebele state, particularly its well 
trainedd army and military tactics. This sense of Ndebele central organisation and 
orderr stood in a stark contrast to the white perceptions regarding the Shona. Mar-
shalll  Hole summarised many white views when stating: 'The Mashona race has 
alwayss been regarded as composed of disintegrating groups of natives, having no 
commonn organisation and owing allegiance to no single authority, cowed by a se-
riesries of raids from Matabeleland into a condition of abject pusillanimity and inca-
pablee of planning any combined or pre-meditated action' (Ranger 1979:4). A Bu-
lawayoo diarist expressed another attitude in 1896: 'No one likes the Mashonas, 
dirty,, cowardly lot. Matabele bloodthirsty devils but a fine type' (Ranger 1979:3). 

Basedd on myths of the above kind, whites believed that their coming to the territory 
(andd Company rule) rescued the natives of their own painful situation: the Ndebeles 
outt of an oppressive, authoritarian state - albeit well organised; and, the Shonas 
fromm Ndebele subjugation. Logically, in this view, no rebellion could be expected to-
wardss those executing such a historical mission. The natives did nevertheless rebel, 
andd after the war the settler regime responded in a highly differentiated manner to-
wardd the two groups of people. Whilst the Ndebele peace setdement excluded exe-
cutionss of Ndebele chiefs and instead allowed for salaried leadership, Shona rebels 
weree brutally suppressed and subjugated, after which rebel leaders were tried and 
killed.. The differentiated ending of the first Chimurenga did no doubt influence the 
threee communities' interrelationship in the country's future political development. 

2.c.. Political and Participation in the Pre-Nationalist Period 

Ass a result of the Ndebele and Shona defeat, settlers perceived their occupation to be 
'legal',, and white dominance in combination with BSA company rule was further 
rootedd in Southern Rhodesia. Formalised structures were implemented to control 
thee populace, in order for exploitation and domination to continue without hin-
drance.. Direct rule was established over the rural population by implementing the 

311 Dr. MofTat, a missionary and a 'friend' of Mzilikazi, wrote the following about the Ndebele king: 

'Thuss he came to earn the reputation of one of the most savage destroyers of human life in the 
historyy of South Africa; a tyrant who wallowed in blood and rejoiced in the smoke of burning 
villages.. The massacre of some of the first Boer trekkers to enter the Transvaal by Ndebele 
regimentss has helped to strengthen his reputation as a monster of cruelty' (Nyathi 1996:11—12). 
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'Southernn Rhodesia Order in Council' and the 'Southern Rhodesia Native Regula-
tions'' of 1898. The former enforced a labour policy based on pass laws, provided for 
thee appropriation of land by European farmers and mining corporations, and estab-
lishedd African reserves. The latter allowed for an administrative structure which stip-
ulatedd a Native Affairs Department and gave extensive discretionary jurisdiction to 
Nativee Commissioners (NCs), as the African required a form of 'personal govern-
ment'' being 'accustomed to look to the chief' (Hlatshwayo 1995:3). These white gov-
ernmentt officials had the combination of administrative, judicial and legislative 
powers.. After 1910 their powers were extended to also include jurisdiction to decide 
onn civil and criminal cases concerning Africans. Thus, in this new order, the powers 
off  the Native Affairs Department encompassed all spheres of African life, whilst tra-
ditionall  leaders had no effective power. Chiefs and headmen became subordinated 
statee officials assigned as 'constables' with powers of arrest. Previously cohesive pol-
itiess were replaced with political units convenient for settler needs and domination. A 
militaryy structure consisting of cavalry regiments was set up to facilitate efficient con-
troll  and exploitation (Bratton 1978:13). 

Afterr the suppression of the Ndebele and Shona uprisings, no significant armed 
resistancee against white rule took place until the 1960s. Other forms of political 
activityy began however cautiously to develop. 

Whenn it stood clear that the expected abundance of gold was not to be found in 
Matabelelandd (as it was not in Mashonaland), white interests recognised the need 
too exploit the land. A competitive situation between black and white use of land 
occurred,, which led to a squeeze of black farmers. As we shall see, a difference in 
responsess to the new situation among the Ndebele and the Shona occurred. Whilst 
thee question of access to land was to be a cause for organised political activity 
amongg the Ndebele, responses in Mashonaland were less articulated. 

Afterr the two-year grace period on white owned land, Ndebeles were pushed to 
movee to 'reserves' that were not traditional Ndebele areas, were remote, and 
droughtt prone. Although the Ndebele chiefs were recognised by the white adminis-
trationn and could therefore officially voice discontent, the land issue remained un-
resolved.. As a result, a protest movement on a wide scale developed in Matabele-
land,, lead by Lobengula's son Nyamanda. He formed the Matabele National 
Homee movement, which became the first significant 'modern' political movement 
inn Southern Rhodesia (Ranger 1970:63). The organisation was however unsuc-
cessfull  in pressurising the Company administration, but it did give expression for 
Ndebelee identity and demand for land. As the land pressure grew acute and affect-
edd the majority of the Ndebele population, many migrated to South Africa for 
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employmentt in the mines or found work in Bulawayo. The shift to urbanisation 
andd a modern economy slowly resulted in Ndebele town dwellers, living in city 
communitiess where Ndebele identity and grievances were important. This urban 
groupp were successful in asserting prestige, attracting South African Zulu migrants 
andd others to their midst. Urban associations and welfare organisations were 
formed,, in which Ndebele interests such as a restored monarchy, and African land 
rightss were major issues. In this process of identity and interest formation, educa-
tionn and Christianity played important roles. After the first world war shifts to 
'modern'' political organising in the form of pressure groups and petitioning took 
place.. These developments did however not work as radical rallying calls against 
whitee domination, but where low profile politics of protest within the framework 
off  white rule {Ranger 1970:26-44). 

Inn Mashonaland the emerging picture looked different. The defeat of the rebellion 
hadd left Shona areas in famine, people were demoralised after the suppression of 
thee uprising, and fearful of the hunt for evaded leaders and participants, who were 
too stand trial. The Native Administration imposed new chiefs in office for those 
displaced,, choosing among those who had been 'loyal' in the conflict. Not being 
thee communities' own choice created a sense of non-representation, resulting in 
neww chiefs being less respected or even harassed by their subjects. This in turn 
causedd disunity and disintegration. Meanwhile white administration, taxes, and 
labourr recruitment were pressing. The subsequent reactions amongst Shona dy-
nastiess generally seemed to take three paths: adhering to the idea of armed resist-
ancee against colonialism, whilst in practice exerting passive resistance; focusing on 
locall  politics, influencing life on village level; and, adopting Christian virtues of 
disciplinee and responsibility linked to self-improvement (most often measured by 
Europeann standards and values) (Ranger 1970:1-25). Thus, whilst in Matabele-
landd native discontent to an extent found avenues of expression in organised 
forms,, in Mashonaland responses were less articulated, resistance falling into the 
backgroundd and 'traditional' life coming into the foreground. 

InIn 1923 Company rule ended and Southern Rhodesia was annexed as a British 
colonyy with internal self-government (so called 'Responsible Government'). Settler 
societyy grew, as did the economy. The mode of rule was entirely authoritarian, 
stipulatedd by the Native Affairs Act of 1927, which required that all Africans were 
boundd to 'obey and comply prompdy' to orders by state officials. Rural adminis-
tration'ss central feature was direct rule backed by military might. Urban councils 
forr settlers were set up already in 1891 covering all settlements in the so-called 'Eu-
ropeann Areas', excluding Africans in theses areas both from land utilisation and 
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councill  electoral rights.32 Centrally settlers had exclusive power and regulated a 
discriminatoryy franchise system. Thus, a racial system was set up both centrally 
andd locally in which an elaborate superstructure supported the colonial economic 
system.. In a short time span a state based on highly authoritarian laws and a mili -
taryy force surpressing majority democratic rights was established (Bratton 
1978:13,, Sibanda 1989:32). 

Byy the time of the First World War, in pace with the growing economy, a semi ur-
bann black proletariat developed. A small educated black sector was also emerging, 
primarilyy through mission schools. Black interests and grievances became ex-
pressedd in a new form, that of reform politics. The main groups were die Rhode-
siann Bantu Voters' Association (RBVA) and the Rhodesian Native Association 
(RNA).. The RBVA intended to represent territorially all Africans, but was based in 
Matabeleland,, where the association linked with previous Ndebele political organ-
isations.. The Rhodesia Native Association was similarly turned toward the whole 
territoryy but was effectively active only in Mashonaland. The RNA did not have 
thee previous experience of combining mass and elite grievances as did the Ndebe-
le,, and were much more inclined to seek the favour and protection of the Native 
Departmentt in order to find opportunities for improvement. The fact that neither 
organisationn became national movements was however not due to irreconcilable 
Ndebele-Shonaa hostility (Ranger 1970:106, 108). Perceptions regarding each 
province'ss organisations and abilities did nevertheless circulate.33 Besides differ-
ences,, central in the organisations of diis time period were tiieir politics of com-
promisee and accommodation, rather than any challenge of the colonial political 
andd economic structures. Common issues were increased educational facilities and 
allocationn of land for purchase by Africans. The organisations were led by the ed-
ucatedd elite and sought to improve the material conditions of the elitist class, 

322 Rural councils, the local government catering for rural white settlers, were not established until 
1966.. These covered large scale commercial farming areas, and had similar powers as Urban 
Councils,, such as property and land taxes, land development control, and administration of rural 
servicess and business centres (Mutizwa-Mangiza 1990:426). Contrary to African councils (imple-
mentedd in 1957), Urban and Rural councils were autonomous and viable, had resources and 
personnell  (Makumbe 1998:23-24). 
333 Abraham Twala (a Zulu teacher), the founder of RBVA, lived and worked in Mashonaland, but 
'wass either unable or unwilling' to recruit progressive Shona to his movement. He stated that there 
wass a clear distinction between modernising Ndebele and conservative Shona with regards to land 
purchasee and progressive farming. In 1925 he stated 'One thing I am sure of is that the Matabeles 
wouldd buy the farms, but the indigenous natives would not understand. The indigenous natives are 
simplyy looking forward to being given a Reserve and staying under communal tenure. They just 
wantt to stay together' (Ranger 1970:93). 
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throughh participation and representation in the settler system. The Southern Rho-
desiaa Branch of the Industrial and Commercial Workers Union (ICU) was such an 
organisation,, formed in 1928. In response to increasingly discriminatory labour 
legislationn and exploitative labour policies, this first formal union was a significant 
politicall  development. The organisation was nevertheless similarly reformist, in 
thatt it sought to improve conditions through gradual change and by appeals to the 
morall  conscience of settlers. Despite its peaceful stance, the ICU posed a threat to 
thee regime and white labour, and repressive measures by the colonial administra-
tionn weakened the organisation. One of its most important additions to Rhodesian 
politicall  development was a membership from all economic sectors and ethnic 
groups,, thus over-bridging previous divisions (Sibanda 1989:40-42). 

AA significant stage in political development took place between 1930 to 1956, and 
wass partly influenced by external developments. The world economy was severely 
affectedd by the Great Depression, which in Southern Rhodesia particularly influ-
encedd prices of beef and tobacco. To cover their losses of lowered world market 
prices,, the colonial rulers regulated die economy to settler benefit, at the expense of 
Africann farming. In addition, repressive measures were taken, such as strict internal 
migrationn rules for the black population. Native Commissioners were empowered to 
regulatee African ownership of cattle, supervise tax collection, and register male 
adultss for urban influx control purposes. Furthermore, NCs had the power to allo-
catee African land and resettle those evicted under the Land Apportionment Act of 
1930,, a legislation that effectively divided the country into one part for the Africans 
andd one for the Europeans. By 1948 the African reserves were overpopulated, over-
stockedd and suffered from heavy soil erosion. Furthermore, with die influx of set-
tlers,, more land was needed for Europeans. Rather man reorganising the European 
areas,, a solution was found in reducing the size of arable plot per African family and 
destocking.. Consequendy, subsistence requirements could no longer be met in many 
districts,, and die number of people without access to land began to increase fast. 
Despitee this development, every African (whether rural or urban) was by die colonial 
regimee regarded to have his permanent home in the reserves (Bratton 1978:14, 
Bhebee 1989b: 54—56). Anodier legislation which created increasing discontent was 
thee Land Husbandry Act of 1951, giving NCs powers of land and livestock manage-
mentt in order to create 'optimum' farming units. The new regulation led to a reduc-
tionn of arable plot per family, causing food deprivation due to lack of land for culti-
vationn (Bratton 1978:14, Bhebe 1989b: 56). 

Thee outbreak of the Second World War was another international development 
influencingg internal affairs. In the war black and white Rhodesians fought on 
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equall  footing on the side of the British. However, upon return racist policies differ-
entiatedd the groups, the white servicemen receiving considerably better benefits 
thann their black counterparts. This development created frustration and anger in 
thosee involved, generally increasing the consciousness of the colonised. In the af-
termathh of the Second World War, the economy grew considerably due to foreign 
investmentss but particularly due to an import substitution policy. African wage 
employmentt increased extremely rapidly, as did European immigration. Unions 
weree formed, and particularly in Bulawayo the organisation of labour extended to 
nearlyy all economic sectors. In contrast to earlier political organising, Africans 
noww began to challenge the repressive colonial order in a more militant way. Also, 
attemptss to organise amongst different social classes strategically differed from the 
previouss elitist approach. The first disciplined strike including several cities, was 
organisedd under the leadership of Joshua Nkomo in 1945, by the Bulawayo based 
Rhodesiaa Railways African Employees Association. This action led to settler con-
cessionss and the establishment of Native Labour Boards (Sibanda 1989:43-44). 
Thee psychological affect of the successful strike was immediate, increasing union 
activity,, rejuvenating African organisations, and leading to the formation of new 
organisationss (Bhebe 1989:38). The appalling living and working conditions and 
economicc hardship faced by the black population were strong foundations for un-
rest,, particularly in the urban areas. People gathered in huge mass meetings in 
whichh leaders such as Benjamin Burombo34 agitated for collective action - a new 
featuree in African politics in Bulawayo. The mass agitation paved the way for an-
otherr massive general strike in 1948, originating in Bulawayo. It quickly spread to 
fivee cities and halted work for days. The strike was successfully executed, resulting 
inn the institution of acceptable minimum wages and improved housing and social 
welfaree (Sibanda 1989:45; Bhebe 1989:71). In the rural areas African discontent 
wass similarly intense. The colonial state continued to expropriate land and live-
stockk from Africans whilst practising forced removals. Buromobo's organisation, 
whichh had after the 1948 strike turned to rural struggles, was critical in raising 
politicall  awareness amongst peasants, particularly in Matabeleland and Midlands 
(Bhebee 1989:6). Many organisations were active in the country at the time, at-
temptingg to channel the discontent. However, in 1957 the first national political 
organisationn was formed, the African National Congress (ANC). 

344 Benjamin Burombo formed in 1947 the British African Workers Voice Association in Southern 
Rhodesia,, which worked for the unification of Africans to struggle for better economic opportuni-
tiess and social advancement within the framework of the colonial state. His chief contribution to 
thee development of nationalism was the arousal of mass political consciousness (Bhebe 1989:6-7). 
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2.d.. The Emergence of Mass Nationalism in Rhodesia 

Withinn a five year period (1957-1962) national resistance against the colonial regime 
tookk an extremely rapid turn. During this period several organisations, in successive 
order,, brought the wave of activity forward. Each association adapted to the specific 
politicalpolitical circumstances, as much as each organisation created the framework in 
whichh activity took place. Colonial rulers alerted by the heightened resistance, 
changedd policy direction in order to quell the growth of African nationalism. 

Thee growing colonial resistance fuelled particularly by racist land legislation re-
sultedd in a shift from direct to indirect rule, as the colonial state responded through 
modifyingg its administrative approach to local government. In 1957 the African 
Councilss Act was implemented, stipulating the establishment of elected councils 
basedd on a British model. It was a setder policy with the aim to reinsert lost author-
ityy to traditional chiefs, and seen as a counter weight to African nationalism. The 
councilss were based on boundaries of chiefdoms, where appropriated demarca-
tionss were lacking, chiefdoms were 'constructed'. The Native Commissioner acted 
ass die ex-officio president of every council in his district, whilst chiefs were vice-
presidentss and headmen were ex-officio members of council. The local institution 
hadd die power to tax, impose rates and make by-laws. The councils came to em-
bodyy tensions, as die colonial rural administration simultaneously attempted to 
upholdd powers of a hereditary office and supply a channel of political expression 
tiiroughtiirough the elected councils. Tensions focused on die chiefs who had to both im-
plementt colonial policy and put forward rural resentment for the same measures. 
Thee local government system was in general not accepted by Africans due to its 
detestedd colonial features: racism and native control. Native Councils were tools 
forr local administration and ratiier dian local government, as administrative con-
troll  took precedent over rural political participation. In diis shift chiefs who initial-
lyy were recruited as constables and tax collectors, were given more authority and 
rewardedd in a number of ways for carrying out state functions, such as tiirough 
increasedd salaries. However, the policy to reinforce traditional authority had unde-
siredd effects: the chiefs became widely discredited amongst die rural population 
(Brattonn 1978:16, 17-18, Makumbe 1998:20-23). 

Whilstt colonial rulers attempted to build support for white rule among traditional 
leaders,, chiefs and headmen, leaders of various African organisations concluded 
matt die existence of too many associations fostered divisions and was ineffective. In 
Salisburyy die African National Youdi League was die most active in organisation, 
whilstt in Bulawayo tiiree major organisations opened tiieir doors for African political 
engagementt (die African Voice Association, die Matabele Home Society, and die 
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Bulawayoo branch of the Southern Rhodesian African National Congress). In 1957 
thee issue of diversified organisation was solved by the formation of a new national 
organisation,, the Southern Rhodesian African National Congress.35 Joshua Nkomo 
wass elected president, and the headquarters was, as earlier, in Salisbury. The organ-
isationn intended to establish itself as a mass political party, and its program included 
thee abolition of all forms of racism, the establishment of local and central demo-
craticc institutions through universal suffrage, and the expansion of education based 
onn a non-racial system. The organisation rapidly established branches both in the 
rurall  and urban areas. It successfully tapped widespread discontent, such as the great 
rurall  resistance to racist land legislation. By the end of 1959, the party was an influ-
entiall  mass organisation, having 39 rural and urban branches nation wide. Influ-
encedd and encouraged by the SRANC, in many areas rural dwellers manifested 
theirr resistance against government policies through the refusal of destocking regula-
tions.. The white government felt the momentum growing, and declared a state of 
emergencyy on February 26, 1959, detaining 510 leading SRANC members. This 
wass later followed by a SRANC ban, resulting in an extended immobilisation of 
nationalistt organising in the country (Bhebe 1989b: 51-69). 

Afterr nearly a year, a SRANC replacement was formed in January 1960. The Na-
tionall  Democratic Party (NDP), whose political goals were basically identical to its 
predecessor,, grew quickly. It attracted leading Africans and had soon established a 
well-educatedd core in its organisation.36 A political shift took place from an em-
phasiss for a plea for fair treatment and humanity, to an articulated demand for self-
rule.. Leopold Takawira stated 'We are no longer asking Europeans to rule us well. 
Wee now want to rule ourselves' (Shamuyarira 1965:59). In white politics, the de-
mandd for independence from Britain under minority rule, was at this time the 
mainn political issue, - besides keeping the nationalists in check. In order to realise 
thee latter, the government increased political suppression, which turned the NDP 
moree militant. As meetings were banned in Salisbury and Bulawayo and police vi-
olencee increased, the mood amongst Africans grew volatile. Any provocation 
couldd result in crowds equipped wim stones and sticks, venting anger and frustra-

355 Originally Aaron Jacha founded the SRANC in 1934, but in this form the organisation was in 
19577 only functioning in Bulwayo. Its Salisbury branch was defunct. To create space for the new 
SRANC,, the previous SRANC organisation was dissolved. The new SRANC was formed 12/9 
19577 (Bhebe 1989b:52). 
366 In the interim executive Michael Mawema was elected president, and Enos Nkala Secretary 
General.. Joshua Nkomo was appointed Director of External Affairs, based in London with the task 
off  opening external party offices. Among the many newcomers who developed into well-known 
nationalists,, was Robert Mugabe (Bhebe 1989b:71). 
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tionn through enemy assaults. Riots, strikes and student unrest became part of the 
generall  political unrest. The NDP organised mass rallies, in which militant speech-
ess particularly by Enos Nkala and Leopold Takawira, whipped up strong senti-
ments.. To constrict the development, the (Edgar Whitehead) government passed 
inn 1960 the Law and Order (Maintenance) Act, a draconian legislation excessively 
increasingg power for repressive measures. 

Externall  turmoil was compounded by internal discord in the nationalist movement. 
Att their party congress NDP had several candidates for the presidential post. In his 
absence,, Joshua Nkomo was elected as a compromise. This move led to some leading 
members'' refusal to give unqualified support to the new president, resulting in inter-
nall  division which was openly expressed by Enos Nkala. More internal turmoil was 
ahead.. In 1961, the NDP and other African groups participated in a Constitutional 
Conferencee with the settler regime, where the most crucial issue was the question of 
franchise.. The results of the constitutional talks led to great controversy, due to a 
perceivedd NDP settler 'sell-out' by agreeing to their proposals. The negotiations hav-
ingg taken place under the leadership of Joshua Nkomo, negatively affected executive 
workingg relations and created further tension around Mr Nkomo's leadership.37 The 
constitutionall  question remained in terms of strategy a thorny issue for the NDP. 
Finally,, as a result of NDP political moves, the government decided to ignore the 
partyy completely and turned to rurall  chiefs instead. By the formation of a council of 
chiefs,, the settlers had a perceived direct link to the rural masses, and an agreement 
onn constitutional proposals was met through this body, without the NDP (Bhebe 
1989b:: 90-93). For NDP, unconstitutional means to gain political participation Rho-
desiaa was the only remaining path. At mass rallies people were incited to act, and by 
Octoberr 1961 NDP inspired outbreaks of violence, strikes, and civil disobedience 
hadd become widespread. As a result, the government banned the NDP on December 
8,, 1961 (Bhebe 1989:70-103). 

Subsequentt to the NDP banning, a successor organisation was quickly formed. On 
Decemberr 17, 1961, the Zimbabwe African People's Union (Zapu), was formally 
announced,, under the leadership of Joshua Nkomo. As in the NDP, every region of 
thee country was represented in the new interim executive to ensure unity (Bhebe 

377 In the NDP, it was understood prior to the talks, that only black and white parity of seats in the 
Legislativee Assembly was an acceptable outcome of the negotiations. However, after the talks settler 
representativee Duncan Sandys announced that NDP had accepted the constitutional proposals, 
whichh only guaranteed the Africans 15 seats in a House of 65, should it be adopted. Joshua Nkomo 
deniedd a settlement, and claimed that Sandys had told a 'flat untruth'. What actually took place 
andd how, remains unclear. For further elaboration, see Bhebe 1989b: 84—87. 
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1989:105).. Some controversial names were however missing, such as George Silun-
dikaa and Enos Nkala, and newcomers, such as George Nyandoro and James Chiker-
ema,, were added. The Zapu political platform was more explicit than its' predeces-
sors,, the political, economic, cultural and international objectives being more elabo-
rate.. The immediate task for Zapu was to frustrate the Whitehead government's 
planss to implement a racially biased constitution, by boycotting the forthcoming 
elections.. Zapu announced its intent to exert extra-parliamentary pressure and or-
ganisee extensively against African voters' registration - a plan it successfully carried 
out.. As Zapu rallied against government policies, political repression rapidly in-
creased.. To further empower its repressive machinery, the Whitehead regime 
amendedd its security legislation (the Unlawful Organisations Act and the Law and 
Orderr (Maintenance Act), eroding individual rights and liberties. The government's 
restrictivee measures incited widespread violence by rank and file Zapu members. 
Betweenn January and September 1962, petrol bomb attacks against government col-
laborators,, sabotage against railways, roads, electric power and telephone lines, and 
attackss against public facilities and European owned property, were increasingly re-
ported.. These actions gave the government a rationale to ban Zapu, which took 
placee on September 20th, 1962. Under the newly amended legislation Zapu was 
awaree that a successor party would not be permitted to exist. Therefore the Zapu 
executivee had in July 1962, taken the decision that if it were banned, it would not 
attemptt any new organisation but operate underground. The fact that political free-
domm could not be won through a legal party, strengthened the leaders position to 
adoptt armed struggle as a means towards liberation. In September 1962, Joshua 
Nkomoo was authorised to start securing arms for Zapu military operations. Howev-
er,, the government's mass arrests of 800 people and the geographical three-month 
restrictionn of 273 political leaders restricted the execution of these plans. The latter 
actionn included all Zapu leaders, excluding Nkomo, who was in Lusaka at the time 
off  the intervention. Nevertheless, under the command of 'General Ghedu' (a trium-
viratee of three Zapu members), 60 cadres were trained in the use of 'crude local 
weapons'' used in attacks on government infrastructure. Looking back, Zapu had 
onlyy existed for nine months before its ban, yet its impact had been decisive - its most 
importantt decision being the use of armed struggle against the oppressive govern-
mentt (Shamuyarira 1965:173, Bhebe 1989: 103-109). 

3.. Nationalism , Ethnicit y and Politica l Developmen t 1962-1970 

Thee period directly after the Zapu ban until the formation of Zanu (Zimbabwe 
Africann National Union), in August 1963, is in the nationalist history descriptions 
filledd with contradictions. Amounting tension within Zapu led to a splinter group 
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formingg the new party Zanu, however, exact reasons for the split, according to 
Zimbabwe'ss first president, C. Banana, is an issue over which there will never be 
consensuss (Banana 1989:7). Whilst much turmoil was taking place within the na-
tionalistt movement, policy shifts were undertaken by the Rhodesian government. 
Inn the face of mounting resistance against colonial policies, the government opted 
forr a scheme to decentralise decision-making, giving African councils more tasks. 
However,, a policy of community development did neither transfer power nor re-
spondd to the issues raised by African leaders. 

3.a.. Policy of Community Development 

Inn 1962 the Rhodesian government adopted 'Community Development' as an of-
ficiall  policy. It disbanded the Division of Native Affairs and instead set up the Min-
istryy of Internal Affairs which was delimited to district administration. District 
Commissionerss (DCs) were to be spearheads of socio-economic development in 
thee African areas. Local self-reliance was to be encouraged and African councils 
weree to take over social services. However, despite decentralisation, the new settler 
policyy was not intended to transfer power or to give space for local initiative. In-
steadd the policy became associated with Ian Smith's Rhodesian Front government 
andd as the foundation for the government's entire rural policy. In the efforts to 
counteractt nationalism and in the politics of legitimising claims for independence 
fromm Britain without majority rule, chiefs were reinvested with the two imperative 
powerss lost under conquest. The Tribal Trust Land Act of 1967 gave the power to 
chiefss to allocate land, and the African Law and Tribal Courts Act of 1969 gave 
chiefss the powers to judge civil and certain criminal cases.38 Chiefs also received 
increasedd salaries, bodyguards and weapons (for protection).39 The Secretary for 
Internall  Affairs noted that local government in Rhodesia was 'very much part of 

388 The role of the previously established District Commissioner's courts, as forums for the first 
instancee in civil disputes and legal matters involving Africans, declined in the rural areas after the 
implentationn of the African Law and Tribal Courts Act. They were however important in the 
urbann areas. In the rural areas die tribal courts held both civil and criminal jurisdiction governed 
byy customary law, defined in the Act as 'the legal practices and judicial principles of an African 
tribe'.. However, DCs were empowered to annul any legal decision made by a tribal court 'which 
exceededd jurisdictional limitations or failed to conform with accepted principles of customary law, 
ass they were understood by the District Commissioner' (Cutshall 1991:14). Thus, whilst the settlers 
felll  under civil law and had broad access to legal forums, Africans had limited categories of judicial 
forums,, and had limited (if any) options regarding the type of law that would apply to their legal 
affairs.. Furthermore, customary law and its application were subject to restrictions based on settler 
policyy (Cutshall 1991:12-17). 
399 To further enhance Chiefs' settler alliance, a number of traditional leaders were incorporated as 
legislatorss in the Senate under the Republican 'constitution' of 1969 (Bratton 1978:26). 
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thee tribal authority' and aimed to identify African councils with 'traditional tribal 
government'' (Bratton 1978:26). However, rather than deciding locally about local 
needss the councils became instruments of state power, in which despised racist 
policiess were 'decentralised' for implementation. Power was in practice tighdy 
heldd by the DCs, who controlled council finances, had the right to invalidate chief 
decisions,, and above all had the assignment to 'inculcate a proper understanding 
off  the disciplinary and penalising influences of Government in regard to national 
matters'' (Bratton 1978:29). Thus, to ensure the implementation of state policies, 
controll  was exercised by the principal field agent of the state, the District Commis-
sioner.. However, 'tribal authority' was upheld by the chief, who through his posi-
tionn wielded great power in econommic, political, social, and judicial areas con-
cerningg African life (Bratton 1978: 18 29, Makumbe 1998:20-22). 

3.b.. The 1963 Zapu Split 

Thee government's illusatory power decentralisation and the strategy to divide and 
rulee by manipulating traditional leaders' position in the local communities, were 
movess deeply resented by the African nationalists. The policy of community devel-
opmentt was found by nationalist leaders to be 'unworkable except under a system 
off  majority rule' (Bratton 1978: 21). The struggle for majority democratic rights 
hadd to, in the view of the nationalists, come through organising the population 
throughh mass organisations. However, internal disagreements would affect the 
workk to reach such a goal. 

Criticismm against Nkomo's leadership had arisen already during the NDP period, 
subsequentlyy causing perceptions of Nkomo having betrayed the party. Central 
personss disaffected in 1961 (Takawira, Sithole, Nkala, Malianga and Mugabe), 
wheree again an opposition in 1963 (Bhebe 1990:2). According to Shamuyarira, 
mainn factors of difference between the leadership and the opposition, was in poli-
cyy approach following the Zapu ban. Joshua Nkomo argued for emphasising an 
externall  focus, whereby drummed up international support would bring effective 
pressuree on the Rhodesian government. Sithole and Mugabe instead argued for an 
internall  focus, whereby rallying and organising inside Rhodesia would 'crystallise 
thee situation' (Shamuyarira 1965:177). As months of slow political action fol-
lowed,, frustration grew within the banned organisation. 

Meanwhilee white politics went through radicalisation. White attitudes were turn-
ingg more extreme, and the racially supremacist Rhodesia Front platform was rap-
idlyy gaining support. The changed climate caused tension in the nationalist move-
ment,, where the new situation required action (Sithole 1979:41). Views on what 
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thee two sides stood for or what the basis for Nkomo opposition was, differs among 
actorss and observers.40 Shamuyarira's position is that those disaffected centred 
theirr opposition to Nkomo around four points: they wished to act on a 'policy of 
confrontation';; they wanted a new political party to be formed in replacement for 
bannedd Zapu operating as an underground movement; they were dissatisfied with 
Nkomo'ss indecisiveness in his leadership capacity; and they were concerned about 
thee lack of confidence they perceived some Pan-African leaders had of Nkomo 
(Shamuyariraa 1965:180). Nkomo, on the other hand, has given various interpreta-
tionss of what he perceived to be the cause for disaffection. In 1963, Nkomo denied 
anyy policy differences, stating that future plans had been 'thoroughly discussed in 
threee meetings', and 'all completely agreed' (Nyangoni 1979:59). In 1984, in his 
autobiography,, Nkomo states two reasons for the split: opposition to his leadership 
whichh was linked to 'incitement of tribal feelings'; and secondly in Nkomo's view 
'thee far more genuine issue dividing the central committee' was 'that of the armed 
strugglee to which I was myself firmly committed' (Nkomo 1984:112—115). 

Inn July 1963, Nkomo found proof that four members of the banned Zapu executive 
(Sithole,, Mugabe, Takawira and Malianga) were no longer supporting him as a pres-
ident,, and were prepared to form a new party. Nkomo responded by immediately 
suspendingg the four members until 'a conference of people's representatives' had 
met.. This was a nation-wide event Nkomo decided to call in order to discuss the cri-
siss (Nyangoni 1979:62). Following the suspension, seven members of the executive 
mett in Dar-Es-Salaam where the four suspended voted to replace Nkomo with Rev. 
Sithole.. The three others (Moyo, Muchache and Msika) disagreed and walked out. 
Thee split had thereby formally materialised. Nkomo was in Rhodesia when the split 
occurred,, and immediately started preparing for the Cold Comfort Farm conference 
onn August 10, 1963. Although Zapu had earlier decided not to form a new party, 
Sithole'ss group found out that Nkomo was about to launch a semi-surface organisa-
tionn at the conference. Two days before the Zapu gathering, Sithole's group an-
nouncedd the formation of Zanu (8/8 1963). A mediation team tried to get the two 
groupss together again, but was unsuccessful, as both groups had decided to work sep-
arately.. The Cold Comfort Farm conference took place with 5,000 delegates attend-
ingg from all parts of the country. At this event it was concluded that 'the African peo-
plee of Zimbabwe recognises Mr. Joshua Nkomo as the only National Leader and 
declaress him Life President of the movement and struggle for the liberty of the peo-

400 For background on the Zapu split, as perceived by the disaffected side, see Shamuyarira 
1965:173-193.. For Nkomo's views on 1963 developments, see Nyangoni 1979:57-64 and Nkomo 
1984:112-119.. For additional viewpoints on split, see Sithole 1979:41-42, and Dabengwa 
1995:25-26. . 
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piee of Zimbabwe' ('Resolutions' 1963:1).41 A 'People's Caretaker Council' (PCC) 
wass formed,42 with 'Caretaker Committees' to be set up all over the country. The 
conferencee also proclaimed a policy of 'active resistance in every walk of life' to co-
lonialismm (Shamuyarira 1965:183-184). Furthermore, the conference confirmed 
Nkomo'ss suspension of Sithole, Mugabe, Malianga and Takawira, 'as having been 
fullyy justified by the extraordinary circumstances created by them, of proven con-
spiringg and plotting to side-step the People by forming a Party as individuals and di-
vidingg die People of Zimbabwe' ('Resolutions' 1963:3). 

Ass mentioned above, many debates regarding the background reasons for die Zapu 
splitt have taken place over die years, without any consensus in die different camps. 
Undoubtedlyy tiiis highly influential event took place in a chain of events and in com-
binationn widi personalities (with various aspirations), causing the decision to be col-
ouredd by multiple tensions and divisions. In an attempt to explain historical develop-
mentss after the split, observers have brought up ethnic differentiation as a possible 
causee (Bhebe 1990:1). At the time however, the ethnic element was not (publicly) 
identifiedd as a primary tension, as was the crisis of leadership confidence and power 
competitionn (Shamuyarira 1965:185, Sitiiole 1980:26-27). Instead, die additional 
cleavagee mentioned at the time was tiiat of workers/intellectuals. Nkomo had, as 
oudinedd above, a long history in the trade union movement which originated in Bu-
lawayo.. Sitiiole's splinter group was seen to represent the educated African intellec-
tuals,, and arguments were put forward diat 'intellectual status' was a necessary ele-
mentt of leadership in the nationalist movement, which was by the opposing camp 
seenn as highly elitist f Zimbabwe' 1974:20, interview Brickhill , 1992). 

BattlesBattles for Support 

Shortlyy after Zanu's formation the party issued a policy statement.43 Politically the 
differencee between Zapu and Zanu was minimal, die overarching goal of inde-
pendencee remained the same. Having launched its platform, Zanu began rallying 
forr support. Meanwhile Zapu/PCC had consolidated its position in the Salisbury 
andd Bulawayo areas. Botii Zapu/PCC and Zanu were able to organise rural meet-
ings,, although a ban on political meetings was in force. With inventiveness meet-

4ii An observer notes that, Nkomo's election as 'life president', suggesting the unattainability of an 
alternativee leader, seemed to have wedged a permanent lodge between Zanu and Zapu. For as the 
breakawayy group saw Nkomo's leadership qualities as central to the split, an opposition against his 
presidencyy would consequently remain, continuously causing division (Bhebe 1990:5). 
422 The PCC central committee had representation from the whole country, where ethnic representa-
tionn was evenly divided between five Ndebele and five Shona (Sithole 1980:26). 
433 For Zanu's 1963 policy statement, see Nyangoni 1979:64—71. 
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ingss were held under the guise of funeral gatherings and on board buses. However, 

muchh of both parties' energies were spilled on rivalry, as the two parties made ef-

fortss to eliminate each other. Physical thuggery and party clashes became increas-

inglyy common, and violence including severe beatings and murders were frequent 

particularlyy in Salisbury {Shamuyarira 1965:184, Nyangoni 1979:73). T he white 

governmentt saw mis development as advantageous and refrained from sending 

policee patrols to the townships, allowing the party warfare to take its course. T he 

nationalistss were well aware that the split locally worked in favour of die minority 

government,, and internationally gave reactionaries support in their perceptions of 

Africanss inability to rule. Nationalists were nevertheless unable to break die vi-

ciouss circle of violence. A Zanu executive member explained: 

I tt had to be complete victory or defeat for one party or the other: work in 
thiss direction produced more conflict. As each leader got less or more 
supporters,, he acquired a stake in leading them to complete victory. So it 
wentt on.... The present day tendency when differences occur is to hate 
eachh other more than we hate the real enemy of the cause we are fighting 
(Shamuyriraa 1965:190, 191). 

Thee local canvassing for support was also mirrored by the parties' international 

work.. Bodi Z a p u / P CC and Zanu spent much central resources on lobbying 

amongg the independent African states for moral and financial support, one at the 

expensee of the other. Divisions occurred amongst some countries, whilst odiers 

remainedd neutral (Shamuyrira 1965:192). 

Thee party rivalry having manifested itself in brute violence fizzled out in Apri l 

1964,, when die new Rhodesian Prime Minister, Ian Smidi, banned both Zanu and 

PCC.. Political leaders were detained and put under restriction in rural areas. 

Manyy remained detained for a decade, released only in 1974. Due to tiiis develop-

ment,, the two organisations were subsequently operated from abroad. 

3.c.. Zapu and Zanu: The Construction of War Machines 

Afterr the P CC ban, the organisation continued to exist abroad under die name of 

Zapu.. From 1964 to 1974, whilst Zapu leaders were under restriction, party affairs 

weree run externally by James Chikerema (1964-1970), and Jason Z. Moyo (1970— 

1977).. Zapu established diplomatic support including the general support of die 

OAUU (Organisation of African Unity). In 1963, Zapu had set up a Department of 

Speciall  Affairs, mainly concerned with building a military force to initiate the 

armedd struggle. Countrywide recruitment began, and at the end of 1963 groups 

leftt for military training in countries in die (Uien) socialist block. Upon return in 
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1964—1965,, the groups assembled in Zambia, and the 'Armed Wing' of Zapu was 
created.. A command structure was set up, and in 1965 the deployment of small 
unitss of two to three persons infiltrating inside Rhodesia consequently took place. 
Thesee carried out further recruitment, and sabotage of small economic targets 
suchh as communication networks, electricity supplies and government facilities. In 
19666 larger numbers of trained personnel infiltrated Rhodesia, when units of sev-
enn or eight men joined those already inside (Dabengwa 1995:26-27). 

Zanuu set up its external office first in Dar-Es-Salaam, later moving it to Lusaka. In 
thee absence of the detained leaders, Zanu officials outside Rhodesia were author-
isedd in 1964 to form a Revolutionary Council (later called Dare-Re-Chimurenga 
orr the High Command), lead by Herbert Chitepo. Recruitment to the armed 
strugglee was slow and limited between 1964 and 1969, with few recruits actually 
leavingg Rhodesia for training. Recruitment took place in neighbouring independ-
entt countries, but in the initial stages these sources produced very few cadres (Pan-
dyaa 1988:77, Tungamirai 1995:36). In 1965 a training camp in Zambia opened 
(Itumbi),, training was also conducted in Tanzania, Mozambique, Ghana and Chi-
na.. As the Smith regime declared a Unilateral Declaration of Independence in 
1965,, the nationalist movements realised that hardened attitudes and interventions 
layy ahead. This spurned off further guerrilla activity. In April 1966, Zanu forces 
conductedd a highly publicised guerrilla attack, the 'battle of Chinoyi'. The attack 
wass in military terms a serious defeat, but for Zanu it came to represent the launch 
off  armed struggle in Rhodesia. The military lesson drawn from the experience 
wass that hastily thrown in guerrillas in areas lacking local support, was unsustaina-
blee in the face of superior Rhodesian ground and air force (Martin/Jonhson 
1981:12,, Cole 1985:27, Ellert 1993:11-12). From their position of superiority, the 
Rhodesiann Security Forces considered at this point the warfare to be 'happy hunt-
ingg days'. They 'reckoned that it was a jolly good war' and patrols regularly 'netted 
aa good bag of terrs' [terrorists] (Ellert 1993:26).44 

Inn 1967 the South African ANC approached Zapu with a proposal for joint oper-
ationss ('Zimbabwe' 1974:7, Dabengwa 1995:27), a co-operation that would turn 
controversial.. ANC had trained cadres abroad who needed safe passages through 
Rhodesiaa into South Africa. At the time South African forces were already active 
insidee Rhodesia, supporting the Rhodesian troops but also intercepting ANC cad-

444 According to Ellert, it was common during the late 1960s, to see groups of soldiers and police-
menn gathered at the popular Makuti Motel overlooking the Zambezi valley, drinking cold beers and 
boastingg of their exploits as their vehicles with the dead bodies of guerrillas stood waiting outside 
(EUcrtt 1993:26). 
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ress at the Zambezi river. The South African forces were keen to keep contacts with 
ANCC inside Rhodesia in order to avoid clashes on South African soil, and simulta-
neouslyy their aim was to uphold the settler regime. For Zapu, South African secu-
rityy presence was obviously to their detriment, as was the apartheid regime a 
hinderr to their liberation cause. The common nature of the struggles in the two 
countriess was a basis for an understanding of mutual support between Zapu and 
thee ANC. Therefore Zapu agreed to give logistical support to ANC by accompa-
nyingg their cadres across Rhodesia. The ANC cadres would avoid contact with 
Rhodesiann security forces, and fight only if attacked. The escorting Zapu forces 
wouldd also explain to locals the presence of foreign guerrillas in Rhodesia.45 Al-
thoughh the transit route was used only for a short period (mainly in 1968), it caused 
upheaval.. The Zapu/ANC operations were criticised by Zanu and African lead-
ers,, and questions arose around an internationalisation of the Rhodesian situation. 
Itt was also questioned why Zapu joined forces with ANC but remained at variance 
withh Zanu. Based on these issues, the OAU Liberation Committee called Zanu 
andd Zapu to a meeting to discuss unification of the parties' military wings (Ellert 
1993:: 25-27, Dabengwa 1995:27-29). 

3.d.. The Mbeya Accord 

Throughoutt the liberation war, the OAU and the Frontline States periodically at-
temptedd to unite Zapu and Zanu, or their military wings Zipra and Zanla. The lib-
erationn movements' being dependent on OAU and the Frontline states for material 
andd diplomatic support, were unable to ignore the external pressure exerted on 
theirr political and military decision-making. At times politically disagreeing with 
thee external advice and impositions, but in dire need of money and guerrilla train-
ingg ground, nationalist parties were forced to make decisions of unification which 
lackedd mass support in the organisations (Dabengwa 1995:29). The first external 
unityy attempt was the 1967 Mbeya Accord. 

Thee Mbeya Accord was reached at a time when Zapu was most militarily active. 
Zanu,, on the other hand, had littl e guerrilla activity, a small number of trained 
men,, and httle support inside Rhodesia. The unity arrangement was to be execut-
edd under a Joint Military Command (JMC), where Zapu and Zanu guerrillas 
wouldd fight under a joint military leadership. However, littl e was achieved with this 
arrangement,, as Zapu deliberately chose not to implement it, not wanting to have 
thee bulk of its trained fighting force under a joint command (Dabengwa 1995:29). 

455 For elaboration on joint Zapu/ANC operations undertaken in 1967-1968, see Dabengwa 
1995:27-29. . 
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Instead,, senior commanders were instructed to concentrate on the armed struggle 
ass the armed wing of Zapu. Furthermore, Zapu had started joint operations with 
Frelimoo opening up a new front, and had large numbers of recruits awaiting train-
ing.. Therefore Zapu was most reluctant to give the northeastern part of Rhodesia 
too Zanu, who 'was not pulling its weight'. Dabengwa explains: 

Wee saw the JMG as a means of forcing us to carry Zanu on our backs.... 
Ourr view at that stage was that Zanu must disband and rejoin Zapu. That 
wass the thinking. It was not that we did not want to work with Zanu, but 
wee thought Zanu needed to confess its failure as a splinter party 
(Dabengwaa 1995:30). 

3.e.. Zapu Crisis 1969 

Zapu'ss military success was however soon to turn due to internal strife, a develop-
mentt that would work out to Zanu's competitive advantage. In 1970, in an effort to 
evaluatee military activity, severe criticism was raised against the acting president J. 
Ghikerema'ss handling of certain external operations. Chikerema did not accept 
thee criticism, claimed that military matters were under his rule, (as entrusted to 
himm by Zapu president Nkomo), and proceeded to take far-reaching actions based 
onn his perception of personal authority. Chikerema's actions and authority affir-
mationss were by one Zapu strand interpreted as an unconstitutional coup, which 
createdd much turmoil and tension. The turmoil spread to combatants in Zapu 
campss in Tanzania and Zambia, where in the latter country, government authori-
tiess intervened. The conflict led to a deep crisis where a central issue was the inter-
pretationn given by the Cold Comfort Farm Congress regarding executive powers, 
butt did also include other issues such as ethnic division. The Chikerema crisis 
causedd the external wing of Zapu to split into three groups: the Chikerema faction 
(whoo later founded a separate political party - Frolizi); an independent group of 
guerrillass under W. Mthimkhulu (also known as the 'March 11 Movement'); and 
thee remainder of Zapu now led by J.Z. Moyo. According to some observers, the 
threee way split had an ethnic impact in that the Shona representation left the Zapu 
branchh in exile, leaving this section with the Kalanga Ndebele loyal to J.Z. Moyo 
(Sitholcc 1980:30, Bhebe 1990:9).̂  

Afterr the split an extensive Zapu consultative meeting was held, reviewing the en-
tiree party structure and its military activities. As a result, a Revolutionary Council 
wass created, which was to be Zapu's main body outside Rhodesia. The War Coun-

466 For primary sources by Moyo and Chikerema, see Nyangoni 1979:142-170. For interpretation of 
crisis,, see Bhebe 1990 and Dabengwa 1995:30-32. 
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cill  had the responsibility to develop and implement the military strategy of the 
party,, and was empowered to take all strategic decisions (Brickhill 1995:54). Under 
thiss structure, Zapu's military wing officially became Zipra (Zimbabwe People's 
Revolutionaryy Army). 

3.f.. The Zapu Crisis: Its Impact on Zanu 

Thee turmoil in Zapu directly affected Zanu's political organisation and its military 
activity.. At the time of the crisis in Zapu Chikerema turned to Zanu for unity talks, 
whichh caused a split also in Zanu. Chikerema found support for unity amongst 
somee Zanu leaders, whilst others believed it was premature to unite with Zapu due 
too its internal conflicts 'which were essentially tribal' (Sithole 1980:29). Ironically, 
itt has been argued that Chikerema's unity initiative surfaced Zanu regionalism, as 
thosee leaving the Zanu leadership to join Chikerema, were mainly Zezuru (Shona). 
Subsequently,, the Zanu War Council essentially became a monopoly of the Shona 
Manyikaa and Karanga, who engaged in fierce competition. Allegedly, the compe-
titionn led to violent fighting, having by March 1975 resulted in the death of over 
2500 Zanu cadres (Sithole 1979:67, 1980:31, Samukange 1985:8).47 

Duee to Zapu's internal strife, its guerrilla activity slowed down considerably, which in 
turnn would fundamentally affect Zanu's military performance (Dabengwa 1995:32). 
Thee stagnation of the Zapu war effort caused much frustration amongst trained 
combatantss and commanders who wanted to proceed with the prosecution of the 
liberationn war. Some defected to join Zanla, others joined the armed wing of Froli-
zi48,, leaving Zapu with an estimated 80 trained personnel (Bhebe 1990:9). However, 
thee most serious consequence for Zapu in the development of these events, was los-
ingg the initiative taken with Frelimo to open the northeastern front through the Mo-
zambiquee Tete Province.49 With the lack of internal coherence, Zapu was not in a 
positionn to launch a new front. Instead the front was opened by Zanu, leading to a 
cruciall  political and military breakthrough for the party. The Frelimo co-operation 
allowedd Zanu to circumvent the Zambezi valley, which had been a major problem 
whenn directing activities from Zambia. Entry through the Mozambican border was 

477 Littl e has been written regarding ethnic tensions within Zanu, and therefore Sithole's positions 
remainn unchallenged. For elaboration on the ethnic divisions in Zanu in this time period, as 
interpretedd by Sithole, see Sithole 1979:67-78. 
488 Chikerema's new group formed an organisation called Frolizi, which also had an armed wing. See 
below. . 
499 Among those who defected to Zanu, was Zapu's Chief of Staff (Robson Manyika), who had first-
handd knowledge of Zapu's contacts and plans, and who allegedly used his former Zapu position to 
thee benefit of Zanu, in discussions with Frelimo (Dabengwa 1995:31). 
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furtherr greatly facilitated by the subsequent independence of Mozambique, allowing 

thee whole eastern border free for Zanu military infiltration. In effect, at this moment 

off  the liberation war, the country became partitioned between Zapu and Zanu. 

Zapuu would remain active in the Ndebele dominated part of Rhodesia, whilst Zanu 

slowlyy would cover the Shona dominated part of the country. Thus, a regionalisation 

occurredd where Zapu operated mainly in Matabeleland, and Zanu in Mashonaland 

(Bhebee 1990:9). The danger of this regionalisation and its reinforcement of ethnic 

division,, was noted by Nkomo: 

Thee extra danger was that the Rhodesian side of the Zambia and 
Botswanaa borders is inhabited by people most of whom are Sindebele 
[Ndebele]]  speaking. Zipra operatedd in and drew its recruits from these 
people.. But the people living along the Mozambique border are mostly 
Shonaa speaking. So Zanla increasingly became a Shona speaking army 
andd Zipra a Sindebele speaking army (Bhebe 1990:18). 

4.. Party Politic s and the Liberatio n War 1971-1979 

4.a.. The Formation of Frolizi 

Inn October 1971 the Front for the Liberation of Zimbabwe (Frolizi) was formed by a 

coree group of ex-Zapu and Zanu members, notably the former acting Zapu presi-

dentt J. Chikerema. The main idea was to create a united front of the two nationalist 

partiess and fight the liberation war under one army, focusing the strength on the out-

sidee enemy rather than inside divisions. In a public document the new organisation 

gavee three reasons for its formation: firstly, as all sectors in the nationalist movement 

weree for armed struggle against the minority regime, there was 'no need to perpetu-

atee the split', instead 'a clear duty' of national leaders was to forge unity by all 

means;; secondly, due to 'revolutionary inadequacies' in Zanu and Zapu the organi-

sationss were unable to tap the favourable conditions present in Rhodesia to create a 

'revolutionaryy situation'. The major stumbling block was the continuing division 

thatt hampered the struggle. Zanu and Zapu had 'incorrectly identified each other as 

thee enemies of the revolution, largely because they were competing for the same 

positions';; lastly, Zanu and Zapu were not motivated by a clearly defined socialist 

ideology.. If a strong ideological base had existed, 'regionalism and tribalism would 

havee been averted'. Instead, the severity of the tribal tension has resulted in four 

groupss — a Shona and a Ndebele faction in Zapu, and pro and anti unity factions in 

Zanu.. Apart from this platform, Frolizi presented a socialist programme and noted it 

havingg representation from all ethnic groups (albeit with a Shona/Zezuru domina-

tion).. Its main focus was to be active inside Rhodesia, in order to create a 'revolution-

aryy situation' as fast as possible (Nyangoni 1979:171-184). Paradoxically Zapu and 
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Zanuu denounced Frolizi as 'tribalisitic', Zanu adding that it was a 'nepotistic group-
ing'' determined to sabotage the liberation struggle (Sithole lOSO^O).50 Zapu's 
Georgee Silundika stated that Chikerema and Nyandore were 'reactionary' and that 
Zapuu has 'absolutely no relations with Frolizi', Zapu standing 'firm on the principle 
off  not recognising or tolerating any organisation formed outside the country' ('Zim-
babwe'' 1974:21). Frolizi was thus left in the cold by the two nationalist movements. 
Itss main disadvantage was however a lack of members, and the organisation's inabil-
ityy to form an army based on the numbers of guerrillas it had. Initially the Zambian 
governmentt supported recruitment and OAU support was granted. The latter was 
howeverr discontinued in 1973 (Samukange 1985:13,16). In 1973 Frolizi suffered a 
greatt blow, when in a joint action N. Shamuyarira (founding member) and 21 col-
leaguess publicly resigned in order to re-enter Zanu (Sithole 1979:53). Frolizi's last or-
ganisationall  effort was in 1974, when it joined other nationalist parties in forming an 
umbrellaa organisation, the African National Council. In the end Frolizi's historical 
contributionss were paradoxical. Whilst it had openly indicated ethnic division within 
thee liberation movements and induced a heightened attention regarding the need for 
unity,, its existence and guerrilla activities created confusion and turmoil among civil-
ianss and combatants, leading to further division and tension. 

4.b.. Zanu and Zapu Military Operations in the early 1970s 

Followingg the military initiative shifting to Zanu's advantage, and the subsequent 
openingg of the Tete corridor, Zanu made great advances in northeastern Zimba-
bwe.. Recruitment was increased substantially by the flux of refugees to Mozam-
bique.. The rural population seeking safety from the regime's militarily sophisticat-
edd counter-measures, were scooped up by Zanu on the Mozambican side - allow-
ingg the party a 'guaranteed and continuos stream of recruits for its army' (Bhebe 
1990:11).. Also inside Rhodesia the number of conscripts grew, as guerrillas often 
withh the support of local religious authorities,51 drummed up Zanu support 
(Bhebee 1990:10, Kriger 1992:89-90). 

500 It is to be noted that, as Frolizi publicly brings up ethnic divisions in Zanu and Zapu, the 
responsee is to denounce Frolizi as 'tribalistic'. To counter-accuse diose who publicly point out 
ethnicc tension, as being tribalistic, re-occurs as clear pattern during the Matabeleland conflict 
(1980-1987).. As the accusation of being tribalist is highly negative, the immediate counter 
accusationss work as deterrents for verbalisation of ethnic tension, suppressing an open discussion 
onn ethnic division. See further elaboration in chapter four, pp. 306-309. 
511 In certain areas Zanla guerrillas sought the co-operation of spirit mediums in order to facilitate 
civiliann support. Lan's research in the Dande area shows howmfiondoro mediums gave guerrillas the 
authorityy as 'chiefs', which included the prerogative to use violence. Evidence presented by Sister 
Janicee McLaughlin suggests that spirit mediums were used most extensively in mobilisation and 
recruitmentt from 1972 to 1974 (Alexander 1995:176,178). 
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Inn conjuncture to Zanu's expansion, the party began to actively implement strate-
giess of Maoist guerrilla warfare. In 1969 eight Chinese instructors arrived at the 
Zanuu Itumbi camp, highly influencing military thinking, as did the co-operation 
withh Frelimo. The earlier strategy of engaging in conventional battles with the 
Rhodesiann Forces was re-evaluated. Instead, smaller groups were infiltrating with 
thee primary task of establishing links with the population inside Rhodesia, after 
whichh military offensives would be launched. Mass mobilisation and politicisation 
off  the peasants became central in the military strategy, which was calculated to 
graduallyy lead to Zanu political control of the rural areas and eventually the cities. 
Pivotall  for the implementation of this strategy was firsdy for guerrillas to establish 
aa local link, a person who would act as the liaison between the soldiers andd the ci-
vilians.. Secondly, to establish Zanu support in the rural areas through massive po-
liticisationn campaigns launched by the guerrillas. 

Thee local liaisons established by Zanla were so calledmigibas and chimbwidos.52 These 
weree usually teenagers (or sometimes even younger children) who supplied logistical 
assistancee in the form of food and odier supplies, provided information and intelli-
gence,, and acted as liaison between combat units. The advantage of using young 
adultss or children was dieir ability to perform tasks witiiout alerting enemy attention. 
Thee migibas/chimbwidos did not get regular military training, but were instead subject 
too extensive political education by Zanla commanders. They did however participate 
inn some basic military activities, such as destruction of government property. Anoth-
err influential role given to migibas/chimbwidos was to be the eyes and the ears of the 
locall  community, locating informers. This task gave children a power over adults 
thatt contradicted die traditionally subservient and respectful way expected by chil-
drenn towards elders (Brickhill 1990:17). As Kriger has demonstrated, the childrens' 
positionn in the war played into existing social conflicts and gave rise to new conflicts, 
patternss of behaviour, and alignments (Kriger 1992). Ranger noted in his study in 
Makonii  District tiiat 'tiiere was a good deal of remembered resentment among 
elderss and parents directed against die power exercised by ïhemujibas during the war' 
(Rangerr 1985:292). In Zanu annals the role played hy mujibas/chimbwidos in the liber-
ationn war has nevertheless been recognised as significant, their numbers being esti-
matedd to be over 50,000 at die end of the war (Pandya 1988:93-97). 

Thee implementation of the political education, the second strategy to establish 
Zanuu support and the successful execution of die liberation war, was seen as one 
off  die guerrillas' primary tasks. After die war Eddison Zvobgo (Zanu Deputy Sec-
retaryy of Publicity and Information) concluded that 'Political education played a 

522 The two words mujibas and chimbwidos, reflect gender - the former being male and latter female. 
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veryy important part in our winning the war' (Frederikse 1982:62). As Zanu had 
existedd only for a number of months before its ban, party cells and structures were 
feww if any. Instead, the process of politicisation of the peasantry for armed strug-
gle,, was simultaneously a construction of the Zanu party.53 The establishment of 
Zanuu support taking place under the conditions of a war caused the politicisation 
too be shaped by violence. 

Zanuu political education took place mainly through mass rallies- so-cailedpungwes 
(Shonaa term meaning from dusk to dawn) In these all night meetings, villagers 
weree expected to attend, as anybody not attending would be regarded as a 'collab-
orator'' and would be punished (Pandya 1988:145). Tembo Chimedza, a student 
fromm Chibi, recalls: 

Somee people were refusing to go to pungwe, because they were afraid of 
meetingg the soldiers, for of course they would be shot. But you could not 
misss ZLpungwe. The comrades would send someone to fetch you. I was 
helpingg the comrades and sometimes I had to force people to go 
(Frederiksee 1982:61). 

Too facilitate the politicisation efforts, guerrillas used centrally produced Zanu lec-
tures.. Zvobgo recalls that printed lecture series would be spread 'so that at every 
meetingg in a particular war zone they would be doing Lecture One. We structured 
thee lectures well: they were short, in the vernacular, and to the point. This intensive 
ideologicall  campaign helped the people understand what the war was about' (Fre-
deriksee 1982:60). Important features of the ideological training were slogans and 
songs.. The political issues discussed often focused on discrimination with regards 
too land and education, which the guerrillas often stated would be brought to the 
peoplee by a liberation war victory. Another element in the pungwes was a guerrilla 
heldd 'peoples court', where those accused of being government collaborators or 
spiess were tried. The guerrillas would then discipline the civilian tried guilty, 
throughh beatings or amputation of body parts (hands, fingers, legs, toes, lips, 
tonguess or ears). These measures were considered less severe compared to execu-
tion,, the latter being a common penalty (Pandya 1988:147-149,173; Frederikse 
1982:215—219).. The use of the 'courts' was a strategy of preventing civilians from 
governmentt association and from being bought as informers,54 but notably also to 

533 This point has been emphasised by Brickhill , stating regarding Zanu that 'There was no 
nationalistt party other than the one that was built by the war itself' (interview, Brickhill 1992). 
544 The Rhodesian security forces put much effort into locating informers. One CIO member noted 
afterr the war that 'We used to buy the people. We had paid informers, and the pay was quite good. 
AA good incentive. A lot of money was forked out to informers in this country during the war' 
(Frederiksee 1982:215). 
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instill  Zanu as the alternative authority. Eddison Zvobgo outlined how Zanu per-

ceivedd the 'courts' achieving three objectives: politicisation through mass partici-

pation,, deterrence of disloyalty, and mobilisation of support: 

I nn every guerrilla war there is a need to demonstrate power. When you do 
soo depends on careful calculation, because too much repulses and you lose 
support,, while too littl e demonstrates weakness, and you also lose support. 
Soo it is the [political] commissar's duty to go in front before the comrades 
comee in, to politicise people. Then when actual operations begin, you may 
findd that some person is informing the regime of the guerrillas' 
movements..... Such a person is to be watched for awhile, whilst [guerrillas] 
winningg the support of the rest of the people. Once political support has 
beenn won and the comrades move in, they are presented with lists of 
enemyy agents by the population. It is not advisable to then arrest the 
personn and simply kil l him, because that act has no mass participation. 
Whatt you need to do is to arrest the person, bring him to the people, lead 
evidencee against him and then let the people say what would happen to 
him..... He wil l be tried by the people, sentenced to death, if indeed his 
crimee has cost lives, and the sentence wil l be carried out on the spot. Now 
thiss is where you must be careful. If the purpose is to demonstrate muscle, 
youu may order him not to be buried. String him up — no one can touch 
thee traitor's body. Everybody begins to think of the price of being a traitor. 
Untill  the army comes to bury him, which further demonstrates to the 
peoplee that he really was their agent.... So it is a very careful balance. Root 
outt all agents and, in the process, you achieve something more important 
(Frederiksee 1982:216). 

Pungwess were often held three to four times a week, and the cycles would reoccur 

whenn a new guerrilla unit arrived. The frequency was considered important for 

continuityy in the mobilisation and politicisation processes (Pandya 1988:146). 

Brickhil ll  argues regarding the Zanu setting that, firstly, due to the lack of tradition 

inn democrat ic institution building, and secondly due to the lack of accountable 

structuress outside the military, 'Zanu became militarised from the beginning, lack-

ingg local civilian membership that could influence the leadership' (interview, 

Brickhil ll  1992). He explains further: 

Thee process of building Zanu was taking place in remote areas, very far 
fromm the intellectual leadership based in Zambia or Mozambique. They 
weree sending young people who had been trained into areas where there 
weree no political parties to receive them. [In establishing legitimacy] the 
peasantt population were becoming much more caught up than might be 
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necessaryy in violence, and a whole range of frameworks for the building 
off  political power were growing out of this kind of environment (interview 
Brickhill ,, 1992). 

Inn the early 1970s, whilst Zanu was increasing in strength and intensifying the war in 

thee northeast of Rhodesia, Zapu began to rebuild its forces and re-launch its guerril-

laa war. Similar to Zanu, Zapu concluded that the large self-contained detachments 

thatt characterised many of its 1960s operations were less successful and were to be 

avoided.. Instead, operations between 1972 and 1973 concentrated on sabotage and 

landd mine warfare on roads and along the Zambezi river. The strategy was to oper-

atee without full engagement of the enemy, in cycles of retreating, planting land 

miness and hiding. These operations allowed Zipra to retain and reorganise its forces 

whichh had been idle due to me 1969-1971 crisis, whilst the Revolutionary Council 

plannedd for more intensive operations (Brickhill 1995:49, Dabengwa 1995:32). 

4.c.. OAU Unity Attempts 1972-1973 

Ass both parties and armies began to consolidate in tfieir areas of operation, OAU 

againn pressurised the organisations for a united war effort. The earlier Mbeya 

agreementt was resuscitated, however this time Zapu and Zanu had switched roles. 

Ass Zapu previously had sabotaged the agreement, unwilling to take on the halting 

Zanuu guerrillas whilst being successful themselves, the current conditions were just 

thee opposite, whereby Zanu was highly reluctant to unified army efforts due to its 

militaryy achievements (Bhebe 1990:11). An agreement was nevertheless reached 

onn 23 March 1972, where the Joint Militar y Command (JMC) was set up with the 

taskk of building a unified army. This effort was further developed in Lusaka 1973, 

whenn the Zimbabwe Liberation Council (LBC) was formed to plan the overall po-

liticall  and military strategy ( 'Zimbabwe' 1974: 20, Dabengwa 1995:32). Zapu de-

scribedd the development in highly positive terms, as stated in an interview in 1973 

byy Zapu's publicity and information secretary G. Silundika: 

Att the present we are engaged in the process of building a unified army, but 
wee hope this will only be the first step in a successful process of unification. 
Thee formation of the J MC is based on our common belief that the future 
off  Zimbabwe is organically linked widi the development of the armed 
revolutionaryy struggle; and because of this, we now have to take all possible 
stepss to eliminate obstacles and threats to the unity of the Zimbabwean 
people.. The question of the political identities of die two movements is not 
necessarilyy an obstruction, because once we arrive at a common conception 
off  what the future holds, further consultations regarding the political aspect 
off  our work should experience no serious difficulties ('Zimbabwe' 1974:20). 
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Allegedlyy Zanu was not convinced by the authenticity of Zapu's political stand, 
andd instead saw Zapu's unity efforts as an opportune step in order to maintain 
credibilityy as a liberation movement. Due to the internal strife 1969-1971, the 
Swedishh government had suspended its aid to Zapu, and now the organisation was 
attemptingg to reopen this channel, theJMG action being an effort in this direction. 
Irrespectivee of Zapu's position being authentic or not, Zanu's signature of the uni-
tyy agreement was apparendy entirely fictional, as the organisation 'had the least 
intentionss to see the Command working' (Bhebe 1990:11). Zanu's agreement to 
thee JMC was based on totally unrelated developments, as the party only agreed to 
formm the JMC in order to forestall Frolizi being recognised by OAU (Bhebe 
1990:11).. This apparendy worked, as OAU did support the JMC at the expense of 
Frolizi.. And, as ironically stated by an observer, 'the JMC lasted only long enough 
forr me excitement over Frolizi to die down' (Sidiole 1980:30). 

Zanu'ss sabotage of the JMC, resulted in unrealised plans. Zapu recognised Zanu's 
reluctancee as G. Silundika in 1973 stated diat '...these [unity] arrangements have 
nott yet come operational due to delays caused by a few elements within Zanu who 
aree just maturing to the glory of a few successful military operations in Zimbabwe 
-- a stage we in Zapu passed long ago' ('Zimbabwe' 1974:21). The delays stretched, 
andd yet again an OAU induced unity effort remained a paper tiger. This was be-
yondd doubt in 1974, after Zanu's acting national chairman Herbert Chitepo ex-
plicitl yy told Swedish government officials tiiat ratiier than forming a united front 
withh Zapu, 'Zanu in die first place wanted to develop its own forces' (Bhebe 
1990:12).. The chairman stated diat Zanu 'was die only movement shouldering the 
burdenn of the war' and diat its army had 2,000 trained guerrillas and 3,000 under 
training.. These comments were observed as being contemptuous of Zapu's fight-
ingg capacity, and related to Zanu's confidence in rising to the position of a major-
ityy party. The success of Zanu, like that of Zapu before 1969, had a fundamentally 
divisivee effect, as the power competition between the nationalist parties drove them 
furtherr from unified efforts (Bhebe 1990:12). 

4.d.. Zanu Crisis 1973-1975 

Zanu'ss perception of strength and superiority did however become tarnished, as 
thee party was to face great internal upheavals between 1973-1975. As mentioned 
above,, the Shona Manyika and Karanga were in fierce competition for die party 
leadershipp posts. Amidst the internal party fighting, die so-called Nhari Rebellion 
tookk place witiii n the military. A group of dissatisfied Zanu cadres unconstitution-
allyy set up a High Command, replacing die military leadership. The rebellion was 
putt down, but led to much turmoil and bloodletting, followed by a military witch 
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huntt for suspected rebels (Sithole 1979:60-62; Martin/Johnson 1981:162-168). 
Ass the reprisals against the Nhari group were taking place, Herbert Chitepo (Zanu 
nationall  chairman) was assassinated on March 18, 1975. Due to suspicions that 
thee Zanu chief of Defence J. Tongogara masterminded the murder, the Zambian 
governmentt detained nearly all the external Zanu political and military leaders. 
Zanuu leaders meanwhile vehemently blamed the act on the Zambian government 
and/orr the Rhodesian secret service. After the Chitepo assassination, Zanu was 
oudawedd in Zambia, its offices were closed and Zambian authorities confiscated 
alll  facilities and funds. Tanzania closed their training camps and Mozambique 
handedd over Zanla commanders to Zambia. These actions effectively halted 
Zanu'ss guerrilla warfare (Sithole 1979:62-66, Kriger 1992:91). 

4.e.. The Detente Initiative 1974 

Ass the internal turmoil was taking place in Zanu, an international effort to end the 
Rhodesiann civil war was staged by the South African Prime Minister John Vorster 
andd the Zambian president Kenneth Kaunda, in co-operation with the Frontline 
states.. The so-called detente initiatives were set up to promote a peaceful solution 
too the conflict through negotiations with the Rhodesian government. The first de-
mandd from the Frontline states was the immediate release of Zimbabwean nation-
alistt leaders who had been imprisoned for ten years. Particularly being pressured 
byy South Africa, Smith released the leaders in December 1974. In return he de-
mandedd a cease-fire and a constitutional conference without pre-conditions. 
Meanwhilee the Frontline states put pressure on Zapu, Zanu, Frolizi and ANC?5 to 
signn a unity agreement, for negotiations with the Rhodesia Front government. The 
neighbouringg countries also wanted the detente period free from military opera-
tions,, and subsequently all material resources in Tanzania and Zambia awaiting 
distributionn to the liberation armies were held. 

Bothh within Zanu and Zapu mere was opposition against negotiations, since this 
wouldd disrupt guerrilla activity. The Frondine states had however leverage on the 
nationalistt movements, since they provided the parties with sanctuaries, holding 
camps,, and refugee facilities. The subsequent unity talks led to the formation of a 
neww umbrella group consisting of Zanu, Zapu, Frolizi, and ANC in Rhodesia -
witi ii  ANC's Abel Muzorewa as the head. Forcing unwilling co-operation partners 
intoo a joint political and military achievement was however bound to fail. Some 

355 ANC - African National Council - was a Zimbabwe based 'care taker' organisation set up in 
19711 when Zapu and Zanu leaders were in detention. It was led by Abel Muzorewa, and originally 
hadd as aim to mobilise the population in order to oppose the 1971 Anglo-Rhodesian Settlement 
Proposals.. In 1972 ANC became a political party (Berens 1988:68). 
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attemptss at a joint negotiated settlement between the umbrella organisation and 
thee Rhodesia Front took place unsuccessfully. Neither Zapu's nor Zanu's military 
organisationss were however interested in constitutional negotiations, but in the in-
tensificationn of the war. In 1975 the ANC umbrella organisation finally collapsed 
('Zanu'' 1984:4;Bhebe 1990:12; Dabengwa 1995:33). 

Thee externally forced exercise to unite all nationalist forces had brought the guer-
rillarilla  warfare to a virtual standstill, whilst the fruitless negotiations resulted in a con-
stitutionall  settlement being as remote as ever. Zanu was severely affected by its 
ongoingg internal turmoil and the incarceration of the Dare (High Command). 
Zanla,, in particular, had difficulties operating, having their military commander in 
aa Zambian jail. Zapu on the other hand, had recovered from its internal crisis, and 
thee reorganised Zipra was geared for serious operations. However, as the OAU 
Liberationn Committee continued to refuse a release of Zipra weapons held in 
Zambiaa until Zanla and Zipra were united, Zipra's war effort was severely con-
strained.. In order for the political and military vacuum to end and the liberation 
warr to continue, yet another Zanu-Zapu joint military effort was ahead — Zipa. 

4.f.. Zipa 1975-1977 

Zipaa (Zimbabwe People's Army) was an initiation of the Frontline States and 
agreedd to by Zanu and Zapu in order to re-ignite the liberation war. In November 
19755 a commanding group was set up, including nine representatives from Zipra 
andd Zanla respectively, under the leadership of Zanla's Rex Nhongo (Command-
er)) and Zipra's Nildta Mangena (Deputy Commander). Military equipment was 
shippedd to Mozambique where the headquarters of Zipa was established. A plan 
off  action was drawn up, whereby Zanla forces would operate from Tete and Gaza 
provincess while Zipra forces would operate from Manica province ('Zanu' 
1984:5).. The Frontline States heralded Zipa as the progenitor of true unity within 
thee Zimbabwean liberation movement, and die organisation assumed its transfor-
mationn into a political, ideological, as well as military structure, and commenced 
diplomaticc contacts (Moore 1995:74). 

Zipa'ss leaders were made up of 'second wave' guerrilla soldiers, who were largely 
young,, relatively well-educated and urbanised Zimbabweans. Ideologically Zipa 
tookk an 'orthodox' vision of Marxism-Leninism, whilst attempting to overcome past 
in-fightingg and ethnic differences. The Zipa High Command were well-versed in 
militaryy strategy, their members having attended military training programmes of 
bothh China and the Eastern block. The new organisation intended to implement a 
'mobilee warfare' based on Vietnamese theories and practice. In comparison to the 
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incarceratedd Zanu High Command, the Zipa leaders were more advanced. The 
highh level of competence was reflected in the executed warfare, which at Zipa's rein-
stigationn was raised to a qualitatively new level. From early 1976 the Rhodesian forc-
ess were under heavier pressure than ever before, and within a few months the guer-
rill aa war scene had been dramatically transformed. Having gained the initiative the 
guerrillass began to pursue a more comprehensive and determined strategy. A major 
targett was to disrupt Rhodesia's vital road and rail links to the soudi, as well as the 
internall  road communication system. Zipa's plans were to establish fully liberated 
zoness in Zimbabwe within the last six months of 1976. The military campaigns led 
too heavy Rhodesian counter-insurgency efforts, transport convoys, extensive curfews, 
massivee call ups, prolonged national military service, and finally to an altered mili-
taryy strategy. The changes in Rhodesian tactics and policy were interpreted by Zipa 
ass evidence for their success (Moore 1995:73—80). 

Inn spite of important military advances, Zipa did not turn out to be a success story. 
Yett again differences in the organisations brought the unified military effort to an 
end.. Disagreements in strategy, partly emanating from the different Chinese and 
Soviett military approaches, caused confusion and division. Guerrilla practice also 
differed.. Zipra cadres objected to that Zanla deployed guerrillas with littl e or no 
training,, putting combatants at high risk when in contacts with the well-equipped 
andd highly trained enemy. When Zipra opposed this mode of operation, Zanla 
saww the Zipra positioning as a way to force Zipra strategies on Zanla. Further-
more,, serious tension and conflict occurred when Zipra and Zanla cadres were to 
undertakee joint military training, an undertaking that had not been tried before. 
Underr pressure from the Frontline presidents, 800 Zipra recruits were taken to 
Zanla'ss Mgagao camp, and 500 Zanla recruits were sent to Zipra's Morogoro 
campp - both located in Tanzania. At the camps faction fighting broke out. Before 
Tanzaniann authorities decided to separate the forces again, faction fighting had 
causedd many Zipra and Zanla deaths. In the aftermath Tanzanian authorities 
placedd various restrictions on Zapu's training programme, and the movement of 
itss forces. Zipra then decided to pull out of Zipa, and its forces departed from Tan-
zania.. Later it was decided that all Zapu military activities would be based in Zam-
bia,, and those of Zanu in Mozambique (Bhebe 1990:17; Dabengwa 1995:34; 
Moree 1995:81).56 

Zipaa continued to function after Zipra's departure. Although from this historical 
pointt often seen simply as Zanla forces, recent research puts forward another view. 

ForFor Zipra accounts regarding factional fighting in the camps, see Alexander et al, 2000:147. 
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Zipaa leaders, being more radical and militaril y trained than the 'old guard' of na-

tionalistt leaders, were convinced that their strategies and tactics had more to offer. 

Theyy maintained their stance for unity and democracy. The failure of the joint train-

ing,, was in Zipa leaders' view, a result of old nationalist contradictions which would 

reoccurr unless serious ideological training of cadres took place.57 The old Zanla 

guardd did however not share Zipa's views and found the young and radical leaders a 

threat.. With the advent of the Geneva Conference in October-December 1976, 

Zanla'ss original High Command was released and Mugabe came to rise to interna-

tionaltional recognition as Zanu leader. As Zipa realised that they could not oppose the old 

guard'ss return, they tried to reshape 'the direction and the theoretical understanding 

off  the party'. Zipa attempted to be seen autonomous of Zanu, thus not Zipa turned 

Zanlaa due to Zipra's departure. To the old guard they suggested a new Z a n u / Z a p u/ 

AN CC unity construction, in which the Zipa leadership would have majority repre-

sentation.. This was however not accepted by Mugabe and Tongogara (Chief of 

Defence).. Also Nkomo refused the suggestion, seeing Zipa as a Zanu creation. In 

Zanu'ss account of how the Zipa story ended, Zipa members allegedly resorted to 

cachingg arms in order to clash with their Zanu opposition. Zanu therefore decided to 

'firml yy act against them in defending the party and the Revolution', and subsequent-

lyy 'we had all the Zipa trouble makers detained with the permission of the Mozam-

bicann government'. Ducas Mwanaka, a Zanla political commissar in charge of a 

Zipaa unit, was among those arrested. He subsequently spent three years in jail , the 

reasonn given for his jail term being that 'we were almost selling Zanla to Zipra'. He 

saww the Zipa-Zanu variance in terms of ideology: 

Mainlyy it was an ideological difference. Because when the old guard was 
inn jail , we had consolidated the political base. Before they were arrested 
theree was not much to offer in ideology. But whilst the commanders were 
inn jail , the problems were being outlined, and a very clear, ideological 
foundationn was constructed. I do not know what Zimbabwe would have 
beenn like if the likes of us had made our way. It was perhaps due to 
immaturityy that we were deceived into being arrested. We had not really 
masteredd these political intrigues.... We had popular support in the 
bases..... If the [Zipa] forces had prevailed then, if they had won, we 
wouldd have been like Nicaragua (interview K.D. Mwanaka, 1992). 

Havingg imprisoned Zipa 'trouble-makers', the old guard then made sure no simi-

larr ideas were brooding in the party, by conducting a 'politicisation programme' in 

5'' As a consequence of this stand, Wampoa College was set up, an institution which was to produce 
leaderss with Marxist principles and ability to lead a national democratic revolution. The College 
gavee long and short term courses (Moore 1995:82-83). 
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thee camps. According to Mugabe, 'we warned any person with a tendency to re-
voltt that the Zanu axe would fall on their necks' ('Zanu' 1984:6). During this polit-
icisationn programme in January 1977, reportedly 300 Zanu members were killed 
inn the Tete Province in Mozambique (Sithole 1979:126).58 Following these events, 
Zipaa had reached the end of its path (Dabengwa 1995:35; Moore 1995:82-86). 

4.g.. Zapu and Zipra Activity 1976-1977 

Afterr having pulled out of Zipa in 1976, Zapu once again reorganised itself. By 
noww Zapu had been at war with Rhodesia for well over a decade, and a debate on 
militaryy strategy and the objective of the movement was called for. At the Zapu 
Consultationn Conference in 1976, the framework that was to determine Zapu 
strategyy to the end of the war was defined. The primary conclusion was mat 'the 
onlyy way to ensure the independence of our country is to conquer state power', 
andd the two strategic tasks to achieve this were: a commitment to build unity widi 
alll  forces which shared 'a common desire to defeat colonialism'; and the intensifi-
cationn of the armed struggle with the specific objective to seize state power (Brick-
hilll  1995:49). The latter decision led Zapu to divert some recruits into convention-
all  army training courses. At this point however, there was no clear conception of 
howw conventional military forces might actually be used in the war, and plans to 
upgradee parts of die guerrilla army to conventional army standards still lacked 
strategicc coherence. The debate on army strategies nevertheless continued. These 
focusedd on the Vietnamese theories in which guerrilla warfare was only a prepara-
toryy stage in a revolutionary war, to be succeeded by higher forms of warfare 
(Brickhilll  1995:48-52). 

Meanwhilee Zipra operations had forced Rhodesian forces to retreat from their 
Zambezii  river posts, enabling uncontested Zipra entry into Rhodesia from the 
Zambiann side. In 1977 Zapu continued to use earlier tactics of mine warfare, raids 
andd ambushes, in order to consolidate military gains in the north and normeastern 
partss of me country. Due to successful mine campaigns, the Rhodesian army could 
noo longer move by truck or transport supplies. In a description of the Rhodesian 
warr effort, the land mines were concluded to be 'the single most devastating and 
effectivee [weapon], seriously impeding Rhodesian security-force mobility' (Ellert 
1993:53).. As a result, Rhodesian camps were retreated into safer regions, opera-
tionss were reduced as soldiers could only move on foot in certain areas. This pen-
etrationn of the rural hinterland marked a breakthrough for Zapu forces (Brickhill 

588 High ranking Zanu members resigned as a result of the measures taken against Zipa, opposing 
thee intolerance against different-minded party members (Sithole 1979:126-127). 
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1995:51).. By the end of 1977 Zipra operations covered the Matabeleland prov-

ince,, whilst units were also sent to Midlands and Victoria provinces in the centre of 

thee country. Zipra also opened a new front in Mashonaland, when moving into 

Sipoliloo and Magondi districts. T he base in Zambia facilitating the new incursions 

becamee a target for the Rhodesian air force and light infantry, as it was considered 

aa substantial threat {Ellert 1993:74). At the end of 1977, Zipra conducted military 

operationss in three fronts (Bhebe 1990:17). 

I nn this period Zipra recruitment increased. The numbers of guerrillas had fluctuated 

sincee armed forces were established in 1965, but it was not until the 1970s that their 

numberss could be established in thousands. In the final part of the war, Zapu would 

havee over 20,000s9 soldiers in its ranks, of which the majority were trained between 

19766 and 1978. Recruitment was mainly located to Matabeleland and Midlands. 

Militar yy training usually took six to eight months, and was conducted by Zipra in-

structors.. Zapu had guerrilla training and refugee camps in Zambia and Mozam-

bique.. However, guerrillas selected for further training were primarily sent to the 

Soviett Union, Libya, Egypt, Cuba and the German Democratic Republic. In the 

mobilisationn of guerrillas, Zapu underground branches played a major role in the 

recruitment.. These had been set up as early as 1959 under the SRANC, and re-

mainedd during the succession of parties and party bans. When Zapu was banned in 

1963,, a routine to the underground structures existed, facilitating continued party 

organising.. Over time this would include not only Zapu party branches, but in some 

casess also women's branches and the Zapu Youth League (Bhebe/Ranger 1995:7). 

Regardingg underground activity, Zapu's George Silundika noted that: 

I tt was only due to our underground structure that Zapu could continue to 
function..... Since then we have succeeded in developing amodus operandi by 
whichh communication has been maintained between the various levels, 
fromm the top leadership down to the cells.... Fortunately, we have never 
sufferedd a total obliteration of our structure, though at times there have 
beenn temporary setbacks lasting several months. The people of Zimbabwe 
aree conscious of the need to express themselves as a party, in one way or 

599 The numbers given in the literature of both Zipra and Zanla recruits vary greatly, as the nationalist 
partiess partly used the size of their guerrilla armies as a form of legitimacy - not the least to drum up 
materiall  support. It is to be noted that the Zipra account given here is higher than accounts given 
elsewheree in the literature, but refer to the number of guerrillas Zipra had bodi inside and outside 
Rhodesia.. Brickhill's account of 20,000 Zipra soldiers in 1979 is based on research conducted on the 
Zipraa war files, and is supported by Rhodesian observations, in which the same estimate for the same 
periodd is noted — see Cilliers 1985:192. It is however difficult to verify exact numbers, as the size of 
Zipraa and Zanla armies is sensitive to political observations — rather than facts and figures. 
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another,, and know that this requires their being organised on a national 
level.. Thus, although underground, Zapu functions in many ways similar 
too the way it did before the ban ('Zimbabwe' 1974:5-6, see also 
'Interviews'' 1973:10). 

Thus,, as Zapu branches organised clandestinely, they also recruited guerrillas. This 
iss apparent from the fact that 60 per cent of Zipra's recruits reported having been 
memberss in the Zapu Youth League before joining the army. Furthermore, 66 per 
centt of recruits came from families in which one or both parents were Zapu mem-
bers.. The fact that recruits had experience of political organisation before entering 
militaryy training and were introduced to Zapu through family members, had a sig-
nificantt impact on the level of political experience. It also created a sense of organi-
sationall  belonging, which recruits brought to die Zipra army (Brickhill 1995:66-67). 

Zapuu underground branches were however not only limited to Zipra recruitment, 
butt also played other key roles during the war. Food, medical supplies, transports 
andd intelligence was supplied to die army by local party contacts. Where Zapu 
undergroundd branches were established, Zipra commissars first contacted the par-
ty,, before guerrillas were deployed. In cases where Zapu structures were weak or 
non-existent,, Zipra presence facilitated the growth of such. What was crucially 
importantt in the relationship between Zapu party branches and deployed Zipra 
unitss was diat many of the organising, mobilising and logistical tasks were carried 
outt by the civilian Zapu structures, whilst Zipra soldiers carried out the military 
operations.. Nicholas Nkomo, Zipra deputy commander of die Northern Front 
Two600 notes that local Zapu leaders supplied the guerrillas widi detailed intelli-
gencee on Rhodesian troop movements and facilitated the planning of ambushes 
throughh the provision of geographic and topological information (Alexander et al, 
2000:143).. Similar to Zanla, Zipra also had systems of locals gathering intelli-
gencee (in Zanla die so-called mujibas), but in Zipra their space to act was co-ordi-
natedd and restricted by the organised intelligence presence in the army and in the 
partyy branch. According to Dabengwa, 'all Zipra intelligence was operationally, 
nott politically or ideologically directed'. The organisation depended on direct field 
observationss and on agents infiltrated into the Rhodesian army and police 
(Bhebe/Rangerr 1995:14). Thus, as intelligence information was channelled 
throughh army and party, restraint on excess arbitrariness or violence could be ex-
ercisedd under organised forms. Similarly, according to Brickhill , excess guerrilla 
violencee could be dealt with or dirough the party branches, which functioned as a 

600 Northern Front Two (NF2) encompassed Nkayi, Lupane, Binga, Gokwe, Inyati, Kwekwe and 
Gweruu Districts {Alexander et al, 2000:141). 
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layerr between the local population and Zipra guerrillas (Brickhill 1990:18). T he 

undergroundd party structures also allowed Zipra to effectively cover an area wiüi a 

smallerr number of soldiers, than Zanla needed - as die latter broke both new mil -

itaryy and political ground.61 In addit ion, Zipra guerrillas had an established legit-

imacyy through the party structures, facilitating their presence and the understand-

ingg of their actions. This differs from Zanla, where the role of the so-ca\\edpungwes 

wass essential. In Zapu 'pungwes' were viewed with contempt, and as a method of 

politicisationn considered superficial, pointless, and even dangerous to the popula-

tionn (Brickhill 1995:70, Alexander et al, 2000:147). A Zipra member noted that ' . .. 

Thee men with whom I served were highly trained in bom modern warfare and 

guerrillaa warfare, they were soldiers not armed politicians! Therefore, sloganeer-

ingg and singing were not their appetite' (Alexander et al, 2000:148). Nkomo com-

mentedd regarding Zanla's methods that: 

Theyy adopted a policy of forced political indoctrination of the local 
population.. In Shona they called it 'pungwe', meaning compulsory all-
nightt mass meetings. Zanla, in fact, operated as a political force, while 
Zipraa had to behave in a strictly military way (Bhebe 1990:18). 

Thee Rhodesian security forces also noted differences between Zipra's and Zanla's 

wayy of functioning, as they documented that: 

...Zipra'ss military strategy'was not as closely aligned to the politicisation of 
thee rural masses as was Zanla. Zipra commanders believed that the better 
militaryy force would eventually triumph, if only by force of arms (Cilliers 
1985:193). . 

Thus,, Zipra guerrillas did not include a systematic politicisation of the local popu-

lation,, forming a network of committees, as Zanla did. Their local support was to 

bee mobilised through their effective military activities against enemy installations, 

otherwisee through local Zapu branches (Callinicos 1981:39, Bhebe 1999:7,115). 

Thee way in which Zipra operated, made many locals believe tiiat fhey possessed 

mysticc powers, being able to successfully attack the enemy. Due to this perception, 

Joshuaa Nkomo as the leader of the guerrillas, became associated with a legend in 

whichh he was seen as 'possessing extraordinary power to conquer and liberate 

Zimbabwe'' (Callinicos 1981:39). 

611 By the end of the war Zipra operated over as much territory as Zanla with less than half the 
numberr of guerrillas (Brickhill 1995:70). 
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4.h.. The Disintegration of Rural Administration 

Ass local support was effectively mobilised by nationalist forces and military resist-
ancee mounted against the Rhodesian government, administrative control over the 
extensivee rural areas became increasingly difficult. The rural areas became the 
centree stage for both sides: settlers and guerrillas alike fought for the political alle-
giancee of the rural population. To counteract the persisting insurgency govern-
mentt policy needed yet a shift. However, the shift did not bring innovation as the 
oldd tracks of force and differentiation were followed. 

Inn 1972 the community development policy was effectively dropped in favour of 
concentratedd state control. The executive powers of Provincial2 and District 
Commissionerss were increased and paramilitary tasks were given the civil admin-
istrators.. Collective punishment of the rural population was another administra-
tivee response to the insurgency. Provincial Commissioners were in 1973 empow-
eredd to impose collective fines, confiscate cattle, and with force resettle communi-
tiess in which contact with guerrillas were suspected. In many regions the popula-
tionn was moved to Protected Villages (PVs), safeguarding the keepers rather than 
thee inhabitants, as will be elaborated on below. Military action was also taken in 
thee form of collective punishment, as reprisals were meted out against villages 
seenn as 'pro-terrorist'. Death penalty or life imprisonment was accorded those en-
gagingg or assisting in 'terrorist activities', or those who 'failed to report the pres-
encee of terrorists'. Civilian administration and military activity thus became com-
plimentaryy and merged (Bratton 1978: 35-38). 

Ass the liberation war raged, with the rural areas as locus, local governance broke 
down.. After 1976 government development work was paralysed in for example 
Nkayii  and Lupane. There, police and intelligence operations increasingly depend-
edd on the armed police reserve. With the number of guerrillas increasing, new lev-
elss of force were required. Recruitment of civilian informers was stepped up, and 
thee detention and torture of suspects reached unprecedented numbers. After 1977 
chiefss and councils could not be relied upon for a minimum of administration. 
Chiefss and headmen had often to be brought by plane to meetings as roads were 
unsafee (Alexander et al, 2000:148-149).63 Rural administration disintegrated both 

622 A policy of 'Provincialisation' was introduced in 1973, designed as an upper tier to the organisa-
tionn of African local government. It provided for the further institutionalisation of chiefs in 
nationall  affairs, as well as segregation between black and white politics. For details, see Bratton 
1978:: 27-29. 
633 For a detailed account on the role played by local government representatives in the Shangani 
duringg the late 1970s, see Alexander et al, 2000:148-158. 
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ass a result of military actions, but also due to a political decision by government to 
withdraww rural services. In extensive regions a 'blanket administrative abandon-
ment'' took place, the only state representative being the military conducting their 
operationss (Bratton 1978: 44-45). 

4.i.. Zanu and Zapu form Patriotic Front (PF) 

Onlyy a few months after Zipra had pulled out of Zipa, a new effort to unite Zanu 
andd Zapu was attempted. The Patriotic Front (PF) was formed in Maputo in Octo-
berr 1976, just before the Geneva Talks, in an initiative where yet again the Front-
linee states played a decisive role. The PF was immediately put in use, as Zanu and 
Zapuu participated in Geneva united under the PF construction. Subsequent to the 
Genevaa conference, all settlement negotiations were attended by Zanu and Zapu 
ass the Patriotic Front, reducing the possibility of Smith, the British and die Amer-
icanss trying to divide and weaken the nationalists. As all previous unity attempts 
however,, the PF was riddled with contradictions. The main factor hindering suc-
cesss seemed, as before, to be the two parties' diverse perceptions of what a com-
mitmentt to the PF included. 

Cruciall  amongst the objectives that the PF formulated was to 'study and recom-
mendd steps how to best ultimately fuse' the two parties, to create 'harmonious rela-
tions'' between the two, and to 'educate and orient Zimbabweans towards a nation-
all  democratic revolution and national unity' (Bhebe 1990:14). Despite well-formu-
latedd objectives, what was nevertheless die starting point for any unity attempt, was 
aa political will . The question of fusing Zanu and Zapu included two major stum-
blingg blocks: the merger of two full fledged armies with disparate military ap-
proaches,, and the merger of two political organisations including their power hier-
archies.. However, die problem extended further. As Zanu had adopted a Maoist 
warfaree approach which included the conscious politicisation of die peasantry into 
Zanuu members, the party's political and armed wings were symbiotically entwined 
withh the end goal being not only independence in Zimbabwe, but independence 
underr a Zanu regime. Obviously Zapu fought for the same reasons ('to conquer 
statee power'), but its military wing was less politicised and more connected to mil-
itaryy objectives - leaving die political issues for die party structures. Thus, even if 
onlyy speaking of merger in military terms - to oust the settler regime - Zanu's mil-
itaryy approach excluded joint tactics, as its armed wing was a political army. 
Thereforee the political will for merger would have to include an acceptance of give 
andd take in terms of power. It would have to include a step away from die percep-
tiontion Shamuryrira warned about regarding Zanu-Zapu battles in 1963, mat of 
'completee victory or defeat'. At tiiis point in time, a divorce from mis perception 
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wass clearly not on Zanu's agenda, although this was not publicly expressed. Mean-

while,, Zapu decided to opt for die collective path, despite the Zipa experience, 

leaningg on die ideological reasons to 'build a broad front against colonialism and 

imperialism'. . 

Thus,, die Patriotic Front was formed and work for its implementation began, irre-

spectivee of the above irreconcilable contradictions. Zanu and Zapu leaders talked 

too military leaders and visited camps, PF military and political structures were out-

lined,, and a constitution was debated. For Zapu the Patriotic Front had much 

greaterr significance than a tactical negotiation alliance against die settler regime 

andd die British. The 1976 Conference program document oudined at lengtii Za-

pu'ss position on unity. I t stated: 

Wee succeeded in forming a Patriotic Front with elements in Zanu for the 
purposee of presenting a common front on all national issues.... the 
formationn of the Patriotic Front [was] not only in order to be able to adopt 
aa common position at such fora as the Geneva conference, but also in order 
too consolidate the unity of the people of Zimbabwe.... The Patriotic Front 
hass therefore embarked on a programme beyond Geneva of consolidating 
unityy at the military, social and political levels ('Our' 1976:6). 

Onn a more ideological note, die document states: 

Att the present stage, it is essential to unite all that can be united against 
colonialismm and imperialism.... No one stratum can succeed in the 
coloniess without the co-operation of other strata. It is in this context that 
Zapuu sees the unity of all social strata that can be united as crucial in the 
strugglee for independence. Unity is necessary whether it is a unity of 
progressivee and revolutionary forces, or of coalitions of progressive 
organisations,, into a broad political movement made up of different 
classes,, strata or groups. We know from our experience, some of it quite 
recent,, that there are always contradictions, including antagonistic ones, in 
suchh a movement ('Our' 1976:8). 

Thus,, Zapu supported die Patriotic Front, and wished to use it as an effective instru-

mentt of unity between die major liberation movements (Bhebe 1990:17). However, 

diee PF objectives and intentions never reached implementation, as commitment 

fromm die parties was uneven. Five montiis after the PF formation, Zanu Central 

Committeee member Edgar Tekere, told Swedish government officials diat die 'Patri-

oticc Front had no more value beyond its tactical importance during the Geneva con-

ference',, it being 'largely a paper tiger'. Tekere expressed utter disappointment witi i 

diee Swedes for emphasising die PF construction, as 'Zanu was die real core of die 
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liberationn struggle in Zimbabwe'. In his view, Zanu and Zapu could hardly be equat-

edd when Zanu catered for 70,000 refugees in Mozambique and Zapu had only 7,000 

inn Zambia. Furthermore, Tekere argued, the parties had major ideological differenc-

ess as Zanu was supported by China, and Zapu by Russia and America. Therefore 

Tekeree strongly advised the Swedish government to either support Zanu exclusively, 

orr both parties separately. According to the Zanu leadership, there 'was neither basis 

norr any need to see the Patriotic Front as representing any form of unity between the 

organisations'' (Bhebe 1990:15). This unmistakable message was however not the 

Zanuu stand disseminated in open fora. Instead, Central Committee member Eddi-

sionn Zvobgo, stated in an interview in 1978 that the Central Committee had ex-

plainedd to party cadres the 'political and ideological necessity of unity', as it is 'ideo-

logicallyy correct to unite all patriotic forces during the national democratic stage of 

thee revolution' ('Zimbabwe' 1978:36). 

Zanu'ss double positions, one for external use and ideologically correct, and one for 

internall  (and opportune) use based on competitive advantage, caused much policy 

confusion.. Meanwhile, as the unity agreement was signed, Zapu pressed for imple-

mentat ionn of a political and military merger. Nkomo stated in 1978: 

Wee also realised it was necessary to move toward the creation of one army. 
Butt several of us also believe that before you can form a single army it is 
firstfirst necessary to have one political organisation. The question of any 
armyy hinges on the unity of political leadership. You cannot have one 
armyy under two parties, with two leaders. Consequently, you cannot talk 
off  uniting the two armies without first uniting the two parties.... You can 
havee a number of political parties within a free Zimbabwe but you 
certainlyy cannot have two armies. Zapu and Zanu must consolidate the 
politicall  leadership and activities of the Front if unity within the armies is 
too take root ('Zimbabwe' 1978:18). 

Butt as Zanu had littl e intention of having the PF filling a function other than a 

jointt negotiation tool, the party stalled moves to fuse both party and army with 

Zapu.. Zvobgo leaned Zanu's delay on the Zanu constitution, stating in 1978 that 

'wee don't have the authority between congresses to decide on a political merger'. 

However,, he admitted Zanu disinterest in a fuse by stating 'We want to harmonise 

militaryy operations, but preserve separate political organisations at this phase of 

thee revolution'. To keep some future content to the PF construction Zvobgo added 

thatt 'Once we have defeated the regime we wil l be at a different phase, and it wil l 

bee possible to consider transforming the Party into something else'. Having 

claimedd that harmonising military operations was Zanu's policy position, Zvobgo 

thenn (in the same interview) stated why the policy was not implemented: 
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Theree are several problems facing us. Our forces are physically separated, 
withh Zanu in Mozambique and Zapu in Zambia. The logistics for joint 
operationss pose enormous difficulties. And we have littl e experience with 
co-ordinatedd military programmes. It is going to be slow achieving our 
goall  of military collaboration. So far there has been no pressing need for 
jointt operations because Zanu and Zapu forces operate in different areas 
('Zimbabwe'' 1978:34-35). 

Ass political merger was constitutionally impossible and military merger was no 

priority,, questions regarding a joint political future at independence, remained the 

onlyy element giving the Patriotic Front any political content. Nkomo visualised a 

freee Zimbabwe under Patriotic Front rule: 

I tt was made clear that if Zapu and Zanu entered into elections in 
Zimbabwe,, they would do so as a single unit. If the results were for the 
formationn of a government by us, then it would be a government of the 
Patrioticc Front. We have no doubt that we wil l indeed be the first 
governmentt of Zimbabwe ('Zimbabwe' 1978:19). 

Zvobgoo however, built in ambiguities: 

II  can see various possibilities [for political collaboration once the PF is in 
power].. We are convinced the Patriotic Front would win by a landslide. We 
wil ll  participate in such elections as the Front, selecting single candidates 
forr each constituency. In areas of Zapu strength, Zanu won't field a 
candidatee and vice versa. We wil l still be fighting a common enemy and 
cannott afford to be fragmented. Following the complete seizure of state 
power,, new opportunities wil l arise. We can discuss the question of merger. 
Butt if we decide not to merge, then perhaps a general election would let 
thee population decide on the question of primacy. Although we would be 
rivalsrivals in such a situation, we are comrades and it wouldn't be an 
antagonisticc contradiction ('Zimbabwe' 1978:36). 

Despitee the incomplete implementation and the obvious discrepancies between 

Zanu'ss and Zapu's perceptions of what the PF would entail in the future, the PF 

remainedd a standing structure until the end of the war. After the 1978 Common-

wealthh Heads of Governments' meeting in Lusaka, the PF agreed to attend nego-

tiationss at die Lancaster House Conference (LHC). In preparation for the L H C, 

Zanuu and Zapu completed a plan of reconstructing military and political hierar-

chiess as a jo int organisation, and adopted a constitution for the Patriotic Front in 

Addiss Ababa 12 /5 1979 ('Constitution' 1979). Having seemingly reached further 

thann any previous attempt in uniting Zanu and Zapu, die joint effort at the L H C 

wass nevertheless the Patriotic Front's last mission. 
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Duringg the PF developments, politics took eventful turns in Rhodesia. Abel Muz-
orewa'ss UANC64 signed an 'internal settlement' with Ian Smith and elections were 
heldd in 1979, resulting in Muzorewa becoming Prime Minister. Neither Zanu nor 
Zapuu participated in the settlement as it did not include a power transfer to the 
Rhodesiann majority. The new constitution continued to guarantee white control 
off  the army, police, courts and civil service. Therefore slightly opening the door 
andd slipping in moderate African politicians into the white power system, was 
widelyy perceived as too littl e too late. In the black community reformist efforts 
weree beyond interest, in the face of massive state repression (Weitzer 1990:91). 
Thee internal setdement had been Smith's last chance to obtain international rec-
ognitionn and thereby relief from sanctions, but as only South Africa recognised the 
neww government, the objectives failed. Instead of a positive response to Smith's 
callss for cease-fire, the internal setdement marked a massive guerrilla intensifica-
tionn of the war. Before turning to an outline of Zanla and Zipra war efforts in 
1978^1980,, it is crucial to highlight the context in which the guerrillas fought and 
inn which the civilians attempted to survive. For as the war was mounting, white 
politicss resorted to desperate measures, resulting in draconian military actions. 

4.j.. Smith's War Machine 1978-1980: White State Power Under Fire 
Ass the war intensified, the Smith regime invested increasingly more in security, 
raisingg input of both war materials and personnel. In the early seventies the gov-
ernmentt had military resources far superior to the guerrillas, with a capacity of 
forty-fivee thousand security forces. The expenditure however steadily rose: in 1976 
defencee consumed 25% of the total budget, by 1979 it was 47% (Weitzer 1990:87). 
Legall  powers were also increased to facilitate the execution of the civil war. Copy-
ingg South Africa's example, the regime implemented in 1975 the Indemnity and 
Compensationn Act, exonerating the security forces for acts done 'in good faith for 
thee suppression of terrorism'. In practice the legislation permitted unsanctioned 
violence.. Protected by the Act, soldiers resorted to wanton killings and beatings, 
collectivee punishment, destruction of livestock, huts and fields, and interrogation 
methodss including electric shock and immersion in water (Weitzer 1990:95). De-
spitee the great resource advantage, the Rhodesian Security Forces were not able to 
stemm guerrilla activity, and the security situation in the country increasingly deteri-
orated.. In response to an outcry for more drastic measures against the 'terrorists', 
martiall  law was announced in 1978. In real terms the law was more a political 
movee than a military, as the country was already under an all-powerful emergency 

644 The UANC {United African National Council) was formed from the remnants of ANC and 
includedd participation from James Chikerama (Frolizi) and N. Sithole (splinter group from Zanu'). 
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legislation.. It nevertheless relieved the security forces of all semblance of account-
ability.. Similarly, the checks and balances in the state structure steadily eroded, as 
thee threshold for tolerance against repressive measures was continuously lowered. 
Securityy debate within the parliament, for example, was strictly limited. Question-
ingg military operations led to redicule and accusations of support to the insurgent 
causee (Weitzer 1990: 96-97, 99). 

Inn order to aid the Rhodesian war effort, the South African apartheid regime 
heavilyy supported military expenditure, which in the first year of operations was 
budgetedd to nearly US$ 1 million (EUert 1993:111). South African personnel was 
alsoo a permanent feature of the Rhodesian war, dating back to at least 1967, 
stretchingg to their final withdrawal in 1980.65 For the South African forces, coun-
ter-insurgencyy operations in Rhodesia added valuable experience to their list of 
merits.. Their tasks varied, but in the initial stage the South African Police (SAP)'s 
primaryy task was to prevent infiltration from Zambia. Attempting to disguise their 
origin,, the soldiers wore Rhodesian uniforms and re-sprayed vehicles and planes. 
AA significant field of intelligence work conducted by the South African Defence 
Forcess was the intercepting and deciphering of die Zambian army and intelligence 
servicee (EUert 1993:113). As this work was highly successful, the Rhodesian CIO 
laterr established its own special division to complement the South Africans'. In the 
1970s,, when the war intensified, the Rhodesians turned to South Africa for in-
creasedd manpower and military hardware. In the last year of the war, South Afri -
cann forces were extremely active inside Rhodesia, operating alongside regular 
Rhodesiann units. These operations were part of an agreement named Operation 
Favour,, in which the apartheid regime had for the 1978^1980 period channelled 
thee substantial figure of RIO million to die Rhodesian civil war. This was an 'in-
vestment'' where the objective was to ensure the emergence of a regime favourable 
too the Pretoria government. The presence of die forces involved were however 
deniedd by both governments (EUert 1993: 110-123). 

Whilstt the Rhodesians increased military pressure, the guerrillas were able to 
standd their ground and spread. The Rhodesians realised that guerrilla success was 
dependentlyy tied to civilian co-operation and support, causing a change in their 
militaryy strategy. Originally, the official government line stated that success hinged 
onn winning the Africans' hearts and minds, however, on the operational level this 

655 Dabengwa has argued, as previously put forward, that South African personnel were part of the 
Rhodesiann war effort before 1967. Ellert however argues that South African security entered the 
warr in 1967, as Zipra and the South African ANC began joint programmes in Rhodesia (Ellert 
1993:110). . 
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wass continuously overstepped. Eventually the idea was dropped, since - as the 

Ministryy of Internal Affairs insisted - the blacks were 'too primitive' to appreciate 

suchh schemes and only 'respected force'. Consequently, in Rhodesian counter-in-

surgencyy operations, violence against civilians became a matter of routine. The 

logicc was that civilians who support terrorists, are themselves considered terrorists, 

andd as one cannot differentiate between 'supporting' and 'neutral' civilians, the 

guiltt and punishment must be collectively born.66 This line of argument was clear-

lyy put forward in parl iament in 1977 by Mr. Van der Byl (Minister of Defence): 

Iff  villagers harbour terrorists and terrorists are found about in villages, 
naturallyy they wil l be bombed and destroyed in any manner which the 
commanderr on the spot considers to be desirable, in the suitable 
prosecutionn of a successful campaign.... Where the civilian population 
involvess itself with terrorism, somebody is bound to get hurt, and one can 
havee littl e sympathy for those who are mixed up with terrorists when 
finallyy they receive the wrath of the security forces (CCJP 1977:35). 

Partt of the new military strategy against civilians resulted in a scheme deeply af-

fectingg rural communities and their social fabric. In 1973 the Rhodesians copied 

thee p rog ramme of 'Protected Villages' (PVs), successfully carried out in Malaya in 

thee 1950s. T he idea was by forced removals to relocate civilians into enclosed 

camps,, in order to isolate the guerrillas from their supply lines and information 

sources.. By mid 1973 tiiousands of villagers had been driven to PVs, were they 

weree held without adequate food or medical attention. The average village meas-

uredd four square kilometres and contained approximately 5,000 people. The task 

off  effectively guarding the PVs was unattainable. The PVs did not keep out the 

guerril lass who at night got both food and information. This being known to the 

guards,, resulted in brutal repression of the inhabitants, whilst die guards in their 

'protected'' environment boosted their moral with home brewed beer and marijua-

na.. As a result of the environment and die treatment civilian resistance against die 

regimee was further increased, as was an intensification of political awareness. 

Thus,, the Protected Villages turned out to be not only strategic failures, but in ad-

ditionn proved to be counter-productive. In late 1977 diere were neverdieless a total 

off  203 villages where an estimated 580,832 people were detained. Having been a 

mishapp in Rhodesian military schemes, the PVs caused a tremendous traumatic 

impactt on its inhabitants, who subsequently experienced long term detention, vio-

lencee and forced urbanisation (Ellert 1993:49-52). 

666 The same logic was in the 1980s applied by the Mugabe government regarding civilian support 
too dissident. See chapter three, pp. 218-219. 
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Onee of the most feared elements within the Rhodesian Security Forces were the 
so-calledd Selous Scouts. The unit was formed in 1973 to conduct classic pseudo-
terroristt tracking and secret reconnaissance. It later grew into a battalion, and be-
camee the executive wing of the Rhodesian Central Intelligence Organisation 
(CIO).. Although the battalion officially fell under the command of the Rhodesian 
Armyy Commander, it was not perceived as accountable and acted autonomously. 
Thee hallmark for the Selous Scouts was that ends justify means. Perceived morally 
protectedd by this notion, the Scouts conducted sinister operations, of which to date 
aa majority remain shrouded in secrecy (Ellert 1993:124). 

Onee of the documented campaigns conducted by the Scouts, was the so-called pseu-
do-operations.. Scouts disguised as guerrilla soldiers conducted this scheme, which 
wass later partly adopted by the Mugabe regime. For die Rhodesian Security Forces 
nott to confuse pseudo units with real guerrillas, active sectors were declared 'frozen 
areas',, banning all odier security patrols. The pseudos were deployed at night 
equippedd with capturedd AK-rifles, standard guerrilla uniforms and kitbags, sent out 
onn ten day missions or until compromised. The pseudos located village contact men, 
andd guerrilla information sources, which then was communicated back to die army. 
Thee civilians soon caught on to the pseudo operation however, and developed so-
phisticatedd recognition codes with the authentic guerrillas. To circumvent this the 
Scoutss resorted to inducting captured guerrillas into their ranks, which were quickly 
madee part of die pseudo teams.67 Witi i an authentic guerrilla, the Scouts returned to 
thee civilians, who subsequenüy were mislead and compromised guerrilla informa-
tionn and camps. The pseudo operations became highly successful, justifying an in-
creasee in manpower and logistic support to the Scouts- and a promised supply of 
capturedd guerrillas including kits and equipment (Ellert 1993:126-135).68 

Thee Scouts perceiving themselves to be above the law and independent of outside 
controls,, caused friction in die army. Yet their top-secret operations were sanc-

b7Thee time-span between a capture and the deployment was critical. Any delay caused high risk of 
failuree as the captured guerrilla's companions would have time to warn villagers. The Scouts had 
approximatelyy 24 hours to 'turn' the guerrilla, whose alternative was death. After 'political 
reorientation'' and promised the standard kill-bonus of SI,000, this was many times achieved. 
(Ellertt 1993:126). 
688 The Selous Scouts went to great lengths to implement pseudo operations. Captured guerrillas 
becamee precious and their identity was at all costs kept concealed from the locals. Not to compromise 
thee scheme, it was often necessary to remove by aircraft an entire village, who might have witnessed 
thee capture of a guerrilla. Other ways to authenticate Scouts as guerrillas, were to subject themselves 
too mock ambushes for the benefit of convincing the villagers. Needless to say, a great amount of 
logisticss were necessary, as the police and army fired on the Scouts (Ellert 1993:134—135). 
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tionedd to increase, with the aimed objective to improve the all important guerrilla 
'killrate'.. To obtain this objective in the uphill battle against the guerrillas, the 
Scoutss introduced chemical warfare. After some laboratory work, the Scouts be-
gann impregnating toxins into the fabric of clothing often worn by guerrillas. The 
toxinss were to be absorbed through soft body tissue, poisoning the victim and caus-
ingg death. In 1977 the Scouts managed to spread the clothing to rural country 
stores,, and as deaths were recorded, more consignments were ordered. In early 
19788 the operation came to an end when the Special Branch got alarming reports 
countrywide.. The operation was denied by the Selous Scouts, but the schemes' 
successs rate was proved and recorded by Zanla and civilian deaths linked to toxic 
poisoning.. In addition to the impregnated clothes, the Scouts used other methods 
off  chemical warfare. They introduced bacteriological cultures into ground water, 
andd the injection of thallium (heavy metal toxin similar to rat poison with symp-
tomss of rapid ageing) into popular food supplies delivered to guerrillas by civilians 
(Ellertt 1993:142 146). 

Thee Rhodesian war effort rested on a political platform defended by the Smith 
regime.. Smith's position amongst settlers was strong, as the Rhodesia Front won 
thee 1977 election with 86,4 percent of the white electorate (Weitzer 1990:97). The 
warr did however rock die foundations of settler rule. To address any arising inse-
curities,, a massive propaganda machine was continuously at work directed both at 
whitess and blacks. The messages asserted mat the war was against 'communist ter-
rorists',, focusing on rebel atrocities against black civilians. Information regarding 
thee underlying causes of the conflict was denied to die white population, including 
dataa about RSF campaigns. The distorted picture of African nationalists stood in 
starkk contrast to Rhodesian nationalism, where 'Western values' and Christianity 
weree main ingredients in the rhetoric. These values were nevertiieless mixed with a 
deepp rooted fear in the white population, that the 'settler manhood' would be 
wipedd out in some great military catastrophe (Bhebe/Ranger 1995:14). Fears 
aside,, many whites continued throughout die war to live in a distorted reality driv-
enn by their supremacist values and a glorified view of their benevolent 'mission' in 
Rhodesia.. No real legitimacy was given to black grievances, and black discontent 
overr issues such as racial discrimination and land distribution was not accepted as 
genuinee (Weitzer 1990:90-91). Instead die perception often put forward was how 
raciallyy harmonious the country was, how 'lucky' die blacks were functioning so 
welll  widi die whites, and if die blacks would just be patient tiiey would eventually 
'evolve'' to white standards. This position is clearly notable in Ian Smith's com-
ments,, when remembering 'good old' Rhodesia: 
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II  couldn't get over how often people said to me '"you know what strikes us 
perhapss above anything else in your country is the happy black faces we 
seee here, the happiest we have seen anywhere in this world". And that was 
typicall  of Rhodesia, there was no friction, we had no political problems. 
Thee blacks weren't interested in politics because the white people were 
governingg the country as they always had and everything was fine - they 
hadd a good life. This was the white man's business, politics. In fact, their 
systemm was through the tribal system and their chiefs, and that was how 
theyy had always lived. So it struck me how often people said "what happy 
blackk faces, what a lovely clean town you have got here". It was a beautiful 
place,, lovely wide streets and the trees, the cleanliness. That was how we 
wentt on, we didn't want change, we weren't interested in the South 
Africann system....What we were attempting to do was to bring together 
probablyy the most sophisticated culture in the world - Western civilisation 
andd the most primitive. But our intentions were always clear, to create one 
homogeneouss country, one nation. We gradually tried to bring these 
[black]]  people into the working of a democratic system of government.... 
Theree was a wide gap between [white and black] people, and gradually 
thee gap was closed through the normal method that we believed in, the 
evolutionaryy system.... Our black people had the highest standard of 
livingg of any black people in Africa, perhaps with the exception of South 
Africa.. And they were aware of this. I was often told by the black peoples 
thatt they realised this, and that they didn't want to be stupid. They were 
opposedd to terrorism (interview I. Smith, 1992). 

I nn Smith's 'evolutionary' system, whites would always remain on the arena howev-

er,, despite being in the minority. Furthermore, evolution would take long time. As 

latee as 1976, after having participated in several settlement talks, Smith in a public 

outburstt revealed his true feelings on black rule, stating: 'I don't believe in black 

majorityy rule ever in Rhodesia, not in a thousand years....If one day it is white and 

thee next day it is black, I believe we have failed and I think it wil l be a disaster for 

Rhodesia'' (Ministry of Information 1976:13). 

T hee cue was carried in the army who continued the civil war, but as the guerrillas 

establishedd more areas of control, morale began to drop. Already in die mid 1970s 

aa C IO director had insisted that Rhodesia was neither winning the war nor con-

tainingg the direat, and that the security situation was increasingly desperate. In the 

QuarterlyQuarterly Threat Assessment of July 1977 it was concluded that 'No successful result 

cann be attained by purely military means', and diat before reaching 'a point of no 

return'' a political settlement should be reached (Weitzer 1990:90). In 1978 C IO 

heldd that the point of no return had been reached. But Smith was not willin g to 
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listen,, containing the white grip on state power.69 Meanwhile both Zanla's and 
Zipra'ss forces grew rapidly, and a massive inflow of Zanla guerrillas took place 
1978.. Rhodesian forces were under immense pressure, and to stem the tide of 
guerrillass RSF mounted large scale air assaults on Zanla bases at Chimoio and 
Tembuee in Mozambique, killing hundreds of people in the camps. This did how-
everr not prevent the guerrilla warfare, and in terms of numbers the Rhodesians 
weree by now grossly outnumbered. Furthermore, it was known to the Rhodesians 
thatt both Zanla and Zipra had large reserves of men and war material outside the 
borders.. There was also evidence that preparations for a final assault were taking 
placee (see Zipra Zero Hour plan pp. 86~94), and would include conventional army 
attackss on the capital (EUert 1993:76-80). The desperate situation was summa-
risedrised in a classified army document in mid 1979, stating: 'In classical COIN (coun-
ter-insurgency)) terms, this is a no-win situation or rather, a sure lose equation' (Cil-
lierss 1985:240). During the months leading to the signing of the Lancaster House 
Agreementt and the cease-fire on December 1, 1979, the RSF forces spent mostly 
retreatedd in their base camps. Whilst morale dropped to rock bottom, the realisa-
tionn sunk in that white Rhodesia had militarily been defeated. 

4.k.. Zanu and Zanla 1978-1980 

Thee way in which Zanu and Zapu conducted the last two years of the war, include 
cruciall  factors which connect to the ensuing Matabeleland conflict in the 1980s. 
Thee periodization made here does not necessarily, in all aspects, coincide with real 
turningg points in the war, as developments overlap and are causal effects of earlier 
actions.. One such important overlap to keep in mind is the Patriotic Front. The pe-
riodizationriodization nevertheless does serve as a crystallisation of important patterns and 
occurrences. . 

Zanu'ss last two war years are characterised by the organisation being at its height of 
guerrillaa activity and the patronage of massive refugee camps outside Rhodesia. 
19777 had been a highly successful year for Zanu in terms of guerrilla recruitment 
andd activity. As the Zanu leadership realised die immense possibilities of building 
dieirr organisation on the basis of the thousands of refugees fleeing all parts of Zim-
babwee to Mozambique, the party's ambitions were directed toward using this basis 
too build an organisation bigger than Zapu (Bhebe 1990:15). As Mugabe reviewed 
Zanuu successes in 1977, he urged the party to stretch further in 1978, and to 'steel 
itselff  for the war through vigorous and total mobilisation and involvement of the 

699 For a discussion on differences in war policy between the Rhodesian army and other government 
audiorities,, see Bhebe/Ranger 1995:15. 
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massess of Zimbabwe' ('Zanu' 1984:6). The last years of Zanla's warfare had two 
principall  objectives: to defeat the colonial regime by making the peasants ungovern-
able,, and to transform the greater part of Zimbabwe into a vast Zanu party, guaran-
teeingg victory in post-war elections (Bhebe 1990:15). Bhebe concludes that 'Zanla 
becamee a truly politico-military machine intent upon defeating the settlers and out-
doingg Zapu in terms of followers' (1990:15). As part of this effort Mugabe declared 
19788 to be 'The Year of the People', with the motivation that: 

19788 must equally be the year in which our party, as the vanguard of the 
armedd struggle, will grow firm and have deep roots everywhere in the 
country..... The roots of our party are in our people. These roots must 
spreadd deep, wide and solid in 1978. The party and the people, and the 
peoplee and the party, must have one and the same meaning. Organise the 
partyy in the name of the people, and the people in the name of the party 
(Bhebee 1990:15). 

Inn accordance with the directives, Zanla stepped up its activities. Zanla had hori-
zontallyy sliced Rhodesia into three military zones, Tete (north), Manica (central) 
andd Gaza (south). Operations were launched from three Mozambican provinces, 
name-wisee coinciding with die above military zones. Each military zone was divid-
edd into operational sectors, which substantially overlapped with the Tribal Trust 
Lands.700 In those operational areas, where mobilisation and politicisation had 
been,, and was, in full swing, Zanla guerrillas attacked tiieir targets with the support 
off  the local inhabitants. Zanla combatants continued throughout the war to use 
guerrillaa warfare as method,71 launching ambushes, sabotage operations, surprise 
attackss and assassinations. Zanla's general target policy was 'all government insti-
tutionss and individuals who symbolised and represented the autiiorities', other tar-
getss (such as farmsteads) were decided upon locally (Pandya 1988:163). In 1978 
Zanuu declared three areas in the Tete operational province semi-liberated zones 
(Mutoko,, Pfungwe and Marmba), these sectors being under Zanu control 
('ZanuT984:7).72 2 

Ass Zanla expanded tiieir operational areas, they entered into Zipra's military zones 
inn the central and eastern part of the country. Littl e is written regarding the Zanla-

700 For a description of operational sectors, and which geographical areas were included in each 
sector,, see Pandya 1988:54-55. 
711 Zanla guerrillas commonly went through a six-month training in protracted guerrilla warfare, 
whichh however became shortened as die war intensified. At no stage did Zanla have trained personnel 
orr the heavy equipment to develop the protracted war into a conventional war (Pandya 1988:88, 182). 
722 For elaboration on geographically outlined Zanla infiltration at the end of 1978, see Martin/ 
Johnsonn 1981:308-309. 
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Zipraa operational overlaps, although it is clear that such existed in several areas (Cal-
linicoss 1981:44; Frederikse 1990:230231; Kriger 1992:100; Bhebe/Ranger 
1995:18;; Tungamirai 1995:44). The Rhodesian regime recorded much friction be-
tweenn Zanla and Zipra forces. 'Inter-faction fighting' became a regular feature of 
Rhodesiann military communiqués, followed up by Rhodesian Broadcasting, who 
routinelyy reported such 'incidents' (Frederikse 1990:228)." However, as creating dis-
unityy between the forces was part of government strategy, one may question die ex-
tentt of accuracy in these reports. Ellert, in his description of the Rhodesian side of 
thee war, notes that as Zanla spread into Midlands, it came into contact with Zipra 
forcess whereby fighting occurred. He states that one perceived reason behind Zanla-
Zipraa fighting was each group's suspicion of the other being Selous Scouts. However, 
thee Rhodesian Special Branch believed the clashes was being motivated by the estab-
lishmentt of territorial supremacy (Ellert 1993:80). Another observer, describing 
Rhodesiann military history, notes that 'Zanla encroachment into traditional Zipra 
areass was causing great alarm' (Cilliers 1985:192). Bhebe claims that in 1978 Zanu 
'spreadd throughout Mashonaland and converted nearly the entire region, previously 
dominatedd by Zapu', but does not elaborate on what the 'conversion' entailed 
(1990:15).744 Zipra accounts regarding factional fighting recorded by Alexander et al 
aree greatly focused Zipra soldiers' bitter experience in Tanzanian camps in 1976 
wheree Zipra-Zanla fighting took place, as well as experiences related to Zipa (see pp. 
63-65).. As a result of these experiences antagonisms were transferred to the war 
zoness of Zimbabwe. There, according to Zipra accounts, when Zipra met Zanla 
'theyy faced each other as enemies' (Alexander et al, 2000:147). 

AA central feature of Zanu's last two war years, was the experience in the rapidly 
growingg camps located mainly in Mozambique. In Mozambique, Zanu camps 
consistedd of both refugees and Zanla recruits being trained for guerrilla warfare 
(Pandyaa 1988:51). Towards the end of the war, the flow of recruits and refugees to 
thee camps was massive. At the end of 1977 Mozambican camps reportedly held 
10,0000 Zanla recruits, and 29,000 refugees (Martin/Johnson 1981:276). At the 
endd of 1978, it was reported that Zanu had 40,000 recruits in the camps, and 
80,0000 refugees. Finally at the end of the war, UNHCR reported assisting 150,000 
peoplee in Zanu camps (Pandya 1988:68-69; 197).75 In Mozambique Zanu had 

733 For elaboration, see Frederikse 1990: 227-229. 
744 What Bhebe does comment on later in his paper is. that as 'Zanu was converting large parts of 
thee country into its followers, Zapu did almost nothing and therefore lost a lot of ground to its 
competitor'' (Bhebe 1990:19). 
755 The accuracy of the numbers given for Zanla recruits is difficult to verify. Zanla claims must be seen 
inn the war context, including inadequate record keeping and the need to secure international support. 
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sevenn so called base camps, where the bulk of the people stayed.76 The conditions 
att the camps were generally poor, with constant shortages of medicines and food. 
Althoughh most of the camps had self-reliance projects producing food, they had to 
relyy on external supplies. Military training, politicisation and education were im-
portantt elements in the daily activities. The political training entailed the camp 
populationn to be politically conscientised about the liberation war. Academic edu-
cationn primarily catered for school children and to some extent adult literacy and 
skillss training.77 

Ass Mugabe's goal of 'vigorous and total mobilisation' was carried out in the camps, 
itit  was also set in motion inside Rhodesia. However, the war was wearing out both 
combatantss and civilians, and in a combination of factors, Zanla guerrilla legitimacy 
inn the rural areas weakened. The operational areas were deployed with units of new-
lyy trained guerrillas, who were both younger and less trained than their predecessors, 
whilstt some veterans in the field began to degenerate into semi-banditry. Further-
more,, intensified military pressure from the government affected both guerrillas and 
civilians,, whilst civilians were also increasingly squeezed by the growing numbers of 
Zanlaa guerrillas who demanded food and supplies (Ranger 1986:386-390). Ranger 
notess that 'Complaints became so frequent and widespread that observers both with-
inn and outside the guerrilla movements began to fear a wholesale collapse of rural 
support'' (Ranger 1986:386). The greatest factor seems to have been unjustified and 
erraticc violence against civilians, which occurred in combination with alcohol abuse 
andd disrespect towards social customs. According to a report filed to the Catholic 
Commissionn (CCJP), once certain units had established control in an area, their au-
thorityy was used for causes other than that of the liberation struggle, whilst cruelty 
towardss civilians increased. The deterioration was elaborated: 

Inn general as they [Zanla guerrillas] establish control in an area they 
becomee more cruel and sadistic. They listen to rumours and reports from 
smalll  children and without making any serious effort to find out the truth, 
theyy beat innocent people to death. No respect is paid to elders and long 
establishedd respected customs are scoffed at.... Local people are asked to 
attendd meetings at great risk to their own lives.... Because of their desire to 
showw their authority... they are defeating their causes in some areas. People 
aree wary of the war and of suffering imposed by so many different groups 
(Rangerr 1986:389). 

766 These were Mavudzi, Doroi, Tronga, Gondola, Xai-Xai, Memo and Matenga. In addition to base 
camps,, Zanu had also transit camps and staging posts. For elaboration, see Pandya 1988:47-52. 
777 For elaboration on education in Zanu camps, see Chung 1995:139-146. 
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T hee strain of the war affected combatants and civilians alike, however, civilians 

weree in a defenceless position. Faced by the Rhodesian enemy, whilst in places be-

ingg mistreated and traumatised by their own prospective liberators, caused civil -

ianss not only to endure fear but to live with suspicion. T he Smith government's 

dividee and rule policy, both in terms of civilians (RSF buying informers) and a 

Zanu-Zapuu (augmented division through propaganda), caused an ongoing lookout 

forr internal enemies. A civilian recalls: 

Itt was a big problem. There was so much suspicion. It was all very 
sensitive.. The boys suspected many people to be informers. If you did 
anythingg against them, you could be taken as an informer. It was quite sad 
-- some people lost their lives being suspected that they were informers.... 
II  think later both Zipra and Zanla started to realise that some people had 
beenn murdered for no good reason (Frederikse 1982:217). 

Thee process of enemy location played into local tensions and politics. Kriger notes 

thatt in the process of mobilising rural support, coercion played an important role 

i nn relation to differentiation in rural society along the lines of gender, wealth, age 

andd lineage lines (Alexander 1995:177).78 Thus, in the quest to locate the 'imperi-

alist'' internal enemy, scores were at times setded amongst local enemies. A Zanla 

politicall  commissar notes: 

Onee problem that I encountered was that of some jealousy among some 
off  the masses, to the point that some would try to incriminate others, by 
allegingg that they were sell-outs.... Then we could eventually discover that 
somee of these masses had become jealous, trying to help their own 
positions.. That was the main problem I encountered in working with the 
massess (Frederikse 1982:217). 

Violencee became entrenched in all aspects life, as the war tore in the rural social 

fabric.. T he guerrilla authority to judge those presumed guilty, and administer a 

punishmentt perceived 'just', came to be extended into the local society. The Zanla 

guerrillass used the villagers as their informers in order to detect an internal enemy, 

therebyy placing powers of lif e and death with the civilians. This caused detrimen-

tall  processes of differentiation and shifts in the local power structures. Similarly as 

itt was perceived a just cause to identify an internal enemy, violent means to punish 

thee person or taking its life, also evolved to be an acceptable pattern. A school-

teacherr in Chibi recalls: 

11 See Kriger 1992. 
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II  must point out this one: when one was thought to be a sell-out, which 
couldd be either true or false, one could fall victim. The detection of a sell-
outt was done by the people. They would say 'This one we think is not a 
goodd person'. The guerrillas were not prophets, to say 'Amongst you there 
iss one who is bad'. As a whole, the people were good, they tried to educate 
aa person who they thought could be a sell-out. But we, the people, passed 
thee last judgement (Frederikse 1982:218). 

Thus,, Zanla's 'vigorous and total mobilisation' had several effects. The intensifica-
tionn of the war pressed the Rhodesian security forces to the extreme, causing ene-
myy losses militarily, materially and morally. However, Zanla's mobilisation also 
excarcerbatedd division and violence in the rural areas. This occurred firstly, 
throughh the Zanla guerrillas actively using violence as a method of instilling au-
thority.. Secondly, through the location of power to rule over 'right and wrong' in 
thee hands of a differentiated rural population. Lasdy, through erratic and uncalled 
forr violence due to guerrilla misconduct. 

Thee negative effect of Zanla guerrilla activity and the subsequent deterioration of 
legitimacyy were taken seriously by the Zanu Central Committee. Solutions were 
debated,, however, before a plan of action could be executed party energies were 
re-channelledd to a new development in the liberation struggle - die Lancaster 
Housee Conference (Ranger 1986:390). Before turning to settler negotiations how-
ever,, Zapu's path to Lancaster House will be traced below. 

4.1.. Zapu and Zipra 1978-1980 

Forr Zapu and Zipra, the two last years would bring dramatic change to warfare 
strategiess and tiieir implementation. In 1977 Zipra recruitment had rapidly in-
creasedd and entry to training camps was at its peak. Dabengwa states that in mid-
19788 there was 'almost sufficient presence of guerrilla forces in most Zipra opera-
tionall  areas', adding that deployment of more forces would have created confu-
sionn and potentially risking a loss of the initiative (Brickhill 1995:52,66). Neverthe-
less,, the RSF's airborne attacks and die heavily defended garrisons into which 
mostt of die RSF in die region had retreated, presented difficulties for the guerril-
las.. This situation caused Zapu to deploy the first batch of their regular forces, in-
cludingg artillery and anti-aircraft units. The introduction of heavier weapons al-
lowedd the guerrillas to increase their offensive capacity, and during 1978 attacks on 
Karibaa and Chirundu towns took place,- including RSF garrisons. In the imple-
mentationn of the new capacities, two problems however crystallised. The guerril-
lass lacked infantry training enabling them to fully use the capacity of their weap-
onss and forge the advantage they had. Secondly, lack of training also prevented 
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thee consolidation of successful campaigns, as the guerrilla units were not trained to 
holdd defensive positions. Meanwhile, external training of conventional military 
forcess had been under way, although numbers and the precise nature of the train-
ingg remained a secret. By November 1978, these forces were nevertheless well es-
tablished.. However, the organisation lacked a formulated strategy for the strategic 
andd co-ordinated integration of guerrilla and regular forces, as well as a Zapu de-
cisionn authorising deployment (Brickhill 1995:53-55). 

AA framework for such decision-making was a Zapu High Command conference in 
Lusaka,, in November 1978. The new strategy decided upon at the conference was 
heavilyy influenced by the Vietnamese experience, and was called the 'Turning 
Point'.. Central to the strategy was for Zipra forces to get full control of semi-liber-
atedd areas, and through regular forces hold the territory and consolidate the gain. 
Thiss in turn would allow the formation of rear bases where the regroupment of 
bigg armed forces could take place, 'in order to achieve supremacy in attack, and at 
aa given point and at a given time to annihilate the enemy' (Brickhill 1995:56). The 
Turningg Point strategy was an attempt to develop conditions for 'mobile warfare', 
wheree the guerrillas were fighting to exhaust enemy forces, economic resources 
andd morale, whilst the regular forces were to inflict military defeats. According to 
Dabengwaa it was the transitional phase to develop 'our war strategy and gear it to 
thatt final goal of military victory' (Brickhill 1995:59). DirecÜy following the con-
ferencee decision, commanders set about implementing the new policy. To assist 
withh the preparation and the equipment, Zapu turned to the Soviet Union. The 
organisationn asked for an acceleration of air crew and ground force training, and a 
speed-upp of the delivery of tanks, armoured cars and personnel carriers. Soviet 
authoritiess agreed to the request, and assured that aircrew trainees would be ready 
byy the end of 1979 (Nkomo 1984:196). The Turning Point strategy had great im-
plicationss on the Zipra army inside Rhodesia, bringing changes regarding com-
mandd and control, logistical arrangements and the influx of heavy military equip-
ment.. Simultaneous to me re-organisation of forces, final preparations began for a 
majorr military offensive aimed to end the liberation war. This plan was called the 
'Zeroo Hour Operation' (Brickhill 1995:55-59). 

Thee primary intention of the Zero Hour plan was to launch a co-ordinated guerrilla 
andd regular force offensive on several geographical fronts simultaneously. Five con-
ventionall  battalions with artillery support were to seize bridgeheads in the northern 
frontt at Kanyemba, Chirundu and Kariba to enable the crossing of Zipra regular 
forcess with armour and artillery. To secure Zipra's airforce to enter from Angola, at-
tackss were to be mounted at three airfields (Kariba, Victoria Falls, and Wankie). The 
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groundd forces would thereafter have cover from Zipra M I G fighters. The main goal 

wass for the regular forces to seize and hold rear bases along the Zambian border, in 

supportt of the offensive taking place inside Rhodesia. There, in three fronts79 and in 

severall  lines of advance, guerrilla forces were to attack and capture local strategic 

sites.. Local party branches were intimately involved, as they were to organise civilian 

supportt for the attacks. Finally, specialised commandos were simultaneously going to 

launchh attacks in urban areas (Brickhill 1995:61-62). 

Thee implementation of the Zero Hour plan set in motion massive operations in 

Zambiaa and Rhodesia. In early 1979 large quantities of arms and ammunit ion 

weree cached in Rhodesia. Zipra troops active in Rhodesia got a considerable boost 

off  war materials, logistical support as well as medicine (Alexander et al, 

2000:142-143).. In Zambia Zipra began transport of heavy war materials and 

greatt troop movements into the escarpment of the Zambezi river. In May 1979 the 

Rhodesiann Intelligence Digest reported: 

I tt is reliably reported from Zambia that there is a large-scale build-up of 
Russiann military forces and equipment in the country. Up to 50 Russian 
transportt planes daily have been seen on the Lusaka runways.... The 
militaryy equipment is largely offensive... mostly tanks, artillery and heavy 
machinee guns.... There is much talk of an offensive against Rhodesia, 
spearheadedd by Nkomo's terrorist forces and some elements of the 
Zambiann army (Cilliers 1985:190). 

Reportedlyy the RSF was well aware of the Zipra Zero Hour plan following a suc-

cessfull  Selous Scout' operation, where high-ranking Zipra commanders were cap-

turedd and interrogated (Cilliers 1985:189; Ellert \§95:19)P In reaction, RSF 

launchedd several pre-emptive raids into Zambia during 1979. After some less ef-

fectivee attempts, the Rhodesian Ai r Force launched in October 1979 massive air 

attackss in Zambia targeting Zipra camps. T he settler air force was met with heavy 

resistance,, and conventional military battles ensued lasting hours and at times 

days.. Described from the Rhodesian perspective, it was noted that: 

Thee effectiveness of Zipra passive counter measures is illustrated by the air 
strikess against Mulungushi camp northeast of Lusaka during 1979. 
Subjectedd to twelve Canberra and eighteen Hunter sorties over a period 
off  two days, Zipra forces remained dug-in throughout the attack, 

7979 For geographical details, see Brickhill 1995:61. 
800 Nkomo writes in his autobiography that he believed the Zero Hour plan was known to the 
Rhodesianss due to British intelligence (Nkomo 1984:197). 
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sustainingg only 7 deaths and 30—40 wounded despite the expenditure of 
thousandss of kilograms of explosives. This was the second bombing attack 
onn Mulungushi (Gilliers 1985:189). 

Inn late October 1979 18 Rhodesian aircraft attacked Zipra's Chinynunyu camp in 

Zambiaa holding 4,500 troops. T he camps' commander describes Zipra resistance: 

Thee attack tasted for one hour and thirty minutes, but they could only do 
randomm bombing very fast.... Moreover they were bombing outside the 
garrisonn because the firepower was too much.... I even heard the 
commanderr of the jet fighters through our means of communication 
sayingg 'I want that target destroyed. Come on, get inside'. The pilot said 'I 
cannott get inside. The firepower is too much' (Brickhill 1995:63). 

Thee Rhodesian military experience fighting Zipra forces was also documented, 

notingg that: 

Fromm the outset, it was very apparent that the Rhodesians were up against 
aa vast assortment of military hardware - and an opposition whose 
disciplinee and determination were outstanding (Brickhill 1995:62). 

Thee Rhodesians were aware that by mid 1979 Zipra had nearly 20,000 soldiers in 

Zambiaa and additional forces in Angola, therefore concluding that 'the prepara-

tionn and strength of Zipra forces and camps soon made it evident that attacks on 

mainn camps were becoming too cosdy' (Cilliers 1985:189, 192). Unable to con-

frontt the Zipra forces in batde, a defensive strategy was decided upon. T he RSF 

accordinglyy destroyed crucial Zambian railway links in order to halt Zipra's mili -

taryy equipment flow, as the 'rate and extent of supply had reached alarming pro-

portions'.. T he strategy also aimed at preventing any Zipra a rmoured columns 

fromm arriving at the launch points, and to prevent a build-up of troops. This objec-

tivee was reached through destroying nine road bridges into Rhodesia, as well as 

raill  and road links between Zambia and Tanzania (Cilliers 1985: 189, 191, 192). 

Despitee the magnitude of die Rhodesian military interventions, Zipra's military 

build-upp did not come to a halt, nor did it drastically affect die Zero H o ur plan. 

Thee Zero Hour plan was to take effect in the rainy season of 1979 (October-No-

vember),, but was delayed due to hold-ups in the Soviet pilot training. At this point 

diee Lancaster House conference had assumed, and the launch of the Zipra offen-

sivee had to be discussed by the Zapu War Council convened in London. The 

choicee was to set the plan in motion widiout air cover, or wait. T he latter was de-

cided.. O n ce die decision was to be made, it was irreversible. Nkomo noted that 

'Oncee we said go, we would have to go — but meanwhile Üiere was a chance of fi-
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nall  victory by negotiation' (Nkomo 1984:197). Reportedly, throughout the latter 
partt of the negotiations the Zapu War Council was on the brink of ordering the 
Zeroo Hour attacks. According to Nkomo, when the negotiations seemed to grind 
too a halt due to the land issue, the British government simultaneously became con-
cernedd about an imminent Zipra offensive. Margaret Thatcher privately warned 
Nkomoo not to launch any attacks across the Zambezi. Not having air cover, Zapu 
countedd on crossing the Zambia-Rhodesia border anyway, and the Zipra High 
Commandd was ordered into full alert for the offensive (Brickhill 1995:64). Nkomo 
notedd that: 

Onn the swift conclusion of the Lancaster House talks, in success or in 
failure,, depended the start of a military operation that would certainly 
havee involved an intensification of the war, and could have escalated into 
ann international conflict. Nobody outside my inner circle knew exactly 
howw much was at stake in a speedy conclusion to the conference (Nkomo 
1984:198). . 

Ass the suspense was held, the Frontline States intensified pressure for Zapu and 
Zanuu to settle in negotiation. The Zapu War Council hesitated in their decision-
making,, resulting in the moment of possible launch having passed. The land issue 
wass side manoeuvred, and a setdement was reached (Brickhill 1995:65). The Zero 
Hourr plan was rolled back, and the new Zimbabwe was to be born without having 
beenn brought to fore by a massive air/ground military offensive causing deaths, 
injuriess and damage - but also without a settlement of power forces. 

Zapu'ss late liberation war strategy caused much alarm in various camps. It also 
becamee the source for a variety of perceptions which later proved hard to alter. As 
oudinedd above, both the Rhodesian security forces and CIO were aware of the 
Zapuu build-up in Zambia, and the material support extended by the Soviets. The 
detailss of the plan however, were originally a military secret not even known to all 
Zipraa members (Nkomo 1984:196, Brickhill 1995:59). As the war intensified ru-
mourss and assumptions regarding Zapu's plans began to flourish. Zapu neverthe-
lesss chose not to communicate any details of its plan even to its partner in the Pa-
trioticc Front, - albeit Zapu's support of a Zipra-Zanla merger. Nkomo explained 
inn his autobiography: 

Forr security reasons, the plan was not co-ordinated with the Zanla army -
butt we assumed that when our attack began, Zanla would at once press 
intoo renewed guerrilla activity, engaging large numbers of Rhodesian 
troopss on the eastern front (Nkomo 1984:197). 
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Thee secrecy and rumours surrounding Zapu's military build-up in Zambia, laid 
thee ground for multiple views of die party's intentions. Furdiermore, secrecy was 
fertilee ground for enemy disinformation campaigns. Consequendy, Zapu's military 
strategyy was communicated - in a variety of versions - amongst all parties of die 
war. . 

Thee dominant impression circulating at the time, seemed to be a perception mat 
Zapuu was intentionally preventing die intervention of Zipra forces in the libera-
tionn war, whilst Zanla guerrillas did the bulk of the fighting. Reportedly, Zanu 
leaderss resented Zapu's decision not to deploy all its forces in the guerrilla warfare, 
causingg tension between die armies and in the Patriotic Front (Callinicos 1981:44; 
Frederiksee 1990:360 #6).The objective of this Zapu policy, the perception held, 
wass to wait until both Rhodesians and Zanla forces had exhausted their capacities, 
andd then strategically move in and take over both Rhodesia and Zanu. This view 
wass also linked to a perception of an international communist threat, whereby 
Zapu'ss intentions were interwoven with expansionism of Soviet style communism. 
Thee perception held that the Zapu intended Rhodesia and Zanu take-over was 
supportedd by die Soviet Union, and diat die Soviet Union would, tiirough die 
Zapuu alliance, maintain its own influence in an independent Zimbabwe. 

Fromm Zapu's perspective, this was obviously not the described path of actions. 
Contraryy to the Rhodesian belief of die USSR being behind the Zero Hour plan 
(Cillierss 1985:191), the Turning Point strategy was an audiëntie Zapu plan, which 
emergedd from Zapu's long-standing debate on military strategy. According to 
Zipraa military leaders, die Soviets had no role in determining die strategy, but 
weree approached for its application. However, when presented witi i die plan, Sovi-
ett military advisors expressed serious reservations about die Zero Hour offensive. 
Zapuu had to put in considerable effort to persuade die Soviet officials that die plan 
wass 'botii necessary and workable'. Furthermore, despite having achieved consent 
amongstt military advisors, the Soviet Communist Party Central Committee re-
mainedd 'wary of die plan' (Brickhill 1995:60). 

Whatt was further not disclosed for otiier parties of die war, was die Zero Hour plan 
beingg a component of die Turning Point strategy. Based on BrickhilFs description, 
diee decision to train and combine regular soldiers witiS guerrilla forces, arose from 
diee guerrilla war situation. As Zapu assessed the Rhodesian war effort being severely 
weakened,, die crystallisation of the Zero Hour plan took place. Military leaders be-
lievedd tiiat die RSF being on the defensive, created an opening for a massive launch 
providingg a decisive strategic victory (Brickhill 1995:71). Thus, in Zapu perception 
diee sequence of actions were seen in a different light, in which die Zero Hour plan 
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wass part of a larger context (the Turning Point strategy), as well as tied to a historical 
momentt (Rhodesian military exhaustion). In this view, Zipra forces in Zambia were 
nott 'held back' for Zapu political or military advantage, but were trained and pre-
paredd for a massive co-ordinated ground-air attack. 

However,, Zapu did not officially communicate its plans, and the top-secret mili -
taryy strategy took on a life of its own. If the perceptions circulating were the work 
off  CIO disinformation campaigns cannot be fully established. Brickhill concludes 
thatt the litde that has been written about Zapu's late war strategy, has been 'grossly 
misleading,, often deliberately so'. He further claims that a cause of the deception 
wass a successful Rhodesian Central Intelligence (CIO) campaign, which included 
twoo components (Brickhill 1995:59). The first component was a CIO effort to de-
pictt the Zipra military build-up as 'Soviet expansionism' in an attempt to negative-
lyy influence Western countries not to support the Patriotic Front alliance. In order 
too succeed, Soviet involvement needed to be emphasised and demonstrated, which 
wass achievable through the noticeable Soviet supported military build-up in Zam-
bia.. (Zanu's Chinese link was less visible). The political appeal by the Rhodesians 
too Western forces was to prevent the 'spread of communism' in Africa, and influ-
encee the outcome of the power shift in Rhodesia to bring a moderate leader to die 
fore.811 Thus, die CIO depicted the PF being under heavy communist influence 
andd where Soviet expansionism became part of the parcel, - a leadership unac-
ceptablee to Rhodesians, and hopefully to Western forces as well. 

Thee second component of CIO's disinformation scheme was to intensify a cam-
paignn long under way — to bolster division and conflict between Zanu and Zapu. 
Thee preferred short-term effect would be a split in die PF, causing difficulties in the 
setdementt negotiations, whilst die long-term effect stretched into post-independ-
ence.. Conflict and destabilisation caused by disunity between Zanu and Zapu, 
wouldd demonstrate die Rhodesian government's long sought point, that Africans 
weree not 'ready' to rule Rhodesia. 

Consideringg CIO's track record and the circumstantial developments, it is likely 
diatt the perceptions circulating were planted by the Rhodesian intelligence. Plant-
edd disinformation found furtile ground amongst Rhodesian soldiers, many of 
tiiemtiiem carrying preconceived ideas about Shona/Zanla-Ndebele/Zipra fighting 
capacityy and tactics. In a description of die Rhodesian war effort, die following 
claimm was put forward: 

811 Such a leader was the African prime minister in Rhodesia-Zimbabwe, Abel Muiorewa, who was 
seenn to be a puppet of white power. 
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I tt can be accepted that the planned Zipra operation was to be a concerted 
bidd by Nkomo and his Soviet backing to forestall Zanu (i.e. Chinese) 
politicall  or military victory.... In contrast to Zanla, the majority of whose 
forcess were inside Rhodesia at the time of the Lancaster House talks, the 
largerr part of Zipra was still in Zambia.... Nkomo had been planning a 
conventionall  onslaught to regain the military initiative he had lost to 
Zanlaa in 1969-1976 (Gilliers 1985: 190, 191). 

AA personal view mirroring the same line of thought was put forward by a C I O 

memberr right after the war: 

Mythss build up very easily.... You found that whites had more respect for 
thee Ndebeles than for the Shona - this whole idea of the Ndebele as the 
warriorr tribe, a prouder race, dating back to colonisation. That also 
figuredd in their view of Zipra and Zanla. Zanla had a damned sight more 
forcess in the area, a lot more; their intelligence network was wider, and 
theyy infiltrated further. But we saw Zipra as more disciplined, better 
fightingg crowd. Don't forget, they hadn't really been utilised. Most of 
themm were sitting up in Zambia. There were the theories that Nkomo was 
holdingg on, until such a time as he might form a stronger power base, that 
hee was seeing how the Zanla war went before he fully committed his own 
troops.. They were better trained. Zanla relied on numbers. Zanla, as far as 
II  was concerned, were a bloody shambles. They would never stand and 
fightfight - it was all, well, terrorist tactics you dealt with. Many were locally 
recruitedd and locally trained. But they had the advantage of numbers and 
beingg on the ground with the locals (Frederikse 1982:228). 

Thee 'theories' that Nkomo held back deployment for the benefit of his own power 

positionn were not only current amongst the Rhodesians. They also circulated in 

Zanuu and Zanla, causing the emergence of a long-lived perception that Zipra 

'pursuedd a baffling strategy of apparent inactivity' {Bhebe/Ranger 1995:7). Mu-

gabee twice in 1982 made reference to such a position, stating at one public occa-

sionn that 'Zanu had uncovered a plan in 1977s2 called "Zero Hour", in which 

Zapuu wanted Zanu to use their arms to liberate Zimbabwe, while Zapu kept its 

weaponss to fight Zanu after liberation ('Youths to ', 1982; 'Zapu plotted', 1982). 

Laterr similar perceptions amongst Zanu leaders were noted by an observer who 

concluded: : 

8-- The fact that Mugabe used 1977 as date for the 'uncover' may either signal a memory slip of the 
years,, or traces of disinformation, as according to BrickhilFs description, in 1977 the 'Zero Hour' 
plann was not yet conceived. 
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Manyy of the Zanu leadership, particularly those who had themselves been 
personallyy involved in the guerrilla war, believed that their efforts and the 
bloodd of their comrades had been primarily responsible for the downfall 
off  white rule; they felt that Zipra forces had done less than their share of 
thee fighting and, moreover, had been deliberately kept out of the battle for 
usee at a later date. Noting their armaments were suited for a conventional 
warr and how Nkomo had not committed them wholeheartedly to the 
liberationn struggle, certain Zanu politicians were not averse to believing 
thatt Nkomo's long term plan, aided and encouraged by the Soviet Union, 
wass to watch while the white settler bull elephant and the Zanla 
rhinoceross fought almost to a standstill and then move in his more 
conventionall  forces to establish a victorious position over both other 
armiess (Hodder-Williams 1983:6). 

Inn Zanla the Zero Hour plan was not left as a rumour only, but was officially ad-

dressed.. As a Zanla member during the war, Lt.-Col. E. Munemo, recalls being 

briefedd regarding the Zero Hour plan, stating 'We were aware of it, to all of us it 

wass an open secret' (interview E. Munemo, 1996). In Munemo's assessment, Zanu 

andd Zanla knowledge of Zapu's military strategy was channelled through the 

OAU'ss International Committee, who allegedly was concerned about an emerging 

internall  division in Zimbabwe comparable to Angola. In Munemo's view 'OAU 

mustt have assisted bom parties to know'. He further elaborated: 

Wee were all aware of the two strategies [Zanla and Zipra], that they were 
different.. The Zero Hour plan looked at a non-negotiated settlement, a 
militaryy defeat, whereas Zanla was looking at a political-military 
progressionn - where the military would know where to end and the 
politicianss would take off. The point is that there was no mention of 
wheree Zanla was going to fit in the Zero Hour plan. My assumption is 
thatt "if we can defeat the Rhodesian army, we move on to the next" [Zanla]. 
Thatt suspicion was with Zanla (interview E. Munemo, 1996). 

Thus,, although Brickhill claims that ' the "Zero Hour" operation and its details 

weree the most guarded Zapu secret of the war'(Brickhill 1995:59), it seems as 

thoughh all parties of the war had some knowledge of the strategy. Even Nkomo 

gavee a public hint in an interview in 1978, stating that As we move into the new 

rainyy season there wil l be a dramatic change. The whole thing [war] wil l be over 

beforee the end of this first quarter next year' ( 'Zimbabwe' 1978:22). Nkomo's as-
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sessmentt of the war shortly being over obviously could have tied to a number of 
occurrences,, but seems time wise to fit  with the Zero Hour scheme.83 

Consequently,, it seems as Zapu's well guarded secret took at the end of the war a 
lifee of its own - with some well guided Rhodesian help and transformed into a 
mythh in which Zipra's late war effort was seen in a highly negative light. The myth 
wass carried by a diversity of perceptions which would turn out to have a long life, 
ass in 1991 Bhebe/Ranger writes that 'the usual picture of Zipra' being 'a do-noth-
ingg army finally forced into inappropriate militaristic tactics by its Soviet advisers' 
(Bhebe/Rangerr 1995:8). During this perceptions' 'shelf-life', some of its propo-
nentss had however taken definite positions in the Matabeleland conflict. 

4.m.. The Lancaster House Agreement 

Thee Lancaster House conference (LHC) was the last setdement negotiation effort 
inn a chain of attempts dating back to the mid-1970s.84 Each occasion had included 
variationss not only in content, but also in actors. The LHC was partly a result of 
previouss trials, but were now also coloured by the Rhodesian government's pressed 
militaryy situation, and the Frontline state's acute pressure on the Patriotic Front to 
endd the war through negotiations. 

Priorr to the LHC there was a political pressure mounted in the United States and 
Britainn for recognition of the Muzorewa government elected in 1979, and in sev-
erall  camps it was commonly assumed that the newly elected Margaret Thatcher 
wouldd formalise this recognition. However, did this not take place. With pressure 
havingg been excerpted at the Commonwealth Heads of State conference held in 
Augustt 1979, the British instead called the parties together at Lancaster House in 
Septemberr 1979 for a last attempt to settle the 'Rhodesian question' through nego-
tiationn (Ohlson/Stedm an 1994:86). 

Thee parties to the conference were the British, the Patriotic Front delegations led by 
Joshuaa Nkomo and Robert Mugabe, and Abel Muzorewa's delegation that included 
Ndabaningii  Sithole and Ian Smith. The objective of the LHC for the British govern-
mentt was to strike a compromise between the white settlers and the African national-

833 In general, any Zapu comments from the liberation war period regarding the allegations of the 
regularr units intended for use in die post war period, are not available in the literature. This may 
welll  be linked to the imbalance in research and history description mentioned in die introduction 
off  the chapter. In current material, Dabengwa makes reference to die allegations, stating that at the 
timee Zapu found them 'nonsensical' as the regular forces were to defend liberated areas - and thus 
nott intended for post war Zapu use (Dabengwa 1995:35). 
644 For a description of die various settlement attempts, see for example Nzombe 1989:162-196. 
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ists,, which would include 'constitutional safeguards' for the settler minority (Manda-
zaa 1987:34). The general framework of the negotiations included three interrelated 
issues:: the constitution, the transitional arrangements, and the cease-fire. After three 
monthss of negotiations the Patriotic Front accepted a proposal regarding the consti-
tutionn which included 20 reserved seats for whites (out of 100) in the House of As-
sembly;; continuity in the judiciary, public services, police force and defence force; 
duall  citizenship; and a bill  of rights. However, the most controversial issue regarding 
thee draft constitution dealt with land ownership. The British position was that all pri-
vatee property should be protected from compulsory acquisition, and that any legal 
acquisitionn had to be on a willing seller/willing buyer basis in accordance with mar-
kett prices, and remittable outside the country. This position was unacceptable to the 
PFF who was waging the liberation war on the premise that land was going to be more 
equitablyy divided in independent Zimbabwe. Furthermore, the acquisition of land 
basedd on market value would ruin the new country's economy, according to the PF. 
Thee negotiations threatened to reach a deadlock over the land issue, but was put 
backk on track through assurances from the British and the Americans that multina-
tionaltional programs to assist in land, agricultural and economic development programs 
weree to be set up (Patel 1988:456-457: Nzombe 1989:185-186). 

Negotiationss regarding the transitional period, which covered the time period be-
tweenn signing of the agreement and the elections to be held in Zimbabwe, con-
cernedd who would have authority to rule during this extremely sensitive period. An 
agreementt was reached that the British would assume total political power in Rho-
desiaa under a governor, who would have both executive and legislative powers. 
Thee Rhodesian army and police as well as Zanla and Zipra would be responsible 
too him. This meant that the Muzorewa government had to step down, until a new 
governmentt was to be formed after the elections. 

Finally,, the remaining negotiations concerned the cease-fire. This proved to be dif-
ficultt as the British and the PF had fundamental differences regarding this final 
phase.. The disagreements were specifically related to the status of the Rhodesian 
securityy forces, the integration of the three armies, the Commonwealth monitor-
ingg force, and dangers of external military interventions. A serious deadlock devel-
opedd as the PF took a hard-line stand and refused the British proposals. An agree-
mentt was finally reached after consultations with the Frontline states, and the Brit-
ishh had reworked their proposal. Subsequently all parties signed the Lancaster 
Housee agreement on December 21, 1979 (Nzombe 1989:189). 

Thee three months of a seemingly endless number of meetings and discussions, 
weree filled with intense political activity. A plethora of views and observations re-
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gardingg each parties' objectives and hidden agendas emanated from this complex 
process,, and formed a body of perceptions of the way in which power was agreed 
too be transferred, and of who the apparent 'losers' and 'victors' of the agreement 
were.. Disregarding the cleavages between Zanu and Zapu, the outcome of the 
Lancasterr House agreement was generally seen as a setback for the Patriotic Front, 
iff  considering the objectives both parities had set for themselves in the course of 
thee armed struggle. As the PF was circumvented from winning a military victory 
overr the settler state, power transfer and social transformation solely based on the 
PF'ss premises was excluded. Instead, the white setder colonial state was to remain 
intactt to a great extent. Furthermore, the land issue remained unresolved, as for 
tenn years the new constitution would safeguard that local land interests would not 
bee fundamentally challenged (Mandaza 1987:38 39). 

Thee Lancaster House agreement brought peace in Rhodesia and independence to 
Zimbabwe,, but at an extremely high cost. The fight against oppression and discrim-
inationn transformed in the negotiations into questions of racial oppression and dis-
crimination,, and subsequentiy into efforts of racial reconciliation. Whilst these areas 
weree addressed but remained structurally unresolved, tension and conflict within the 
liberationn movements remained entirely unaddressed in the Lancaster House agree-
ment.. What was thus achieved was a resolution-delay, not only concerning white 
economicc power dominance, but the cleavage between Zanu and Zapu. 

4.n.. The Break-Up of the Patriotic Front 

Duringg the LHG the Patriotic Front pushed the agenda of the liberation move-
mentss jointly. However, coming to an end of the settlement negotiations, also 
broughtt an end of unity between Zanu and Zapu. 

Ass has been outlined earlier, ambiguities in Zanu regarding the Patriotic Front 
camee to the fore at an early stage of the PF construction, as Zanu delayed imple-
mentationss of both an army and party merger. Zapu, on the other hand, sought 
activelyy for a merger. During the LHC, Nkomo repetitiously made clear Zapu's 
standd on contesting the first independence elections joindy. He got support for this 
positionn from Zanu's military commander Josiah Tongogara, and the two met in 
negotiationn on several occasions during the LHC (Smith 1981:156; Nkomo 
1984:200).. However, as the proceedings evolved, Zanu's Central Committee be-
gann to put pressure to dissolve the PF before the upcoming elections. A settlement 
wass close, tactics now turned towards the upcoming power shift, and the scramble 
forr votes. A joint Zanu-Zapu platform was expected to bring a certain victory over 
Muzorewa'ss party. However, it would also bring power sharing with Zapu, and the 
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leadershipp question between Mugabe and Nkomo had to be addressed. In the final 
weekk of die LHC, Tongogara strongly argued for a joint campaign, but when die 
matterr came to vote in die Zanu Central Committee, he was overwhelmingly out-
voted.. A fear amongst those opposing die PF was that Nkomo's negotiation efforts 
widii  the Smidi regime prior to LCH, would turn voters away from the PF, and 
subsequendyy be put for Muzorewa's benefit (Smith 1981:156-15 7).03 However, in 
Dabengwa'ss view, unity came to an end as elements in die Zanu leadership vigor-
ouslyy opposed a joint election effort, fearing diat Nkomo would emerge as the 
leaderr of the Patriotic Front in post-independence Zimbabwe (Dabengwa 
1995:35).. Zanu's decision to break-up die PF was not communicated to Zapu, 
whosee leaders were scheduled to meet Zanu counterparts to discuss election prep-
arationss (Nkomo 1984:200). Instead Mugabe left for a meeting widi the Frontline 
statess in Dar-Es-Salaam. There, Zanu's decision to break up die PF came under 
severee criticism, and fears were voiced regarding die consequences of the split. 
Also,, dividing the nationalist vote would be a credit to Muzorewa, the Frondine 
leaderss argued (Smitii 1981:157). Mugabe brought die issue back to the Zanu 
Centrall  Committee, where Tongogara with the moral support of Machel and Ny-
ereree argued for the PF. Meanwhile Zapu sent a delegation from Zambia to speak 
too Mugabe, which however had to return without having made any positive impact 
forr PF's survival. The Zanu Central Committee had met again, and dieir decision 
too campaign alone remained (Smitii 1981:158). The decision to break up the Patri-
oticc Front was in Nkomo's view, not only a deception towards him and the party, 
butt also towards die Zipra guerrillas (Nkomo 1984:200). 

5.. Concludin g Remark s 

Thee overall objective of this chapter has been to trace developments in Rhodesian 
history,, facilitating die understanding of die emergence and evolution of die Mata-
belelandd conflict. In doing so, two collections of perceptions have been identified: 
firstiy,firstiy, perceptions tied to a Shona and Ndebele dichotomy; and secondly, percep-
tionss linked to Zanu-Zapu political power competition. These two collections of per-
ceptionss subsequendy became closely related when edinicity became an issue in die 
nationalistt parties. The fact that all nationalist organisations from SRANC to Zapu 

855 An election victory for Muzorewa's UANC would enable Zimbabwe's political and economic 
affairss to remain firmly in the hands of white interests. Therefore Muzorewa had British and South 
Africann support, which with regards to the South Africans translated into an unprecedented cash 
floww to UANC for a successful execution of their election campaign (Mandaza 1987:40;Ellert 
1993:193).. As Zanu and Zapu were aware of UANC's external political support, the otherwise less 
significantt UANC posed a possible threat to the nationalists in die election campaign. 
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(excludingg Zanu), made a conscious effort to achieve ethnic and regional balance 
betweenn the Ndebele and the Shona, exhibits sensitivity to ethnic divisions (Sithole 
1980:19).. Despite this sensitivity and apparent signals of ethnic tension in the nation-
alistt movements, no concerted internal effort to study the phenomenon was made.86 

Duee to this gap, any analysis including ethnicity as a factor, travels much on un-
reaserchedd ground, and must rely on perceptions rather than data of ethnic division. 
Itt is nevertheless clear that when political and military developments partitioned 
Rhodesiaa into separate Zanu and Zapu areas, coinciding with the ethnically divided 
geographicall  regions, a reinforcement of a Zanu/Shona - Zapu/Ndebele dichoto-
myy took place. Despite this ethnic reinforcement, the engine for the dichotomous set-
upp seems nevertheless to have been intense power competition between the national-
istt organisations - and/or between certain personalities within these structures. With 
aa framework in mind including a geographical, ethnic and political dichotomy 
whichh are reinforced by historically deep rooted perceptions, in combination with 
fiercefierce power competition, certain points, events and issues may be lifted to the fore. 
Thesee demarcations, chosen for their possible explanatory value of the upcoming 
Matabelelandd conflict, are briefly outlined below. 

Inn Zimbabwe's recent history, two wars have been fought in which a dominant 
(white)) perception as framework has depicted the Ndebele as disciplined, well or-
ganisedd and courageous fighters, whilst the Shona were perceived to be less 
trained,, lacking central order and control. This historical baggage has been con-
tinuouslyy fed and fertilised by the white political establishment, constructing myths 
inn which difference has been repeatedly reinforced. Although in real terms marking 
thee formation of a new political party, the Zapu split in 1963, was to become a 
demarcationn of difference neatly fitting settler perceptions. As fighting between 
Zanuu and Zapu supporters raged in 1963-1964, the establishment stayed clear 
fromm police intervention, instead encouraged stereotypical perceptions. However, 
thee actors of the event, reinforced the historical baggage of division by being una-
blee to break patterns of violence, fighting each other with a 'the winner takes it all' 
mentality.. These violent clashes between Zanu and Zapu, seems to have rooted in 
historicall  memory, and set the tone for competition between the organisations 
whichh lasted until 1987. Lacking in tradition of institutional problem solving and 

866 According to Sithole, the omission of an internal ethnicity analysis in the Zimbabwe nationalist 
movements,, is tied to three factors: the struggle was conceptualised as one between the blacks and 
thee whites; an internal 'self -analysis' in terms of euinicity would have been a 'hazardous exercise 
earningg enemies' in the various ethnic factions - particularly the dominant one; and due to the 
Marxistt discourse at the time, in which ethnicity or tribalism was considered as 'false conscious-
ness',, the phenomenon was dismissed (Sithole 1980:19-20). 
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democraticc decision-making due to colonial dictate, members of die nationalist 
organisationss at times identified each other as enemies - as two sides with irrecon-
cilablee difference - and in which the winner emerged at the cost of over-powering 
thee other. 

Throughoutt the liberation war external forces, primarily the OAU and the Front-
linee states, attempted to bridge the gap between Zanu and Zapu. Whilst support-
ingg the nationalist war efforts, they seemed to look to the final goal of liberation 
ratherr man primarily focusing on which nationalist party would bring the libera-
tionn and seize power. Furthermore, the nationalist split worked in favour of the 
settlerr regime and international reactionary forces, an unfortunate result die Afri -
cann neighbours wanted to do away with. Thus, the liberation war history is filled 
withh externally induced unity attempts, however, with low success rates. Reasons 
forr repeated failure were several. Firstly, externally forced unity agreements exe-
cutedd due to pressure and lacking internal support in one or both organisations, no 
doubtt had less chance to be seriously attempted. Secondly, any type of merger 
wouldd cause a shift in power structures. According to Dabengwa, die focus of uni-
tyy attempts in die 1960s and early 1970s was set on the armies rather dian die par-
ties,, but were aborted 'as politicians were wary of losing military control' (Da-
bengwaa 1990:4). Thus, a political agenda had less significance or clout without die 
weightt of military might, a situation neither party was willin g to adapt to. Howev-
er,, unity attempts were undertaken, as another factor played a role: opportunism. 
Withh fluctuating internal developments in each nationalist party, political and war 
effortss altered in velocity and momentum. When at a low, both parties' in different 
timee periods, found a unity agreement opportune to their comparatively lesser for-
tunatee situation, whilst simultaneously the otlier, — carried by its success — was re-
sistingg to shoulder additional burdens. Hence, a third reason for failed unity at-
temptss was power competition, whereby the one widi comparative advantage was 
unwillingg to share its gains. Despite die circumstantial, political and military fac-
torss negatively influencing unity attempts, bom parties and their military wings 
hadd unity supporters, particularly regarding an army merger (Dabengwa 1990:4). 
Tensionss and divisions widiin die parties did produce an 'internally' induced unity 
attemptt with the formation of Frolizi. However having been born out of a Zapu 
splitt and caused division in Zanu, the new organisation was left in die cold by the 
twoo nationalist giants, and for various additional reasons failed to make any signif-
icantt impact. Consequently, a fourth reason for unit failures seemed to be that un-
lesss both parties' power hierarchies were involved in a unity attempt, a lower level 
initiativee did not seem to carry. Contrary to Frolizi, Zipa was an attempt supported 
byy botii Zapu and Zanu central organisations. Successfully re-igniting die Ubera-
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tionn war after its impasse, Zipa seemed to be the success story actors and observers 
hadd waited for. However, as Zipra and Zanla forces trained and fought together, 
theirr disparate political and military strategies caused contradiction and conflict. 
Thus,, unity was difficult to uphold in the face of strategic differences between the 
Soviett and Chinese inspired tactics. Finally, as the one merger furthest implement-
ed,, the Patriotic Front was a political conglomerate which was to bring secure elec-
tionn victory to the nationalists and one united army to the new Zimbabwe. Howev-
er,, as in earlier experience, a competitive edge in the power competition caused the 
break-up.. But an ensured political victory for one of the unity partners, without a 
mergedd Zipra-Zanla army, would cause a tremendous post-war security problem. 
Thiss fact the armed forces were clear about, judging from Dabengwa's observa-
tions.. Dabengwa notes that in 1979, when the PF construction was under stress, 
'thee military leaders of both Zipra and Zanla made it abundandy clear that their 
[thee politicians] negative attitude [to unity] would complicate the integration effort 
afterr independence' (Dabengwa 1990:4). Dabengwa's comment opens a window 
intoo another layer of complexity. The unity attempts not only encompassed two 
partiess (Zapu and Zanu), but four structures (Zapu/Zipra — Zanu/Zanla). The 
additionall  (military) layer of both command and will , caused any decision-making 
too be unlinear, as organisational rationale, and interests did not always coincide 
betweenn party and respective army. Subsequently, unity efforts, whedier externally 
inducedd and/or internally supported, failed due to a number of causes. These 
causess varied widi time and situation, but seemed to be closely linked to the organ-
isations'' internal power hierarchies and the intense power competition between 
thee organisations.87 

Ann important difference between Zanla and Zipra, particularly manifested as the 
warr drew to its end, were dieir disparate military strategies. As Zanu had adopted 
aa Maoist warfare strategy which included the conscious politicisation of die peas-
antryy into Zanu members, the party's political and armed wings were entwined 
withh the end goal being not only independence in Zimbabwe, but independence 
underr a Zanu regime. Zapu clearly also fought for die same reasons, to conquer 
statee power, but its army was less politicised and more focused on military objec-
tives.tives. Whilst Zanla simultaneously conducted guerrilla warfare and constructed a 
Zanuu political basis, Zipra gready relied on existing Zapu structures. Zanu was 
thuss breaking new political ground during die war effort against the settier forces. 

877 It is beyond the scope of this chapter to comment on the differentiated interests for merger within 
eachh structure. One can only note that there most likely was (great) variation in views of power 
competitionn between respective leadership, and rank and file members/soldiers. 
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Thiss necessarily meant the establishment of legitimacy and subsequently authority 
too command and rule in the new Zanu areas. For Zanu to establish its authority, it 
'demonstratedd power', which included elements of violence. Brickhill contrasts 
thiss to Zapu, whose guerrillas were mainly recruited through me existing {albeit 
banned)) party structure, and were deployed into a framework in which a party 
structuree received diem. Subsequently, the establishment of legitimacy and au-
thorityy in Zipra areas took a different course. A course, according to Brickhill , 
whichh was less violent than in Zanla regions. Whether die differences are as clear 
cutt as Brickhill argues, are hard to establish, due to die lack of information and 
researchh into Zapu/Zipra liberation war activity.88 However, for the benefit of this 
discussion,, it is clear diat patterns of establishing legitimacy and audiority differed 
betweenn Zanu and Zapu. 

Anotherr difference between Zanla and Zipra was Zapu' decision to convert its 
warfaree into a combined guerrilla and conventional warfare, whilst Zanu re-
mainedd on its path of guerrilla warfare. Zapu's decision was mainly founded on an 
assessmentt of Rhodesian military exhaustion, allowing - through conventional 
armyy battalions - die opening of a strategic offensive. Significandy, die Rhodesian 
militaryy fatigue was due to a combination of Zanla forces being widely spread and 
welll  infiltrated, whilst Zipra forces' military resources proved beyond RSF's opera-
tionaltional capacity. Thus Zipra's opportunity was a result of both Zanla's and Zipra's 
warr efforts. Simultaneous to die Zapu strategic build-up, die party was pushing an 
armyy merger in die Patriotic Front. However, despite die offensive being founded 
onn an opening provided by bom armies, and Zapu's political wish to merge the two 
fightingg forces, Zapu did not disclose its plans to Zanu. Why diis was die case is 
difficultt to assess without furtiier information or research. It can only be noted that 
inn the PF, Zanu was demonstrating a clear unwillingness for the parties and armies 
too merge, tiius signalling the possibility of yet anotiier aborted unity attempt. 
Meanwhile,, Zapu knew its geographical spread and support, and could calculate a 
lesserr chance of election victory on a single Zapu platform. Thus, a military offen-
sive,, excluding settler negotiations and Zanu involvement, could guarantee a Zapu 

888 Brickhill's findings were discussed at a history conference in Zimbabwe 1991, where participants 
suggestedd that the outlined contrasts between Zanu and Zapu were not as sharp as Brickhill 
suggested.. Modification would be due to the fact that in some areas (such as 'Hwange and the 
north-east')) Zapu was less organised therefore receiving structures would be lacking, whilst in other 
areass state repression and Muzorewa's ANC activities would have caused the necessity to rebuild 
supportt structures. It was also suggested that Zipra guerrilla legitimacy was also sought through 
traditionall  religious structures and/or missions (Bhebe/Ranger 1995:8). 
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seizuree of power. Yet, it was a Zapu decision not to launch the Zero Hour offensive 
duringg the Lancaster House conference, for, as Nkomo stated, 'there was a chance 
off  final victory through negotiation' (Nkomo 1984:197). It is not clear why Zapu 
att this historical moment chose for a negotiated settlement, if it was due to exter-
nall  pressure, or due to the risk of the emergence of an international conflict. If so, 
thee decision contradicted the earlier reported Zapu position in which seizing pow-
err without relying on negotiations remained a key element in the development of 
Zapu'ss military strategy (Brickhill 1995:60, 71). What factors influenced Zapu to 
cancell  the massive and long prepared for Zero Hour offensive, need yet to be 
broughtt in the open. What is however more transparent is the external responses 
too the Zapu build-up taking place. As elements in Zanu and die RSF perceived 
Zapuu to await also a Zanu exhaustion before massive deployment for a combined 
Rhodesiaa and Zanu take-over, - irrespective of it being disinformation or not — the 
differencedifference between the two forces grew in views and memory. In this differentiation, 
Zapu'ss (secret) conventional military force was an important ingredient. 

Anotherr important aspect of the liberation war, was the impact of division and vi-
olencee on both civilians and soldiers. No war is free of brutality. However, in guer-
rill aa warfare in which both warring parties subject local community structures to 
mobilisationn and interrogation, violence in terms of division becomes central. En-
emiess take different shapes, are both external and internal. In the liberation war, 
thee Rhodesian security forces and the oppressive government represented the ex-
ternall  enemy. However, the sinister tactics used by Rhodesian forces faded external 
enemyy boundaries, and caused for enemy hunts within the local communities. The 
chemicall  warfare secretly deployed by the Selous Scouts, caused trauma not only 
duee to pain and loss, but due to deaths taking place under inexplicable circum-
stances.. Whilst the civilians were caught and participated in what was at times per-
ceivedd as a 'just war', giving explanatory value and space for war trauma — these 
deathss could not be absorbed in any framework of understanding. Instead, the cas-
uall  search was turned inward in the local community in the form of witch-hunts, 
causingg much damage in die social fabric (interview Brickhill , 1992). The internal 
enemyy also appeared in anotherr shape, as the so-called sell-outs or bought inform-
ers.. Irrespective of shape, those determined 'internal enemies' were not received 
withh an abundance of understanding, but were usually severely punished. In such 
circumstancess division and difference became linked to violence. The pattern of 
punishingg internal enemies or internal division was clearly seriously treated within 
Zanu.. The suppression of the Nhari rebellion and die re-establishment of die 'old 
guard'' after Zipa, exemplifies this pattern. Mugabe looking back at 'diree rebel-
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liouss developments' between 1974-1978 within Zanu89, concluded that the revolu-
tionaryy path is always 'bedevilled' with deep dissension and contradictions. He 
statedd that 'there must be an ability and capability within the Revolution to resolve 
them,, including sometimes harsh methods or solutions' ('Zanu' 1984:6). Although 
nott much research is available regarding Zapu operational regions, violence with 
regardss to sell-outs and dissension is recorded, as is deterioration in guerrilla-civil-
iann relations in die last years of the war (Frederikse 1982:217; interview Brickhill , 
1992;; Alexander 1995:178). Thus, both within die nationalist movements and 
amongstt civilians, existed perceptions of political problem solving linked to 'harsh 
mediods'' and brutality, often in a framework of suspicion. One legacy one may 
thereforee trace to the war was division and difference linked to violence. 

Afterr fifteen years of violence, in December 1979 the war was nevertheless over. 
Thiss did however not signal the end of power competition between Zanu and 
Zapu,, which switched into a higher gear in the event of independence elections. 
Thee entry to this actual popular measurement of political strengdi between Zanu 
andd Zapu, was however not undertaken with seemingly equal amount of enthusi-
asmm between Zanu and Zapu. Whilst Zanu was convinced of a victory, political 
deceptionn entrenched elements within Zapu, and no doubt traces of fundamental 
anti-climaxx amongst Zipra forces due to die aborted Zero Hour offensive, had yet 
too ebb out. Thus, instead of the nationalist parties starting the new post war era in 
unity,, difference was yet again finding its way in between die two. 

Thus,, as many important similarities existed between die historically and geo-
graphicallyy induced Zapu/Ndebele-Zanu/Shona dichotomy, many differences 
didd too. What would however become significant in the Matabeleland conflict in 
thee 1980s, were not die similarities but the differences. In die conflict it would play 
aa role tiiat Zapu and Zanu operated from two different states; dominated and re-
cruitedd from different geographical regions; mobilised local senses of identity -
unablee or unconcerned to generalise diem; used ethnic appeals in mobilisation 
andd self-identification; and that dehumanisation of 'the otiier' was inherendy part 
off  die war (Bhebe/Ranger 1995b:32). However, what would play an even more 
importantt role were perceptions of difference carried by the counterparts of the dichot-
omy.. These perceptions, including a mixture of CIO disinformation; political 
propagandaa and ideology; ethnic identification; religious beliefs; and social values 
andd traditions, amalgamated witi i actually existing differences, creating for each 

899 With three rebellious developments, Mugabe intended the Nhari revolt in 1974, the Zipa 
experiencee in 1976, and the attempted Zanu coup in January 1978 ('Zanu' 1984:6). 
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individuall  his or her own 'truth'. This highly content rich and inherently uncon-
testablee truth would subsequently lie as a foundation for the historical develop-
mentss to come, for each and everyone's' decisions to make and actions to take — 
whetherr as an individual 'dissident' or collectively as a government. 
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Chapterr  Three 
Power,, Ethnicit y and Violence : 
Thee Matabelelan d Conflic t 1980-1987 

Thiss chapter attempts, in considerable detail, to map out what here is considered 
'thee Matabeleland conflict', 1980-1987. It ventures to describe political and army 
developmentss leading up to the first army desertions, and to disclose background, 
motivess and structure for the three dissident groups involved. It also looks into the 
Zanu-Zapuu public discourse exchange during the conflict, as well as examines the 
government'ss military, policy and discourse interventions. 

Althoughh recent research has shed a light on both post-independence dissidence 
andd army responses,90 events of destabilisation and army operations in Zimbabwe 
1980—19877 are nevertheless still shrouded in obscurity and secrecy. The Matabele-
landd conflict remains politically sensitive, and information available to the govern-
mentt is left unacknowledged or denied. To date no comprehensive narration nor 
analysiss of the Matabeleland conflict has been published. Due to the lack of de-
scriptionn and detailed information, the understanding and the interpretations of 
thee conflict's scope, impact, and importance are perceived with great differentia-
tionn by observers. 

Thiss chapter attempts to address the existing information gap with regards to the 
conflict.. The conflict description is the result of interviews, analysis of events de-
scribedd in newspaper clippings, television and radio programs, magazine articles, 
governmentt documentation, CCJP reports91, and available academic material de-
scribingg singular events between 1980-1988. From the gathered data, one objec-
tivee has been to record main conflict events. What has been considered 'the dissi-
dentt dilemma' or 'Matabeleland disturbances' are here placed in a wider political 
andd historical context. That is, by linking political occurrences, perceptions, and 
governmentt strategy, the scope of the conflict is expanded — allowing for a more 
complexx picture of the Matabeleland conflict to emerge. 

900 See Alexander et al, 2000 
911 Unpublished sources from the Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace in Zimbabwe (CCJP) 
havee been of primary importance, as has CCJP's and The Legal Resource Foundation's extensive 
19977 report 'Breaking the Silence - Building True Peace' regarding the Matabeleland human rights 
abusess in the 1980s ( CCJP/LRF 1997). 
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Whatt this chapter furthermore attempts to contribute, is insight into government 
activityy and strategy during the conflict. Existing material often focus singularly on 
onee method of government intervention, such as military operations. Here, how-
ever,, an attempt is made to comprehensively regard all alleys of penetration in or-
derr to crystallise government intention. To enable such a disclosure of government 
objectives,, an analytical distinction is made between military, policy, and discourse 
interventions. . 

Yett another main objective of this chapter is to bring out different perceptions of 
diee Matabeleland conflict. As noted above, interpretations of what die conflict was 
aboutt and its' impact varies considerably. Perceptions formed during the conflict 
aree still valid to many. The purpose of highlighting people's interpretations as the 
conflictt developed is to show how perceptions influenced the course of the con-
flict.. The argument put forward is that actors in the conflict (dissidents, victims, 
armyy personnel, church officials, government decision makers, Zanu (PF) mem-
berss and others) responded to what diey perceived have taken place, as much as to 
actuall  events. Thus, based on perceived intentions, actions were at times taken. There-
foree incorporating perceptions into die description, it is here argued, increases the 
scopee of understanding of the conflict, and will also lay a possible basis for furdier 
analysiss into political values and developments in die post-unity era. 

Inn line with incorporating perceptions, the chapter includes 'voices': actors in their 
ownn words perceiving, explaining, remembering, and stating what the events dis-
cussedd meant personally, or in their view, to Zimbabwe at large. The purpose of 
thee voices is firstly to allow exposure to discourses different from those of the gov-
ernment.. Furdiermore, to increase awareness of die personal impact the conflict 
had,, as well as to give insight into the historical understanding people had about 
eventss that took place. Thus, aldiough die voices in die text are placed after each 
sectionn of conflict description, their location is not to be interpreted as an appen-
dixx to die body of the text. On the contrary, tiiey constitute an important part of 
thee description and argument of the chapter.92 

Thee central argument in the chapter concerns power competition. Examining 
events,, it is noted that a consistent pattern of opposition party (Zapu/Zipra) perse-
cutionn emerged following the Zanu (PF) election victory after independence in 

9292 The Voices' are obviously selected and many more (and different ones) could have been chosen. 
However,, since an intention with the voices is to allow exposure to a discourse different than that of 
thee government, suppressed conflict perceptions were in the majority of cases selected. Subse-
quently,, with the author's awareness, the 'unheard' side of the dispute constitutes a 'bias' in the 
voicess section. 
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1980.. Due to this development Zipra ex-combatants deserted guerrilla assembly 
pointss and the new national army. Returning to their home areas in Matabeleland 
andd Midlands, did however not offer a secure alternative. As army units searched 
forr deserters, many ex-Zipra combatants fled into the bush where they defended 
themselvess against army units and engaged in sabotage activities. The govern-
ment'ss response to those they termed 'dissidents' was heavy-handed. Based on the 
assumptionn that the dissidents operated through Zapu political structures, from 
19811 onwards the government attempted by various means to break down the op-
positionn party's organisation. However, in the light of recent research and infor-
mationn gathered for this study, it is put forward that this assumption was incorrect. 
Zapuu did not support ex-Zipra dissidents as a party, nor did the ex-Zipra dissidents 
seemm to enjoy popular support in their areas of operation. Nevertheless, the gov-
ernmentt carried out army counter-insurgency operations in Matabeleland North, 
Southh and Midlands provinces, targeting the civilian population. Furthermore, in 
combinationn with army interventions, the government imposed extensive curfews, 
includingg a detrimental food embargo in Matabeleland South, resulting in the im-
mobilityy and starvation of 400,000 people. In addition to these state interventions, 
thee chapter explores how government discourse manipulated information in an 
attemptt to manoeuvre citizens to accept and support government measures in the 
conflict.. The conflict came to an end in 1987 when a Unity Accord was signed by 
Zanuu (PF) and Zapu, whereby the two parties merged. Noting that the party merg-
err was primarily a step towards the construction of a one-party state, the chapter 
examiness power relations between Zanu-Zapu at the last stretch of the conflict. It 
iss put forward that the underlying rationale and object of the merger was access to 
statee power: for Zanu(PF) the expansion of its hegemony, for Zapu the re-establish-
mentt of (in the conflict eroded) recognised power sharing and national legitimacy. 

Thee material in the chapter is organised in six sections. The first two sections de-
scribee events chronologically. As the conflict becomes increasingly complex, the 
subsequentt two sections concentrate on a description of dissident organisation and 
governmentt interventions respectively, but with a loser connection to the time axe. 
Thee last two sections return to chronological description. Each section is followed 
byy a compilation of 'voices' which relate experiences to the events described. 

1.1980-1981::  Power  Established - Power  Contested 

Ass this description begins, so does Zimbabwe's history of independence. In 1980 a 
wholee nation entered a new era, one whose development no one could totally im-
aginee or foresee. A sense of jubilation existed in everyone, the war was finally over. 
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Theree were victors and losers, with all the experiences and feelings both categories 
entailed.. Beyond the relief of the liberation war being over, a sense of insecurity 
combinedd with a variety of expectations (positive and negative) enveloped most 
people.. What would the new Zimbabwe bring in its wake? 

Politically,, party alignments became clarified in the 1980 general election, Zanu 
(PF)) winning an overwhelming victory. The elections also clearly demonstrated 
thatt the country had two major political parties - Zanu(PF) and PF-Zapu - and a 
coalitionn government was formed. Nevertheless, for Zapu the election outcome 
wass a bitter pill  to swallow. Zapu's disappointment did not decrease by an increas-
inglyy hostile anti-Zapu and anti-Ndebele government discourse, where Zapu's role 
inn the liberation war was downgraded or omitted. Zapu seen as a 'surplus' in the 
neww government was mirrored in the newly integrated forces. Zanla ex-combat-
antss saw themselves as the victors of the war and thereby the obvious basis for the 
formationn of the new national army. Hostility turned into violence and a war-like 
atmospheree developed both in ex-combatants' assembly points and in the new 
army.. From both places defections began to occur, and 'banditry' began to spread 
inn various places in the country. Tensions between the guerrilla armies escalated, 
resultingg in two armed clashes, causing more defections. The government re-
spondedd to the defections by sending in troops to arrest the 'dissidents'. 

Concludingg from the above developments it is put forward that a consistent pat-
ternn of Zapu and Zipra persecution formed as the Zanu(PF) 1980 election victory 
wass established. What would become the Matabeleland conflict was already in 
motion,, the country being only a few months old. Zanu(PF) was in power, it's liber-
ationn war victories commemorated and celebrated. Zapu as an opposition party 
wass recognised, but it's contribution to the country's newly won freedom was given 
aa secondary role. Zipra soldiers disappointed by the Lancaster House Agreement 
alsoo grew disillusioned by what many saw as Nkomo's compromising politics. Po-
liticallyy ridiculed and militarily harassed, many saw defection as the route out of 
thee situation; not by choice but by default. 

Thee section describes events as they unfolded chronologically, focusing on the po-
liticall  events and the military developments which with hindsight appears as cata-
lystss to what would become the Matabeleland conflict. 

l.a.. The Demilitarisation Phase 

Afterr three months of painstaking negotiations, the Lancaster House Agreement 
wass signed on 21 December 1979, and at midnight of this day all military move-
mentss were to cease. Cease-fire was scheduled for midnight 28 of December 1979, 
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whichh marked the beginning of a demilitarisation period scheduled to last until 
electionss in March 1980. 

Duringg the Lancaster House negotiations the British pressed for certain conditions 
duringg the demilitarisation period. Although both parties - the Rhodesian Securi-
tyy Forces (RSF) and the Patriotic Front (PF)93 had objections, concessions to the 
Britishh were mainly cosmetic (UNIDIR/95/41:16). One such concession was the 
monitoringg force.94 Initially the PF had called for the United Nations as a monitor-
ingg force for the demilitarisation period, however, the UN was not approached due 
too British resistance. The British, who wanted to maintain control over the moni-
toringg force, opposed UN involvement believing that UN peace-keeping would be 
ineffectivee in Rhodesia (UNIDIR/95/41:17).93 Thus the Commonwealth Forces 
(CMF)) were deployed in December 1979, monitoring both parties to safeguard 
thatt neither breached the cease-fire agreement.96 The CMF was expected to be 
neutrall  and create confidence as a supervising force in order for the opposing par-
tiess to carry through the highly sensitive exercise of demilitarisation. However, nei-
therr side was assured of CMF's impartiality. The Patriotic Front feared that the 
Britishh had struck deals with the Rhodesians, whilst sections in the RSF experi-

933 See previous chapter for details regarding the formation of the Patriotic Front. 
944 The British conception of the period included the following: *A minimal is t force disposi-
t io nn to supervise the cease-fire; ^Britis h command and contro l /Commonweal th legit imi -
sat ionn - the force composition was predominantly British, but with small contingencies from other 
Commonwealthh countries. Britain, rather than the Commonwealth Secretariat, assumed command 
andd control of the force; ^Britis h 'rule '  - a British Governor was appointed to run Rhodesia 
priorr to, and during the cease-fire; *A facil i tating , monitor in g rol e for  the force - its task 
wass to observe and report, not to compel either side to maintain cease-fire; "Demilitarisatio n 
throug hh separat ion and containment; *A short, well-defined t imescale for  imple-
men ta t i on// withdrawa l - the Commonwealth Force (CMF) would depart after elections; 
^Rejectionn of the d isarmament option - none of the parties would contemplate disarma-
ment,, it was also not seen as a viable option by the CMF or the British (UNIDIR/95/41:15). 
955 The British believed that the demilitarization had to take place rapidly, and that they would be 
ablee to do the task faster than UN peace-keeping forces (which had a history of prolonged 
mandatess in similar situations elsewhere). However, the exclusion of the UN was also a political 
decision,, since the British knew that the Rhodesian regime would not agree to UN involvement 
(UNIDIR/95/41:17). . 
966 The CMF was specifically expected to: provide its own logistics and deployment; meet PF forces 
att rendezvous points and escort them to APs; provide teams for the Assembly Points (APs); monitor 
RSFF bases; man border crossings; maintain liaison teams in Mozambique and Zambia; maintain 
communicationss between all units and HQat Salisbury; ensure safe transportation through out the 
country;; identify breaches of the cease-fire; and conduct investigations into cease-fire breaches 
throughh the Cease-fire Commission (UNIDIR/95/41:5,27). 
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encedd the agreements reached as favouring the PF and as a betrayal of white soli-
darityy (UNIDIR/95/41:21). 

AA Cease-fire Commission (CC) was also set up with British military as chair and 
withh high level representatives from the three armies. Their main task was to en-
suree that guerrillas moved to assembly points (APs) and remained there under the 
Commonwealthh Forces (Dabengwa 1990:1). 

Thee first step in the demilitarisation phase took place when the Rhodesian security 
forcess withdrew to their bases in December 1979. The guerrillas subsequently 
movedd to 23 rendezvous points after which they were transported, under protec-
tionn of the CMF, to 15 more permanent assembly points. Both the rendezvous 
pointss and the APs were distanced from the Rhodesian bases in order to separate 
thee two warring forces; the Rhodesian Security Forces on the one hand, and Zipra 
andd Zanla on the other. These geographical points had been predetermined by the 
Britishh military (with the Rhodesian Army) in the Lancaster negotiations, and were 
underr the Commonwealth monitoring force. 

Ann important agreement between all parties was that the three armies would re-
mainn armed. According to the Lancaster House Agreement, Zipra and Zanla ex-
combatantss would not be disarmed until the integration process was complete or 
uponn demobilisation (State vs. Dabengwa et al, Defence outiine:28). The underly-
ingg reason for ruling out disarmament was deep mistrust and suspicion which ex-
istedd between the opposing forces. In addition, apprehension and insecurity pre-
vailedd also between Zipra and Zanla. Common to the diree armies was the posi-
tionn that the soldiers had a right to bear arms, giving them up would create a situ-
ationn of extreme insecurity. Particularly the guerrillas in the APs felt vulnerable of 
attackk and feared that having agreed to the cease-fire arrangements they would 
losee tiieir military advantage with which they had entered negotiations (UN1DIR/ 
95/41:6,53).. Giving up arms in this situation was inconceivable. Thus Zanla and 
Zipraa forces were allowed to keep their personal weapons in die APs. This meant 
thatt each guerrilla had their rifle, pistol, grenades or rocket launchers and light 
machinee guns, but not heavy weapons such as heavy machine guns, large calibre 
mortarss or recoilless rifles (State vs. Dabengwa et adjudgement: 4). Both Zanla's 
andd Zipra's surplus arms were kept in armouries at the assembly points. The Rho-
desiann soldiers and Üieir armoury were located at their military bases. 

Thee work of both CMF and the CC was precarious. The CMF could only use di-
plomacyy to enforce their tasks, risking aggression and violence due to die percep-
tionss of impartiality the monitoring forces carried. In the CC tension was inevita-
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ble,, due to the deep mistrust between the three forces. The critical task of both 
structuress was to keep the opposing forces separated and inside their camps/bar-
racks.. Violations could lead to fighting and the degeneration of the whole demili-
tarisationn scheme. Yet non-compliance to die rules was a major issue. Both parties 
duringg January-March 1980 consistently broke the cease-fire, and clashes between 
thee guerrillas and Rhodesian Security Forces took place in various areas (Da-
bengwaa 1990:2, UNIDIR/95/41:36-41).97 However, the violation of the con-
tainmentt rule was not always in the first place due to threat or attack. With regards 
too the APs, breach of the rule was frequently a result of individual indiscipline 
whenn guerrillas left to gather supplies98, meet friends or for other reasons. Further-
more,, compliance widi the containment rule varied in the different APs." Never-
theless,, being outside die confined camps and breaking the rule, die guerrillas 
couldd be subject to RSF attacks - given that the RSF were allowed to exit their 
basess and where lawfully moving around whilst the guerrillas were not.100 Accord-
ingg to Alexander et al, at Mike AP at St Paul's mission in Lupane, 'Rhodesian forc-
ess were responsible for a large number of guerrilla (as well as civilian) deatiis dur-
ingg die process of assembly' (Alexander et al, 2000:183). 

Inn addition to the RSF-guerrilla contacts, tension between Zipra and Zanla forces 
andd die possibility of clashes between die two, added a hazard during die demilita-
risationn phase. A further risk was die control of weapons which was difficult to 
overseee due to the (expected) fact diat some guerrillas hid tiieir weapons before 

977 One of the major problems regarding clashes between RSF and guerrillas was that the Lancaster 
Housee Agreement allowed RSF to exit their bases, whilst it was unlawful for guerrillas to exit APs. 
Subsequentlyy a sense of insecurity which encouraged dissertation was created amongst the 
guerrillass in the camps, who feared attacks from the RSF. It was difficult for the CMF to monitor 
thee APs, however it was even harder for CMF to oversee the RSF For example, the Special Air 
Servicee and the Selous Scouts were not permitted to be monitored, and even though it was known 
too the CMF that the Selous Scouts were carrying out a destabüization exercise through attempted 
assassinations,, the monitors could only give warnings (UNIDIR/95/41:39—40). The frequency of 
contactss between guerrillas and the RSF were recorded in the mid-February period to be nine or 
tenn per day (UNIDIR/95/41:45). 
988 Breaches of the containment rule were partly due to resource shortages. At many APs basic 
suppliess such as food, water, bedding, and cooking utensils were minimal (UNIDIR/95/41:35). 
999 It is for example reported diat in the Zanla AP 'Delta' a constant movement of guerrillas leaving 
thee camp took place, allegedly for political campaigning, and thereby breaking the containment 
rule.. On the other hand, monitors reported that Zipra commanders imposed severe punishment on 
breachess of discipline within the camps (UNIDIR/95/41:37). 
1000 In the opinion of Maj. Gen. Sir John Acland 'the majority of the incidents in the vicinity of the 
APss were the responsibility of the RSF, and the majority in the countryside that of Zanla' 
(UNIDIR/95/41:39). . 
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headingg for the APs. O ne of the reasons for this was stated to be that the Rhode-

siann Army had an interest in disclosing guerrilla equipment capacity in order to 

judgee comparative advantage (Dabengwa 1990:2). 

Ann important element in the demilitarisation phase was to achieve a degree of in-

tegrationn between the three forces, in order to begin the process of creating a new 

nationall  army. Littl e progress was made in this direction, apparently due to all par-

tiess wishing to know the election outcome before initiating army integration. Also, 

attitudess amongst Zanla and RFS were negative towards integration; Zanla seeing 

themselvess as victors wished to form the army, whilst RSF viewed the guerrillas as 

lesss proficient assuming that the white officers would remain the core of the new 

nationall  army. Zipra forces were seen to be more constructive with regards to will -

ingnesss to integrate (UNIDIR/95/41:47,49). For Joshua Nkomo army integration 

priorr to the general elections was important, and was an issue brought up at the 

Lancasterr House negotiations. His concern was the vulnerability of the Zipra forc-

ess in the post-election period had integration not taken place: 

Itt is all very well for the British to separate the parties and put themselves 
inn the middle as a "referee", but what would happen subsequently? Would 
thee winning party eliminate the other? The question before the conference 
iss one of life and death (UNIDIR/95/41:46-47). 

Att the end of February and early March 1980 two integrated battalions were set 

upp on a makeshift basis, where PF forces and RSF began joint training (UNID IR / 

95/41:50). . 

Lb.. The 1980 General Elections 

Duringg the election campaign in January-February 1980, tensions were running 

highh in die country. Having ended a civil war barely two months earlier, neither side 

norr any actors involved, knew what to expect. The pressure in the Cease-fire Com-

missionn was particularly high whilst die general election campaign was taking place. 

Eachh organisation had military and political interests to safeguard. One issue, which 

createdd strain in the C C, was that it became evident that die APs had deliberately 

beenn located in isolation from the population.101 Being confined to die camps in are-

ass with littl e transport facilities, the guerrillas were secluded. This was particularly 

damagingg during die election, when both Zanu and Zapu wished to use experienced 

guerrillass in the electioneering campaign. Nevertheless many guerrillas were outside 

1011 General G.P. Walls, allegedly 'insisted that the PF should be kept as far away as possible from 
populationn centers and under very strict control" (UNIDIR/95/41:21, see also Dabengwa 1990:2). 
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thee APs,102 and intimidation and violence took place during the election campaign. 
Thee CMF was unable to contain this pre-election violence.103 

Onn a political level, all parties started campaigning in January 1980 for the general 
election.. Although Zapu and Zanu had negotiated at the Lancaster House confer-
encee as a united Patriotic Front, this unity only lasted during the conference. In the 
19800 elections the parties contested as independent organisations.104 Eight parties 
tookk part in the elections105, under circumstances in which political campaigning 
wass far from friction free. Despite intimidation civilians were subjected to from 
variouss political parties and the RSF, the Commonwealth observers — although 
notingg inevitable 'imperfections' — concluded that they were satisfied with die in-
tegrityy of polling conducts (Martin/Johnson 1981:333). The result of the election 
wass an overwhelming victory to Zanu (PF) who (out of the 80 African seats) won 
577 seats, whilst Zapu secured 20 seats.106 

Forr most Zapu supporters and particularly in the Matabeleland provinces, the 
electionn outcome was a great disappointment and difficult to come to terms with. 
Zapuu members and supporters viewed die party's chairman Joshua Nkomo as 'Fa-
therr Zimbabwe' — a tide earned after many years of nationalist politics — and had 
expectedd his leadership to continue as head of state. In terms of election results, 
Zapuu support was overwhelming in the Matabeleland provinces (15 seats), but with 
additionall  support only in Midlands (4 seats) and Mashonaland West (1 seat) prov-
inces.. Therefore, Zapu's electoral support could not be defined as being 'national'. 
Similarlyy however, despite Zanu (PF) receiving almost mree times as many votes as 
PF-Zapu,, the overwhelming Zapu support in Matabeleland North and South de-
niedd Zanu(PF) die claim of being a truly nationally based party. Voting had fol-

1022 In mid-January when the guerrilla 'check-in' time for the rendezvous point expired, it was 
estimatedd that 4,000-6,000 guerrillas (no differentiation made in numbers between Zanla and 
Zipra)) remained in the bush (UNIDIR/95/41:31). 
1033 To restore order the Governor permitted Gen. Walls to deploy the 20.000 strong Security Force 
Auxiliariess through out the operational areas. The Auxiliaries were identified with Muzorewa's 
UANCC (United African National Council) and did reportedly persuade and intimidate people to 
votee for UANC rather than fulfillin g their directive to restore order (UNIDIR/95/41:44, see also 
Dabengwaa 1990:3). 
1044 For a discussion regarding the break-up of the Patriotic Front before the 1980 elections, see 
chapterr two, pp. 96-97, 99-104. 
1055 The parties included: National Democratic Union; National Front of Zimbabwe; Patriotic Front 
[Zapu];; United National African Council; United National Federal Party; Zimbabwe African 
Nationall  Union (Sithole); Zimbabwe African National Union (PF); and Zimbabwe Democratic Party. 
1066 For 1980 election results in terms of seats per district, see Cliffe 1981:46. 
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lowedd regional and ethnic divisions, influenced by the historical background of 
Zapu'ss and Zanu's nationalist struggle.10' 

Thee 1980 elections in the new Zimbabwe were crucial in many ways. It opened 
thee door for the new country to start operating on a democratic majority basis. 
Thee elections also clearly demonstrated that the country had two major political 
parties,, Zanu (PF) and PF-Zapu. Both having national agendas but also, for vari-
ouss historical reasons, having regional and ethnic ties which would fundamentally 
influencee politics in the post-independent state. 

I.e.. Tension and Conflict during Army Integration 

Inn order to follow the development which took place within the army during the 
processs of integration of the three different forces, it is crucial to simultaneously fol-
loww the political debate between Zanu and Zapu. What occurred in the army inte-
grationn process was, both on a level of command and amongst the ex-combatants, 
linkedd to the tension and disputes taking place between Zanu and Zapu during this 
time.. The following section is an interwoven description of political and military de-
velopmentss during the first volatile period of the newly independent Zimbabwe. 

Thee February 1980 general elections marked the end of the demilitarisation 
phase,, and signalled the conclusion of the Commonwealth Forces' mission.108 Fol-
lowingg the implementation of cease-fire was the formation of the Zimbabwe Na-
tionaltional Army (ZNA). For this the Joint High Command (JHC) was set up and was 
leadd by Lieutenant-General Peter Walls, the Commander of the Combined Oper-
ationss of the Rhodesian Security Forces. The JHC had equal representation from 
alll  three armies.109 The inclusion of the Commanders of the Rhodesian Army 
wass a reconciliatory act, but it was also argued that their exclusion could have been 
farr more dangerous and volatile than their inclusion. The integration of the three 
forcess started in 1980 and went on until September 1981, by which time all the 
Assemblyy Points were closed down. 

1077 See chapter one for discussion on political/regional/ethnic divisions in a historical perspective, 
pp.. 48-49. 53-54, 80-82. 
1088 The CMF left the country between 3-5 March 1980. 
1099 Other members of the J HC were: the Commander of the Rhodesian Security Forces, Lt.-Gen. 
Sandyy Maclean; the Commander of the Rhodesian Air Force, Ai r Marshal Frank Mussel]; the 
Commanderr of Zanla, Rex Nhongo; the Commander of Zipra, Lookout Masuku; and the 
Secretaryy of Defense, Alan Page. Also members of the British Military Training Team were present 
att most meetings. (Alao, 1995:107). 
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Forr the new government, the guerrillas' stay in the assembly points turned out to 
bee a critical trial. As during the demilitarisation phase, it was firstly crucial to get 
ex-combatantss to come into the assembly points and secondly, it was as imperative 
too keep them inside these areas. To maintain security in the country it was unac-
ceptablee for all parties to have armed ex-combatants moving around without be-
ingg accounted for. 

TheThe Emergence of 'Dissidents' 

Despitee strict instructions for ex-combatants to move to and remain at the AP's, 
manyy disregarded this ruling. Disorder, violence and killings for which both Zanla 
andd Zipra ex-combatants were responsible for, took place in connection to the 
armedd ex-combatants being outside the assembly points.110 The government at 
firstt responded to the actions as 'banditry', but as the situation grew in scale a polit-
icall  dimension was added: terms such as 'outlaws' and 'bandits' were exchanged 
forr 'dissidents'. 

Att first the new government used former guerrillas to convince those outside the 
campss to return, in order to refrain from unnecessary provocation by using regime 
forces.. However, this strategy was changed in June 1980. The government per-
ceivedd it needed to use tougher methods and deployed troops which placed the 
roundedd up dissidents in jail (Kriger 1996:79).1H Zanla guerrillas from both Fox-
trott and X-Ray assembly points who were involved in attacks such as ambushing 
vehicless on the Mtoko-Harare road, were apprehended by the newly integrated 
armyy units and the police. Other Zanla guerillas attacked police stations in Gutu, 
Mountt Darwin and Mtoko, on some occasion with rockets, causing deaths 
amongstt the police force. Zanla ex-combatants were also accused for abducting 
youngg girls and murdering civilians (Alexander 1996:3-4). In Matabeleland North 
aa number of Zipra ex-combatants were moving around outside the assembly 
points,, some never reported to the assembly points, others defected. Of these 
Zipraa ex-combatants some believed the end of the war had been a negotiated 'sell-
out',, and decided to act as if no cease-fire had taken place. In May and June 1980 
armyy units located 400 ex-Zipra combatants outside their APs, and took them to 
Khamii  prison (Alexander 1996:4-5). 

1100 For Zanla dissidence, see Ranger 1986:391. 
1111 The parliament voted twice June 1980 and January 1981) to extend the State of Emergency 
basedd on the 'dissidents' who had not entered the assembly points, or had permanently left the 
same.. The State of Emergency allowed the authorities to keep anybody in custody for up to thirty 
dayss if they were suspected to disturb the maintenance of public order (Kriger 1996:79). 
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Althoughh both Zanla and Zipra forces were responsible for violence and destabili-
sation,, Prime Minister Mugabe stated that 'army units would be used first against 
formerr Zipra dissidents in the Midlands, whose behaviour reflected a 'definite pat-
ternn of revolt' (Kriger 1996:80). Zapu alleged that the government dealt with the 
Zanlaa violations more favourably than those of Zipra ex-combatants. In her re-
search,, Kriger supports this claim, giving documented examples of government 
leniencyy towards unlawful Zanla ex-combatants (Kriger 1996:80).'n 

Mugabe'ss statement about the Zipra dissidents leading a revolt, fuelled a growing 
division.. The term dissident and its definition were a matter of political debate 
andd tension, as was the treatment of those defined as dissidents. In a later state-
ment,, Mugabe alleged that the Zipra dissidents were getting instructions from lo-
call  Zapu structures and were engaged in undermining government authority 
(Krigerr 1996:80). Although Zapu as a party was drawn in to the dispute, Mugabe 
wass particular about separating local and central Zapu structures due to Zapu cen-
trallyy being member of the coalition government of national unity. Zapu vehe-
mentlyy disputed any connection between the dissidents and Zapu or Zipra struc-
tures,, and defined the dissidents to be former guerrillas with no connection or alle-
giancee to any party or government. 

DivisionsDivisions in the Coalition Government 

Simultaneouslyy with the disputes over how to define those remaining outside the as-
semblyy points and their political allegiance and objectives, a political atmosphere 
showingg a deepening division in the coalition government was developing. Fierce 
politicall  rivalry between Zanu (PF) and PF-Zapu was erupting only a few months 
intoo the new era of independent Zimbabwe, directly influencing the army integra-
tionn process and thereby the government decision making in security matters. 

Originss to division were linked to die fact that elements within Zanu (PF) were 
forcefullyy against the coalition government with Zapu, favouring instead a one-
partyy state. Enos Nkala, Minister of Finance in the Zanu (PF) government stated at 
aa party rally in June 1980 that 'my personal opinion is that we should have a one-
partyy state in this country'. Other Zanu (PF) ministers and party officials at public 

1122 Kriger gives as examples the government's lenient responses to Zanla ex-combatants located at 
Zanuu (PF) farms in Goromonzi district (Oasis and Grazely), whom on numerous occasions violated 
laww and order. They had been 'involved in killin g and assaulting white farmers and mine managers, 
attackingg police and police stations, intervening in personal disputes between farmworkers and 
farmers,, and politicizing - sometimes through intimidation - farm laborers'. The army was not 
usedd to quell the Zanla violations. Instead Mugabe instructed the guerrillas to be disarmed, which 
didd not occur (Kriger 1996:80). 
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meetingss and rallies expressed similar views. In addition to giving signals of Zapu 
beingg a 'surplus' in the government, Zapu's role in the liberation war was down-
graded.. The government controlled broadcast media presented the liberation war 
ass if it had been fought only by Zanla guerrillas, and airing only Zanla liberation 
warr songs and slogans (Kriger 1996:77). In June 1980 a Zapu delegation called on 
Primee Minister Mugabe, raising four complaints: inflammatory speeches by Zanu 
ministerss and MPs against whites and Zapu; Zanu (PF) bias on radio and televi-
sion;; lack of opportunity for non-Zanu (PF) members in civil service; and the slow 
pacee of integration of the armed forces (MW1AAM:6). The meeting seemed how-
everr to have had littl e impact on anti-Zapu government discourse. This became 
evidentt when minister Nkala stated at a Zanu (PF) rally that the government was 
noww collecting information about people assisting in the deployment of dissidents, 
warningg that actions would be taken and 'those preaching "Ndebelism" should 
stopp before they are liquidated' (MW1AAM:7). In response to this provocative 
statement,, Nkala was criticised in parliament by 15 Zapu MPs. In July 1980 Nko-
moo added to the verbal battle when he spoke in Bulawayo, claiming that Zanla was 
responsiblee for atrocities worse than the previous regime and had more dissidents 
thann anyone else. Nkomo also said that Mugabe should realise Zapu no longer 
couldd accept the distortions about Zipra presented in the media (MW1AAM:7). 
Thee next day at a Zanu(PF) rally in Bulawayo, Nkala retaliated and called Nkomo 
'aa self-appointed Ndebele King' and declared that Zanu (PF)s task 'from now is to 
crushh Joshua Nkomo and to forget about him' (Kriger 1996:77, MW1AAM:7). 

Particularlyy Zipra guerrillas, but also Zapu members considered the antagonistic 
Zapuu and Ndebele speeches by government representatives a severe provocation. 
Thee downgrading of Zipra's role in the liberation war in combination with accu-
sationss of Zapu aiding and supporting the dissidents, summed up, in their view, to 
aa Zapu smear campaign. Government tarnishing Zipra and Zapu had a direct 
impactt on the Zipra and Zanla guerrillas in the assembly points, creating insecuri-
tyy amongst Zipra guerrillas and a great amount of tension between the forces. For 
manyy Zipra ex-combatants it had been hard to accept the negotiated independ-
encee setdement, and there after the Zanu (PF) election victory. This was partly 
connectedd to a belief that history could have taken another turn, more favourable 
forr Zapu, had the liberation war not ended through the Lancaster House negotia-
tions.. Many saw the setdement as a 'sell-out', believing that had the liberation war 
continuedd a military victory could have been won by the armed guerrilla forces. 
Thiss view was particularly internalised by Zipra forces, as Zapu in mid 1978 de-
ployedd regular artillery and anti-aircraft units against the Rhodesian forces, and 
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hadd decided to launch a strategic offensive (Zero Hour).'13 However, Zapu and 
Zipraa never got to die point of execution of their strategic offensive due to die set-
tlementt in the Lancaster House Agreement. An agreement which put the new 
Zimbabwee into a position of status quo with regards to economic independence 
fromm die white Rhodesian settlers. Had a military victory been won against the 
coloniall  power, it would have given the victors the possibility to start transforming 
thee new independent state under entirely different circumstances, allowing chang-
ess (more radical) than was possible under the Lancaster House Agreement. 

Thuss for die Zapu and Zipra ex-combatants in particular, the end of the war had 
beenn different tiian many had foreseen. Furthermore, Mugabe's great election vic-
toryy did not put soothing balm on the already sore spots. The subsequent govern-
mentt anti Zapu /Zipra discourse was for many a frustration which made the sores 
fester.. In addition to Zipra soldiers disappointment and resentment, fear and suspi-
cionn were added. The aggressive political attacks on Zapu were mirrored in the 
assemblyy points by Zanla troops, and rivalry between Zapu and Zanu was even 
moree evident between Zipra and Zanla. Being more in number and having die se-
curityy of being die party in power, the Zanla ex-combatants were overtly confident 
off  tiieir rights over the minority coalition partners. In addition, the government's 
oftenn more lenient stand towards unlawful Zanla activities, fed Zanla guerrillas' 
vieww of them - radier than the police — being legitimate forces of law and order 
(Krigerr 1996:81). This atmosphere made existence in the assembly points highly 
volatile,, and in the newly integrated units (combining Zanla and Zipra forces) the 
moodd was often explosive. 

Duee to an increase in unrest, armed violence, and killings in September 1980, 
Mugabee addressed die nation on the first of October. The Prime Minister an-
nouncedd the deployment of newly integrated ZNA units and police to various 
partss of Zimbabwe (MW1AAM:7). The task of the army and die police was to 
restoree law and order, round up dissidents and take possession of illegal arms. 

11 .d. Guerrilla Accommodation 

Duee to the ex-combatants' long confinement in the assembly points where both 
isolationn and health matters were a concern, die government decided to provide 
moree suitable accommodation sites for die guerrillas. A cabinet committee was se-
lectedd for the task, which in August 1980 announced tiiat accommodation was lo-
catedd in two places: in the Chitungwiza municipality (outside Harare), and in the 
Entumbanee township (outskirts of Bulawayo). The committee did not favour send-

1133 For elaboration on the 'Zero Hour offensive, see chapter two, pp. 86-94. 
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ingg only Zanla ex-combatants to the predominantly Shona township of Chkung-
wiza,, nor only Zipra ex-combatants to the Ndebele dominated area of Entum-
banee (Krigerl996:103). Instead both Chitungwiza and Entumbane were to be in-
habitedd by roughly an equal amount of Zipra and Zanla ex-combatants. The 
formerr soldiers could keep their personal arms in their new homes, other equip-
mentt would be stored in armouries. To avoid ex-combatants leaving their accom-
modationn areas with their arms, security fencing was to be erected and guards 
weree to be stationed at exit-points. The accommodation scheme was to be tempo-
raryy until barracks were completed (Kriger 1996:103). 

Beingg aware of the extreme tension between the two armed forces; the generally vol-
atilee political situation between Zanu (PF) and Zapu; and the outbreaks of violence 
addressedd by Mugabe on October first, the committee's decision to move a combina-
tionn of Zanla and Zipra forces to adjacent city accommodation was highly surprising 
andd controversial. The Joint High Command, local government authorities, guerril-
las,, police, and other political parties opposed the decision. The Joint High Com-
mandd thought that the government's housing scheme was a 'well-intentioned recipe 
forr disaster', and stated that the temporary housing transfer was a political problem 
off  the government rather than military problem of the army (Kriger 1996:104). The 
policee opposing having the forces next to each other in urban areas, appealed to the 
Jointt High Command to at least disarm the men first. Despite much criticism, the 
governmentt did however not cancel its plan, and in October 1980 military convoys 
withh ex-combatants started arriving at the designated areas. Large numbers of ex-
guerrillass were moved, an estimated maximum of 17,000 to Chitungwiza, and 
12,0000 to Entumbane (Kriger 1996:103), leaving over ten thousand not yet integrat-
edd or demobilised ex-combatants at the assembly points. 

Thee political polemic between Zanu and Zapu continued, but now with the added 
tensionn of having armed Zanu and Zapu guerrillas intercepted with civilians in 
urbann housing schemes. Life in the townships inhabited by guerrillas was anxious. 
Onn October 30 1980, 2,000 residents fled from their housing scheme in Chitung-
wizaa after rumours that the next day a batde between the armies would take place 
(Krigerr 1996:104). Yet the politicians did not slow down in pace with regards to 
theirr disputes. The Zanu(PF) Minister Edgar Tekere asserted in November 1980 
thatt 'Nkomo was in government as an act of "charity", and further stated 'We did 
nott need his army in the war, so why are they making a nuisance of themselves 
now'' (Kriger 1996:77). Following factional fighting between Zanu (PF) and (PF) 
Zapuu supporters, Zanu (PF) Minister Nkala stated in an extremely inflammatory 
speechh at White City Stadium (9/11 1980) in Bulawayo: 
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Fromm today the PF [Zapu] has declared itself the enemy of Zanu (PF). The 
timee has come for Zanu (PF) to flex its muscles. Our supporters must now 
formm vigilante committees in readiness for those who want to challenge us. 
Theree must be a general mobilisation of our supporters. Organise 
yourselvess into small groups in readiness to challenge the Patriotic Front 
[Zapu]]  on its home ground. If it means a few blows, we shall deliver them. 
Iff  the police do not want to act according to the specific instructions I have 
given,, then we shall proceed with those to whom the instructions have been 
givenn (State vs. Dabengwa et al Defence Outline:24 25). 

Ministerr Nkala's speech seems to have operated as a catalyst by its extreme provoc-

ativee tone, aggravating the tension which entrenched assembly points, urban settle-

ments,, and newly integrated army units. Directly succeeding Nkala's confrontative 

address,, the first serious armed clash between Zanla and Zipra forces took place. 

I.e.. Entumbane One, November 1980 

Afterr the Zanu (PF) rally at White City Stadium in Bulawayo, fighting first broke 

outt between Zanu and Zapu supporters. This spilled over to an armed confronta-

tionn between Zanla and Zipra in die urban guerrilla settlement schemes at Entum-

bane.. T he fighting, in which heavy weaponry were used, raged for two days (9— 

10/111 1980). Thousands of civilians fled Entumbane township, whilst about 

2,0000 homes were damaged (Kriger 1996:104). In order to help the Zipra contin-

gentt at Entumbane, a relief column was set in motion by Zipra soldiers at the 

Gwaaii  River Mine assembly point. However, on die orders of Joshua Nkomo the 

columnn was stopped at die Umguza River bridge, and commanded back to the 

basee at Gwaai (State vs. Dabengwa et al, State Case Judgement: 20). Rumours of 

diee fighting spread to other camps, stirring reactions at Mudzi and in Chitung-

wiza,, but there Zimbabwe National Army (ZNA) contained incidents. The fight at 

En tumbanee ended when the government deployed ZNA units and encircled die 

areaa with Hun ter jets from the Zimbabwean Ai r Force (former Rhodesian forces). 

Dumisoo Dabengwa (Zipra) and Rex Nhongo (Zanla) who spoke to their respective 

forcess negotiated a cease-fire. Of the 55 casualties the majority were civilians, at 

leastt 550 were injured (Kriger 1996:104). 

Whoo init iated the armed conflict has never been established. Aldiough tins situa-

tionn remained unclarified also in die court case State vs. Dabengwa et al, evidence 

wass established that 'Zanla did use heavy support weaponry against Zipra which it 

mustt have accumulated in its camps in breach of die order tiiat only small arms in 

thee form of each soldiers' personal weapons were allowed to be retained in tiiese 

places'' (State vs. Dabengwa et al, Judgement: 7). Zipra forces replied fire witi i small 
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arms,, as they were not in possession of any support weapons (State vs. Dabengwa 
ett al, Defence outline: 24). 

Despitee the evident confusion after the battle, only hours after the cease-fire Mu-
gabee gave a radio address where he concluded that Zapu/Zipra had started the 
trouble.. He listed measures to be taken including the dispatchment of Zipra and 
Zanlaa commanders to Bulawayo to defuse the situation; strengthening of ZNA 
andd air force units in the affected areas; and the implementation of dusk to dawn 
curfews1144 (MW1AAM:8, Kriger 1996:104). The same, day in a news conference 
Zanuu (PF) Minister of Manpower, Planning and Development, Edgar Tekere, de-
mandedd the disarmament of Zipra guerrillas and a 'very tough clean-up' (State vs. 
Dabengwaa et al, Defence outline: 25). 

Thee fighting at Entumbane sent shock waves through the country. Ministers were 
sentt to the civilian areas were fighting had taken place to calm the inhabitants. 
Neverthelesss the tension remained high, also in national politics. On the 20 No-
vemberr nine prominent Zapu officials were arrested under the Emergency Powers 
legislation115,, authorised by the Minister of State, who then had within his author-
ityy the power to only arrests for political matters (Press Statement 1981:1). The 
arrestedd were kept in detention for weeks, then released in batches, without charg-
ess being made. 

Politicall  violence was reported from several places perpetrated by both factions. In 
thee assembly points and particularly in the newly amalgamated ZNA army units a 
warlikee atmosphere dominated. Various incidents took place in the army, and 
walkoutss by ex-Zipra members were reported after disputes with Zanla counter-
partss (MWAAM:9) . Murders and counter murders took place by both Zipra and 
Zanlaa guerrillas.116 

1144 This curfew remained in force for six months until April 10, 1981. 
115115 The detained were C.Z Moyo, Sydney Malunga (MP), Richard Ndlovu, Charles Sigangatsha 
Ndlovu,, Patrick Chiwanga, Mrs. Zodwa Sibanda, Mrs. Bessie Harare, Doud Mabusa and Fletcher 
Dulini. . 
1166 In the conclusions of the Zapu Central Committee Meeting of 17-18 January 1981 held in 
Salisbury,, it is stated that serious incidents involving both Zipra and Zanla guerrillas were noted. 
Mentionedd Zipra casualties were: a) die abduction of four Zipra ex-combatants in Salisbury, who 
weree murdered and buried in shallow graves near Dzapasi Assembly Point; b) die abduction and 
murderr of former Zipra members of the National Army at Mtoko; c) three Zipra ex-combatants 
whoo were intercepted at a road block manned by Zanla forces of which two were murdered and 
onee escaped; and d) three former Zipra members in die National Army who were apprehended at 
thee instigation of former Zanla ex-combatants in the National Army at Gutu, two of whom were 
murderedd and the other escaped (Conclusions, 1981:1-2). 
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Manyy Zipra ex-combatants found their personal safety acutely threatened by Zan-
lala ex-combatants' attitudes and actions, and did not feel that the government lis-
tenedd to or understood their protests. In State vs. Dabengwa et al, it was heard that 
Zipra'ss complaints to the government and to the Joint High Command regarding 
Zanlaa provocation and violations, 'were ignored as the Government was not pre-
paredd to take any action, disciplinary or otherwise, against Zanla' (State vs. Da-
bengwaa et al, Defence outline:25). For many Zipra ex-combatants the deep-seated 
fearr of persecution led to desertion from the army (Alao 1995:110). 

Thee government's army integration and appointment policies were another rea-
sonn for Zipra misgivings. In the Joint High Command it had initially been agreed 
thatt after courses the commissions for guerrilla soldiers in the integrated army 
wouldd be on the basis of merit. In State vs. Dabengwa et al, the court heard that 
whenn it became apparent to Zanu (PF) that the vast majority of commissions on 
meritt basis would be from Zipra, the agreement was changed to make commis-
sioningg on the basis of parity. This change of rule greatly frustrated many would-
bee Zipra officers (State vs. Dabengwa, Defence Outline:26). Another part of the 
problemm was that the new battalions were mostly led by young and relatively edu-
catedd members. Guerrilla veterans with years of experience but with poor aca-
demicc qualifications found themselves occupying low ranks (Dabengwa 1990:6). 
Furthermore,, ex-Zipra combatants complained that their promotion was disfa-
vouredd by 'tactical elimination' such as retirement, dismissal, allurement with po-
liticall  offices, and the elimination of would-be Zipra positions (Alao 1995:116).117 

Frustrationn was not alleviated by the fact that all members of the Rhodesian Secu-
rityrity  Forces who were considered acceptable and who wished to remain in the army 
couldd do so with their rank unchanged, whilst Zanla/Zipra guerrillas were given 
thee rank of private irrespective of previous experience (Alao 1995:108). 

Too address Zipra apprehensions Dumiso Dabengwa and Lookout Masuku (mem-
berss of the Joint High Command) reportedly sent memoranda and spoke to Mugabe 
onn many occasions regarding the frustrations experienced within Zipra. However, 
accordingg to Dabengwa and Masuku, although the Prime Minister always adopted 
thee attitude that he would look into the matters raised, he failed to do so. Conse-
quendy,, Dabengwa and Masuku 'found it difficult to convey orders to members of 
Zipra,, as the members of Zipra considered themselves threatened by the predomi-
nancee of Zanla within Zimbabwe' (State vs. Dabengwa, Defence outline:26). As lit-
tlee was done to rectify the situation, some chose to demobilise or defect. 

1177 These allegations have been difficult to substantiate, since although the army had established 
promotionn procedures, promotions could have been adapted for political purposes (Alao 1995:116). 
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McomoMcomo 's Demotion 

Inn January 1981 Joshua Nkomo was removed from his post as Minister of Home 
Affairs,, a portfolio which had included the jurisdiction of the police. Whilst having 
thiss post, Nkomo had frequently been verbally attacked by radicals in Zanu (PF), 
whoo claimed that the police had under Nkomo become biased against Zanu (PF), 
andd turned into a Zapu force instead of a government institution (Kriger 1996:77). 
Althoughh Nkomo refuted the accusations118, he was removed from his post. Mu-
gabee first offered him the lesser post of Public Service Minister, but Nkomo reject-
edd this. Eventually an agreement was made for Nkomo to take a post as Minister 
Withoutt Portfolio, but with a key voice in security affairs (Mugabe Orders, 1981). 
Uponn transferring Nkomo, Mugabe stated that 'As Minister without Portfolio, I 
wil ll  assign to Comrade Joshua Nkomo specific tasks from time to time, which in 
myy judgement require special handling in the national interest' (The Fifth, 1981). 
Nkomo'ss transfer created uproar in the Zapu Central Committee, were militant 
colleaguess pressurised Nkomo to pull out of the coalition government due to the 
demotionn (Hawkins 1981). Nevertheless a conclusion was reached reasoning that it 
wass important that Zapu would not withdraw in order to have input in the control 
off  security issues: 

Inn considering the Cabinet reshuffle, the [Zapu] Central Committee noted 
thatt the involvement of the Patriotic Front [Zapu] in the control of 
securityy at ministerial level was a recognition of the need to arrest the 
lawlesss trends and anarchy, as well as to complete the joint obligation to 
integratee the Zipra and Zanla forces in order to create a single National 
Securityy Force for the peace and stability of the country. That this process 
iss still incomplete the Central Committee considers the exclusion of the 
Patrioticc Front from the joint control of the security at this stage disruptive 
(Conclusionss 1981:2). 

Ass the situation in the assembly points and in the integrated army units were ex-
tremelyy sensitive for provocation, Nkomo's demotion was a severe blow for both 
Zapu/Zipraa members, adding salt to injuries. 

1188 Nkomo stated in Parliament in June 1980 that 'Disparaging statements by some party officials 
andd others against the police and other lawful authorities can only erode the public confidence in 
thesee authorities. The powers of the police, the courts and of other Government agencies must be 
protectedd and usurped' (Kriger 1996:78). 
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l.f.. Entumbane Two, February 1981 

Thee second battle between Zanla and Zipra seems to have been initiated by a minor 

incident,, but due to die prevailing tension, it developed into bloodshed. There are 

severall  versions as to how the batde started. One often-quoted description is that it 

brokee out over a beer hall brawl in the 12th Battalion base at Ntabazindua (30km 

fromm Bulawayo). Disabled Zipra members from a rehabilitation centre apparently 

visitedd the base beer hall on Saturday night, and tensions led to fist fights which de-

velopedd into die soldiers breaking ranks and opening fire on one another (Mac-

Manuss 1981). The fighting spread to die 13th battalion at Glenville in die outskirts 

off  Bulawayo, from where it spilled over to the Zipra/Zanla Entumbane urban settle-

ments,, and to the 41st battalion at Connemara (near Gwelo). This time die fighting 

wentt on for six days (7 -13 /2 1981). In Bulawayo, the residents again fled the affected 

areas.. In radio broadcasts people were urged not to go to work or let children go to 

school,, and to stay indoors. Business came to a standstill, shops and schools closed, 

milkk deliveries were cancelled and die railway shut down. 

Thiss second battle was on a far larger scale dian the Entumbane eruption in No-

vemberr 1980. Whilst dur ing the first conflict the then integrated army units stayed 

outt of die fight, this t ime die national army split along former guerrilla and party 

alliances.. When rumours of the fight spread, Zipra men from Gwaai River and 

Essexvalee camps headed for Entumbane, equipped with armoured personnel car-

riers,riers, heavy ammuni t ion trucks and tanks. 

Thee government's initial reaction to the severe fighting was inaction. According to a 

seniorr British Militar y Advisory and Technical Training team member, he had to: 

convincee the government to intervene to stop the fighting. Secure in 
Harare,, government ministers seemed content to let the fighting in 
Matabelelandd take its course. The Zipra commanders wanted the 
governmentt to send troops to end the fighting; failure to do so, they 
feared,, would make the consequences for Zipra, Zapu and the Ndebeles 
evenn worse (Kriger 1996:105). 

Onn the seventh day of fighting the government finally took action by sending in a 

ZNAA unit consisting of former Rhodesian African Rifles (still unaffected by the 

integrationn exercise), and die all-white air force. With jet fighters, helicopter gun-

ships,, mor tars and tanks, it took less dian 24 hours to restore order. In the press the 

eventt was described as Mugabe ordering to 'smash mutinous former guerrillas loy-

all  to his coalition partner, Joshua Nkomo' (Mugabe orders 1981), and for die RAR 

andd the air force to 'crush die Zipra dissidents' (Hawkins 1981). I t was also report-

edd diat Zapu officials and Zipra commanders did try to intervene but were ineffec-
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tuall  (Hawkins 1981, Lelyveld 1981), and that Nkomo had lost authority and con-
troll  over younger and more militant elements within Zapu (Hawkins 1981b)."9 

Whenn the fighting was over, the media reported that the death toll was 300, many 
moree injured, and a thousand people made homeless (MacManus 1981). Accord-
ingg to Lt-Col L. Dyke {government forces) who later gave a statement to the in-
quiryy (see below), the death toll was 800, whilst 1800 were injured (interview L. 
Dyke,, 1994). Bodies were first put in the city morgue, and when it was filled three 
refrigeratedd railway cars were used. Scores of people waited for many hours to go 
mroughh the cars in order to identify next of kin. The majority of the killed were 
guerrillass (In Zimbabwe, 1981). 

Afterr the cease-fire, a complete evacuation of guerrillas from the Entumbane 
townshipp took place (15-16/2 1981). The two forces were disarmed 120and geo-
graphicallyy separated. Zanla ex-combatants were trucked to Godhlawayo Shoot-
ingg Range (north of Bulawayo), and Zipra ex-combatants were taken to a tempo-
raryy camp at Woolendale Rifle Range (south of Bulawayo) (Kriger 1996:105). 

Inn parliament Mugabe blamed Zipra ex-combatants for starting the battle, stating 
thatt a 'definite organised pattern among certain elements of Zipra forces had re-
sultedd in the factional fighting' (Hawkins 1981). In addition to Zipra, Mugabe also 
blamedd Zapu as a party, charging that 'They never reconciled to the fact that they 
lostt the election last year. Now there are Üiose who tiiink they can reverse the de-

11 '9 International press coverage of the conflict was limited. During the height of the fighting the 
governmentt banned any photographs being taken in the Entumbane area, and officials barred any 
TV/stil ll  film to be taken out of the country (Ross 1981). 
1200 According to court records, immediately after the second clash between Zanla and Zipra, a 
meetingg between representatives of Zanla, Zipra and the former Rhodesian forces was held, and it 
wass agreed that the urgent need was to get the opposing forces out of Bulawayo and that the 
guerrillass could take their weapons with them. However, due to a decision in the Zanu (PF) central 
committeee (not in the Joint High Command) the guerrillas were to be disarmed due to the violence 
thatt had occurred. This was communicated by Robert Mugabe to Dumiso Dabengwa, upon which 
Dabengwaa stated that he did not appreciate military decisions being taken by the Central Commit-
teee of the Zanu (PF). The Prime Minister stated that 'since this was the decision, he could not be 
seenn to go against it, as it would show that he was a weak leader'. However, Dabengwa got the 
impressionn that Mugabe did not himself believe in disarmament. (State vs. Dabengwa, Defense 
outline:: 29). The directive was communicated to Nkomo, who stated that 'for the sake of peace he 
wouldd go ahead with the Prime Minister's directions', but he would pursue the matter with the 
government.. On the first Sunday after the second battle, Nkomo addressed all Zipra combatants at 
Entumbanee and stated that the guerrillas would be disarmed in obedience to government order. 
Thiss was met by reluctance by the officers and dissatisfaction by the Zipra ex-combatants (State vs. 
Dabengwa,, Defense outline:29-30, Judgement: 13). 
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featt by taking up arms' (Ross 1981b). Zipra forces' side of the story held that they 
tookk arms only when they heard rumours of a planned Zanla attack on Zipra forc-
es.. Zapu denied that there was an organised revolt in any sense (Hawkins 1981b). 
Ass a result of the fighting, the Cabinet established a commission of inquiry headed 
byy High Court judge Mr. Enoch Dumbutshena, which would 'determine the caus-
ess of the uprising and if possible, identify the persons or organisations responsible 
forr planning and inciting the disturbances' (Mill s 1981). In September 1982 the 
resultss of the inquiry was discussed in Parliament, Mugabe stated that 'the govern-
mentt was gready disappointed with the report', and that 'It appears that the com-
missionn has attempted to avoid condemning one side or the another, the whole re-
portt being inconclusive'. On the question (from Ian Smith) if the report would be 
published,, Mugabe answered that 'the Government did not feel that its publication 
wouldd serve any useful purpose', 'however, if this was the view of the MPs, the 
Governmentt would comply' (Bandits will , 1982).121 

Thee severity of the second armed confrontation was underlined by the fact that 
bothh sides breached the rule of heavy arms and equipment, making the clash into 
aa military battle. Once it had started, it was difficult to halt in any way other than a 
greaterr show of force. According to Zipra witnesses, until the first Entumbane 
fightfight Zipra guerrillas had observed the rule that no heavy weaponry was to be kept 
inn the camps. But after the first clash, it was evident to them that Zanla was breach-
ingg the order (since heavy weaponry was used by Zanla in Entumbane One), and 
thiss 'not only reinforced the distrust they had of Zanla, but persuaded them that 
theirr security and possibly their lives depended on their obtaining similar equip-
mentt to defend themselves in the future' (State vs. Dabengwa, Judgement State 
Case:8).. The Brigade Commander at Gwaai stated that after the first Entumbane, 
soldierss were concerned about their security and felt that they could be attacked at 
anyy time (Sate vs. Dabengwa et adjudgement State Case:9). Many in the Zipra 
forcess felt that the Government was biased in favour of the Zanla forces, and ac-
cordingg to the court records there was 'evidence to show that the Zipra men were 
preparedd to disobey the instructions of their commanders if they believed that 

1211 The inquiry report was never published, nor was it referred back to the commission, because die 
governmentt believed nodiing would be gained by such an action (Bandits will , 1982). Mugabe stated 
inn Parliament that die report had not pinpointed the underlying causes leading to die mutiny, neither 
hadd it identified persons or organizations responsible for planning and promoting die disturbances. 
Thee report never being published created a view amongst sectors within Zapu and Zipra, that die 
governmentt withheld the public information regarding Zanla's illegal use of heavy weaponry in die 
fightingfighting because diis would have damaged Zanla's reputation and would have counteracted the 
government'ss anti-Zapu/Zipra discourse (interviews 1994, private conversations widi ex-combatants). 
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thesee would place them at a disadvantage compared to Zanla's fighting strength 
(Statee vs. Dabengwa et adjudgement State Case: 17). Many diought Nkomo was 
tooo easily pressurised into concessions by the government, as expressed by one 
longg time Zapu supporter: 'It seems as if they [the government] want to crush 
Nkomo,, and Nkomo is too prepared to compromise' (Army rivals 1981). When 
thee government forces intervened, for many Zipra soldiers the fact that the govern-
mentt used ex-Rhodesian forces against die Zipra soldiers, implied an alliance be-
tweenn Zanu and the former Rhodesians, against Zapu and Zipra.122 The distrust 
andd feeling of hostility became further cemented. 

11 .g. Policies of Disarmament and Demobilisation 

Inn February 1981 mere were between 14,000-20,000 armed men still awaiting inte-
grationn at the assembly points.123 Up to this point Zanu, Zapu and die government 
ass a whole, had been in agreement regarding the guerrillas' right to keep tiieir arms 
(Krigerr 1996:108). Each assembly place had kept it's own armoury, stocked with all 
butt die guerrilla's' personal weapons. The government had for a year tried to find 
formulass to disarm the guerillas and integrate die assembly armouries into the na-
tionall  armouries. Now however, as a result of die second Zanla-Zipra clash, the gov-
ernmentt decided to immediately disarm all remaining guerrillas in die different 
camps.. The idea was resisted by Zipra's Dumiso Dabengwa (member of die Joint 
Highh Command), as he stated that die disarmament was taking place too soon after 
diee February clash, and warned that the insecurity amongst Zipra men could lead 
diemm to hide arms as an insurance against possible future Zanla attacks (Kriger 
1996:109).. Indeed, particularly widiin Zipra forces disarmament was opposed, the 
suspicionn and mistrust between Zipra and Zanla did not cater for voluntary disarma-
ment.. But disarmament was resisted in bodi camps also for other reasons. As it was 
stipulatedd in die Lancaster House Agreement tiiat ex-combatants would not be dis-
armedd until integrated or demobilised, guerrillas equated disarmament widi com-
pulsoryy demobilisation - an action the government had given dieir word not to do 
(Krigerr 1996:107). Despite resistance disarmament took place, and on May 21, 
1981,, die Joint High Command declared diat die operation had been successfully 
completed.. It was nevertheless common knowledge that tiiere was sizeable amount 
off  arms tiiat had not been recovered by the National Army in the disarmament op-

1222 For further elaboration on Zipra's fears that the Rhodesian Security Forces and Zanla were co-
operatingg at the expense of Zipra, see Alao 1995:110-111. 
1233 The recorded numbers of non-integrated ex-combatants at this point in time (February 1981) 
vary.. The numbers here given represent the lowest and highest numbers reported in the press, and 
cann therefore only be seen as approximate (Thatcher 1981, Army rivals 1981). 
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eration.. These unaccounted for weapons existed in various unidentified places in the 
country,, being either remnants from the war, hidden by the guerrillas before entering 
thee APs or before the disarmament exercise (Krigerl996:110). For the government 
diee weapons were an internal security concern, particularly since dissidents were be-
lievedd to have access to them. 

Inn addition to the Zanla-Zipra clashes, disarmament became another reason for 
Zipraa defections. Thus, due to fear, insecurity and frustration many ex-combatants 
leftt APs and ZNA units with their arms, and headed back towards tlieir home are-
as,, Matabeleland North and South. Having taken that step, they were automatical-
lyy identified as 'dissidents' by the government. 

Soonn after die completed disarmament exercise, a Cabinet Committee was formed 
too formulate a demobilisation policy. This scheme was made public in June 1981. 
Contraryy to what many guerrillas believed, demobilisation was to be compulsory. All 
thosee awaiting integration in the APs were affected, but so were soldiers already inte-
gratedd in the national army. The demobilisation was massive: 14,000-20,000 men in 
thee APs, 3O,0OCK35,0O0 men from the ZNA. The government motivated its' deci-
sionn to demobilise tiiose already integrated in terms of finances. The army had to be 
reducedd to a size of 40.000 soldiers (Kriger 1996:111). Demobilisation packages 
weree provided, in which die corner stone was an allowance of Z$ 185 per montii for 
upp to two years. In addition educational benefits would be offered to those who 
wishedd to study or finish disrupted education, and skills training in various institu-
tionss was to be another part of the package. An additional option promoted was for 
thee ex-combatants to form co-operatives and by combining the members' allowanc-
es,, buy land and other necessities (Kriger 1996:112). 

Thee demobilisation policy was received with mixed feelings. For many ex-combat-
antss the financial scheme was attractive and was received positively, particularly by 
thosee who were prepared to leave army life. For others, forced demobilisation irre-
spectivee of package, was resented since the government had promised not to take 
thiss action. Also in society at large, the policy was met with various responses. 
Somee voiced a fear for scores of unemployed ex-combatants, possibly leading to 
ann increase in criminal activity. Others were confident that employment and edu-
cationall  opportunities would be found for the demobilised. Upon commencement 
off  die demobilisation scheme in September 1981, Minister of Labour and Social 
Welfare,, Kumbirai Kangai, stated that 'I don't see any problem finding work for 
thesee people' (Kriger 1996:114). Unfortunately this would not be the case. In the 
majorityy of cases, the demobilised ex-combatants remained unemployed or (much 
onn dieir own initiative) formed co-operatives (Kriger 1996:125). 
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Thee government's demobilisation policy gave many added reasons to defect. The 
schemee was the end of the road for many guerrillas, who had in the camps been 
waitingg for integration, work or education. The benefits obviously helped, but 
weree far from comparable to the hopes and expectations many had nurtured. Add-
edd to the disappointment, there was the extreme hostility between Zanla and Zipra 
andd the political antagonism between Zanu and Zapu. Whilst the demobilisation 
exercisee was under way, an increase destabilisation took place. Armed robberies 
spread,, conducted mosdy by ex-combatants as they ran out of money for food and 
transport.12**  The government expanded its surveillance, and in their quest to con-
tainn dissidents, police and security forces increasingly used harsh methods. Due to 
thee equation popularly made between Zipra members, dissidents and banditry, ex-
Zanlaa soldiers exerted severe pressure on ex-Zipra soldiers. It became increasingly 
difficul tt to be a Zipra member, the affiliation was enough to be considered a dissi-
dent.. 125 Many of those remaining in the army were punished for those who had 
defected,, causing more defections. This conflation of identities resulted in Zipra 
memberss not going through the demobilisation exercise at all. Some chose to sim-
plyy leave. Others already demobilised desisted from claiming their monthly allow-
ance.. Report Mpoko, an ex-Zipra commander serving on the Demobilisation Di-
rectoratee explained that 'most demobbed ex-combatants from that part of the 
countryy [Matabeleland] had a tendency either to destroy their [demobilisation] 
bookss or not go to offices. Security forces could arrest them lining up to get demo-
bilisationn pay' (Kriger 1996:122). Thus, the government's response to the increase 
inn defections and destabilisation was a hard-line attitude. 

l.h.. The Establishment of the Fifth Brigade 

Itt became clear in August 1981 that in line with the government's hard-line atti-
tude,, a new brigade outside the regular army system was being formed - the Fifth 
Brigade.. In order to organise and train this brigade, 106 North Korean instructors 
andd a massive amount of military equipment and arms arrived in the country. The 
newss leaked in The Umtali Post on August 7, 1981. The newspaper reported that 
Northh Korean troops were based in barracks formerly occupied by the national 
army'ss 33 Infantry Battalion, on the eastern banks of the Nyamombe River in 
Nyangaa (Manicaland). The editor concluded that 'Foreign troops are now based in 
Manicaland',, seeing the arrival as a 'sinister development', and questioning 'What 

Thosee who defected were obviously not entided demobilization allowances. 

ForFor personal accounts on Zipra persecution, see Alexander et al, 2000:189-190. 
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havee they come for?' (Spring 1986:84).m The government later clarified that the 
Fifthh Brigade was only for internal defence purposes, and admitted that for this 
purposee the brigade received special training from instructors of the Democratic 
Republicc of Korea ("Gukurahundi" 1990). The task of the Brigade was to 'wipe 
outt dissidents and criminals', also those 'in the army' (Alexander 1996:8). 

Zapuu was highly critical to the formation of the Fifth Brigade. Joshua Nkomo stated 
thatt Zimbabwe had adequate and efficient forces of law that could handle any inter-
nall  problems, including the civil police. Nkomo was also critical about the fact that 
hee was a minister in the Prime Minister's office and had not been consulted in the 
matterr (No need, 1981). The government found Nkomo's assertion irritating, stating 
thatt Nkomo had 'openly criticised a major government decision', disappointingly 
sincee 'for a while it appeared as if he [Nkomo] had settled down to working within 
thee system, — difficult as this may have seemed initially' (The Fifth, 1981). Mugabe 
toldd a Zanu (PF) rally a few days later that 'Some people have said they should have 
beenn consulted. Who are you to be consulted?' (Is new, 1981). Nkomo answered 
whenn speaking at a meeting in Plumtree, that his statement had been motivated by 
hiss desire for completely non-partisan security forces in the country, emphasising that 
thiss role was fulfilled by the national army (Is new, 1981). 

Inn October 1981 the formation of the Fifth Brigade was questioned in parliament by 
Senatorr Wilson, who asked the Minister of State, Emmerson Munangagwa, to justi-
fyy the expense of the Fifth Brigade in the light of the number of British military in-
structorss already in Zimbabwe. Minister Munangagwa replied that the Fifth Brigade 
hadd been formed to accommodate the 'two extra armies in the country after inde-
pendencee (Zipra and Zanla)'.127 He assured that the establishment of the Fifth Bri-
gadee was 'not for imposing the Government's plans for a one-party state', explaining 
furtherr that when Mugabe visited Korea, Zimbabwe was offered a grant of 'military 
hardware'' worth 12,5 million pounds. The minister further claimed that the British 
trainingg team was not equipped to do all the necessary training since it was already 
fullyy committed, and politically justified the Koreans' presence by stating that: 

1200 The editor, Jean Maitland-Stuart, was called to the Prime Minister's office where she was asked 
to,, for Mugabe and the Minister of Information Dr. Natahan Shamuyarira, explain her motives for 
writingg the article. After having been at the newspaper since 1945, she was due to this article forced 
too leave her job (Spring 1986:85). 
1277 What 'accommodating' Zipra and Zanla by creating the Fifth Brigade most likely means, is that 
thee Brigade would absorb Zipra and Zanla ex-combatants. 
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Beingg a non-aligned country we have relations with the countries in the 
Westt and the East, and to prove that Zimbabwe is fully non-aligned we 
havee the British training four brigades and the Koreans training the fifth 
(Nothingg sinister, 1981). 

Thee training of the Fifth brigade continued albeit the criticism raised against it. 

Thee news of the formation of a brigade whose sole task was to deal with internal 

securityy problems, did not alleviate any tension amongst those about to be demobi-

lisedd or create a better atmosphere in the integrated army units. The establishment 

off  the 'crack force' was perceived by many as a direct threat to anyone in opposi-

tionn to Zanu(PF). 
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Voice ss Sectio n One 

II  served all the way through that [liberation] war as a member of various units and my 
parentparent unit was the Rhodesian African Rifles with whom I was with up until 1980. In 
19801980 the time came to make a great number of decisions, there was a lot of emotional 
decisionsdecisions being made; we were going to fall under a Communist government, we were going 
toto fall under a black government and we were also subject to our own propaganda that we 
asas Rhodesians had been putting out, saying what would happen to anybody who served 
underunder a Communist government or a black government... The South Africans involved 
offeredoffered all of us to come to South Africa under the same conditions that we were serving 
underunder here: if you were a Major, you would be a Major there; if you had served 18 years, 

youyou would get 18years there;your pension would be payable, you would lose nothing just 
comecome down.... It was a very obvious ploy to very quickly break down the Rhodesian Army. 
TheThe Rhodesian Army was a very effective army and we certainly lost in 1980 but I do not 
thinkthink we ever lost a battle, we lost the politics. My decisions, and I speak fairly personally, 
werewere that I was going to stay here. We had fought a long and hard battle and a lot of 
peoplepeople had died. Some very good friends of mine had died, both black and white, and if I 
ranran away I believed I would be destroying whatever we fought for, I would have fought for 
nothing.nothing. I also believe that as an officer it is my job to lead and it is easy to lead when you 
areare winning, but it is a hell of a lot more difficult to lead when you are losing And 
certainlycertainly in 1980, we had lost, the morale of the country, the morale of the people, the 
moralemorale of the soldiers was very low and there was this fear. At that time, I believe it was 
necessarynecessary to be a leader because everything was crumbling, we did not know what to do and 
II  personally - and hopefully a number of the officers who were serving with me, certainly 
allall  the officers in my unit, I talked them into staying because at that time we needed to stay 
andand keep things together. Mugabe had said in the early days of 1980 when we were still 
makingmaking our appreciation's, had said that there was going to be a policy of reconciliation and 
thatthat what was over, was over, and we must now get together and build a nation. Well, I 
believedbelieved that that was necessary too, we had to get together and build a nation. Through all 
thethe years of war - which I thoroughly enjoyed, it was my profession, I was a soldier -
therethere are moments of war which are pretty heart breaking. When you bury a friend, and the 
anguishanguish and thoughts that go with it. But you still want to stay and make sure that it was 
notnot all for nothing. Lt-Col Lionel Dykê  ZNA.128 

II  could not believe it. But the official results confirmed the information. Leaving aside the 

twentytwenty white seats, all won by Ian Smiths Rhodesian Front, ^anu (PF) had fifty-seven 

Intervieww with Lt Col Lionel Dyke, Harare 1/3 1994. 
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seats,seats, PF^apu twenty seats, the bishop's UANC three. It was beyond belief. I was deeply 
distressed....distressed.... That my party should have won not a single seat in Salisbury, and only 
twentytwenty seats in the whole western strip from Kariba down to Beitbridge, I could not believe 
andand still do not believe. Even the known and massive campaign of intimidation could not 
havehave achieved that. That the first election in free Zimbabwe failed to reflect the peoples will 
isis something of which I am sure.... First I had to consult my senior party colleagues. They 
werewere deeply disappointed and angry. Some had been candidates, declared defeated in 
constituenciesconstituencies where they knew a large majority of voters wanted them to win. The soldiers 
inin particular were distraught: the Zjpra commanders had used every ounce of their personal 
authorityauthority to persuade the men to stay quietly in their assembly points throughout the election 
campaign,campaign, despite many provocations. Now they would have to go back to those soldiers and 
telltell them they had been cheated but must accept it. To my relief and gratitude I found that 
mymy colleagues accepted my bitter analysis: there was nothing for it but to swallow the result 
andand trust that the alleged victors would use their triumph generously and in good faith. 
Joshuaa Nkomo.I29 

[The[The 1980 elections were] absolutely tribal... PF [%apu] has no meaningful power base 
inin Mashonaland... but it will  take a lot to change Matabeleland. The Ndebeles are not, by 
andand large, an enlightened people, and it is only through enlightenment that you can shake 
thesethese primitive tribal affiliations. Zanu(PF) spokesman and election candidate 
(Midlands).130 0 

TheThe party (PF^apu) enjoyed no support from the Shona youth, intellectuals and the 
middle-agemiddle-age group. In addition, the war strategy of our party contributed to our defeat: 
ZjinuZjinu had spread throughout the country but £apu concentrated on Matabeleland. So in the 
areasareas that mattered, %apu had no influence at all. It became an issue of he who controlled 
thethe military in certain areas must win those areas in the election. Kennedy Sibanda.131 

MyMy general conclusion is that, in the Rhodesian context..., the elections were in general a 
reflectionreflection of the wishes of the people, though in no sense free from intimidation and 
pressure.pressure. However my view is that in the country as a whole the degree of intimidation and 
pressurepressure was not so great as to invalidate the overall results of the poll. Sir John Boyn-
ton,, Common Wealth Observer Group.132 

12""  Nkomo 1984:210-211 
1300 Rich 1983:44 
1311 Mr. Sibanda was one of J Nkomo's legal advisers at the Lancaster House conference (Rich 
1983:48) ) 
1322 Statement from Commonwealth Observer Group Report (COGR)/3/71 (Verrier 1986: 302) 
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TheThe phase that we are entering, the phase of independence, should be regardedas a phase 
conferringconferring upon all of us the people of Zimbabwe - whether we are black or white -fill 
sovereigntysovereignty and full democratic rights. We have no intention of taking advantage of the 
majoritymajority we have secured. We shall ensure that there is a place for everybody in this country. 
Robertt Mugabe.133 

OurOur majority rule could easily turn into inhuman rule if we oppressed, persecuted or 
harassedharassed those who do not look or think like the majority of us. Democracy is never mob-
rule.rule. It is and should remain disciplined rule requiring compliance with the law and social 
rules.rules. Our independence must thus not be constructed as an instrument vesting individuals 
oror groups of individuals with the right to harass and intimidate others into acting against 
theirtheir will. Robert Mugabe.134 

WhenWhen we came to independence, people in Matabekland believed that Joshua was going to 
rule.rule. Then, when the elections came it was the other way around, because it was on divided 
lines.lines. But because of the belief that they [Zapu] were going to win, people did not accept 
thethe fact that Mugabe had won. The division was there. It really now needed the two leaders 
toto talk to their people. K Chitauro.135 

PeoplePeople had their kader all the time and it was difficult to acclimatise to the new realities 
wherewhere your leader was no longer on the top. Prof. C. Banana.136 

TheThe other party had won the elections and you had that feeling of fear, because you do not 
knowknow what is taking place, whether we would be accommodated in that system. That was 
thethe problem. When I came back I joined the other comrades in Filabusi Assembly point, it 
waswas not nice for some of us. We did not join the National Army for we feared that we were 
goinggoing to be victimised. My injury was not so sever that I would not have joined the Army, I 
wouldwould have joined if I did not have much fear. But I just decided to go into some other 
business,business, because I feared that maybe my opponent was going to destroy me when I joined 
thethe Army. There was hate amongst us, the ^ipra and £anla forces - like the situation that 
happenedhappened to me when I was in Camp Four. Our camp was right in the centre, inserted by 
CampCamp One and Camp Two, which were ^anla camps. There was tension all the time, 
whichwhich led to fighting. Paul Nyathi, ex-Zipra combatant.137 

1333 Speech by Prime Minister Mugabe in 1980 (CCJP/Spicer 1992) 
1344 Prime Minister Mugabe's Independence Message, April 17, 1980 (Department of Information 
204/80/JEM:3). . 
1355 Interview with Minister Florence Chitauro, Harare, 15 December, 1993. 
1366 Interview with Prof. Banana, Harare 29/11 1993. 
1377 Interview with Paul Nyathi, ex-Zipra combatant, Harare 1994. 
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[Those[Those who have not gone to the assembly points] must move away quickly to the assembly 
points.points. They either go to the Police or join their comrades in the assembly areas. This is 
vitalvital because it will  assist in the re-establishment of law and order, which is an indispensa-
bleble element in the consolidation of our hard won independence. We need that peace and I 
callcall upon everyone to subscribe to this principle so that there may be tranquillity in Zimba-
bwe.bwe. Joshua Nkomo.138 

TheThe heat was on. There was serious fighting and killing and no jobs. When the soldiers 
boardedboarded the train, we would each find out where the other guys were sitting. Then we would 

findfind each other and throw each other out of the train. Some of us preferred to travel by train 
thanthan by bus. On the bus it would be the driver, the bus conductor and some of the passen-
gers.gers. If they were ^anla supporters, then you knew that was the end of you. It was a sport 
toto throw you out of the bus through the back window or the door, whilst the bus was going 

fullfull  speed. Or when the bus had stopped, they would beat you up severely using spanners or 
whatwhat ever they could lay their hands on. They intended to beat you to death and leave you 
there.there. There are a lot of guys who were with us, who were left for dead after such incidents. 
ThoseThose who survived would wear scars. E. Setobole, ex-Zipra combatant and former 
dissident.139 9 

TheThe differences that were happening in the camps were that the government sponsored its 
armedarmed bandits to kidnap and assassinate Ndebek speaking persons. That was a problem 
faced,faced, not only by Zjpra, but Ndebeles. It automatically went tribal. During that time when 
thethe disturbances were continuing, people were thrown out of the trains, and a lot of 
murderingmurdering was going around. We reported all the matters to the officer commanding. Even 
thatthat could not help us. Because we were sometimes taken by the police even if we were 
withinwithin the army, taken to be murdered. The Battalion commanders knew all that was 
happeninghappening but they could not say anything. They were just quiet. We We did not know what 
waswas the problem. C. Ndiweni, Zipra ex-combatant and former dissident.140 

TheThe government will  preserve law and order against disloyal, misguided and politically 
motivatedmotivated armed hooligans and political malcontents whose final objective, according to the 
informationinformation before me, is to create chaos and lawlessness so as to pave the way for the 
eventualeventual jail  of my Government. Robert Mugabe.141 

1388 Stated in March 1980, as the new Minister of Home Affairs. (Kriger 1996:79). 
1399 Zimbabwe Project, 1993. 
1400 Zimbabwe Project, 1993. 
1+11 Radio speech 10 November 1980 by Prime Minister Mugabe, addressing the first Entumbane 
clashh (Mugabe, 1980). 
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TheyThey treat us like traitors. No one feels safe now. I speak Shona to former J(anla col-
leagues.leagues. I never confide my private thoughts to them. Now we are sent this questionnaire 
askingasking for details of our fighting record during the struggle. Now why? To award us war 
medals?medals? Or to mark the Qpra mm down? Charles Ncube.142 

WeWe suffered hardship there and when we fought [in the liberation war], hut I wasn't 
surprisedsurprised by that, because that's what we went for, what we prepared for. The thing that 
shockedshocked us is what happened here. We though that we had won the country and then found 
wewe were being killed. Why was the government killing us for what we had won? We were 
thethe ones who won Zimbabwe and made independence. Yet we were being killed again. We 
couldn'tcouldn't understand that. Keti, Ex-Zipra combatant.143 

ThenThen in late 1980 we were transferred to Entumbane, in Bulawayo. So there, that's where 
wewe started this fighting between Zjinla and Qpra. The fighting at Entumbane - well, the 
wholewhole thing was provoked by politicians. I wouldn't say it was provoked by the comrades 
themselves.themselves. Because I remember on the day when the first incident occurred, there was a 
rallyrally  which was organised by Enos Nkala at White City Stadium, where he actually made 
somesome very bad remarks about %apu and ^jpra. And then after that rally, some ex-^anla 
combatantscombatants came back to the camp. They visited a heal beerhall at Entumbane where 
civilianscivilians were drinking. They started beating up the civilians. So these civilians ran away 
andand came to our camp, that is the ^tpra camp. And they said 'No, these people are at 
Entumbane,Entumbane, they are beating us'. Some were bleeding. So when we went to that beer hall to 
actuallyactually check what was happening, that's when the shooting started. People still had their 
weapons.weapons. The fighting only lasted for a day and a half Ex-combatant 'X'.144 

HavingHaving armed soldiers sitting around in buildings rather than in tents, in cities rather than 
mountainsmountains and valleys, did nothing to ease the mounting frustration and uncertainty we all 

felt.felt. Indeed, it actually made things worse, for now we were mixing socially with ^anla 
comradescomrades in a situation in which sectarianism and recrimination had become part and 
parcelparcel of everyday political argument. I am convinced that it was a serious mistake not to 
transfertransfer us to barracks. The decision to shunt us from one assembly point to another was 
simplysimply an opportunistic sop to the Rhodesians who naturally could not stomach the thought 
thatthat we were disciplined soldiers and not a rabble of wild terrorists. HadMangena and 

Caute,, 1982. 

Werbnerr 1991:164. 

Barness 1995:122-123. 
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TongogaraTongogara still been alive, I am sure this insulting decision would not have been taken. 
Andreww Nyathi, ex-Zipra regional commander.145 

TheseThese actions [hostility and violence between ^anla and %ipra] did not confirm the Unity 
theythey had told us about. A lot of people were scared. We stayed in the army, then we saw 
thethe fighting at Entumbane. That was a painful experience to us. Then the people became to 
bebe chased out of the army. They were demobilised. It looked like as if the country had been 
wonwon [by ^anu(PF)/^anla], and these people [2[ip ra ex-combatants] were no longer 
useful.useful. We were supposed to look for jobs for ourselves. Jobs were difficult to find here at 
homehome [Matabeleland]. We were to think back and to discover our old skills, and become 
self-employed.self-employed. But we would get arrested for that. For instances, I was a carpenter and I 
waswas designing a lot of art works. When I tried to sell them in the street, I would be chased 
byby the police, and arrested for selling things unlawfully - when in fact I was trying to 
supportsupport myself In 19811 decided to think back where I came from, and I joined the armed 
fightersfighters [dissidents] which I did until 1988. Morgan Nkomo, Zipra ex-combatant 
andd former dissident.146 

FollowingFollowing the fighting [Entumbane One, November 1980] a curfew was imposed, but only 
onon pedestrians from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. Vehicles were free to move about, and I am convinced 
thatthat it was in this period that stocks began to be built up of unauthorised heavy arms.... 
[After[After Entumbane Two, February 1981] one grave error was made, over my strong 
objections.objections. Emmerson Munangagwa, the minister of State in charge of security, insisted 
thatthat all the men be disarmed even before they had moved back into their own barracks. The 
resultresult was that many soldiers and ex-soldiers must have hidden their weapons rather than 
returnreturn to their dangerous camps without them. The stocks of concealed weapons in the 
countrycountry were dangerously swelled by this order. Men of both guerrilla armies had their 
secretsecret arms dumps. This became apparent later in circumstances of extreme danger for me 
andand for the country. Joshua Nkomo.147 

ƒƒ can still remember the sense of anger and dismay I felt when I learned that so many of our 
freedomfreedom fighters were going to be forcibly demobilised after independence. There was a feeling 
ofof sickness in the pit of my stomach as I heard one of our commanders announce that 
thousandsthousands would have to leave military life. The new National Army was going to be drawn 
fromfrom the ranks of both the liberation forces and those of the old regime. Two things concerned 
usus in particular about this process of integration' as it was called. Obviously, the first was the 

1455 Nyathi/ Hoffman 1990:42. 
1466 Zimbabwe Project, 1993. 

'"Nkomoo 1984:221. 
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factfact that we had fought and died JOT a liberated Zimbabwe: the Rhodesians had fought to 
perpetuateperpetuate racism and privilege - and in support of a regime which the whole world had 
declareddeclared illegal. And yet not only was the Rhodesian army part of this integration exercise, 
butbut they were regarded as the established army and we, supposedly victorious freedom fighters, 
werewere to be invited to join them - in suitably modest numbers. So what kind of justice was 
thu?thu? The second problem arose fom the fateful decision to break up the Patriotic Front 
alliance.alliance. Given the tensions which had resulted - and we have already seen how they mani-

festedfested themselves in the assembly points - it was going to be much more difficult to decide in 
anan amicable way who was going to be integrated into the new army and who was going to be 

forciblyforcibly demobilised. Andrew Nyathi, ex-Zipra regional commander.148 

WeWe had been fighting for a fee Zimbabwe, and we all knew that this struggle for liberation 
wouldwould have to continue. It was not going to stop at independence. On the contrary, major 
compromisescompromises had been forced upon us at Lancaster House. Just to mention two of its particu-
larlylarly  controversial futures, this agreement provided for entrenched parliamentary seatsfor 
whites,whites, and for a so-called 'willing buyer/willing seller' policy clearly indented to block or at 
leastleast obstruct the redistribution of land. Compromises like these made the need to resist 
demobilisationdemobilisation all the greater. Given the way in which independence had come about, there 
waswas now a real danger that demobilised comrades would simply return to their old life of 
exploitationexploitation and poverty. Andrew Nyathi, ex-Zipra regional commander.149 

DuringDuring the time we were in the army we felt threatened, but it was still better than when 
wewe were demobilised. When we were demobilised it was even worse. CIO150 could come at 
nightnight and pick up somebody that was an ex-soldier and disappear with him and the person 
disappearsdisappears forever. They would come during the day and ask who are you, what is your 
background.background. If you said that you had been in the army, they would take you. Zwelibanzi 
Ndlovu,, ex-Zipra combatant and former dissident.151 

II  had to hide my demob book, so that I was not found out. They f^JVA soldiers] would not 
bebe asking for your national id, they would want to see your demob papers. If they found it, 
theythey would know that you were a ̂ ipra soldier. If they found this out, you would simply 
disappear.disappear. We felt painfully threatened by this situation. Kumbulani Mbedzi, ex-Zipra 
combatantt and former dissident.152 

1466 Nyathi/ Hoffman 1990:47. 
1499 Nyathi/ Hoffman 1990:48. 
1500 CIO - Central Intelligence Organization. 
1511 Interview with Zwelibanzi Ndlovu, Greenlight Co-operative, 17 March, 1994. 
1522 Zimbabwe Project, 1993. 
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SomeSome of us who were demobilised, thought it best to return home because at least you could 
livelive in your own house. But little did we know that we were coming to a much worse 
situation.situation. This was what some of us like myself, faced. I did not even have enough time to 
spendspend my demob money before I had to leave to go to this second war. Because anyone could 
justjust arrive at your doorstep, whether a soldier, a policeman, or the CIO Especially the 
CIO,CIO, wanting to find out what you were doing there, at home. 'JVo, I have filled out my 
demobdemob papers', and you would bring them out to show them. Since you were a demobilised 
^jpra^jpra ex-combatant, they would immediately find you guilty and level you as a dissident. 
E.. Setobole ex-Zipra combatant and former dissident.153 

ƒƒ went into the bush. When I left the army, I knew other people had been affected just like 
me.me. I went to join the others. We were eight people when we left the camp, but when we 
arrivedarrived in the area where we were going, we were only three. Later we met with the other 
fivefive again.... Most of the dissidents were ex-^ipra, but we did not segregate that much. 
SometimesSometimes you could find also ex-J^anla guys who were disgruntled. But mostly only ex-
^jpra....^jpra.... All of us that left the army, we realised that what we had been fighting for, the 
freedomfreedom we were bokingforward to and everything else we expected at independence, was 
notnot there. Weather or not there would be danger to our lives, we felt that we wanted to 
defenddefend our lives as individuals. It was just the same [as dangerous] to stay in the army, 
therethere wasn't anything there that we had expected would be there. What we were taught in 
^jpra,^jpra, was what we were doing as dissidents. We did not change any objectives. M. 
Ndebele,, ex-Zipra combatant and former dissident154 

ƒƒ deserted because there was no understanding between Zjpra and ̂ anla, there was rivalry 
betweenbetween the two forces. I felt unsafe and eventually I decided to leave. It was a continuous 
fightfight between the two - ^anla/^jpra. I felt unsafe. And also because of the ideology I had 
beenbeen taught by the Zfipra forces and I thought I should follow the ideology. I thought I 
shouldshould defend my life by following that ideology, that is why I decided to leave. There was 
aa big difference between what I saw, and what I was taught. M. Ndebele, Zipra ex-
combatantt and former dissident.155 

WhenWhen Mugabe won, ̂ apu said accept this. When %apu said join the army we did, or the 
polke.polke. But then here comes this situation knocking on our door. We never had intentions to 
leadlead this life. Wed done our duty, we wanted to build our homes, what had we done 
wrong?...wrong?... [I]n  the 1980s war, no one was recruited, we were forced by the situation, all of 

mm Ibid. 
1544 Interview with M. Ndebele, Sibantubanye Co-operative, Matabeleland North, 15 March, 1994. 
1555 Ibid. 
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justjust met in the bush. Each person left on his own, runningfrom death. M..D. Ex-Zipra 
dissident.156 6 

II  have got the hammers to knock off their heads. These dissidents should know that I am 
allall  out to crush them. If it means fist fighting, I know how to use my fists. If it is knobk-
erries,erries, I also know how to use them. And if it comes to guns, I have too many of them. 
WeWe have one national army, one government, and one Prime Minister - not two. Robert 
Mugabe.157 7 

Mr.Mr. Mugabe's statement that he discussed the matter with Zjmu (PF)s central committee 
cancan be taken to mean only one thing - that the Fifth Brigade is a ^anu(PF) army and not 
partpart of the Zimbabwe National Army. My position is clear. We have a national army and 
aa civil police force, both of which are capable of dealing with any trouble emanating either 

fromfrom inside or outside our borders, and we do not need political or partisan brigades. And 
whatwhat does Mr. Mugabe mean by 'crack force'? Which of our national army is not a crack 

force?force? Calling one section of the army a crack force and others something else, is not wise. 
Joshuaa Nkomo.138 

II  was supposed to be consulted on the formation of tliis brigade which, to me, is for the possible 
impositionimposition of a one-party state in our country. It cannot be for anything else because we have an 
establishedestablished army with instructors accepted publicly by all our Government organs. The so-called 
FifthFifth Brigade is obviously a separate army. Joshua Nkomo.159 

1566 Alexander et al, 2000:192 
1577 Speech at rally in Gwanda October 1981 (Ruthless war, 1981). 
1588 Is new, 1981. 
1599 No need, 1981. 
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2.. 1982: Power Competitio n - Power Interventio n 

Inn 1982 Zimbabwe went into its second year of independence. The country grap-
pledd with many problems; army integration, unemployment, destabilisation and 
economicc hardship. Further difficulties lay ahead. In February the government 
publicisedd that large arms caches were unearthed at various properties owned by 
Zapuu officials. Based on the disclosure, the government accused Zapu for conspir-
ingg of a coup. Subsequendy Joshua Nkomo and several Zapu ministers were dis-
missed,, Zapu-owned properties were confiscated, and former Zipra commanders 
Dumisoo Dabengwa and Lookout Masuku were arrested. Meanwhile tension was 
runningg high in the integrated army, and in combination with the above develop-
ments,, mass desertions took place. In addition, South African security agents suc-
cessfullyy infiltrated, adding to the confusion and violence. In response to the inter-
nall  and external destabilisation, the government stepped up military interventions, 
subjectingg primarily Matabeleland civilians to harsh treatment. 

Ann intention of this section is to explore the issue of the unearthed weapons and 
thee subsequent detention of Dabengwa and Masuku, the politicisation of this de-
velopment,, and its impact on the arising conflict situation. The section begins with 
aa historical backdrop based on court records, describing how arms after independ-
encee arriving from Zambia were stockpiled in various locations in die Matabele-
landd provinces. Next, based on evidence available today (however not at the time), 
Southh Africa's role in the arms caching is described. The narrative then returns to 
1982,, describing the circumstances as presented in the media and by government 
sourcess at the time. Juxtaposing developments in this way highlights the govern-
ment'ss discourse aimed at incriminating Zapu for the arms stockpiles and dissident 
activity,, which - apparent with the information provided — was incorrect. A main 
pointt put forward in mis section is that despite Zanu (PF)'s lack of certainty at the 
timee whether Zapu was plotting for a coup, considering the arms stockpile and the 
byy South Africa planted Zapu disinformation, die government's anti Zapu-dis-
coursee and military clamp down cannot mereby be considered without a political 
stakee and self-interest. Subsequendy, irrespective of erroneous conclusions regarding 
thee arms stockpiles and misleading intelligence information, it is concluded mat 
thee Zanu (PF) government took (and made) the opportunity to incriminate it main 
oppositionn party Zapu. 

Thee 1982 section also demonstrates that the government's choice of army strat-
egyy back-lashed: rather than containing dissident activity, the government's 
harshh military intervention led to more desertions and prompted further vio-
lence.. Lastly, it is here highlighted how civilians being subject to the government 
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securityy forces, perceived the aggressive treatment as a punishment for their 
membershipp in a minority party, rather than the government protecting them 
fromm dissident activity. 

2.a.. Weapons of War: Covered and Uncovered 

Inn February 1982 the government announced they had found a massive stockpile 
off  weapons located on Zapu owned property. It assumed that Zapu was to use 
thesee weapons to overthrow the government, which led in March 1980 to the ar-
restt of Dumiso Dabengwa (former Chief of Intelligence Officer for Zipra), Lt -
Generall  Lookout Masuku (Deputy Army Commander and military aide to Mr. 
Nkomo)) and four other Zipra members, on charges of high treason and unlawful 
possessionn of arms.160 As the arms chaches and the subsequent arrests played a 
fundamentall  role in the conflict, these events are here explored in some detail. 

Thee background to the stockpiled weapons unearthed in 1982 goes back to 1980. 
Ass described earlier, Zanla and Zipra guerrillas were allowed to keep arms in the 
assemblyy points, excluding heavy weapons which were to be kept in armouries. 
Besidess these weapons, both Zipra and Zanla had substantial military equipment 
outsidee Zimbabwe: Zipra in Zambia and Zanla in Mozambique (State vs. Da-
bengwaa et al, High Court Judgement: 4). It was 'anticipated and accepted' that 
thesee weapons were to be returned to Zimbabwe and space was made available at 
Llewellin,, Cranborne and Inkomo Barracks. Control of this process was given to 
thee Joint High Command (JHC), who consequently issued a directive (6/5 1980) 
thatt all weapons in caches outside assembly points were to be returned to the na-
tionall  armouries. Hence in October/November 1980 forty-nine railway trucks of 
weaponss and war material arrived at Victoria Falls. These weapons had been do-
natedd from various countries to Zipra during the liberation war, and had been 
storedd in Zambia under the control of the Zambian army. Large quantities of 
thesee weapons were consigned to Bulawayo where the First Brigade of the ZNA 
would,, under the directives of the JHC, monitor the importation of the material 
intoo the area. According to Brigadier Charles Grey, liaison officer with the First 
Brigade,, the content of the railroad trucks was known to the First Brigade who 
extensivelyy discussed their arrival at Victoria Falls. However, due to logistical prob-
lemss ('insufficient national depositories') at the original destiny in Bulawayo, the 
finall  location of the arms changed. The First Brigade decided, following clearance 
byy the First Brigade's then commanding officer, Brigadier Shute, that the weapons 
shouldd be held at Gwaii River Mine AP (State vs. Dabengwa et al, High Court 

1600 The additional four accused were I.L Nyathi, M.V Ncube, M. Sibanda, G. Khumalo, and D. 
Todhlana. . 
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Judgement:: 15-17). There the arms would be under the control of Zipra forces, 
'subjectt presumably to whatever supervision was provided by the small group of 
Nationall  Army liaison personnel who were stationed there' (State vs. Dabengwa et 
al,, High CourtJudgement:23,80). Thus the trainloads went to Dete161 and thereaf-
terr to Gwaii River Mine, where they were unloaded, and the contents removed. 
Unlikee the claim put forward by the state, the possession of the weapons by the 
Zipraa command at the camp was therefore lawful, and through the JHC, author-
isedd by the government (State vs. Dabengwa et al, High Court Judgement: 24) .162 

Beforee the arms arrival at the AP, Gwaai Zipra camp commanders were advised by 
Brigadierr Grey as well as Zipra commanders Masuku and Dabengwa (JHC) to un-
loadd the trucks and remove the contents to the camp (State vs. Dabengwa et al, High 
Courtt Judgement: 15-17). Masuku instructed to 'scatter, store and disperse' the 
weaponss around the camp. In addition, Dabengwa told the commanders to keep the 
weaponss separate from the already existing weapons held at Gwaai River Brigade, 
sincee the JHC would want a full accounting of the load. The task was carried out by 
Brigadee commanders Cecil Banda and Soneni Ndhlalose, with assistance from their 
selectedd teams (State vs. Dabengwa et al, High Court Judgement,̂ 15,16,29,82).163 

However,, rather than following their instructions as to lawfully disperse the weap-
onss at the Gwaai River Mine camp, Banda and Soneni proceeded to unlawfully 
cachee parts of the weapons elsewhere. According to his own accounts (used as 
Statee evidence), Banda cached small arms around the camp itself within a 30 kilo-
metree radius; organised three trips to Hampton Ranch (Midlands) transporting 
quantitiess of weapons and other offensive material, as well as one trip to Ascot 
Farmm (near Bulawayo, Matabeleland North). A colleague took weapons also to 
Woodyglenn Farm (Nyamandhlovu area, Matabeleland North). Hampton Ranch, 
Nitramm (Pvt) Ltd., a company through which Zapu's commercial enterprises were 
conducted,, owned Ascot and Woodyglen farms. In addition to Banda and Soneni's 

1611 Dete was previously called Dett, and is located at the railway route linking Zambia and Bulawayo. 
1622 In die High Court Judgement it is stated regarding this evidence that 'we are abundantly satisfied 
matt the situation came about as described by Brigadier Grey, who was actually concerned in the 
events'' (p. 17). This was in opposition to the State case put forward, where it had been argued that 
Zipraa army personnel at Gwaii River AP had secretly (wimout the knowledge of the ZNA's First 
Brigade)) and intentionally diverted the truck loads of weapons to Dete, unloaded them and taken 
thee war material to the Assembly Point for subversive purposes against the State (State vs. 
Dabengwaa et adjudgement:7). However, the allegations (as above noted) did not hold in court. 
1633 Cecil Banda was Chief of Logistics, and Soneni Ndhlalose Chief of Staff. Both names are 
wartimee names, i.e. not the persons' accurate names. 
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teams,, caching also took place by other Zipra members with knowledge of the 
arms1644 (State vs. Dabengwa et al, High CourtJudgement:3,8,12,17,28).165 

Att this point in time the first Entumbane clash took place (9-10 November 1980), 
wheree it became evident that Zanla used heavy weaponry which must have been ac-
cumulatedd in their camps against regulations (see p. 110). As a result of the first En-
tumbanee clash, in addition to the above caching, Banda gave evidence that he pro-
videdd 'considerable quantities' of weapons from the same original supply to Zipra 
campss such as Chitungwiza, Silalabuchwa and Entumbane. He argued having done 
thiss 'on requisition from the commanders of those camps who were all senior to 
him',, and who were motivated by the belief that they may also be attacked by Zanla 
forcess as had happened at Entumbane in 1980 (State vs. Dabengwa et al, High 
Courtt Judgements). The weapons at the Entumbane Zipra camp were later moved 
too Ascot Farm by the Entumbane camp brigade command. This took place after the 
secondd armed clash between Zipra and Zanla 7-13 February 1981, but before the 
governmentt disarmament of the combatants in the affected urban areas (State vs. 
Dabengwaa et al, High Court Judgement: 13-14,56).166 

Ass established in the High Court, arms and war material originating from the 49 
truckloadss arriving from Zambia, were thus cached by Zipra soldiers at various 
placess in the country. However, the charges brought against Dumiso Dabengwa et 
all  (expect #4)1G7, as to them having 'wrongfully and unlawfully possessed or kept 

1644 That caching had taken place in addition to Banda's and Soneni's teams, became evident when 
muchh more weaponry and offensive material were recovered at above mentioned places, than was 
concealedd by Banda and Soneni — or could be reconciled with their activities. 
1055 It was not the task of the court to conduct a general inquiry into who was doing neither the 
cachingg nor how widespread it was, nor whether there was a popular move in such a direction 
amongstt the Zipra ex-combatants. The function of the court was to decide if it was proven that the 
accusedd directed, organized, controlled or assisted the caching admittedly carried out by Banda and 
Sonenii  in the way and to the extent alleged by the State (State vs. Dabengwa et al, High Court 
Judgement:: 181. Therefore the court record does not indicate further who those additional persons 
involvedd in the caching were, since this was not investigated in this legal matter. 
1666 After Joshua Nkomo, Dumiso Dabengwa and Lookout Masuku met with senior camp and 
brigadee commanders at Entumbane subsequent to the fighting, - commanding that the men would 
bee disarmed in obedience with government order -, a decision was made by the Entumbane 
brigadee command that the weapons originating from the truck loads were to be taken to Ascot. 
Thesee war materials were heavy weapons, and in breach with the directive of what was allowed to 
bee kept in the camps, and therefore the brigade commanders wished to remove them before the 
disarmamentt exercise. (State vs. Dabengwa et al, High Court Judgement:50-56). 
167Accusedd four (Misheck Velapi Ncubel was found guilty of contravening Section 37(1) of the Law 
andd Order in aiding and abetting the caching by arranging for transport at Soneni's request and by 
assistingg Banda to convey his reconnaissance team to Ascot for that purpose. His sentence was three 
yearss imprisonment with labour (State vs. Dabengwa, High Court Judgement:86-87,99). 
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onn premises that they controlled or occupied, offensive weapons and material ', 

wheree found not guilty.168 Instead the High Court found that those Zipra members 

cachingg the war material did so without die consent of the Zipra high command-

erss Dabengwa and Masuku. A section of the judgement reads: 

Thatt there was extensive caching on these various properties is clear 
beyondd question. But if this was done, as appears to be the case, as a result 
off  the Entumbane clashes and out of expectation of future attacks by 
Zanlaa or was done by people who had taken part in the fighting against 
Zanla,, it is probable that it was done at a lower level of command and at 
alll  the Zipra camps. This seems to be so because of the acceptable 
evidencee of restlessness or even outright disobedience and violence to their 
commanderss or senior officers that was shown at various Zipra camps, not 
onlyy about pay but at the belief that the leaders did not share their 
concernn either to protect themselves from Zanla or to revenge themselves 
uponn Zanla for these attacks as the case may have been. 

Thatt evidence in the second place must be contrasted with the objectively 
establishedd behaviour of the leaders, especially accused one [Dumiso 
Dabengwa]]  and two [Lookout Masuku] and Nkomo at moments of crisis 
whenn armed Zipra were at least in a position to cause considerable further 
damagee to life and property or seriously stretch the government's capacity 
too keep law and order. On all such occasions that disclosed in the 
evidence,, it was the intervention of these leaders which avoided further 
clashes.. And the evidence from the State witnesses who were at the 
meetingg at Entumbane Camp after the second disturbance bears out this 
attitudee further. When the officers of the Zipra Entumbane Camp and 
Brigadee were told that the men were to be disarmed, they protested; but 
diee attitude of the leaders was 'You wil l obey the government'. That seems 
too us to be the complete antithesis of people who were allegedly scheming 
too overthrow the same government (State vs. Dabengwa et al: High Court 
Judgement:85-86). . 

Thee insecurity in die country at the time seems to have led Zipra members to 

cachee weapons as a protective measure: they 'were not caching weapons with a 

vieww to overthrowing die government, but ratiier to provide die means for relief if 

furtherr attacks were launched against them and dieir colleagues'. (State vs. Da-

bengwaa et al, High Court Judgement:97). Despite die High Court 's judgement 

diatt die arms caching took place in self-defence, die government continued to per-

ceivee the caching having been in preparation for war. Altiiough acquitted by court, 

Thee High Court found Dabengwa also not guilty of the charge of committing high treason. 
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thee six Zipra members were immediately re-detained by the government, under 
thee Emergency Powers.,69 

2.b.. South African Destabilisation Discovered 

Whatt was not brought up in the High Court trial in 1983 (and therefore presuma-
blyy unknown at the time) is the extent of the South African government's involve-
mentt in planting arms and the 'discovery' of the caches. The apartheid regime, 
withh a history of destabilisation activities in Angola and Mozambique, added Zim-
babwee to their hit list upon Mugabe's election victory. Zanu (PF)'s communist rhet-
oricc and the government's outspoken anti-apartheid stance (which included its de-
cisionn not to maintain political relations with the South African regime), prompted 
reactionss from the country's southern neighbour. The apartheid regime tried by 
variouss methods to put pressure on the new Zimbabwean government, and to 
destabilisee the country in order to make it ungovernable.170 

Evidencee so far available suggests that the South African security organisation at-
temptedd two routes of destabilisation at this time: firsdy by planting arms and or-
chestratingg their 'discovery' on the Zapu owned farms; and secondly, by training and 
armingg those dissidents who were willin g to be supported by the South African gov-
ernment.. The strategy used by the Soudi African Directorate of Military Intelli-
gencee (DMI) was 'incitement to over-react' (Engel 1994:203,207), thus creating situ-
ationss whereby the government would opt for harsh counteractions when in reality 
thee objective situation could have been dealt with through less extreme measures. 

Inn the arms affair, evidence suggests that Zipra commander Soneni provided infor-
mationn to a CIO officer, who also worked for South African security. Soneni in-
formedd Malcolm Calloway, a CIO superior at Dete, about the arms, and who So-
nenii  had regular contact with (Hanlon/Smart 1986:183, Engel 1994:206-207). 

">""  After have been detained for 11 months, been acquitted in the High Court (trial: 7 /2-27/4 
1983),, the six Zipra members were re-detained 27/4 1983, based on a government claim that it 
hadd withheld certain information from the court for 'security reasons' (Alao 1995:90). In November 
19833 the High Court declared the detention invalid and ordered a release, because the review 
tribunall  had not heard their case within 30 days. However, this ruling was over-turned by the 
Appeall  Court, which said that the review tribunal was independent of the detaining authority and 
soo the latter could not be held responsible for its failure (Amnesty International/AFR/46/21/85:4i. 
Thee four co-accused were released over time, prior to Masuku and Dabengwa. Masuku was 
releasedd to a hospital due to a brain decease 9/2 1986, where he died 5/4 1986. Dabengwa was 
releasedd 4/12 1986, after four years and nine months in jail (Engel 1994:207 endnote #763, p.208 
endnotee #769, and Dabengwa will , 1987). 

1'°° There is extensive literature on the apartheid regime's involvement in the region. For detailed 
accountt on South Africa's activities in Zimbabwe, see Engel 1994. 
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Callowayy in turn passed the information to Geoffry B. Price, then Chief of Close 
Securityy of the Prime Minister. However, Price was also connected to South Afri -
cann government intelligence and advised Mugabe in accordance to instructions 
fromm South Africa, Allegedly Price added 'false information implicating Da-
bengwaa and recommending that the Zipra leader and others should be charged 
withh treason (Engel 1994:206-207, Pauw 1991:212, Hanlon/Smart 1986:183).m 

Hanlonn also indicates the possibility of 'the CIO agents having been in a position 
too manipulate the timing of the arms discovery and the supply of information to 
Primee Minister Mugabe' (Hanlon 1986:183). Pauw goes further and states that 'it 
iss highly probable that Calloway himself encouraged the hiding of the arms' 
(Pauww 1991:212). It has however not been established from exactly which period 
CIO'ss Calloway and Price began to work for the South African Security.172 It is 
neverthelesss documented that in early January 1982 Calloway and Price fled Zim-
babwee to South Africa, after two other former CIO members had been detained 
onn espionage charges (Engel 1994:207). In South Africa Calloway joined the Di-
rectoratee of Military Intelligence in a new 'ultra-secret' unit working closely with 
Speciall  Forces called the Special Tasks' Directorate, responsible for destabilisation 
off  Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Lesotho and Angola. The Zimbabwe unit was under 
Malcolmm Calloway (Ellis/Sechaba 1992:109). Price became head of the Zimba-
bwee desk in South Africa's police 'A Division (Intelligence)' (Engel 1994:207). 

Inn addition to Calloway and Price, the key officer who organised the State led in-
vestigationn in Dabengwa et al. also defected to South Africa. According to Hanlon 
'itt was clear that their "investigation" was aimed at Zapu leaders', and Hanlon 
quotess a witness from the trial having been told by a white officer that: 'if the case 

1711 However, to complicate matters further, Soneni's role was not innocent in this chain of events. In 
thee High Court Soneni stood as the main State witness, and claimed that the caching was done by 
orderss of Dabengwa and Masuku. Yet he is on record elsewhere (Nyathi 1990:94) to have stated 
matt no information regarding the caching should be reached by the senior Zipra officials. In court 
Soneni'ss statement was critical, since all other witnesses said they had been instructed by Soneni 
(nott directly by Dabengwa and Masuku). The High Court did however not find Soneni's evidence 
credible.. Noteably, Soneni spent only 36 hours in custody, despite admitting having been central in 
diee caching exercise. Hanlon and Smart suggests mat 'at the time of the arrest this key figure was 
alreadyy serving as a Zimbabwe police or security agent' (Hanlon/Smart 1986:183, see also Engel 
1994:208).. Thus, it seems Soneni did not act on instructions from his Zipra commanders, but for 
diee benefit of Zimbabwean intelligence, who in turn was infiltrated by the Soum Africans. If 
Sonenii  knew about the Soudi African infiltration or was indeed employed by bodi sides, is not 
evidentt in the available research. 
1722 Hanlon believes Calloway did so starting 'probably in 1980' (Hanlon/Smart 1986:183), and 
accordingg to Ellis/Sechaba Calloway was in contact with South African intelligence when working 
forr CIO and stationed at Dete (SouthScan 16 Nov. 1990 in Ellis/Sechaba 1992:109). 
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wass successfully completed I would stay well and get the same protection as the 
chieff  witness [Soneni]. When I refused to implicate Dumiso [Dabengwa] and the 
others,, he told me I was going to rot in Chikarubi Prison — and I have been rotting 
inn Chikarubi' (Hanlon 1986:57-58). 

Thuss the possibility of South African security involvement in the arms affair is 
likely.. For the South African government's aim to widen the divisions between 
Zanuu and Zapu circumstances could have not been better; the personnel infra-
structuree was in place, as were favourable conditions. The unstable political and 
militaryy situation in Zimbabwe in 1980-1981, gave the South African government 
opportunitiess to exploit the disunity within the country and to infiltrate it. By false-
lyy implicating Zipra leaders for the arms caches, the South African regime would 
aggravatee the Zanu/Zapu tension and generate destabilisation. This at a time 
whenn the Mugabe government had been able to resist South African economic 
pressuree (Hanlon 1986:183). 

However,, this does not necessarily leave the Zimbabwean government without a 
politicall  stake in the arms affair. As Engel points out, it is difficult to measure the 
impactt the ex-Rhodesian CIO employees with both Zimbabwe and South Africa 
loyalties,, had on this development (Engel 1994:207). Caching was done by Zipra 
forcess and friction between Zanu and Zapu had been publicly aired from 1980 
onwards.. Meanwhile Zanu ministers pressed for a one-party state. If the informa-
tiontion from the two spies (Calloway/Price) came in handy for Mugabe in his quest to 
createe a one-party state, or if the government reacted in earnest to CIO informa-
tionn alerting them on a coup attempt, is open to speculation. However, the authen-
ticityy of the arms caches being presented as a 'discovery', is highly doubtful. As 
becamee evident in the court case, the national army (not only Zipra) was well 
awaree of the arms arriving at Gwaii River Mine Assembly Point, and Mugabe 
publiclyy made reference to his knowledge of the arms delivery from Zambia at a 
presss conference.173 What the government may have been unaware of, was the 
movementt of lower level Zipra ex-combatants caching activities. Yet it in general 
termss it was a well-known 'secret' that both Zanla and Zipra cached arms illegally 
(Engel(Engel 1994:207). Already in 1981 it was reported in the British press that arms 
hadd been stockpiled in Zimbabwe (Hanlon/Smart 1986:183). Also, according to 

1733 Commenting on the unearthed arms caches, Mugabe stated that 'It was an affair that had 
happenedd long after arms had come into the country from Zambia and Mozambique. Arms were 
broughtt in but were diverted to Gwaai' (We knew, 1982). From this statement it is obvious that 
Mugabee new about the arms, however his comment on the arms being 'diverted' to Gwaai, can 
eitherr be understood as him believing the arms going to Gwaai being unlawful, or that he wished 
thethe public to perceive it as such. 
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CCJP174,, Dumiso Dabengwa was member of an ad-hoc committee consisting of 
R.. Mugabe, J. Nkomo, and E. Mnangagwa (Minister of State, Security), who met 
inn early 1982 to discuss how to best handle 'the known existence of arms caches'. 
However,, before the committee had resolved on a course of action, CCJP reports, 
thee news broke regarding the government's 'discovery' of huge arms caches. CCJP 
concludess that 'It was apparent that Zanu(PF) had decided to use the arms caches 
ass the "point of no return" in the growing crisis between the two parties' (CCJP/ 
LRFF 1997:41). Thus, having been victim of South African infiltration and destabi-
lisation,, does nott exclude the Zanu(PF) government from having acted in it's own 
politicall  interest. What is however not possible to conclude is matters of degree: to 
whatt extent was the government misled by the South Africans for destabilising 
purposes,, and to what extent did the government mislead the Zimbabweans in fa-
vourr of Zanu(PF)'s power ambitions? This notion will be returned to later. 

2.c.. Zanu and Zapu on Collision Course 

Havingg some insight into how arms were illegally hidden in 1980—1981 and the 
externall  involvement into the arms affair, the description here turns back to the 
floww of events as they occurred in Zimbabwe in 1982. 

Afterr the first announcement of arms caches having been found on Zapu owned 
propertyy or on land owned by Zapu members (February 6, 1982), the event was ex-
tensivelyy covered in the media and elsewhere. At a rally in Norton, Mugabe stated 
thatt the 'government discovered the arms on its own', following 'some Zipra officials 
whoo had been "bought" by the government disclosed their location'. He further told 
thee crowd that 'these people [Zapu/Zipra] were planning to overthrow and take 
overr the government', having bought farms throughout Zimbabwe in order to have 
spacee to hide arms. Allegedly Zapu had onlyjoined the government to 'string along', 
whilstt making their coup plans. Mugabe further warned 'Zapu and other elements 
whoo wanted to start a civil war' that they would be 'dealt with', calling on all Zimba-
bweanss to be 'vigilant against the enemy by forming cells and village committees in 
orderr to identify the enemy easily' (Mugabe to, 1982). 

Zapu'ss response to the arms discovery was one of oblivion. Nkomo stated in the 
presss that the arms caches were unknown to him and a 'bizarre discovery', adding 
thatt he believed that the arms had been planted by the same source who had later 
informedd the security forces of the arms (Zapu did, 1982). Mugabe ignored this 
andd at a rally in Rudaka Stadium (13/2 1982) he again emphasised that Zapu had 
stockpiledd the weapons strategically in order to start a civil war. In Mugabe's view 

1744 CCJP - Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace. 
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Nkomoo was motivated by 'that Zanu(PF) had refused to contest die election with 
himm [Nkomo] as a leader of the Patriotic Front alliance, so tiiat he would have be-
comee Prime Minister'. After a detailed description of what Mugabe called 'Dr. 
Nkomo'ss failures and shortcomings', Mugabe warned that 'any political party 
whichh tried to overthrow his government would face the full wrath of his govern-
mentt and party' (Zapu's fate, 1982). 

GovernmentGovernment Interventions in Response to Located Arms Caches 

Inn February 1982, as a result of die arms caches being found on Zapu owned 
property,, all properties associated with Zapu were declared unlawful, confiscated 
andd handed to a liquidator (Nkomo 1984:227; Mugabe to, 1982). Workers on the 
propertiess were detained where after the schemes were occupied by police or ZNA 
soldiers. . 

Thee farms and companies in question were part of a Zapu resetdement scheme 
forr Zipra ex-combatants, an initiative in which the investment was based on the 
guerrillass pension schemes and at no cost to public funds. Four thousand ex-com-
batantss were involved in the operation to create co-operative enterprises, each con-
tributingg 50Z$ a month. For a total of Z$l million properties were purchased 
(Zavaa 1992:16)1/5. The idea was to 'give people a stake of their own in the country, 
too free them from dependence on the state or the municipalities by encouraging 
homee ownership and co-operative enterprises' (Nkomo 1984:227). The scheme 
wass discussed in government, and officially supported through President Banana 
andd other senior Zanu ministers attending the opening ceremonies of some of the 
operations.. In 1982 Zapu as a party owned two farms and five business enterpris-
es.. Under a company called Nitram four farms and four businesses were in opera-
tion.tion. In addition five farms and three business enterprises were owned by individu-
all  party members, used for the resettlement scheme (Nkomo 1984:227).176 

1755 In the literature the reported number of Zipra members in the resettlement scheme, as well as 
thee collected amount invested, differs. This can be due to variation over time. The lowest numbers 
aree as occur in the text, the highest encountered in the literature is 10.000 Zipra soldiers in the 
scheme,, and Z$2,6 million invested (Zava 1992:16; Who planted, 1982). 
1766 The type of enterprises in the resettlement scheme included: vegetable farming; cattle ranching; 
aa motel and tourist complex; a garage; a clothing factory with a retail outlet; chicken farming; pig 
breedingg establishment; a farm operated as an experimental women's cooperative; a secretarial 
college;; and urban housing scheme (Nkomo 1984:227). The reported number of properties owned 
byy Zapu or individual Zapu members affected by the government confiscation vary. According to 
Nkomoo (1984) eight companies operated under Nitram, but in a Horizon article (Zava 1992:16-17) 
Nitramm was said to have had 13 subsidiaries (all liquidated). The exact constellation and number of 
companiess is unclear. 
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Schemess such as Nitram had been in operation one year when the arms stockpiles 
weree unearthed and all resettlement schemes were stopped. No compensation was 
offeredd to the ex-combatants or Zapu for the seized assets.177 178 

Thee next action taken by the government subsequent to the disclosed arms caches, 
wass the dismissal of Joshua Nkomo and three Zapu Cabinet members (17/2 
1982).1799 Selecting only some Zapu government members, Mugabe explained that 
thee plotting was done with the knowledge of some commanders and by a clique at 
diee Zapu top, leaving omers unaware of the conspiracy. Mugabe stated that those 
Zapuu members in government not mentioned with regards to the arms caches, had 
'nothingg to fear' and were free to continue working. The same counted for Zapu 
followerss in ministries and in the army, according to Mugabe 'diere would be no 
interferencee or frustration'. However, anyone trying to overthrow the government 
wouldd be 'vigorously repulsed' and 'any such attempts might result in deaths' 
(Nkomoo sacked, 1982; We knew, 1982). 

Reportedlyy an additional reason for Nkomo's dismissal was a claim that the Zapu 
leaderr had attempted to make a deal with die South African government. Lt-Gen 
P.. Walls (JHC) alleged that he had arranged two meetings for Nkomo at which 
'Nkomoo asked whether, in the event of Zapu restoring to overthrow die govern-
ment,, Soutii Africa would help him'. According to Walls, both times the request 

1777 In addition to the infrastructure confiscated, personal goods and property belonging to the ex-
combatantss were also seized. For Zapu, all records for the resettlement properties (registers and 
shareholders'' lists, inventories, financial records and contracts), as well as party records such as the 
completee historical records of Zapu in exile and in Zimbabwe (including casualties) were confis-
catedd by CIO in 1982. Former Zapu members fear that the extensive historical recordings seized 
weree destroyed by the then government. (Nkomo 1984:228, Zava 1992:16, interview Brickhill , 

1994). . 
1788 In 1992 the trustees of the former Nitram claimed compensation from the state, whilst indi-
viduall  ex-combatants were planning legal action for damages caused due to the confiscation (Zava 
1992:17).. The resettlement properties were in 1992 estimated to be worth ZS3 million, if assessed 
ass their status were in 1982 when confiscated. However, the property value dramatically dropped 
duee to farms and properties were neglected and heavily deteriorated, some properties being 
derelict.. After workers were detained and before a liquidator was appointed, the properties were 
vandalizedd and looted: irrigation equipment, farm tools, and household goods were stolen. The 
vandalizedd properties were difficult to sell, subsequently property was sold at far less than market 
value.. The liquidator took three years to dismantle only Nitram's businesses (his salary, accommo-
dationn and transport being deducted from what he raised). In 1992 only Z$ 150.000 were available 
inn a trust account, following the liquidation exercise (Zava 1992:16-17). 
1799 The dismissed were: Josiah Chinamano, Minister of Transport (Zapu vice-president); Senator 

Josephh Msika, Minister of Natural resources and Water Development (Zapu secretary-general); and 
Jinii  Ntuta, Deputy Minister of Mines. 
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wass rejected. The allegation was vehemently denied by Nkomo who in response to 
thee accusation threatened that all Zapu ministers would withdraw from govern-
mentt (Nkomo sacked, 1982). 

AA few weeks after the cabinet dismissals, another severe Zapu blow followed. As 
describedd above, on March 11, 1982, Dumiso Dabengwa, Lookout Masuku and 
fourr other Zipra members were arrested for high treason and unlawful possession 
off  arms. 

%apu%apu and ̂ ipra Responses to Government Actions 

Thee series of actions taken by the government had a fundamental impact on how 
eventss would develop further. Zapu was internally divided on how to react to the 
government'ss interventions. Nkomo was under pressure within the party: some 
sectionss pressing for tougher actions {not only rhetoric) against Zanu's anti Zapu-
performance;; others favouring accommodation within the Zanu-Zapu govern-
mentt coalition. The disparate views became publicly apparent when Nkomo's 
confrontativee response threatening to withdraw Zapu ministers from the govern-
ment,, was counter-acted byjosiah Chinamano (dismissed Zapu ministers and 
Zapuu vice-president) who favoured a strategy of non-confrontation. He spoke at a 
partyy rally in favour of national unity and Zapu's continuing participation in gov-
ernmentt (MW1 AAM : 11). The lack of a Zapu one-line stance, but particularly the 
accommodativee position, was deeply resented by a number of Zipra guerrillas, 
whoo experienced the government's actions and discourse humiliating (Engel 
1994:204-205,, Hodder-Williams 1983:7,10,15-16). The confiscation of Zipra re-
settlementt schemes, the cabinet dismissals, and the arrest of Zipra high command-
erss were for many ex-Zipra combatants explicit signals of Zapu, Zipra and Ndebe-
lee speaking people being disfavourably differentiated if not discriminated against, 
bothh in the army and in the nation (Hodder-Williams 1983:9, Alao 1995:110). 

Followingg these events, during 1982, thousands of ex-Zipra combatants deserted 
thee army.180 However, the perceptions of government injustice did not per se seem 
too be the main motivation. What mainly triggered the armed mass desertions, ac-
cordingg to Zipra ex-combatants, was Zipra persecution within the army Neither 
approachingg the government regarding perceived injustice or fear, nor internal 
armyy solutions, were seen as viable alternatives (Alao 1995:110). In order to sur-
vivee victimisation, violence and murders, many Zipra ex-combatants perceived the 
onlyy choice to be defection (Alexander 1996:9, interviews 1994, Alexander et al, 

1800 The numbers of defections from the ZNA during 1982 vary in the literature. Estimates range 
fromm 1,000 to 4,000 (Alexander 1996:11). 
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2000:191).1811 Simultaneously dissident activity increased, ambushes, killings and 
armedd robberies escalated. Those responsible for the violence were generally 
thoughtt to be isolated and uncoordinated groups of Zipra dissidents or deserters 
fromm ZNA (MW1AAM:11). 

Thee escalation in violence in turn intensified the government's discourse incriminat-
ingg Zapu. Addressing a crowd of 40,000 at a rally at Fort Victoria, Mugabe made 
referencee to Zapu's 'Zero Hour' strategy, but giving the military plan a different 
meaningg than Zapu's. Mugabe explained that he had received reports during the lib-
erationn war that Zapu was widiholding its crack forces and best weaponry for a final 
strugglee to overthrow a Zanu government if it came to power. 'That is why they were 
hidingg and hoarding weapons. It is also why some weapons unearthed on dieir prop-
ertiess were never used during the war. They were to be used against a black govern-
mentt other than Zapu in order to seize power by force' (Zapu plotted, 1982).182 

Mugabee continued his attack by adding that 'Zapu has always been against Zanu 
fromm the very beginning', describing intra-party violence in 1963.183 Meanwhile sup-
porterss in the crowd held up placards stating "Traitors must be guillotined" and "We 
groww crops, not guns" (Zapu plotted, 1982). 

Thee whipped up polarisation was further deepened on March 22 when die police 
locatedd a new large arms cache in the Filabusi area (Matabeleland South), contain-
ingg four truck loads of weapons and ammunition. The location of the weapons coin-
cidedd with the deployment of troops to the Filabusi, Silalabuhwa and Gwanda areas 
too deal with the increased armed dissident activity. As a result of the discovered arms 
andd dissident activity, detentions increased. According to the Catholic Commission 
forr Justice and Peace, a hundred members of Zapu were at this time detained under 
thee Emergency Powers (Auret 1992:147). Whilst ZNA troops were deployed in Mat-
abelelandd South, a highly specialised elite force called the Task Force led by Lt-Col 
L.. Dyke was in early 1982 deployed in Matabeleland North.184 The Task Force was 

1811 For further details see Alexander 1996:9-10, and Zimbabwe Project, 1993. 
1822 As discussed in the previous chapter, the hearsay that Zipra withheld forces in the end of the 
liberationn war for other future purposes, was a perception amongst Zanu(PF) and former Zanla 
forcess (Youths to, 1982; Hodder-Williams 1983:6; interview, Lt-Colonel L. Dyke 1/3 1994). 
1833 Mugabe's description of Zapu waging a war against Zanu followers (see entire quote in Voices' 
section,, endnote 203), is in the literature described in a less biased way. According to Nyangoni/ 
Nyandoro,, in the intra-party violence in 1963-64 'Zanu and Zapu sought to eliminate each other, 
physicall  thuggery and party clashes became the order of the day' (1979:73). 
1844 Neither Lionel Dyke himself nor other sources have specified the exact date of deployment of 
thee Task Force. 'Early 1982' (Carver 1993:74, interview Dyke, 1994) one can presume to be 
Februaryy or March, following the flow of events. 
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ann amalgamation of former Rhodesian forces and Zanla/Zipra ex-combatants. Al-
thoughh denied by its Commander (interview L. Dyke, 1994), the Task Force was re-
portedd to be responsible for serious human rights abuses (Carver 1993:74). Accord-
ingg to Dyke, during operations the Task Force killed 120 dissidents - or anybody with 
aa weapon, since the Task Force could not make a distinction between dissidents and 
civilianss who happened to have a weapon. As Dyke explained: 'In this country if 
somebodyy is pointing a rifle at me, I will kill him, and then find out what he was. We 
neverr made a distinction' (interview L. Dyke, 1994). 

2.d.. The Emergence of Low-intensity Warfare 

Beingg an ex-Zipra combatant became increasingly difficult. Those ex-Zipra com-
batantss lawfully demobilised were not safer dian the deserters were. For many in 
bothh categories, returning home to the Matabeleland provinces turned out to be 
justt as violent than in the army. With the increase in dissident activity, the govern-
mentt expanded their security presence in Matabeleland North and Soudi. In addi-
tionn to the Task Force, the government deployed the First Brigade; the Sixth Bri-
gadee (a presidential guard unit); parachute and commando battalions; and police 
unitss (Seegers 1986:165, note #77). In a combined effort widi CIO, these units 
searchedd for and apprehended dissident suspects both in die rural and urban areas. 
Ministerr of National Supplies, Senator Enos Nkala, warned that the government 
hadd a list of 'subversives' which die security forces were locating, people who were 
'knownn to be going around tarnishing the Government's image by making false 
accusations'' (We have, 1982). Detention camps were set up Tsholotsho, Lupane, 
Gwaai,, Bulawayo, Lubimbi, Kezi and at die airport in Plumtree, where suspects -
particularlyy ex-Zipra combatants - were detained, interrogated, tortured and 
sometimess killed (Alexander 1996:10, Alexander et al, 2000:190). 

Whilstt die government stepped up its military interventions, die previously isolated 
andd uncoordinated dissident groups began to create structures. It became increasing-
lyy clear that organised forms of dissident activity were taking place. Reportedly 
armedd groups of up to 60 dissidents were at large in the Filabusi and Karoi areas 
(MW1AAM:11-12).. In May 1982 a railway line, a water tank and two electricity 
supplyy installations were blown up, a development suggesting diat the dissidents were 
selectingg military and economic targets. Later research shows diat dissidents began 
operatingg in small units, and some established bases in remote areas in Matabeleland 
Northh (Hanlon 1986:179, interviews, 1994). Thus in tiiis period, in Matabeleland 
Northh and South, low intensity warfare was slowly taking form. Whetiier violence 
wass conducted by die organised dissidents or was isolated acts by individual bandits; 
shops,, farms, villages, infrastructure, and road traffic were increasingly attacked. 
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Thee Commercial Farmers Union {CFU) complained that dissident activity caused 
seriouss disruption to commercial farming in Matabeleland. Government services 
suchh as veterinary assistance, drought relief, and land resettlement were difficult to 
maintain,, and were in certain areas suspended completely - effectively leaving those 
sectionss without local government presence or control (MW1AAM:12). By June 
19822 the security situation had deteriorated to such an extent that it was not advisa-
blee to travel on Matabeleland secondary roads after dusk, due to the increase in 
armedd robberies and murders (Seegers 1986:154, MW1AAM:12). Highway travel 
wass also a risk, since the buses were frequently attacked and driver/passengers 
robbed.. The police agreed to escort long-distance buses, which were most frequendy 
targetedd (Clamp on, 1982). According to police records, between 1 March and 31 
Augustt 1982 reported incidents in Matabeleland, Midlands, Masvingo and Masho-
nalandd totalled 1.136 (Johnson/Martin 1986:54).185 

Junee 24, 1982, Prime Minister Mugabe's and Senator Enos Nkala's houses in Harare 
weree attacked by deserted ZNA soldiers (ex-Zipra), who upon detention maintained 
thatt they were part of a group of 20 people planning a coup. The following day 
Nkomoo disassociated the party and himself from the attacks, stating that Zapu unre-
servedlyy condemned acts of violence and banditry. He further called for the immedi-
atee establishment of an all-party parliamentary select committee to investigate acts 
off  banditry in die country. Nkomo suggested the committee would be able to indi-
catee die people responsible for die wave of banditry taking place, determine tiieir 
motivation,, and make appropriate recommendations in the light of tiieir findings. 

Thee government rejected Nkomo's appeal for a select committee, stating that it 
wass 'not possible at present' (Nkomo appeals, 1982; Parliament must, 1982). De-
spitee Zapu's disassociation of the attacks, Mugabe told the press that Zapu was to 
bee held responsible. 

2.e.. External Intervention and Government Repression 

Onn July 13 the government renewed die Emergency Powers (Maintenance of Law 
andd Order) Regulations. Originally initiated by die Smith regime in 1965, die new 
Zimbabweann government re-enacted it in 1980, renewing it at six months intervals 
throughh a majority vote in Parliament. As on previous occasions, dissident activity 
andd fear of South African destabilisation were given as motivation. The Catholic 
Commissionn for Justice and Peace appealed to die government not to extend the 

1855 Over twothirds (847) of the incidents occurred in the Matabeleland provinces. 175 bandits 
weree reported captured during the same period, and 66 people reported dead (41 civilians, 17 
bandits,, 8 security personnel) (Martin/Johnson 1986:54). 
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Emergencyy Powers since it invalidated sections of the Declaration of Rights con-
tainedd in die Zimbabwe Constitution, but were unsuccessful (Auret 1992:148).186 

Thee Emergency Powers also included die Security Forces Indemnity Regulations, 
whichh granted all state officials and members of security forces immunity from 
persecution,, if their actions were 'for die purpose of or in connection widi the 
preservationn of the security of Zimbabwe'(CCJP/LRF 1997:26).187 

Twoo major incidents occurred in July 1982 which worsened die already unstable 
securityy situation in Zimbabwe; the kidnapping of six foreign tourists (23/7) and 
thee destruction of fighter aircrafts at Thornhill air base near Gweru (25/7). 

TheThe Tourist Kidnapping 

Thee kidnapping occurred at a makeshift roadblock on die Victoria Falls-Bulawayo 
road,, where tourists from a tiiree tonne over-land truck were forced out of the ve-
hicle.. The driver and tiiree women were released, but six (British, Australian, and 
American)) men were taken into the bush. A ransom note had two demands: die 
releasee of all 'Freedom Fighters' (D. Dabengwa and L. Masuku within seven days); 
andd the return of Zapu property. The note stated diat if die first demand was not 
fulfilled,, die tourists would be killed. The note was signed 'Zipra Forces'. A com-
binedd army and police search was mounted, witi i spotter-planes, helicopters, 
ground-troopss and trackers searching die Nyamandhlovu area (Ministry of Infor-
mationn 1984:30-31; PM tells, 1985). In parliament Prime Minister Mugabe stated 
thatt it was now well established tiiat die bandits were operating on instructions 
fromm Zapu, ordering the Zapu leadership to retrieve die tourists. He claimed diat 
thee government had been too tolerant widi Zapu, and diat die government would 
takee 'extra-legal' measures to deal with die security situation (Get tourists, 1982). 

Nkomoo denied any Zapu involvement and appealed to die kidnappers to release 
thee men unharmed. Zapu organised a series of rallies in Matabeleland in August/ 
Septemberr to urge people to cooperate widi the army to rescue die tourists, and 
eliminatee die area from dissidents (Auret 1992:148, Alexander et al, 2000:215). All 
effortss were however unsuccessful. 

1866 The State of Emergency invalidated personal liberty (Sect. 13), freedom from arbitrary search or 
entryy (Sect. 17), freedom of expression (Sect.20), freedom of assembly and association (Sect.21) and 
freedomm from government discrimination (Sect.23). The Lawyers Committee for Human Rights 
foundd the most disturbing aspect of the Emergency Powers the use of preventive detention, since it 
'invitedd arbitrary deprivation of personal liberty, eroded respect for the rule of law, and perpetu-
atedd improper police practices' (Berkeley/Schrage 1986:148). 
1877 The indemnity regulation meant in practice that government forces were not held accountable 
forr any abuses, since their actions could be motivated by the 'preservation of security' clause. 
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Thee day after the tourist kidnapping (24/7), the government imposed under the 
Emergencyy Powers a dusk-to-dawn curfew in the Tsholotsho communal area 
(Matabelelandd North), which two days later was expanded to wider areas of 
Lupanee and Nyamandlovu. Under the code name Octopus, this operation 
broughtt a massive concentration of security forces to these districts. The curfew 
entailedd prevention of all movement of vehicles, other than military, and restricted 
peoplee to within 50 meters of their homes. The curfew lasted until October 18, 
19822 (Auret 1992:149). In the Lupane area188, the tourist kidnapping led to in-
creasedd violence and earmarked a period in which 'targeted harassment, detention 
andd murder of political [Zapu] leaders and councillors by government forces' took 
placee (Alexander, McGregor 1996:11). Zapu leaders, councillors and civil servants 
weree suspected of collaborating and harbouring dissidents and/or having knowl-
edgee of the tourist kidnapping. The overtly ruthless treatment by the government 
forcess towards civilians led many people to believe that dissident activity and the 
touristt kidnapping was a government action implemented to justify repression, 
andd that the dissidents actually were government paid pseudo soldiers (Alexander, 
McGregorr 1996:12, interviews 1994).189 

Despitee massive search and interrogation exercises, the tourists were not found. 
Unknownn to the security forces at the time, the six men had been killed three days 
afterr their capture — a story not widely publicised until March 1985. According to 
thee government, the 'Zipra kidnappers' had operated in a gang of 22 members, of 
whichh 'the majority' were killed by security forces. The ex-Zipra combatant and 
allegedd leader (Gilbert Ngweny) claimed that the kidnapping was conducted on 
thee orders of Nkomo. He was in a highly publicised court case sentenced to death 
inn 1984, and executed in 1986 (PM tells, 1985; Berkely/Schrage 1986:21). In Oc-
toberr 1996, a new version of the kidnapping was publicised in Zimbabwe. Accord-
ingg to confessions by former Rhodesian CIO operatives, now South African resi-
dents,, but at the time employed by the Zanu (PF) government, the tourists were 
abductedd by eight ex-Rhodesian Selous Scouts. This South African covert opera-

i888 y n e information on the levels of violence in the Lupane area may well have been similar in 
Thsolotshoo and Nyamandlovu districts, however Alexander/McGregor's research concentrated on 
thee Lupane area (Alexander/McGregor 1996:11-12). 
1899 The perception of government responsibility in the tourist kidnapping and particularly generally 
inn dissident activity, was a view widely also held by those the author interviewed in 1994 in 
Bulawayoo and Tsholotsho district. 
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donn was reportedly geared to fuel antagonism between Zanu (PF) and Zapu 
(CCJP/LRPP 1997:29, 44).190 

Att the time the tourist kidnapping made a substantial political impact, particularly 
sincee the incident received extensive press coverage internationally and damaged 
Zimbabwe'ss reputation abroad. However, those who suffered most were innocent 
civilianss who were subject to the security clampdown that followed. 

SouthSouth African Destabilisation Uncovered 

Onlyy two days after the tourist kidnapping, an act of sabotage took place in which 
122 military aircraft were damaged. The destruction occurred at the ThornhÜl air 
basee near Gweru, and was attributed to agents operating on instructions from 
Southh Africa. Amongst the planes destroyed were four BAC Hawk advanced train-
ingg jets, which had arrived from the United Kingdom ten days earlier. The de-
structionn diminished the Zimbabwean air force by a quarter, and the loss of partic-
ularlyy the Hawks severely affected the country's air strike capability. However, the 
wayy in which the investigation into the sabotage took place, has been seen to cause 
moree political damage than immediate military damages (Engel 1994:214).191 

l*JJ Doubts regarding the government's account of the tourist kidnapping were put forward at an 
earlyy stage. South African involvement was contemplated already in 1985, because when the news 
off  the kidnapping reached the government, it was already known by South African journalists who 
contactedd counterparts in Zimbabwe (Sithole 1985:51 The quality of evidence given by the 
accusedd under government interrogation was also questioned. Legal experts found for example 
Ngwenya'ss credibility suspect, querying that information may have been obtained under coercion 
sincee Ngwenya changed his evidence several times during detention. Further doubts were raised 
regardingg the government's inability to locate the kidnappers despite massive searches, and the 
timingg of the broad press coverage of the 'full story' being three months before the 1985 general 
elections.. For detailed (government-based) accounts, see PM tells, 1985, and Sithole 1985:5-6. For 
opposingg view, see Nkomo 1984:233-234. 
1911 17 people were in a short time span detained under suspicion of having been under instructions 
fromm South Africa, amongst them most senior (ex-Rhodesian) air^brce staff. However, in the 
Hararee High Court where six of the air-force officers were charged, Justice Dumbutshena dismissed 
thee state's case questioning the integrity of the prosecution's chief witness and stating that funda-
mentall  constitutional rights of the accused had been violated since they had been subject to torture 
andd access to lawyers were denied. Nevertheless, the accused were immediately re-arrested in court. 
Afterr internal and external pressure, the six officers were released. The way in which the case was 
handledd damaged Zimbabwe's reputation, and particularly relations with Britain. In addition, air-
forcee officers of European origin left the country en masse in response to the incident, which 
groundedd the air force. In 1990, South Africa's involvement in the sabotage was established when 
investigationss revealed that the incendiary device at Thornhill was supplied by an ex-Rhodesian 
CIOO officer (Graham Branfield) who moved to South Africa there heading the DMI's Zimbabwe 
Speciall  Operations Unit (Engel 1994:213-215). 
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Thee South African government's involvement in destabilisation within Zimbabwe 
wass proved beyond doubt on August 18 (1982). Seventeen soldiers, all from the 
formerr Rhodesian Light Infantry and Special Air Service, exchanged fire with a 
unitt of the 4:3 Battalion of the ZNA, in the Sengwe district near the Mozambican 
border.. The group consisted of 13 black and four white soldiers, of which the four 
whitee were killed in the contact, whilst the remaining fled over the South African 
border.. Reportedly the group were deployed on an eight-day reconnaissance and 
sabotagee operation. Initially the South African government denied knowledge of 
thee men, but after pressure from the families of the deceased, the South African 
Chieff  of Defence (Gen. C. Viljoen) officially admitted that the killed were South 
Africann troops and wished for the bodies to be returned to Pretoria. Yet he insisted 
thatt the men had acted without authorisation from their superiors. This interna-
tionallyy embarrassing incident did however not discourage South African destabi-
lisationn efforts. Only, uniformed commandos were no longer used (Min. of Infor-
mationn 1984:28-29, Engel 1994:213). 

Inn addition to the South Africans' sabotaging military hardware, assassinating Zim-
babweann politicians and ANC representatives in Zimbabwe, a new strategy was at-
temptedd in the second half of 1982. South African security began recruitment with-
inn and outside Zimbabwe, in order to set up a proxy army. Up to this point dissidents 
hadd been identified in two groups: firstly, disgruntled ex-Zipra soldiers with political 
goals,, added by deserted ex-Zipra soldiers operating in self-defence; and secondly, 
singularr or gangs of bandits operating for their own benefit. The South African re-
cruitedd so-called 'Super Zapu' members thus added a third group of dissidents oper-
atingg in the Matabeleland Provinces. These were used in three ways: as cover for 
Southh African agents infiltrated into Zimbabwe; as providing supplies to dissidents to 
maintainn armed force against the government; and for fuelling discontent to gener-
atee more dissidence (attitudes and/or activity) (Hanlon/Smart 1986:178). 

FurtherFurther Security Clamp-Downs and Escalation of Violence 

Thee uncovered South African troops operating inside Zimbabwe, resulted in a se-
riesries of dusk-to-dawn curfews and major search operations in Matabeleland North 
andd South, which were to last on and off for the next three years (Auret 1992:149, 
Hanlonn 1986:179). Under a curfew, the army, the CIO, and the police set up road-
blockss and conducted house-to-house searches in order to conduct identity checks 
andd look for weapons. In October (1982) the Minister of State (Defence), Dr. Sek-
eramayi,, reported that 425 dissidents had been captured in the Bulawayo area 
(4255 seized, 1982). In which manner the government forces identified a person to 
bee a dissident, was not disclosed. 
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Thee lack of improvement in the security situation led to increasing repressive ac-
tionss by the security forces. In September the dusk-to-dawn curfew in Matabele-
landd North was lifted, but a complete ban on private vehicles followed instead. 
Onlyy government vehicles were allowed. The restrictions on movement remained 
(50mm within household). In addition all curfew areas were on September 13 an-
nouncedd to be closed down for the press. Foreign correspondents were required to 
informm die Department of Information if their assignments took them more than 
40kmm outside of Harare or Bulawayo (Auret 1992:149). 

Thee ban on traffic and personal movement had a great impact in the affected areas 
inn Matabeleland North and Soutii, particularly since the areas were drought strick-
en.. Due to severe drought in 1981/82, a nearly total crop failure was evident in 
mostt of Matabeleland. The government drought relief programme (initiated in 
Mayy 1982) was in September withdrawn from areas with dissident activity 
(MWAIAAM:13 ,, see also Auret 1992:150-151). In addition storeowners could 
nott transport food to their locations, nor could people reach urban areas to go to 
workk or to secure food, since bus traffic was banned. The severest blockade includ-
ingg botii Matabeleland North and South lasted for 16 days (September) when the 
totall  ban led to starvation for people in the affected areas (Auret 1992:151). When 
thiss curfew was lifted (26/9), the previous dusk to dawn curfew was resumed. 

Whilstt movement was restricted in Matabeleland, militi a training was 'fanned 
acrosss die country' to train 'every able-bodied Zimbabwean' for service in the na-
tionall  militia. The purpose of the national militi a was to serve as an armed reserve 
forcee to the national army. The members were subject to the same standing orders 
ass regular army units. On die graduation of die first batch of seven hundred mili -
tiaa members at Gokwe, Mugabe stated that die militias wouldd function as a station-
aryy defence force but that all Zimbabweans must be vigilant against the 'double-
barrelledd threat' of dissidents and those who fled to South Africa after independ-
encee (We are, 1982). Nkomo rejected the idea of creating a 'peoples militia' and 
proposedd diat the government should instead create brigades for ploughing, build-
ingg and farming. The dissident problem should be solved in a different way, Nko-
moo suggested, repeating a call for Zanu (PF) and PF-Zapu to meet and discuss die 
causess of die problem (Nkomo in, 1982). 

CCJPCCJP Inuobement 

Thee civil vigilance encouraged by Mugabe against violence and unlawful activi-
ties,, became a burning issue for people in Matabeleland at the latter end of 1982. 
However,, it concerned not only dissidents, but also government forces. Already in 
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Februaryy 1982 the CCJP received reports expressing concern regarding the situa-
tionn in Matabeleland. In August-September 1982 an increased number of com-
plaintss were recorded regarding the way in which the army conducted their securi-
tyy measures, such as the widespread searches of people and property, the curfews, 
andd the detention and interrogation of suspects (Auret 1992:150). To verify the 
complaintss CCJP conducted research in Hwange and Bulawayo Dioceses in Octo-
berr 1982, interviewing people with personal experiences of violations by dissidents 
and/orr government security forces. This report was personally presented to Rob-
ertt Mugabe (5/11 1982). The report concluded that 

a)) the use of the army to interrogate large numbers of people in their homes 
andd at road blocks had led to serious abuses of power by some members of 
thee security forces. This had led to criminal actions such as rape. 

b)) persons detained for interrogation had illegally been subjected to 
degradingg treatment, beatings and electric shocks by both the CIO and 
thee army (Auret 1992:150).192 

Thee CCJP established the existence of six interrogation points or camps: the CIO 
officee in Bulawayo; Lubimbi Camp; Gwaii River Mine Camp; Lupane Police 
Camp;; Tsholotsho Camp; and St Paul's Mission. The authorities held various 
numberss of people at the detention camps. Informants separately estimated that 
4000 detainees were held in St Paul's Mission (Auret 1992:150). Under the Emer-
gencyy Powers regulations police had extensive powers to detain persons for up to 
300 days. Nevertheless, the persons were to be informed within seven days (in a lan-
guagee that he/she understands) of the reasons of the detention and permitted to 
obtainn legal representation of his/her own choice and cost (CCJP 1982:13). Those 
ex-detaineess interviewed by CCJP/LRF stated that they had been accused of var-
iouss crimes, mainly knowledge of dissident presence or having weapons. None of 
thee interviewees had contacted legal aid, which the CCJP concluded they were 
unlikelyy to know was their right (CCJP 1982:13). 

Inn their report CCJP also pointed out the effect of the security measures on polit-
icall  attitudes. They noted that Zapu had an 'extensive membership and excellent 
organisationn in Matabeleland', and that due to the extensive support of Zapu al-
mostt all the members of Parliament and District Councillors represented Zapu. It 
wass therefore inevitable that 'a policy of searching every home and detaining and 

1922 The type of ill-treatment described consisted of varying combinations of humiliating activities 
underr threat of force, causal blows, deliberate sustained beatings, threats of execution, electric 
shockss and rape (CCJP/LRF 1982:18). 
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interrogatingg very large numbers of people would lead to the detention of large 
numberss of Zapu members', and 'equally it is the case that active members of 
Zapuu were more likely to be known by and contacted by ex-Zipra dissidents'. 
Nonee of those interviewed by GCJP had been officially charged with any offence, 
andd in most cases they had been approached because their names appeared on a 
list.. Due to this, CCJP stated, the individuals perceived they had been singled out 
becausee they were active in a minority party and their detention was experienced 
ass a punishment for the same reason. Because of this, GCJP concluded, those in-
terviewedd were disappointed and bitter. However, in spite of the negative feelings, 
mostt of the elected representatives were prepared to continue with their posts. A 
distinctionn was made by some of those interviewed, between the government and 
itss agencies and also between some of the agencies (CCJP 1982:29—31). 

Thee CCJP's intention with presenting the report to Prime Minister Mugabe was to 
highlightt for the government what effect its security measures had on the rural 
populationn in parts of Matabeleland. In addition, the report was to point out that 
althoughh the security measures created difficulties amongst the population, people 
stronglyy condemned the level of violence and crime taking place — whether com-
mittedd by dissidents or government forces. The CCJP's concrete proposal was for 
thee government to carry out a thorough investigation and to bring to justice those 
whoo were guilty of crimes. In the meeting (5/11 1982) Prime Minister Mugabe 
respondedd by describing the security forces actions as 'over-enthusiastic', but en-
suredd the CCJP that the government would initiate an investigation (Auret 
1992:151). . 

Inn the last month of 1982 dissident activity reached new peaks. The second year of 
independencee came to an end with a record of growing violence and internal 
destabilisation,, localised mainly to Matabeleland North and South. Political state-
mentss and military measures led to reciprocal responses, creating a situation in 
whichh an escalation of political dissonance and armed intervention interactively 
leadd opposing forces on to a collision course. On the political arena the debate was 
immersedd with Zanu-Zapu accusations and counter-accusations. After the highly 
politicisedd arms disclosure and the subsequent events Zapu reciprocity on the po-
liticall  stage could scarcely be other than bitter. In the military, reciprocal responses 
weree also in motion: anti-Zapu aggression in the army led to desertions; dissident 
activityy led to army intervention; the government's harsh security measures led in 
turnn to acceleration and intensification of dissident activity. Adding to this internal 
situationn was the external element of South African destabilisation. Once in mo-
tionn the escalation seemed irreversible. But was this the case? As a government, 
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responsibilityy for initiating the means to resolve the ensuing conflict lay in its 
hands.. But rather than minimising the conflict, the government by its discourse 
andd actions provoked further tension and disunity. Irrespective of the govern-
ment'ss actions being misled by South African disinformation, the government 
couldd have chosen a different path of actions. Thus, as mentioned earlier, the ques-
tionn remains, to which extent the government was mislead with regards to the arms 
affair,, and to what extent the government acted in this situation based on its own 
politicall  interests. At the closure of Zimbabwe's second year of independence 
manyy were left - irrespective of 'side' - disillusioned and disappointed in the way 
inn which independence was unfolding. Yet, in Matabeleland North and South, lev-
elss of violence had not reached its culmination. In 1983 dissident activity and the 
governmentt security clampdown would squeeze the population even further. 
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Voice ss Sectio n Two 

OnOn 5 February 1982, Robert mei me at my request to discuss the serious problems of the 
country,country, and in particular rising unemployment and the resulting discontent. During the 
meetingmeeting I was handed an urgent telephone message saying that the police had raided Ascot 
andand Woodville farms, near Bulawayo, properties associated with my party and centres of 
employmentemployment schemes for former Qpra soldiers. I briefly mentioned the matter at the end of 
thethe meeting. The Prime Minister said he knew about it and we could discuss it later. That 
afternoonafternoon I travelled on the plane to Bulawayo with two ministers close to Robert Mugabe, 
EmmersonEmmerson Munangagwa, the minister of state responsible for security in me prime 
minister'sminister's office, and Sidney Sekeramayi, minister of lands and resettlement. There was 
nothingnothing out of the ordinary about the journey: no problems were raised, no suspicions. 
Munangagwa,Munangagwa, without mentioning it to me, went straight to Ascot Farm, to which he had 
summonedsummoned the press, radio and television. Next day he and then the Prime Minister 
announcedannounced on the radio and TV that massive stocks of weapons had been found at the two 
farms.farms. There was, they said, a plot to overthrow the government with the help of South 
Africa.Africa. The man responsible was Joshua Nkomo.... I was not only a minister in the 
government,government, but a member of the cabinet committee on security. If there were indeed 
suspicionssuspicions against me, I had the right to be asked by the Prime Minister to offer my own 
explanation.explanation. If stocks of weapons had indeed been found on properties under my control, I 
wouldwould expect to be shown the evidence and asked to account for its presence: even if I were 
aa common criminal, that would he the correct procedure. Instead I was told nothing about 
thethe allegations although I had been in personal conversation with the Prime Minister and 
hishis chief of security - until they had given the widest possible publicity by the state press 
andand broadcasting monopolies. Joshua Nkomo.I93 

II  am convinced that, although there were weapons in those places, the numbers found were 
swollenswollen by the ferrying in of arms from ebewhere by the investigators. I also know, and the 
PrimePrime Minister knew as well, that the process of collecting weapons for the former combat-
antsants was not completed when the two guerrilla armies were disbanded. Robert Mugabe 
himselfhimself said: 'If all arms cached by %ipra were found in or near assembly places only, my 
governmentgovernment and I would not have minded.' Ascot Farm is less than eleven kilometres from 
thethe Entumbane assembly points where two rounds of fighting between ex-^ipra and ex-
^anla^anla soldiers had taken place.... It was not lawful, but by common knowledge both ^anla 
andand ^ipra ex-combatants had held onto arms after their entitlement to do so had ceased. 
ThisThis recognised problem should have been solved by recognised procedures. Instead, the 

1933 Nkomo 1984:224-225 
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discoverydiscovery was exaggerated by the government, then exploited as a means of discrediting my 
party,party, ^apu, and expelling me from the government. Joshua Nkomo.194 

WeWe brought %ipra commanders into the National Army because we wanted unity, now we 
wantwant them to show us where the arms are hidden. If they do not do that, their integrity in 
thethe army will  be questionable.... These people were planning to overthrow and take over the 
Government.Government. They bought farms throughout the country so that they could have places to 
hidehide arms. Robert Mugabe.195 

WeWe did not know [about the arms caches]. It was a revelation to us. This is a bizarre 
discoverydiscovery as Jar as lam concerned. It would have been absurd for experienced former 
freedomfreedom fighters to have hidden arms on a farm owned by their own political organisation. 

Joshuaa Nkomo.196 

ItIt  would take a damn fool to accept that a man who opposed you, becomes immediately on 
joiningjoining forces with you, a close ally. Robert Mugabe.197 

ArmsArms definitely had been found on ^apus farms: this was on Hampton Ranch near Gweru. 
ChrisChris Mqyo can verify mis fact because he helped to cache them. Back in 1981 before 
demobilisationdemobilisation had taken place, Chris was summoned by a man called Soneni who was then 
thethe ^ipra commander at Gwaai Assembly Point... Soneni told Chris that he was very 
worriedworried by the incidents at Entumbane and Connemara.... He convinced Chris that it was 
essentialessential for ^jpra ex-combatants to conceal a certain amount of weaponry in case they were 
attackedattacked again. Chris agreed to transport a number of AK47 and SKS rifles and bazookas 
backback to Sierra Assembly Point where he was then based. With a group of his comrades, he 
tooktook the weapons to Hampton Ranch, which was owned by ^apu, and there hid them. It 
shouldshould be said for the record that although this was an unlawful and foolish thing to do, 
everyoneeveryone knew both %ipra and ^anla combatants were caching weapons in this way... When 
SoneniSoneni had discussed the matter with Chris, he had explicitly told him not to say anything 
aboutabout the matter to Lookout [Masuku] or Dumiso [DabengwaJ. 'Dabengwa,' Soneni had 
toldtold Chris, (is selling us out. Look how at Gwaai he and Nkomo tried to stop us from going to 
thethe assistance of our comrades at Entumbane! You must not breathe a word to him about 
whatwhat we are doing.' Andrew Nyathi, ex-Zipra regional commander.198 

mm Nkomo 1984:225-226 
1955 Mugabe to, 1982 
196Zapudid,, 1982 
1977 We knew, 1982 
1988 Nyathi/Hoffman 1990:94. Nyathi was former camp commissioner at Gwaai River Mine AP, 
198(M981. . 
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WeWe have barely covered a two-year journey as a government, and in those two years have 
endeavouredendeavoured to uplift the living standards of our people. But in the midst of all our 
endeavoursendeavours our colleagues in Government were stockpiling and hiding enough weapons of 
warwar to arm 20.000 men.... ^apu has bought more than 25farms and 30 enterprises 
throughoutthroughout the country. We have now established they were not genuine enterprises, but 
placesplaces to hide military weapons to start an another war at an appropriate time. Robert 
Mugabe.199 9 

NowNow whatNkomo wanted to show you, the people of Zimbabwe, was that you had no 
rightright to reject him. These weapons were being amassed so that he would teach you he 
cannotcannot be rejected. When you reject him, as you did [in the elections], he fights against you. 
Robertt Mugabe.200 

WhenWhen we entered the assembly points in 1980 it was said that we would be demobilised and 
wewe did not know what the future held. As commissar of the xjpra unit, I got some people 
togethertogether to discuss our future. We decided to collect money - 50 [^imbabwean] dollarsfom 
eacheach Zjpra combatant — to buy farms for agricultural projects. It was an apolitical thing. Dr. 
JoshuaJoshua Nkomo was approached to help buy the farms with the $2.6 million that had been 
collected.collected. So are we going to blame Dr. Nkomo for anything illegal that we find on these 
farms?...farms?... We f^jpra combatants] that raised the money to buy the farms want to know who 
plantedplanted the arms caches on the properties. Riversand Mlilo , Zipra Commissar.201 

DuringDuring the early years, 1980-1981, there was still tension between ^anu and J(apu. 
AnythingAnything could happen. But that was notNkomo'sfault. The commanders who were 
commandingcommanding the i^ipra forces could have taken their own initiative with fear that maybe 
somethingsomething will  arise tomorrow. Paul Nyathi, Zipra ex-combatant.202 

Z]apuZ]apu has always been against ^anufrom the very beginning. During 1963 and 1964 

whenwhen Zjmu was still a fledging party, ZaPu v°aged a war against it followers to prevent 
peoplepeople from supporting it. £anu supporters were beaten up, stoned, even burned, but ^apu 
failedfailed to destroy the party. Robert Mugabe.203 

AtAt the time of demobilisation in 1982, we formed a co-operative with some of my 
colleaguescolleagues who were staying at the assembly point.... I stayed there up to 1984. My stay 

1999 Zapu's fate, 1982. 
2000 Danger is, 1982. 
2011 Who planted, 1982. 
2022 Interview with Paul Nyathi, Harare, February 2, 1994. 
2033 Zapu plotted, 1982. 
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waswas not really nice; I eventually decided to leave. On several occasions I was arrested, 
suspectedsuspected for being a dissident; I was arrested, detained for some months, sometimes for 
weeks,weeks, sometimes for days, beaten up and things like that. Just because I was a former 
combatant,combatant, and I belonged to the other party. So most of the combatants were actually 
suspect.suspect. Somehow, somewhere if it was known that you were a former %ipra combatant, 
youyou ended up in jail  [because of] a funny story that had been created against you.... I was 
pickedpicked up, detained and tortured. There was no case to prove against me, but just because I 
waswas detained several times, they were not satisfied with my explanations. They suspected 
meme about the arms cache thing in 1982. 'What do you know about this arms cache, tell us, 
especiallyespecially since you were at Gwaai [assembly point].' I was at Gwaai and was one of the 
commanderscommanders there. 'You were a commander there, you couldn't fail to know what was 
happening,happening, you are telling us lies.' It was really a problem; my life was difficult. X, Zipra 
ex-combatant.204 4 

OnOn 11 March [1982] these two men [Lookout Masuku, Dumiso Dabengwa] were 
arrested,arrested, along with five other senior ex-^jpra officers, and charged with treason and other 
gravegrave offences arising, for the most part, in connection with the Ascot Farm and Hampton 
RanchRanch arms finds. Thus the people best able to keep the remaining dissatisfied elements of 
%ipra%ipra under control were removed from the scene. Joshua Nkomo.205 

7// was like you are finding all your members, your officials being cut out, not to be within 
thethe circle of government. So it is quite an obvious thing that ̂ apu was being thrown away 
Paull  Nyathi, Zipra ex-combatant.206 

DuringDuring the Patriotic Front, the two organisations [£apu and ̂ anu] were very close and 
theythey worked together. Once there was the split, when %apu was thrown out of government, 
problemsproblems arose and the ruling party felt that theJP [Catholic Commission for Justice and 
Peace]Peace] should continue to support them rather than criticise them on the victimisation that 
waswas carried out on %apu members.... My own detention came about as a result of misun-
derstandingsderstandings between the two organisations and the manipulations of former security agents 
whowho remained in the country in the name of CIO, who mislead government completely into 
thinkingthinking that ̂ apu was going to carry out a coup to overthrow the elected government of 
thethe day I am supposed, together with the late Lookout Masuku to have initiated this coup 
plot.plot. Government decided to pounce on us and it was a result of misinformation given to 

2044 Barnes 1995:128 
2055 Nkomo 1984:229 
2066 Interview with Paul Nyathi, Harare, 11 February, 1994 
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themthem by the same secret agents that we had hem fighting against. Dumiso Dabengwa, 
Ministerr of Home Affairs.207 

MyMy belief is that the South African forces were involved in the whole plot. It was a 
destabilisationdestabilisation plot. They were involved from the very onset, they planned it. All the 
RhodesiansRhodesians had to do was to implement.... If the South Africans would have not [been 
invohed],invohed], I don't think that it [the dissident problem] would have ever happened. In the 

firstfirst place, all the things that took place: the expulsion of x[apu Cabinet ministers in 
governmentgovernment would have not happened; neither the arrest of military leaders; or the cashing 
ofof weapons to the extent it was done.... As I said, Calloway was responsible for the 
cachingcaching of weapons. Weapons were cached from only one point, from the Gwaai assembly 
point.point. It was done in such a way that the security forces (Calloway was in the security 
forces)forces) were not intercepted. They were able to move all the way from Gwaai, past Bula-
wayo.wayo. Vehicles were never seen by the security forces. They went up to the farms and cashed 
thethe weapons not intercepted at all. The Rhodesian forces were supposed to be very, very 
efficientefficient in enforcing security, but they obviously had decided to look the other way. So this 
wholewhole thing would not have happened. The caching of weapons was not an instruction 

fromfrom ZaPu-> ü was n°t an instruction from the ^jpra military command. It was an 
instigationinstigation by Calloway on the commander at Gwaai Dumiso Dabengwa, Minister 
off  Home Affairs.208 

DuringDuring my time in detention I felt that I had [previously] never suffered. What I went 
throughthrough in the liberation struggle was a sacrifice that I had taken upon myself Whatever 
difficultiesdifficulties and sufferings, I did not regard as suffering because I had voluntarily decided to 
bebe involved in the prosecution of the armed struggle. But after independence, when I got 
detained,detained, I felt it was unjustified. I was suffering more than I had suffered from anything 
elseelse in my lifetime. It was a difficult period especially when one's conscience was absolutely 
clear,clear, I had not committed any crime and had not been involved in any way in the sort of 
allegationsallegations levelled against [me]. And more so since I had appeared in a court of law and I 
waswas found completely innocent, and that my own government, my own colleagues that I 
hadhad fought the war with, were responsible for my detention - that made it more painful. 
Dumisoo Dabengwa, Minister of Home Affairs.209 

Dr.Dr. Nkomo is trying to overthrow his government because he was disappointed that 
^anu(PF)^anu(PF) had refused to contest the last elections with him as a leader of the PF alliance. 

2077 Quoted from transcribed interview for CCJP/LRF/Spicer 1992 
2088 Interview with Dumiso Dabengwa, Harare, April 21, 1994 
2099 Quoted from transcribed interview for CCJP/LRF/Spicer 1992 
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Dr.Dr. Joshua Nhomo is like a cobra in a house. The only way to deal effectively with a snake 
isis to strike and destroy its head. Robert Mugabe.210 

TheThe Prime Minister declared nation-wide that every wing of ^apu were enemies. He 
describeddescribed ̂ apu as a snake, a cobra. This was after the arms caches. After that there was no 
spacespace for a ^apu or ^tpra member. We were threatened. That was why I decided to desert. I 
wentwent back to my home area, but I found that you cannot stay. Because of the forces, they were 
deployeddeployed all over. Here in the homelands they were searching for the ex-combatants, taking all 
othersothers and killing some. I came here and found the situation that way. I could not stay, I went 
inin the bush. I left and I met others in the bush. We found that one was coming from this 
direction,direction, another one from that direction. There were those who had deserted, who were from 
thethe national army The majority of them were soldiers who had integrated and then deserted. 
ThereThere were some others who had demobilised, but they were victimised by the troops in their 
homelands.homelands. Some had been killed, and some had escaped and then went back to the bush. So 
wewe met one by one. Some of us had deserted with weapons. Some joined the units without 
arms,arms, they got arms through assaulting. There were some people who had hidden arms. 
SometimesSometimes you can find that a person told you that 'I got afire arm that I have left by some 
ex-combatantsex-combatants during the previous time'. They were collected one by one by one. Obert 
Dube,, Zipra ex-combatant and former dissident.211 

InIn 19821 became a dissident. I first demobilised from the army and went back to my home 
area.area. Then I decided to go back to the bush because the tribalism and because of the 
divisionsdivisions that was being practised within the battalions when they were integrated. Our 
mainmain reason to be in the bush was to defend ourselves, more than even defending £apu itself 
WeWe wanted to defend ourselves personally. Our lives were threatened. During the time we 
werewere in the army we felt threatened, but it was still better than when we were demobilised. 
WhenWhen we were demobilised it was even worse. CIO would come at night and pick up 
somebodysomebody that was an ex-soldier and disappear with him and the person disappears forever. 
TheyThey would come during the day and ask who are you, what is your background. If you 
saysay that you have been in the army, they would take you. Zwelibanzi Ndlovu, Zipra 
ex-combatantt and former dissident.212 

J^apuJ^apu unreservedly condemns these acts of violence, banditry and armed robberies, perpe-
tratedtrated against the very people we fought to liberate. I say to these people whoever they are, 
stopstop this behaviour towards your people. I call for an immediate inquiry by a parliamentary 

2100 Zapu's fate, 1982 
2111 Interview with Obert Dube, Sibantubanye cooperative, Matabeleland North, 15 March, 1994 
2122 Interview with Z. Ndlovu, Green Light Cooperative, Matabeleland North, 14 March, 1994 
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selectselect committee to determine who is responsible for the acts of banditry and why. Joshua 
Nkomo.213 3 

TheThe Government will  invoke extremely harsh measures to administer shock treatment to 
thesethese harmful pests and their deceitful mentors. The swords are drawn and it will  be war to 
thethe finish.... The Government will  take 'extra-legal' measures to deal with the security 
situation.situation. As the government appreciated the task of the judges, [but] it can not allow the 
technicalitiestechnicalities of the law to fetter its hands for the preservation of law and order.... Those 
whowho work against democracy do not deserve democratic treatment. Robert Mugabe.214 

MyMy replies to the verbal attacks were passed over in silence, ignored by the press, radio and 
television.television. The government spoke of a problem of 'dissidence' - a problem that it did not 
define,define, and that was hard to understand. That there were gangsters at work, especially in 
Matabeleland,Matabeleland, was clear. There were many unexplained deaths, robberies and beatings. A 
signficantsignficant number of white farmers in the open ranch land of Matabeleland were killed 
withoutwithout explanation. By lumping all these depbrable incidents together as 'dissidence', the 
governmentgovernment implied that they were the result of an organised and politically motivated 
movement:movement: the clear indication was that ex-^jpra people were at work, and that I was 
behindbehind their crimes. Joshua Nkomo.215 

ƒƒ absolutely guarantee that neither I nor %apu had anything to do with that kidnapping. 
TheThe diplomats of those very important countries came to my house to ask for my and my 
party'sparty's help in obtaining their release. I asked why they came to see me: Zimbabwe was run 
byby Robert Mugabe. They said he had approved their visit. But I told them they were being 
usedused to divide my country, by treating me as though I ran my own little republic within it 
Joshuaa Nkomo.216 

II  was asked to form the Special Forces outfit which was then called the First Parachute 
Battalion.Battalion. It was basically a make-up of what was left of the Selous Scouts, the SAS, the 
RhodesianRhodesian African Rifles and into that we brought ^IPRA and %ANLA soldiers from the 
ShonaShona and Mdebelefactions.... I set up selection courses in Special Forces, we had very 
toughtough courses. We did not mind if someone died - a bit callus but we were now aiming at 
somethingsomething greater than the individual, we wanted to produce a unit that could work. So the 

2133 Nkomo appeals, 1982 
2144 Mugabe addressing the National Assembly during debate on the President's Speech (Get 
tourists,, 1982) 
2155 Nkomo 1984:230 
2166 Nkomo 1984:234 
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selectionselection courses were particularly tough and we built in a very high failure rate. At the end 
ofof that time we got out of the sausage machine, as it were, people who had survived 
throughthrough adversity. It did not matter if they were Shorn, Ndebele, 2JPRA, ^ANLA, black 
oror white, Rhodesian, or whatever, they had achieved something together.... This was called 
aa Task Force, and die Task Force was deployed into Matabeleland in 1982.1 produced the 
TaskTask Force plan and the orders, and deployed. It was a very big unit. I think we had four 
oror five battalions, a very big operation, and I effectively commanded it... So we deployed 
intointo Matabeleland and we sat on the problem for some time. We were quite successful, the 
problemproblem did not escalate. But it was one of these problems that cannot be won by soldiers, 
itit  is a political problem. We kept saying to the Government, that you can stop this tomor-
rowrow with the correct political initiative. These people are reacting to your politics. We can 

findfind them and kill  them, which we were doing but it was just like the ^IPRA/^ANLA 
war.war. We could not get across to the Government that it was a political problem, and that if 
theythey produced the right political solution, these guys would put their rifles down and go 
homehome and just be ordinary people. Or you fight terror with terror. The Fifth Brigade was 
subsequentlysubsequently put in and fought terror with terror. It is a successful tactic to fight terror with 
terror,terror, which is that the end justifies the means, you then have peace. So you terrorise and 
killkill  a number of people. It might be well worthwhile doing that in three months than 
havinghaving a ten year war when more and more people are terrorised.... We went in there to 
hunthunt and destroy the dissidents. Now that I have been doing since 1966 up until 1980, in 
thethe Rhodesian Army We operated on the same basis: we secured areas; we hunted the 
dissidents;dissidents; we caught and killed them. Lt-Gol Lionel Dyke, ZNA.217 

TheThe soldiers [of the Task Force] beat and hit us and threatened us in a terrible way. They accused 
usus of feeding die dissidents. They hit one old woman and said she was a mother of dissidents. 
ThenThen the White soldier picked one boy and asked him what he was going to say. He said he knew 
nothingnothing to say about dissidents. The White soldier took the gun from his belt and just shot the boy 
inin the head. Just in front of us. Eyewitness, Tsholotsho (Matabeleland North).218 

ThoseThose who take to violence deserve punishment through violence because those who wield the sword 
shouldshould perish by the sword. Robert Mugabe.219 

2177 Interview with Lt Col L. Dyke, Harare, 1 March, 1994 
2188 Carver 1989:15 
2199 Speech by Robert Mugabe to Bulawayo business community (State to, 1982) 
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3.1983-1984::  Power under Fire - Dissiden t Respons e 

1983-19844 are most likely the darkest years in Zimbabwe's independence history. 
Violencee perpetrated by dissidents and government forces squeezed the civilian 
populationn beyond limits of physical and emotional trauma. People in the Mata-
belelandd and Midlands provinces were reeling under a conflict in which their ac-
tionss to appease either side, most often led to violent repercussions. 

Ass became apparent in the previous section, dissident activity was not conducted 
byy a coherent force. The intention of this section is to discuss the three groups of 
dissidentss (ex-Zipra, Super-Zapu and bandits), their modes of operation, basis of 
support,, and internal conflicts. Having different motives and structures, the dissi-
dentss lacked a spokesperson or a leader, therefore their motives and goals re-
mainedd unclear for most citizens. The explanation available was the government's 
interpretationn of events. The pillars of this discourse were Zapu's responsibility of 
dissidentt activity (the goal being seizure of power); the non-differentiated stance 
towardss dissident groups - blaming ex-Zipra dissidents for most destabilisation; 
andd a claim that dissidents had large popular support in the affected areas. Howev-
er,, this interpretation of events differs from and omits circumstances as perceived 
byy the actors. Therefore, based on research of dissidents' own accounts, this sec-
tionn wil l describe dissident activity as perceived by themselves juxtaposed to gov-
ernmentt perceptions. The intention is in this manner to crystallise core issues in 
thee conflict as seen by both sides. 

Thee main points of difference in this comparison are that ex-Zipra dissidents acted 
withoutt the Zapu structure as support. Their primary objective was not to overthrow 
thee government but to defend themselves and create destabilisation. Neither did the 
ex-Zipraa dissidents seem to enjoy broad popular support in the affected areas. Ac-
cordingg to their own accounts, ex-Zipra dissidents' civilian stance was one of non-
violence.. In contrast, Super-Zapu elements admittedly carried out civilian mutila-
tionss and murders aimed at destabilisation and division, as instructed by their South 
Africann financial supporters. In addition, bandits acted for their own benefit, mainly 
rapingg and robbing civilians under the disguise of on going dissidence. 

Examiningg dissident views and government discourse, it is apparent that the gov-
ernment'ss presentation of events, although perhaps lacking information and over-
vieww of dissident intentions, was used in the interest of the ruling party's power 
ambitions.. Had the government's intentions been the containment of a small 
groupp of armed men and peace in Matabeleland, it may have contemplated other 
venuess than massive military intervention of affected areas. Instead, Zapu was 
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linkedd to dissident legitimacy and the threat of power seizure was argued to be ex-
tensive,, which in turn was used as a justification for armed confrontation. 

3.a.. Ex-Zipra Dissidents: Motivation and Goals 

Ex-Zipraa combatants constituted the core of the dissidents. Their ideological basis 
wass foremost the ideology Zipra had stood for in the liberation war. In this new 
andd different situation, the basic ideas of the distribution of wealth to the people, 
democracyy and non-discrimination remained, since these issues were perceived 
nott to have been addressed (interviews Ndlovu, Ndebele, Dube, Ngwenya 
1994).2200 However, superimposed on this broad agenda, was 'staying alive', which 
wass the one fundamental factor that propelled many dissidents to continue fight-
ing.. In the early literature on dissident activities much stress is put on ex-Zipra 
combatantss being disgruntled mainly due to 1982 events, taking to the bush as a 
consciousconscious choice amongst others in order to demonstrate their grievances through force 
againstt the government (Ushewokunze 1984:177; Mnangagwa 1989:238). This 
vieww of rational choice is the position taken in government discourse at the time, in 
whichh dissidents were presented to have selected to take up arms in order to over-
throww the government, not accepting the Zapu election defeat in 1980. Not until 
researchh based on the dissidents' own accounts of their motives, does another pic-
turee emerge. Many ex-Zipra dissidents presented their actions to have come about 
byby lack of choice. Due to their life threatening situation based on persecution and vi-
olencee in the army and in the Matabeleland provinces, ex-combatants saw as their 
onlyy alternative to return to the bush in self-defence (interviews, 1994; Alao 
1995:110;; Alexander 1996:13).221 Had the element of self-defence not been 
present,, it seems doubtful that the pre-independence Zipra ideology on its own 
accountt would have brought many ex-Zipra soldiers to the bush. Furthermore, to 
somee dissidents, the factor of self-defence was the only relevant one, no political 
goalss were mentioned (interview Ndlovu, 1994). Alexander comments that 'Dissi-

2200 Alexander et al notes that all dissidents interviewed for their study emphasised that 'they were 
unwillingg to form a new movement, that their loyalties remained with the Zipra High Command 
andd Zapu leadership' (Alexander et al, 2000:197). 

^'Ass an option to taking up arms, many ex-Zipra combatants fled to neighboring countries. This 
wass not without danger however, since refugees risked repatriation through the administration of 
Zimbabweann authorities (see Engel 1994:209-210). For ouiers, fleeing was likely representing an 
optionn of utter defeat. In the situation of unjustified harassment, torture and murder, some thus 
chosee to defend themselves and fight back. Considering the ex-Zipra combatants' background of 
skilledd military training, their participation in the liberation war and particularly the access to arms, 
thiss choice may have not appeared far fetched. One author argues that this reaction was a 'reflex 
reaction,, not a conscious policy with considered aims' (Hodder-Williams 1983:15). 
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dentss rarely referred to political motivations in explaining their flight' [to the bush] 
(Alexanderr 1996:18).Yet once in the bush together with other previous comrades 
off  war, the pre-independence Zipra ideology seems to have enveloped motivation. 
Thus,, although ideology was important for many ex-Zipra dissidents as perhaps 
cohesivee and motivating elements, it was not necessarily the factor which initially 
launchedd them to an armed response against the government. 

Besidess survival and the over-arching pre-independence Zipra goals, dissidents em-
phasisedd 'lack of unity in the government and the country' as an argument for fight-
ingg (Dissidents respond, 1988; interviews Ndlovu, Ndebele, Dube 1994). In their 
perspective,, the political and ethnic disunity, violence, and discrimination werecaused 
trytry government actions and the array anti-Zipra stance. These actions had forced the ex-
Zipraa dissidents to defend themselves, and motivated them to respond against the 
government.. In extension, the foremost goal expressed by many ex-Zipra dissidents 
wass unity: a government and a nation in which Zanu and Zapu functioned together 
withoutt aggression and division. Part of this goal was therefore to press for the rein-
statementt of dismissed Zapu officials in the government and in the army. 

Anotherr important source of motivation for ex-Zipra dissidents was in their per-
ceptionn the ethnic discrimination they were subject to. The ethnic element fol-
lowedd from the fact generally known and accepted that most Zapu members were 
Ndebele.. Based on the assumption that all dissidents were Zipra, their supporters 
weree Zapu, and since Zapu members were Ndebele, the conflict polarised between 
thee Shona and Ndebele ethnic identities. Ex-Zipra dissidents perceived the govern-
mentt to be fanning this polarisation further by making statements like dissidents 
fightingg a 'tribal war' (Nkala 1988:13; Alexander 1996:25-26; Alexander et al, 
2000:192,, 196). Furthermore, government actions such as the Zipra property con-
fiscations,fiscations, the harsh security clamp-down in the search for dissidents in Matabele-
land,, the whipped up anti-Zapu/Zipra government discourse, and the Zanla ag-
gressionn in the ZNA, were all experienced as ethnic discrimination as much politi-
call  antagonism (Hodder-Williams 1983:14; Berkeley/Schrage 1986:15; Alexan-
derr et al, 2000: 201-202). 

Beingg motivated by survival and above ideological goals, according to ex-Zipra 
dissidents,, the identified operational enemy were those armed government forces 
whoo pursued them, and subjected civilians to violence in this pursuit (interviews 
Ndlovu,, Ndebele, Dube 1994; Zimbabwe Project, 1993). Furthermore, to under-
linee their rejection of government policies, ex-Zipra dissidents sabotaged econom-
icc development projects and infrastructure. With regards to civilian relations, ex-
Zipraa dissidents stated that a non-aggressive stance towards civilians was impor-
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tant.. Firstly, the ex-combatants operated in their provinces of origin, and more 
importantlyy they were dependent on the civilians for food and material goods. 
Nevertheless,, in the conflict situation civilians were killed. With regards to civilian 
mutilationn and the targeting of white farmers and Zanu officials, these charges 
weree denied by interviewed ex-Zipra dissidents (interviews, 1994). Instead the re-
sponsibilityy for these killings were mainly put on government forces. An exception 
wass made in relation to 'sell-outs' (people informing the government forces of dis-
sidentt presence/movements), who could represent a life-threat and 'had to be dealt 
with'.. Thus, excessive violence towards civilians in the Matabeleland provinces 
wass counter-productive to the ex-Zipra dissidents purposes, and allegedly there-
foree not part of their agenda. Similar findings are made by CGJP in their 1997 
reportt where they state diat those targeted were 'sell-outs', but also Zanu(PF) offi-
cialss in retaliation for murdered and arrested Zapu officials. Furthermore, the or-
ganisationn comments that it seems likely that most of the multiple murders and 
ambushess were committed by a few groups of dissidents, whilst the rest confined 
tlieirr activity to petty crimes. CCJP concludes that 'dissidents did not appear to 
murderr civilians as a matter of course' (CCJP/LRF 1997:39). 

Althoughh ex-Zipra dissidents may well have in general tried to live by a non-ag-
gressivee civilian code, no doubt violations occurred. According to eyewitness ac-
countss and reports from clergy and human rights organisations, dissidents con-
ductedd robberies, rape, mutilation and murder of civilians through out the 1981-
19877 period. However, in these reports it was not possible to make a distinction as 
too which group of dissidents were the perpetrators. Thus, because the dissident 
movementt was not internally cohesive and a number of dissident fractions existed, 
itt is not possible to separate the ex-Zipra dissidents' actions from others, in order to 
verifyy their claims. 

Thee government's view of dissident motives and activities differed substantially 
fromm the actors' perception. Firstly, in government discourse differentiations be-
tweenn the different dissident groups were rarely made. Ex-Zipra dissidents were in 
mostt cases made out to be wholly responsible for dissident activity in the country. 
Furthermore,, the blame was not put on those persons alone, but on Zapu, it being 
thee 'parent' organisation of Zipra. This created perceptions of Zapu/Zipra organ-
isingg actively and taking part in an insurgency at the cost of civilian atrocities, in 
orderr to take over power. The perception was consciously constructed by govern-
mentt propaganda material such as the 1984 illustrative publication 'Chronicle of 
Dissidency',, mirroring Smith's 'terrorist' propaganda during the liberation war 
(Min.. of Information, 1984). 
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Secondly,, in contrast to ex-Zipra dissident views, in the government perspective 
disunity,, violence, and discrimination prevailing in the country wascaused by the dis-
sidents.sidents. The foremost goal the government perceived the dissidents to have (as stat-
edd in their public discourse) was seizure of power and government replacement by 
Zapuu (see section two). These activities therefore justified a military intervention in 
orderr to eliminate the dissidents. Thirdly, the seizure of power was linked to an 
ethnicc cause, in which the government perceived the dissidents fighting a tribal 
war,, trying to 'liberate' areas in the Matabeleland provinces, and through ethnic 
alignmentss force themselves into government (Tribal rule, 1983).222 

Ex-^ipraEx-^ipra Dissident Structure 

Oppositee to what was first believed in early literature (Hodder-Williams 1983:15; 
Berkeley/Schragee 1986:7), the ex-Zipra dissidents were fairly well organised. With 
Zipra'ss command structure and geographical organisation as a model, this much 
smallerr group of armed men tried to function structurally as they had done in the 
liberationn war. By having a certain framework including a command, the ex-Zipra 
dissidentss differed significantly from other operating groups. 

Thee area of operation was divided into three regions: the northern region which 
includedd Lupane, Nkayi and KweKwe (Matabeleland North, KweKwe-Midlands); 
thee western region which contained Tsholotsho and Plumtree (Matabeleland 
North);; and the southern region consisting of Beitbridge, Gwanda, Insiza and 
Kezii  (Matabeleland South). Contact was kept through meetings within and be-
tweenn the regions, although not all sections where connected to the regional sys-
tem2233 (interviews, Dube; Coltart 1994; Alexander 1996:21). Each region had a 
commanderr and a commissar, men responsible for security and medical officers. 
Thee commanders were appointed as were an administration. Under the regions 
theree were smaller sections which had section commanders, and had varying num-
berss of men (10-30). At times sections would split into two after meetings were 
heldd and a decision was made for a certain mission to be carried out (interview 

2222 The government's narrow view of the conflict did not convince everybody. Particularly for Zapu 
memberss it was hard to believe that fellow members resorted to violence in their own home 
provinces.. Instead, the undifferentiated reporting and the government's propaganda stance back 
lashed,, and caused Zapu sympathisers to disbelieve the existence of ex-Zipra dissidents altogether. 
Inn this view those responsible for dissident activity were 'armed criminals, government agents 
pretendingg to be dissidents, and agents infiltrated from South Africa' (Ranger 1986:391; see same 
themee in Berkeley/Schrage 1986:27). 
2233 According to an ex-Zipra dissident, a unit in the Matopos did not communicate with the 
regionall  structure until 1986, due to fears about Super Zapu' (Alexander 1996:21). 
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Dube,, 1994). To distinguish units and to avoid infiltration, code words were used. 
Dissidentss did not operate m their own home areas to protect families. When zones 
off  operation were established, both origin and the numbers of available dissidents 
inn an area were considered (Alexander 1996:21).224 

Inn government discourse it was assumed that Zapu as a party organ was responsi-
blee for necessary dissident structure (MPs attack, 1983; We will , 1983; Weitzer 
1990:169).. Thus, a separate ex-Zipra dissident structure de-linked from Zapu, was 
officiallyy never considered. 

Ex-^ipraEx-^ipra Dissident Capacity 

Thee exact number of dissidents operating during the conflict is difficult to estimate. 
Thee Zipra dissident fraction was joined by new 'members' in an uneven pace over 
thee conflict period. From the literature and interviews, it is apparent that around cer-
tainn events the group grew, such as after the Entumbane clashes, Nkomo's dismissal, 
Zipraa property confiscations, Dabengwa's and Masuku's detentions, the Fifth Bri-
gadee deployment, and the Zapu persecution during the 1985 elections. During the 
conflict,, the ex-Zipra dissidents themselves were not aware of exacdy how many 
theyy were in total. One dissident estimated them to be 3,000 (interview Ndlovu, 
1994).. Assessments by others (government sources, dissidents, and researchers) are 
matt the dissidents were approximately between 100-400 (Berkeley/Schrage 
1986:16,, interviews Coltart, Ndebele, Ngwenya, Dube 1994; Alexander 1996:21; 
CCJP/LRFF 1997:31). In addition to an uneven influx of new ex-Zipra dissidents, 
thee group never stayed constant Dissidents were killed, or wounded and had to be 
takenn out of the area, were captured or deserted to Botswana or South Africa. Alex-
anderr estimates a casualty and desertion rate of 75% (1996:21). 

Thee ex-Zipra dissidents did not recruit new dissidents, nor did they generally at-
temptt to politicise civilians (Weitzer 1990:170). This may have been due to the per-
ceptionn that the ex-Zipra dissidents' ideological basis remained unchanged since 
thee liberation war, and üherefore no further politicisation in the previous Zipra 
dominatedd areas was necessary. Alternatively, those in die bush for purely self-de-
fencee purposes, had assumably no wish to propagate certain political ideas. Never-
theless,, some civilians joined the ex-Zipra dissidents. Had they no previous experi-
ence,, the commanders would train the civilians (interviews Nldovu, Ndebele, 
1994).. This posed a security problem since those who joined could be infiltrators. 

2244 Due to this organisation, locally the dissidents were well aware of who were operating where. This 
wass exemplified when in court cases after Amnesty (1988), ex-Zipra dissidents were giving detailed 
evidencee of who in their area was a dissident and who was a criminal (interview Coltart, 1994). 
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Also,, those with no prior training did not know guerrilla tactics or how to interact 
withh civilians. As a result violations occurred, as one ex-Zipra dissident stated 
'Somee were criminals among us and would beat civilians, causing loss in support' 
(Alexanderr 1996:22). 

Inn government discourse dissident capacity was not discussed much. At first this 
mayy have been due to lack of information. However, in 1985 government sources 
estimatedd dissident capacity (including all groups) to be 'no more than 300 at any 
givenn time' (Berkeley/Schrage 1986:16). This was not publicly disclosed, perhaps 
too avoid alarm or to conceal how small the dissident capacity actually was. 

Ex-^ipraEx-^ipra Dissident Legitimacy 

Havingg left army or civilian life in self-defence or in response to government activ-
ities,, the ex-Zipra dissidents functioned outside the law. They did not have guerril-
laa legitimacy since their actions were not sanctioned or supported by any recog-
nisedd party or organisation. Instead Zapu, the ex-Zipra dissidents' organisation of 
origin,, denied the dissidents any legitimacy by continuously condemning their ac-
tionss and pleading for the dissidents to give up. Nor were their actions visibly and 
officiallyy recognised or supported by extensive numbers of civilians (Ranger 
1986:391-392;; GCJP/LRF 1997:14). 

Yett the ex-Zipra dissidents did not act without a. sense of legitimacy. They used the 
legitimacyy given to Zipra soldiers in the liberation war and the model of Zipra as 
structure,, without the official legitimacy that came with it. Their Zipra back-
groundd was a unifying element amongst them, which was also publicly disclosed 
byy notes signed 'Zipra forces'. Thus, although not sanctioned from outside the dis-
sidentt framework, their previous collective legitimate guerrilla experience still 
evokedd validity in this new situation. Dissidents gave themselves and each other a 
sensee of legitimacy through their well established (albeit loosely connected) organ-
isation.. They did not act aimlessly and on an individual basis, but in units and re-
gionss through meetings and most importanüy - through a command structure. 
Commanderss gave orders, and missions were undertaken. Based on their previous 
status,, belief of self-defence and the right to act against government's policies, die 
dissidentss created a legitimacy to act — even if it was one which lacked official sanc-
tionstions from others than themselves. 

Thiss legitimacy brought them to actions in the bush. To be able to survive, the dis-
sidentss needed food, clothing, arms and information regarding government troop 
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movements.. This was to an extent given to them by local civilians.225 In their own 
accounts,, dissidents stress their 'support from the masses' and having been met just 
ass in the previous liberation war. Others experienced hesitance, fear and at times 
rejectionn from the local population (interviews Dube, Ndebele, Ngwenya, Ndlovu 
1994,, see also Alexander 1996:24). In the study of Alexander et al, most ex-Zipra 
dissidentss expressed that they had very littl e support from local Zapu leaders due 
too the pressure dissident presence caused on civilians. Having ex-Zipra dissidents 
inn the area brought government forces against which civilian protection could not 
bee guaranteed by the ex-Zipra soldiers (Alexander et al, 2000:200). Thus, the civil-
ianss confronted by dissidents were caught in the middle: they had to either feed 
andd shelter the dissidents and thereby violate government security measures, or 
refusee the dissidents, rejecting ex-combatants with the same ethnic background 
andd (likely) political conviction/party belonging as themselves. In both cases the 
repercussionn of their choice could be violence. One can only speculate about the 
extentt to which civilian support was due to commitment towards the dissidents 
causee based on the liberation war experiences and/or the prevailing situation, or 
basedd on fear of harassment and violence. Nevertheless, it is highly likely that 
somee civilians out of conviction did support the dissidents (Hodder-Williams 
1983:15;; CCJP 1983a:3; Berkeley/Schrage 1986:25; dissident interviews 1994; 
Alexanderr 1996:24) which irrespective of scope, gave the dissidents another ele-
mentt of legitimacy.226 

Itt has been argued that for both Zapu and Zipra during the liberation war a close 
linkk existed between political legitimacy and the usage of shrines (Ranger in Alex-
anderr 1996:27). This religious practice was continued by ex-Zipra dissidents in the 
1980s,, who visited shrines and discussed their situation with mediums, asking for 
protectionn and advice (Alexander 1996:27). Alexander suggests that 'In the ab-
sencee of other leadership, shrines were perhaps more important to them [dissi-
dents]]  after independence, in terms of their own well being and as a means of 

2255 The dissidents were armed mostly through arms they had brought with them, through hidden 
weaponss in caches, through contacts with government forces, and some through South African 
supplies.. The supply of arms was a serious problem, as was access to ammunition (Peace at, 1988; 
Nkalaa 1988:13; see also Alexander 1996:22). 
2266 An important aspect of civilian support of dissidents is linked to loyalty with Zapu and towards 
diee Ndebele ethnic identity. Alexander et al describes in civilians an 'unswerving and profound 
loyaltyy to Zapu, which many people ascribed to the "Ndebele character", and which had firm roots 
inn Zapu's long history of resistance' (Alexander et al, 2000:225-226). The authors also note 
regardingg Zapu loyalty that 'loyalty is cast as an essential feature of Zapu's political culture and of 
beingg Ndebele' (Alexander et al, 2000:229). 
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soundingg out public opinion' (Alexander 1996:27). If shrines had for Zipra sol-
dierss been an important element in substantiating legitimacy during the liberation 
war,, continued practice in the dissident period may well have fulfilled the same 
function. . 

Inn government discourse, Zapu bestowed dissident legitimacy since, according to 
thee government, the party sanctioned, supplied and directed their activities. This 
accusationn was repetitiously denied by Zapu officials, as outlined previously. Dissi-
dentss tiiemselves state that they had 'no direct contact or assistance from Zapu', 
butt that 'individual Zapu members would help' (interview Ndlovu, 1994; see also 
Hodder-Williamss 1983:15 and Alexander 1996:23). In die government discourse 
however,, notes signed 'Zipra forces' and 'Father Zimbabwe' batches (Zapu materi-
all  featuring Nkomo) found in deserted dissident camps, were described to the pub-
li cc as proof enough. The government also tried through court cases to establish a 
linkk between Zapu as an organisation and the dissidents, but failed to do so (inter-
viewss Coltart, Feltoe, 1994).2'27 

Byy linking Zapu to dissidents legitimacy, and refusing to address any dissident 
grievancess or opening up a dialogue through negotiations, the government denied 
thee dissidents any independent validity. It only recognised the legitimacy the gov-
ernmentt itself was giving the dissidents: the one connected to Zapu. Had the gov-
ernmentt recognised the dissidents as an independent group of disgruntled armed 
men,, die proposed threat to the country would have come in a different light. The 
smalll  ill-equipped troop could scarcely justify a massive military occupation of af-
fectedd areas. Thus, the government needed die Zapu legitimacy as a cornerstone 
forr its actions, whether it was established in court or not. Similarly, die government 
alsoo claimed that the dissidents had a large popular support base in die Matabele-
landd provinces (CCJP/LRF 1997:40). Then, equipped witi i the notion that die 
oppositionn party was intending to overdirow the government, it related directly 
withh the dissidents, through armed confrontation. 

3.b.. Super-Zapu Dissidents 

Ass mentioned in section two, South African security began in 1982 recruiting Zim-
babweanss into what was attempted to be a proxy army. Under die code name 

22'' The court case used during the conflict by the government as its most significant evidence of a 
Zapu-- dissident link, was the earlier mentioned kidnapping trial of Gilbert Ng^enya. Although the 
ex-Zipraa combatant was convicted for murder of the six tourists (see section two), specific evidence 
linkingg Zapu to the crime - other than Ngwenya's testimony - , was not reported. To date there is 
noo documentary or material evidence to support the contention that Zapu concretely supported or 
instructedd dissidents (CCJP/LRF 1997:30-31). 
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"Operationn Drama" covert support was organised for these dissidents, who went 
underr the name of Super-Zapu (CCJP/LRF 1997:30). The South African recruit-
edd dissidents were initially contacted inside Zimbabwe, in the Dukwe refugee 
campp in Botswana, and in South Africa where Zimbabweans {particularly from 
Matabeleland)) crossed mainly to seek employment (Martin/Johnson 1986:57, En-
gell  1994:209). The training was conducted jointly by ex-Rhodesian security forces 
andd South African Defence Forces (Berkeley/Schrage 1986:23). Two ex-Rhode-
sianss were involved in this process, one of whom was Malcolm Calloway, the 
formerr CIO agent involved in the arms caches in 1982. Calloway now organised 
weaponss and training at a South African military base near Louis Trichard 
(Northernn Transvaal) for the recruited Super-Zapu dissidents (Johnson/Martin 
1986:55,, Engel 1994:209).228 The second significant person was Kevin John 
Woodss who after independence worked for CIO as a senior administrative officer 
inn Matabeleland. His task was to prepare intelligence reports on the dissident situ-
ation,, which were given to Prime Minister Mugabe. Simultaneously he was taking 
orderss from the Soum African security, for which he started working as a spy in 
19833 (Ellis/Sechaba 1992:109-110). Thus South African' forces Special Tasks Di-
rectoratee had an excellent opportunity to stir division and create destabilisation 
particularlyy through these two people (located in each country) with extensive 
knowledgee of the local situation in Matabeleland and Zimbabwe at large.229 

Accordingg to government sources the South African involvement in dissident re-
cruitmentt and training was most intense in 1982-1983 (Berkeley/Schrage 
1986:24).. Ballistic proof of South African sources arming dissidents became evi-
dentt for the first time in late 1982 when in a contact with the ZNA, bandits were 
capturedd and arms were recovered. The bandits admitted to have been trained by 
thee South African defence forces, and their weapons (Romanian AK 47 s) carried 
ammunitionn manufactured in 1980. Thus the weapons were not from the Zipra 
armamentss which was last supplied in September 1979. Furthermore the Zimba-
bweann government did not use weapons from the Warsaw Pact countries. Instead 
itit  became clear that the ammunition was from the same source as used by Renamo 
forcess in Mozambique, supplied by South African sources (Martin/Johnson 
1986:55-63).230 0 

2288 Other training camps in Northern Transvaal were Spencer, Ntabeni, Phalaborwa and 
Hammerskraall  Camps (Berkeley/Schrage 1986:231 
2299 Kevin Woods was arrested in 1988. Two additional people with central roles in "Operation 
Drama""  are reported to be Col. Moeller and Col. Jan Breytenbach (CCJP/LRF 1997:30). 
2300 For detailed account on evidence (based on police records) of South Africa's involvement in 
armingg bandits, see Martin/Johnson 1986:55-63. 
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Thee Zimbabwean government approached the Super-Zapu issue through three 
methods.. Firstly, military pressure in general in the Matabeleland provinces to 
eradicatee all dissidents. Secondly, through diplomatic relations with Botswana, 
leadingg to intensified border monitoring on both sides, and a repatriation of sus-
pectedd dissidents from Dukwe refugee camp. Diplomatic contacts did however not 
progresss smoothly due to ZNA units having operated inside Botswana, and after a 
statementt by Mugabe that the Botswana government was unwilling to co-operate 
inn the eradication of dissidents.231 Nevertheless, the repatriations from Dukwe lim-
itedd South African recruitment efforts (Engel 1994:209-210). 

Thee third method to constrain Super-Zapu was to confront the South African gov-
ernmentt with proof of its involvement in recruiting and arming dissidents. In Feb-
ruaryy 1984 a detailed dossier was given to South Africa's then Chief of Staff (In-
telligence),, containing information regarding Calloways' involvement, arms sup-
pliess and statements by captured dissidents. At this point dissident recruitment and 
trainingg was seemingly halted, and for 17 months there was no evidence of infil -
trationn or arms supplies.232 How long Super-Zapu functioned is not clear. Alexan-
derr claims that it 'operated little over a year' (1982-1983), whilst Martin/Johnson 
statee that Super-Zapu support was reactivated in 1985 (Alexander 1996:18; Mar-
tin/Johnsontin/Johnson 1986:62). 

Thee South African destabilisation strategy never did reach planned effect. Due to 
thee strong anti-apartheid and pro-ANC stance amongst the ex-Zipra dissidents, 
thee basis for operations fundamentally differed between the groups. When ex-
Zipraa dissidents' own accounts became available, evidence of extensive violence 

2311 South African supplied arms caches were found in Botswana through information given by 
capturedd Super-Zapu leaders (Martin/Johnson 1986:60-61). In an interview with Lit-Col L. Dyke 
off  the ZNA. he confirmed that he had commanded a ZNA operation into Botswana to eliminate 
armss caches. He states that in this operation, 'I destroyed some caches there [in Botswana] and 
killedd some Botswana soldiers'... 'we had to kill some Botswana soldiers to do that at the time' 
(interview,, Dyke, 1994). When bilateral relations were strained by clashes between Botswana 
soldierss and 'armed men" (whose identification had first been that of ZNA but later changed to 
unspecifiedd 'armed men'), an urgent meeting was held by the Joint Commission on Defense and 
Securityy in Bulawayo (10/11 1983). According to Engel, the commission established that 'no 
Zimbabweann soldiers were involved' (1994:210). Whether this was the specific operation com-
mandedd by Lit-Col Dyke or not is not clear, however his own testimony clearly indicates reasons for 
bilaterall  tensions between Botswana and Zimbabwe at the time. 

2322 This could have been due to three factors: the evidence of South African involvement presented 
byy the Zimbabweans; the South African government signed a non-aggression treaty with Mozam-
biquee in March 1982 and wished to show the international community they would honor an 
agreementt of non-aggression; and/or due to military pressure by ZNA forces in Zimbabwe (Engel 
1994:211). . 
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withinn Super-Zapu as well as between ex-Zipra and Super Zapu dissidents were 
broughtt to light (Alexander 1996:18-20; Alexander et al, 2000:196-198). Much 
confusionn was caused by the fact that Super-Zapu had some ex-Zipra leaders. 
Whenn ex-Zipra combatants joined Super-Zapu units without knowledge of the 
unitss background, they were met by a brutality towards new recruits unknown to 
Zipraa forces. The violence towards ex-Zipra recruits apparently originated from 
Super-Zapuu dissidents' awareness of Zipra's anti-South Africa stance. Therefore 
Super-Zapuu commanders tried to exclude any questioning of their status or con-
nectionss by a terror discipline - including killings. Zipra ex-combatants also noted 
withh rejection other differences to their Zipra background; the wayy in which meet-
ingss took place and the manners in which civilian contacts were handled. These 
differencesdifferences in methods and conviction led both to in-fighting in Super Zapu, and 
clashess between the two groups (Alexander 1996:18-20). The first reported fight-
ingg took place in 1983. According to evidence given by captured dissidents, the ex-
Zipraa dissidents fought Super-Zapu in an effort to stamp out South African in-
volvementt because they suspected 'South Africa to be using them to promote its 
ownn interests' (Martin/Johnson 1986:57-58; Engel 1994:209). Super-Zapu never 
greww much in size, the resistance by ex-Zipra dissidents being one reason. Active 
Super-Zapuu dissidents were estimated at best to be 100, and the amount of trained 
Super-Zapuu dissidents was assessed by the Zimbabwean government not to be 
moree than 300 (Engel 1994:209). 

Ass with other types of destabilisation conducted by the then South African regime, 
thee goal of the Super-Zapu dissidents was to destabilise and create division. Dur-
ingg 1982-1983, the seemingly most active period of Super-Zapu, killings of white 
farmerss rose drastically. Some of these cases have, through ballistic evidence, been 
linkedd to the Super-Zapu dissidents (Martin/Johnson 1986:61). Another of South 
Africa'ss military tactics was to assassinate Zimbabwe's political leadership (Engel 
1994:213).. During the conflict a number of Zanu (PF) officials were murdered. As 
thiss being one of the apartheid regime's strategies, Super-Zapu may have particu-
larlyy targeted Zanu members. However, evidence linking these crimes to Super-
Zapuu dissidents has not been established, therefore the connection remains specu-
lative.. What is beyond doubt is that through its brute methods, (including mutila-
tionss as in Renamo activities), Super-Zapu succeeded in destabilising by spreading 
terrorr in the rural areas. They also accomplished their goal to create division, by 
committingg crimes blamed genetically on 'dissidents' but by implication in the dis-
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coursee the responsibility was put on ex-Zipra dissidents and Zapu as a party.233 

However,, lacking more specific data on both ex-Zipra and Super-Zapu dissident 

activities,, it has not been possible to establish on the whole how much impact the 

influxx of Super-Zapu dissidents had in terms of destabilisation and violence. 

Thee government 's official discourse on South African destabilisation in general, 

andd Super-Zapu dissidents in particular, was ambiguous during the years of the 

Matabele landd conflict. The threat of South African destabilisation was duly 

stressedd particularly in parliament, where with six months intervals, the govern-

mentt argued for an extension of the state of emergency. However, when examin-

ingg the government media coverage of the Matabeleland conflict (1981^1987), 

theree is relatively littl e written about the South African infiltration. In one of the 

feww articles where the government raised Super-Zapu, Mugabe emphasised three 

points:: that the South African regime infiltrated dissidents through Botswana in 

orderr to 'develop hostile relations between us and Botswana'; that the Super-Zapu 

dissidentss were Ndebele speakers so as to emphasise the 'ethnic factor' and 'make 

i tt Shona versus Ndebele'; and that Super-Zapu had a different strategy than the 

ex-Zipraa dissidents because: 

Theyy think the dissidents directly from Zapu are wrong in killin g and 
torturingg people and, therefore, alienating the masses from them. They 
[Super-Zapu]]  say they are opposed to the strategy, want a better image 
andd are better armed (Why the, 1983). 

Whatt is noteworthy of this statement is that the two first points are issues that the 

governmentt partly itself carries responsibility for, but here blame is laid on South 

Africa.. In the third point ex-Zipra dissidents are characterised as the 'wrong-doers' 

whilstt Super-Zapu (rejecting Zipra dissidents), are pictured as 'better' in a choice 

off  two negatives. 

Precisee reasons for the scarcity of government statements on South African destabi-

lisationn remains widiheld. Engel points out that the security dimension of Zimba-

bwe'ss foreign policy vis-a-vis South Africa in 1982 1987 was confined to a very close 

2333 An additional way South African security created division specifically tarnishing Zipra, was a 
disinformationn campaign focusing on unsolicited publications, circulus and letters. These were 
mailedd to prominent politicians, diplomatic missions, and individuals, containing threats or political 
statementss and 'signed' by Zipra officials. In a particularly serious case, the government having 
evidencee of South African involvement, required a member of the South African trade mission in 
Hararee to leave Zimbabwe (Martin/Johnson 1986:66-67). 
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circlee of persons234 and that channels of communication between the two countries 
'havee never been a subject of public discourse' (Engel 1994:212). Yet it seems a 
choicee was made, for other than security matters, Mugabe's government was famous 
forr its anti-apartheid stance. Had the South African infiltration been the centre of 
thee government discourse in die Matabeleland conflict, the political Zapu versus 
Zanuu dispute (including the ethnic elements) would have taken on an entirely differ-
entt dimension. Instead, the official government discourse did not stress international 
destabilisationn (aldiough having ample evidence of Soutii African involvement), but 
blamedd Zapu as wholly responsible for the dissident activities. 

3.c.. Bandits 

Thee third category of people operating in Matabeleland and generically identified 
ass 'dissidents', were criminals or bandits. Motive was the element which in general 
distinguishedd bandits from ex-Zipra or Super-Zapu dissidents. Bandits conducted 
robberies,, murders and rape for their own 'benefit', were not known to have a 
structuree or commands, but acted mostly on the spur of die moment. An example 
off  banditry was reported in The Herald (29/6 1984) where Nation Dube had been 
operatingg in his home area near Gwanda (Matabeleland South). Dube admitted 
thatt he had raped a number of women and robbed some stores. He stated that his 
actionss were not based on any political motives, but to get money. Dube was appre-
hendedd by local people (quoted in Ranger 1986:392). 

Anodierr example of banditry described in The Herald (17/5 1984) was diat of 
Robertt Moyo, who whilst looking for his cattle entered a homestead posing as a 
dissident.. To impress his status he produced two spent cartridges, claiming diat he 
hadd used two bullets killin g two people. He also stated mat they were 11 men in 
total,, die rest hiding in the bush. His act was however not convincing, and he was 
apprehendedd by people in the village (quoted in Ranger 1986:392). 

Thus,, due to die volatile situation in the region and the availability of arms, ban-
ditryy became an occurrence in addition to the ex-Zipra and Super-Zapu dissident 
activity.235 5 

2344 The circle consisted of Prime Minister Mugabe, who was also holding the defense portfolio 
(1980-1987),, Minister of State (Security) Emmerson Mnangagwa, Minister of State (Defense) 
Sydneyy Sekeramayi in 1982-1983, and his predecessor the late Ernest Kadungure. Sekeramayi 
continuedd being an important advisor after he took over as Minister of Health (Engel 1994:212). 
2355 For a historical perspective on banditry, social banditry and guerrilla activity in Rhodesia/ 
Zimbabwe,, see Ranger 1986:373-396. 
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Althoughh the difference in motive, the activities conducted by all three groups were 
interchangeablyy referred to in the media as 'dissidence' or 'banditry': the distinction 
betweenn acts based on political grievances and non-political criminal activity were 
thuss left in ambiguity. Generally then, all dissidence was seen to be banditry (unlaw-
full  activities for personal benefit), all banditry was dissidence (unlawful activities here 
basedd on the wish to overrule the government). Allowing for this ambiguity, catered 
too the government's position not to grant any legitimacy to dissidents with a political 
motive,, since crime for personal benefit is an offence scarcely no one will accord le-
gitimacy.. In this way public opinion could be moulded to dismiss ex-Zipra political 
motives,motives, instead focusing on a military response to deal with criminality. 

3.d.. Dissidence or Banditry: A Civilian Loss 

Thee damage, loss, and trauma dissidents irrespective of category inflicted on civil-
ians,, is beyond numerical configurations. However, besides the impossibility of in-
cludingg emotional impact when counting casualties, the fact remains that in this 
conflictt including state authorities, reliable statistics are nott available. When debat-
ingg for the renewal of the State of Emergency, government statistics were present-
edd for parliament. These statistics remain the only officially compiled information 
regardingg dissident activities. However, due to the fact that the State of Emergency 
hadd to be justified based on these statistics, the figures can only be observed with 
caution.. Furthermore, neither the method nor compilation of the sources are giv-
enn (Weitzer 1990:161). In addition to these cautions, sources quote (the same) gov-
ernmentt data differently (compare Berkeley/Schrage 1986:25 and Weitzer 
1990:162).. It is dierefore of littl e value to list exact numbers given. 

Yett die question remains what the scope added to during these most two intense 
yearss of dissident activity. With all statistical cautions posted, as derived from quot-
edd government sources, dissidents (all categories) killed an average of 100 people 
perr year (1983-1984).236 Counting 1983 and the beginning of 1984, 40 white 

2300 An additional problem with the statistics was that at times the same incidents were reported in 
differentt versions, depending on who reported it: soldiers/government sources reported an incident 
committedd by dissidents, whilst civilians reported the same incident having taken place but staring 
thatt the perpetrators were government soldiers (Berkeley/Schrage 1986:25; Carver 1989:17). This 
wass partly due to a government strategy of so called 'pseudo-ops', in which government soldiers 
wouldd act as dissidents in order to find out if local people were supporting dissidents. An elabora-
tionn of pseudo-ops will follow in section four. 
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commerciall  farmers were reported killed.237 Of those killed in 1983, 58 were re-
portedlyy Zanu (PF) officials, whilst in 1984 12 Zanu (PF) officials were reported 
murderedd by dissidents {Berkeley/Schrage 1986:25; Weitzer 1990:162).238 

2377 In early 1984 nearly 500,000 acres of commercial farmland was abandoned in the 
Matabelelandd provinces. In 1980 Kezi district had 41 registered commercial farmers. In 1983 only 
ninee remained, and after uiree commercial farmers were killed in the district in February 1984, the 
sixx commercial farmers left, fled the area (Commercial Farmers Union, quoted in Berkeley/ 
Schragee 1986:26). 
2388 How many people the dissidents killed over the whole conflict period remains speculative. 
Governmentt sources state 700-800, however CCJP states that 'in areas [with allegedly high 
dissidentt activity] where fairly exhaustive research has taken place, these high claims are not borne 
out'.. In the two case studies (Nyamandlovu and Matobo) research results illustrate that approxi-
matelyy 98% of deaths and disappearances in the communal lands were conducted by government 
agencies,, and 2% were murders by dissidents (CCJP/LRF 1997:39, 201). 
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Voicess Sectio n Three 

ƒƒ became a dissident because there was division. We felt there was no freedom. We had 
foughtfought together with 2[anu in the liberation war, but there was no governing together. 
Trainoss Nyathi.239 

WeWe [dissidents] were still following that previous goal. To distribute the wealth to the 
people,people, to start projects, like this one [co-operative]. As you know, there were some farms 
wherewhere they discovered arms. It was the land issue. Because after the war we were going to 
dodo farming, at the farms. But it did not happen during 1980-1981, there were misunder-
standingsstandings between the parties. The policy we were told, was not followed. So therefore we 
followedfollowed the previous [^ipra]  policy.... Our final goal was unity. We have struggled a lot to 
establishestablish unity. This was one of our objectives. We know that ^anu had deserted this unity. 
ThereThere were people who were influencing and distorting information about the current 
officersofficers in ZaPu and Zanu- ^ur objective was to unite together. Obert Dube.240 

ApartApart from defending ourselves, there was very little we wanted to achieve. Except that 
whenwhen we started trying to defend ourselves it worsened and worsened. It was difficult to say 
thatthat "I  was just trying to defend myself, and I want to put down my arms and I want to 
comecome back home". So we carried on, we continued the war because it was started.... 
AnythingAnything concerning power or land or what ever, we would bok at that through £apu 
whichwhich still existed then. We were actually merely doing something for ourselves, not looking 

forfor anything else [such as] rights for oursebes. Just defending oursebes, staying alive. 
Zwelibanzii  Ndlovu.241 

ItIt  would have been better of course for us if ^apu had been ruling but we did not really 
intendintend to get ^apu into power. What we were fighting against was the prevailing system, 
whichwhich was making everybody uncomfortable. We were trying to neutralise that discomfort-
inging situation in the country. M. Ndebele.242 

WeWe were using the guerrilla warfare strategy, the same as before independence. [But] the 
targettarget was different. The target was not the 2[anla forces, because Zjpra forces are political 

forces.forces. We must consider whom we are meaning... We were not so much against them [the 

2399 Ex-Zipra combatant and former dissident, (Peace at, 1988). 
2400 Interview with Obert Dube, Zipra ex-combatant and former dissident, Sibantubanye coopera-
tive,, Matabeleland, 15 March 1994. 
2411 Interview with Zwelibanzi Ndlovu, ex-Zipra combatant and former dissident, Green Light 
Cooperative,, 14/3 1994. 
2422 Interview with M. Ndebele, Zipra ex-combatant and former dissident, Sibantubanye coopera-
tive,, Matabeleland, 15 March 1994. 
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army],army], but we were fighting with than because they were soldiers - if they got a gun, you 
mustmust shoot. If you don't, they can shoot you. Our target was to destroy the economy. 
Obertt Dube.243 

OurOur enemy was the government forces. Those were the people we were fighting against. 
TheThe government forces, meaning the Zimbabwe National Army, the Support Units, the 
policepolice itself and the CIO. Never Mazwi.244 

TheThe government destroyed infrastructure to make it bok like that the dissidents had done it. 
ItIt  was a way of the government to destroy us. Zwelibanzi Ndlovu.245 

ItIt  was the strategy of the government. They were just going in the villages, collecting some 
ofof the people. They were saying 'you are supporting the dissidents, you are doing this and 
this,this, you have cooked sadza for the dissidents, you are buying clothes'. If you have a gun, 

youyou can say 'cook sadza for me', because you have a gun. That was not supposed to be 
done,done, because that was innocent people. But they [the army] were doing it. Ansker 
Ngwenya.246 6 

ThereThere were two types of dissidents; those who were genuinely against what was happening, 
andand those who where posing as dissidents so as to cause chaos and justify the sending in of 
thethe Fifth Brigade. The government was responsible for those who posed as dissidents. 
Simonn Silonda.247 

MyMy husband is a hunted man. He has to sleep at seven different places per week. Dissidents 
saysay he is a sell-out, I suppose just because he owns the little shop. One night they woke me 
upup at about midnight and said they wanted my husband. I told them he was away in 
Bulawayo.Bulawayo. They said they wanted cigarettes, beer and radio dry-cell batteries from me. 
II  told them I did not have the keys to the shop which was some four kilometres from home, 
andand that they had better return the following day. They assaulted me accusing us of being 
sell-outssell-outs because we sat on sofas at home. They said they wanted to bring us down from 
thethe sofas to mats. They then told me to tell my husband that they wanted brandy and beer, 

2433 Interview with Obert Dube, Zipra ex-combatant and former dissident, Sibantubanye coopera-
tive,, Matabeleland, 15 March 1994. 
2444 Never Mazwi, former dissident (Zimbabwe Project, 1993). 
2+55 Interview with Zwelibanzi Ndlovu, Zipra ex-combatant and former dissident, Green Light 
cooperative,, Matabeleland, 14 March 1994. 
2466 Interview with Ansker Ngwenya, ex-Zipra combatant and former dissident, Sibantubanye 
cooperative,, 15/3 1994. 
2477 Interview with Simon Silonda, Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace, Bulawayo office, 
166 March, 1994. 
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tobaccotobacco and shoes.... That is why he [the husband] has to sleep at seven different places per 
weekweek like a hare, and I am now squatting in Bulawayo. Emma Ndebele.248 

DuringDuring the time we were operating the only way to arm ourselves was to lie down in 
ambushambush and shoot down soldiers. Then you get more ammunition, and you get more 
weapons.weapons. Because usually you would'find'four guys with weapons, maybe three of them 
withwith nothing. Maybe two guys with nothing and one with a weapon, and others using hand 
grenades.grenades. It was really a tough situation. And we were facing about 45.000 troops within 
thethe area. Collin Ndiweni.249 

TheThe reason we deployed ourselves more in Matabelekxnd than Mashonaland was because 
atat times we would run out of ammunition, during that time we would be sure we would be 
securesecure where we were. We could go and sit with our people, who would look after us well 
duringduring that time. We had support in Matabeleland, that made it easier for us. Our main 
reasonreason to be in the bush was to defend ourselves, more than even defending Zjipu itself. We 
wantedwanted to defend oursebes personally. We were threatened, our lives were threatened. If we 
diddid not do this [become dissidents], we did not think we would survive. Zwelibanzi 
Ndlovu.250 0 

SinceSince we were holding guns, and the soldiers were also holding guns, it would happen that 
somesome people would get caught in the crossfire. But we did not kill  civilians intentionally. The 
policypolicy was not to kill  civilians. It was the government forces that were doing injuries to the 
people....people.... We were fighting with the soldiers. The people we interacted with. We talked a lot 
aboutabout the reasons why we were in the bush, the political grounds, to make people aware why 
wewe were not happy in the army. People were behind us. That is why the government failed to 
catchcatch the dissidents. People would not tell where we were. M. Ndebele.251 

SomeSome individuals were afraid, not everyone, and they would go and tell. Some of them said 
'I'I  will  not report my child. No matter that you are not in my family but you are my child, 
wewe are family because we are the same people'. We had a big support amongst the civilians. 
Anskerr Ngwenya.252 

2488 Civilian in Bulilimamangwe District (Dissidents: The, 1986). 
2+9Ex-Zipraa combatant and former dissident (Zimbabwe Project, 1993). 
2500 Interview with Zwelibanzi Ndlovu, ex-Zipra combatant and former dissident, Green Light 
Cooperative,, 14/3 1994. 
2511 Interview with M. Ndebele, Zipra ex-combatant and former dissident, Sibantubanye coopera-
tive,, Matabeleland, 15 March 1994. 
2522 Interview with Ansker Ngwenya, Zipra ex-combatant and former dissident, Sibantubanye 
cooperative,, Matabeleland, 15 March, 1994. 
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ThereThere was no direct contact or assistance from %apu. The only way we got assistance was 
whenwhen we went directly to the people in the communal lands and got information through 
thosethose people. Individual ̂ apu members would help. Zwelibanzi Ndlovu.253 

ThoseThose children who refused to return worried us because we did not know what else they 
wanted,wanted, and how they could be helped. Some people, in some areas, say that some children 
wentwent back to fight after the war, and that they became dissidents. They say they were very 

frightening.frightening. Civilians were afraid of them and they wondered why they had gone back to 
fightingfighting So, although they did not want to give them food or water to drink, they ended up 
doingdoing so, after asking themselves: why did he go back to fight; and what is his aim in doing 
so?so? There must have been a reason. Of course, they were also afraid for their lives. But 
some,some, a lot, of homes were burnt down. I cannot say how many and I also cannot give 
namesnames because I am still frightened. There were also men who were killed for nothing, 
nothing.nothing. Thema Khumalo.254 

^apu^apu wasn't supporting us. We took by force with a weapon.... We didn't even have youth 
toto support us, to get information. £apu was saying they didn't know why we left the %J4A, 
theythey just heard of us in the forest. Mo one could support us. Each ^apu member was 
supposedsupposed to be killed then. Everything was so quiet... even JVkomo ran away. Gcobala 
Ncube,, ex-Zipra dissident255 

WhenWhen the dissidents menace began in about 1982, most people thought it was a passing 
problem,problem, passing in the sense that it could not take more than a few months before the 
securitysecurity forces neutralised those responsible for it. Dissidents came to my home a couple of 
timestimes but did not find me because I was away at school. They demanded food and empha-
sisedsised that relish had to be chicken. In fact they looked around and chose for themselves one 
ofof my best cocks. They remarked that I had a lot of fat hens and cocks, and that relish for 
themthem would not be a problem in my home. They told my aged mother and little children 
presentpresent that I should be told that they (dissidents) would like to find a large assortment of 
alcoholicalcoholic beverages, which would include not less than half a dozen bottles of brandy, the 
followingfollowing Sunday. They said as a teacher I was well paid and should not find it difficult to 
buybuy the drinks for them, plus cigarettes.... After a week or so, the dissidents arrived late at 
nightnight and demanded food, drinks and cigarettes. This time they wanted a goat to be 
slaughtered.slaughtered. They said they were 'over-many', were 'over-hungry', and were 'over-tired'. 

2533 Interview with Zwelibanzi Ndlovu, Zipra ex-combatant and former dissident, Green Light 
Cooperative,, Matabeleland, 14 March, 1994. 
2544 Staunton 1990:82. 
2555 Alexander et al, 2000:201. 
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FiveFive of them took turns to assault me with a thick mulberry tree stick [because there were 
nono drinks]. They hit me so severely that my buttocks became a mass of blood. Carlton 
Dube.256 6 

AsAs far as I am concerned, there are three types of criminals, all of whom we call dissi-
dents.dents. There is the ordinary boy from next door who goes out at night, picks up a piece of 
woodwood which looks like a gun, walks a couple of kilometres away and rapes and robs 
womenwomen and girls. Then there are those who actually deserted from the army, or where 
expelledexpelled for one reason or another. They decided to head for the bush from where they emerge 
onceonce in a while to terrorise people. They also claim to have a political motive. The third 
groupgroup comprises those who seem to have been trained somewhere, we are told in South 
Africa,Africa, and were sent here to cause havoc through sheer terror. But none of them are 
preparedprepared to listen to someone else's view. Nol No! If you question what they tell you, you 
areare going to be brutally punished. Margaret Msindo Ngwenya.257 

AA cousin of mine approached me and urged me to go to South Africa where we would get 
moneymoney and drive cars. Once we were in South Africa I found myself at the Entambeni 
campcamp [Louis Tritchardt], and we did not get any money... We received four months' 
militarymilitary training at Entambeni before we deployed back into Zimbabwe. We had both black 
andand white officers training us using English, Shona orNdebele.... Captain Calloway told 
usus to take up arms because the country [Zimbabwe] was not yet free and needed to be 
liberated....liberated.... He told us that even if we came across whites, especially farmers, these are bad 
peoplepeople because they grow the food which feeds Mugabe's dogs. He [Calloway] told us he 
hadhad instructions from JVkomo, and that he himself was a commander appointed by Nko-
mo....mo.... As initiation we were made to cut of the hands of two [^NA] soldiers.... We made 
oneone armed robbery and killed eight people. Dragon Mabuza.258 

ƒƒ don't know any dissident that has killed white farmers. We think that the government 
forcesforces were pretending to be dissidents and they killed the white farmers. We know a 
numbernumber of incidents when government forces came into the villages and told people that they 
werewere dissidents. The villagers would prepare food for them, and after the food they would 
hithit and kill  them.... It was the same thing [regarding killed ^anu-members]. We were not 
killingkilling  ̂ anu (PF) members just like that. We only killed somebody if they tried to kill  us. 

2300 Civilian in Nata Communal Land (Dissidents: The, 1986). 
2577 Dissidents: The, 1986. 
2588 Dragon Mabuza, former Super-Zapu dissident (Ziana: Interview with, 1984). 
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WeWe only killed those who held a weapon against us, not those who did nothing to us. We 

diddid not kill  civilians. Zwelibanzi Ndlovu.259 

WeWe could never work with South Africa as the independence war was against such coun-

tries.tries. We were not fighting to help South Africa. We were fighting to include everyone in the 

governmentgovernment of this country. Trainos Nyathi.260 

WeWe did not group with those people [Super ZaPuJ- They were moving around with their 
ownown part. We knew [they were not Qpra] because we knew each other.... We were in that 
unitunit where people were trained before, in the first struggle. Those who were from South 
Africa, weAfrica, we did not have them. Ansker Ngwenya.261 

ZipraZipra [dissidents] did not cross over to South Africa. Of course there could be that some 
peoplepeople entered, but others would know that better. Here in Matabeleland fin his area] that 
groupgroup did not exist. They were entering from the outside, going over the Eastern border. So 
herehere in Matabeleland there was no contact with the South African government [agents]. 
Obertt Dube.262 

TheThe security forces should seek the rural peoples co-operation, not force co-operation out of 
thethe people, because such an approach would place the people between two forms of violence, 
nonenone of which is acceptable. I also feel that the government could get some of these terrible 
peoplepeople back to normal life if they were promised some form of amnesty which would then 
bebe followed by a well-thought-out and effectively implemented rehabilitation programme. 
Albertt Ndoda.263 

2599 Interview with Zwelibanzi Ndlovu, ex-Zipra combatant and former dissident, Green Light 

Cooperative,, 14/3 1994. 
2600 Trainos Nyathi, ex-Zipra combatant and former dissident (Peace at, 1988). 
2611 Interview with Ansker Ngwenya, ex-Zipra combatant and former dissident, Sibantubanye 

cooperative,, 15/3 1994. 
2622 Interview with Obert Dube, Zipra ex-combatant and former dissident, Sibantubanye coopera-

tive,, Matabeleland, 15 March 1994. 
2633 Albert Ndoda, civilian in Nata Communal Land (Dissidents: The, 1986). 
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4.1983-1984::  Power to Execut e - Governmen t Respons e 

Thiss section describes the most fierce kind of government interventions conducted 
duringg the Matabeleland conflict. In 1983-1984 state aggression reached a peak in 
whichh the scale of organised violence towards civilians affected many thousand peo-
ple.. The most violent operations were conducted by the Fifth Brigade. Examining 
thee Brigade, the narrative is initially focused on describing background, training, 
operations,, and the Fifth Brigade's ethnic stance. However, describing this time peri-
odd and focusing solely at the Fifth Brigade operations would exclude the context in 
whichh the army unit operated, and omit the authority that gave it the legitimacy to 
act:: the government. Subsequently, the narrative includes other types of government 
measuress taken during these two years, connected to the conflict. For the sake of 
overvieww state involvement in the conflict has been divided into three types of inter-
ventions:: military interventions, non-military policy interventions, and discourse in-
terventions.. Analysing events in this light, it is apparent how these actions effectively 
envelopedd the government's scheme, as they were intricately interwoven and operat-
edd simultaneously. Whilst the military operations much in a covert manner saw to 
thee execution of the strategy locally, the more overt policy interventions {such as cur-
fews)) gave the nation the idea that dissident destabilisation was addressed. Framing 
thee whole exercise was government discourse which, it is here argued, was effectively 
usedd to mould public consent for government interventions. 

Exploringg the ways in which the government dealt with the ongoing destabilisation 
inn Matabeleland and Midlands, it is clear that indiscriminate civilian targeting was 
aa state policy. Thus, the hardship and violence civilians were systematically sub-
jectedd to was no 'side effect' of the government's efforts to pursue dissidents, as was 
putt forward at the time. Instead, based on government actions and orders, it is ar-
guedd that the government's focus was on undermining political opposition in Mat-
abelelandd and Midlands, whilst the containment of dissident activity was of a rel-
ativelyy lesser concern. Based on the logic to destroy Zapu structures, civilian tar-
getingg was a deliberate policy. Subsequently, the elimination of political structures 
wass executed through army counter-insurgency operations, in which the military 
enemyy identification encompassed not only Zapu members, but all those consid-
eredd of Ndebele ethnic origin. 

4.a.. Government Military Interventions 

Sincee the Entumbane clashes (1980/1981), military operations were continuously 
carriedd out in Matabeleland North and South in order to contain dissident activity 
(intervieww Munemo, 1996). Military intervention reached a peak when the deploy-
mentt of the Fifth Brigade took place in January 1983. Due to its special training 
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andd its counter-insurgency methods, the Fifth Brigade's legacy was - and contin-
uess to be - controversial in many camps; within the army, the government, in civil 
society,, and the international community. Conceptions of its composition, mo-
tives,, orders and tactics continue to flourish, often contradicting each other, mostly 
duee to littl e information available.264 

Thee Fifth Brigade Formation 

Thee Fifth Brigade was formed based on an agreement made in October 1980 be-
tweenn the then Prime Minister Mugabe and with the president of North Korea, Kim 
III  Sung. The Brigade consisted of approximately 3.500 men, organised in three bat-
talionss of 1,000 men each (the surplus being other military staff). In September 1982 
thee first battalion from ZNA was designated for the Fifth Brigade. This was the 24th 
Infantryy Battalion stationed at Rushinga (Mt Darwin) under the command of Lt. 
Col.. Munemo. Munemo's battalion and the subsequently designated battalion con-
sistedd of both ex Zipra and Zanla combatants, having undergone training in the 
newlyy integrated ZNA.265 The third battalion, which was an amalgamation of two 
battalionss from Tongogara Assembly Point, were ex Zanla guerrillas without the in-
tegrationn experience ('Gukurahundi' 1990:33; interview Munemo, 1996).266 This 
differencee was initially highly noticeable according to Munemo, since the two inte-
gratedd battalions had adopted a regular army life style in which the administrative 
andd military culture had changed. The relationship between the integrated and the 

2644 Parts of the below description of the Fifth Brigade rely on an extensive interview with its deputy 
andd later commander, Lt. Col. Emile Munemo. Due to the limited data on the Fifth Brigade and 
thee sensitivity surrounding its operations, it is difficult to further confirm information given by Lt. 
Col.. Munemo. Some information therefore represents his perception of the Fifth Brigade, and 
mustt be read in this light. 
2655 One of the reasons given for the battalion under Lt. Col. Munemo being designated to the new 
Fifthh Brigade was its 'capacity to hold together during the formative stages' of integration. The 
soldierss with both Zanla and Zipra background had through their collective training created an 
identityy as a battalion 'without inter-party and intra-unit squabbles', and were made to understand 
byy Minister of State (Security) Mr. Mnangagwa, that they had therefore been 'earmarked for this 
importantt task' of forming the Fifth Brigade (interview Munemo, 1996). 

2666 Miich criticism was raised against the Fifth Brigade's Zanla bias (Alao 1995:112). However, the 
claimss that the Brigade was exclusively assembled by Zanla forces is rejected by Munemo, who 
statedd that under his period of command both ex-Zanla and Zipra forces were part of the Brigade 
(intervieww Munemo, 1996). Due to discrimination however, according to Alexander/McGregor, the 
ex-Zipraa content diminished in the Fifth Brigade: they were not seen as loyal to the government 
andd were associated with the dissidents. Therefore the 'former Zipras were subsequently attacked, 
demoted,, and posted to other battalions' (Alexander 1996:11). Alexander et al also describes how 
formerr Zipra officers attached to the Fifth Brigade had their careers prematurely ended. See 
Alexanderr etal, 2000:191. 
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previouslyy non-integrated battalions was like 'between different people' until the lat-

terr group of soldiers 'learned that what we were representing was what the govern-

mentt was supporting' (interview Munemo, 1996). 

Inn September 1981 the battalions were addressed by Minister of State (Security), 

E.. Mnangagwa, and (former) senior Zanla, Zipra and Rhodesian officers, motivat-

ingg the new brigade's formation. The soldiers were told that 'aspects of insecurity 

weree creeping into the young nation, notably by malcontents' (interview Munemo, 

1996).. T he Fifth Brigade was needed to handle this situation, but was first to un-

dergoo training for one year (September 1981-September 1982), conducted by 

Northh Korean instructors. 

Thee Fifth Brigade Political Education 

Duringg the year the soldiers were kept in Nyanga without intermission, attending 

ann intense military training program. Although the training at an operat ional level 

wass geared towards an abstract external enemy, the North Korean instructors at-

temptedd a political dialogue in which it was indicated that the enemy was internal 

andd against the government. In the limited literature on the Fifth Brigade, it is of-

tenn ment ioned that the Brigade had on their syllabus political instruction ("Guku-

rahundi""  1990:33). This seemed to have been Zanu (PF)'s and the government's 

intention,, as Mugabe clearly stated: 

Theyy [the Fifth Brigade] were trained by the Koreans because we wanted 
onee arm of the army to have a political orientation which stems from our 
philosophyy as Zanu (PF). So when we deployed them in parts of 
Matabeielandd North, their approach was not just to use the gun. It was 
alsoo political, as was their approach during the war. You don't just act 
againstt the dissident. You also act with the population so that they can 
supportt the government (Five Brigade, 1983). 

However,, according to Lt Col Munemo, although originally so intended, political 

educationn in the form of official daytime lessons was not part of the soldiers' sylla-

bus.. Due to persistent resistance from Fifth Brigade commanders, political educa-

tiontion was placed after the daily military syllabus was concluded. Yet the Nor th Ko-

reann instructors then expected that soldiers would participate in a 'voluntary asso-

ciation',, comprising political education (interview Munemo, 1996). Films and talks 

aboutt Nor th Korean society took place, in which their local version of commu-
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nismm and the idea of 'duty' were emphasised. Sessions were held about the North 
Koreann ruling party's structure and the position of their leader Kim II Sung36'. 

Duee to its alien character, the reception of the information was not successful: 'We 
foundd it strange, I must admit', Lt Col Munemo stated. In his view the political 
educationn took place based on a 'misconception' by the North Koreans. This orig-
inatedd firstly from their invitation by Zanu (PF) as the ruling political party, and 
secondlyy by the North Koreans' limited knowledge of Rhodesian/Zimbabwean 
history.. Based on their own history and ideological perceptions the North Korean 
instructorss saw a commonality between the two countries' political processes; the 
Zimbabweann ruling party was understood as all-encompassing and in a process 
forgingg a new political doctrine. In the North Korean perception it would follow 
thatt the soldiers would all be Zanu (PF) supporters, if not members. This was not 
thee case since the brigade included both ex-Zanla and ex-Zipra soldiers. Further-
more,, the aim of those integrated units had been depolitization, a process that was 
acutelyy necessary to avoid disintegration. In the transfer from guerrilla forces to a 
regularr army, the political element was therefore formally removed from all for-
mations,, cancelling positions such as that of a political commissar, and replacing it 
withh an administrative system. As a result instructions would no longer come from 
aa political party, but from the army headquarters. 

Basedd presumably on guidelines given with their invitation, their local historical 
experience,, and perhaps lack of insight into the crucial depolitization process in 
thee Zimbabwean national army, the North Koreans tried to fill  the role of political 
cadress in the Fifth Brigade. This caused a dilemma, according to Munemo, since it 
re-enteredd political education into the army and produced a contradiction with 
twoo sets of rules: the regular military hierarchy and a 'social rule' given by the po-
liticall  cadre. This model was unacceptable to the Zimbabwean commanders, 
thereforee it remained a de-emphasised after hours activity (interview Munemo, 
1996).268 8 

2677 The North Korean instructors' commitment to their leader Kim E Sung was partly assumed to 
bee honored by the Fifth Brigade commanders, who for example were expected to send birthday 
greetingss to Kim E Sung on behalf of their soldiers (interview Munemo, 1996). 
2688 Although a process of depolitization in order to create an apolitical army had been attempted, 
politicall  identification amongst the soldiers prevailed (Alao 1995:115). Therefore, in the light of 
strongg Zanu (PF) sentiments in the Fifth Brigade, depolitization per se was perhaps not the primary 
argumentt for rejecting North Korean political education, as put forward by Munemo. Officially 
introducingg political education of an alien character may have been a stronger reason. 
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Althoughh the political education was thus not a dominant training item, the per-
sistencyy of this view prevailed. According to Lt Col Munemo, this persistence ma-
terialisedd from the North Korean instructors' emphasis on political education in 
thee soldiers' training syllabus. This conviction spread to society mirroring the 
Northh Koreans' and the ruling party's position, rather than that of the Fifth Bri-
gadee commanders, cementing the idea of the soldiers being heavily politicised 
duringg their training (interview Munemo, 1996). The fact that the disparity of 
viewss regarding political education resulted in counter-instructions by command-
erss reflects tension between the government and the army. Neither institution was 
att this time homogeneously congruous regarding the role of politics in die army269 

Thee fact that the view of the Fifth Brigade as a professionally politicised army pre-
vailed,, was likely due to government discourse. 

Thee Fifth Brigade Training and Deployment 

Inn 1981 the military threat perception held by the government was based on an ex-
ternall  enemy, locally manifested through dissidents, but which could develop into an 
incursionn by for example South African forces.270 At die time however, although an 
airr force was in place, the army units' capacity could not combine widi an infantry to 
fightt a regular army incursion (interview Munemo, 1996). Therefore, not only stra-
tegicallyy but also at an operational level, die Fifth Brigade soldiers were to be trained 
too face a regular army opponent in a modern warfare situation, radier man internal 
guerrillaa incursions (interview Munemo, 1996). Suitable for tiiis task, die North Ko-
reanss brought - as an unconditional gift - military equipment for a value of ZS12,5 
million.. This included seven T54 tanks, armoured personnel carriers, and artillery 
(Alaoo 1995:113). With die above threat perception in mind, the training differed in 
manyy ways to other ZNA units. Whilst die British taught regular and low-intensity 
warfare,, the Fifth Brigade were trained in 'all arms warfare' and instructed to oper-
atee as an infantry, together with otiier supporting arms such as artillery and air sup-
port.. In this warfare training the enemy would carry modern Western style weapon-
ry,, including nuclear and chemical weapons. The purpose of diis comprehensive 
additionn to the existing ZNA brigades was to 'give die government a strategic depdi 
inn its military capacity' (interview Munemo, 1996). 

2699 For army/government views on the role of politics in the ZNA, see Alao 1995:115. 
2700 This view was emphasized by Prime Minister Mugabe in 1983, when he at Fifth Brigade Tank 
Squadronn demonstrations stated that 'The national army needs "sharpening" in order to repulse 
Southh Africa's continued acts of aggression against Zimbabwe's independence', and that 'We must 
improvee the capability of the army and its equipment so that we can prepare to defend ourselves 
againstt South Africa' (Stronger Army, 1983). 
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Duringg the year of training however, the government's threat analysis changed, as 
perceivedd by Munemo, altering from emphasis on external to an internal threat. 
Outsidee the training barracks a highly politicised military conflict was under way, 
polarisingg Zanu and Zapu, including military wings and ethnic affinities. In this 
polarisation,, according to Munemo, Zanu (PF) claimed the Fifth Brigade as 'its' 
armyy in the contest against Zapu, as well as in the operations against dissidents. In 
hiss view, this occurred because government members lacked an understanding of 
aa government divorcing itself from partisan politics. Rather than acting as a na-
tionall  government with a national army, Zanu (PF) members claimed die govern-
mentt as theirs - including the military force - and thereby reverted to the model of 
aa politicised partisan army (interview Munemo, 1996). This view clashed with the 
messagess forcefully put through to the soldiers, which was to obey political author-
ityy in the form of the democratically elected government, distinguishing party pol-
iticss from government authority271. 

Whilstt the political crisis was building with fierce exchanges taking place between 
Zanuu and Zapu, the soldiers were meanwhile continuously trained with the same 
program,, emphasising external threat. As a result, by the end of their training in 
Septemberr 1982, the soldiers' perception of their task was not to fight 'a small 
guerrillaa force', but 'being ready for big fire fights', representing national military 
powerr (interview Munemo, 1996). A passing out ceremony was conducted with a 
massivee show of force, including a firing range composed of small arms, mortars, 
rockets,, anti-air guns and tanks ("Gukurahundi" 1990:35). In his speech at the cer-
emony,, Prime Minister Mugabe delivered a message of duty to the Brigade, stating 
thatt 'The knowledge you have acquired will make you work with the people, 
ploughh and reconstruct. These are the aims you should keep in yourselves' 
("Gukurahundi""  1990:35). A brigade flag was handed over by Mugabe to the Bri-
gadee Commander Perence Shiri, with the inscription 'Gukurahundi*272. However, 
despitee the pompous ceremonies, the concluded training resulted in an anti-climax 
forr the soldiers. Instead of fighting enemies with modern weapons, the Fifth Bri-
gadee soldiers received instructions to deploy in Matabeleland in counter-insurgen-

2711 Thiss was a process which had much importance at the assembly points and at army integration, 
wheree the ex-guerrillas had to accept to no longer obey orders from their respective parties, but the 
government.. See chapter three, pp. 112 and 145. 
2722 The name 'Gukurahundi' was explained as follows by Lt. Col. Munemo: 

Gukurahundii  is the rainfall that comes around September. 'Hundi' is the shaft that remains in 
thee harvesting area after you have been thrashing your harvest. 'Gukura' is to sweep away. That 
iss the context. If you have shaft in our society, you need to clean it (interview Munemo, 1996). 
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cyy operations. According to Munemo the soldiers experienced their task to come 
ass 'a big bore' (interview Munemo, 1996). 

Subsequentlyy the Fifth Brigade split into battalions and moved to camps in Mid-
landss and Matabeleland. The first battalion was located at Zvishavane Mine 
(southh of Gweru); the second went to Gokwe; and the third battalion was sent to 
Ntabazindunaa (outside Bulawayo). These locations were to be semi-permanent, 
butt in this phase the battalions were not yet deployed for military operations. In 
Munemo'ss location (Zvishavane Mine) the battalion embarked on training, famil-
iarisingg with the area in terras of the local leadership, establishing local supplies, 
andd doing 'population work', since 'this is where we were sent, this was going to be 
ourr home' (interview Munemo, 1996).273 

InIn January 1983 the battalions were deployed into different sections, so called 'tacti-
call  areas of operation'. Battalion headquarters were in Tsholotsho, Nkayi and 
Lupane.. Being deployed in counter-insurgency operations, certain military assump-
tionss (regarding the dissidents) were made: an insurgent movement with a political 
basee had been identified; it was armed; it had a military and political program with 
certainn objectives; and it had local and perhaps foreign backing. These assumptions 
requiredd a military action conducted in steps. At the first stage appeals were to be 
madee for the insurgent movement not to use force, thereafter a military threat would 
bee given, after which a military response would be added (interview Munemo, 1996). 
Basedd on die Fifth Brigade actions, mey entered the sequence at the third stage. 

Duee to the nature of low-intensity operations in which the insurgents were as-
sumedd to be closely linked to local structures, the Fifth Brigade perceived it to be 
'difficult ,, if not impossible to operate against the military men themselves'. As had 
beenn the case in the liberation war, the brigade commanders believed the dissi-
dentss had more than dissident identity: 'The farm boy you see during the day, is 
thee guerrilla at night' (interview Munemo, 1996). Now knowing how the dissidents 
operated,, such dual existence was rarely, if ever, lived by the ex-Zipra or Super-
Zapuu dissidents who stayed in camps in the bush.274 Only the small category of 

2733 Lt. Col. Munemo stayed in Zvishavane until December 1982, when he was promoted to deputy 
commanderr of the Fifth Brigade (to this point he had been battalion commander). As deputy under 
(noww Ai r Marshall) Perence Shiri, Munemo was mainly concerned with administration and 
logistics,, whilst Shiri had the responsibility of training and operations. With his new responsibility 
Munemoo was relocated to rear base at Guniefowl head quarters, in Midlands. Munemo remained 
untill  April 1983, when he and Perence Shire switched roles. Lt. Col. Munemo was Commander of 
thee Fifth Brigade until July 1983. Subsequently he was sent for further training in Nigeria, after 
whichh he was given other duties in the army (interview Munemo, 1996). 
2744 See chapter three, pp. 176-177. 
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banditss followed Üiis pattern. Nevertheless, in the army the perception prevailed 

thatt dissidents at times lived a civilian life, or that civilians were dissidents by sup-

port ingg and supplying those who had literally taken to the bush, following this per-

ception,, multiple identities made dissidents unidentifiable to the soldiers. There-

foree in the militaril y it was concluded that 'it would not have been possible for any 

militaryy operation to be conducted solely against armed bandits' (interview 

Munemo,, 1996). Furthermore, since the dissidents were identified as former Zipra 

guerillas,'alll  efforts from the very beginning [1981] were to break down the Zapu 

structuree that was supporting the dissidents' (interview Munemo, 1996). Thus, the 

armyy acted (on government orders) on the assumption that Zapu as a party was 

sustainingg and aiding the dissidents, although proof of this did not exist. In the 

samee manner, it was beyond doubt in Lt Col Munemo's view that civilians were 

involvedd in supporting the dissidents, as he stated: 'it was no way they [the civil -

ians]]  were not aware, not part of it ' (interview Munemo, 1996). Civilian targeting 

wass thus clearly part of the Fifth Brigade's goal.275 However, civilians also paid the 

pricee for soldiers' frustration originating from their inability to locate dissidents. 

A nn anonymous Fifth Brigade corporal states: 

Whilee with the Fifth Brigade, my operations involved tracking down 
dissidents.. There were however incidents where we killed innocent 
civilians.. This was by either crossfire or mere frustration from forces when 
wee had failed to track dissidents. We would label anyone we met a 
dissidentt collaborator. There was an operation order that "i f you don't get 
thee ball, kick the man". By this we ended up killin g villagers if we missed 
thee dissidents (Fifth Brigade, 1997). 

Simultaneouslyy to the operations of the Fifth Brigade, regular ZNA army units, 

thee C IO, the police, and a Task Force operated in Matabeleland North and 

2755 One army method used to entrap civilians for assisting dissidents were so called 'pseudo 
operations'.. In this tactic, inherited from the Rhodesian forces, soldiers posed as dissidents, 
demandingg supplies from the civilians. Later the soldiers would return, having 'proof' diat the 
civilianss were dissident supporters. The same method was used for committing abuses and atrocities 
laterr blamed on the dissidents. Several well-documented cases exist in which it is beyond doubt that 
thee perpetrators were army personnel impersonating dissidents (interviews Auret, Karlen and 
Silondaa 1994; Berkely/Schrage 1986:27-28; Carver 1989:17; Carver 1993:76; CCJP/LRF 
1997:17). . 
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South.2766 Amongst the various government forces, the Fifth Brigade enjoyed a par-
ticularr status. This originated from the government having distinctively selected 
thee Fifth Brigade to solve the dissident problem, its specialised training, and its 
commandd structure which bypassed intermediate army levels observed by other 
unitss - answering directly to Prime Minister Mugabe (Berkley/Schrage 1986:33; 
intervieww Munemo, 1996). The Fifth Brigade therefore had a reputation based on 
aa perception of power. Being seen as a 'super force', they were given preferential 
treatmentt by government authorities which created jealousy within the army (Alao 
1995:115;; interview Munemo, 1996). However, their power position was not only 
basedd on reputation and preferential treatment. The Fifth Brigade instilled their 
powerr position amongst colleagues just as amongst civilians: through force. In 
Nkayii  the soldiers beat policemen as well as soldiers from another ZNA unit (Alex-
anderr et al, 2000:217). The soldiers also harassed regular army personnel attached 
too their Brigade (interview Khoza, 1994). However, in Lt Col Munemo's view, be-
ingg seen as a 'super force' was not as much linked to Brigade performance, as it 
wass to other units feeling marginalised. According to the Commander, all involved 
governmentt forces wanted 'to deliver the, final solution to the Prime Minister', and 
thiss resulted in the need for other battalions to prove themselves to be equally ef-
fectivee as the Fifth Brigade was perceived to be (interview Munemo, 1996).277 278 

Inn the first half of 1983, what was termed military operations by the army only 
tookk place for approximately three weeks, according to Lt Col Munemo. Once an 
areaa had been in military terms pacified, that is the 'armed element was removed', 

2,00 The three different arms of the state security apparatus all active in the Matabeleland conflict 
were:: the National Army (ZNA) for which executive responsibility is located in Ministry of State 
(Defense)) in the Prime Minister's office; the Central Intelligence Organization (CIO) which investi-
gatess internal security affairs and which reports to the Ministry of State (Security) in the Prime 
Minister'ss Office; and the Zimbabwe Republic Police (ZRP) responsible for general criminal cases, 
andd falls under the Ministry of Home Affairs. Within the police force functions a special intelligence 
unitt called PISI (Police Internal Security and Intelligence) which was particularly involved in the 
Matabelelandd conflict (Berkely/Schrage 1986:31,41,46). A Task Force was a temporary formation 
withh a specific mission. The first Task Force in the Matabeleland conflict was lead by Air Marshall 
Mutchenaa 1981-1982, the second Task Force 1982 1985 was commanded by Lt. Col. Lionel Dyke 
(interviewss Dyke 1994, Munemo 1996). With the arrival of the Fifth Brigade troop numbers in the 
regionn totaled to more than 5000, a troop to dissident ratio of at least 25 to 1 (CCJP/LRF 1997:47). 

2777 Emphasis added. It is noteworthy that Lt. Col Munemo uses the term 'the fina solution' in the 
contextt of the Matabeleland Conflict. This term was used in the Second World War with regard to 
exterminationn of jews. For full quote, see footnote #331. 
2788 An additional effectiveness factor was career security. For the Fifth Brigade soldiers a sense of 
careerr security was present. In Lt. Col. Munemo's view, those who felt insecure about their careers 
inn other army units 'might have used desperate tactics to get results' (interview Munemo, 1996). 
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aa new phase was to follow. The underlying assumption for this subsequent step was 
thatt the population was not actively resisting government authority. Therefore, in 
thee next phase military contacts were replaced with methods to alienate or pacify 
undesirablee ideas still embedded in the local population. These 'hearts and minds' 
operationss took place through meetings (so called 'pungwes') held with the local 
population,, similar to the ways in which political education had been dissipated by 
guerrillass in the independence war.279 The meetings were not voluntary, people 
weree forced to attend. According to Lt. Col Munemo 'All pacification tools are 
throughh coercion' (interview Munemo, 1996). However, the assumption is that 
peoplee are under so much pressure having military forces present that they will 
voluntarilyy attend, and that through the suffering that they have endured in the 
firstfirst phase of operations, they will be persuaded to see that their opinions are 
wrongg (interview Munemo, 1996). The message given at these meetings was for 
thee population to stop supporting the dissidents, and fully accept government au-
thority.. This political mission proved to be frustrating for the soldiers. Under pres-
suree from the army people went en masse to Zanu (PF) offices to purchase member-
shipp cards to 'verify' their new political thinking280. The soldiers soon however be-
camee aware of people having both Zapu and Zanu membership cards, and there-
foree saw the party cards as a useless exercise in validating government authority 
(intervieww Munemo, 1996).281 According to Lt Col Munemo the Fifth Brigade sol-
dierss realised at an early stage that their political pacification campaign was a 'mis-
sionn impossible' (interview Munemo, 1996). 

Thee Fifth Brigade Human Rights' Abuses 

Thee Fifth Brigade soldiers' realisation of a 'mission impossible' did not translate 
intoo a cancellation of operations. Instead this first operation was one of grotesque 
violencee towards civilians, particularly Zapu members. Soon after the Fifth Bri-

2799 For elaboration on 'pungwes' and political education during the liberation war, see chapter two, 

pp.. 57-59. 
2800 CCJP recorded how Matabeleland residents were made to wait (sometimes over night) at local 
Zanuu (PF) offices for their purchasing of membership cards. Whilst queues of many hundred 
peoplee formed, people were commonly forced to sing songs praising Zanu (PF) and denouncing 
Zapuu (CCJP/LRF 1997:55). 
2811 Using Zanu (PF) cards as a legitimate verification of accepting government authority is a 
contradictionn in terms, since the government was a coalition of Zanu and Zapu. Thus being a 
Zapuu supporter/member did not per se indicate dissension towards the elected government. 
Thereforee the use of Zanu (PF) membership cards as an instrument to prove 'innocence' or as a 
'verification'' of having the 'right' political affiliation, exemplifies how the quest for Zanu (PF 
hegemonyy was central in this conflict. The possibility for the civilians to remain apolitical or 
supportt anodier party, did not seem an option. 
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gade'ss deployment, international aid agencies and rural missions received reports 
off  massive human rights abuses conducted by government forces. Eye witnesses, 
churchh officials, missionaries, journalists, medical personnel, and some military 
personnell  gave accounts to the Catholic Commission of Justice and Peace (CCJP) 
off  arbitrary searches of homes and stores, looting, mass detention, rape, torture, 
andd massacres. Within six weeks more than 2.000 civilians had died, hundreds of 
homesteadss were burnt, and thousands of civilians had been beaten. Most of the 
deadd were killed in public executions, involving between one and twelve people at 
thee time (CCJP/LRF 1997:48).282 The soldiers often carried a list with names of 
people,, usually of Zapu members or officials, known members of the ZNA, ex-
Zipraa combatants or deserters. If they were apprehended they were executed 
(CCJP/LRFF 1997:50). Mass beatings were furthermore a significant and wide-
spreadd Fifth Brigade technique during their first operation. Large numbers of vil-
lagerss were marched at gun point to a centrally located venue such as a school or 
boreholee and were made to lie down, there many (up to 200) soldiers administered 
publicc beatings with sticks or gun butts which often lasted for several hours. The 
beatingss included men and women, but at times also elderly and children aged 12 
andd upwards.283 Often after these beatings some victims were randomly chosen 
andd executed (CCJP/LRF 1997:23, 50, 83). 

Anotherr significant characteristic of Fifth Brigade soldiers' activity was their de-
mandd that civilians did not to show emotions when family or community members 
weree killed. In reported cases family members were executed having wept whilst 
lovedd ones were killed. In addition, corpses were not allowed to be buried, instead 
theyy were ordered to remain exposed to decompose in the sun or be scavenged by 
animalss until the bones were removed by soldiers (CCJP/LRF 1997: 55-56). Be-
ingg aware that burial and mourning are central in Ndebele culture, whereby the 
tearss of the living release the soul of the deceased and allow rest for the dead, this 
sadisticc denial of cultural specific customs was chosen to add further pain. 

2822 The most extensive mass execution recorded by CCJP took place in Lupane (5/3 1983), were 62 
peoplee were shot on the banks of Cewele River. By pretending to be dead seven survived with shot 
wounds,, whilst the remaining 55 died (CCJP/LRF 1997:48). 
2833 After beatings villagers were warned not to seek medical help. Many victims were left with 
permanentt disabilities ranging from paralysis, blindness, deafness, miscarriage, impotence, 
infertility ,, and kidney damage, to partial lameness and recurring back and head aches. These 
injuriess have left victims impaired for work required in rural areas, such as labour in the fields or 
waterr collection. In addition, CCJP recorded psychological trauma, leading in extreme cases to 
insanity,, and in many other cases to recurring depression, dizzy spells, anxiety, anger, or a perma-
nentt fear and distrust of government officials (CCJP/LRF 1997:80). 
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Thee Fifth Brigade's pattern of operations in this initial period consisted of waves 
off  intense brutality lasting a few days, followed by random incidents of beatings, 
homesteadd burnings and executions. Due to the reoccurrence of violence, civilians 
experiencedd constant fear and anxiety of renewed attacks. The insecurity and ter-
rorr in the region led to an extended refugee problem as thousands of civilians fled 
thee Fifth Brigade, seeking safety in Bulawayo or Dukwe refugee camp in Botswana 
(CCJP/LRFF 1997:80). 

Thee Fifth Brigade Ethnic Stance 

Inn addition to Fifth Brigade brutal operations, the brigade has been characterised 
byy its ethnic stance. Victims' accounts repeatedly emphasise the ethnic discourse 
usedd by the soldiers, victimising people identifying with the Ndebele ethnic group, 
andd stressing Shona superiority. Civilians describe how soldiers arrived in villages 
addressingg residents in Shona through an interpreter. Being unable to answer in 
Shonaa was enough reason for being severely beaten. If somebody did speak Sho-
na,, they were told to go 'home' (interview Karlen, 1994; interview Dlodlo, 1996). 
Oftenn soldiers told die civilians that their task was to 'wipe out the Ndebeles', one 
off  die reasons being crimes conducted by Ndebele ancestors towards Shona ances-
torss (CCJP 1984:9; Berkley/Schrage 1986:97; Weitzer 1990:180; Werbner 
1991:162;; Tragedy, 1992:14; Carver 1993:16, Alexander et al, 2000:222). The 
historicall  link was recognised by Lt Col Munemo, who stated: 

Thee blunt truth is that we are dealing with a situation in which there was a 
forcedd feeling of superiority and inferiority complexes between the two 
tribes,, shall we say. That is the truth. A subsequent explanation would be 
thatt it was a clear question of settling old scores between the two tribes. 

Thee Fifdi Brigade having started out being a highly professional brigade, reported-
lyy trained to be both apolitical and 'aethnic', transformed in tiieir first mission into 
ann army unit being neifher. Besides the soldiers' personal perceptions, an altera-
tionn seems to have occurred in professional terms. In the general setting the link 
betweenn (some) dissidents being Zapu and Zipra members, and Zapu constituting 
mainlyy people from the Ndebele ethnic identity, was partly the reason for this mil-
itarisationn of ethnicity. However, historical divisions and political tensions linked 
too ethnic identity, played undoubtedly a role. Due to the polarisation between 
Zanuu and Zapu which in turn encompassed ethnic polarisation, the Fifth Brigade 
becamee part of the ethnic division, although it had representatives from both eth-
nicc identities. In Lt Col Munemo's view, when the ruling party claimed the Fifth 
Brigadee as 'its' army, diis also translated into an ethnic (pro-Shona) claim, which 
influencedd die brigade's transformation to an ethnically and politically biased bri-
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gade.. Furthermore, it was the government's orders that dictated the Brigade's 
moduss operandi, rather than independent army decision-making, adding further 
too the politicisation. According to Lt Col Munemo, the government having firstly, 
chosenn to conduct counter insurgency operations, and secondly, the crisis being 
highlyy politicicized and ethnically polarised, required government decision-mak-
ing.. When the orders had filtered down to the operational level, ethnicity crystal-
lisedd further. On that level, in Munemo's view, ethnicity was central: the political 
contestt between Zanu and Zapu amalgamated political and ethnic identity into 
thee enemy being an insurgent firsdy of Ndebele origin, and secondly with Zapu as 
politicall  affiliation (interview Munemo, 1996). CGJP concluded that 'with the de-
ploymentt of the Fifth Brigade, the trend of failing to distinguish the possibly inno-
centt from the possibly guilty was broadened from a presumption of guilt against 
Zapuu to a presumption of guilt against all Ndebele speakers' (CCJP/LRF 
1997:45).. Lt Col Munemo admitted that when reaching down to the level of sol-
dierss carrying out operations in villages, 'it [the modus operandi] could not have 
anyy sophisticated discourse, it became simply ethnic' (interview Munemo, 1996). 

Civilianss responded to this overtly ethnic aggression by at times claiming Shona 
identity,, creating a degree of confusion amongst soldiers. Lt Col Munemo ex-
plainedd that: 

Althoughh things get much more complex as you [the Fifth Brigade] then 
movee in, because you get a situation where the guys [soldiers] go to a 
villagee and this old man says 'just sit down' to the soldiers. He then starts 
lecturingg about how much more Shona he is than them [the soldiers]. He 
tellss them where he came from, and he tells them where all the people in 
thatt village came from. 

Thiss type of historical ethnic identification review was often given to the Fifth Bri-
gadee soldiers, according to Lt Col Munemo. Civilians went out of their way to 
explainn that they actually were Shona by origin, not Ndebele, and had through 
acculturationn assimilated into the Ndebele culture and language. Due to this, in 
thee Fifth Brigade 'a lot of soldiers lost steam, in terms of steam to hate' (interview 
Munemo,, 1996).284 

M44 The outlined response by civilians noted by Lt Col Munemo, i.e. that civilians were given space 
too 'lecture' to the Fifth Brigade, seems unlikely to be a frequent occurrence noting recorded 
documentationn of Fifth Brigade-civilian encounters. Although the discussion described by the 
commanderr may have occurred a limited number of times, the remark is of interest. Firstly, it 
indicatess the Brigade's ethnic stance, as civilians obviously believed to get a different treatment if 
provenn of Shona origin. Secondly, Lt Col Munemo's disclosure that the soldiers lost 'steam to hate' 
givess a vivid insight into the spirit in which the soldiers conducted the operations. 
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Onn July 22, 1983 the Fifth Brigade was pulled out from their tactical areas of re-
sponsibilityy for further training, this time by the British. For some time the brigade 
hadd experienced 'moral problems', manifested by an extended number of soldiers 
applyingg for leave. This was according to Lt Col Munemo due to protracted duty 
withoutt intermission, since the battalions had been active from the training at 
Nyangaa and onwards.285 

Thee Fifth Brigade Tactics of Terror 

Thee Fifth Brigade was re-deployed in September 1983 (Auret 1992:156) and re-
mainedd this second period until the end of 1984. The British training did not moder-
atee their methods, instead this operational period saw 'sadistic refinements' in meth-
odss of mass detentions and mass physical torture (CCJP/LRF 1997:119). Due to 
persistentt dissident activity, the pacification campaign following the counter insur-
gencyy operations in early 1983, was evidently cancelled. The government seems to 
havee decided in favour of a strategy to induce extreme fear, and turned to so called 
'tacticss of terror' (interview Munemo, 1996). To change strategy in favour of terror 
tacticstactics demands an appraisal of the level of rebellion in the affected areas. Accord-
ingg to Munemo, the responsibility of such an appraisal and the consequences of a 
campaignn of terror tactics is beyond the authority of the army, and is therefore a 
politicall  decision (interview Munemo, 1996). Judging from the operations, Lt Col 
Munemoo believes that 'this would be the only explanation' to the army's subsequent 
interventions.2866 CGJP's 1984 report would well support such a change of strategy: 

Thee evidence before the Commission cumulatively points to very excessive 
andd deliberate brutal treatment of the civilian population by certain 
elementss of the army and police. People are beaten up severely on the 
meree suspicion that they are dissidents, are helping dissidents, or are 
withholdingg information about dissidents. Again on these suspicions 
otherss are killed - some in most cruel way which is beyond description by 
humann words (CCJP 1984:7).287 

2855 The training by the British is often in the literature mentioned as 're-training' (Auret 1992:156; 
Alaoo 1995:114; Weitzer 1990:178), indicating that adjustments were necessary. According the Lt. 
Col.. Munemo this was not the case, instead the return to barracks for training was a way to address 
thee need for the soldiers to have a break. This remains an issue of interpretation. 
2866 At this time Lt. Col. Munemo was no longer commander of the Fifth Brigade, thus his descrip-
tionn relates to his general army knowledge and experience. 
2877 The report continues to give a few examples from the evidence collected, namely: 

AA four month old infant was axed trice and the mother forced to eat the flesh; and eighteen year 
oldd girl was first raped by six soldiers and then killed; an eleven year old girl had her vagina 
burntt with plastic and was later shot; twin infants were buried alive (CCJP 1984:7). 
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Thee exentsively used strategy of public mass beatings lessened during this period. 
However,, when this widespread method was used it had new cruel variations on 
thee theme.288 A shift also took place regarding operation environments. Whilst die 
offensivess with interrogations, assaults and executions in the village setting de-
creased,, civilian operations conducted in particular interrogation camps in-
creased.. Mass detention took place particularly in the beginning of 1984, when 
thousandss of people were taken by the Fifth Brigade or odier ZNA units to make-
shiftt detention camps in both Matabeleland North and South. It was common for 
detaineess to be first taken to Fifth Brigade bases or 'holding camps' for interroga-
tion.. When enough detainees were assembled to fit a truckload (~ 100), they were 
transferredd to detention camps (CCJP/LRF 1997:120).289 The majority of the de-
taineess were never charged nor informed why they were detained. The detentions 
weree not made public, thus relatives remained unaware of where family members 
weree taken. All together the operations occurred less in the open, and took on a 
moree clandestine feature. Bodies were for example no longer left in shallow village 
masss graves, but were disposed of in mass graves inside camps and in mine shafts 
(CCJP/LRFF 1997:55, 203-204). 

Thee most notorious Fifth Brigade detention centre was Belaghwe camp, feared 
becausee of the excessive human rights abuses conducted there {CCJP 1984:8,16 
19;; interview Fvhoza, 1994; Godwin 1996:363—366).290 It was located approxi-
matelyy five kilometres from Maphisa, near Antelope Mine in Matobo district 
(Matabelelandd South). The camp was most extensively used in February-May 
1984,, when it was a centre of detentions for both Matabeleland provinces. Here 
women,, men, infants, children, and elderly people were kept for different lengths 
off  time. The turnover in the camp was high, according to ex-detainees one to two 
weekss seemed a common detention period. Women were released after shorter 

2888 WhiJst m e common pattern still involved people lying face down in rows, people were now on 
occasionn made to lie on thorny branches first — after which soldiers ran along their backs before 
beatings.. People were forced to roll in and out of water (sometimes naked) whilst beaten. Civilians 
weree made to push government vehicles with their heads only, and were assaulted for bleeding on 
governmentt property. Women were forced to climb up trees and open their legs, so Fifth Brigade 
soldierss could insult their genitals whilst simultaneously beating them (CCJP/LRF 1997:119—120). 
2899 Reportedly Fifth Brigade soldiers swept through areas on foot, forcing villagers out of home-
steadss they passed by, herding them ahead whilst beating them. Victims report having walked 
extensivee distances in this manner, whilst soldiers accumulated detainees along the route (CCJP/ 
LRFF 1997:120). 
2900 By the local population Belaghwe camp was called "Bulala lapa", Ndebele for 'the place of 
killing '' (Godwin 1996:361). 
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periodss unless chosen as 'wives', and Zapu and ex-Zipra members tended to be 
heldd longer (in cases six to nine months) (CCJP/LRF 1997:124). According to 
CCJPP investigations, a turnover of a 1000 people every two weeks is a conservative 
estimation.. According to an army source attached to the camp February-April 
1984,, up to 10,000 people were kept in the camp simultaneously (CCJP/LRF 
1997:124,, interview Khoza, 1994).291 Structural conditions were created and en-
forcedd to induce maximum hardship. Detainees report that despite times when 
holdingg spaces were vacant, they were deliberately crowded into a few sheds, until 
theree was virtually no sleeping space (CCJP/LRF 1997:176). Men, women and 
childrenn were separated, and zone divisions were organised based on detainees' 
geographicall  origin and employment. Zapu and ex-Zipra members were kept in a 
separatee area, in small buildings with no windows. Unlike other detainees they 
weree leg-ironed, and were subjected to the most brutal torture (CCJP/LRF 
1997:124).. Irrespective of length of detention, those held were subjected to at least 
onee fierce interrogation, the majority experienced this more than once. The accu-
sationss (with no evidence cited) always included civilians failing to report, having 
fed,, or themselves being dissidents. Survivors report the use of electric shocks, ex-
cessivee beating, rape, genital mutilation292, and fundamentally dehumanising activ-
itiess where ethnicity and sexuality were central (such as forced sex with animals) 
(CCJP/LRFF 1997:119-120, 124). In addition to physical torture, food deniaF3 

andd labour such as digging of graves were administered (CCJP 1984:16-19). Ex-
inmatess at Bhelagwe report daily deaths in the camp. At first the bodies were bur-
iedd inside the camp but seemingly only as a temporary measure.294 Interviews on 
recordd refer to corpses being removed in trucks at night, whilst villagers living ad-

2911 For a Surveyor-General's aerial photograph of Belaghwe Gamp (15 May, 1982), see CCJP/LRF 
1997:123. . 
2922 Female genital mutilation was according to survivors common practice at Bhalagwe. Sharp sticks 
weree forced into women's vaginas, and witnesses refer to women adopting a characteristic, painful, 
wide-leggedd gait after receiving this torture. Men were also subject to genital mutilation, whereby 
theirr testicles would be bound in rubber strips and beaten with a truncheon (CCJP/LRF 
1997:120). . 
2933 Detainees were given half a cup of water per day and one meal every second day (CCJP/LRF 
1997:124). . 
2944 According to CCJP, in November 1996 gravesites at Bhalagwe were still clearly visible, although 
emptyy except for pieces of asbestos sheeting. Detainees involved in the burial at the time recount 
thee use of the sheeting to demarcate graves. CCJP suggests that this could indicate that the graves 
weree intended to only be a temporary measure, and the asbestos sheets were designed to facilitate 
laterr identification of sites and removal of bodies (CCJP/LRF 1997:203). 
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jacentt to Antelope Mine confirm army truck arrivals by the mine shafts (CCJP/ 
LRFF 1997:203-204).295 

4.b.. Government Policy Interventions 

Inn addition to military intervention, the government implemented measures of 
non-militaryy character in the course of the Matabeleland conflict. Curfews under 
thee Emergency Powers was one extensively used method, initiated in 1982. During 
19833 and particularly 1984 this tactic of restricting movement of people and traf-
ficc severely affected people in Matabeleland. The curfews were imposed and lifted 
inn different waves and were at times 24 hour curfews, other times dusk to dawn. 

Deniall of Food Supplies and Health Facilities 

Inn 1984 a detrimental practice was added to the curfew; the withholding of food in 
too the curfew region. On February 3, 1984, the government ordered a strict curfew 
inn Matabeleland Soutii, covering 5,000 square miles {from Beitbridge to Kezi to 
Plumtree),, affecting 400,000 mostly rural civilians (Berkley/Schrage 1986:135). 
Restrictingg food for political and military reasons was a method used by the Smith 
regime,, now returned to use by die new government. The motivation was an in-
creasee of South African supported dissidents into the region. The expressed logic 
behindd the government's scheme was that since dissidents received their supplies 
throughh the population, suspending all food provisions would force the dissidents 
outt of the area (Curfew, 1984). Having suffered from tliree consecutive years of 
drought,, many were dependent on government drought relief distributed through 
storess and granaries, which was now withheld. No external residents were allowed 
too enter the curfew area, stores closed, all traffic stopped, and people were ordered 
too stay within 50 meters from their homes. The population was thus entrapped in 
theirr areas without access to food. 

Availablee food rapidly diminished, and thousands of people began to starve 
(Berkley/Schragee 1986:137). Particularly hard hit were children and die elderly. 
NGOO child-feeding programmes organised through special feeding centres were 
inn most cases closed down. The army took control of the regional National Foods 
depott to ensure that mealie meal was not distributed to stores. The Fifth Brigade 
playedd an active role locally to ensure that the food embargo was enforced. Going 

2955 In the 1990s bodies have been exhumed from 'Old Hat Mine No. 2' in Silobela (Midlands), and 
Antelopee Mine (Matabo, Matabeleland South). The first response by the government was to claim 
thatt the bodies were from the liberation war, since the Rhodesian army was known to throw bodies 
inn mine shafts. However, coins found in pockets of deceased in Antelope Mine proved the bodies to 
bee from the 1980s {CCJP/LRF 1997:203). 
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too extreme lengths, the soldiers rationed water, punished people for eating wild 
fruits,, destroyed fencing to allow cattle to graze the minimal crops having survived 
thee drought, and brutally beat people merely waiting at shops accusing them of 
breakingg the food curfew (CCJP/LRF 1997:118-119). Missions with own food 
suppliess were forbidden to feed civilians.296 Schoolteachers were the only category 
whoo under severe restrictions was allowed food, since the government wanted the 
schoolss in operation. However, children being weak with hunger failed in many 
casess to attend classes (CCJP/LRF 1997:118-119). Civilians mostly survived the 
periodd by eating roots and juice from wild plants. Despite the danger many tried to 
fleee the curfew region to avoid hunger and military operations.297 

AA slight change took place in mid-February 1984 when Minister of Home Affairs, 
Simbii  Mubako, stated that 'some shops would be allowed to open in consultation 
withh the security officials if the need arose' (Suffering, 1984). Subsequendy the 
armyy periodically allowed stores to be opened in certain areas for a few hours a 
week,, or allowed civilians to eat whilst being watched by soldiers (Berkley/Schrage 
1986:137).. However, the stores being open due to the goodwill of the army left 
somee areas worse off than others. Frequendy it happened, as in Empandeni and 
Plumtree,, that soldiers demanded that civilians bring dissidents to the army before 
theyy would open the local store (interview Karlen, 1994). 

Thee psychological impact of the food restrictions was profound. Firstly, weakened 
byy hunger, but secondly being aware that the cause of the situation was a state in-
ducedd policy, seriously demoralised people in Matabeleland South. Fifth Brigade 
commanderss repeatedly told the civilians that the government's goal was to starve 
alll  the Ndebele to death, in punishment for them being dissidents (CCJP/LRF 
1997:118).. This collective punishment of the rural population of Matabeleland 
wass denied by die government, who claimed in February (1984) that food 'flowed 
freely'' in the curfew area (Berkley/Schrage 1986:138). However, at a press confer-
encee in Bulawayo (14/4 1984), Prime Minister Mugabe admitted that food restric-
tionss had been used in the quest to capture dissidents: 

Butt we also recognise that the dissidents have been sustained by the 
communityy here, which is Zapu oriented, and they have been giving some 
off  this food to the dissidents. That is why we had to impose some 
restrictionss on them [people in the community], but not to get them to 

2966 An exception was St Joseph's Mission which was allowed to daily feed 300 children up to five 
yearss old, leaving mothers only to watch (interview, Karlen 1994; CCJP/LRF 1997:119). 
2977 An estimation of 6.000 refugees from the rural areas were looking for safety in the Bulawayo 
suburbss at the time (Berkley/Schrage 1986:137). 
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starvee to death, but to get to asses which communities really were 
sponsoringg dissidents and giving them succour (Press transcription, 1984). 

I nn addit ion to the food restrictions, many health clinics were closed based on die 

samee logic to put pressure on the civilians (Curfew, 1984), causing much suffering 

amongstt the rural population. Since no transport was allowed, those who urgently 

neededd health care had to walk long distances to the nearest functional hospital, 

riskingrisking moving around during the curfew. 

Thee rigid curfew lasted for three months, until the end of Apri l 1984. T h en pres-

suree had been exerted from the US government who threatened to withhold an 

emergencyy shipment of 30,000 tons of corn to Zimbabwe unless the government 

guaranteedd that food would reach all areas of Zimbabwe, including Matabele-

land.. T he government's announcement of more lenient curfew restrictions was 

madee the same day the US food agreement was signed (Berkley/Schrage 

1986:140-141). . 

Forr many people outside the curfew areas it was hard to imagine what took place 

inn Matabeleland, particularly since the government enforced a news embargo for 

independentt sources. No journalists were allowed inside the curfew areas, and the 

conflictt news coverage available was in principle only through government sources 

(GCJPP 1984:9; Auret 1992:208). In their 1984 report CCJP commented: 

Inn parliament the government seems to be at pains to convince the 
countryy that the curfew is achieving its objectives without causing undue 
sufferingg to the innocent civilians. The question that the people in the 
affectedd areas are asking is whether the government is genuinely 
uninformedd about events in the curfew areas or whether knowing what is 
actuallyy happening, it is deliberately trying to cover up the questionable 
activitiess of the security forces? (CCJP 1984:10) 

Thee Chihambakwe Committee of Inquiry 

Thee C C JP having monitored the development of the conflict demanded (together 

wit hh opposit ion parties) an independent inquiry into human rights violations. In 

Junee 1983 the government announced the investigation of alleged army atrocities 

conductedd between December 1982 and March 1983, covering the initial Fifth 

Brigadee deployment. However, the committee was not established until November 

1983,, and was further delayed until January 1984 before starting to interview peo-
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piee (Auret 1992:209). When publicising the members of the committee,298 Minis-
terr of State (Defence), Sidney Sekeramayi, also stated that 'after its findings the 
commissionn will present a report to the Prime Minister and everything will be 
madee known to the people of this country' (State names, 1983). 

Thiss statement created hope for justice to be meeted to those guilty of atrocities, 
andd prompted an impressive response to the Committee's call for witnesses. The 
committeee was rapidly overwhelmed, and in order to accommodate everybody it 
hadd to extend the period of hearings (Big Bulawayo, 1984; Inquiry into, 1984). 
Thee Committee heard individuals, many of who had travelled long distances to 
givee evidence, and also representatives of organisations and institutions. The 
memberss also visited Tsholotsho, Lupane, Nkayi, Nyamandhlovu, Nyathi and 
Gwandaa during its work ('Atrocities' inquiry, 1984). However, the mineshafts in 
whichh witnesses stated the army had disposed of bodies, were not visited (interview 
anonymous,, 1994). Ironically, as CCJP points out, Belaghwe camp was operating 
inn its full potential at the very time the Chihambakwe Committee was collecting 
dataa on the previous year's atrocities (CCJP/LRF 1997:124). 

Too the disappointment for particularly victims and others affected, the investiga-
tiontion into the alleged army atrocities was never made public. One year later (5/7 
1984)) the Parliament heard by the Minister of State (Defence) that there was no 
obligationn on the Committee to publish it's findings (Findings may, 1984). Not 
wantingg die issue of investigation to slip, Zapu and the Republican Front set a 
motionn to Parliament in July 1984, pressing for a select committee to investigate 
thee security problems in Matabeleland. This motion was however defeated the 
motivationn being that Parliament was not suited to deal with security issues and 
thatt 'the motion was nothing but an effort by the opposition parties to besmirch 
Government'' (Weitzer 1990:152; same theme: MPs Attack, 1983). 

Zapuu Restrictions and Violence 

Selectivelyy banning Zapu meetings was yet another method of non-military gov-
ernmentt intervention in the conflict. In June 1984 Minister of State (Security), Mr. 
Mnangagwa,, announced that Zapu meetings were banned in Midlands province 

2988 The committee consisted of Simplicius Chihambakwe (chair), John Ngara (secretary), Prince 
Machava,, and of retired army officer major general Michael Shute. Mr. Chihambakwe is a 
Rhodesiann trained lawyer who served for Zanu(PF) already in the 1976 Geneva talks (Berkeley/ 
Schragee 1986:153). According to a source close to the Committee, John Ngara represented the 
CIOO on the inquiry, and Michael Shute the ZNA, in order for the Committee to gain access and 
co-operationn of these organisations (interview [anonymous], 1994). 
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untill  all dissidents had been eradicated from the area. This ban lasted until Octo-
berr 1984(MW1AAM:21). 

AA new form of (non-army) violence began to occur in the latter half of 1984, 
whichh would be substantiated in the last years of the Matabeleland conflict. This 
wass harassment, destruction of property, violence, and murders of Zapu members 
andd (perceived) sympathisers, conducted by the Zanu (PF) Youth Brigade and the 
Zanuu (PF) Women's' League in co-operation with the People's Militi a and civilian 
clothedd CIO agents (Berkley/Schrage 1986:115-126; Auret 1992:159). Signifi-
cantt to this occurrence was that it wass not per se linked to dissident activity, but was 
politicall  violence carried out mainly by Zanu (PF) members towards opposition 
partyy members and civilians. Between October 1984 and January 1985 the CCJP 
receivedd reports from Matabeleland North/South and Midlands of politically 
motivatedd attacks which all had a similar pattern. CCJP registered complaints of 
howw large numbers of Youth Brigade members backed by armed militi a men trav-
elledd through Matabeleland and Midland villages demanding to see peoples' 
Zanu(PF)) membership cards. If people did not have Zanu cards or were suspected 
too be Zapu sympathiser, they were severely beaten, their property looted or de-
stroyed,, and homes were burnt. In several instances people were killed.299 

Inn the last half of 1984 thousands of civilians in Matabeleland and Midlands were 
forcefullyy made to attend meetings or join the ruling party Zanu (PF): civilians 
weree against their will taken by bus to Zanu (PF) rallies, and a great amount of 
peoplee were coerced to become members (Berkley/Schrage 1986:115-116). CCJP 
receivedd reports that in some cases passengers were hindered by Zanu (PF) youth 
too travel on the rural buses until they purchased a Zanu (PF) card, sometimes being 
forcedd to pay several years retroactively (Auret 1992:160).300 

'' One of the most serious incidents took place in Midlands province in June 1984, provoked by 
thee killin g of two Zanu (PF) officials, allegedly by dissidents. In six cities Zanu (PF) members 
violentlyy took out their anger, leaving ten civilians dead, 150 people admitted to KweKwe hospital, 
andd many homes destroyed (Berkley/Scrage 1986:116). Another example is Lower Gweru in 
Octoberr 1984, where CCJP investigations interviewing eye-witnesses and victims confirmed that 
2077 houses and huts, 55 granaries, five cars and two shops were completely destroyed by fires 
startedd by members of the Zanu (PF) Youth Brigade. People found at the homesteads at the time of 
thee attacks were severely beaten (Auret 1992:161). For further cases, see Declare Zapu, 1984; 
Berkley/Schragee 1986:115-126; Spring 1986:183. 
3000 At a mass rally in Kwekwe (Midlands) Prime Minister Mugabe was shown 50,000 PF-Zapu 
membershipp cards which had been 'surrendered by their members who wanted to join Zanu (PF)'. 
Inn his speech Mugabe thanked the people of Kwekwe and said that 'Now that there were many 
peoplee coming from Zapu to join Zanu (PF), people from the party should welcome these people 
whoo were lost and educate them' (We Will , 1983). 
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4.c.. Government Discourse Interventions 

Att an operational level the military and policy oriented interventions had an im-
mensee impact in the affected areas, leaving the Zimbabwean population outside 
thee conflict areas unaware or fundamentally less affected. However, government 
discoursee intervention was a tool that encompassed most citizens, and was seem-
inglyy efficiently calculated to build up the government's case in its pursuit of dissi-
dentss and their alleged sympathisers. Underlying in most aspects of government 
discoursee was the strong message of Zanu (PF) hegemony, and in its extension the 
non-acceptabilityy of a vital opposition. Government discourse in this period 
mouldedd public opinion into one in which having a position different from that of 
Zanuu (PF), one could be considered an enemy of the state. The effectiveness of 
governmentt discourse is obviously difficult to measure. However, that civilian 
Zanuu (PF) members were prepared to, as described above, with violent means pun-
ishh local Zapu members for dissident activities, is an indication that government 
discoursee found resonance and furthermore resulted in actions. The simplification 
off  the conflict matter, a central method in propagandistic discourse, seemingly 
polarisedd the nation into those who were wrong and those who were right. 

Too clearly distinguish elements used in government discourse to strengthen its 
case,, listed below is a separation of some aspects continuously repeated during 
1983-19844 in government speeches, statements and articles. 

Thee Rote of Zapu in Government Discourse 

Thee way in which Zapu was portrayed and used in the government discourse was 
complex,, having several interpretations and aspects of the conflict interwoven in 
timess contradictory patterns. The politically and militarily complex situation was 
transmittedd in often simplified and minimised messages, and lacked transparency 
inn order to support the governments' political stand. 

'Zjipu'Zjipu Responsible for Destabilisation' 

AA pillar in the government discourse was to blame dissident crimes on Zapu, whilst 
denyingg its own responsibility in any human rights abuses.301 As noted earlier, Za-
pu'ss alleged responsibility rested on the fact that the core group of the dissidents 
weree former Zipra and Zapu members. Their armed dissidence was interpreted as 
ann attempt by armed force to install a Zapu government. In government discourse 
thiss stand was repeatedly put forward, whilst a total public silence remained re-

3011 For articles in which the government denies having committed any human rights abuses, see 
Noo Reason, 1983: Killing s Continue, 1983; The Fifth, 1983; Min of Information 1984:4; No 
Evidence,, 1984; Atrocities Reporters, 1984. 
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gardingg deprivation and violence inflicted through government policy interven-
tionss and army operations. In the media and at mass rallies repeated statements 
allegingg Zapu responsibility in destabilisation and atrocities were juxtaposed with 
Zanu(PF)'ss claimed efforts of peace and harmony and government benevolence 
towardd Zapu. For example, according to the ruling party Zapu did not accept elec-
tionn results, created disunity in the country, stood for lawlessness and destabilisa-
tion,, and was an enemy of 'the People'. 302 This stood in contrast to Zanu (PF), 
whoo according to Mugabe: 

[Zanuu (PF)] has constantly appealed for unity, peace and harmony, but 
Zapuu - which has been given undeserved favours - responds with violence. 
Overr the past three years Zapu has a record of assassinations, rape, arson, 
abductionss and assaults (Declare Zapu, 1984). 

ii^apu^apu is Divided' 

Inn contradiction to above Zapu blanket blames, government discourse at times in-
cludedd a nuance in view of its coalition partner. Rather than being portrayed as a 
homogeneouss entity, Zapu was then seen to have 'misguided elements' or 'subver-
sives'' within its structures. In the government's view, those should be removed by 
thee 'moderates' or 'progressives' who accepted Zanu(PF) government authority. As 
Mugabee stated: 'We hope the progressives in Zapu wil l have the upper hand and 
subduee the subversives' (Mugabe Threatens, 1983). Perceiving Zapu as divided in 
thiss way, allowed those who were not 'misguided' to stay active in the government 
andd remain blameless of dissident activities. How the differentiation between the 
innocentt and the guilty within Zapu was made, was never elaborated on in the 
publicc discourse. Yet a distinction was made, as Mugabe stated that 'Government 
cannott endlessly continue its present course of discriminating between those mem-
berss responsible for organising dissidents, and those in Zapu it recognises as inno-
cent'' (Mugabe Orders, 1983).303 

3022 For Zapu accusations see: Ministry of Information 1983:4; Tribal Rule, 1983: Mugabe Threat-
ens,, 1983; We Will , 1983; MPs Attack, 1983; Mugabe Orders, 1983; Five Brigade 1983; Disarm 
Now,, 1983; Matabeleland People, 1984; PM Sacks, 1984; PM Explains, 1984; No Mercy, 1984; 
Declaree Zapu, 1984. 
3033 This perception operated as a public explanation why Zapu was not excluded entirely from the 
coalitionn government. It is to be noted that although Zanu (PF) meted out such serious allegations 
towardss Zapu as mentioned above, through the whole conflict period (1981-1987) Zapu remained 
inn government as a minority party. 
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DissidentsDissidents a Military Problem, Yet a Political Dispute 

Anotherr pillar of the government discourse was the perception of the conflict being 
aa military problem. The dissidents were criminals who caused violence and disorder, 
thereforee negotiations with diem was not a government option. However, die dissi-
dentss were interchangeably also seen as a political problem, being a politically ori-
entedd force with an agenda to overthrow the government. The two different aspects 
off  the dissident problem, caused a contradiction in government discourse. 

Inn the 'military view' the dissidents were not given the benefit of political motives, 
beingg seen as common criminals. As stated in a government policy paper 'The per-
petratorss are not political weapons — nor even soldiers. They are criminals com-
mittingg criminal acts in a law-abiding and constitutionally legitimate country' 
(Ministryy of Information 1984:39). If the dissidents were merely criminals and 
banditss committing senseless crimes, as argued when putting forward die military 
vieww (Ministry of Information 1984:39), then the conflict would only have been 
aboutt catching law offenders and bringing about justice. For this task, the political 
discreditingg of Zapu as a party would not have been necessary. 

However,, this is not how the issue was portrayed simultaneously in other parts of 
governmentt discourse. In the 'political view' when accusing Zapu for the dissident 
activities,, the dissident question was seen as a political problem. As Prime Minister 
Mugabee put it in 1983 'It is clear that dissidents are operating politically, are moti-
vatedd politically, and belong to Zapu' (Zapu Shunning, 1983). 

Thus,, altiiough die government claimed the Matabeleland conflict to be a military 
problemm and should only be dealt with militarily, the main focus of the govern-
mentt discourse was on a political dispute: power competition between Zanu and 
Zapu.. However, when the government was approached (as in Parliament by the 
Rhodesiann Front) to solve die problem politically since it was perceived a political 
dispute,, a political solution was rejected with die argument that criminal activity 
cann only be solved militarily. As Prime Minister Mugabe stated: 'Lawlessness can 
nott be solved by political debates' (Murders Part, 1984; same theme: Killing s Con-
tinue,, 1983). 

EthnicityEthnicity in Government Discourse 

Thee use of ethnicity in government statements and speeches added an effective el-
ementt of polarisation to the exchanges taking place. A red thread tiirough die dis-
coursee was emphasising die government's commitment and support of multi-eth-
nicity,, as opposed to an alleged dissident (Zapu) stand based on tribalism. Leaders 
oftenn spoke of nationhood and 'one-ness', the government having an all-encom-
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passingg ethnic stance, and protecting its citizens irrespective of 'race, tribe or 

creed'.30**  Meanwhile, dissidents and their sympathisers were perceived to cause a 

splitt in the nation, and challenging the government on the basis of ethnic claims. 

I nn a highly inf lammatory statement Prime Minister Mugabe claimed that dissi-

dent 'ss and Zapu were fighting a 'tribal war' (Tribal Rule, 1983). Entering such an 

ethnicc proclamation into the discourse had much impact since tension between the 

Shonaa and Ndebele identities had historical background. Being expressed by the 

Pr imee Minister added weight to what citizens would perceive as the 'truth' regard-

ingg the conflict, thereby sharpening the polarisation further. Thus whilst the gov-

e rnmentt propagated its own multi-ethnic stance, and accused its adversaries of 

creatingg ethnic discord and strife, the government was simultaneously through its 

choicee of statements and accusations deepening divisions in the country. The ac-

cusationss of dissidents and Zapu creating 'disunity' was often more forcefully car-

riedried out by the government's own (military/policy/discourse) interventions than 

thosee the dissidents or Zapu could take responsibility for. 

Thee Legitimisation of Violence as Conflict Resolution 

Throughoutt the conflict violence stood in the centre of events and interpretations. 

I nn government discourse violence was accepted and treated as a method of prob-

lemm solving, which was overtly expressed in statements such as government author-

itiess would 'eradicate', 'destroy', 'crush', 'wipe out', and 'kill ' all dissidents.305The 

possibilityy of capturing dissidents and reaching justice through the courts was not 

ann opt ion often suggested, nor any other paths of conflict resolution. Thus, the 

messagee disseminated to the public was one of legitimising violence as the answer 

too the dissident problem. As explicitly put by Mugabe: 

'.... My Government has full moral - not to say political and constitutional 
authorityy to wipe out the scourge that would debilitate and finally 

destroyy our sovereignty and unitary nationhood (Ministry of Information, 
1983:4). . 

Anotherr aspect of the same line of argument (armed force a solution) was the vio-

lentt measures taken to apprehend alleged dissident symphatisers. In government 

discoursee Mugabe repeated that it was impossible to distinguish between dissidents 

andd their sympathisers, and that both categories were just as guilty of dissident 

3044 For statements with ethnic components, see Tribal Rule, 1983; We will , 1983; Mugabe Threat-
ens.. 1983; Nkomo Turned, 1983; Disarm Now, 1983; Throw Away, 1983. 
3055 For sources for these expressions, see Ministry of Information, 1983:4; Tribal Rule, 1983; Throw 
Away,, 1983; Disarm Now, 1983; We will , 1983; Dissidents Caught, 1983. 
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crimes.. Therefore the same measures were implemented regarding both catego-

ries,, and it was unavoidable that innocent people got victimised in the process. 

Mugabee explained: 

Communitiess which sympathised with dissidents must not be shocked 
whenn the Government viewed them as enemies of peace as the dissidents 
themselves.. Communities which helped dissidents must not be surprised if 
theyy were punished as severely as the dissidents (Mugabe Threatens, 
1983). . 

Thee government is going to track down the dissidents until they are 
completelyy wiped out. Those who harbour and support dissidents wil l too 
bee wiped out. We cannot select, because dissidents have no distinguishing 
markss (We will , 1983; same theme: Throw Away, 1983). 

Thee threats of blanket punishment of whole communities suspected of having el-

ementss aiding dissidents, supports Lt Col Munemo's claim of the government 

choosingg ' terror tactics' to induce fear in order to instil government authority and 

diminishh dissident support. T he fright for the 'wrath' of the government was in-

tendedd to be greater than the fear of non-cooperation with the dissidents. As Min-

isterr of National Supplies, Enos Nkala, stated: 'If you are one of them [who sup-

portt and give succour to dissidents] you shall die or be sent to prison' (Five Brigade, 

1983).. Thus, the legitimisation of state violence, - even at the cost of innocent suf-

feringg - , was evident. 

Thee government not only sought to legitimise its own violent measures, but also 

encouragedd civilians to use the same methods. Government officials promoted ci-

vilianss to take the law into their own hands and apprehend a n d / or kil l dissidents. 

Ministerr for National Supplies, Enos Nkala, instructed that: 'When you see a dissi-

dent,, you must arrest h im and report him to the security forces. If he resists, just 

finishh him off' (Curfew lifted, 1983: same theme: Youths to, 1982; No Mercy, 

1984).. Zapu leader Joshua Nkomo instructed similarly: 'If you see a dissident, get 

yourr spear and kil l him, and report the matter to the police' (PF-Zapu Will , 1983). 

Throughh these varieties of expressions, public opinion was moulded to accept vio-

lencee as the means to solve the Matabeleland conflict. 

Intolerancee of Government Critique 

Throughh the heavy curtain of government opinion regarding the conflict, differ-

ingg sources were able to penetrate - even if minimally. The way in which the gov-

ernmentt responded to criticism is significant, since it exemplifies how it strove for 

itss discourse to be in an unquestionable position. Although perhaps sanctioned in 
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closedd circles, openness toward public critical discussion of government conflict 

policies,, was not a considered option. 

Thee most active and courageous effort of critical discussion during the conflict 

camee from the Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace in Zimbabwe (CCJP), 

whoo through the conflict collected information and interviewed affected people. 

Thee CCJP and ZCBC (Zimbabwe Catholic Bishops' Conference) delegations 

weree sincerely received by government officials in closed meetings (interview Au-

ret,, 1994).306 T he organisations were however, ferociously criticised in the media 

forr being 'pro-Zapu'. This is well exemplified by the governments' reaction to 

CCJP'ss confidential reports, but particularly to the Pastoral Statement 'Reconcilia-

tionn is still Possible' by the ZCBC. In contrast to the reports, the Pastoral State-

mentt was published by the government news paper The Herald (30 /3 1983). In this 

document,, after first ensuring the government that the Z C BC supported the gov-

ernment 'ss duty to maintain law and order, and its use of the army in a peace-keep-

ingg role, the document reads: 

Violentt reaction against dissident activity has. to our certain knowledge, 
broughtt about the maiming and death of hundreds and hundreds of 
innocentt people who are neither dissidents nor collaborators. We are 
convincedd by incontrovertible evidence that many wanton atrocities and 
brutalitiess have been and are still being perpetrated.... In all this the mass 
mediaa have singularly failed to keep the people of Zimbabwe properly 
informedd of the facts which are common knowledge, bom in the areas 
concernedd and outside them through the reports of reliable witnesses. The 
factsfacts point to a reign of terror caused by wanton killings, woundings, 
beatings,, burnings and rapings. Many homes have been burnt down. People 
inn the rural areas are starving, not only from the drought, but because in 
somee cases supplies of food have been deliberately cut off and in other cases 
accesss to food supplies has been restricted or stopped. The innocent have no 
recoursee or redress, for fear of reprisals (Catholic Bishops, 1983). 

Primee Minister Mugabe replied to his critics in a speech to Ecclesiastical leaders, 

inn which the Catholic Bishops' concerns were manipulated so as to diffuse the con-

tentt (Ministry of Information, 1983; PM Lashes, 1983). In this verbal attack di-

rectedd towards 'this band of Jeremiahs' and 'sanctimonious prelates' three points 

weree emphasised. Firstly, the government found it 'shocking and reprehensible' 

thatt those with 'dubious credentials' from the liberation war presumed to 'lecture' 

3066 Meetings with Prime Minister Mugabe and/or government officials took place: 5/11 1982; 10/ 
11 1983; 14/2 1983; 24/2 1983; August 1983; 6/4 1984 (CCJP 1983b:4; Auret 1992:152, 207). 
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thee government on the morality of the government's anti-dissident campaign, 
whenn the government had the moral, political and constitutional right to eliminate 
thee dissidents (Ministry of Information, 1983: 4—5). Secondly, the government 
questionedd the ZCBC's ethnic discourse since the critics alleged that the govern-
mentt was carrying out a tribal war against the Ndebele people, and asking the gov-
ernmentt instead to preserve minority ethnic rights in the country. The critics hav-
ingg made such a statement caused the government to question whether they were 
nott propagating tribe before nation and ethnic division before national unity. Had 
thee church 'drawn a leaf from South Africa's apartheid book?' And did the 
Churchh now recognise ethnic groups as political groups 'to be accorded political 
rightss on that score?' in contrast to the government's 'political philosophy of the 
nationn and not the tribe' (Ministry of Information, 1983:5-6). Thirdly, the govern-
mentt questioned the ZGBS's content understanding of human rights, since the 
criticss cast doubts on the government's commitment to human rights by accusing it 
off  violations in the military operations in Matabeleland. According to the Prime 
Minister,, the government members having been part of the liberation war, gave 
themm credentials better than the '"holier than thou" critics' on understanding what 
truee commitment to human rights meant (Ministry of Information, 1983:6-7). 

Inn this speech, followed by other government statements similarly reproaching 
CCJPP and ZCBC (No Evidence, 1984; Press Transcription, 1984; Book By, 1984), 
critiquee was skilfully manipulated for government discourse benefit. Thus not only 
wass the government unwilling to openly discuss its action's in the conflict, but 
thosee who dared to be critical were frequently subjected to counter-accusations -
oftenn with exactly the issues raised (ethnicity, human rights, democracy). This ma-
noeuvringg fogged government responsibility and deflated attempts of an inde-
pendentt discourse to emerge. 

Furtherr intolerance toward government criticism was evident when international 
articless on army atrocities in Matabeleland resulted in the expulsion of journalists 
fromm the country (Killin g Continue, 1983).307 

3077 In a press meeting Mugabe stated regarding journalists publishing abroad on Zimbabwean 
matterss that '...these journalists must be restricted and restricted very firmly.... We have to take very, 
veryy firm steps in curbing the mischief making of these journalists' (PM Meets, 1984). An example 
off  these restrictions is the Zimbabwean journalist Peter Godwin (London Sunday Times) who after 
publishingg on the conflict, was not only forced into exile but declared 'persona non grata' in 
Zimbabwee (Godwin 1996:385). 
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4.d.. Concluding Remarks 

Fromm the above description of the government's military, policy and discourse inter-
ventions,, it is clear that during the 1983-1984 period the government used a variety 
off  means available to push its cause. The army's unambiguous, indiscriminate and 
massivee targeting of innocent civilians in the conflict, in comparison to the (lesser) 
militaryy effort in the containment of armed dissidents, has in shock and disbelief 
beenn questioned by civilians, clergy, human rights activists, and many others. GCJP 
conceptualisess die government's interventions as 'twoo overlapping conflicts': one be-
tweenn the government defence units and the dissidents, and the otiier between gov-
ernmentt agencies and all those who were thought to support Zapu (CCJP/LRF 
1997:3).. However, gaining insight into the army's counter insurgency strategy, it is 
clearr that the government fought one battle. That is, the army acted first and fore-
mostt from 1981 onwards on the basis to destroy %apu structures - not eradicate dissi-
dents.. Thus, the civilian targeting was not coincidental, or a side event of dissident 
contacts,, nor actions by (as often believed) drunk, undisciplined, or bored soldiers, 
butt a conscious, coherent government choice translated into army orders, as clearlyy ex-
plainedd by Lt Col Munemo. Furthermore, as the conflict stretched out, on an opera-
tionall  level also the Zapu category of enemy identification faded. By the time the 
Fifthh Brigade deployed, soldiers' targeting had lost specificity and consequently ene-
myy identification encompassed all those considered J^debek. The same logic of punishing 
alll  Matabeleland South residents is also clearly evident by the enforced food embar-
go.. Thus, although the government attempted to justify their actions by dissident 
destabilisation,, it seems here beyond doubt diat dissident activity was of a lesser con-
cernn for the rulers. What was the driving force behind government interventions ap-
pearss rather to have been die eradication of political opposition. 
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Voice ss Sectio n Four 

WeWe were said to be not loyal to the Government and were associated with dissidents.... 
fTJowardsfTJowards the end of our [Fifth Brigade] training, former pernios with no ranks at all 
werewere promoted to Lieutenants and now each platoon had two commanders, that is, former 
^anlas^anlas understudying former ^ipras.... At the end of the training, former ^ipras were 
withdrawnwithdrawn from units and former ^anlas took over. At a passout parade he then Brigade 
CommanderCommander told the parade, 'From today onwards I want you to start dealing with 
dissidents.dissidents. We have them here at this parade.... Wherever you meet them, deal with them 
andand I do not want a report'. G.N. Ex-Zipra guerrilla reposted from the Fifth 
Brigade.308 8 

II  interviewed the young Matabele refugees at St. Paul's [Catholic secondary school in 
Bulawayo]Bulawayo] with all the pedantry of an ex-lawyer. Places, names, times, descriptions. I 
probedprobed for inconsistencies and exaggerations. In my heart of hearts, I think I was hoping 
thatthat the whole thing was a fantastic construction of the politically dispossessed, the 
ethnicallyethnically antagonistic. I made no allowances for the fact that many of these boys had 
recentlyrecently seen family members killed and had narrowly escaped death themselves. And they 
seemedseemed to expect no sympathy. They told their tales in quiet, controlled voices, dealing 
patientlypatiently with my many interruptions. The more I heard form the young Matabele refugees, 
thethe more horrified I became. By the end of the day my doubts had been swept away by an 
awfiilawfiil  certainty. The stories I heard that day, sitting in the wooden school desks at St 
Paul's,Paul's, had a pattern to them. These were no random acts of violence, these were no 
soldierssoldiers roaming out of control. This was worse. It was calculated and methodical. In 
almostalmost all instances they boys told me that soldiers arrived armed with a list of names. 
ThoseThose on the list were taken first - they were almost invariably office-bearers of %apu. 
ThenThen he soldiers rounded up any men of military age and took them away. If co-operation 
waswas not forthcoming, and often even if it was, some were shot there and then, and the 
villagersvillagers were forced to dig communal graves for them. Peter Godwin.309 

TheThe soldiers told us From now onwards (January 1983] no busses, no private cars, and 
nono bicycles will  be allowed to operated in this area'. I didn't believe it. [But] Within the 
firstfirst two weeks teachers ran away from the school, ordinary citizens ran away. We heard 
'so-and-so'so-and-so has been killed here, and so-and-so has been killed there'. Some people were 
beingbeing killed in our presence. There was this Matanda Fuzane who had been a very active 
^apu^apu fellow within the area. They [the soldiers] took him fir a few days, they beat him up, 

3088 Alexander et al, 2000:191 
3099 Godwin, 1996:343,344. 



theythey kept him at the police camp. He was tied to the back of a land rover like that, in a 
veryvery bad shape. They paraded him at the shopping area crossroads, then proceeded to his 
home.home. In front of us- it was just nearby our home - in front of his children, his relatives, 
theythey made him stand by his house and three shots went and he was just down. Then they 
tooktook him, his corpse, corpse, to the shopping centre again and paraded that they'd killed a dissident. 
Nicholass Ndebele.310 

MyMy family of eight people has been living on goat meat and morula fruit juice since the 
curfewcurfew was imposed. I appreciate the need for security and peace in this area but I wish the 
GovernmentGovernment could allow stores to operate during the curfew. I don't think the people support 
thethe dissidents, since they don't know what the dissidents are fighting for. Our area has been 
veryvery quiet and I have not met anyone who says he has ever seen dissidents. All we hear are 
rumoursrumours that they luwe been seen in other places asking for food. Edward Mpofu.311 

DuringDuring the curfew we lived on morula fruit juice and water. The stores were shut, and you 
couldcould die with your money because you couldn't buy anything. It went on for two whole 
months.months. Whoever died, died; and if you had God with you, you lived. Some became 
cripples.cripples. We were beaten then by the poles the way today we are beaten by the wind. They 
wouldwould beat you severely, and force you to lie down, shouting 'Ton are a liar, until you'd say, 
'Yes'Yes I saw them [the dissidents]'. In that time of the curfew we spent the day clapping 
handshands and singing. We had to draw water for them, and we had to go on singing [for them] 
untiluntil sunset. Baka Sala.312 

ThereThere were special days in the week when we had to gather under some trees for meetings. 
WeWe had to sing in Shona, we were taught these songs. We were told to stop following jSiTcomo 
becausebecause Mcomo lost the elections. Mugabe is ruling now. We should follow Mugabe's ruk 
TheThe soldiers killed people to show that Mcomo was not leading the country. It was shown to 
usus by killing the people. But the people can never be changed, they will  not change to support 
anythinganything else than %apu. When the Fifth Brigade was here, people bought ^anu-PF cards to 
getget away from the problems with the soldiers. But when the soldiers where gone, and the 
meetingsmeetings stopped, people threw the cards. James Ngwenya.313 

3100 Civilian eyewitness and active member of CCJP (CCJP/Spicer 1992). 
3111 Edward Mpofu (Matabeleland buyers, 1984). 
3122 Civilian in Bango chiefdom, Matabeleland South. Werbner 1991:166-167. 
3133 Interview with James Ngwenya, Sukumuzenzele cooperative, Tsholotsho District, Matabeleland, 
177 March 1994. 
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TheThe tribal feelings have been whipped so high. They are much too sharp. I have never 
knownknown them like this. They [people] are so bitter against Mugabe and the Shona. Anony-
mous. . 

LetLet me be honest and say that after the deployment of the Fifth Brigade, Shona establishes 
itselfitself in that area as a language. This is something I witnessed. Again life fails history, 
NdebeleNdebele really was more of a cultural domination than military. Lt Col E. Munemo.315 

MugabeMugabe came to the area [Silobela] and accused everybody for harbouring dissidents and 
statedstated that all dissidents would be killed. Mugabe said 'You know what happens when a 
hunterhunter goes hunting and he sees a hare slipping through some bush and grass? All the bush 
andand grass will  be crushed so as to get the hare'. Nicholas Ndebele.316 

WeWe are going to see this through to the bitter end. I shall give power to the police, security 
forces,forces, all of them, to mount a manhunt not only in houses, but also in bushes, anthills, and 
trees.trees. Robert Mugabe.317 

II  was beaten up by the Fifth Brigade soldiers. My cattle had gone astray, and I passed their 
postpost several times looking for my cattle. My hip was dislocated. I spent one month in the 
hospital.hospital. But twelve men were picked up at night and beaten the whole night. The gunshots 
werewere heard by other people in the co-operative. The next morning I sent a young boy to pick 
upup a chicken. He fund the bodies at the side of the road. We never saw any dissidents in 
thisthis area. The soldiers were here for six months. James Ngwenya.318 

ObviouslyObviously it can never be policy to mete out blanket punishment to innocent persons, but in 
areasareas where banditry and dissident activities are rampant and civilian sympathy is a 
commoncommon feature, it may not be possible to distinguish innocent from guilty. Robert 
Mugabe.319 9 

3144 Anonymous Zapu activist in Bulawayo, after month-long Fifth Brigade intervention (Nkomo 
flees,flees, 1983). 
3155 Interview with Lt. Col. E. Munemo, former Commander for the Fifth Brigade, Harare, 20/9 
1996. . 
3166 Interview with the former director for the Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace in 
Zimbabwe,, Harare 12/5 1994. 
3177 Speech at funeral of killed Zanu(PF) official, May 18, 1984 (Spring 1986:183). 
3188 Interview with James Ngwenya, Sukumzenzele cooperative, Tsholotsho District, Matabeleland 
North,, March 17, 1994. 
3199 Robert Mugabe addressing rally at Bulawayo State House Independence Day festivities 
(Mugabee threatens, 1983). 
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II  don't know which of the things I saw I can explain really. Because I saw almost 
everythingeverything that is inhuman. Anything inhuman you can think of you would see in the Fifth 
BrigadeBrigade activities.... The people were grouped in the camp [Belaghwe]. There was what 
usedused to be called One Seven Battalion, and One Eight Battalion. People where grouped in 
thethe camp for the One Seven Battalion, and the One Eight Battalion was where soldiers 
wherewhere inflicting the injuries on the people. You would wonder what was the whole idea of 
thisthis thing It was simply to dehumanise them [the people in the camp]. That was the whole 
idea.idea. There were men, women, children and elderly people. It was a collection of everybody 
SmallSmall children, the smallest childyou could think of you could find there. And the oldest 
menmen you could think of. They [the Fifth Brigade] were picking people out. They could just 
looklook into the crowd and say 'you come here, you there come here'. I witnessed the torture 
beingbeing done on people. They would use water. When you are blindfolded like that they would 
putput your head in the water. The water would come into your nose and the mouth, the ears. 
SomeSome people died like that. Or they could tie a black cloth on peoples' eyes —just blindfold 
themthem - and lie them down and with big stick work on their buttocks. Work on there 
buttocksbuttocks thoroughly until your clothes tears, until your flesh tears, until you cry, until you cry 
nono more. They were doing that in the barracks. The soldiers brought them back [to the field 
hospital],hospital], after having beaten them to an extent that a person is injured and a person can no 
longerlonger help himself. A kt of horrible thinking was in me. I got frustrated but because I was 
therethere in the army I could not say 'I cannot stand this any more, I want to go home'. I could 
notnot say that. In the army you live under order. I got so much frustration that I never settled 
downdown in the army after this experience. That was my last ever operation in the army. 
Rafaell  Khoza.320 

IfIf  you allege atrocities, give us concrete evidence. We are humanitarians. We don't want to 
seesee people killed wantonly, killed for no purpose. Robert Mugabe.321 

ƒƒ myself was only beaten, but I saw others being given electric shocks and when they 
faintedfainted water was thrown on them. What I saw is that they put a wire into die mouth of 
thethe victim, which is secured by strings that are attached to the ears. The other wire was put 
atat the back. This second wire was placed on and off the back of the person. Four people in 
armyarmy uniform, two men and two women, did the electric torturing while the victim was 
lyinglying down. Anonymous Belaghwe camp survivor.322 

3200 Interview with Rafael Khoza, ZNA medical staff attached to the Fifth Brigade in Kezi from 
Februaryy to April 1984. Bulawayo, 15 March, 1994. 
3211 Robert Mugabe at news conference regarding alleged Fifth Brigade atrocities (No reason, 1983). 
3222 Spring 1986:178. 
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MyMy knowledge is that anyone who is guilty of any irregularity, be it torture or anything, is 
subjectsubject to correction or discipline by his commanders.... In circumstances in which we find 
ourselves,ourselves, tempers rise in the police because of the long hours which they work. They find 
themsehesthemsehes acting rather over-enthusiastically. We must sympathise with them rather than 
beginbegin to criticise them.... What the courts regard as torture now might not have been torture 
inin the days of Ian Smith... but because we are more liberal, we have a democratic order, 
anyany little scratch... is interpreted as torture. I think we must feel for those whose duty it is to 
givegive maximum security to the nation. Robert Mugabe.323 

TheThe Fifth Brigade herded everyone in our village together, about 70 or more people From 6 
amam until 11 am we were beaten, including women and children, with sticks andfanbelts. 
ThenThen they chose 12 people to come to Bhelagwe -four women and eight men. Two of the 
womenwomen were old and two were schoolgirls. Three of the men were schoolboys, including 
myself:myself: I was sixteen.... We were taken first to Kezi, and the Fifth Brigade told us we were 
beingbeing taken there to be shot. When we arrived, they told us we would be taken two by two 
atat one p.m. and be shot. When one o'clock came, they told us they had decided to throw us 
downdown a mine instead. Then they loaded us in a truck and drove off We thought we were 
beingbeing taken to be killed, but we were brought to Bhelagwe.... At Bhelagwe the charge office 
waswas full of bbod. We had to sit in lines outside the office waiting our turn to be beaten. 
WhenWhen you were in front of the line, you knew it was your turn next. The beatings started 
atat 5.30 am. I saw two people being shot, andseven being beaten do death. Very many died, 
butbut I helped to bury only these nine I saw die. I dug their graves. People were buried two or 
threethree to a grave. Anonymous Bhelagwe camp survivor.324 

IfIf  some innocent people are caught up it is regrettable but it is not a Zimbabwean peculiar-
ityity that in a conflict situation some innocent individuals get some bruising. Sydney 
Sekeramayi.325 5 

TheyThey brought us to Belaghwe camp to get information about the dissidents. Questions about 
thisthis were asked during the beatings. In the morning we used to dig graves, dig toilets, wash 
armyarmy clothes, wash pots, fetch firewood. We were given food and water to drink only on 
alternativealternative days, i.e. skipping one day when we got neither food nor water. The young men 
dugdug the graves and old people buried those who died in the camp. Those who died must 
havehave died because of beatings and electric shock I saw two in my sleeping barracks who 

3233 Assembly Debates, vol.7, 13 July 1983, cols, 397-98, in Weitzer 1990:178. 
3244 Cited in CCJP/LRF 1997:179. 
3255 Minister of State (Security) answering question in parliament 26/1 1983, regarding massacres in 
Matabelelandd (Spring 1986:117). 
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werewere found dead one morning. I was in the camp from 7-17 February [1984]. Until I 
leflef we were being beaten every day. 19 year-old Belaghwe camp survivor.326 

TheThe sojas\ they broke my wrists. And not only my wrists. My ankles also. But I am quite 
lucky.lucky. Many people are dying in Belaghwe. The sojas' are killing them during interroga-
tion.tion. Civilian in Kezi area.327 

BlessedBlessed are they who will  follow the path of the government laws, for their days on earth 
shallshall be increased. But woe unto those who will  choose the path of collaboration with 
dissidentsdissidents for we will  certainly shorten their stay on earth. Minister of State, (Security) 
E.. Mnangagwa.3'28 

SmithsSmiths army brought us grief but later we saw that Smiths war was better than the war 
ofof Gukurahundi. That war which came later, the Gurkurahundi, we saw that it went 
much,much, much further, because our children who had gone away to fight came home and found 
warwar again at home. It finished people off. Oh, those Mashona who came to be too many 
here,here, oh.... les, Smiths war was better, we found later. That war did not leave so many 
corpsescorpses of our people around here. Compared to this one just now, no. In this one people 
havehave been taken and stuffed into mines. At Belaghwe a very large mine [Antelope mine] has 
beenbeen dug for all the corpses. People have just been finished off They [the soldiers] were 
simplysimply killing and stuffing them in, until it made the missionaries object: and they wrote to 
otherother countries, saying that what was being done here is wrong, people are being killed off 
ItIt  was devastating. The other war was better. Baka Sala.329 

ƒƒ support it [the governments strategy to deploy the Fifth Brigade]. I think quite often you 
havehave to be cruel to be kind. Had an operation like that not taken place, that battle could have 
gonegone on for years and years and years as a festering sore. And I believe the Matabele under-
standstand that sort of harsh treatment far better than the treatment that I myself wasgbing them, 
wherewhere we would just hunt and kill  if a man was armed - or find a man who was unarmed 

326CCJPP 1984:18. 
3277 Quoted in Godwin 1996:360-361. Regarding broken wrists and ankles Godwin writes: The 
breakingg of wrists and ankles was very common in Belaghwe. To some of the soldiers it was a 
game,, a competition. They broke the joints by jumping on them with their heavy boots. This was 
carriedd out during bone-breaking speed trials, on which the men would take wagers. Mostly it was 
partt of the ritual of interrogation. Before they even began to question you, they would break one 
wrist.. If you didn't yield any information about dissidents, they broke an ankle, then the other 
wrist,, then the other ankle (Godwin 1996:361-362). 
3288 Minister E. Mnangagwa included this parody of the Scriptures in his speech at a forcibly 
assembledd rally in Matabeleland North, April 1983 (CCJP/LRF 1997:54). 
3299 Civilian in Bango chiefdom, Matabeleland South. Werbner 1991:166-167. 
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andand seemed to be a terrorist, and take him away to be dealt with legally. That was the 
RhodesianRhodesian way of doing things, and I had been brought up to do. It was, I think, not all that 
successful.successful. The fact is that when the Fifth Brigade went in, they did brutally deal with the 
problem.problem. If you were a dissident sympathiser, you died. And it brought peace very, very 
quicklyquickly When we were there, we did not know if we were talking to a terrorist because we 
werewere not prepared just to say, "Well, I thinkyou are a bloody Matabele andyou are a black 
manman and I am going to shoot you". When the Fifth Brigade went in they were quite prepared 
toto take that role and do it, and they were successful. Lionel Dyke.330 

YouYou know, any security forces when they are operating there is going to be competition. 
ParticularlyParticularly in highly politicised atmosphere that we deployed into the period we were in 
Matabeleland.Matabeleland. It appears to me by then there was very strong spirits of competition 
amongstamongst the various sections of the security forces. Between the Task Force, the battalions, 
thethe intelligence people (CIO), the £NA. Everybody wanted to deliver the final solution to 
thethe prime minister. I am not absolving the Fifth Brigade, but this is what suspicions I have. 
InIn this contest to deliver the final solution, I think the other [army] people felt marginalised 
trytry die Fifth Brigade and must have done more harm to get good results. That is my 
perception.perception. Lt Col Munemo.331 

WhenWhen we [£WA medical personnel] arrived in Kezi, we were armed with G3 rifles. When 
wewe came out of the trucks the Fifth Brigade were there. They [the Fifth Brigade] accused 
usus of being sell outs because of the G3s. They had different guns. They met us with 
slogansslogans which they expected us to reply. But we did not know how to reply to that slogan. 
ThenThen they said 'Ohyes, these are real sell-outs'. We were quite a number. It was only the 
medics,medics, but we were about 20-30 people. We were ex-^anla, ex-^jpra and ex-Rhodesian 
medics.medics. A few of us had AK rifles but most of us were armed with G3s. After some 
harassmentharassment which was in the form of three or four people asking you questions at the same 
timetime andyou did not know who to answer. We wondered what this was. We were not used 
toto this, we had never seen it in the army. They were people wearing a uniform like us, who 
areare asking us foolish questions. After integration we had been told that the army is apoliti-
cal,cal, but there we were and these people were asking us political questions. We did not know 
howhow to react to this. After a while we realised that these people were to stay and we had to 
bebe with them. Rafael Khoza.332 

3300 Interview with Lieutenant-Colonel Lionel Dyke, Harare, 1 March, 1994. 
3311 Interview with the former commander of the Fifth Brigade, Harare 20/9 1996. 
3322 Interview with Rafael Khoza, ZNA medical staff attached to the Fifth Brigade in Kezi from 
Februaryy to April 1984. Bulawayo, 15 March, 1994. 
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ƒƒ started seeing visions of two old men we had buried alive. We met the two old men and took 
themthem home. We dug a big hole. We told them to kneel down in the hole and covered them with 
soil,soil, thereby burying them alive.... The other vision that troubled me a lot was of a girl  that I 
hadhad raped and strangled to death. Anonymous Fifth Brigade Corporal.333 

II  decided to go to Mr. Mugabe. On the 12 of February [1983] I wrote to Mr. Mugabe 
thatthat people were being killed and raped, and that people are speaking of genocide. The Fifth 
BrigadeBrigade say that they are sent by you [Prime Minister Mugabe] to kill... We did not get 
anyany response to that letter. After that I organised some meetings with other churches. We met 
herehere a few times. Then one time we met in the Anglican Cathedral, all of us. The other 
onesones said 'It is terrible, terrible what is going on. We have to pray and pray'. I told them 
'Why'Why do you have to pray? It is not enough. We have to act'. Then I had a proposal 
threethree African bishops from whatever churches it did not matter - should go to Mr. 
Mugabe.Mugabe. A delegation from Matabeleland. Not one volunteered. They were too scared. 
Bishopp Karlen.334 

WeWe do not respond to scriptures, but according to given political principles. It is not when 
thethe Bishop sneezes that we all catch a cold. No, we are a government and we run our 
affairsaffairs as we see fit and if bishops speak it does not mean that we should all stop working 
becausebecause their holiness have spoken. We run our government according to the policies of the 
government.government. The fact that bishops spoke should not get us running around. What for? It is 
oneone of the statements we have received. Other citizens have made similar statements. Nkomo 
hashas made his own statement, and others have written to us to say 'can we do this quietly'. 
WeWe don't have to tremble as f the world is coming to an end if bishops speak. Robert 
Mugabe.330 0 

ByBy the end of March [1983] I got notice that I could go see Mr. Mugabe. Bishop 
MutumeMutume and the Catholic Commission [CCJP] accompanied me to the meeting. There was 
Mr.Mr. Mugabe, Mr. Muzenda [Deputy Prime Minister], and Mr. Mnangagwa [Minister 
ofof State (Security)] who was in charge of the army, and a secretary. We spoke for an hour 
andand a half I told them about all the atrocities, I was very straightforward. I told them the 
wholewhole thing. First Mr. Mugabe tried to explain the background of the conflict, the different 
armies,armies, and that at war times things can happen. He tried to explain the whole back-

3333 Visions mentioned are traumatic hallucinations the corporal is suffering from due to Fifth 
Brigadee operations. Based on his severely affected mental health, the corporal has sued the 
Zimbabwee National Army for $(Z) 200,000 in compensation (Fifth Brigade, 1997). 
3344 Interview with Bishop Karlen, Bulawayo 18/3 1994. 
3355 Press Transcription, 1984. See also Spring 1986:175. 
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ground,ground, which I new.... I told Mr. Mugabe that these people [the civilians] have been 
smashedsmashed up. They will  never forget, they will  take revenge. I told Mr. Mugabe and Mr. 
MuzendaMuzenda that if somebody is going to rape your mother or your wife or your daughters, you 
mustmust be a good Christian not to take revenge. And these people are going to take revenge.... 
II  asked them why the soldiers are not going to the dissidents when they are told where they 
are?are? Why do they rape women and girls to fight the dissidents?... I was very straightfor-
ward.ward. Then at the end Bishop Mutume told Mr. Mugabe that we are going to publish a 
statement.statement. Mr. Mugabe said go ahead.... We were attacked by Mr. Mugabe [in the press]. 
ButBut the Fifth Brigade was withdrawn [temporarily], and we can say that we saved 
thousandsthousands and thousands of people. There is no question about that. Bishop Karlen.33b 

TouTou have got to distinguish between the civilian population that is law abiding, and that 
partpart of the civilian population which lends support to the dissidents - they [who] aid and 
abetabet dissident activities. Dissidents need not necessarily be armed people. Tou see civilians 
cancan become dissidents as well, and they all prey to the super God Nkomo. Apparently 
BishopBishop Karlen's church in this area has erected a mammon of their own in the nature of 
JoshuaJoshua Nkomo. The church in Matabeleland - the Catholic church in particular -
supportssupports Nkomo and £apu. Bishop Karlen and some of his priests are supporters of ^apu. 
TheyThey have chosen to counteract government action because its [the government's] political 
affectaffect is to neutralise those activities of £apu which sponsors dissidents. [Bishop Karlen 
andand some of his priests] they are supporters of Nkomo and they are the ones who go to the 
otherother bishops and say what is happening, and the other bishops merely listen to them and 
acceptaccept what they say as the word of God, which cannot be denied because it is a man of 
GodGod who is saying it. But they don't know perhaps that a man of God is worshipping 
mammonmammon instead of the real God, so the poor bishops are mislead into believing that what 
BishopBishop Karlen is saying is the holy truth and nothing else but the holy truth. We are 
studyingstudying the documents very seriously, nevertheless, and now that the situation has relaxed 
wewe will  certainly go to the bishops and ash where did the killings occur, take us to the 
areas.areas. So we will  be going to their missions and wanting them to indicate — not intimidate 
themthem — where the atrocities took place. If they have no information, then fine, but f they 
indicateindicate what has happened, sure we will  take action. But I can assure you that the troops 
havehave been very restrained and I am fill  of frraisefor what they have managed to do over 
thisthis short period. Robert Mugabe.337 

Intervieww with Bishop Karlen, Bulawayo 18/3 1994. 

Presss Transcription, 1984. See also Spring 1986:175. 
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ItIt  was difficult for us because people were frightened of us. We were now political again. 
WeWe were condemning the government, and most people outside Matabeleland didn't know 
whatwhat was going on there. The newspapers which published [on the conflict], published 
outsideoutside the country. It was only our statements that gave any indication of the situation 
[inside[inside the country]. It might have been seen that we were anti-government, and therefore 
anti-state,anti-state, and therefore pro-South Africa. Certainly the government thought so. Van der 
BylByl called us communists, Mahachi called us %apu spokesmen, somebody else called us 
SouthSouth African supporters. Of course it was not true. We hope we are objective. What 
happenedhappened in Matabeleland was obscene. Michael Auret.338 

ƒƒ was sceptical until July-August 1983. Then CCJP asked me to assist them in compiling 
affidavitsaffidavits from women who lost their husbands and sons up in Lupane and Tsholostho. 
II  went to the Catholic Cathedral and helped compile these affidavits, which where then 
submittedsubmitted to the Chihambakwe commission of inquiry. It was when taking these affidavits 
downdown when I started to realise the magnitude of the problem. In the interim, as a private 
lawyerlawyer I had received the instructions to represent various people who had disappeared. But 
theythey were isolated cases. Up to then I had not believed it was something as systematic. 
Davidd Coltart.339 

TheThe government will  not tolerate interference fiom outside in its operations against dissi-
dents.dents. It is common knowledge that the process of fighting would cause some people to 
suffer.suffer. Robert Mugabe.340 

WeWe cannot say what intentions people had. We can only judge from facts. There are 
allegationsallegations that soldiers would pose as dissidents, recruited other dissidents, checked them 
forfor some time, and then shot them. There was something fishy about the contacts. The 
reportsreports were always the same. There was a contact, a few dissidents were killed, others 
fled.fled. But never a report that a soldier was killed. We cannot prove it, only say what people 
reported.reported. People had the impression that the dissident problem was artificially forced on 
them,them, so as to give a reason to smash up the people. Bishop Karlen.341 

TheThe government has now accepted the challenge of those who continued to support and give 
succoursuccour to the dissidents. If you are one of them, you shall die or be sent to prison. Tou will 
soonsoon have the war you have been asking for. People who posed as dissidents were feted by 

3388 Director for Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace (CCJP), Zimbabwe (CCJP/Spicer, 1992). 
3399 Interview with lawyer David Coltart, Bulawayo, 16/3 1994. 
3400 Robert Mugabe addressing a rally in Midlands (Zhombe Crossroads) (Throw away, 1983). 
3411 Interview with Bishop Karlen, Bulawayo 18/3 1994. 
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thethe peasants with girls, food and drink They are treated as national heroes and flattered as 
liberators.liberators. This has proved to the government the extent to which the dissidents are glorified 
andand held in high esteem. Enos Nkala.342 

UltimatelyUltimately their rights [the dissidents'] are governed by the constitution and the main one is 
thethe right to life, and the right to a fair trial. That is the constitution and it overrides every 
rightright and every law. Before seven days they would be entitled to see a lawyer of their choice 
atat their own expense. But once again, we are theorising,you know. David Coltart.343 

InIn this country if somebody is pointing a rifle at me, I will  kill  him, and then find out 

whatwhat he was. We never made a distinction. Lionel Dyke.344 

TheThe military goal [of the Fifth brigade] was to flush out the so-called dissidents. But the 
goalgoal was also politically to silence those who would ever want to go into opposition against 
thethe government. From the military point of view, the military were doing it in order to 
completelycompletely contain the dissident element. But whilst they were doing that, the politicians 
hadhad a different goal. The goal was obviously to ensure that there is no opposition that 
wouldwould ever rise against them. Dumiso Dabengwa.345 

TheThe solution in Matabeleland is a military one. Their [the dissidents] grievances are 
unfounded.unfounded. The verdict of the voters was cast in 1980. They should have accepted defeat 
then....then.... The situation in Matabeleland is one that requires a change. The people must be 
reoriented.reoriented. Robert Mugabe.346 

3422 Minister of National Supplies, Enos Nkala, addressing 1500 peasants at Makwe irrigation 
schemee (Five Brigade, 1983). Note that in this statement Minister Enos Nkala admits openly that 
governmentt forces were posing as dissidents, which then 'proved' to the government that civilians 
weree supporting dissidents. 
3433 Interview with lawyer David Coltart, Bulawayo, 16 March 1994. 
3+44 Interview with Lieutenant-Colonel Lionel Dyke, Harare, 1 March, 1994. 
3455 Interview with Minister of Home Affairs, Dumiso Dabengwa, Harare, 21 April , 1994. 

^Spr ingg 1986:178. 
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5.. 1985-1986: Civilia n Power - Legal Power 

Despitee the numerous severe government measures taken to contain dissident ac-
tivitiess in Matabeleland and Midlands, the government was unsuccessful in this 
task.. Dissident destabilisation continued, although more sporadically. Having in 
1983-19844 heavily relied on army interventions, die government changed strategy 
inn 1985, as national elections drew closer. Civilians suspected for opposition affili -
ationss - mainly in Matabeleland and Midlands - were in the pre-election period 
subjectedd to systematic political intimidation, detentions, and abductions conduct-
edd by Zanu (PF) members in co-operation with the police and CIO. 

Havingg secured majority in parliament in the July 1985 elections, the ruling party's 
intimidationn campaigns were not concluded. Instead violent actions were taken to-
wardss suspected opposition members, in a punitive rage by the election victors. In 
addition,, the immediate post-election period saw a wave of mass detentions of 
Zapuu members. 

Exploringg the developments pre and post the 1985 elections it is argued that the 
measuress taken by the government and Zanu (PF) organisations in 1985, further 
strengthenss the notion that the Matabeleland conflict was less about apprehending 
aa small number of armed dissidents, than about undermining and collapsing Zapu 
ass a political party. This notion is further linked to the commencement of Zanu-
Zapuu unity negotiations. As the narrative describes the secret negotiations, juxta-
posingg diem to the government's public discourse, it is put forward that the meas-
uress taken by the government and members of the ruling party were actions to in-
capacitatee the opposition party Zapu and compel it into a disadvantaged position 
inn the unity negotiations. 

Inn this section die continued dissident activity is discussed first, subsequently turn-
ingg to government measures, divided into sections of military- and policy interven-
tion,, and discourse intervention. 

5.a.. Dissiden t Activit y 

Duringg the two year period 1985-1986 dissident activity occurred in an irregular 
pattern.. After intense activity in 1982 1983 and a decline in 1984, very few dissi-
dentt incidents were recorded in the beginning of 1985. The two months preceding 
thee July 1985 elections Minister of State (Security) E. Mnangagwa stated that dis-
sidentt operations had 'gone down to nothing' (Berkeley/Schrage 1986:125-126). 
Differentt reasons for this were put forward, one being that some dissidents had 
hopess for a successful Zapu election and were therefore limiting their activity (Ber-
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keley/Schragee 1986:27). Another view presented was that dissidents were avoiding 
thee provocation of further army repression amongst civilians (MW1AAM:23). 

Afterr the July 1985 general elections a dramatic rise in dissident operations occurred. 
Afterr a 17-month intermission in the infiltration of recruits and armaments from 
Southh Africa, these activities were resumed subsequent to the elections (Dissidents 
Get,, 1985; Martin/Johnson 1986:62). The revival of South African destabilisation 
wass seen to be partly connected to the unity negotiations between Zanu and Zapu 
(Pretoriaa Plotting, 1985). A successful conclusion of unity talks leading to a conflict 
settlement,, was not seen to be a best-case scenario for the apartheid regime's destabi-
lisationn scheme. Another likely reason for the infiltration revival was that destabilisa-
tionn in Matabeleland would possibly compel the Zimbabwean government to re-
routee ZNA units from Mozambique to Matabeleland, to take pressure of the offen-
sivee against South African supported Renamo (Martin/Johnson 1986:62). 

Uponn the resumption of dissident activities and the influx of Super Zapu elements, 
murderss of white commercial farmers reoccurred. Prior to this post-election up-
surge,, white farmers had not been killed for 15 months (MW1AAM:25). Extremely 
violentt attacks on civilians were reported during the second half of 1985, including 
suchh acts as cutting off arms, legs and tongs (Ziana Dissidents, 1986). Of those civil-
ianss killed, a number were Zanu (PF) officials. As in 1982-84, littl e information is 
availablee regarding which groups of dissidents were responsible for which acts. 

5.b.. Military and Policy Interventions 1985-1986 

Havingg in 1983-1984 failed to contain dissident activity despite a massive show of 
force,, the government now attempted new avenues of penetration. An important 
circumstantiall  factor influencing the flow of events was the upcoming local and 
parliamentaryy elections. The public beatings and executions decreased. Amnesty 
Internationall  reported in 1986 that 'no further allegations of large scale killings by 
thee security forces were received in 1985', only isolated incidents in which soldiers 
orr militi a were reportedly responsible for killings (Amnesty Report, 1986). 

Althoughh the methods changed, it did not alter the underlying assumption that Zapu 
ass a party was tied to dissident activity. Thus whilst the army was in general assigned 
aa different role, many civilians were not experiencing 1985-1986 as a period of less-
err violence.347 On the contrary, Zapu members were particularly victims of severe 

3477 Although the role of the army was de-emphasised in this phase of the Matabeleland conflict, 
theirr presence was still harshly experienced by people in the affected regions. In March 1985 for 
example,, four thousand soldiers closed off townships in the outskirts of Bulawayo for two days in a 
widee house-to-house search for arms and dissidents (Zimbabwe, 1985; Mugabe 1985). As a result 
off  this clampdown 1.282 persons were temporarily detained (Frankel, 1985b). 
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humann rights abuses. But now the abuses were much more difficult to detect. Rather 
thann using the unmistakable ZNA soldiers, the government attempted a strategy of a 
lesss obvious pattern of harassment and violence. The role of the army was de-em-
phasised,, whilst police, civilian clothed CIO agents and Zanu (PF) members became 
substantiallyy more active in the Matabeleland conflict (Berkeley/Schrage 1986:31; 
Weitzerr 1990:179; Auret 1992:162; Carver 1993:41 J.548 

Thee following text is divided into action related sections to highlight how govern-
mentt interventions changed as compared to the previous strategy of massive mili -
taryy intervention in 1983-1984. 

Pre-Electionn Violence 

Thee months preceding the July 1985 elections were characterised by intimidation 
andd violence. Although dissident activity was comparatively low, local Zapu mem-
berss in Matabeleland and Midlands were persecuted justified by the assumed 
Zapu-dissidentt link. Primarily two types of actions were taken during this time: 
politicall  intimidation and political abductions. 

PoliticalPolitical Intimidation 

Thee violent political intimidation by Zanu (PF) members in co-operation with the 
People'ss Militi a and civilian clothed CIO agents which started in late 1984 (see sec-
tionn four), regained momentum in the first half of 1985. As the previous year, the 
violencee was not linked to dissident activity per se, but was carried out against those 
civilianss suspected to be opposition party sympathisers or members. In the months 
precedingg the July 1985 general elections, fierce rioting took place by Zanu (PF) sup-
porterss primarily in Matabeleland and Midlands, including harassment, looting, de-
structionn of property and assault of perceived opposition sponsors. 

Thee attacks conducted by ruling party members appear to have occurred in two 
ways.. In connection to pro-Zanu(PF) demonstrations, the political events in several 
casess developed into mob scenes. Thousands of people vented their hostility to-
wardd government opposition and physically tried to instil their preference of polit-

3488 The de-emphasis of the army in Matabeleland could partly have been linked to commitment of 
armyy personnel to Mozambique. The background for a ZNA offensive against Renamo in 
Mozambiquee was the latter's attacks on civilians in Zimbabwe. Reasons for Renamo attacks inside 
Zimbabwee were ZNA presence in Mozambique guarding the Beira-Mutare oil pipeline, and the 
19855 ZNA capture of the Renamo base 'Casa Banana' in Gorongosa, Mozambique (Carver 
1993:77-78).. Prime Minister Mugabe stated that the government was prepared to allocate 30,000 
soldierss for tasks in Mozambique (Carver 1993:78), whilst it is estimated that up to 15,000 
Zimbabweann troops did join the Mozambican army (Chitiyo 1996:3). 
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icall  choice on to those (believed to be) differently minded. In Chiredzi a demon-
strationn of 30,000 (January 1985) turned violent resulting in stone throwing and 
assault;; in Kadoma (June 1985) a mob of 40,000 people went to Zapu and UANC 
offices,, destroying both; in KweKwe (June 1985) a pro-Zanu (PF) demonstration of 
2,0000 attacked the Zapu office, and threw out an office worker from a third floor 
window;; in Gweru (June 1985) in a similar pattern the Zapu office was burned 
down,, injuring 30 people; in Kwekwe (June 1985) mobs attacked Zapu supporters 
resultingg in 150 injuries and five deaths (Hawkins, 1985; Spring 1986:183). Cyni-
cally,, due to violent Zanu (PF) demonstrations against Zapu and odier opposition 
groups,, Zapu was in June 1985 banned from having meetings in Midlands 
(Hawkins,, 1985; Spring 1986:183). 

Thee second type of violent political intimidation was one of pre-organised charac-
terr in which a large number of Zanu (PF) supporters travelling in vehicles would 
arrivee in rural villages, with the intent to harass and assault Zapu supporters. 
CCJPP received a report from Tsholotsho District where on January 27, 1985, ap-
proximatelyy one hundred young men and women came to Jimila Village in a Zim-
babwee Omnibus Company bus and other vehicles. Four men were armed with 
neww rifles, others with sticks. More than twenty homes and two stores were de-
stroyedd and burnt. Elderly and sick people not able to flee or defend themselves 
sufferedd most, leading to one person burning to death in his home. Reportedly the 
attackerss said they 'came to hunt for PF-Zapu members', and asked people to pro-
ducee Zanu (PF) membership cards. Those unable to do so, were severely beaten. 
Afterr having finished in Jimila village, the group continued to other villages in the 
district,, repeating their assaults. When the local CCJP representative reported the 
matterr to the police, the response given was 'These are just political affairs' (CCJP, 
1985b:2~3;; Raath, 1985). The same pattern occurred in Nkayi in January 1985, 
whenn two busloads of Zanu (PF) youth went on rampage destroying property and 
beatingg people, apparently in response to Zapu having won all seats in a recent dis-
trictt council election (Raath, 1985). 

Thee army also played a role in the political intimidation campaign. Joseph Msika, 
Zapuu vice president, reported in June 1985 that three PF-Zapu meetings in Tshol-
otshoo district were 'broken up by the army'. In the same area soldiers together with 
Zanuu (PF) Youth members, rounded up civilians from Tsholotsho and ordered 
themm to board buses to attend a Zanu (PF) presidential rally (Frankel, 1985c). 

Thee attacks on Zapu members and the party's infrastructure diminished the or-
ganisations'' electoral capacity. The US based Lawyers Committee for Human 
Rightss concluded that 
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thee official and quasi-official campaign to intimidate presumed supporters 
off  minority parties has seriously undermined freedom of assembly and 
freedomm of association in Zimbabwe (Berkeley/Schrage 1986:113). 

Thee human rights organisation also noted that the extent to which the government 
sanctionedd the violence couldn't be verified. However, 'law enforcement authori-
tiess made littl e effort to interfere with the rioters, and a few if any of those respon-
siblee have been prosecuted' (Berkeley/Schrage 1986:113). 

PoliticalPolitical Abductions 

Inn the wake of army de-emphasis in die Matabeleland conflict, the government 
implementedd abductions as a new strategy to disrupt and destroy Zapu structures. 
Inn the first half of 1985, CCJP received reports of disappearances conducted in a 
similarr pattern in the Matabeleland provinces and Lower Gweru. Unidentified 
menn arriving in vehicles, would at night enter civilian homesteads in the rural are-
as.. Some of them wore civilian clothes, others were dressed in Militi a uniforms or 
camouflagee fatigues, and some or all were armed. In most cases the abductors did 
nott identify themselves, in some instances civilians were told they were from CIO, 
inn others they claimed they were dissidents (Auret 1992:162). The abductors 
wouldd ask for a family member (most often the senior male) to step outside with 
them,, there after the person would be driven away in a vehicle. Those abducted 
weree identified by civilians as 'community leaders', such as Zapu officials, village 
headmen,, school teachers, hospital administrators, church pastors, and local de-
velopmentt workers. No explanation was usually given why the person was wanted. 
Thee abduction would take place, leaving family members without any information 
wheree to turn for clarity in the matter. Between January-April 1985 'at least 80 lo-
call  Zapu officials and supporters, and perhaps as many as 400 civilians were ab-
ductedd from dieir homes by unidentified gunmen' (Berkeley/Schrage 1986:61. See 
alsoo Raath, 1985; Frankel, 1985; Auret 1992:162). 

Thee government denied any involvement in the abductions and continuously 
claimedd (as did the police) that they were conducted by dissidents, or those 'abduct-
ed'' had voluntarily left die country for dissident training (CCJP, 1985:2; Raam, 
1985;; Frankel, 1985; Berkeley/Schrage 1986:65). However the abductions, de-
finedd as 'systematic' by CCJP (Raath, 1985), had a certain pattern which led wit-
nessess and observers to believe that they were not conducted by dissidents, but by 
governmentt enforcement agents. The abductors often spoke Shona or Sindebele 
withh an accent; appeared in looks and had arms which did not tell of an extensive 
stayy in the bush; used (government) vehicles; and frequendy captured elderly men 
(60-700 years old). In contrast, the dissidents usually spoke Sindebele; reportedly 
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lookedd scruffy; had no access to vehicles or gasoline; and in abduction cases their 
victimss were usually women - not aged men who would slow down their retreat. 
Nevertheless,, Minister of State (Security), E. Mnangagwa, stated that: 

Thee government categorically refutes any suggestion that its forces are 
responsiblee for these alleged abductions. The abductions are the subject 
off  an ongoing investigation and to date, there has been littl e evidence to 
supportt the claim that such a number of people have in fact vanished 
(Berkeley/Schragee 1986:59-60). 

Inn March 1985 CCJP carried out their own investigations, and were able to within 
aa week verify 20 abductions. In all cases the victims were Zapu officials or support-
ers.. More importandy, in May 1985 the CCJP were able to locate 25 abductees in 
Kwekwee jail (Auret 1992:162), a disclosure which invalidated the government's 
argumentt of non-involvement in the abductions. Held in jail under CIO authority 
(inn most cases without charge or detention order), the victims been beaten and tor-
turedd (Frankel, 1985; Auret 1992:162). CCJP concluded that 'the modus operandi 
off  all abductions indicated the involvement of certain elements of the Security 
Forces,, despite the claim by Minister Nkala [and other government officials] that 
theyy were committed by the dissidents' (Auret 1992:212). 

Inn response to the disappearances, Mr. Nkomo submitted a list to Parliament 
whichh included 53 names of civilians abducted duringJanuary-March 1985 (Fran-
kel,, 1985). Zapu spokespersons stated that the political kidnappings were a strate-
gyy by the government to sabotage Zapu's organisational structure as the parlia-
mentaryy elections grew closer (Berkeley/Schrage 1986:61—62). 

Withh the exception of the 25 abtuctees located by CCJP, officially no clarification 
hass been provided regarding the situation in most other instances. In the majority 
off  cases the victims have officially (through the courts) or unofficially (by relatives) 
beenn presumed dead (Berkeley/Schrage 1986:67).349 

Thee 1985 General Election 

Inn the Matabeleland conflict, the 1985 general election constituted a critical meas-
uree of political strengths between Zanu and Zapu. Although Zanu (PF)'s majority 

3+99 A well-documented case of disappearances is the 'Silobela Nine', when nine Zapu members 
wheree abducted during the same night (30/1 1985) from Silobela Communal Land by armed men. 
CCJPP attorneys took the case to court 'for the delivery of the missing persons', but after a long 
processs the court ruled in 1991 the men 'presumed dead'. In police investigations (on court 
instructions)) all instances denied any knowledge of the abductions. Due to insufficient evidence the 
Statee could not be implicated in this case (Auret 1992:212-215). 
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supportt was questioned by few, Zapu's local relative strength was critical. For Zanu 
(PF),, its members stated that it was crucial for the party to penetrate Matabeleland 
andd for Mugabe to conclusively demonstrate that he was a national leader who 
wass also supported by the Ndebele (Frankel, 1985c). For Zapu, it was similarly 
imperativee to prove that the party was a national party with support not only in the 
Matabelelandd provinces. 

Thee election was originally planned for the fifth independence anniversary in 
April ,, but was postponed until July 1985 due to low registration by voters. Elector-
all  procedure differed from the 1980 election, where people could vote geographi-
callyy anywhere. This time it was held on a constituency basis, requiring a different 
organisationall  structure. The phase of registration varied in different provinces. In 
areass such as Matabeleland, where Zanu and Zapu were fiercely competing for 
votes,, registration was completed faster. In areas such as Mashonaland, where 
withoutt much competition the majority of voters supported Zanu (PF), registra-
tionn was not taken as seriously (Lemon 1988:5). Elections did finally take place in 
twoo phases: the vote for the 20 white seats were conducted on 27 of June, and for 
thee 80 African seats the vote followed 1—4 July 1985. Having gone through a tur-
bulentt pre-election period, the procedure itself took place relatively peacefully. 
Thee Electoral Supervisory Commission and the CCJP pronounced the elections 
havingg been 'free and fair' (Lemon 1988:13). Six parties had put forward candi-
datess for the 80 African seats, whilst several independents, one party, and one elec-
torall  group competed for the 20 white seats.350 

Withh the election results, it became evident that for both Zanu (PF) and Zapu the 
ambitionss to penetrate each others' strongholds had failed. Despite the massive ef-
fortss through persuasion, intimidation and violence, Zanu (PF) remained political-
lyy excluded from Matabeleland, where PF-Zapu won all seats. For Zapu on the 
otherr hand, political support was minimal outside Matabeleland, where Zanu (PF) 
over-whelminglyy won the contested seats.351 Thus neither party proved to be or-
ganisationss which were well entrenched in all provinces of the country, parties 
whichh could claim through electoral backing that they stretched beyond regional 
loyaltiess to the sphere of national support. 

3500 The parties participating in the 1985 general elections were: Zanu(PF); PF-Zapu; UANC (United 
Africann National Council); Zanu-Ndonga; NDU; NFZ; CAZ (Conservative Alliance of Zimbabwe); 
andd IZG (Independent Zimbabwe Group). 
3511 Out of the 80 African seats Zanu(PF) won in total 64, PF-Zapu 15, and Zanu-Ndonga 1. Out of 
thee 20 white seats Ian Smith's CAZ won 15, The IZG won 4, and one seat was won by an 
independentt candidate (Sithole 1990:464). For a breakdown of the election results per province, see 
Lemonn 1988:14. 
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Forr Zanu (PF), the devastating loss in Matabeleland was not only an electoral de-
feat.. It was also evident that government policy interventions aimed to break down 
Zapuu structures, had not affected peoples' choice of political party affinity. Zapu 
successs was certainly expected in the Matabeleland provinces, but the extent was 
ann unpleasant surprise to the ruling party (Weitzer 1990:174-175). For Mugabe, 
thee inability to claim national support for his party, worked strategically against the 
aimm of creating a one-party state. An opposition party with massive regional back-
ingg did not allow Zanu(PF) the expected electoral mandate for its political plat-
form,, in which one-party rule had historically been a central objective. 

Forr PF-Zapu, the defeat in all provinces except Matabeleland, was a step back from 
thee 1980 elections when Zapu had in addition to Matabeleland secured four seats in 
Midlands.. Zapu had in their platform propagated policy issues regarding the nation, 
thee state, and the economy (PF-Zapu, 1985). However, particularly for Zapu, the 
contestationn of power as such seemed to have been the central issue, rather than the 
elaborationn of policy differences with regards to the ruling party. Furthermore, polit-
icallyy the differences between the two parties were not that considerable. Conse-
quentlyy the result of the electoral power competition was painfully disappointing for 
Zapu.. Its' position as a government coalition partner, historically based on the liber-
ationn war efforts and the 1980 election, was undermined by the 1985 election results 
-- as was the argument of power sharing. Yet the backing Zapu did get demonstrated 
aa resilient electoral loyalty in Matabeleland which overcame a crippled party infra-
structure,, an undermined organisational framework, and survived the intimidation 
off  massive state violence. Nevertheless, the election considerably lessened Zapu's 
politicall  clout as a major opposition party in Zimbabwe. 

Thee show of great loyalty to Zapu in the elections, did however not translate into 
strongg local level democratic institutions in the affected conflict areas. Due to the 
severee military repression of Zapu members and leadership, local Zapu commit-
teess as well as Councils were deeply affected. Alexander et al show how Zapu lead-
erss initially played a key role in the post-independence era, normalising relations 
withh Ministry representatives, promoted reconstruction and reconciliation, and 
loweredd unrealistic expectations of rapid transformation. Thus, Zapu officials' 
rolee became that of intermediaries between the new government and their constit-
uencies.. With the systematic undermining of Zapu structures and persecution of 
Zapuu members however, structures weakened as leaders were killed, detained or 
immobilised.. Subsequendy, according to Alexander et al, the capacity of local in-
stitutionss to mediate with the state was undercut. In the absence of Zapu media-
tion,tion, people found development activities suspicious and were not offering cooper-
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ation,, leaving civil servants and District Administrators in a precarious situation 
whilstt development activities for this and other (conflict) reasons came to a stand-
stilll  (Alexander et al, 2000:210, 224).352 Thus, the government's policy to break 
downn Zapu structures and Zanu(PF) opposition failed on two accounts: despite 
weakenedd Zapu structures and terror, political allegiance did not shift in Matabele-
land;; and the local structures that had initially mediated and facilitated the imple-
mentationn of government policies, were undermined or eliminated by the govern-
ment'ss own actions. 

Post-Electionn Violence 

Thee incapability of both parties to penetrate each others' electoral strongholds, 
leftt the power struggle between Zanu and Zapu in an inconclusive state. The elec-
tionss had not brought about a setdement of political forces, or an acceptance of 
eachh others strengths. Instead, the violence preceding the elections gained new 
momentumm immediately after the elections, and was as earlier conducted both by 
rulingg party members and by state enforcement agencies. 

MockMock Funerals and 'Days of Madness' 

Havingg won the elections, many Zanu(PF) members accentuated their position of 
hegemonyy dirough mass demonstrations, often resulting in harassment and violence 
againstt opposition party members or sympathisers. Rather man having the tone of 
electionn victory celebrations, mass demonstrations were in a number of cases explicit 
anti-Zapuu manifestations. Mock funerals where people carried coffins of supposedly 
Nkomoo and Zapu were held at several places, demonstrators demanding that Nko-
moo be hanged (Sithole 1990:465).353 Zanu (PF) supporters also rallied for the ban-
ningg of Zapu and UANC, the dismissal of non-Zanu civil servants, and the immedi--
atee implementation of a one-party state (Weitzer 1990:174). 

AA more forceful way of emphasising Zanu (PF) hegemony emerged through rioting. 
Thiss was particularly extensive in Harare suburbs, where for three days mobs of 
Zanuu (PF) Youth and Women assaulted opposition members and destroyed property 
inn what became known as 'Days of Madness' (Sylvester 1991:81). Before the riots 
started,, Prime Minister Mugabe is on record to have in Shona broadcasted to his 
supporterss to 'go and uproot the weeds from your garden' (CCJP/LRF 1997:63). 
Thee women and youdi, equipped wim sticks and clubs, forced occupants out of their 
houses,, looted and destroyed their belongings, locked their houses and kept the keys, 

352352 For elaboration, see Alexander et al, 2000:224-229. 
3533 In Kadoma the death of Zapu was symbolised by axing to death a live bull (Zapu's election 
symbol)) in front of a massive crowd (Sithole 1990:465). 
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orr set the houses on fire. In the Harare suburbs nearly 600 houses were looted and 
burntt and six people were killed (Mugabe followers, 1985; Berkeley/Schrage 
1986:126-128;; New Crackdown, 1986; Sithole 1990:465; Auret 1992:163). When 
askedd what their motives were for the riots one Chitungwiza woman answered: 
'Theyy [the victims] have to pay for the support they give to other parties. We are all 
Zanuu here and we don't want them in our midst'. Another motive was given by a 
womann who said 'There is a shortage of houses. Their houses will be distributed to 
partyy members by the party' (Berkeley/Schrage 1986:128). A youth stated ' These 
peoplee must not stay here any more. Their parties have been beaten and beaten well. 
Theree is no space for them in the one-party state' (Mugabe followers, 1985). 

Similarr mob violence against opposition members took also place in Mvurwi, 
Kwekwee and Marondera. Comparable in all cases was the non-intervention of the 
police.. CCJP officials contacted senior government members and the Commis-
sionerr of Police in an effort to persuade the government to intervene, but were 
unsuccessfull  (CCJP, 1985). Finally on the third day of Zanu (PF) riots Central 
Committeee officials did ask their members to desist, after which in the Harare sub-
urbss the police began breaking up mobs on rampage, and arrested some rioters. 
Nott until a week after the riots did Mugabe address the issue, claiming that his 
memberss had before the elections been provoked by reactionary elements 'de-
ployed'' by Zapu. Nevertheless Mugabe admitted that the three days of violence 
weree 'unfortunate and out of step with party principles'. Therefore Mugabe 
praisedd the people for 'heeding to the party's call to stop the violence', since 'this 
provedd to the outside world that Zanu (PF) supporters were people capable of con-
trollingg themselves' (Zapu deployed, 1985). However, he added that 'unrepentant' 
opponentss would soon find that 'things will get tough' (Berkeley/Schrage 
1986:127;; New Crackdown, 1986). 

'Feww if any' were prosecuted for the acts of destruction taking place during the riots, 
andd no compensation was offered to the estimated 2,000 homeless victims (Berke-
ley/Schragee 1986:132; CCJP, 1985;CCJP/LRF 1997:63). CCJP concluded regard-
ingg the riots that 'This situation [the non-intervention of the police] is deplorable 
andd gives rise to serious concern over the ability of the police force to protect life and 
property,, particularly in the face of [Zanu(PF)] party pressure' (CCJP, 1985). 

DetentionDetention without Trial 

Anotherr development that took place immediately following the elections was large-
scalee detentions of Zapu members. In August 1985 at a Heroes Day celebration 
Mugabee delivered a 'final warning' to Zapu, foreshadowing what was to come: 
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II  wish to warn them [Zapu] in the name of all our gallant heroes who lie 
buriedd here - and I do this for the last time - that unless they take 
immediatee and positive steps to mend their ways and put an end to the 
banditryy they deliberately created, my government will have no alternative 
butt to take stern measures against them (Berkeley/Schrage 1986:81). 

'Sternn measures' were subsequently taken against the opposition party. In a first 
wavee 200 Zapu officials, including five members of parliament were detained554. 
Thereafterr followed extensive detentions of lower level Zapu officials. Zapu 
spokespersonn and Member of Parliament, John Nkomo, stated that 415 Zapu 
memberss had been detained in the month of August 1985 (Berkeley/Schrage 
1986:74).. Of the second wave 200 employees of Bulawayo City Council and in-
cludedd municipal police, garbage collectors, ambulance drivers and middle level 
administratorss were detained. 

Inn a number of instances the rights of the detainees were ignored. Many were le-
gallyy held seven to fourteen days for questioning before release, but others substan-
tiallyy longer (Auret 1992:162). The Bulawayo Legal Practitioner's Association 
wrotee a report presenting evidence of malpractice having taken place during 
1985,, including case descriptions, to the Minister of Justice, Legal and Parliamen-
taryy Affairs. Cases presented were: illegal detentions exceeding 30 days; illegal de-
tentionss due to absence of detention order; denial of access to legal practitioner; 
thee disappearance of persons after detention (Bulawayo Legal, 1986). 

Torturee was another illegal occurrence many detainees were subject to. On 13 
Novemberr 1985 Amnesty International released a public report on torture in Zim-
babwe,, after first having disclosed the findings to Prime Minister Mugabe (25/10 
1985)) but not having received a response. In this report the organisation concluded 
diatt Arrests and torture of suspected government opponents have increased 
sharplyy in Zimbabwe since the general elections last July [1985]'(Amnesty, 15/85). 
Accountss supported by a wide variety of sources and from a number detention 
centres,, Amnesty reported, gave evidence of torture, including beatings wifh trun-
cheons,, whips, rubber hoses or sticks on the soles of the feet; electric shock; and 
'waterr treatment'.355 The torture was aimed at 'extracting statements incriminating 

35++ The five MP detainees were S. Malunga, E. Ndlovu, W. Mabhena, S. Nkomo, and K. Mohadi 
(Berkeley/Schragee 1986:75-76). 
3555 Victims head is forced into a canvas bag full of water which is tied tightly around the neck, 
resultingg in the prisoner swallowing water when trying to breath. When the victim loses consciousness 
throughh suffocation, he/she is kicked in the stomach until vomiting occurs. The process is then 
repeated.. Electric shocks were at rimes simultaneously applied to feet or genitals (Amnesty, 15/85:3). 
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thee victim or other people in alleged support of armed rebels [dissidents] who are 
activee in Matabeleland and other areas'(Amnesty, 15/85:1,2). 

Thee practice of torture, Amnesty stated, is believed to be widespread in police sta-
tionss immediately after arrest or during interrogation.356 Those detained for polit-
icall  reasons were reported to be arrested at the instigation of the Central Intelli-
gencee Organisation (CIO) and carried out by Police Internal Security and Intelli-
gencee (PISI), and were held in police custody under die authority of the CIO (Am-
nesty,, AFR/46/21/85:2; Amnesty, 15/85:2). Amnesty stated that it adopted a 
numberr of detainees as prisoners of conscience, detained solely on account of 
theirr 'non-violent political opposition to the government'. The organisation also 
statedd that in a number of instances 'members of minority parties have been de-
tainedd as part of the ruling party's effort to establish a one-party state, a process 
whichh appears to have accelerated since the general election of July 1985' (Amnes-
tyy AFR/46/21 /85:4). The organisation furthermore expressed concern regarding 
receivedd reports of 'a number of deaths in detention as a result of torture' (Amnes-
tyy AFR/46/21 /85:2). 

Withoutt collaboration with Amnesty International, CCJP investigated torture alle-
gationss concerning mainly Kwekwe, Bulawayo and Karoi. According to the local 
humann rights organisation 'all reports were investigated and found to be correct, 
withh remarkable similarity in die metiiods used in all cases' (CCJP, 1985:4). 

Unityy Negotiations 

Officiall  unity negotiations between Zanu and Zapu began in September 1985 in 
ann atmosphere of caution, scepticism and mutual distrust. Particularly the latter 
forr Zanu, due to increased dissident activity, and for Zapu, with the background of 
thee extensive executions, torture and detentions of its officials and members. The 
negotiationss would take more than two years, concluding with die unification of 
Zanuu and Zapu on December 22, 1987. During this period the negotiations were 
inn flux several times, held back by the deadlock of giving the unification a meaning 
acceptablee to all, and overshadowed by die underlying Zanu belief tiiat Zapu as a 
partyy was supporting dissident activity. This section will describe the first two-year 
periodd (1985-1986) of the lengthy negotiations. 

3566 A detention centre where torture was frequently reported to be practised was Stops Camp, part 
off  Mzilikazi Police Station in Bulawayo (Amnesty, 15/85:1), where conditions in general were poor. 
Thee Bulawyo Legal Practitioners stated in their report that at 'any one time there are up to 300 
peoplee detained in the security cells' which neither sanitary nor space conditions catered for 
(Bulawayoo Legal, 1986). 
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Beforee turning to a description of the negotiations, it is imperative to disclose in 

whichh light the negotiations are here perceived. Rather than seeing the negotia-

tionss strictly as a settlement between two political parties, the unity negotiations 

aree here discussed under government policy interventions. 

T hee unity negotiations formally initiated by the ruling party were, although offi-

ciallyy not a government matter, nevertheless closely linked to that of government. 

Preciselyy because the negotiations were in extension regarding degree of, and ac-

cessibilityy to, state power, die question of party and state were inflated in this case. 

Thus,, al though tile unity negotiations were per se a matter between two political 

(coalition)) parties, they turned in to a matter of government interest, since die set-

tlementt results were for the negotiating proponents directly linked to expansion of 

statee power. Accordingly, tiie unity negotiations are here interpreted as a govern-

mentt intervention in the Matabeleland conflict in which an attempt is made to find 

aa political solution (all else failed) to the dissident problem, as well as die means of 

expandingg scope of power. 

Ass to who actually set in motion die unity negotiations and exactly when, is incon-

clusivee in the limited literature. Suggested initiators are Robert Mugabe, Joshua 

Nkomo,, Cananaan Banana and Joseph Msika (Hull 1986: 210; Light at, 1986), 

twoo sources stating attempts being made already in 1983 (Unity, 1987; Waal V de 

1990:95).. What went on behind the scenes between the two parties before the ne-

gotiationss became official, constitutes a gap in die available literature. Observable 

too the public, one of the precipitating factors for the emergence of unity negotia-

tionstions was a statement made by Robert Mugabe during Prime Minister's Question 

T imee in parl iament: 

Wee wil l hope that the majority of the small segment which is Zapu wil l 
respondd to the call to join hands with us.... A situation of conflict can 
never,, ever, bring about a Zapu victory, never, ever, bring about the power 
thatt Nkomo is thirsting for. That can never come. The only way in which 
honourr can come to Nkomo and Zapu is to accept the reality of the 
politicall  decision made by thepeople.... I invite them, and I want to lend 
weightt to that reality and extend by invitation, my hand of friendship to 
themm to join us (Sylvester 1991:82). 

Thee secretary of the unity negotiations (Mr. A. Chiwewe) concluded diat, 'Of 

course,, behind this call was die Prime Minister's belief diat the political organs and 

infrastructuree of Zapu were being used to feed, cover and provide information to die 

dissidents'.. Chiwewe also interpreted Joshua Nkomo's quick response as an attempt 

too reverse die public image built by Zanu, in which Nkomo was seen to 'seek power 
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throughh the dissidents' (Chiwewe 1989:244). The CCJP, who were consulted by 
Zapuu officials in the course of the talks (Auret 1992:165), interpreted the initiative of 
unityy negotiations as a realisation by both parties that the Matabeleland problem 'is a 
politicall  problem and cannot be solved militarily ' (CCJP, 1985:4-5). 

Althoughh the eradication of dissident activity was a central motive per se to the 
unityy negotiations, for Zanu (PF) the merger of the two parties was primarily a step 
towardss the construction of a one-party state (Mugabe 1989:353). Having pledged 
thatt the move towards a one-party state would take place in a constitutional man-
ner,, a party merger would give the united party 79 seats out of 80 in parliament 
andd thereby allow through the vote motions in this direction to be achieved (Hull 
1986:210).. Neither the abolition of dissident activity nor the one-party state goal 
weree however clearly put forward in the declaration of motivation. Instead, the 
statedd reasons for both parties to merge was the general notions that they together 
'commandedd the support of the majority of the people of Zimbabwe', and that 
'off  this majority Zanu enjoyed a major share'; and the 'desire of the two parties for 
unity,, peace, law and order, as prerequisites for socio-economic development' 
(Chiwewee 1989:271). However, what the negotiations boiled down to was state 
power:: Zanu (PF)'s expansion of hegemony and its definition encapsulated 
throughh the creation of a one-party state; (PF) Zapu's resumption of recognised 
power-sharing,, regaining its national legitimacy based on its participation in the 
liberationn war and its electoral backing, (power sharing and legitimacy both having 
beenn undermined during the Matabeleland conflict), by handing over its electoral 
supportt to the new party constellation. 

Thee starting point for the negotiations was Zanu's uncompromised position of 
dominancee which indeed negated the content of 'negotiations'. Firstly, Zanu was 
thee party having officially initiated the negotiations, and secondly it used the threat 
off  termination of negotiations as a way of pressing home its demands (Chiwewe 
1989:: 264). The political pre-requisites for unity with Zapu set by the Zanu (PF) 
centrall  committee were: unity had to be achieved under the name of Zanu (PF); 
Robertt Mugabe would remain as leader for the party; the unity of Zanu and Zapu 
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shouldd end banditry357; and Zapu had to accept the ideology and political philoso-
phyy of Zanu (Chiwewe 1989:261). Despite these uncompromising pre-conditions, 
theree were nevertheless members in the ruling party who entirely objected to the 
ideaa of merger. For some officials the party merger was a threat, since with the in-
fluxflux of Zapu members in decisive positions, the unification of the parties would 
translatee into new power constellations and alliances - displacing the previous 
powerr balance and perhaps the beholders. Others believed that a merger was su-
perfluouss since the past election victories had given Zanu (PF) a majority to rule, 
andd therefore political concessions to Zapu were redundant (Frankel, 1986; Zanu-
Zapu,, 1986). Since Zanu (PF) proceeded with unity negotiations, one may assume 
thatt those against merger remained a minority (or had comparatively less influence). 

Zanuu (PF)'s hard-line stand was at the time unknown to the public who new littl e 
aboutt what the content of the negotiations were, having merely access to press re-
leasess which disclosed only the fact that unity negotiations were under way. This 
secrecyy was based on an agreement between the parties, who wanted to pre-empt 
prematuree political reactions from members (Light, 1985; Unity, 1986; Chiwewe 
1989:260).. This was particularly important for Zapu negotiators, who had to tread 
thee thin line between compromising without capitulating. If information regard-
ingg the unity process which could be perceived antagonising or compromising to 
Zapuu members at the grass-roots level, reached outside negotiating teams and the 
respectivee central committees, Nkomo could lose his influence in bringing the ne-
gotiationss to a conclusion altogether. Without doubt, Zapu members having been 
harassed,, detained and tortured, were left more than suspicious regarding the 
'handd of friendship' extended to them by Zanu (PF). With Zanu (PF)'s political 
pre-requisitess added, for Zapu the negotiations were a precarious balancing act 
wheree internal Zapu interests played a decisive role in how the negotiations were 
presentedd for members and the public. Joshua Nkomo had to convince his party, 
particularlyy the hard-liners, of unity being in the party's interest and that when 

3577 The inclusion of 'end of banditry' as a pre-requisite for unity seems a curious dilemma in the 
negotiations.. Since Zapu as a party had continuously through the Matabeleland conflict denied any 
linkk with the dissidents, having the discontinuity of dissident activity as a term of reference in the 
negotiationss must have proven difficult. Having as a party disassociated itself from the dissidents and 
theirr actions, how could Zapu guarantee end of dissident activities? If they did, it would imply a 
connectionn with dissidents. If they didn't, negotiations could terminate since end of banditry was a 
Zanuu (PF) pre-requisite. When Robert Mugabe queried Joshua Nkomo regarding unity resulting in 
thee ending of banditry in Matabeleland and the Midlands, Nkomo's reply circumvented this problem 
byy treating banditry as a national problem (rather than a party problem). He argued that the problem 
couldd partly be solved as a result of the unity, since 'those bandits who paraded as pro-Zapu would not 
havee any further excuses to do so once Zapu had become one with Zanu' (Chiwewe 1989:260). 
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assumingg the new role in the united party and government, members would not be 
absorbedd and ignored (Light, 1985; Unity: Nkomo, 1986). 

Forr Zapu a priority outcome of the negotiations was that violence in Matabeleland 
wouldd stop. Although Zapu had no control over dissidents activity, a merger be-
tweenn the parties would cease government persecution of Zapu members. Nkomo 
statedd in a Bulawayo mass rally that 'The unity talks have to bring peace to the 
country.. If the talks don't bring tranquillity and peace, they are not worth it' (Zanu 
(PF)) and, 1986). Besides this overall priority, in the negotiations, one of Zapu's pre-
requisitess for unity was the release of all political prisoners from detention and jail. 
Zapuu also demanded the lifting of national state of emergency (Hull 1986:209). 
However,, what would occupy negotiators for long was Zapu's condition that merg-
err of the two parties was 'achieved as between equals' (Chiwewe 1989:249). Nego-
tiatorss resisted terms such as Zapu 'joining' Zanu, as was put by Zanu negotiators: 
'iff  Zapu negotiators were serious about unity, then they should accept that it was 
naturall  for the minority to/old up and join the majority' (Chiwewe 1989:248 empha-
siss added). Zapu negotiator John Nkomo saw the process differently: 'the unity ex-
ercisee did not involve two entities where one came from the outside to join the oth-
er,, but ajusion of those two entities' (Chiwewe 1989:248 emphasis added). For both 
partiess the way in which unity was achieved, was as important as the unity itself. 
Thiss stand was maintained throughout the negotiations, and manifested itself in a 
prolongedd debate regarding the name of the new party. 

Forr Zapu unity under the name Zanu(PF) was perceived as 'capitulation to Zanu', 
becausee it required the party to disband and drop its name. Joshua Nkomo argued 
thatt this would equal to dropping Zapu from history, but leaving Zanu with both a 
historyy and a future. Such a 'distortion of history' should be avoided by creating a 
situationn where both parties had a history but no future (dropping both names in 
favourr of a new name), or have a history and a future together (having a name in 
whichh both parties were represented) (Chiwewe 1989:262). Zanu negotiators 
foundd Zapu's demands both 'unpatriotic and unreasonable' (Chiwewe 1989:248). 
Thee concept of equality in the merger put forward by Zapu was rejected by Zanu 
becausee in the party's perception this would equate Zanu who enjoyed overwhelm-
ingg popular support throughout the country, with Zapu whose support was limited 
too the Matabeleland provinces. Also, unity under any other name than Zanu (PF) 
wass feared to constitute a betrayal of the majority who rallied behind Zanu (PF). 
Mugabee foresaw greater problems for the country if a majority were forced to dis-
bandd and join a minority, than if a minority were forced to join the majority. How-
ever,, Zanu (PF)'s strongest motivation against a name shift appeared to be linked to 
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thee assumption that the dissidents were supported by Zapu: the ruling party feared 
off  being perceived as making concessions to dissidents by changing names (Chi-
wewee 1989:249). 

Too overcome the locked positions, Zapu proposed the interim name 'Zanu-Zapu' 
untill  the first congress under unity, where members could then proceed to choose a 
neww name. According to Zapu, this compromise would allow Zapu members to re-
orientt themselves at least until the congress and avoid bitterness regarding the 
namee question. Having satisfaction amongst members would, according to Joseph 
Msika,, guarantee lasting unity and stability in the country, whilst a 'disgrunded fol-
lowingg would carry with them the beginnings of future instability in the country' 
(Chiwewee 1989:258). In Chiwewe's view, what remained unsaid was that Zapu 
negotiatorss believed it to be too much political risk in accepting unity under the 
namee of Zanu (PF) in relation the demands by militant Zapu followers, fearing 
blamess of 'Zanu surrender' resulting in rejection of loyalty and mandate to nego-
tiate.. Indeed, Joshua Nkomo when facing a possible collapse of the unity negotia-
tionss due to the name question (January 1986) appealed to more understanding for 
hiss position, not creating a situation where only die top leaders of Zapu joined 
Zanuu — leaving behind their followers. This, Nkomo perceived, would create more 
problemss for Robert Mugabe as Prime Minister, 'because it would fail to remove 
onee of die causes of insecurity in the country' (Chiwewe 1989:266-267). Nkomo 
diereforee suggested diat the two leaders would sign a memorandum comprising all 
areass of agreement, leaving out the name question. This would create a psycho-
logicall  atmosphere that would gain him credibility and confidence within Zapu, 
allowingg more ease in solving the question of the party name. The signature of a 
memorandumm of agreement was approved of by Zanu (PF) (April 4, 1986). 

Thee psychological atmosphere for prospective merger was generally enhanced in 
Augustt 1986, when Robert Mugabe announced that the unity negotiations had 
reachedd a 'sufficiently advanced stage' to allow the Attorney General to withdraw 
treasonn charges against ten Zapu members.358 Mugabe explained that 'it would not 
bee in die national interest to proceed further with the case' (Unity talks, 1986). In 
addition,, government audiorities would immediately start a review of all cases in-
volvingg politically motivated crime and detentions, considering withdrawal of 
chargess and in the cases of convictions, to determine whether pardons should be 
grantedd (Unity talks, 1986). Another important discharge took place in December 
1986,, when Zipra commander Dumiso Dabengwa was released from nearly five 

3588 The ten Zapu members were: C. Grey, K. Ndlovu, T.NIeya, J.Z. Dube, W. Kona. S. Malunga, E. 
Ndlovu,, E. Sigogi, L.L. Khumalo, and B. Siziba {Unity talks, 1986). 
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yearss of indefinite detention. Zipra General Lookout Masusku had been released 
inn March 1986, shortly after which he died of an illness. 

Whenn 1986 drew to its close the unity negotiations were far from conclusive. How-
ever,, progress had been made. The two parties had agreed on: their unification as 
onee political party; party leadership under Robert Mugabe; a commitment on the 
constructionn of a socialist state on the basis of Marxism-Leninism; and the intro-
ductionn of a one-party state. Conversely to the name debate, the fundamental 
questionn of ideology and the policy of one-party state, had provoked littl e discus-
sionn (Chiwewe 1989:263). 

5.c.. Discourse Interventions 

Thee government discourse interventions during 1985-1986 were obviously col-
ouredd by the political context of the period: sharp rise in dissident activity after 
pre-electionn lull ; the general elections; and the unity negotiations. The Matabele-
landd conflict still beyond solution, the government's official line during this period 
continuedd to be Zapu's link to dissident activity. This connection was officially ex-
pressedd in more fierce terms than ever, after the appointment of Enos Nkala as 
Ministerr of Home Affairs, following the elections in July 1985. 

Mugabee selecting Nkala for this position, an Ndebele with an unmistakable history 
off  Zapu (and particularly Nkomo) hostility359, was seen by many in Matabeleland as 
'deliberatee affront to the Ndebele' especially since the position included the authority 
off  the police and the emergency powers regulations (Berkeley/Schrage 1986:51). 
Thee Matabeleland electorate explicitly rejected Nkala in the 1985 poll, and he could 
onlyy gain a seat in parliament six weeks after the elections by ruling a vacancy in 
Karoii  district. Some observers concluded that 'Nkala was deliberately chosen [as 
Ministerr of Home Affairs] as the man who would act most decisively against the 
Zapuu leader, put an end to the country's guerrilla unrest, and set the stage for a one-
partyy state' (Berkeley/Schrage 1986:53-54). Mugabe being well aware of Nkala's 
widelyy publicised extreme anti-Zapu sentiments, made no doubt by his selection a 
choicee for a confrontative style of government discourse expression. 

Enoss Nkala soon lived up to his reputation. When he September 1985 signalled 
thee coming crack down of Zapu officials, Nkala concluded that 'We want to wipe 
outt the Zapu leadership' without 'hearing any pleas of mercy', further assuring 
thatt 'the policy of reconciliation towards Zapu has been withdrawn' (Time has, 

3599 In 1980 Lord Soames banned Nkala from standing in the elections because his inflammatory 
campaignn (Auret 1992: 164), and in November 1980 many saw his anti-Zapu speech as a direct 
catalystt to the first Entumbane clash. See chapter three, pp. 119-120. 
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1985).. Nkala also instructed that he wanted to hit dissidents at their roots and 'that 

roott is Zapu and the countries which harbour them', warning further that 'I'l l lock 

upp more MPs and the leader himself' (Time has, 1985).360 

Observerss believed that the government's intention with the mass detentions and 

thee hostile anti-Zapu discourse was a strategy to further weaken Zapu's position at 

thee sensitive moment of unity negotiations, and that they took place due to the 

government 'ss lack of evidence in linking Zapu as a party to the dissidents (Berke-

ley/Schragee 1986:80). Certainly Nkala's statements were far from conducive to 

'unity',, particularly as he publicly expressed that he did not know if the unity talks 

wouldd succeed since 'Dr. Joshua Nkomo had never succeeded in any talks - or in 

anythingg else - although he had been in politics for 30 years' (Dissidents, 1986). 

Robertt Mugabe's statements were not less confrontational although unity negotia-

tionss were under way, when he stated that: 

Nkomoo cannot accept a secondary role in our political order and so he 
mustt organise the people tribally. And if they cannot be organised tribally, 
hee must set dissidents on them so that they do his wil l (Mugabe, 1985). 

Althoughh die government took no notice of Zapu's repeated proclamation of non-

involvementt in die dissident activities, and officially continued to connect die party 

withh banditry, privately some ministers and security personnel began doubting die 

validityy of die claim (Weitzer 1990:174). However, (as discussed in section four) ques-

tioningg government discourse publicly was not received favourably in government 

circles,, and challenges particularly relating to the Matabeleland conflict, were re-

ceivedd with a resounding counter-charge in order to deter shifts in perceptions.361 

3600 Nkala did indeed attempt to 'lock up' Nkomo, who in September 1985 was taken for question-
ingg by the police whilst his house was raided and property confiscated, his aides and bodyguard 
weree arrested, and his passport was held (Time has, 1985; Berkeley/Schrage 1986:52). 
3611 The government's response to critique was further exemplified by the reception of Amnesty 
International'ss above-mentioned public report on torture in Zimbabwe. In government discourse 
Amnesty'ss work was fundamentally questioned, Mugabe calling the organisation Amnesty Lies 
International'' (Berkeley/Schrage 1986:9). Its inquiry results were misrepresented (Amnesty, 
1986:4),, and in parliament an MP suggested that since the organisation had spies, was an enemy of 
thee country and was destroying it, it should be 'banned' from Zimbabwe (Parliament, 1986:129). 
Followingg the report Enos Nkala met with Amnesty International representatives in London (15, 
18/111 1985 ) where Nkala suggested that Amnesty and the government should jointly investigate 
thee torture allegations, and that Amnesty should as part of this process give the government the 
namess of its informants. Amnesty disagreed to both suggestions (Amnesty 15/85:4), resulting in 
Nkalaa investigating matters himself. The minister spoke to detainees privately and concluded mat 
'theyy were not being beaten and they were provided with three meats a day', and at Stops Camp 
'thee story was the same: no torture and no maltreatment' (Dissidents not, 1986). 
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Ass the unity negotiations painstakingly proceeded, government discourse began 
howeverr to transpose, albeit in an inconsistent manner. In February 1986 Enos 
Nkalaa had to take back his earlier charges, now stating that 'security operations in 
Matabelelandd are designed solely to smash the dissident menace and there is no 
intentionn to persecute Zapu', and he denied his previous claim that it was govern-
ment'ss intention to 'wipe out' the organisation - since if it was, 'it would be very 
easyy to ban Zapu' (Dissidents not, 1986). In a Herald editorial (16/3 1986) a dis-
coursee shift became exceptionally pronounced. From Robert Mugabe having six 
mondiss earlier declared diat 'We are satisfied that without Zapu, without the dissi-
dentt element, they [people in Matabeleland] will fall in line' (Mugabe faces, 
1985)362,, to the following editorial, in which the Matabeleland population no long-
err is seen as state enemies in need behavioural adjustment, but can fraternally re-
enterr the nation: 

Wee want to believe the end of the brutal dictatorship over the rural folk in 
Matabelelandd is in sight. The rest of the nation awaits the day when our 
brotherss and sisters in that troubled province rejoin us all in the gainful 
processs of national development and the enjoyment of freedom and 
independencee (Action time, 1986 emphasis added). 

However,, most significant in this editorial is that for the first time publicly the Zapu-
dissidentt link was questioned, hinting that if a link existed, the dissidents transformed 
fromm what was originally intended: 'If the dissidents were indeed a Nkomo-Zapu 
creation,, then they have definitely metamorphosed into a most dangerous Franken-
steinn monster' (Action time, 1986). The editorial concludes that now when law-abid-
ingg Zapu followers wants the dissidents 'stopped and killed' and are increasingly 
moree for unity, any saboteurs are warned: 'Woe unto anyone who does anything to 
frustratee this healthy [Zapu against dissidents - for unity] tendency!*563 

Thus,, the massive anti-Zapu stance gave erratically away for a more reconciliatory 
position.. Whilst at one moment government discourse represented 'the hand of 
friendship',, next die message was a fierce anti-Zapu attack reverting to die previ-
ouss pattern of expression. This back and fourth positioning by government re-
gardingg its way of relating in public to Zapu, may have been the result of a non-
intendedd discourse shift due to a growing differentiated Zapu stance amongst gov-
ernmentt representatives. More likely however, it may have been a calculated effort 
too change discourse accord for the prospective party merger. In this effort, die ac-

3622 Emphasis added. 
3633 That Zapu had officially been against dissidents through out the conflict and historically for 
unity,, was ignored in government discourse. 
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cusatoryy elements in the government discourse still played a role. Shifting between 

aa reconciliatory and an antagonistic approach, the government transmitted a mes-

sagee in which the receiver was introduced to the idea of Zanu-Zapu co-operation, 

butt was still reminded of Zapu's 'offences'. With these offences in mind, the ruling 

party'ss willingness to merge with Zapu came across as an act of benevolence: Zapu 

shouldd be 'grateful' for the hand that was extended to it - allowing it in from the 

cold.. Thus Zanu (PF) was (in this perception) the reconciliatory force which for its 

goodnesss sake was willin g to open its doors for the villains. T he above mentioned 

Heraldd editorial ends: 

Implici tt in all we have said is the need for Zanu (PF) to keep stretched the 
handd of reconciliation. It is a tribute to the party [Zanu (PF)] that, in spite 
off  all temptation, it has held fast to this policy and a great deal of good 
hass been done to all our people (Action time, 1986). 

Whatt was less obvious in this discourse, was that the unity negotiations were a step 

towardd a one-party state, - and for its implementation Zanu (PF) needed to deal 

withh its greatest opposition. Hence, a merger between the parties was not a favour 

too Zapu, but a consistent step towards the expansion of Zanu (PF) hegemony. 
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Voice ss Sectio n Five 

OnOn 24 August [1985], around 7pm in Lahleka area, in Silobela Communal Land, my 
homehome and my two brothers' homes were burned to the ground. All of the huts and the 
granariesgranaries were destroyed. A year's supply of food and surplus for sale] destroyed. Now we 
areare refugees in Bulawayo. My family of eight children and I are staying in Magwegwe bus 
terminal.terminal. I have eight children and two wives. My brother has five children and one wife. 
OneOne [brother] is a refugee now in Gweru, the other is also here in Bulawayo, in Magweg-
wewe bus station. It was the ^anu (PF) Youth, backed by Constabulary, two constabularies, 
armedarmed with rifles. The youth were armed with sticks, clubs and matches. My wife was 
therethere at the time. She saw them. My wife has been a member of the %anu (PF) village 
committee,committee, the lowest level of %anu. Tou know that everyone in the area has been forced to 
joinjoin Zjinu. And she knows who the Youth are. She knows them by face. I myself have got a 
%anu%anu (PF) card. We all have 2[anu (PF) cards now. I am Ndebele, of course. Even 
amongamong the youth, they are not all %jmu (PF). Many have been forced to participate. My 
ownown son was forced, press-ganged, into joining the Zjmu (PF) Youth. He was forced to go 
aroundaround burning other people's villages. First they beat him until he was unconscious. Then 
theythey forced him to participate. The youths started out as a hundred or so, but by the end 
theythey had picked up many more in this way. At least 12 homes were destroyed in my area. 
TheThe security forces were ordered to stay away while the youth were burning homes. They 
onlyonly intervened when there started to be intra-party clashes, when the people resisted, when 
somesome of the youth were killed. Then the soldiers came in and intervened. Refugee Mag-
wegwee Township, Bulawayo.364 

15youths15youths stormed my home and ransacked it. The ^anu (PF) members threw our property 
outside,outside, locked our house and took the keys away. They said we would not get our house 
keyskeys until we surrendered our party cards and got those of Zjinu (PF). We slept outside in 
thethe cold last night, and I don't know what we will  do next. We reported the matter to the 
police,police, but they said that had no power to intervene. Douglas Moyo.365 

ItIt  is no use reporting this sort of thing to the police [^anu (PF) Youth harassment] because 
theythey are afraid of party officials. Remember the post-election violence when they watched us 
beingbeing harassed and property thrown out of our homes.... It won't help. Anonymous.366 

PeoplePeople live in fear because they far they may be killed at any time. People live in suspicion 
becausebecause they fear that the ^anu youths will  force them to buy 2[anu cards. People live in 

^Berkeley/Schragee 1986:56-57. 
3633 Mugabe followers, 1985. 
3666 Headaches for, 1986. 
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fearfear of being harassed one way or another. If we are going to have elections under such a 
situation,situation, it means the elections will  not be free and fair. Sydney Malunga.367 

InIn J 985 we hail a bad time after one of the ^anu leaders was killed in our area, ^jmu 
supporterssupporters then burnt down more than twenty homes in our district and many people were 
veryvery severely beaten, some died. It was their way of retaliation, but they did not stop to ask 
questions,questions, or to find out what people thought first. They just picked on those homes where 
theythey knew people had been Zjipu supporters. My home was burnt down. That is why I say 
II  am pleased that there is unity because during the struggle we helped both 2jmla and 
ZjpraZjpra and there was no trouble between us. Ida Mtongana.368 

BeforeBefore unity, the situation was very bad. Hie truth is people were tortured. I was even put 
inin a cell. They put me in prison for eight weeks. I left my baby who was eight months old 
atat home while they imprisoned me. We were beaten up because we are Zfipu supporters. In 
thatthat way things were difficult. Many homes were burnt down and a lot of people disap-
peared.peared. This was a blow to us women because we had worked so hard during the war, 
supportingsupporting the freedom fighters and then, after independence, we found we still had hard-
ships.ships. We have several villagers who just disappeared and cannot be traced. Several homes 
werewere burnt down including mine: the whole property that we had developed was burnt to 
ashes.ashes. My home was not as it is now. Tetty Magugu.369 

TheThe oppression in the country now is more oppressive than it was under Smith. Because the 
oppressionoppression now goes down to the grass roots. It is a sin not to belong to the ruling party. 
UnderUnder Smith, it was only the elite's who were in danger from the government. Now it is 
everyone.everyone. The youths can go into a church on Sunday and force everyone to attend the /(ami 
rallyrally  outside. The party is more important than the church. Tou cannot predict what the 
rulersrulers will  want. One is reminded that, both in Shona and Sindebele, there are no words for 
'rival''rival'  or 'opposition', only 'enemy'. In Shona it is 'muvengi', in Sindebele: 'isita'. Anony-
mouss nationalist politician.370 

LetLet me assure the nation that the policy of reconciliation towards ^apu has been withdrawn. 
JVkomoJVkomo should take note, in the next jew weeks you'll be seeing fire. We've been picking up a 
lotlot of ^apu officials and whites who encourage or participate in dissident activities. We want 
toto wipe out the Zfipu leadership. Tou have only seen the warning lights. We have not reached 

3677 Zapu MP intervention in Parliament May 1985 (Berkeley/ Schrage 1986:114). 

^S taun tonn 1990:181. 

^S taun tonn 1990:166-167. 
3700 Berkeley/Schrage 1986:115. 
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fullfull  blast. The next few months will  see us in top gear and ̂ apu must be warned. I don't 
wantwant to hear pleas of mercy. I only want encouragement do deal with this dissident organisa-
tion....tion.... The murderous organisation [/^P11]  and & murderous leadership must be hit so hard 
thatthat it doesn't feel obliged to do the things it has been doing. I will  lock up more MPs and the 
leaderleader himself Enos Nkala, Minister of Home Affairs.371 

II  was picked up in December 1982.1 was director of the Matabeleland North Province 
[Zapu],[Zapu], and I was also the chairman of the Tsholotsho District Council. I was kept in 
detentiondetention from December 1982 to December 1984, then I was released. But I was picked 
upup again in 1985, the second round I was in detention for six months. During the first 
roundround I went through a Tribunal Only to get to the court and the prosecutor had no 
evidenceevidence against me. The police was supposed to be the State's witness, but they did not 
come.come. So the case automatically fell through. My detention order stated ' %apu supporter'. 
ThatThat was merely the case. That is why lam saying this was a political ply. There was 
nothingnothing about breaking the law.... The first period [in detention] was better, but in 1985 it 
waswas terrible. It was terrible. I was beaten up, very much ill  treated. I was asked to take off 
mymy shoes, and they were using a plank to hit me under the feet. As a result, when I left 
StopsStops camp from Bembezi police station where I was detained, I could not put my shoes on. 
TheyThey were also using a rope on my back... I have forgiven, but I will  never forget. What 
happenedhappened during my detention -people were being killed. At Stops camp we were with 
anotheranother young man, whom I don't think is alive. He was castrated. He was castrated. 
A.. Mkwananzi, Member of Parliament (Tsholotsho).372 

MyMy instinct tells me that when you deal with ruthless gangsters, you have to be ruthless. I 
havehave locked up a few honourable members [of parliament] and I think they will  have a rest 
forfor a long time to come, before they reappear to continue with their dissident activities. 
Enoss Nkala, Minister of Home Affairs.373 

BeforeBefore I was tortured, they asked if I wanted to visit God for a few moments. Unless I was 
preparedprepared to say that I was a dissident. They began the torture.... The interrogators were 
CIOCIO and PISI. For the first six days, I was not tortured. On the seventh day, I was 
torturedtortured by CIO. On the eight day, by PISP74. But the questions were identical. I was 
interrogatedinterrogated five times. Each until I passed out... We gave our lives for the struggle for this 

3711 Speech in the Senate by Minister of Home Affairs, Enos Nkala (Time has, 1985). 
3722 Interview with Mr. A. Mkwananzi, Tsholotsho Member of Parliament, Harare, 10/5 1994. 
3733 Speech to the House of Assembly by Enos Nkala, Minister of Home Affairs (Berkeley/Schrage 
1986:53). . 
3744 Police Internal Security and Intelligence (PISI). 
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country.country. But what is going on now, it's not a question of being Zjipu. Its a question of the 
languagelanguage you speak. They tell you, 'We are torturing you because you are Ndebele, you are 
notnot our tribe'. Anonymous Stops Camp ex-detainee.37 J 

IfIf  we were to release to the public [information about] everything that happens in all our 
operationaloperational areas there would be more alarm and despondency among Zimbabweans, and 
theythey would think they were living in hell. So we want to keep these things to ourselves. 
Ministerr of State (Defence).376 

InIn the run up to the 1985 elections I became more invoked. At that time the black lawyers 
inin Bulawayo were too scared to represent their former political colleagues and I fund that 
suddenlysuddenly I was instructed by all sorts of ^apu politicians including the late Edward 
Ndlovu,Ndlovu, Sidney Malunga, and Welshman Mabhena. That really sapped me in further, 
toto such an extent that between 1985 and 19881 virtually did no other work, other than 
humanhuman rights related work defending 2]apu politicians, Zjipu supporters who were 
detained,detained, beaten, and [relatives to people] who had disappeared... I think that they 
[x[anu(PF)J[x[anu(PF)J were fairly confident in the 1985 elections that they would do well. But they 
werewere hammered down here [Matabeleland]. ^apu won every seat. We then saw a change 
inin strategy, they did not go for the people. They went for the middle to high level politicians 
inin ^apu. That is were we saw people like Sidney Malunga and Edward Ndlovu being 
detained.detained. All the guys who had stood and won in 1985 [elections]. They did not go 
throughthrough Nkomo, they left Nkomo alone. But they went for virtually every one underneath 
Nkomo.Nkomo. Enos Nkala said at the time 'If you want to kill  a snake, you got to stamp on its 
head'.head'. It was a very graphic statement of what their policy was then. That did not work 
either.either. They stood on the head of the sneak, but the snake carried on and then they got 
reallyreally desperate. In 1986 they were embarrassed. They had this big show trial including 
SidneySidney Malunga. I defended him. And we got an acquittal. The trial was designed to show 
thethe link between Sidney Malunga and dissidents. They did not manage to establish that 
link.link. They had a whole series of other cases, political show trials that followed that one. 
ThatThat one [Malunga] fell, and they knew that they could not continue with the rest. The 
NAMNAM [Non-Aligned Movement] conference happened at the end of 1986, and all these 
peoplepeople were suddenly released just before NAM so that they would have a clean slate. But 
thethe dissident thing continued to fester, and that is when the government got really anxious. 
AtAt the beginning of 1987 they started unity talks in earnest. At the end of 1987 the unity 
agreementagreement was signed. David Coltart, Human Rights Lawyer.377 

37ii Berkeley/Schrage 1986:96-97. 
376Interventionn by Minister in Parliament August 1985 (Weiteer 1990:163). 
3777 Interview with lawyer David Coltart, Bulawayo 16/3 1994. 
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TheThe most difficult task really is to re-unite the people in Zimbabwe. The last four years 
[1983-1986][1983-1986] have brought about a wealth of friction and misunderstandings, based 
unfortunatelyunfortunately on party political lines which also affected the tribal lines. That was unfortu-
nate.nate. So we have to work very hard, to be sincere, to be honest, and to be straight to each 
other,other, and I am certain we shall overcome ^ / . Joshua Nkomo, Zapu President.378 

PeoplePeople have been tortured, including my own driver and assistants. A lot of people disap-
pearedpeared forever. During all this, I have said nothing because I was interested in unity and 
onceonce we have it, we will  be able to control this nonsense. I have not talked before because I 
wantedwanted to nurse this thing to success. But there are politically hungry people who want to 
destroydestroy the nation for their own selfish interests. Joshua Nkomo, Zapu President.379 

3788 Unity: Nkomo, 1986. 
379Frankel,, 1986. 
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6.1987-1988::  Power Negotiate d - Power Containe d 

Thee mileage covered in the unity negotiations during 1985—1986, seemed in the 
firstt half of 1987 to be entirely lost. The discourse shift towards a more reconcili-
atoryy stance reverted to the language of pre-unity talks, and Zapu was yet again 
linkedd to dissident activity. In addition, the unity negotiations grinded to a halt, 
reportedlyy over the design of the new party logo. Whilst negotiations stood still, an 
upsurgee of dissident activity took place, resulting in curfew threats, closed Zapu 
officess and banned Zapu meetings. Thus Matabeleland was under new military 
threatt and Zapu was effectively closed down. Consequendy, when unity negotia-
tionss resumed, Zanu (PF)'s position was one of unreserved dominance. This time 
thee negotiations led to a final agreement. 

Examiningg the secret unity negotiations and simultaneous government policy and 
discourse,, Zanu (PF) halting the unity negotiations appear more as political tactics 
thann the result of negotiation disagreements. Wielding power through tactical 
movess also becomes evident when noting the timing of the agreement: i.e. the 
lapsee of time between die actual unity settlement unknown to die public, and the 
announcementt tiirough public signature of the Accord. During tiiis lapse of time 
Zanuu (PF) orchestrated a last radical crackdown on Zapu. Seemingly the intention 
wass to disclose the ruling party's power capacity in order to press home acceptance 
off  Zanu (PF) hegemony in the light of die fordicoming Unity Accord. Subsequent-
ly,, the negotiations for a Zanu-Zapu merger come across as a massive show of 
Zanuu (PF) force, ratiier than a negotiation for unity. 

Thee Unity Accord signed, an amnesty for dissidents and a pardon for convicted 
securityy personnel was declared. Both die amnesty and die pardon created up-
heaval,, considering passed activities of both categories of armed men. The reac-
tionss were nevertiieless of lesser scale than was die reception of the Unity Accord. 
Althoughh in government discourse the 'nation as one' had awaited for the merger 
off  the parties, behind the speeches and toasts a diversity of reactions were brood-
ing,, all of which would have an impact on Zimbabwe's future political develop-
ment.. Only one point was agreed across different allegiances: die Unity Accord 
broughtt die Matabeleland conflict to an end. 

Inn this section die final stretch of the unity negotiations is described first, followed 
byy a discussion of die amnesty declaration and die subsequent surrender of dissi-
dents.. Subsequendy, die pardon of security personnel is debated, followed finally 
byy a comparison of what meaning unity was given by different Zanu and Zapu 
sectors. . 
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6.a.. Final Unity Negotiations: The Strategy of Timing 

Thee first meeting in 1987 between Zanu and Zapu negotiation teams resulted in a 
totall  break down of the talks. The matter at stake was the new party emblem, 
whichh Zapu suggested to include a bull (Zapu's symbol) beneath an image from the 
Zimbabwee ruins on which a rooster was placed (Zanu's symbol). Zanu (PF) reject-
edd this party emblem380, and reportedly due to die lengthy discussions regarding 
thee party logo bringing die talks to an impasse, Zanu (PF) decided to discontinue 
diee talks indefinitely. The public announcement of unity negotiations being halted 
tookk place without first notifying Zapu, on the eve of the seventh independence 
celebrationn on April 17, 1987 (Chiwewe 1989:271, 274). Mugabe declared that 
thee negotiations had been 'deadlocked for too long' and therefore Zanu's central 
committeee had decided that the talks 'served no useful purpose' (Unity talks, 
1987).. The announcement shocked not only Nkomo and Zapu, but also citizens at 
largee - all perceiving the merger process well on track. The government newspa-
perr The Herald posed everybody's question 'What happened?', tiien proceeded to 
blamee Zapu for the deadlock. According to the newspaper, Zapu used a tactic of 
'draggingg out die talks endlessly' for purposes of their own gain. The paper con-
cludedd that the party merger was only advantageous to Zapu, 'serving no purpose 
forr Zanu(PF)'.Yet die party did not display a genuine desire to unite with Zanu (PF) 
(Unityy Breakdown, 1987). Thus in this view, Zapu would only 'display genuine 
desire'' to unite witfi Zanu if it was entirely on die ruling party's terms. Robert 
Mugabee explained: 

Wee have to assure ourselves that in fact psychologically, Zapu is prepared 
too become part of us.... The [Zapu] leadership has a psychological 
problem..... We don't view the situation ripe for the unity we desire. We 
cann never agree to killing Zanu. Anything that we accept must be unity 
withinn Zanu. Zanu must be the party and no other (Zapu members, 1987). 

Joshuaa Nkomo recorded his dismay over die halted talks to the state president Ca-
naann Banana. Nkomo's reaction was particularly negative since prior to die ruling 
party'ss decision, Zapu had been working on a new logo proposal (Chiwewe 
1989:274). . 

Seeminglyy as an affect of the cancelled unity talks in April 1987, dissident activity 
previouslyy sporadic, now began to increase. A wave of civilian killings took place, 
includingg local peasants, commercial farmers and two German tourists (Nkala 

3800 Zanu (PF) rejected the logo because the bull appeared too prominent and was a personification 
off  Joshua Nkomo, since in Sindebele Nkomo means 'beast' (Chiwewe 1989:269). 
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1987:12,, CCJP/LRF 1997:72). In response to the upsurge of dissident activity, the 
governmentt tightened security operations in the Matabeleland provinces and Mid-
lands.. As a step in this action Minister Nkala banned in June 1987 all Zapu rallies 
andd meetings until 'such a time he was satisfied that Nkomo was not undermining 
thee State and ridiculing the security forces' (Nkala threat, 1987).381 Nkala also 
threatenedd to impose new curfews as well as banning Zapu, if the security situation 
didd not improve. As a result of the increase of dissident activity and Nkala's warn-
ingg of a new curfew, people from rural Matabeleland began moving into Bula-
wayoo fearing new military operations (Nkala 1987b: 7). 

Inn the tense atmosphere of Increased dissident activity and renewed Zanu-Zapu 
antagonism,, behind the scenes unity negotiation teams met (3/8 1987). This 'the 
mostt dramatic meeting of the two leaders' took place much to the benefit of state 
presidentt Canaan Banana who had worked out his own proposal for the unity of 
thee two parties (Chiwewe 1989:274). In this meeting the commitment of both par-
tiess to unite was reconfirmed. Joshua Nkomo also effectively agreed to unite under 
thee name Zanu (Chiwewe 1989:276). In the month of August 1987 two additional 
meetingss (10/8, 23/8) were held, in which primarily the addendum 'Patriotic 
Front'' to the new party name was negotiated. In the last August meeting Nkomo 
reportedd that Zapu had finally agreed to merge with Zanu under name of Zanu 
(PF).. After some non-controversial amendments, agreement had finally been 
reachedd on a formula for the unity of Zanu and Zapu. This draft would subse-
quentlyy be presented to Zanu central committee for approval, Robert Mugabe 
committingg himself to 'do all in his power to create the correct atmosphere for 
Zanuu to accept the draft agreement'. Thus, the last August 1987 meeting conclud-
edd the negotiations. Zanu's central committee met the following week and ap-
provedd the draft agreement (Chiwewe 1989: 274—286). 

Whatt had taken place between Zanu and Zapu top level negotiators were not dis-
closedd to the public, who were still uncertain if a party merger would take place. 
Thiss uncertainty amongst the public would remain in place until December 22, 
1987,, when the Unity Accord was finally signed. Paradoxically, whilst the merger 
wass finalised behind closed doors, government-Zapu antagonism grew in the open. 
Inn September 1987 (thus after finalised agreement) Minister Nkala closed all Zapu 
officess in Matabeleland to enable a police search for evidence linking Zapu and dissi-

3811 Nkala perceived Nkomo to create an impression that dissident murders were conducted by the 
securityy forces, and considered therefore to enforce existing laws to allow the arrest of anyone who 
underminedd the role of the security forces by exposing them to contempt, ridicule, disrepute or dis-
esteemm (Nkala threat, 1987). 
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dentt activity.382 In connection to office searches, 12 Zapu officials were detained in 
Gweruu and Kwekwe (GGJP/LRF 1997:73). Prime Minister Mugabe explained that 
thiss was a new initiative to eradicate dissidents, and that 'immense evidence' con-
nectingg Zapu to the dissidents had been uncovered by the police investigation (Im-
mense,, 19S7).383 Minister Nkala stated that 'From now on Zapu would be viewed in 
thee same manner as the MNR bandits in Mozambique' (CCJP/LRF 1997:73). A 
weekk later Presidential Powers was used in a radical move, in which the six elected 
districtt councils in Matabelelandd North were dissolved. From these Zapu-dominated 
councils,, all 104 councillors were dismissed with immediate effect. Reportedly the 
governmentt had established that councillors were influencing officials not to co-op-
eratee with government ministries for political reasons. Minister of Local Govern-
ment,, Mr. Chikowore, explained that councillors were found to be 'frustrating gov-
ernmentt and council development programmes, supporting and collaborating with 
dissidents,, and diverting food-for-work materials and other supplies to persons who 
didd not qualify to receive draught relief'. As a result the councillors would with im-
mediatee effect be met by the 'wrath of law' and dealt with accordingly. In the coun-
cillorss replacement, Mr. Chikowore was empowered to appoint district administra-
torss 'until the situation improved' (Six councils, 1987).384 

Inn a fierce reaction to the government linking Zapu and dissident activity, Joshua 
Nkomoo strongly restated that Zapu had no association with, nor did support, ban-
ditryy in Zimbabwe, and would continue to condemn banditry 'no matter what 
sourcee it comes from' (Unity is, 1987). Government press found Nkomo's state-
mentt 'at best feeble and at worst glib' (Zapu, 1987). In this hostile atmosphere, 
Zanu'ss primary unity negotiator M. Nyagumbo, declared in October 1987, that 
thee unity talks were 'dead' (CCJP/LRF, 1997:73). The agreement already been fi-
nalised,, this statement raises a number of questions. So does the fact that CCJP 
reportss having had talks with both Enos Nkala and Joshua Nkomo in November 
1987,, in an effort to 'resume' unity negotiations (CCJP/LRF, 1997:73). 

3822 Zapu offices remained closed until December 1, 1987 (CCJP/LRF 1997:73). 
3833 As repeated previously in this chapter, to date there is no documentary or material evidence to 
supportt the contention that Zapu concretely supported or instructed dissidents (CCJP/LRF 
1997:30).. The 1987 government claim of securing 'immense evidence' was never lawfully con-
tested,, and thus remains an allegation. 
3844 In Lupane and Nkayi councils were suspended and placed under the 'management' of civil 
servants.. In Lupane, ZanufPF) 'councillors' were appointed in 1987, each responsible for more than 
onee constituency. According to Lupane Council Minutes (7/9 1987), Zanu(PF) Minister Maurice 
Nyagumboo noted that PF Zapu councillors were no longer continuing their jobs. Instead, 'The 
councill  is going to be run by Zanu (PF) Councillors and this position is going to continue as long as 
Zanu(PF)) is in power' (Alexander et al, 2000:227). 
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Chiwewe'ss description of the unity negotiations, being the secretary of the process, 
andd having published at length the information in a government oriented publica-
tionn (Banana 1989), leaves one with lesser doubt of the correctness of his data. In-
stead,, it is more convincing that unity negotiations were concluded to the point of 
signingg in August 1987, and there after were held a well-guarded secret until the 
unityy announcement in December 1987. However, the question immediately aris-
ingg is what was the purpose of the fierce government anti-Zapu campaign, includ-
ingg the dissolvement of the district councils, detentions and effectively banning the 
oppositionn party, post (unofficial) unity agreement? The answers remain specula-
tivee until the involved parties release further information. However, comments 
fromm Zapu spokespersons at the time may give some insight. Joshua Nkomo 
claimedd in November 1987 that Minister Nkala was 'creating charges' against 
Zapuu because he had failed to 'find out who was behind banditry' (Nkala, 
1987b:9).. John Nkomo stated that the allegations that dissidents were using Zapu's 
politicall  structures was 'more a political statement that a statement of fact', since 
Zapuu as a party had never been contacted about these allegations (Nkala, 
1988 7b:9). Thus, the government's radical move to locate evidence against Zapu, 
althoughh a merger was already unofficially agreed upon, could have been an artifi-
ciall  exercise - 'a political statement' - rather than a legal action. Having the top 
echelonn of Zapu in agreement for a merger, the Zapu crack down was geared to-
wardss the lower level Zapu officials, such as district councillors. The message was 
unmistakable:: Zanu (PF) had as a ruling party the capacity, with the use of extraor-
dinaryy Presidential Powers, to implement far reaching political interventions - to 
diee point of overnight eliminating democratically elected bodies. With the realisa-
tionn of what the 'wrath of the law' may encompass, lower level Zapu officials 
wouldd assumingly at the time of unity announcement, succumb and orderly incor-
poratee fhemselves in to the new expanded Zanu (PF) hegemonic order. Following 
thiss supposed government logic, the question remains why Joshua Nkomo and die 
partyy would persevere in silence through this period of renewed Zapu harassment. 
Again,, a comment by Nkomo may explain tihis. In 1986, whilst negotiations were 
stilll  taking place, Joshua Nkomo commented that people had been tortured and 
disappearedd without his public denouncement, explaining that 'During all of this, 
II  have said nothing because I was interested in unity and once we have it, we will 
bee able to control this nonsense. I have not talked before because I wanted to nurse 
thiss thing to success' (Frankel, 1987). One may conclude a similar choice of tactic 
byy the Zapu central committee, it being the last shivering period before the public 
signaturee of the merger. Zapu already having agreed to Zanu (PF)'s conditions, a 
publicc outcry against government actions might have jeopardised the deal. Con-
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versely,, the ruling party well aware of Zapu's entrapped position, lost no time in 
deliveringg a last few blows to the opposition party before signing the long awaited 
unityy agreement - thereby at the moment of unity enhancing their perceived be-
nevolencee as a 'reconciliatory' force towards the villains. 

Whetherr the above scenario - of Zanu (PF) postponing the signature of the Unity 
Accordd whilst with use of state authority implicating Zapu - was an orchestrated 
effortt or not can be debated. However, undoubtedly, this last effort of collapsing 
Zapuu before the unity agreement was not accidental. If the motive was other than 
purelyy a message of Zanu (PF) power capacity, can only be disclosed by the re-
sponsiblee actors. 

6.b.. Dissident Amnesty and Pardon of Convicted 

Thee Unity Accord was signed by Robert Mugabe and Joshua Nkomo December 
22,, 1987.383 In a mode of exuberant festivity and celebration, speeches and toasts 
signalledd a new political era for Zimbabwe. Unity meant, Mugabe explained, a 
commonn allegiance, loyalty and struggle against both internal and external forces 
off  destabilisation, and work for a one-party state 'the political order we regard as 
moree democratic' (PM spells, 1987). He also assured that having come together as 
twoo parties 'naturally' this translated to government as well, promising Zapu inclu-
sionn in 'the whole fabric'.386 Nkomo cautiously building in a defence against criti-
cism,, stated that 'the document may appear incomplete', but emphasising that 'the 
importantt thing is the spirit behind the document, not the document behind the 
spirit'' (Chiwewe 1989:290). A point accentuated by both leaders was that the doc-
umentt had no validity if not accepted by the population. To avoid the agreement 
beingg merely a recorded consensus by a few individuals, Nkomo propagated that 
'ourr people should accept and throw their weight behind this act of unity' (Chi-
wewee 1989:294). Unity between the parties was presented by both leaders as a log-
icall  conclusion to historical attempts made between Zanu and Zapu, starting with 
thee first 'Chimurenga' war in 1896 to several undertakings in the 1970s. In this 

3855 The two parties agreed to: unite under one political party with die name Zanu (PF); Robert 
Mugabee being the First Secretary and President of Zanu (PF); to have two Second Secretaries and 
Vicee Presidents appointed by the President of the party; to seek to establish a socialist society on 
thee guidance of Marxist-Leninist principles; to seek to establish a one-party state; leaders to abide 
too Leadership Code; leaders to help eliminate and end the insecurity and violence in Matabeleland; 
too effect the agreement through respective party congresses within shortest possible time; to in the 
interimm give Robert Mugabe the full powers to prepare for the implementation of the agreement 
andd act in the name of Zanu (PF) (Chiwewe 1989:285-286). 
3866 Mugabe noted that 'The rest of the fabric, the Civil Service, has never been based on ethnicity', 
indicatingg diat the government had been based on ethnicity (Speeches, 1988). 
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light,, the merger was not immediately seen as a post-independence occurrence 
solvingg the dissident problem, but a solution to a lengthy and fundamental search 
conductedd by both parties, which now needed the full acceptance of the citizens in 
orderr to turn into a concrete reality. What both leaders did not explain was that the 
failuree of previous attempts was partly linked to both parties' wish not to merge, as 
thee parties'perceived at different conjunctures that separated paths would bring 
advantagess to one without being merged to the other.387 Thus, the 'logic' in the 
mergerr was more based on political expediency, than a lengthy exercise of repeti-
tiouss attempts in which the final outcome necessarily was a deductive conclusion. 

Afterr the ceremonies were concluded, Mugabe swiftly moved on to introduce 
changess facilitating the planned one-party state. On 31 December 1987 President 
Canaann Banana retired, and Robert Mugabe was elevated from Prime Minister to 
Executivee President, increasing his power. The 20 seats reserved for Whites were 
abolishedd creating a de facto one party state. As Zanu (PF)'s Mr. D. Mutasa con-
cluded,, 'the attainment of a one-party state would not be difficult' since 93 of the 
1000 Members of the House of Assembly were Zanu (PF) members, six non-party 
MPss were backed by the party during the election to fil l the twenty non-constituen-
cyy seats, leaving only one MP out of the ruling group (Mutasa 1989:297).388 Em-
phasisingg the Unity Accord resulting in a fusion, Robert Mugabe appointed Joshua 
Nkomoo as the Second Secretary and Vice President of Zanu (PF) as well as cabinet 
Seniorr Minister. Cabinet posts were also appointed to Zapu's Joseph Msika and 
Johnn Nkomo.389 In April 1988 both Zanu (PF) and PF-Zapu held special congress-
ess formally endorsing the unity agreement. Consequently, for PF-Zapu this was 
theirr last congress, as the country's oldest liberation party voted to dissolve itself. 

DeclarationDeclaration of Amnesty 

Onn the Defence Forces Day, April 19, 1988, Robert Mugabe declared an Amnesty 
forr the dissidents still at large in the bush and 'other political fugitives'. The latter 
includedd those in detention or imprisoned for collaborating with dissidents. Crim-
inalss (not habitual) who still had up to 12 moths to serve but had already served not 
lesss than a third of their jail terms would also be released (General, 1988). 

3877 For discussion on pre-independence unity efforts, see chapter two, pp. 54-96. 
3888 The one MP outside the ruling group was G. Sithole for Zanu (Ndonga). 
3899 Including new cabinet members resulted in a reshuffle, the prospects of which had worried 
many.. The reshuffle did however not result in dramatic changes. One replacement incensed by 
manyy was Enos Nkala's elevation from Minister of Home Affairs to Minister of Defence, report-
edlyy due to his 'apparently successful "get tough" policy towards Zapu' (Sithole 1988:29). 
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Thee amnesty was declared until midnight May 31,1988. Those dissidents surren-
deringg to any police station, government official, chief, or 'responsible person' be-
foree this period would not be prosecuted for crimes committed during the Matabe-
lelandd conflict. Extensive tours were undertaken by prominent Zapu members 
suchh as Joshua Nkomo and Dumiso Dabengwa into remote rural villages in the 
Matabelelandd and Midland provinces, disseminating the message of the unity ac-
cordd and amnesty. Nkomo also visited Dukwe refugee camp in Botswana, urging 
itss 3,000 inhabitants to accept unity and return to Zimbabwe (Nkomo, 1988). Inse-
curityy regarding whether dissidents would accept Amnesty or not was widespread, 
sincee no pronounced leader existed who could accept or reject the amnesty decla-
ration.. However, dissidents did respond, and sporadically in groups gave them-
selvess and their weapons up at local police stations. By the end of the stipulated 
period,, 122 dissidents had turned themselves in (CCJP/LRF 1997:37). The gov-
ernment,, who had estimated die dissidents to number between 100-120, were 
confidentt the amnesty had been a success with no more dissidents remaining in the 
bushh (Amnesty, 1988). 

Thosee formally responding to the amnesty were all ex-Zipra dissidents. Presuma-
blyy bandits acting for personal gain, withdrew by melting back into their own sur-
roundings,, whilst those so called Super Zapu dissidents had either at an earlier 
stagee given up dissidence or did so at this point but without formally reporting it. 
Thee way in which the ex-Zipra dissidents responded to the amnesty demonstrated 
thee organised character of their activities, contradicting the common perception 
off  the dissidents being a 'disorganised rabble of hoodlums'. Rather than coming 
inn as individuals, the amnesty announcement had first been discussed in ex-Zipra 
dissidentt structures, where after commanders and their groups went as units to 
nearestt police stations (Nkala 1988:11). Two units turning themselves in three days 
beforee the deadline, read out a list of government reforms to be implemented.390 

Inn Nkayi one of the units stated to a crowd of hundreds of locals and some gov-
ernmentt officials, that their reasons for taking up arms against the government was 
Zapuu and Zipra harassment after independence and the way in which government 
respondedd to the arms stockpile disclosure. However, now 'all of us here salute the 
unityy agreement', and since there was unity and peace 'there should also be for-
giveness'' (Nkala 1988:11). Many ex-Zipra dissidents expressed that unity had been 

3900 The demands included: a return of all confiscated Zapu property; resettlement of displaced 
peoplee in Matabeleland due to the war [the Matabeleland conflict]; pensions for all disabled 
victimss of war; an inquiry into the issue of missing people; and the removal of the Tomb of the 
Unknownn Soldier at Harare's Heroes' Acre, and its replacement with a tomb commemorating 
Zimbabwe'ss Fallen Heroes (Nkala 1988:11). 
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theirr goal, the parties now having reached an agreement resulted in their reason to 
fightt being removed (Mackay, 1988). 

Reactionss to the dissident amnesty varied. The new minister of Home Affairs, Mr. 
M.. Mahachi, promised the ex-dissidents a rehabilitation programme under the 
Ministryy of Labour in order to assist reintegration (Amnesty, 1988). However, cer-
tainn sectors within Zanu (PF) did not favour the amnesty, even less so any govern-
mentt benefits (Mackay, 1988). Also amongst the population in affected conflict ar-
eass the amnesty brought mixed reactions, people questioning the fact that those 
havingg committed crimes were not punished. Local reactions became particularly 
evidentt when a group of former dissidents after first having stayed in Gwanda po-
licee rest camp, returned to their homes, only to three days later be back at the po-
licee station. Reportedly the former dissidents were not accepted by local communi-
tyy leaders and villagers because of their 'past deeds' (Former, 1988). Perhaps under 
internall  pressure, the government soon took back their offer of rehabilitation pro-
grammes.. Minister of Justice, Legal and Parliamentary Affairs Mr. E. Mnangagwa 
statedd in parliament that 'They [the dissidents] were granted an amnesty so that 
theyy could join society, but to say the Government should find resources to look 
afterr the ex-dissidents is taking it too far' (Minister, 1988). 

Manyy of the former dissidents had gone from one war to the next, having had littl e 
timee for education or securing themselves financially. Creating a new starting point 
inn this scarce situation was difficult. Fearing that the lack of future perspectives 
couldd set in motion new anti-government sentiments, local officials and non-gov-
ernmentall  groups decided to act. The Zimbabwe Project391 and CCJP assisted in 
settingg up one mining and two agricultural co-operatives, absorbing a majority of 
thee former dissidents through offering self-sustaining projects (Maier, 1988; inter-
vieww Nyathi, 1994).392 

PardonPardon of Convicted Criminals 

Inn a move to 'parallel' the reconciliatory gesture of dissident Amnesty, the govern-
mentt announced in June 1988 the release of 75 members of security forces, serv-
ingg terms for murders or ill-treatment of suspects in the course of the Matabele-

3911 Zimbabwe Project is a local NGO who are focusing their work on helping ex-combatants to start 
developmentt and training schemes. 
3922 In an effort to seek support for their new projects, cleanse themselves, and initiate contact with 
formerr Zapu leadership, ex-dissidents visited shrines and consulted ancestral spirits. Zapu politi-
cianss failed however to respond to the invitations for these ceremonies, resulting in disappointment 
andd tension amongst ex-dissidents. For elaboration, see Alexander 1996:29-31. 
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landd conflict (Thornycroft, 1988). T he decision created an uproar amongst human 

rightss activists, who believed that members of the Fifth Brigade, C I O and the 

ZNAA convicted in the court of law (unlike the dissidents) did not deserve to be re-

leased.. CCJP's chairperson Mik e Auret appalled by the decision, stated that 'No 

societyy should tolerate men like these being freed unconditionally' (Thornycroft, 

1988).. The government justified its decision on the grounds of 'political balance', 

governmentt officials arguing that the move was to assuage discontent within the 

ZNAA and Zanu (PF). Africa Watch dismissed this stand by arguing that where as 

thee dissidents acted on individual basis, the security forces did not and were fur-

thermoree government servants with a responsibility for protecting human rights of 

Zimbabweans.. Allowin g members of the security forces to be pardoned, Africa 

Watchh argued, signalled to government agents that in practice they were immune 

too punishment for human rights abuses (Carver 1989:22). Thus, the government 

arguedd 'parallel' between the pardon and the amnesty was seen by human rights 

activistss to be a false one. 

6.c.. The Interpreted Meanings of Unity 

Whilstt government representatives and press described the unity agreement as a 

'miracle',, inferring it to be such an extraordinary occurrence that it surpassed all 

knownn human powers, the meaning of what unity entailed varied most considera-

blyy amongst the population and within the united party. Cleavages in meaning 

weree pronounced centrally and locally in both Zanu and Zapu, differentiation's 

whichh would affect political development in this new political era. 

Inn the higher echelons of Zanu (PF) it was clear that unity was necessary as a step-

pingg stone to the desired one-party state (Mutasa 1989:290). This system, consid-

eredd a more democratic order, would empower the ruling party to implement its 

programm without competition from an opposition. As Mugabe stated: 

Notwithstandingg the temporary nature of its mass base, national unity 
underr Zanu (PF) discourages the formation of opposition parties by 
exposingg their bankruptcy in political programme and ideological 
direction.. Indeed, against the background of the existence of a united, 
masss democratic, socialist oriented national party, what political 
programmee and ideological direction can an opposition party give to the 
peoplee as an alternative? Such a party wil l have to feebly rely upon 
discreditedd personality cults, regionalism and tribalism, the forces which 
unityy under Zanu (PF) has rejected with contempt (Mugabe 1989:357). 

Thus,, in Mugabe's view, all that could possibly be desired with regards to political 

programm and ideological direction, fitted within the realm of the united Zanu (PF) 
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andd was offered through this party. No opposition parties were needed, any attempts 
weree doomed as anti-democratic tendencies and rejected with contempt. Therefore 
inn this perception, Zapu with its similar party program and ideology, had made no 
concessionss signing the unity agreement. This only serious opposition party now 
havingg merged with Zanu, did not lose out on the unity deal. As put by Mr. D. Muta-
saa 'What must be always borne in mind is that unity was not a compromise between 
thee two parties Zanu (PF) and PF-Zapu, and not the defeat or victory of one party 
overr the other' (Mutasa 1989:298). The agreement was an 'organic merger' of two 
parties,, and an agreement of the 'two major Shona and Ndebele tribes to forget past 
differences'' (Mugabe 1989: 351). To unify in this way was a natural conclusion since, 
ass Mugabe gathered, 'It was admittedly lack of unity which had given rise to the dis-
sidentt problem' (Mugabe 1989:339). Therefore, Zanu (PF) argued, it was the 'duty' 
off  Zanu an Zapu to 'represent the wishes and aspirations of Zimbabweans by enter-
ingg into a unity agreement' (Saboteurs, 1988). This particular presented meaning of 
unityy obviously leaves out the notion of power, its inclusion no doubt having cast a 
differentt light on die meaning of unity. 

Perceptionss expressed by central Zapu politicians gave meaning to the unity agree-
mentt in the form of a process, not a singular event, which would eventually lead to 
nationall  integration (Nkomo 1989:304). The killin g had stopped in Matabeleland, 
thee military occupation of the region was over. Zapu members were no longer 
underr suspicion of being enemies' of the state, their national political legitimacy 
hadd been restored. Ambiguities regarding the way in which diis status was re-in-
stated,, and the content of the unity achieved, were met by Nkomo stating 'Unity 
first,first, solutions later' (Alexander/McGregor 1996:23). In a centrally orchestrated 
manner,, unity was forged, and now had to be accepted by Zapu members. It was 
perceivedd that a way of reaching acceptance of die Unity Accord, was to work for 
meaningfull  development in the affected areas, dirough the framework of die new 
unitedd party. Central Zapu figure Dumiso Dabengwa stated that if unity was to be 
genuinee Zapu must go into the new party as a strong unit, contributing new ideas 
bomm regarding the party and the development of the country's economy - adding: 
'Thatt old Zanu (PF) I am not joining. I am joining a new party'(Whaley 1988:15). 

Att lower levels of Zanu (PF), convictions regarding the unity agreement were not 
ass convincing as die ones centrally expressed. Within Zanu(PF) the idea lingered 
diatt unity would not have been necessary, a one-party state could have been creat-
edd widiout considering Matabeleland voters. Nevertheless, now mat unity had tak-
enn place, Zanu (PF) should remain exactly the same, no changes were necessary to 
accommodatee the entry of the former Zapu members. 
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Similarlyy to Zanu (PF), at lower levels of PF-Zapu the benefits of unity perceived 
centrallyy were not always mirrored locally. The scars from the security force oper-
ationss were not ready for any healing, and deep resentment and suspicion against 
Zanuu (PF) persisted. In Lupane Zapu members at first refused unity, questioning 
howw they could 'join the enemy' (Alexander/McGregor 1996:23). At Dukwe refu-
geee camp (Botswana), Nkomo met resistance when urging the Zimbabwean refu-
geess to return home: unity did not convince all civilians of their rights nor their 
securityy (Nkomo, 1988). The party merger caused bitterness. Zapu chairman Nai-
sonn Ndlovu calling the Matabeleland conflict 'an exercise to silence Zapu mem-
bers',, stated that in this conflict 'people died' but 'none ever abandoned their party 
forr the mercy of their killers' (Whaley 1988:15). Particularly having experienced 
thee violence, some felt the Unity Accord was nothing less than a 'broad daylight' 
surrenderr to Zanu (PF): a document signed without the consultation of party 
members,, rubber stamped at the special congress, and then at rallies intimidated to 
acceptancee (Whaley 1988:15). As a result of resistance and bitterness unity was ac-
ceptedd but with elements of distrust, translating in the maintenance of Zapu iden-
tityy and loyalty within the merged party. The possible advantage now sought and 
expectedd by many was in immediate rewards. As put by a Zapu member 'Most of 
thee benefits [so far] have gone to Zanu areas. If we can get a fair deal now - that is 
alll  that counts'(Baum, 1988). 

6.d.. Concluding Remarks 

Despitee the diversity of reactions to what unity stood for and which meaning it 
shouldd be given, it was unanimously acknowledged that the Unity Accord brought 
onee important change: the end of the Matabeleland conflict. Seemingly one lesson 
wass learned, as Minister of Home Affairs, Mr. M. Mahachi, explained: 

II  want to stress an important fact. The fact is that this country has 
achievedd unity, not through a military victory, but surely through a 
politicall  solution. The solution to the problem of the dissidents was 
politicall  (Bandits, 1988). 

Thus,, admittedly the government's fierce military campaign had not achieved the 
government'ss goals. Tragically, innocent civilians paid the price for this strategic 
miscalculation.. However, what Zanu (PF) could count as a victory - resulting from 
sevenn years of conflict - was the incapacitation of its only serious power competi-
torr PF-Zapu. As Weitzer noted, the merger resulted 'not from the force of argu-
ment,, but from the argument of force' (1990:186). Despite the official discourse of 
aa 'win-win deal', Mugabe did admit the agreement ending in Nkomo 'conceding 
ann awful lot' (Mutasa 1989:290). Zapu's concessions signalled for Mugabe the end 
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off  a complex operation to remove Zapu as an obstacle of a legislated one-party 
state.. In terms of state power, with the removal of its key challenger, Zanu's posi-
tiontion of hegemony was reaffirmed. From this perspective the Unity Accord was far 
fromm a 'miracle', but rather the culmination of a power struggle between two par-
tiess in which one had to bend for the other. A struggle which was realised at an 
extremelyy high cost to civilians, who upon the struggle's culmination were asked to 
'castt the light of sanity on the history of division and, at the same time, to start 
afreshh without letting the wounds weep' (Whaley 1988:29). 
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Voicess Sectio n Six 

Thiss section of voices first includes reactions describing events in 1987-1988. 
Theree after follows later impressions and perceptions regarding the whole conflict 
periodd 1981-1987. 

AfterAfter eight years of experience we have examined the position in the country: the interest of the 
people,people, the interest of our parties and the interest of the leadership and we have come to no 
otherother conclusion than that unity would enhance our freedom and independence.... We would 
hopehope that those who yesterday felt they had cause to wage a political fight because we were 
divided,divided, can now take note and cognisance of our unity and lay down their arms, come and 
joinjoin the rest of the people and work constructively for the nation. Robert Mugabe.393 

Comrades,Comrades, we in £apu have always said, and I continue on this signing day and this 
sealingsealing of the fact, that the unity we have attached our names to, Cde Robert Gabriel 
MugabeMugabe and Joshua Nkomo, means the real unity of our people. There is no going back. 
TheThe continuance of this unity is essential for the future of our country. We do not want to 
leaveleave behind us the legacy of division of the people of Zimbabwe. We want to lay the 
beginningbeginning of the foundation of one people, one nation. Joshua Nkomo.394 

ForFor us, it is in the blood. We have chosen leaders, we are loyal to that person until the end 
ofof whatever the circumstances and whatever he does, good or bad... Surely, we are now 
livingliving under Mugabe's ^anu government, but we are there through marriage, not that we've 
switchtedswitchted to Mugabe, but that we followed our leaders loyally into that marriage. But we're 
stillstill  Zfipu in that marriage: a woman doesn't lose her maiden name even if she uses her 
husband'shusband's name. Former Lupane MP and Headmaster.395 

IfIf  you look at the comment that the end justifies the means, at the end of the Fifth Brigade 
period,period, the Matabeles did sign a peace agreement with the Shonas. So they [the Fifth 
Brigade]Brigade] had achieved their aim. Lionel Dyke.396 

ƒƒ am not saying that the repression in Matabeleland was positive in that it brought unity. 
II  am saying that it was then (PF)%apu was beaten into the Unity Accord. They had no 
alternative,alternative, or people would be finished in Matabeleland. Arnold Sibanda.397 

3933 From speech at signing of Unity Accord (Speeches, 1988). 
3944 From speech at signing of Unity Accord (Speeches, 1988). 

^Alexanderr et al, 2000:230. 
3966 Interview with Lieutenant-Colonel Lionel Dyke, Harare, 1 March, 1994. 
3977 Interview with Arnold Sibanda, Zimbabwe Institute of Development Studies (ZIDS), University 
off  Zimbabwe, 17 November, 1993. 
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UnityUnity is good for this country because it brought quietness and calm. There is not so much 
fearfear anymore, people are not being killed. But we are still not so sure about our security, 
therethere are ears in many places. James Ngwenya, Tsholotsho peasant.398 

TheThe Unity Accord by itself was nothing more than a piece of paper. The people of the 
regionregion [Matabeleland] wanted to see something more concrete and this gesture of goodwill 
[dissident[dissident amnesty] has probably done more to convince them than any amount of political 
sloganeeringsloganeering or unity rallies. Matabeleland resident.399 

TheThe situation had forced us to become dissidents. At Amnesty we were saying that we are 
goinggoing back. If they [the government] change their minds, it is up to them. They cannot kill 
allall  of us. If they kill  this man, they have not destroyed the whole Zjpra. Because where 
everever you go in Matabeleland, there is ^jpra. So it did not matter if they had killed us [at 
Amnesty].Amnesty]. We were not afraid. Because we were based on unity, that was our major point, 
toto build a unity accord. For everyone to live without fear, to become one people. We were not 
afraidafraid of that [to give up under amnesty], because that [unity] was in our ideology. You 
cannotcannot be afraid of your ideology. Tou sacrifice, whether you die or you survive. Former 
Dissident.400 0 

AfterAfter the announcement of the Unity and the announcement of the Amnesty we were sure 
thatthat we would not be hanged. But we still thought that there might be some means by the 
governmentgovernment to try to frustrate us. Wliat we had been fighting for we achieved, the unity 
betweenbetween ^anu/^apu. Therefore even if we were going to be accused of whatever, we 
wouldwould be OK. The people was in Unity. Even if we had to die at this point, it did not 
matter.matter. Former Dissident.401 

UnityUnity between our parties has removed the reason why many of us were fighting. We felt 
excludedexcluded from Government after independence, despite having fought for our freedom from 
thethe Rhodesians. The Government, however, has now offered us a chance to rebuild. 
Formerr dissident.402 

3988 Interview with James Ngwenay, Sukumuzenzele co-operative, Tsholotsho District, March 17, 1994. 
399Mackayy 1988:19. 
4000 Interview with Ansker Ngwenya, Zipra ex-combatant and former dissident, Sibantubanye, 
Matabelelandd North, 15 March, 1994. 
4011 Interview with M. Ndebele, Zipra ex-combatant and former dissident, Sibantubanye co-
operative,, Matabeleland, 15 March, 1994. 

^ M a c k ayy 1988:19. 
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II  heard about the amnesty on the radio. It was a stupid war with no direction and no 
leadership.leadership. When I heard the leaders were talking, why should I stay in the bush? The war 
isis over and it is useless to go on fighting Former dissident.403 

ƒƒ am tired of all this. I just want to go and be a farmer. Former dissident.404 

Well,Well, it [the Matabeleland conflict] brought about unity but whether that unity is whole-
heartedhearted or not is questionable. But it did bring peace in terms of the stopping of the killing 
andand the stopping of torture. M. Auret.405 

Z/znuZ/znu ruthlessly got its way. It finally caused ZaPu t° capitulate and come in as junior 
partners,partners, and have apolitical unity arrangement as the result of intimidation and terror. 
Prof.. G. Fel toe, University of Zimbabwe.406 

ThisThis reconciliation, you know, we can interpret it in a different way. Maybe it is punish-
ment,ment, reconciliation under disguise. Come tome, I will  absorb you but I will  frustrate you. 
TheThe government still believes that the Matabele people are not running behind it fully, 
wholeheartedly.wholeheartedly. They still have that notion that these people are not really supporting the 
governmentgovernment genuinely Paul Nyathi.407 

UnityUnity has really helped us because previously we were not settled in our homes. Unity has 
mademade us more co-operative than we were before when we grouped ourselves into Ndebeles, 
Shonas,Shonas, Mazezuru, Karanga and Kalanga, but now we are one people and our leaders are 
workingworking together towards the same end.... There is no longer anything to frighten and 
intimidateintimidate an individual because we are all Zimbabwean. Anyone can go to any district 
regardlessregardless of where they come from and that I come from Matabeleland does not hinder me 
fromfrom going to Mashonaland and feeling welcome there. Unity has brought a new Zimba-
bwe:bwe: it's as if we'd just become independent. A lot of bad things were happening in the 
villagesvillages in Matabeleland, but now many development projects have begun. Unity has 
changedchanged everybody's life. Thema Khumalo, Esigodini.408 

4033 Peace, 1988 
4044 Peace, 1988 
4055 Interview with Michael Auret, Director of the Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace, 
Zimbabwe.. Harare, 23 February, 1994. 
4066 Interview with Prof. G. Feltoe, Faculty of Law, University of Zimbabwe, Harare, 23 February, 
1994. . 
4077 Interview with Paul Nyathi, Zipra ex-combatant, Harare, 11 February, 1994. 
4088 Staunton 1990:82. 
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WeWe are building things here. There is gold in the stone that I carry. This wealth is the 
reasonreason we came here. It means things are changing things that were not here yesterday are 
herehere today. Yesterday it was difficult for people to talk about gold or about having a mine. 
ButBut today the government has realised that people have the right to decide to develop their 
ownown country. Former dissident.409 

WeWe have given ourselves to development, but the situation is still not yet really that much 
better.better. But it is up to die politicians to deal with it now, we will  concentrate on developing 
ourselves....ourselves.... When we gave into Amnesty, there was quite a lot of talk about that the 
governmentgovernment would help us and give us all we needed. But it ended there. We have not had 
anyany assistance from the government. All we got here is from Zimbabwe Project. Nothing 
else.else. We have no benefits although we were many years in the army. We don't get demobili-
sationsation money because we were dissidents. Former Dissident.41" 

WhenWhen I finished fighting I took a pick again and gave them back [the weapon] and said, 
'Here'Here is your gun3. They have got it now. I don't have nothing to do with guns any more. 
WeWe are building something that has been shattered here. And we have to move with vigi-
lance.lance. Nobody is sure of anything. Because we are coming out exactly of a situation of 
killing.killing. Ton know, here we are talking about something that is very difficult because also we 
areare speaking for the dead. And the government must not drag its feet, because it said now 
it'sit's passed and now we have to reconciliate and build. But then how can I build when 
someonesomeone is still unburied or when someone lies in a shallow grave? It is hard to build. We 
mustmust have a place to start. That is why we are in this world, not to kill  each other. No, but 
toto build the economies, to tap the natural resources, to control our economies, and to have 
ourour rights as human beings. That is all. Former Dissident.41' 

TheThe whole conflict was a historical one. Shona speaking people have never forgiven the 
NdebeleNdebele for years of humiliation and domination through Lobengula and others. The fact 
thatthat the Ndebele speaking people are perceived as foreigners, and the fact that for years - up 
toto 1963 — the liberation struggle was dominated by Ndebele leadership in the person of 
JoshuaJoshua Nkomo. There are historical reasons why the majority has always had this sense 
ofof 'we must sort out those people', 'we must get our own revenge', but there must be an 
understandingunderstanding that there is no basis airy more for repetition. Exerting vengeance on an 
innocentinnocent people because of historical injustices does not make sense. But it is also power: 

4099 Morgan Nkomo (Zimbabwe Project, 1993). 
4100 Interview with Zwelibanzi Ndlovu, Zipra ex-combatant and former dissident, Green Light co-
operative,, Matabeleland North, 14 March, 1994. 
4111 Collin Ndiweni, Zipra ex-combatant and former dissident (Zimbabwe Project, 1993) 
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suppresssuppress the Ndebele, and they will  not contest power in any form whatsoever. Paul 
Tembaa Nyathi.412 

AsAs far as lam concerned, I would not call what happened in Matabeleland 1982 to 
19871987 a military action. It was a civil eradication of a certain community or a tribe. There 
waswas no war, there was not even any fighting. Even the Gukurahundi said that. What 
happenedhappened was politically motivated, in the sense that those who were responsible felt that the 
MatabeleMatabele people were not in favour of the government of the day, not supporting the people 
inin power. The whole time it was more or less a purge. Innocent people died because they 
happenedhappened to be found in those areas, and the Gukurahundi could not identify those who 
werewere targeted. A. Mkwananzi.413 

ItIt  would be wrong to bring about the word reconciliation in the relationships between blacks 
andand blacks, especially Shona andNdebele. That would be very wrong. We in Zimbabwe, the 
blacks,blacks, have always lived as one people, not on tribal lines. Yes, we might have fought tribal 
warswars before but once that was done, it was over. There has never been a question of reconcilia-
tiontion after Independence between the Shona and the Ndebele. We have lived like that [as one 
people]people] and this is one reason why Zimbabwe succeeded, this is one reason why we have 
remainedremained a peaceful country, we do not depend upon tribal and regional politics, and this is 
whatwhat has saved us compared with other places. Nelson Mawema, Zanu (PF).414 

TheThe ethnic problem, was then [1980s] reviewed in the sense that those in government, those 
inin 2[anu (PF), and I think those in most parts of Zimbabwe thought that the so called 
dissidents,dissidents, were the first step towards secession. Dr. Kambudzi, University of Zim-
babwe.415 5 

II  think the effect [of the Matabeleland conflict] was that most people were influenced by 
tribalism,tribalism, it was tribalist politics. The effect was that the quarreb of two different tribes 
andand two different parties. It led some people to use tribalistic politics. You cannot destroy 
somebody'ssomebody's origin. You cannot. Those people were coming here and talking historical 
politics,politics, saying that the Ndebele people are invaders from South Africa. They said and they 
wantedwanted to kill  all men, and take the women and children. Former Dissident.416 

4122 Interview with Paul Temba Nyahti, Director of Zimbabwe Project, Harare, 1 December, 1993. 
4133 Interview with Member of Parliament (Tsholotsho), Mr. A. Mkwananzi, Harare, 10 May, 1994. 
4144 Interview with Mr. Nelson Mawema, Director for Commissariat and Culture, Zanu (PF), 
Harare,, 16 November 1993. 
4155 Interview with Dr. Kambudzi, Department of Politics and Administration, University of 
Zimbabwe,, Harare, 23 November, 1993. 
4166 Interview with Obert Dube, Zipra ex-combatant and former dissident, Sibantubanye co-
operative,, Matabeleland North, 15 March, 1994. 
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ItIt  [the Matabeleland Conflict] was a mistake because of the misinformation that came to 
government.government. It was all mostly due to deliberate misinformation by the former Rhodesian 
securitysecurity to bring about strife in the country. There were certain elements within the Cabinet 
thatthat remained who, I want to suspect, I have no proof of that, but who I suspect, for one 
reasonreason or another decided to go along with the misinformation and decided to act in the 
mannermanner they did. They decided to use it and some of them, to use it for their own personal 
benefits.benefits. To maintain their positions in government. If the South Africans would have not 
[been[been invoked], I don't think that it would have ever happened. In the first place, all the 
thingsthings that took place: the expulsion of ^apu Cabinet ministers in government would have 
notnot happened; the arrests of the military leaders would have not happened; and the cashing 
ofof weapons, to the extent that they were done, would have not happened. Dumiso Da-
bengwa.417 7 

ƒƒ do not think that it would have made any difference whether South Africa existed or not. 
II  think there would have still been a desire to liquidate Zjipu and create a one-party State, 
withwith or without ^apu. Dr. Machava-Hove, ZimRights.418 

TheThe ^anu (PF) government wanted to control this country through a one-party state. 
MatabelelandMatabeleland was a very hard nut to crack. Therefore they wanted to have an excuse to 
militarisemilitarise the situation, and therefore purposely created civil conflict and war. Then they could 
sendsend in the army - the Fifth Brigade - and do what they did. Nicholas Ndebele.419 

IfIf  the government had tried to address their problems peacefully, nothing like this could have 
happened.happened. Because it was the government who created the dissidents by sending in the Fifth 
Brigade.Brigade. That was not a solution. Paul Nyathi.420 

II  would not call it a civil war myself because I regard a civil war in a different way, like 
armedarmed people fighting each other, like two opposite groups fighting each other. But the 
situationsituation in Matabeleland was quite different because it was a well established army 
fightingfighting innocent civilians. Paul Nyathi.421 

TheThe Fifth Brigade was fighting a tribe. They were not fighting the dissidents, the people 
thatthat held a gun. They were actually out to destroy the Matabele. The Fifth Brigade 

41'' Interview with Minister of Home Affairs, Dumiso Dabengwa, Harare, 21 April , 1994. 
4188 Interview with Dr. Machava-Hove, Director of ZimRights (Zimbabwe Human Rights Organisa-
tion),, Harare, 24 February, 1994. 
41""  Interview with Mr. Nicholas Ndebele, former director for Catholic Commission for Justice and 
Peace,, Zimbabwe. Harare, 12 May, 1994. 
4200 Interview with Paul Nyahti, Zipra ex-combatant, Harare, 11 February, 1994. 
4211 Ibid. 
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disguiseddisguised themsebes as dissidents, or else just came into the community and destroyed them 
bitbit by bit. This is the right time to say everything out. We should say everything but not put 
accusationsaccusations to anybody. They should just talk about things so that people would be aware 
aboutabout what happened. Since there is a Unity Accord, they should work on that unity even 
more.more. Talk about the unity freely and explain to each other what was happening here. If 
eveneven it would be known that somebody had killed. Former Dissident.422 

EverythingEverything should be revealed. People must know. Those who think that if everything is 
exposedexposed about the Fifth Brigade can start new fighting maybe those people are those who 
areare actually putting the pressure on the differences between ^anla and %ipra. People must 
bebe aware that those people can still be amongst us. They might still be trying to influence us 
intointo fighting once more. People must talk about what happened freely and to know about 
theirtheir background and history. Former Dissident.423 

IfIf  it was a government that knew of its rights, but this government does not. It does not 
followfollow the existing rights. It is a government that creates its own rights which are for the 
governmentgovernment officers only. Somebody must say this thing out. There will  be many ways to try 
toto punish who ever exposes this. But for how long are we going to have it like this? Who 
doesdoes it help? For whose good? Rafael Khoza.424 

YouYou don't bury history, you leave it as it is. JVo new word, no new paint, no new colour 
shouldshould be put over it. JVo reason should be given which was not there. If you hide the fact 
thatthat caused trouble at a particular time, it will  repeat itself because people will  never know. 
Misheckk Velapi, former Zapu member.425 

UpUp to today there are people missing, nobody knows where they went to. The mine shafts 
areare full of skeletons and skulls. And it looks like they [the government] do not want this to 
bebe looked into in depth. Just forget it, just bury the hatchet and forget about the past, and let 
usus build a nation. But in order to build a nation we have to rectify our mistakes by exposing 
thethe past. People must be aware of the past, not to hide it. Paul Nyathi.426 

4222 Interview with M. Ndebele, Zipra ex-combatant and former dissident, Sibantubanye co-
operative,, Matabeleland North, 15 March, 1994. 
4233 Ibid. 
4244 Interview with Rafael Khoza, former ZNA medic attached to the Fifth Brigade in Kezi (Febru-
ary-Aprill  1984), Bulawayo, 15 March, 1994. 
425Whaleyy 1988:15 
4266 Interview with Paul Nyahti, Zipra ex-combatant, Harare, 11 February, 1994. 
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HowHow do you begin to build a nation when there is a festering sense of insecurity in one part 
ofof the population - in a group representing more than 20 percent of the population?Paul 
Tembaa Nyahti.427 

WeWe are still not free.... We still can be eliminated at any time.... This wound is huge and 
deep.deep. I have young children, but they've never set foot here and don't intend to.... I'm staying 
alonealone like a mad person. There are still barriers.... The liberation war was painful, but it had 
aa purpose, it was planned, face to face. The war that followed was much worse. It was 
fearful,fearful, unforgettable and unacknowledged. Councillor and headman, Malunku.428 

II  do not believe you can get any genuine resolution of the problem if you patch it up and are 
notnot prepared to delve into the depth of that particular problem. In my rok in bringing %apu 
andand Zjinu together, for instance, there was a point where it was quite clear that there was a 
veryvery deep mistrust not only between the parties but also between the leadership. We needed 
toto build bridges. I think that President Mugabe and Joshua Nkomo ought to talk about 
thingsthings themsebes and find a way to handle them. I think that the government would 
actuallyactually be a lot more respected if they were seen not to be hiding anything. I do not believe 
thatthat you serve any useful purpose by covering up and ignoring certain factors, facts and 
realities.realities. You would do well to deal with them head on so that they will  not resurface in 
somesome ugly form. Prof. Canaan Banana, University of Zimbabwe.429 

TheThe best apology as far as I am concerned, is to get the government to show their responsibility. 
Dumisoo Dabengwa.430 

ƒƒ won't apologise. This is what happens in a war. Robert Mugabe.431 

4277 Interview with Paul Temba Nyahti, Director of Zimbabwe Project, Harare 1 December, 1993. 
428Alexanderr et al, 2000:230. 
4299 Interview with Prof. Canaan Banana [Zimbabwe's President 1980-1987, and chief mediator in 
thee Unity Accord negotiations], University of Zimbabwe, Harare, 29 November, 1993. 
4300 Interview with Minister of Home Affairs, Dumiso Dabengwa, Harare, 21 April , 1994. 
4311 Robert Mugabe, addressing a rally in 'Meet the People' tour of Zimbabwe, regarding the Fifth 
Brigadee atrocities (Tell me, 1993). 
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7.. Concludin g Remark s 

Thee Matabeleland conflict was a tremendous loss for Zimbabwe. No actor in-
volvedd was left untouched. The heaviest burden was however carried by civilians 
whoo were subjected to immense trauma through economic damage, physical inju-
ries,ries, and psychological disorders. The immediate political impact of the conflict 
cementedd deep-seated perceptions of exclusion, mistrust, and apathy. In the na-
tionall  fabric the conflict brought about division and edinic antagonism. 

Resultss and consequences of die above magnitude could partly be foreshadowed 
duringg the course of the conflict. After seven years of selected targeting, neither 
traumaa nor political apathy could come as a surprise to those politically responsi-
ble.. Therefore it is important to note that the government to a great extent dictated 
thee way in which the conflict developed. Had the government had die political 
wishh to find means for a peaceful solution of die conflict, diis could have been 
achievedd at an early stage. Decisions were taken at many conjunctures, chances to 
findd avenues of lesser aggression were present. However, the government's intent 
wass not to search for political solutions with the dissidents, not to accept their failure 
too legally tie Zapu to destabilisation, nor to bend for die fact that Zapu was a vi-
brantt opposition party. Instead, its calculated actions had an explicit political pur-
pose:: incapacitating its main opposition and creating a one-party state, composed 
off  a Zanu (PF) hegemony. This incapacitation was conducted dirough a deliberate 
policyy of civilian targeting, in which not only Zapu members but also all those 
consideredd of Ndebele edinic origin, were subject to unprecedented organised 
statee violence. 

Perceivingg die conflict from diis angle, as here argued, dissident destabilisation was 
aa side event in this conflict, — altiiough publicly presented as die centre of die con-
flict.. The ex-Zipra dissidents having taken to the bush in self defence and because 
off  dieir deep seated convictions, turned out to be an opportunity which Zanu(PF) 
tookk (and created) as tool for manipulation in dieir quest to immobilise Zapu. That 
greatt capital was made out of a relatively small tiireat is evident when considering 
howw few dissidents were active, as compared die government's large-scale regional 
militaryy occupation. Ironically, whilst dissidents caused destabilisation to press for 
changess in government policies, the government caused destabilisation justified by 
dissidentt actions, in order to implement its own political program. The ex-Zipra 
dissidentss were thus fundamentally used for exclusive Zanu (PF) political benefit, 
whilstt fighting for Zapu political recognition and political unity. 
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Unityy did come about. A structural framework for political co-existence was creat-
ed,, although by many experienced as a surrender rather than a merger. The unity 
accordd was celebrated as a result of a cause long attempted, power competition set 
aside.. However, as those affected may want to remember, unity was not forged in 
termss of a historical exercise with a p re-deter mined resolution. It was rather the 
resultt of skilful political manoeuvring, in which the costs were high. The Matabe-
lelandd conflict was not a dispute which coincidentally moved in the currents of vi-
olencee and destabilisation. It was a political power competition in which ethnicity 
wass mobilised, in which the government manipulated its course at the expense of 
thee citizens, in which the price was paid by innocent civilians, and in which the fi-
nall  result led to the 'unification' of two political parties but in which the nation 
remainedd scared and divided. 
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Chapte rr  Four 
Power ,, Ethnicity , and Violence : An Analysi s 

Theree is no simple answer to why the Matabeleland conflict took place. This chap-
terr attempts to analyse the conflict, considering historical and current events, 
throughh theoretical constructs combining considerations of both institutional and 
mentall  character. The objective is to gain insight into the emergence and the evo-
lutionn of the conflict. With the awareness of the complexity of the conflict in 
mind,, generalisations drawn from the analysis no doubt offer explanations that 
cann be contested from a variety of standpoints. However, the multitude of expla-
nationss given to why the conflict took place is a point particularly brought to the 
foree in this study: the Matabeleland conflict produced a number of 'truths', all 
linkedd to the experiences and perceptions specific to the different actors involved. 
Thesee truths were the basis for actors' decision-making. Therefore, a purpose of 
thee chapter is to crystallise the positions of actors, considering both historical and 
contemporaryy occurrences. Noting the many entry points of understanding, the 
conclusionss made here offers one way of explaining the events that took place, and 
aree seen as an input among others, in a debate about Zimbabwean post-independ-
entt political development. 

Ass the previous chapter disclosed, in the Matabeleland conflict complex patterns 
off  reactions to historical contradictions fused and played out against contempo-
raryy currents. Patterns of differentiated Shona and Ndebele perceptions emerging 
inn early colonial history, partly having later consciously and unconsciously amalga-
matedd in the nationalist parties, carried over to post-independence. Conflict actors 
andd observers were furthermore after 90 years of colonial rule necessarily affected 
byy racist politics and policies, the administration of power based on fragmentation 
andd differentiation, and authoritarian methods of rule and governance. Therefore 
thee historical moment of the conflict weighed heavily, as it evolved after a long 
periodd of oppression and fifteen years of civil war. 

Thee Matabeleland conflict thus began and developed in a political environment in 
whichh colonial violence, undemocratic ruling and political competition were both 
historicall  and contemporary experiences. The war was still extremely fresh both in 
peoples'' minds and in institutional memory. Despite a celebrated policy of reconcil-
iation,, no centrally constructed vision of post-independent nationalism could, 
throughh political best wishes, create national cohesion and a new collective Zimbab-
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weann identity overnight. Instead, the new nation was shaken by the tensions and vio-
lencee that arose in connection with the army integration process, dissident activities, 
andd subsequent military intervention. The historically rooted culture of violence 
eminentt in the liberation war was reproduced. This reinforced the notion that 
changee could only come about through violence, and opposition only being dealt 
withh through force. The new country thus began with a legacy of conflict setdement 
basedd on confrontation rather than mediation. Furthermore, the perceived meaning 
off  those confrontations varied. Actors involved and those affected interpreted what 
occurred,, and why, in a distinctly dissimilar way. This discrepancy came to have a 
cruciall  impact on the way in which the Matabeleland conflict developed. 

Examiningg both the narrated historical events and the conflict description, it is 
apparentt that notions of power, ethnicity, and violence are continuously present and are 
closelyy interlinked. Therefore, in order to gain insight into how the conflict 
emergedd and developed it is necessary to examine the three themes and their inter-
relationship.. Analysing singularly how power relations were constructed, or focus-
ingg solely on the origins of ethnic identity, or separately viewing the impact of vio-
lencee in the conflict, would subsequently give us pictures with separate frames. 
Thereforee the three areas will be analysed in a dynamic relation to each other, al-
lowingg for a more diversified and multifaceted picture to emerge. 

Inn addition to analysing the three central themes dialectically, the chapter is based 
onn another central notion: the mode of understanding developments as a process. 
Subsequently,, the understanding of the Matabeleland conflict is based on histori-
call  background. Furthermore, the mode of analysis is one in which the conflict is 
understoodd in its own historical context, not as a case in comparison to a possibly 
similarr case elsewhere. Applying Mamdani's framework (1996) focused on the leg-
acyy of late colonial rule, its locations and manifestations of power, we connect 
backk to the pre-colonial and colonial narrative in chapter two. A central dimen-
sionn is how power was organised in the colonial period, centrally and locally. 
Adoptingg notions of Mamdani's framework in relation to the Rhodesian experi-
ence,, we focus on how power and ethnicity from the onset of colonial penetration 
becamee interconnected. We note that governance of the rural areas was equal to 
controll  of natives, in a framework in which ethnic identity and separation were 
enforcedd politically. Thus, the understanding of local state rule was inescapably 
linkedd to that of tribe. Centrally, power was based on race, settlers deriving their 
rightss based on civil law rather than customary law. Power emanated from the cen-
tre,, decentralised through the Native Authority in the local state. An important 
componentt for this study put forward by Mamdani, is that force and violence be-
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camee part of the understanding of governance and rule, as both were used by the 
locall  and central state. Violence was inherently part of the understanding of the 
governancee and the applied method of solution. We note that perceptions of dif-
ferentiationn fostered through the colonial experience, were linked to tribal belong-
ingg and its definition in power and governance. 

Whilstt Mamdani's framework includes crucial tools for conceptually understand-
ingg power relations, his framework does not give extensive attention to how per-
ceptionss of rule form and operate. Therefore, for the exercise to understand ac-
tors'' decision-making, an added theoretical construct is necessary, in order to high-
lightt the emergence, formation and reproduction of perceptions. Whilst Mamda-
ni'ss framework here is labelled as an 'institutional framework', the added frame-
workk to address perceptions is noted as a 'mental framework'. The latter is a loose 
constructionn of a number of theoretical notions on memory and socialisation 
linkedd to power, identity and violence. The central notion of the mental frame-
workk is how memory and socialisation operates in relation to power relations, 
therebyy considering conformity and identity formation in relation to values and 
beliefss of the ruling elite. It also recognises that during decades of colonial rule 
abstentionn of preference and psychological adaptations, caused internalisation of 
coloniall  power relations, cementing in the unconscious. 

Withh the theoretical equipment of the institutional and mental frameworks the 
Matabelelandd conflict is examined and analysed. For this exercise a selection of 
eventss and interventions from the empirical chapter have been made, based on the 
explanatoryy value of those events for the argument made. Regarding dissidence 
thee focus is on the ex-Zipra dissidents, rather than all categories of dissidence ac-
tors.. In addition, the analysis is focused particularly on Fifth Brigade interventions, 
ratherr than including the vast activities conducted by the different sections of the 
army.. This selection does however not dismiss nor downgrade the importance and 
effectt of events or issues previously discussed in the empirical chapter. The analysis 
off  the conflict is divided into four parts: Zipra dissident activity, military interven-
tionn by the Fifth Brigade, government discourse, and the unity process. 

Examiningg aspects of power relations evident in the conflict brings a number of 
conclusionss to the fore. It is noted that the way in which power was structurally 
organisedd during the conflict years (1980-1987) had not considerably changed 
comparedd to that of the late colonial period. More importantly, perceptions of power 
hadd not changed, as the new rulers partly took on the mental framework from 
theirr predecessors, reproducing colonial power relations. On the basis of conclu-
sionss made from the empirical analysis, the chapter goes on to examine what les-
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sonss can be learned from the Matabeleland conflict. The discussion is focused on 
conceptualisingg the site of struggle in the conflict, identifying the content of the 
strugglee at this site, and examining why this site propels such forceful reactions. 

1 .. Rhodesia : Power , Ethnicit y and Violenc e 

l.a.. Pre-lndependence Power Relations 

Ass brought forward in the history chapter, ninety years of Rhodesian colonial power 
andd rule is marked by strategies of separation, both in terms of race and ethnicity. 
Thee dictate was social control through an elaborate central and local system, in 
whichh settlers had exclusive power and maintained a discriminatory franchise sys-
tem.4322 Ethnically, the natives were ruled with division and differentiation as a hall-
mark.. Intra and inter-ethnic differences were appropriated and moulded, reflexively, 
dictatedd by the political and military aspirations and objectives of colonial rule. In 
thiss process of constructing difference through institutional power and in the cultural 
frameworkk of every day life, perceptions of power and ethnicity took form and 
shapedd peoples' understanding of events and constructed meaning of the context in 
whichh actors operated. Power relations were based on the rulers right to absolute 
power.. The use of fragmentation and control as a mode of rule gave birth to percep-
tionss of racial and ethnic difference and politics in terms of absolute ruk. 

AA study in which power relations are central is Mamdani's research (1996) on the 
legacyy of late colonialism in Africa. Attention is on the mode of domination, map-
pingg out locations and manifestations of power. In the framework analysing colo-
niall  power and its institutional legacy, colonial fragmentary dualism is conceptual-
isedd as the bifurcation of the state, separating the rural from the urban and one 
ethnicityy from another. Central in this conceptualisation is the notion of rights. 
Urbann power represented civil society and civil rights - the rights of citizens -, 
whilstt rural power represented that of community and culture - the rule of sub-
jects.. The rights are Mamdani's framework seen to be attributed to community: in 
thee framework of customary law, the community is defined in ethnic terms, as the 
tribe;; in the case of civil law, the community is a nation. The subjects derived their 
rightss through membership in a tribe, the citizens through membership in the na-
tion.. Thus, in Mamdani's conceptualisation, racial domination was in the local 
statee grounded in a politically enforced system of ethnic pluralism. Ruled by cus-
tomaryy law, the African was defined not as a native, but as a tribesperson. Custom-
aryy law encapsulated the individual in a set of relations defined and enforced by 

Seee chapter two, pp. 35-40. 
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ethnicc identity, a law which in turn through colonial mandate was defined and en-
forcedd by the tribal leader (Mamdani 1996:18, 22-23, 286). 

Mamdani'ss conceptualisation of customary law is applicable to the Rhodesian expe-
rience.. In the late colonial period Rhodesian settler regimes applied indirect rule for 
thee running of Native Affairs. Subsequently, as outlined in the history chapter, the 
majorityy of the African populace was in terms of ruling, enveloped in a restricted 
spheree which remained not only ungeneralised beyond tribe, but also retrograde in 
character.4333 Thus customary rules and laws were inherently connected to the way in 
whichh the rural population was governed. Applying Mamdani's conceptualisation of 
governancee being defined through ethnic parameters, to the Rhodesian experience, 
tribee and rule intrinsically linked. Following Mamdani's conceptualisation, racial 
dominationn was institutionalised through the colonial occupation of rights translated 
intoo a system of governance, in which at the local level of rule, ethnic identity and 
separationn was politically enforced (Mamdani 1996:286). 

InIn Rhodesia, as other colonial experiences, colonial rule was forcefully executed. To 
enablee the execution of this power it was organised through division and segrega-
tion.tion. In Mamdani's conceptualisation, colonial power was simultaneously both cen-
tralisedd and decentralised. Power was centrally orchestrated, but highly decentral-
isedd through the Native Authority in the local state. In the local setting, power was 
greatlyy centralised as the single and fused nature of authority at local level was that 
off  the chief. Mamdani notes that To the peasant, the person of the chief signifies 
powerr that is total and absolute, unchecked and unrestrained' (Mamdani 1996:54). 
Mamdani'ss also notes that the colonial experience was marked by force to an unusu-
all  degree. Day to day violence was embedded in the customary Native Authority in 
thee local state. Falling under customary law, force and violence was perceived as cod-
ifiedd and legitimate. Affecting perceptions, Mamdani notes that 'From considering 
forcee and African custom, it was but a short step considering Africans as accustomed 
too force- as, say, a European may be to reason (Mamdani: 1996:157). 

Powerr being organised in the above manner had certain effects. Generalising from 
coloniall  experiences, Mamdani notes that the ethnically identified institutions of 
controll  caused tremendous pressure from within. The state-enforced and tribally 
circumscribedd notion of custom caused particularly two sets of tensions, according 
too Mamdani. First, the inclination to homogenise and streamline cultural diversity 
withinn the tribe, preference being a singular official tribal version. Second, causing 

Seee chapter two, p. 41. 
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ethnicc heterogeneity to transform into a source of tension, through imposing tribal 
laww as customary (Mamdani 1996: 24, 292). 

Mamdani'ss generalisation complies well with the historical development in the 
Rhodesiann case. The construction of local rule based on customary law caused 
tension,, both intra and inter-ethnic. The quest to homogenise diversity was partic-
ularlyy distinct in Matabeleland, where the settlers decided that Ndebele ethnic cus-
tomss were the 'same' as in Zululand (Ranger 1985:8) The differentiated policies in 
relationn to the Shona and Nguni ethnic groups, applying distinct logic's to the way 
inn which groups were ruled, enforced tribal differentiation and produced intra-eth-
nicc tension. Ethnic heterogeneity in Rhodesia did however not only cause stress 
whenn applying customary law. As discussed in the history chapter, the continuous 
policyy differentiation applied between Shona and Ndebele groups of people, 
mouldedd perceptions of differentiation used and abused by both settlers and Afri -
cans.. Also, the partitioning, amalgamation, and 'construction' of tribes to create 
'order'' in correspondence with parameters of Rhodesian rural administration, re-
sultedd in disruption and displacement. In addition, the incorporation of African 
representativess in positions of colonial domination, caused contradictions. By 
combiningg traditional tribal authority with elected local members, a sense of rep-
resentationn was enforced. Stricdy limiting powers and rights, political participa-
tionn and representation were however merely illusatory. Occupying positions of 
domination,, the tribal representatives and the members elect found themselves in 
aa compromising and contradictory position vis a vis the populace.434 

Thus,, the mode in which power operated continuously caused differentiation. 
Mamdanii  conceptualises the differentiation geographically by making a difference 
betweenn the rural and the urban, etiinically through differentiating groups, and 
raciallyy through differentiating black and white. 

Clearly,, Rhodesian power relations were steered by policies of fragmentation and 
differentiation.. However, as narrated in the history chapter, organised resistance 
begann already soon after colonial occupation, before settler rule had taken a pre-
cisee institutional shape. King Lobengula's war in 1893 was the first effort in what 
wouldd become, in various forms, a continuous resistance against colonial exploita-
tion.. In response to native resistance, colonial domination and force was height-
ened.. The eruption of the Ndebele and Shona uprisings in 1896-1897 surprised 
nevertiielesss settlers, showing a forceful and organised opposition to colonial rule. 
Thee uprisings also clearly showed differences in organisation and execution of re-

Seee chapter two, p. 41, and pp. 45-46. 
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sistancee between the Shona and Nguni groups of people. A difference, which sub-
sequentt colonial regimes would capitalise on for many years. 

Inn Mamdani's understanding of colonial resistance, the racist exploitation com-
binedd wim the tribal contradictions inherent in the system of local rule caused a 
duall  response: resistance against the racial barriers in civil society, and resistance 
againstt the local contradictions caused by the rural institutional form of rule. In 
Mamdani'ss conceptualisation, the site of the struggle became the customary, re-
producingg the notions of power and ethnic fragmentation within which diey were 
institutionallyy operating. As edinicity defined the parameters of rule, it also de-
finedd the resistance against it. The tension and contradictions which emerged from 
thee colonial power thus lay the basis for its resistance. Therefore, Mamdani argues, 
ethnicityy became a dimension of bodi power and resistance, as well as the problem 
andd solution (Mamdani 1996:8, 23-25). 

Whatt were the consequences of the type of rule and the resistance it bread in 
termss of political development? Mamdani's conceptualisation of colonial power 
elicitss a number of consequences. The dichotomous power process resulted, ac-
cordingg to Mamdani, in civil society being racialised and Native Authority being 
tribalised.. The ruled being fragmented along ethnic lines, and ethnic identity and 
separationn being politically enforced in 'the customary', caused tribalism to be-
comee the very form that colonial rule took within the local state. The customary 
becamee the site of the struggle, and force as well as violence became connected to 
thee understanding of die customary. As ethnicity defined the parameters of rule, it 
alsoo defined the resistance against it. This fragmentation, according to Mamdani, 
causedd resistance movements to carry ethnic fragmentation from within (Mamda-
nii  1996: 183-185,218-220). 

Whatt is of essential interest for this study, adopting notions of Mamdani's frame-
workk in relation to the Rhodesian experience, is how power and edinicity from die 
onsett of colonial penetration became interconnected. The understanding of local 
statee rule was inescapably linked to mat of tribe. Governance of the rural areas 
wass equal to control of natives, in a framework in which ethnic identity and sepa-
rationn were enforced politically. Force and violence became part of the under-
standingg of governance and rule, as bom were used by the local and the central 
state.. Resisting colonial rule and its modes of governing, resulted in a struggle in 
whichh edinicity was the starting point. Violence was inherently part of the under-
standingg of the governance and die applied mediod of solution. Thus, perceptions 
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off  differentiation fostered through the colonial experience, were linked to tribal 
belongingg and its definition in power and governance.435 

11 .b. Pre-independence perceptions of governance and rule 

Thee perceptions of differentiation fostered through die colonial experience had 90 
yearss to take root in Rhodesia. Generations of Africans grew up, were socialised, 
functioned,, and in turn socialised their children about rule, control and resistance, 
theirr own and the governments'. For this they needed memories. Memory is an 
importantt device in the socialisation process and the moulding of perceptions. 
Memory,, the past, and perceptions are intrinsically linked. This immensely central 
connectionn to human existence constitutes a basis for our understanding of our 
everyy day life and actions we take, a connection which became central to how the 
Matabelelandd conflict developed. 

Byy applying Mamdani's framework to the Rhodesian case in examining the basis 
off  perceptions under colonial rule, the picture that emerges is that of power en-
trenchedd through all layers of society. Subsequendy, the colonial differentiation 
process,, intrinsically encompassing all social relations, inescapably became part of 
thee actors' understanding of the world. This understanding sunk into unconscious 
levell  of functioning, perceptions and collective memory, being part of the mean-
ingg put to the framework of existence. How does such a process take place? How is 
memoryy used to build 'meaning' for today's experiences? 

Memoryy is about die past. In order to think about die past one must represent as-
pectss of it to oneself, or to odiers. Tonkin notes that references to the past are con-
tinual.tinual. When we grasp a historical fact or interpretation we make an extremely 
complexx collection of interpretations to do so. The interconnections between 
memoryy and history help shape our selves; we are our memories, according to 
Tonkin.. Furthermore, we try to shape our futures in die light of past experiences, 
orr that which we understand to have been die past experience (Tonkin 1992:2). 
Tonkinn notes tiiat any representation of pastness is identity-constitutive, and can 
bee shaped and elaborated into an identity support as well. Insofar as memorisa-
tionss create the sense of a past - whether diere is a coherent narrative or disparate 
individuall  recollections — they contribute to the experience of group identity now 
(Tonkinn 1992:111). Tonkin quotes Peel stating that 'die "society sense" of die past 
iss integral to its self-production through time dirough two means: first, die present 

4355 What is here emphasised is the fact that this study utilises selected notions from Mamdani's study 
onn contemporary Africa and the legacy of late colonialism, i.e. those that have analytical value for 
gainingg insight into the Matabeleland conflict. For a comprehensive appreciation of the theoretical 
frameworkk and its application, the reader is referred to the original work, Mamdani (1996). 
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iss organised by "structures of significance", taken to be of the past, second, repre-
sentationn of the past derives from present practice working mainly upon present 
evidencess of the past, including memory' (Tonkin 1992:123). Past events are thus 
shapedd in reflexivity as a guide to future action, and are notably common to a par-
ticularr kind of political culture and this culture being generated by a particular 
typee of social structure (Tonkin 1992:123). Memorisation therefore creates a sense 
off  a past whilst also constituting the social, the social being a basis for identity. 
Tonkinn notes however that 'the social' is not a 'seamless robe', but a very compli-
catedd interaction of practices, where the past is re-enacted, modified, denied, and 
conservedd as both lived experience and mode of understanding differently for in-
dividuall  community members (Tonkin 1992: 111). 

Thus,, the historical experience of colonial fragmentation and differentiation and 
resistancee against it, was a reality for Africans under Rhodesian rule. This reality 
shapedd the understanding of the world, and, using Tonkin's understanding, was 
throughh memory 'identity-constitutive'. The particular social structure created 
throughh memory 'the social' and contributed to group identity in the current situ-
ation.. Applying this understanding to the Rhodesian historical experience seen 
witi ii  Mamdani's understanding, group identity formed in relation to two institu-
tionall  structures: the racially differentiated rule centrally directed, and the tribally 
orientedd rule through the customary Native Authority. Memory and identity for-
mationn in terms of rule had two foci: race and ethnicity. 

Thee political culture emerging from an organisation of society based on oppres-
sionn was one of force and control, violence and contestation between forces. Ex-
ampless of power relations where actors functioned in democratic coexistence were 
scarce.. Instead, actors where subjected to rules and perceptions in which the mes-
sagee clearly signalled that power centrally anchored must be locally kept, steered, 
andd controlled. Locally there was one centre of power: the chief. Power was abso-
lute.. How then do actors respond to such a power framework? 

Foucaultt is concerned with the methods of surveillance of individuals, and con-
ceivess power as a technique that achieves its strategic effect through its disciplinary 
character.. In Foucault's view identities are shaped and moulded through the exer-
cisee of disciplinary power. Individuals falling outside the adopted norm through 
thee marginalisation effect of disciplinary power are given a certain identity in rela-
tionn to that system. For fear of being marginalised and exposed to repression, or 
losingg out on spoils and opportunities, individuals conform to the acceptable norm 
off  behaviour as stipulated by the ruling elite. Foucault notes that people need not 
too be formed through socialisation processes to refrain from pursuing their first 
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preferencess - it is enough to shape their beliefs or expectations in such a manner 
thatt they consciously abstain from pursuing such a preference due to anticipated 
consequencess (Nordlund 1996:31). 

Gaventaa also writes about abstention of preferences. Gaventa's focus is on the condi-
tioningg of reactions, which through indirect means cause psychological adaptations 
inn the subjugated group. In response to continual defeat perceptions change, and 
mayy lead to a greater susceptibility to the internalisation of the values and rules of 
thee powerful. If over a period socialised to compliance, an acceptance of the politi-
call  reality as offered by the dominant group may be cemented. This may also devel-
opp into a 'culture of silence', lending the dominant an air of legitimacy. What does 
nott happen or what goes unsaid may also shape perceptions about which matters are 
appropriatee for consideration on the dominant agendas. Yet, what is voiced may not 
alwayss reflect the real conflict or issue, but may articulate norms or myths that dis-
guisee or deflect the more latent conflict (Gaventa 1980:17-19, 21-22, 256). 

Thus,, an organisation of power based on long term oppression may, according to 
thee understanding of Foucault, lead to an abstention of primary preferences and 
actionss due to the anticipated force and violence that follows a differently chosen 
path.. Identities mould over time in relation to the disciplinary power and percep-
tionss form in relation to how power is exercised. Based on fear of violence con-
formityy to the ruling norms takes place. In Gaventa's view the socialisation process 
goess further. Not only do the actors consciously sustain from their preferences, but 
throughh the conditioning of reactions psychological adaptations may occur in the 
subjugatedd group, causing internalisation of rulers' values. 

Applyingg Foucault' and Gaventa's understandings to the Rhodesian experience, 
usingg Mamdani's historical framework, gives insight into how perceptions of gov-
ernancee and rule may have formed. Africans were ruled locally by way of central 
direction,, therefore, following Mamdani's understanding, conformity to rule took 
placee on two levels: conformity to racial ruling (centrally) and tribal ruling (local-
ly).. However, ninety years of colonial oppression did not only cause conformity. 
Memoryy and socialisation caused values of the rulers to internalise. As discussed 
inn the history chapter, using fragmentation and differentiation as a tool, colonial 
rulerss were able to enforce the historical dichotomy between the Shona and Nde-
belee groups of people. Rulers particularly in the late colonial period repeatedly 
reinforcedd myths and perceptions related to the dichotomy, and over time internal-
isationn of difference were cemented.436 

Seee chapter two, pp. 27, 30, 34-35, 81-82, 91-92. 
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Thuss in the Rhodesian experience, one may conclude that the memory of institu-
tionall  structures of rule over time and actors conformity to rule over time, formed 
actors'' perceptions in relation to race, ethnicity and violence. One may also con-
cludee that the conformity to racial and tribal ruling had the content of internalised 
ethnicc difference. Thus perceptions of governance and rule formed over time car-
riedd the content of fragmentation and differentiation inherently. 

Anotherr important ingredient in Rhodesian colonial history is resistance. We have 
seenn that structures of governance and long term conformity to rule influenced the 
formationn of perceptions. We note that colonial beliefs and policies caused an in-
ternalisationn of certain values. How did resistance influence perceptions? How 
wass violence related to resistance memorised? What perceptions may have formed 
inn the cause of fighting colonial rule? 

Irwin-Zareckaa writes about memory in relation to power challenges. She notes 
thatt it is not the absolute weight of historically inflicted pain which matters to 
thosee who have suffered. Ratiier, it is how people perceive the consequences, most-
lyy in terms of justice rendered but also justice attempted (Irwin-Zarecka 
1994:97,137).. How did then people perceive the historically 'inflicted pain' and its 
consequencess during die liberation war in Rhodesia? Brickhill notes diat in Rho-
desiaa certain perceptions developed in die cause of guerrilla warfare related to the 
usee of violence. Living under conditions of war and participating m guerrilla war-
fare,, creates an 'ideology of warfare'. The dual use of violence as a means in die 
political/militaryy struggle and war, and as a force used under harsh conditions of 
disciplinee violence transforms into a 'methodology of mobilisation for war' (Brick-
hilll  1990:18-21). Thus, under the condition of guerrilla warfare where a political 
goall  is central, violence seems partly to gain a level of acceptance by diose both 
affectedd and participating. The war is fought for a future gain, and in this process 
violencee is inevitable. Violence for die supported cause is perceived as 'just vio-
lence',, as opposed to aimless force and brutality with no explanatory markers for 
diosee affected. 

Wheree does tiiis bring us in terms of die formation of perceptions under colonial 
rule?? In line with Irwin-Zarecka's and Brickhill's understandings, perceptions of 
governancee and rule, violence and resistance, are influenced by die cause behind 
it.. How we perceive inflicted pain and violence is in accordance to the meaning we 
attachh to it. It is the meaning given to an event, rather dian die event itself which is 
off  importance (Irwin Zarecka 1994:49). If the meaning is perceived 'just', as in 
termss of opposition against oppressive rule, perceptions of certain violence may 
bee positive ratiier than negative - or acceptable rather than non-acceptable. Thus, 
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memoryy and perceptions of violence and resistance are linked to actors' ideologi-
call  stance. This ideological stance, giving an event it's meaning, may override the 
importancee of the event itself, such as 'just violence'. 

I.e.. Conclusion 

Perceptionss formed under colonial rule carried layers of understanding. Firstly, an 
understandingg of governance and its structure: a strong central state and power 
infusedd local Native Authorities. Secondly, there is an understanding of modes of 
rule.. Following Mamdani's conceptualisation: racial rule centrally and tribal rule 
locally.. Lastly there is resistance, based on ideological stance. 

Thesee three layers of understanding regarding colonial power relations were 
framedd by actors' socialisation and memory. We noted that in relation to institu-
tionall  structure memory and identity formation had two foci: race and ethnicity. 
Wee concluded that organisation of power based on long term oppression influenc-
ess perceptions so that it may lead to die abstention of primary preferences, con-
formityy to rule and internalisation of rulers' values. As an example of internalisa-
tionn we used the colonial enforcement of the Shona-Ndebele dichotomy, showing 
thatt perceptions of governance and rule formed over time carried the content of 
fragmentationn and differentiation. Lastly, we noted the importance of resistance in 
thee framework of power relations, and discussed the perceptions of violence this 
produced,, concluding that the meaning of an event is more important than the 
eventt itself. 

Havingg conceptually separated perceptions linked to colonial power relations, it is 
importantt to note that in reality perceptions operate dynamically and interdepend-
ently.. An understanding of power relations is based on peoples' priorities and ways 
off  making sense of the past in a complex process occurring bodi consciously and 
unconsciously.. The dynamics and interdependence of perceptions cause contradic-
tionstions and complexities. For example, whilst diere is an ideological resistance against 
raciall  oppression, internalisation of values of ethnic fragmentation is simultaneously 
presentt causing resistance to carry etiinic differentiation as an inherent. This frag-
mentationn will work against the primary cause, to resist racial oppression. 

Referringg back to Mamdani's framework, one of his main arguments reflects the 
aforementioned;; that die way power was organised and enforced caused resistance 
too carry ethnic fragmentation from within. In Mamdani's historical understand-
ing,, a population functioning under the customary system, carried over this mode 
off  reasoning in relation to ethnic identity. Due to die way in which power was or-
ganised,, power and etiinicity were institutionally and culturally linked. As ethnici-
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tyy defined the parameters of rule, it also defined the resistance against it. How is 
thenn the aforementioned line of thinking additional to Mamdani's framework? 

Mamdani'ss framework is understood as being focused on power relations looking 
att the 'institutionalframework'. What has here been argued is the influence of coloni-
all  power relations on perceptions, memory, and consciousness, thus a 'mentaljrame-
work'.work'. Hence, we have adopted Mamdani's conceptualisation of colonial power 
relations,, and with the support of notions of memory, perceptions, and power, we 
havee built on the former framework's central notions, to show how colonial legacy 
becomess part of the conscious and unconscious, and how people may experience 
history.. Linking this to the Rhodesian experience, in terms of political culture, this 
meanss perceptions of power and ethnic differentiation became firmly cemented in 
peopless thinking and consequently acting. Having this historical understanding of 
thee Rhodesian experience, power and ethnicity are inherently linked and embed-
dedd in the understanding of everyday life. Fragmentation and ethnic differentia-
tionn are through generations of exposure entering the subconscious of actors, 
mouldingg self-images and identity - inescapably a part of the personal content 
throughh which incidents and occurrences pass. 

Consequendy,, the crucial points for the analysis of the Matabeleland conflict is 
firstly,, the conceptual understanding of power relations, the reality under which 
peoplee functioned. Secondly, the link or relation to power relations made through 
memoryy work and socialisation, often unconscious or non-conceptualised, but 
neverthelesss present in perceptions. Lastly, the fact that perceptions are the basis 
forr decision-making and actions taken. 

Thus,, we enter the analysis of the Matabeleland conflict with the dual understand-
ingg of colonial power relations: one institutional framework and one mental 
framework.. Both understandings has as minimal communal starting point that the 
Matabelelandd conflict could not have taken place without the historical baggage of 
coloniall  power relations, and particularly that of ethnic fragmentation and differ-
entiation. . 

2.. Ex-Zipr a Dissidents : Power and Ethnicit y 

Ex-Zipraa combatants constituted the core group of dissidents in the conflict. We 
beginn the analysis by summarising central ex-Zipra notions documented in the 
empiricall  chapter, and by pinpointing central perceptions guiding their actions. 

AA major catalyst behind ex-Zipra dissidents' actions was the new government's 
non-fulfilmentt of liberation war goals. The persecution of Zipra and Zapu mem-
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berss and the ensuing ethnic discrimination were particularly perceived as out-
comess of this failure. Many strongly felt a lack of choice regarding their decision 
too become 'dissidents'. They perceived their flight to the bush a means of self-de-
fencee to avoid both political and ethnic persecution. Politically their positioning 
wass that there was a lack of unity in the country, and that the government caused 
thiss situation. The immediate goal was unity between Zanu and Zapu. The ex-
combatantss followed former Zipra ideological and methodological frameworks, 
withh the added component of 'staying alive'. The ex-Zipra dissidents acted alleg-
edlyy without the Zapu structure, with the main aim to cause destabüisation 
throughh sabotage of government projects. The enemy was seen to be government 
forces.. They claimed a non-aggressive stance against civilians (being dependent on 
civilianss for supplies), with the exception of those defined as 'sell-outs'. Allegedly 
noo recruitment efforts of civilians were undertaken, and politicisation campaigns 
weree not employed. The latter was seen to be unnecessary as the ex-Zipra dissi-
dents'' stance was that of Zapu the same as during the liberation war. The as-
sumptionn was thus that civilians in Matabeleland would recognise the ex-Zipra 
dissidents'' political identification. 

Thee perceptions that guided dissident actions were primarily based on experiences 
fromm the late colonial period and the liberation war, mirroring the past into the 
neww situation. No doubt, the fundamental anti-climax caused by the aborted Zero 
Hourr offensive due to the Lancaster House Agreement, and the setbacks the 
agreementt brought in terms retained white economic and political privilege, influ-
encedd ex-Zipra soldiers perceptions. It seemed as that which had been achieved in 
thee war zones was robbed at the negotiation table: racial reconciliation weighed 
heavierr than majority rights. Added to this frustration came political and ethnic 
persecution,, denying reconciliation and unity between Zanu and Zapu. Some per-
ceivedd the liberation war simply as not having ended; their actions being a contin-
uationn of the struggle into a second phase. Previous experiences manifested for 
examplee through ex-Zipra dissidents' choice of fighting method (guerrilla war-
fare),, their legitimacy (Zapu), ideology (nationalist), and security measures regard-
ingg 'sell-outs' (liberation war tactics). This is not surprising, the liberation war 
barelyy having finished at the inception of the conflict. It is nevertheless important 
too gain insight into how the past worked in the present, in order to crystallise issues 
andd perceptions behind actions and reactions. It is also crucial to note the power 
relatedd context in which ex-Zipra dissident acted, which is what we shall examine 
beloww — before connecting back to ex-Zipra dissident issues. 
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2.a.. Power Structures and Relations: Continuities and Shifts 

Despitee major changes in the political landscape at post-independence, certain 
powerr related foundations remained. As outlined in the history chapter, the Lan-
casterr House Agreement stipulated strict rules on acquisition of private land until 
1990.. It ensured that private property be protected from compulsory acquisition, 
andd that any legal purchase be on a willin g seller/willing buyer basis in accordance 
withh market prices (remittable abroad). Thus, economic power remained intact in 
setderr hands. In terms of political power, nationalist parties were restricted from 
trulyy representative political power, as setders retained 20 reserved seats (out 100) 
inn parliament. Subsequently, despite the 1980 election outcome, a true majority 
rulee reflecting the country's electorate was denied.437 Furthermore, the inherited 
coloniall  administrative system, and particularly the segregated local government 
andd judicial systems went in the 1980s through only peripheral changes.438 With 
hindsight,, Rambanapasi noted in 1990 that 'there has been littl e change between 
thee colonial and post-colonial regional policy frameworks even though the post-
coloniall  regime has articulated an ideology of the state which substantially departs 
formform that of the colonial state' (Makumbe 1998:38). In Makumbe's view, the cen-
trall  government's reluctance to decentralise power, authority and responsibility to 
locall  authorities resulted in democratic centralism, in which 'little, if any, real pow-

4377 For details on the political and economic impact of the Lancaster House Agreement, see 
Mandazaa 1987:33-41. 
4388 As outlined in chapter two, the inhereited segregated local government system consisted of two 
settlerr bodies and one African body. Firstly, the settler run Urban Councils covering major urban 
centres,, and Rural Councils catering for commercial farmers. Secondly, the African Councils linked 
too colonial native administration of traditional chieftains under the control of District Commis-
sioners.. The 1980 District Councils Act stipulated a change of the former African Councils to 
Districtt Councils which reflected an administrative rationalisation based on district geographical 
boundariess rather than chieftains. Urban councils were democratised in terms of extending the 
votee the majority Africans, however despite amendments, the basic rationale and powers were 
retained.. The Rural Councils were similarly left to operate with littl e change. The local population 
workingg and residing in Rural Council areas remained disenfranchised until the Rural District 
Councill  Act of 1988, amalgamating Rural and District Councils (Wekwete 1998:270-272). With 
regardss to the judicial system the dual framework of customary and common law continued at 
post-indpendence.. In 1981 through the Customary Law and Primary Courts Act tribal courts were 
abolishedd and replaced with non-racial primary courts: the village and community courts. In these 
courtss customary law governed civil legal matters. The upper courts (the Supreme Court, the High 
Courtt and the Magistrates' courts) were empowered to hear criminal cases and process civil matters 
underr common law and customary law. The judicial framework thus remained partially fragmented 
inn terms of the application of customary or common law. A notable difference to pre-independence 
wass however that lower court cases were able to appeal to upper courts (Cutshall 1991:1, 17-19). 
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er,, authority and responsibility was transferred from the centre to the periphery' 
(Makumbee 1998:39).439 

Thus,, despite majority rule and a slow transformation of power structures, only 
limitedd alteration in the nature of power took place. Power had not 'self-destruct-
ed'.44^^ Continuity was particularly visible as some actors from the colonial institu-
tionstions merely transferred into the new system. Thus, dissidents were met by state 
institutionss such as the army and the police, using same mediods as a few months 
earlier,, merely having changed the enemy description. As Mamdani notes regard-
ingg colonial regime shifts, 'the ideological text may change from customary to the 
revolutionaryy - and so may political practice - but, in spite of real differences, 
theree remains a continuity in administrative power and technique' (Mamdani 
1996:291).. At this time in newly independent Zimbabwe there was in most cases 
noo break witi i the forms of power specific to the formal institutions. Colonial rul-
erss were removed, but replaced by others with similar powers. 

Thee shift from minority to majority rule, and the change of actors in rule and in 
opposition,, did however fundamentally transform the political dynamics in Zim-
babwe.. Gaining die legitimacy to rule mandated through democratic elections 
causedd power struggles to became significandy different. As described previously, 
thee 1980 general elections were subsequently the first time power relations be-
tweenn Zanu and Zapu were openly weighed and measured. The periodical contest 
inn elections opened a new sphere in political power competition, as the right to 
votee gave space for a qualitatively differently committed choice of political alle-
giance.. A measure which the majority of the population under colonial rule had 
neimerr to fear nor count on. 

Too win power through legal, administrative contest mus caused a shift in power 
competitionn between Zanu and Zapu. Other factors also influenced die shift. An 
imperativee difference of pre and post-independence Zanu-Zapu power competi-
tionn was the empowerment the liberation war gave its victors. Both ex-Zipra dissi-
dentss and die new government came out of the experience of opposing power 
structuress locally and centrally, having participated in defeating the mighty Rho-

4300 Makumbe takes as examples the Prime Minister's directives on provincial governors (1984 j and 
onn the structures of village and ward development committees (1985), which created structures of 
popularr participation in development, but 'failed to provide and generate complementary legisla-
tionn to facilitate actual transfer of power, authority, responsibility, and resources to the new 
structures'.. Consequently, the new structures 'have littl e real impact' (Makumbe 1998:40). 
4400 See Mamdani 19%: 179 regarding the tendency of power not to 'self-destruct' but to adapt to a 
changingg context. 
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desiann fire force. Both categories had experience of how to militarily and ideolog-
icallyy fight for power. In the new situation however, only the government (and as it 
wass perceived, Zanu PF) had access to the execution of state power. The gained 
empowermentt was used differently by the contestants in the conflict situation. The 
governmentt hastened to protect the power entrusted, with the ambition of enlarg-
ingg the hegemonic project dirough a one-party state. The ex-Zipra dissidents expe-
riencingriencing threat and frustration in army integration process and Zapu/Zipra perse-
cutionn used their initial military empowerment by continuing the struggle as be-
fore,, through sabotage and contacts with army forces. 

Thee new majority rulers, Zanu (PF), had a history of dealing with internal opposi-
tion4411 as well as fighting the colonial oppressors. The inherited state administra-
tionn had the legal tools and experience necessary for dealing with 'subversion'. 
Furthermore,, Zanu (PF) had through the Fifth Brigade installed a military force to 
eliminatee 'malcontents'. The ongoing dissident activity was a hindrance for devel-
opmentt and security, as well as an irritating challenge of Zanu's power base. How-
ever,, as noted in the conclusion of the previous chapter, the Zanu (PF) government 
didd not attempt conflict resolution or mediation during the conflict. Instead gov-
ernmentt actions had an explicit political purpose: to incapacitate its main political 
oppositionn through deliberate civilian targeting. Opposition (real or assumed) had 
too be eliminated. Connecting back to Mamdani's conceptualisation of power rela-
tions,, he formulates that during the colonial period urban power represented civil 
societyy and civil rights - die rights of citizens -, whilst rural power represented that 
off  community and culture - die rule of subjects. Applying diis to the Rhodesian 
casee one may conclude that the citizens where white and settlers, and the subjects 
weree black and natives. Independence brought a shift. Colonial rulers were re-
moved,, but replaced by others widi similar powers. Now the victors (Zanu PF) 
weree in government and can be conceptualised as having transferred to die role of 
'citizens',, whilst diose persecuted and dissatisfied with unfulfilled liberation war 
goals,, where treated as 'subjects'. 

Ass we shall frequendy return to die above described transfer of roles, it is pertinent 
too dwell on diis conceptualisation here. What is central in the 'translation' of 
Mamdani'ss notion of citizen and subject to die post-indpendent era, is die power 
relationn and die perceptions connected to it. Thus, key for understanding the ana-
lyticall  usage of Mamdani's framework in diis way is die dichotomy of rulers and 
ruledd as mirrored from the colonial period, and die mediods of control involved. 

4411 See chapter two pp. 63-65 regarding the Zipa experience, and Mugabe on three internal 
'rebelliouss developments', pp. 102-103. 
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Thee emphasis here is on the institutional and mental inheritance of authoritarian 
usee of power and how it was manifested at post-independence. The transfer of the 
citizenn and subject concept into the post-independent era, is therefore not an as-
sumptionn that Zanu (PF) consciously placed Ndebele citizens as their 'rural coloni-
al'' subjects. Instead, the analytical usage of the Mamdani framework rather leans 
onn the insight into how from the onset of colonial penetration power, ethnicity, and 
violencee became interconnected. Thus, the Zanu (PF) being conceptualised as 'cit-
izens'' relates to the party's power ambitions and historically ingrained perceptions 
off  authority, legitimacy and rule. This is exemplified through the ruling party's at-
temptt to fundamentally suppress the existing opposition as had the colonial rul-
ers.. This interpretation will be further illuminated below, as the narrative crystal-
lisess patterns of colonial governance and rule being repeated and reproduced in 
thee Matabeleland conflict. Thus, conceptually, we shall note how patterns from 
thee colonial war of citizens ruling the subjects repeated and reproduced, when 
formerr subjects (now citizens) began to rule their former fellow subjects. 

Onee of the significant examples of power relations in the Matabeleland conflict is 
thee question if dissidents' rights in front of the law. In Mamdani's conceptualisa-
tionn the notion of rights is central. Following his understanding, subjects' rights 
weree attributed to community, the African being ruled by customary law. The sub-
jectt was thus not defined as a native but a tribesperson (Mamdani 1996:292). How 
didd dissidents define their rights? Coming out of the colonial war, dieir definition 
wass no doubt as 'citizens' - with rights to participate on equal terms in the Zimba-
bweann polity. In the conflict however, dissidents rights as 'citizens' were in terms of 
civil ,, political and legal rights not fully recognised (interview Coltart, 1994). Had 
forr example their legal rights been acknowledged, dissidents would have been 
treatedd as criminals and would without exception have had to stand for criminal 
law.. According to government discourse however, it was legitimate to kill dissidents 
withoutt hearings and trials, as did die army and the Fifth Brigade. Thus instead of 
beingg defined as 'citizens', using Mamdani's conceptualisation, dissidents were 
treatedd as the rural subjects and members of a tribe under Native Autiiority, where 
forcee was legitimately used. Premier Mugabe mirrored a suprachief with unques-
tionablee authority, disciplining subjects opposing his rule. The government, on the 
otherr hand, derived its right to act from democratically executed elections and the 
frameworkk of civilian law and civil society. 

Thee question of rights is closely linked to that of legitimacy. What gives an actor 
diee legitimacy to act die way he/she does? Dissident legitimacy became a central 
issuee as die conflict developed. Paradoxically, whilst ex-Zipra dissidents did not 
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havee formal Zapu legitimacy, but acted as if they had, the government claimed ex-
Zipraa dissidents as having Zapu legitimacy, but acted as though they did not have 
it.. This complexity resulted in confusion as to the objectives and intentions of both 
ex-Zipraa and government interventions, and caused government policy decision-
makingg to lack transparency. Firstly, we examine ex-Zipra dissident legitimacy. 

Ass oudined in the previous chapter, ex-Zipra dissidents functioned outside the law. 
Theyy did not have a guerrilla legitimacy as their actions were not sanctioned nor ex-
tensivelyy supported. Yet the ex-Zipra dissidents did not act without a sense of legiti-
macy.. In the conflict they used the former liberation war legitimacy to validate their 
actions.. This validity allowed for self-defence, as well as military attacks, violence 
andd destruction. Thus the perceptions linked historically to a situation in which a 
politicall  goal had given legitimacy to violence. These perceptions reproduced in the 
conflict,, and as previously, violence was seen as 'just'. Noting die accounts by ex-
Zipraa dissidents recorded in the Voices section442, Irwin-Zarecka's conclusion be-
comescomes transparent: that it is the meaning given to an event, rather man the event it-
selff  which is of importance. The ex-Zipra dissidents recount the meaning of their 
actions,, leaving out the violence mey were responsible for (the event itself). Thus, for-
mallyy the ex-Zipra dissidents did not have Zapu/Zipra legitimacy. However, based 
onn their previous status, belief of self-defence and the right to act against govern-
ment'ss policies, the ex-Zipra dissidents created a legitimacy to act - even if it was one 
whichh lacked official sanctions from odiers than diemselves. This caused confusion 
particularlyy amongst civilians, who were uncertain of the intentions of die ex-Zipra 
dissidents,, not knowing what or who gave the ex-Zipra dissidents legitimacy to act. 

Contraryy to the ex-Zipra dissidents' stance, in die government's view Zapu be-
stowedd dissidents tiieir legitimacy. In government discourse the claim was that 
Zapuu sanctioned, supplied and directed ex-Zipra activities in order to overthrow 
thee Zanu (PF) majority government. This was put forward despite a Zapu-dissi-
dentt connection being denied by bom the party and the ex-Zipra dissidents, and 
thee fact that government filed court cases never found evidence for the claimed 
Zapu-ex-Zipraa dissident connection. Being a cornerstone in government discourse 
andd a justification for massive military action, the government nevertheless insisted 
onn the ex-Zipra dissident legitimacy being diat of Zapu. However, instead of offi-
ciallyy confronting the Zapu party structure (and coalition partner) with the govern-
mentt allegations and possibly discuss ex-Zipra dissident grievances, the govern-
mentt opted for armed confrontation based on the logic that the dissidents were 

Seee same occurrence in Zimbabwe Project's film 'Called Down Home' (1993). 
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lawlesss bandits. Thus the paradox was that the government claimed that ex-Zipra 
dissidentss had Zapu legitimacy, but instead of subsequently formally confronting 
thee Zapu structure with the allegation, they acted as though ex-Zipra dissidents did 
notnot have Zapu legitimacy by ordering the total elimination of dissidents based on 
theirr criminality. This caused confusion when policy decision had to be made in 
government,, as the Matabeleland conflict was interchangeably treated as a politi-
call  problem (power competition between Zanu and Zapu), and a military problem 
(criminalss causing destruction). 

Legitimacyy was thus a key issue in the conflict, both for ex-Zipra dissidents and the 
government.. Within the framework of legitimacy, the contestants had a common 
denominator:: legitimacy to act also included legitimacy to use violence. Violence 
wass perceived to be 'just' by dissidents when punishing or killin g for example 'sell-
outs',, as it was by the government, whether treating ex-Zipra dissidents as crimi-
nalss or politically motivated actors. Connecting historically, die reactions mirrored 
previouss power relations in which opposition was forcefully put down. For both 
sidess consequences of violence were seemingly shaded by the meaning given to the 
eventt (self-defence/resistance, and 'national security' respectively), rather than the 
eventt itself (warfare). 

2.b.. Power relations: fragmentation and differentiation. 

Disparatee views of conflict actors' legitimacy and objectives became symptomatic 
ass the conflict evolved. Actors and diose affected interpreted what occurred, and 
why,, in distinctly dissimilar ways, and as die conflict ensued certain perspectives 
cemented. . 

Whatt is crucial to note in the development of dissimilar views, is the government 
realisationn of fragmentation and differentiation used for power purposes. 

Ass the disparate perceptions of the conflict had an impact on political positioning 
andd decision-making it is useful to attempt to identify and formulate certain 
strands.. Examining media and other sources, several versions of why and how the 
conflictt took place are identifiable. One may generalise the official discourse re-
gardingg the conflict presented by government ministers, civil servants, and Zanu 
(PF)) members into the following positioning: the government took military measures to 
eliminateeliminate dissidents and to incriminate dissident supporters (supporters being identified as Zjipu 

members/sympathisers),members/sympathisers), who were considered a threat to national security and national unity. 

Inn contrast to the official government discourse, the positioning put forward by 
conflictt victims, those generally affected, and a number of ex-Zipra dissidents, can 
bee generalised and formulated as follows: the government and the ruling party pursued a 
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militarymilitary operation in Matabeleland justified by dissident activities, in order to eliminate political 

opposition;,opposition;, as well as to marginalize, suppress and inflict injuries on people identifying themsehes 

asas part of theNdebele ethnic identity.^ 

Whatt is apparent from this crystallisation of views is the incongruity in the place-
mentt of a conflict cause. Whereas the government side considers the conflict to be 
aboutt the defence of national security, the summery of conflicting perspectives plac-
ess the emphasis on an offence against opposition and a certain ethnic identity The 
greatt discrepancy of views caused the understanding and meaning given to actions 
takenn by conflict actors, to be continuously in conflict. 

Inn the context of disparate conflict views, the ex-Zipra dissidents' two main points 
off  government critique were 'disunity' and ethnic discrimination. We will examine 
both. . 

Disunityy was a recurrent term during the conflict, used differently by different ac-
tors.. The relative political weight of 'unity' related to the liberation war experi-
encee and the many efforts to merge Zanu and Zapu into one political and military 
force.. After many aborted attempts, the Patriotic Front nevertheless was formed. 
Ass noted in the history chapter, the Zanu initiated split-up of the Front before the 
19800 elections disappointed and outraged many Zapu members. Thus, the ques-
tionn of political unity or creating disunity had much rallying force in the conflict 
period.. This is reflected in the discourse differences. The government claimed that 
thee military intervention took place to end disunity, chaos, violence and disorder 
causedd by the dissidents. As opposed to the split dissidents were perceived to cause 
inn the country, the government put forward its own positioning being one of mul-
tiethnicity,, unity, and the protection of citizens irrespective of 'race, tribe or creed'. 

Inn the dissidents' view, the army integration process and government policy, inter-
ventionss by the police, CIO and the Fifth Brigade created disunity, chaos, violence 
andd disorder, which forced them to take action in self-defence and subsequendy 
promptedd them to respond against the government. 

Bothh historically and in the conflict situation 'disunity' is related to fragmentation. 
Bothh sides accuse the other of disintegration whilst claiming the own position be-
ingg one in defence of that which is perceived unified. The defence of that which is 
perceivedd unified is deemed imperative to the extent that taking up arms to fight 

4433 The two discourses are a synthesis from research conducted, and derives from impressions, 
memoriess and statements made by people affected and involved in the Matabeleland conflict 
throughh the author's interviews in Zimbabwe 1990—1994, and Zimbabwean newspaper articles 
publishedd at the time of the conflict, 1980-1987. 
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forr it is justified. The paradox is however, tiiat die accusations and actions taken in 
thiss cause, reinforce disintegration. 

Thee second point of ex-Zipra dissident critique was thus ethnic discrimination, 
whichh also constituted another major contradiction between existing views. In 
publicc discourse the dissidents were Zipra members, and their supporters were ei-
therr Zapu members or sympathisers. As is generally accepted, most Zapu mem-
berss were Ndebele. Based on the assumption that all dissidents were Zipra, their 
supporterss were Zapu, and that Zapu members were Ndebele, the government 
claimedd that the dissidents and ̂ apu were fighting a tribal war. 

Inn contrast to this, in the conflicting view, the claim put forward was that the govern-
mentment was fighting a tribal war. Victims and affected, particularly those subjected to the 
Fifthh Brigade operations, repeatedly related how die soldiers stated their aim to 
eradicatee the Ndebele. In this view die perception of government nationhood and 
unityy was based on Shona supremacy. 

Thee disparate views on ethnic discrimination were substantially influenced by gov-
ernmentt discourse and interventions in which ethnic differentiation was an impor-
tantt component. What we have seen from die above examples is fragmentation 
andd differentiation in operation, based on the output of government discourse and 
policy.. The disparate views of defence and offence were repeatedly reinforced by 
governmentt and dissidents actions and reactions. However, mainly the part of the 
populationn direcdy affected by the conflict (primarily population in Matabeleland 
North,, South and parts of Midlands) realised the major discrepancy in views, as 
theyy were the ones who experienced the contradiction between government dis-
coursess and government policy. Thus, die effects of government policies of frag-
mentationn and differentiation occurred in the camp in which die government 
wantedd to consolidate its' power position, whilst for the remaining population gov-
ernmentt discourse and policy may have appeared as non-contradictory. 

Consequentlyy one may generalise that two poles developed: tiiose disagreeing with 
governmentt intervention (realising contradictions in discourse and policy), and 
thosee supporting government policies (seeing the conflict as presented by govern-
mentt discourse). Between die poles die space widened as the conflict developed. 

Onee of the reasons for die space to widen between views was historical, and relat-
edd to the difference in Zanu-Zapu relations in pre- and post-independence. Whilst 
interr and intra ethnic tension and power competition was present in Zanu and 
Zapuu during the liberation war, both parties fought a common enemy - the racist 
minorityy government. Thus, both parties were in opposition, without access to 
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statee power. In the Matabeleland conflict however, power relations had changed. 
Ex-Zipraa dissidents' perceived themselves and Zapu being with lesser power than 
theyy deserved and where formally mandated to have. Zanu PF and the govern-
mentt found the ex-Zipra dissidents without a cause, generating destabilisation. In 
thiss conflict situation, having lost the previous common enemy definition, the ten-
sionn of political power competition and ethnic differences present in the previous 
historicall  experience now came to the fore in a different light. Zanu and Zapu 
weree parties in a political power competition, and each party had followers divided 
too a great extent based on ethnic identity (Zanu/Shona - Zapu/Ndebele). Due to 
thee political competition and antagonism, the ethnic identities were in effect in a 
positionn of competition and hostility as well. In this new setting and as the conflict 
developed,, ethnic and political tension polarised and consolidated rapidly. The 
spacee between conflicting poles grew. 

Thee government policy in which discourse and actions were diametrically op-
posed,, - claiming multiethnicity and unity whilst operating with policies of frag-
mentationn and differentiation, - was not accidental. As we have noted, fragmenta-
tionn and differentiation were methods used by Rhodesian colonial regimes for con-
troll  purposes. In the Matabeleland conflict they operated similarly, as a strength-
eningg of power positions. Connecting back to Mamdani's understanding of colo-
niall  rule, he noted that 'occupying powers learned that if popular resistance could 
nott be smashed frontally, it would have to be fragmented through reform' (1996: 
90).. As an alternative to racism tribalism would be an effective mode of control, as 
'tribee would dissolve the majority of the colonised into several tribal minorities' 
(1996:90).. Simultaneously, the mode of control would be the mode of representa-
tion.. 'Control and representation were two sides of the same coin, which would 
eventuallyy make a single fit;  the mode of representation, whether racial or tribal, 
wouldd shape the lines along which natives would organise and in turn avail the 
statee corresponding avenues of native control' (1996:90). In Rhodesia colonial rul-
erss followed the above pattern, resisted and fought by nationalist forces. The lesson 
learnedd and used by the newly independent government was the double purpose 
off  'representation'. Whilst forming a coalition government ensuring liberation 
forces'' representation, and arguing for unity against minority splits and tribalism, 
itt acted in order to sustain its hegemony and create a one-party state based on its 
exclusivee rule. Thus, through the government's interventions in the conflict, it 
causedd fragmentation, whilst simultaneously giving the impression of democratic 
rulee through representation, when in fact its rule was an effective mode of power 
andd control. 
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2.c.. Power relations: The role of'tribalism' 

Ass political polarisation intensified, actors increasingly used ethnic overtones in 
discourse.. The fact that Zanu and Zapu were parties in political power competi-
tion,, and that each party had followers divided to a great extent based on ethnic 
identity,, does however not explain why ethnicity become central in the conflict. As 
Doornboss puts it 'Ethnicity as such does not explain anything; it needs to be ex-
plained'' (Doornbos 1991:56). To find possible answers we turn back to the Rhode-
siann historical experience. 

Ass discussed in the history chapter, nationalist organisations during the colonial 
periodd were highly conscious regarding choice of being national not tribal in ori-
entation.. It was central to create ideological frameworks overcoming divide. Dif-
ferencee in terms of origin was not to be a central theme for platforms. Simultane-
ouslyy organisations were sensitive to tribal representation and balance. Neverthe-
lesss ethnic tension was constantly present. Sithole argues that the nationalist move-
ments'' omission of an internal ethnicity analysis was tied to three factors: the 
strugglee was conceptualised as one between the blacks and the whites; an internal 
'self-analysis'' in terms of ethnicity would have been a 'hazardous exercise earning 
enemies'' in various ethnic factions; and due to the Marxist discourse at the time, in 
whichh ethnicity and tribalism was considered as 'false consciousness', the phenom-
enonn was dismissed (Sithole 1980:19^20). 

Anotherr important element leading to dismissal of ethnicity as a phenomenon was 
thatt tribalism was conceptualised as a colonial divide and rule device. Thus, an 
analysiss of ethnicity and tribalism as an independent factor was not recognised. 
Instead,, tribalism was conceptualised as an effect of colonialism.444 Seen in this light 
tribalismm was recognised as a.policy used by colonial powers. Thus tribalism was a 
politicall  instrument or tool which could be selected to use. Conversely, one could 
choosee not to adhere to it, be part of or influenced by it. To choose to use tribalism 
couldd then also be connected to blame for doing so. Subsequently, a tension existed 
betweenn the lack of acknowledgement and conceptualisation of tribalism as an 
inherentt part of nationalist party experience, and the use of it in political dis-
course. . 

Thee tension of not giving tribalism conceptual space whilst the phenomenon was 
inn active political use carried over to the post-independence era. There it repro-
ducedd as the intertwined political and ethnic identities consolidated. A frustrated 
voicee remembering the conflict period registers this dilemma: 

Forr this conceptualisation, see Mamdani 1996:185 
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TheyThey have the majority of power, they have the majority of land, they have the majority 

ofof resources as well What does hurt me in the process of reconciliation is that even in 

thethe distribution of resources, at whatever level, there is no sensitivity to assuaging 

geographicalgeographical or ethnic considerations. If you say this to the Government, which is 

dominateddominated by one ethnic group they say your behaviour and your actions are tribalistk 

inin making that charge. That is what annoys me. Every time you confront Shona 

speakingspeaking people they say you are being tribalistk, andyetyou know that they are using 

thethe threat of tribahsm to carry out tribal activities (interview [anonymous], 1993). 

Thus,, on the one hand tribalism was not allowed independent conceptual space in 
relationn to political experience, nor in power relations historically and at the time. 
Simultaneously,, tribalism was used accusatorily of those different minded or in 
organisedd competition and opposition. In the conflict, each side denied the use of 
tribalism,, nevertheless, both sides blamed the other for using it. As tribalism was 
foremostt considered a colonial divide and rule device, it had rallying force and the 
weightt of the blame was heavy. 

Mamdani'ss conceptualisation of ethnicity and power offers another understand-
ingg of tribalism than the one described here and adopted by many in the national-
istt organisations. He argues that to understand tribalism as an effect of colonialism 
offerss only a partial view of the creation of ethnic identities, as tribalism is the very 
formform of colonial rule' {1996:185).445 Mamdani concludes that 'understanding eth-
nicityy exclusively as an artefact of colonial rule', the other side is missed: that 'eth-
nicityy is also a form of the anticolonial revolt' (1996:185). In his framework ethnic-
ityy defined the parameters of rule, and therefore also defined the resistance against 
it.. Ethnicity became a dimension of both power/resistance, and problem/solu-
tions.tions. This reproduction, according to Mamdani, caused the liberation move-
mentss to carry ethnic fragmentation from within. He further notes that how liber-
ationn movements understood themselves being shaped by the power they fought, 
sett the course of their development. 

Conceptualisingg the tensions present in the nationalist movements in the pre-inde-
pendencee period according to the Mamdani understanding, offers insight into why 
tribalismm became central in the conflict - reproducing unresolved tensions and con-
flictss historically cemented during colonial rule. The ethnic and racial separation 
andd fragmentation brought on by Cecil Rhodes in a continuation until Ian Smith's 
government,, was inescapably carried by Zanu and Zapu. Following Mamdani's rea-
soningg of ethnicity and power being intrically linked, pre-independence conflicts 

Emphasiss added. 
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betweenn Zanu and Zapu inescapably carried inter-ethnic tension and differentiation 

ass a result of the pre-colonial and colonial experiences, inherently imprinting etiinic-

ityy in die nationalist movements. In the course of die liberation war differentiation 

becamee geographically defined as well, in Zanu operating mainly in Shona speaking 

areass and Zapu in Ndebele speaking areas. Following the above line of argumenta-

tion,tion, in die conflict between Zanu-Zapu, Zipra-Zanla in the pre-independence peri-

odd ethnicity cannot be neither dismissed nor divorced as a phenomenon. Thus, rath-

err than tribalism being conceptualised as an effect of colonialism, ethnicity and tribal-

ismm are, when applying the Mamdani framework, seen to be an inherent component. 

Whatt difference does such a conceptual distinction make, and how does it tie to the 

polarisedd ethnic and political fragmentation and differentiation in the conflict? 

Centrall  to the distinction is the functioning of denial and blame which operates 

andd carries immense rallying force in the conflict. Discussing transitions Mamdani 

arguess that democratisation includes to dismantle the mode of rule organised on 

thee basis of fused power. He defines that: 

Thee antidote to a mode of rule that accentuates difference, ethnic in this 
case,, cannot be to deny446 difference, but to historicize it. Faced with the 
powerr that fragments an oppressed majority into so many self-enclosed 
culturallyy defined minorities, the burden of resistance must be both to 
recognisee and transcend the points of difference (Mamdani 1996:296). 

Referringg to the transfer of power in the South African case, Mamdani notes the 

wayy in which actors were shaped by the nature of power, but not yet having come 

too grips with its nature nor means to transcend the many ways in which power 

fragmentedd circumstances and experiences. Tools for response were dierefore 

lackingg (Mamdani 1996:272). Applying Mamdani 's understanding to the current 

case,, the dissidents came out of a colonial legacy of institutional power, a set-up 

whichh in Mamdani vocabulary was a mode of absolute power centrally orchestrat-

edd and locally fused into the rule of the chief. In the Matabeleland conflict ex-

Zipraa dissidents found themselves in a conflict situation mirroring that they had 

recentlyy and victoriously come out of. With the exception however, that govern-

mentt actors were their former fellow 'subjects', who now where those who used 

tribalismm (rather than the colonial power) in the conflict. Dissidents did however 

nott historicize the phenomenon as urged by Mamdani, which, following the M a m-

danii  logic, would have brought them to the realisation that resisting tribalism tiiey 

mustt both recognise its operation in terms of power, and transcend the points of 

Emphasiss added. 
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differencee it brought. Furthermore, if tribalism had been conceptualised as an in-
herent,, an element present in the political fabric without options to exclude, it 
wouldd have been overt that both the government and the ex-Zipra dissidents were 
carrierss of the phenomenon. Denial and blame would subsequently have lost their 
edgee as propaganda tools and the rallying force would have diminished. Most im-
portantlyy however, seeing ethnicity as inherently linked to power struggle, the ex-
Zipraa dissidents may have gained insight into how power and ethnicity was used in 
orderr to fragment opposition. This may have allowed them to also see themselves 
ass merely one part of a larger picture. However, as 'staying alive' was one of the 
motivatingg objectives, instead of historical analysis, the ex-Zipra dissidents re-
spondedd in patterns ingrained during the colonial period. In Mamdani's conceptu-
alisationn - 'ethnicity as a form of anticolonial revolt'. However, in this time period 
thee revolt was against the new government, not colonial rulers. 

Thee new government, coming out of the historical experience of non-recognition 
off  tribalism as an independent factor in politics, had the same conceptual starting 
pointt as ex-Zipra dissidents: tribalism seen as an effect of colonial rule. The new 
governmentt however, inheriting institutional power, was reproducing colonial 
powerr relations. Modes of absolute power repeated both in terms of colonial tra-
dition,, but also as had been the competition between Zanu and Zapu in the 1960s. 
Thenn members of the nationalist organisations had at times identified each other 
ass enemies - as two sides with irreconcilable difference - and in which the winner 
emergedd at the cost of over-powering the other. Zanu executive Shamuyrira's 
commentt regarding the 1960s could be translated to the 1980s: 'It had to be com-
pletee victory or defeat for one party or the other'. The great difference between the 
1960ss and the 1980s however was, as noted above, that Zanu was in a position of 
hegemony,, legally entrusted to the party through elections. Having this power, they 
usedd tribalism as had their predecessors: as a divide and rule device. 

2.d.. Power relations: Socialisation and Memory 

Inn the above sections we have attempted to analyse ex-Zipra dissidents' positioning 
andd actions in relation to government responses. We can conclude that in the new-
lyy independent Zimbabwe the nature of power had not changed compared to that of 
thee late colonial period. However, power relations between actors, primarily Zanu 
andd Zapu, were distincdy different from pre-in dependence days. To crystallise 
howw power relations changed, a synthesis is here made focusing on circumstances, 
historicall  experience, responses and effects. To this synthesis the role of memory is 
added,, in order to highlight the presence of both the 'institutional framework' and 
thee 'mental framework' in power relations. 
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Powerr relations between actors were distinctly different in pre-and post independ-
encee times as circumstances had changed. Zanu (PF) was in a majority position in 
government,, a government in which PF Zapu was an invitee coalition minority 
party.. Both parties had the liberation war experience behind them, both in terms 
off  successful counter insurgency warfare and state level institutional power re-
sponses.. Another circumstance was that the political sphere had changed drastical-
lyy with the measurement of political competition carried out through elections. 
Politicall  allegiance and votes became imperative. The political power competition 
betweenn Zanu and Zapu also changed shape as the common enemy of colonial 
rulee was removed. In terms of perceptions, the recalled circumstances from the 
liberationn war were fully operational in the current situation. The memories with 
whichh people interpreted the present were related to previous social relationships, 
connectedd to identities and social roles (Tonkin 1992:12,117). Thus, the change of 
circumstancess shifted power relations, whilst operating perceptions were closely 
linkedd to previous social relations and identity. 

Intoo these circumstances historical experience was carried from the pre-independence 
era.. Political competition between Zanu and Zapu violently starting in the 1960s, 
Zipra-Zanlaa fighting in the late 1970s, numerous aborted merger efforts, and the 
Patrioticc Front split before the 1980 elections, brought the two nationalists parties 
intoo post-independence with a scarred history. This history included an ethnic 
componentt of the Shona-Ndebele dichotomy, reinforced over time. Another influ-
entiall  historical experience was the legitimacy to act through popular support, 
whichh included violence both as a method and ideology. In terms of power rela-
tions,tions, governance structure, modes of rule, and resistance were inescapably part of 
historicall  experience. 

Memoryy was another inescapable and inseparable part of historical experience. 
Alonsoo notes that representations of the past are organised by interpretative 
schemess and by discursive strategies that produce effects of truth. In order to be 
credible,, histories have to be authoritative; effects of truths are also effects of pow-
er.. Power and memory are most intimately embraced in the presentations of offi-
ciall  histories that are central to the production and reproduction of hegemony 
(Alonsoo 1988:50). Alonso also quotes Aron in 'the past is never definitively fixed 
exceptt when it has no future' (1988:51). 

Thus,, in the sphere of politics memory is inherently linked to power and ideology. 
Zanu'ss and Zapu's representations of the past were linked to power and ideology, 
eachh reproducing their 'truth'. However, Zanu being in a position of hegemony, 
usedd also memory in that purpose. For example, Zapu's role in the liberation war 
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wass downgraded, whilst memory of Zanu and Zanla efforts were elevated. The 
pastt was thus not 'fixed', but took a new shape in the output of hegemonic percep-
tions. . 

Thee circumstances, with historical baggage attached, developed into destabilisa-
tion.. A number of responses and counter-responses took place. Ex-Zipra dissidents 
pickedd up arms, (as did bandits and South African sponsored 'Super-Zapu'). Gov-
ernmentt denied rights to dissidents of any category and responded with military 
actions.. Ex-Zipra dissidents in turn responded by reproducing method, ideology, 
legitimacyy and tactics from the previous circumstances. The government's reac-
tion,, in addition to military actions, was to use methods and tactics used by the 
previouss government: fragmentation and ethnic differentiation. 

Lookingg at responses and counter-responses it is notable how memory work contrib-
utedd not only to perceptions but to concrete action taken in the current situation. 
Bothh ex-Zipra dissidents and the government reproduced historical responses, fol-
lowingg the logic noted by Tonkin, that past events are shaped in reflexivity as a guide 
too future action. Thus, this makes transparent a key issue brought up previously: per-
ceptionss are the basis for decision-making. This seemingly self-evident conclusion is 
neverthelesss the synthesis of a complex memory process. Tonkin quotes Cumbales 
explainingg that 'although events occurred in the past, we live their consequences to-
dayy and must act upon them now. For this reason, what already occurred is in front 
off  the observer, because that is where it can be corrected. History is, therefore, most 
relevantt to the present and is of the present' (Tonkin 1992:127). 

Thee responses to the conflict had a number of effects. Using fragmentation and eth-
nicc differentiation as tool to fight the local Matabeleland destabilisation caused an 
overtt intertwining of political and ethnic identity. The polarisation was mainly due 
too two government presented assumptions: generally equating dissidents to be 
Zapu/Zipraa members, their supporters being Zapu members or sympathisers, 
whoo in turn were assumed to be Ndebele, and secondly by claiming that dissidents 
weree fighting on the basis of ethnic identification. Ex-Zipra dissidents on the other 
hand,, denied rights of expression and legal defence, and responding to govern-
ment'ss statements and actions, continued destabilisation. A response to the many 
actionss and counter actions was the development of highly disparate views of why 
thee conflict took place. The government put forward that it took military measures 
too eliminate dissidents and to incriminate dissidents supporters, whilst an unofficial 
vieww saw the government pursuing a military operation in Matabeleland justified 
byy dissident activity in order to eliminate opposition and to marginalize people 
identifyingg themselves as part of Ndebele ethnic identity. 
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Crystallisingg the disparate views of motives for the conflict is important for two 
reasons:: it highlights how perceiving is a highly selective process where events are 
perceivedd against a background of attitudes and predispositions (Campbell in 
Dorn/Sigalll  1977:300), and that subsequently decision-making based on percep-
tionss is directly linked to this selectivity (as opposed to 'rational decision-making'). 
Thiss again is seemingly self-evident, however, the consequences of such decision-
makingg particularly in a conflict situation may have grave consequences. The 
complexityy of perceiving and making sense of the past and the present, and the 
dangerr of the inherent selectivity of perceptions as a basis for decision-making, lies 
inn Ricoeur's point that 'our reflection can only be partial since we are simultane-
ouslyy the subjects, in both a political and a phenomenological sense, and the ob-
jectss of our own understanding' (Alonso 1988:51). The disparate views of the 
backgroundd to why the conflict developed, is an example of 'partial reflection', as 
thee actors were both subjects and objects of their own understanding of the event 
andd its historical background. 

2.e.. Conclusion 

Inn terms of power relations, the imprint of colonial power and control is the com-
monn denominator in the Matabeleland conflict's circumstances, historical experi-
ence,, responses and effects. Assimilated in the colonial process, constantly rein-
forcedd in the liberation war and fanned by government discourse and actions, edi-
nicityy was inescapably linked with power, governance and rule. History repeated 
itselff  both in terms of mirroring patterns of absolute power, but also in terms of 
responsess to those patterns. 

Connectingg back to the three layers of understanding noted in the previous sec-
tion,tion, namely governance structure, modes of rule, and resistance, we can conclude 
firstlyy that no overnight changes took place regarding the structural way of organ-
isingising power. Centrally and locally power was executed much in the same way as in 
thee late colonial period, although the ideological basis was entirely different as 
weree the government ambitions for change.447 The modes of rule as conceptual-
isedd by Mamdani, racial rule centrally and tribal rule locally, had transformed as 
thee racially dominated rule had been replaced. Similarly and subsequently, resist-
ancee had transformed. However, key to die understanding of post-independent 
powerr relations and the development of the Matabeleland conflict is that whilst 
powerr relations had changed,perceptions of power had not changed. The layers of 
understandingg regarding power relations, framed by socialisation and memory, 

Forr details on government reforms in the 1980s, see Stoneman/Clifie 1989:168-175. 
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continuedd to operate. Thus, conformity to rule, internalisation of values and re-
sistancee to that which was perceived oppressive were in motion just like before in-
dependence.. Consequently, actors had changed, however, the way in which the 
neww actors executed power in relation to opposition had not, as their mental 
frameworkk remained in the colonial setting. Patterns from colonial rule of 'citi-
zens'' ruling the 'subjects' repeated and reproduced. 

3.. The Fift h Brigade : Power and Violence . 

Thee violence conducted by dissidents and other recorded civil unrest prompted mil-
itaryy action by the government. Since the Entumbane clashes (1980/1981) military 
operationss were continuously carried out in Matabeleland North and South, and 
continuedd in various forms until the Unity Agreement was made public in Decem-
berr 1987. Neither ex-Zipra dissidents nor the government experienced mediation 
andd conflict resolution a possibility, avoiding violence, destruction and the suffering 
off  innocent civilians. The government's choice of army strategy back-lashed howev-
er,, rather than containing dissident activity the government's harsh military interven-
tiontion led to more army desertions and promoted further violence. 

Ass discussed in the previous chapter, in 1983-1984 the Matabeleland conflict 
reachedd a peak in which the scale of organised violence affected several thousand 
people.. The army conducted unambiguous, indiscriminate and massive targeting 
off  civilians through army counter-insurgency operations in Matabeleland North/ 
South/Midlandss provinces. Based on the assumption that the dissidents operated 
throughh Zapu political structures, the government attempted by various means to 
breakk down the opposition party's organisation. Bearing the colonial and libera-
tiontion war experiences in mind, local structure control was crucial. The focus was 
therebyy not per se to eradicate dissidents, as claimed. 

Thee government's presentation of events, although possibly lacking in information 
andd overview of dissident intentions, was used in the interest of the ruling party's 
powerr position. Since Zapu was linked to dissident legitimacy, the threat of power 
seizuree was argued to be extensive, which in turn was used as a justification for 
armedd confrontation. As noted earlier, in this argument the government inter-
changeablyy conceptualised the conflict as a political or a military problem. 

Partt of the argument of the dissident issue being a military problem, was the proof 
off  the then South African governments' destabilisation activities within Zimba-
bwe,, particularly the so called Super Zapu elements. The threat of South African 
destabilisationn was duly stressed particularly in parliament, where with six months 
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intervals,, the government argued for an extension of the state of emergency. How-
ever,, when examining the government media coverage of the Matabeleland con-
flictt (1980-1987), there is relatively littl e written about the South .African infiltra-
tion.. One can only speculate as to the political and security reasons for this. Yet it 
seemss a choice was made, for had the South African infiltration been the centre of 
thee government discourse, the political Zapu versus Zanu dispute (including the 
ethnicc elements) would have taken on a different dimension. How does one justify 
aa crackdown on Zapu if the enemy is the South African government? Instead, the 
officiall  government discourse did not stress international destabilisation (although 
havingg proof of South African agents operating in Matabeleland during this time), 
butt claimed Zapu to be responsible for the dissident activities. 

Whatt this choice of discourse indicates is that although the government claimed 
thee Matabeleland conflict to be a military problem, the focus of the official dis-
coursee was on a political dispute: power competition between Zanu and Zapu. 
However,, when the government was approached in parliament to deal with the 
problemm politically, a political solution was rejected in favour of a military solu-
tion.. Thus, the government seemed to have had two strategies: one in which gov-
ernmentt discourse was oriented toward the political problem (Zapu versus Zanu), 
whilstt simultaneously making decisions based on the conflict conceptualised as a 
militaryy problem ('Lawlessness can not be solved by political debates').448 However, 
whenn ope rationalising the military intervention, a return was made to the political 
conceptualisationn of the problem, as Zapu members and structures where target-
ed.. For members of parliament and the public outside the affected areas however, 
thee chosen army strategies were not evident. Despite CCJP's and others' attempts 
too inform the public, at the time litde was known particularly of the horrors of the 
Fifthh Brigade. 

3.a.. The Pacification of 'Undesirable Ideas' 

Havingg being formed in order to handle 'insecurity' by 'malcontents', the Fifth Bri-
gadee was nevertheless trained to operate as an infantry facing a modern warfare sit-
uation,, including chemical and nuclear weapons. The one year uninterrupted train-
ingg by North Koreans was to produce a highly effective army unit, whilst outside the 
barrackss a politicised military conflict was under way. Upon graduation, the Brigade 
receivedd instructions to deploy in Matabeleland in counter-insurgency operations, 
resultedd in an anti-climax for the soldiers, who were ready for 'big fire fights' rather 
thann a small guerrilla force. The latter was perceived as 'a big bore'. 

Robertt Mugabe (Murders Part, 1984). 
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Thee government and Zanu (PF) did however not perceive the task given of lesser 
importance.. Instead, the Brigade was given the challenge to politically reorient 
Matabelelandd civilians. According to Mugabe the brigade's philosophy was that of 
Zanuu (PF)'s and the approach was 'not just the gun' but it was also 'political as dur-
ingg the liberation war'. Trained for a specific problem and answerable directly to 
thee Prime Minister, die Fifth Brigade acquired a particular status - one which was 
connectedd to power. 

Centrall  to the Brigade's military operations was die assumption that dissidents op-
eratedd interchangeably as civilians/guerrillas and had local backing. Therefore 
brigadee operations could not be solely focused on identifiable dissidents, instead 
civiliann targeting was a clear Brigade goal. Once the 'armed element was re-
moved'' a new phase followed where contacts were replaced witi i metiiods to 'al-
ienatee or pacify undesirable ideas still embedded in die local population'. Pacifica-
tionn dirough coercion took place in the form of 'pungwes', using the method of 
guerrillaa political education extended to civilians during die war. The message was 
too cease witi i dissident support, realise that local political orientation was 'wrong', 
andd to accept government audiority. The underlying assumption was that civilians 
weree Zapu members or sympadiisers, and that die (coalition) government's politi-
call  orientation was diat of Zanu (PF). 

Whatt is apparent witi i the above description is the reproduction of historical expe-
riencerience both in terms of actions and perceptions. Despite die formation of a Zim-
babweann army (ZNA) which was to be non-political, the Fifdi Brigade was revert-
edd into die liberation war mode, both in terms of orientation and method. The dif-
ferencee between die pre and post-independent situations was however that during 
diee liberation war guerrilla soldiers' politicisation amongst civilians was based on 
thee liberation of colonial oppression. Put simply: guerrillas were 'right' in their 
politicall  orientation, whilst die colonial rulers were 'wrong' - imposing tiieir rule 
andd values. In the current context, the situation had reversed. Now the rulers were 
'right',, demanding belief in dieir audiority and assimilation of dieir political val-
ues,, whilst civilians were assumed to be 'wrong' in political orientation. Linking 
backk to our previous discussion noting that post-independence power relations had 
changed,, but perceptions of power continued to be those prevailing during die 
coloniall  period, we can note die same pattern here. Power relations between Zanu 
andd Zapu had changed, but die way in which Zanu PF used its hegemonic position 
wass based on perceptions emanating from power relations anchored in colonial 
rule.. Absolute power enabled centrally enforced local control. Opposition was 
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dealtt with by using force. Not in terms of race, but in terms of power relations 'cit-
izens'' ruling the 'subjects' reproduced. 

3.b.. The Militarisation of Ethnic Identity 

Thee Fifth Brigade's objective of civilian targeting is disclosed by the results of its 
firstt Matabeleland deployment (January-July 1983). Within the first six weeks 
moree than 2.000 civilians were killed, thousands had been assaulted in public mass 
beatings,, and hundreds of homesteads were burnt. Most of the dead were killed in 
publicc executions. Those particularly selected were Zapu members, ex-Zipra com-
batantss or army deserters. The Brigade pattern of intervention consisted of waves 
off  intense brutality, followed by random incidents of beatings and executions. The 
reoccurrencee caused constant anxiety for renewed attacks. 

Whenn the Brigade redeployed (September 1983), the pacification campaign was 
evidentlyy changed to tactics of terror in order to induce extreme fear. This re-
quiredd a political decision, according to the Commander, as such a campaign is 
beyondd the authority of the army. The new strategy was of a clandestine charac-
ter,, as operations shifted from the village setting to interrogation camps. Civilians 
weree assembled (without detention orders) and in truckloads transported to make-
shiftt army centres in which structural conditions were created and enforced to in-
ducee maximum hardship. Survivors report the use of electric shocks, excessive 
beating,, rape, genital mutilation and fundamentally dehumanising activities where 
ethnicityy and sexuality were central. In addition to torture, food denial and forced 
labourr (such as grave excavating) were administered. Corpses were buried inside 
thee camp and in mine shafts. 

Ann instrumental element in the Fifth Brigade operations was its ethnic stance. Vic-
timss accounts repeatedly emphasise the ethnic discourse used by soldiers, victimis-
ingg people identifying with die Ndebele ethnic group, and stressing Shona superi-
ority.. Soldiers often told civilians that their task was to 'wipe out the Ndebeles', one 
off  die reasons being crimes conducted by Ndebele ancestors towards Shona ances-
tors.. The Commander explains tiiat the occurrence was due to 'superiority and 
inferiorityy complexes' between the two tribes, and a drive to 'settle old scores'. In 
diee Commander's view, when the ruling party claimed the Fifdi Brigade as 'its' 
army,, this also translated into an ethnic (pro-Shona) claim, which influenced the 
brigade'ss transformation to an ethnically and politically biased brigade. Operating 
underr the assumption that local structures supported die dissidents, pinpointed die 
Ndebelee civilians as justified targets. When orders had filtered down to the opera-
tionaltional level, edinicity crystallised furdier. According to the Commander, on that 
levell  political and ethnic identity had amalgamated into an enemy identification in 
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whichh the insurgent was firstly of Ndebele origin, and secondly with Zapu as polit-
icall  affiliation. Also the forms of violence used by the Fifth Brigade had culture 
specificc tendencies. For example being aware that burial and mourning where 
tearss of the living release the soul of the deceased were central in Ndebele culture, 
soldierss denied burial, instead they ordered corpses to decompose publicly, and 
killedd family members who wept. Admittingly, the Commander remembers that 
comingg down to soldiers executing operations in villages, the modus operandi 
'couldd not have any sophisticated discourse, it became simply ethnic'. 

Howw can we understand the extreme Fifth Brigade violence and its ethnic orienta-
tion? ? 

Too gain insight into the occurrences we link back to power and ethnicity in the 
coloniall  period. Mamdani notes that without taking into account how in the colo-
niall  context power was organised and how it was fought, one cannot understand 
thethe force by which colonial resistance took place (1996:286-287). In the Matabele-
landd context, similarly, without taking into account both the colonial experience 
(howw power was organised), and the experience of the liberation war, (how power/ 
authorityy was fought), one cannot understand the force by which the new govern-
mentt reacted toward the destabilisation taking place in Matabeleland. Just as in the 
coloniall  experience when resistance, in accordance with the Mamdani conceptual-
isation,, was shaped by the very structure it resisted, in the Matabeleland conflict, 
thee government response was shaped by the imprint of colonial mode of rule. 
Thus,, when rule and power were questioned by dissidents, rulers responded 
throughh state force.449 The government opted for the method and strategy used by 
themselvess to fight colonial power (counter-insurgency), however, with the power 
perceptionn previously held by the colonial government. What forcefully came 
throughh in the Fifth Brigade activities was the notion that power embedded in gov-
ernmentt centrally must be enforced locally, and that those who oppose central 
powerr must be fragmented, removed, ousted, or exterminated. The method was, 
ass in the liberation war, eroding military capacity and destroying the institutional 
structure.. Thus, the Mugabe government's decision to respond with force against 
civilianss (and dissidents), reflects continuity with the Rhodesian government's re-
sponsee of force against civilians (and 'terrorists'). 

4499 At the time of the liberation war, the Rhodesian government noted tfiat 'hearts and minds' 
operationss were dropped as the blacks were 'too primitive' to appreciate such schemes and only 
'respectedd force'. See chapter two, p. 76. Compare with Lt. Col. Munemo's outline of stages of 
interventionn in the conflict, and the choice of terror tactics to induce extreme fear, chapter three, 
pp.. 200-210. 
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Thee use of force against Matabeleland civilians did to some clearly ring a familiar, 
historicall  bell. Lt. Col. Lionel Dyke, who lead the first Task Force to Matabeleland at 
thee inception of the conflict, stated the following regarding his successors' tactics: 

II  support it [the government's strategy to deploy the Fifth Brigade]. I think quite often 

youyou have to be cruel to be kind.... I believe tlie Matabele understand that sort of liarsh 

treatment,treatment, far better tlian the treatment that I myself was giving tJiem, where we would 

justjust hunt and kill  if a man was armed - or find a man who was unarmed and seemed 

toto be a terrorist, and take, him away to be dealt with legally. That was the Rhodesian 

wayway of doing things, and I had been brought up to do. It was, I think, not all that 

successfulsuccessful The fact is that wlien the Fifth Brigade went in, they did brutally deal uitJi 

thethe problem. If you were a dissident sympathiser, you died.''50 

Lt.. Col. Dyke's statement highlights existing perceptions linked to differentiation 
andd violence. By stating that particularly the Matabele understand harsh treatment, 
impliess a comparison to another group, disclosing differentiation between groups. 
Byy stating that the same group understands a harsh treatment 'better' than 
throughh corrective measures defined through a court of law, discloses the percep-
tionn that to 'brutally deal' with the problem is legitimate. Lt. Col Dyke's support of 
thee Fifth Brigade operations also indicates a perception of state power legitimately 
beingg absolute: the right to kill dissident 'sympathisers'. 

Fromm the above reasoning we can thus conceptualise violence and its ethnic orien-
tationn as a merger of past events with current political developments. The Fifth 
Brigadee empowered by the Prime Minister, grew to see itself as a 'Shona' army 
fightingg the 'Ndebele'. Mare notes that a sense of history and origin gives coher-
encee and legitimacy to the present existence of a group, through merging past 
eventss with present identity and ideology (Mare 1993:14). The Fifth Brigade was 
drivenn by an internal ethnic coherence, legitimising its acts of violence through 
historicall  events - 'settling old scores'. Added to thiss historical component, the Bri-
gade'ss operational attitude was connected to ethnicity through the enemy identifi-
cationn given in the army and the ethnic mobilisation by carried out by the govern-
ment.. The mobilising force in using ethnic identities in political manipulation is 
welll  documented in the literature. Mare for example, notes that ethnic identity is 
frequentlyy used for political interest, as this form of representation carries multiple 
reinforcementt in the form of cultural, emotional and historical links. Under con-
ditionss of war state policies in the mobilisation of ethnic identity may play an ex-
tremelyy powerful role in how a conflict develops. Smith notes that in the mobilisa-

Lionell  Dyke, (Interview 1994) 
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tionn of ethnicity during a war, ethnic belonging and identity is activated through 
appropriatee imagery. In protracted warfare propaganda and psychological warfare 
iss used, in the aim to construct favourable self-images and negative enemy stereo-
types.. Here tapping mytfis and images common to the ethnic community drawn 
fromm previous wars and encounters are commonly used, causing ethnic group co-
hesionn (Smith 1981:390-391). 

Thee Fifth Brigade's actions and it's operations simply turning 'ethnic' can thus be 
seenn as a response in which perceptions linked to the past operated dynamically 
andd interdependently in the present. Subsequendy the Fifth Brigade created an 
identityy for themselves and anotiier for the Matabele civilians. Keeping in mind 
thatt such processes are complex, we are reminded by Hylland Eriksen's warning 
thatt identities are ambiguous, and that ambiguity is connected with a negotiable 
historyy and a negotiable cultural content (Hylland Eriksen 1993:73). Here we can 
connectt back to Irwin-Zarecka's point of how we perceive the meaning of an 
event.. Thus, identity formation, history and a cultural context are only relevant in 
relationn to which meaning we attach to it, the meaning being a result of our per-
ceptions.. How we perceive identity and ethnicity is thus central. Doornbos notes 
thatt die meaning given to ethnicity is multidimensional, as edinicity does not exist 
independendy.. Edinicity represents a single element, aspect or dimension lifted 
fromm a more complex reality, deriving itss meaning from other variables (class, state, 
power)) while in turn it can infuse such dimensions witii meaning and political clout 
(Doornboss 1991:56). The ambiguity in identities is dius connected to meaning and 
perceptions,, and diat which is negotiable is connected to our personal experience: 
memoryy and socialisation. Hence, the Fifth Brigade's arrival at simply turning 
'ethnic'' can in diis light be seen as a complex process of past and present operating 
simultaneously,, in the context of war resulting in a crude and unsophisticated for-
mulaa of etiinic violence. 

Whilstt the Fifth Brigade acted in a seemingly isolated manner in the closed off 
Matabelelandd region and where soldiers were carriers of individual perceptions of 
power,, edinicity and violence, it is however imperative to remember that die bri-
gadee acted on orders from Prime Minister Mugabe. How detailed tiieir orders 
were,, and how much of die brigade's operational mediods were instructed during 
tiieirtiieir  North Korean training, is not documented in the literature. The fact remains 
thatt die actions that were taken were conducted by a state army, on die basis of a 
policyy and executed based on orders. The point made here is tiiat whilst members 
off  the government operated with their 'institutional' and 'mental' frameworks as a 
backdropp to current decision-making, so did die soldiers in die brigade. Thus, the 
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simultaneoussimultaneous effect of a government instruction of orders and a brigade execution of 
those,, both being influenced by 'institutional' and 'mental' frameworks, reinforced 
thee outcome. 

Consequently,, we can understand the Fifth Brigade violence and its ethnic stance 
fromm a historical perspective in which the 'institutional framework' and the 'men-
tall  framework' operated simultaneously. Our definition of these frameworks, in 
simplifiedd form, is: due to the way in which power was organised in the colonial 
period,, power and ethnicity were institutionally and culturally linked; and due to 
socialisationn and memory, perceptions of power and ethnic differentiation became 
firmlyy cemented in peoples thinking and acting. The Fifth Brigade consisting of 
formerr guerrilla fighters, carried both the institutional and mental frameworks 
intoo to the conflict, whereby Matabeleland became an arena in which historical 
experiencess were released, relived and reformatted for current use. 

3.c.. Violence Past and Present 

Howw did past and present in a dynamic amalgamation affect actors? Here we first 
lookk at the army, where after we note affects on civilians. 

Wee noted above that the Fifth Brigade's actions went from a policy of pacification 
too a policy of terror tactics, and from an enemy identification of dissidents with 
locall  support, to the insurgent being an Ndebele. In both instances the Brigade's 
perspectivee became simplified and more extreme. How can we understand such a 
process?? Apter notes that political violence polarises people around affiliations 
suchh as race and ethnicity, feeds on divisions and intolerance, and generates loyal-
ties.. Apter formulates that political violence 'turns boundaries in the mind to ter-
rainss and jurisdictions on the ground' (1997:1). This compartmentalisation plant-
edd from mind to ground is in Apter's framework connected to boundary making 
andd remaking. In his view, political violence is explicitly designated for a reorder-
ingg purpose: that of smashing the old in order to reset it anew. In the quest to reset 
boundaries,, violence generates its own objects, and 'interior' meanings occur (Ap-
terr 1997:1). Apter also notes that once the violence has begun, it develops within 
itss interiority and its own rationality. It is divorced and above the rest of society. 
Apterr reminds us that interpretations and explanations need not be convincing to 
outsiders,, only to those involved. The collective's rules become binding, and pene-
trationn or violation of boundaries, goals or principles give rise to punitive outrage. 
Perpetratorss invoke their own legitimising principles, aiming at altering bounda-
ries,ries, moral and territorial (Apter 1997:6,16, 17). 
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Thee extreme violence Matabeleland civilians were subjected to in the makeshift 
interrogationn camps, cannot be explained solely by dissident destabilisation in the 
region.. The sadistic forms of torture conducted on arbitrarily selected men, wom-
enn and youth, had not much to do with if anyone was sympathetic to dissident ac-
tivityy or not. Adopting Apter's conceptualisation, it was political violence 'desig-
natedd for a reordering purpose'. The task was to 'smash the old', Zapu political 
affinity,, and to 'reset it anew', into adopting government authority. But as violence 
hadd begun, as Apter notes, it developed its own rationality. Clandestinely conduct-
edd in the makeshift camps, 'divorced and above the rest of the society', the conduct 
off  violence needed not to be understood nor convincing to other's than members 
off  the Fifth Brigade. Driven by their steam to hate, they 'invoked their own legiti-
misingg principles', as Apter formulated. The Fifth Brigade's punitive outrage has 
beenn well documented by the CCJP in their report of the Matabeleland destabili-
sation,, giving many examples of horrifying, humiliating and excruciatingly painful 
treatmentss of Matabeleland civilians (CCJP/LRF 1997). 

Thee ethnic content in the extreme Fifth Brigade violence is also documented, dem-
onstratingg the use of cultural markers in torture. Appadurai, writing on collective 
behaviourr and severe ethnic violence, notes that violence inflicted on the human 
bodyy in ethnic contexts is 'never entirely random or lacking in cultural form'. A 
linkk is made between the forms of bodily violence and the relationship of purity to 
identity.. The body constitutes the material form of the ethnic other, and is in hor-
riblerible efforts 'exposed, penetrated and occupied' (Appadurai 1997:7).451 

Thee Fifth Brigade's ethnically orientated torture, seen in the light of Appadurai's 
writing,, is a castigation of Ndebele bodies, in an effort to collectively punish and 
penetratee the Ndebele political and ethnic identity. By exposing, penetrating and 
occupyingg their victims, the ethnic other is fragmented, silenced or destroyed. 

Havingg examined how past and present in terms of violence affected the brigade, 
wee turn to look at how civilians were affected by violence in the conflict. Apter 
notedd that political violence polarises people, feeds on division and intolerance, 
andd generates loyalties. In addition to the immense trauma of violence affecting 
Matabelelandd inhabitants, civilians were squeezed between conflict parties, being 
subjectt to the choice of loyalties, generating emotions of suspicion and blame. 

4511 Appadurai notes that in the case of rape, the violation is not only linked to the understandings 
off  honour and shame and the effort to abuse organs of (ethnic) reproduction, but it is furthermore 
diee most violent form of 'penetration, investigation and exploration of the body of the enemy' 
(1997:18). . 
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Duringg the liberation war both guerrillas and government soldiers subjected local 
communitiess to mobilisation and interrogation. As narrated in the history chapter, 
bothh sides searched for enemies. The location of enemies was both internal and 
externall  to the communities, and caused division through differentiation. This 
processs became linked to harsh methods and violence as disloyalty irrespective of 
sidee was punished. The search and location of those perceived disloyal caused 
communitiess to be enveloped by notions of suspicion and blame.452 

Inn the Matabeleland conflict communities were again subjected to two contesting 
parties:: dissidents and the government. The civilians re-experienced the liberation 
warr pattern of enemy search and punishment of disloyalty. However, an added 
detrimentall  dimension for civilians was a lack of clarity regarding dissident objec-
tivess and the government's strategy of civilian targeting, thus dimming civilians' 
possibilityy to deal with the violence in a context. Widiout being clear about differ-
entt actors' objectives, civilians were prompted to act. Those who had contact with 
ex-Zipraa dissidents and recognised them having a legitimacy in the conflict, were 
subjectt to a choice between loyalty to ex-Zipra dissidents453 and the new coalition 
government.. Those who did not support dissident activity, were nevertheless sub-
jectt to pressure from dissidents needing supplies, and government forces. Finally, 
thosee who never had dissident contact were not prompted for or against dissidents, 
butt nevertfieless subject to state violence, as the army acted upon the assumption 
thatt Matabeleland civilians were Zapu supporters therefore dissident sympathetic. 
Thus,, the last category of civilians was in particular subject to state violence in a 
contextt inexplicable to them. 

Thee lack of clarity of objectives of die contesting parties and die exposure of inex-
plicablee state assault, link back to our previous discussion on the understanding of 
violence.. We noted that violence for a supported cause is perceived as 'just' vio-
lence,, as opposed to aimless force and brutality with no explanatory markers for 
tiHosetiHose affected. Brickhill noted that many perceived violent occurrences during the 
Zimbabwee liberation war as 'tolerable violence', whilst the brutal force used in the 
Matabelelandd conflict was byy many perceived as 'incomprehensible assault' (Brick-
hillhill  1990: 21). 

4522 See chapter two on "peoples' courts", pp. 57~58. 
4533 In general, civilian loyalty toward Zapu was connected to the historical experience during the 
liberationn war, a loyalty in which Zapu politics and Ndebele ethnic identity often merged (see 
chapterr three, p. 179). This symbiosis caused a dilemma for some civilians, when being approached 
byy the ex-Zipra dissidents. 
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Incomprehensiblee assault was not the only experience civilians were subject to. As in 
thee liberation war, through the prompted identification of 'sell-outs' suspicion and 
blamee became again notions civilians were burdened by. Werbner notes responses 
amongg victims of the Matabeleland conflict being blamed for having reported com-
munityy members, self-blame for not having acted differendy to save loved ones, or 
justt for having survived one-self (Werbner 1991:173). Thus, as in die liberation war, 
loyaltyy to a side was central; loyalty to ex-Zipra dissidents, die government, die com-
munity,, to family members. The paradox and tragedy was however diat die right to 
choosee loyalties or stay neutral was not present in the eyes of die Fifth Brigade. In-
stead,, die assumption was Üiat Matabeleland civilians had chosen a side (Zapu), and 
diatt diey denied loyalty and audiority to die odier side (die government). Thus, die 
weightyy emotions of blame and suspicion in die communities were 'redundant', as 
punishmentt for disloyalty was administered by die army irrespective of what politi-
call  positioning or actions Matabeleland civilians in reality took. 

Despitee being 'redundant' notions of suspicion and blame took root, fragmenting 
communities.. Just as die dissidents were unable to come to grips witi i die role of 
tribalismm in die conflict, many civilians were not able to come to grips with the 
causee behind dissident actions or government responses. Consequendy, lacking a 
contextt of understanding violence and oppression, suspicion and blame were re-
produced,, taking centre stage in civilian responses to the conflict. Meanwhile, die 
causedd fragmentation in die communities was an effect which facilitated die imple-
mentationn of a certain rule. 

Punishmentt of disloyalty was not only administered by die army. The Fiftii Bri-
gade'ss activities were enforced by government policies such as die denial of health 
facilitiess and die Matabeleland Soudi food embargo.454 The food embargo was 
enforcedd for three months (February - April 1984) and was a drastic operation af-
fectingg 400, 000 civilians. In the effort to 'starve out' the dissidents civilians suf-
feredd severely from die government policy of witiiholding food into die curfew re-
gion.. The Fifdi Brigade played an active role enforcing the policy. At rallies sol-
dierss repeatedly stated diat in punishment for being dissidents, the government 
desiredd to starve all the Ndebele to deatii (CCJP/LRF 1997:118). One eyewitness 
relatedd such a speech as follows: 

OnOn Thursday, 23 February (1984), the soldiers called a meeting at Sibomvu 

(Matabeleland(Matabeleland South). I went there. The soldiers were under the shade of a big 

MtenjaneMtenjane tree while the people sat around in the sun. The meeting was from 12 to 4 

Seee chapter three, pp. 210-212. 
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p.m....p.m.... Their leader told us his name was Jesus.... They had come to kill  the, 

MandebeleMandebele [Ndebele] because the dissidents were found only in their area and notin 

Mashonaland.Mashonaland. [He said] You are going to eat eggs, after eggs, hens, after hens goats, 

afterafter goats cattle. Then you shall eat cats, dogs and donkeys. Then you are going to 

eateat your children. After that you sluill eat your wires. Then the men will  remain, and 

becausebecause dissidents have guns, they will  remain. That's when we will  find the 

dissidentsdissidents (CCJP/LRF 1997:177). 

Goingg to extreme lengths, the soldiers rationed water, punished people for eating 
wildd fruits, destroyed fencing to allow cattle to graze die minimal crops having sur-
vivedd die drought, and brutally beat people merely waiting at shops accusing them 
off  breaking the food curfew (CCJP/LRF 1997:119). In general terms the popula-
tionn was thus subject to violence based on political and edinic differentiation, not 
actionn or fault. The psychological impact was profound. Being aware that the star-
vationn was caused by the government, enforced by the state army, seriously demor-
alisedd many civilians in Matabeleland Soudi. In many cases die violence was expe-
riencedd as incomprehensible. 

Thee government's choice of policies and methods, both in terms of Fifdi Brigade 
operationss and policy implementations such as the food embargo, were a suspen-
sionn of civil rights. The responsibility of actions taken by various groupings of dis-
sidents,, were placed indiscriminately and collectively on Matabeleland civilians. 
Noo appeal or rectitude for such a displacement of justice was in the realm of pos-
sibilities.. Thus, just as in the liberation war, when civilians were collectively pun-
ishedd by the Rhodesian soldiers for die guerrilla insurgency, so where the civilians 
noww collectively punished for dissident activity. Furthermore, at both occasions die 
civilianss were caught without any prospects for a legal defence. Connecting back 
too our historical understanding of rule and governance, following Mamdani's con-
ceptualisationn on rights, the Matabeleland civilians were treated as colonial 'sub-
jects'' - being denied rights recorded in civil law. 

4.. Governmen t Discourse : Power and Perception s 

Havingg examined Fifdi Brigade operations and civilian responses to the conflict 
violence,, we now turn to analyse how the conflict was presented publicly. Which 
presentationn of events did people outside affected areas receive? 

Conceptualisingg government strategic undertakings during die conflict into tiiree 
typess of interventions - military, policy, and discourse interventions -, offers a view 
howw actions were effectively enveloped in the government's scheme. The three inter-
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ventionss were intricately interwoven and operated simultaneously. The military op-

erationss in a covert manner saw to the execution of the strategy locally, while the 

moree overt policy interventions (such as curfews) gave the nation the idea that dissi-

dentt destabilisation was addressed. Framing the whole exercise was government dis-

coursee which, was partly used to mould public consent for government interventions. 

Whatt may the government have intended to achieve with the discourse disseminat-

edd by government members, and foremost by Prime Minister Mugabe? 

Twoo issues were seemingly central in the messages presented to the public: to identify 

thee enemy in the Matabeleland conflict, and to create consent for the methods cho-

senn by the government to solve the conflict. As previously noted, the enemy identifi-

cationn was dissidents (mainly perceived as being ex-Zipra members), those sympa-

theticc to dissidents, and the method for conflict resolution was military intervention. 

I nn government discourse the public was not given much space to react to methods, 

insteadd violence as a solution was continuously put forward. Subsequently, through-

outt the conflict violence stood in the centre of events and interpretations. In media 

andd government rallies government representatives expressed that authorities would 

'eradicate',, 'destroy', 'crush', 'wipe out', and 'kill ' all dissidents. The same line of ar-

gumentt applied to the apprehension of alleged dissident sympathisers. Mugabe re-

peatedd that it was impossible to distinguish between dissidents and their sympathis-

ers,, and that both categories were just as guilty of dissident crimes. Therefore both 

weree subject to the same measures. In executing these measures, it was unavoidable 

thatt innocent people got victimised in the process. Mugabe explained: 

Thee government is going to track down the dissidents until they are 
completelyy wiped out. Those who harbour and support dissidents wil l too 
bee wiped out. We cannot select, because dissidents have no distinguishing 
markss (We will , 1983). 

Seemingly,, the fright for the 'wrath' of the government was intended to be greater 

thann the fear of non-co-operation with the dissidents. The government message 

echoedd passed experiences. As outlined in the history chapter, during the liberation 

warr collective punishment was meted out against civilians as the rural population 

supportingg 'terrorists' were themselves seen as 'terrorists'. Subsequendy, no differ-

entiationn could be made between those presumed guilty and those perceived inno-

cent.4555 Thus, the understanding that innocent people were victimised in the Mat-

abelelandd conflict allegedly in the process of dissident apprehension, carried a re-

4555 Compare statement on p. 76 by Minister Van der Byl (Minister of Defence) in 1977, to that of 
Primee Minister Mugabe in 1983, quoted above. 
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markablee resemblance to the Rhodesian government's understanding of a similar 
settingg during the liberation war, constituting an unmistakable continuity between 
pre-andd post-independence forms of authoritarian rule and abuse of power. 

Inn sum, the post-independent government's attempt with a discourse focused on 
violencee was seemingly to induce fear, create acceptance for violence as a method 

alsoo against alleged (with difficulty identifiable) sympathisers, seek legitimacy for 
itss military and policy interventions in the conflict region, and minimise public dis-
cussionn of alternative methods of conflict resolution through controlling public 
discoursee space. 

4.a.. The mobilisation of bias 

Thee conscious effort to steer public opinion in a specific direction is not an arbi-
traryy affair. To convincingly put forward an official message to the public includes 
bothh certain strategies and methods. In Scott's study of power relations and dis-
coursee he notes that the 'public transcript' representing the commands, opinions 
andd values of the ruling elite, includes a highly partisan narrative, however not to-
tallyy fictitious or misrepresenting (Scott 1990:45). In Apter's writing on political 
violence,, he concludes that political violence being interpretative, discourse plays 
ann important role legitimising both the presence and execution of violence. The 
discoursess are fictive and logical reconstructions of reality (1997: 2,6). 

Thee strategy to put forward a ruling elites' partisan narrative, legitimising both the 
presencee and execution of violence, is often combined with propaganda as a meth-
odd for dissemination. Hamelink defines propaganda as the production and distri-
butionn of messages intended to persuade an audience to actively accept an inter-
pretationn of reality as legitimate (Hamelink, 1988). Propaganda as a precise tech-
nique,, rationally planned and carried out, has a specific objective clearly defined 
byy the messenger. To provoke a reaction related to deeply rooted values and ideas, 
propagandaa manipulates through strong emotions like love, hate and fear in com-
binationn with significant cultural or national symbols (Hamelink 1988). 

Herman/Chomskyy examines propaganda and how to 'manage' public opinion 
throughh media propaganda campaigns. They conclude that propaganda can dis-
tort,, misrepresent, and suppress evidence in conformity with elite priorities (Her-
man/Chomskyy 1994:xiii). Through the media, privileged groups that dominate 
thee society and the state defend their economic, social and political agendas. In 
thiss process a 'mobilisation of bias' and a 'manufacturing of consent' occurs 
throughh the selection of topics, distribution of concerns, filtering of information, 
emphasiss and tone, and through keeping a debate within certain boundaries. In 
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casess of conflict, the authors conclude, that news processing fails to place public 
policyy into a meaningful context (Herman/Chomsky 1994: xii , 298). 

Inn government discourse, in order to induce fear, create acceptance for violence, 
legitimacyy for military and policy interventions, and minimise other resolution 
options,, a partisan narrative disseminating values of the government was thus en-
acted,, using die mediods of propaganda. An example is the food embargo in Mat-
abelelandd Soutii. Whilst die population in mis region was denied food the govern-
mentt stated that food was 'flowing freely'.456 Information to the general public was 
misrepresented,, suppressed and presented in a context in which die public re-
mainedd uninformed or deceived. In more in general terms conflict information 
wass suppressed. During die conflict and particularly at the height of die Fifdi Bri-
gadee operations, die government enforced a news blockade whereby no external to 
diee region was allowed entrance. Information for the Zimbabwean public was 
streamlinedd to be only government reports, excluding the disclosure of terror tac-
tics.tics. During the years of massive government human rights abuses, victims were in 
generall  buried widi dieir experiences. A blanket censorship rested over massacres, 
executionss and rapes. Thus, Herman/Chomsky's points of distortion, misrepre-
sentationn and suppression of evidence are phenomena recognisable in the govern-
ment'ss choice of mediods. 

Furthermore,, examining how die Zimbabwean government dealt with the Mata-
belelandd conflict, one can see correspondence widi the conclusions of a 'mobilisa-
tiontion of bias' and 'manufacturing consent'. The Zanu (PF) majority government at-
temptedd to mobilise bias and mould public opinion to defend dieir political agen-
da,, by misinforming, omitting, or misleading die public regarding die multiple 
causess of the conflict and government conflict polices. In addition, die govern-
mentt utilised propaganda methods such as die manipulation of national symbols 
orr significant beliefs to further dieir cause. By stating for example diat the govern-
mentt had full moral, political and constitutional autiiority to 'wipe out the scourge 
tiiattiiat would debilitate and finally destroy our sovereignty and unitary nationhood', 
diee government divided its citizens in diose who supported die government, and 
tiiosetiiose who were perceived to be enemies of die state. Thus, the government was 
'right'' and dissidents and their sympadiisers were 'wrong'. Obviously die conflict 
wass much more complex dian this dichotomous interpretation, but precisely in 
thiss simplification lay the propaganda mechanism. In closing out other interpreta-
tions,tions, the government actively produced and distributed messages to the audience 

Seee chapter three, p. 211. 
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inn which the only officially legitimate conflict interpretation was that of the gov-
ernment.. Subsequently, public opinion was mobilised in favour of a certain trans-
mittedd set of ideas and values. 

Furthermore,, criticism of government policies during the conflict was a highly re-
strictedd activity. As Scott notes, for the elite it is central to avoid any open display 
off  insubordination in the public transcript. Open refusal to comply with a hegem-
onicc performance is particularly dangerous for the dominating elite, as it pierces 
perceptionss of apparent consent (Scott 1990:57, 205). The way in which the gov-
ernmentt did respond to publicised critique, was by using the criticism to forge pub-
licc opinion to the government's benefit. Rather than addressing the issues brought 
upp by, for example the Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace, the government 
firstt published the criticism and subsequently used the content for it's own dis-
coursee advantage. This manoeuvring fogged government responsibility, mobilised 
antagonisticc feelings regarding those with a view different than the government's, 
andd deflated attempts of an independent discourse to emerge. 

Wee can thus conclude that suppression, simplification, distortion, and context dis-
placementt where methods used in the attempt to manage and mould public opinion, 
andd in order to 'mobilise bias' and 'manufacture consent' for a specific purpose. 

4.b.. Discourse Past and Present 

Howw can we relate this development to our understanding of the Matabeleland 
conflictt and the 'institutional' and 'mental' frameworks? 

Thee production of authoritative messages with a political content, particularly in a 
conflictt situation, for the purpose of convincing a position, can be conceptualised 
too equal the intent of influencing and shaping perceptions. To overdy distort and 
suppresss vital information, can be conceptualised to equal the enforcement of 
powerr relations. In both cases the impact on perceptions is crucial as they are the 
foundationn for actors' decision-making. We connect back to our earlier discussion 
onn Foucault's understanding of power as a technique. In Foucault's view identities 
aree shaped and moulded dirough the exercise of disciplinary power. Individuals 
fallingg outside the adopted norm are given a certain identity. For fear of marginal-
isationn and repression individuals conform as stipulated by the ruling elite. Gaven-
taa noted subjugated groups' psychological adaptations and internalisation of val-
uess and the rules of the powerful. 

Governmentt discourse in the Matabeleland conflict was a forceful method to instil 
thee hegemonic power relation for which primarily Zanu (PF) stood for. It skilfully 
usedused propaganda, divided the nation into those who were 'right' and 'wrong', 
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thosee who were for unity and national security and tiiose who were 'enemies of the 
state'.. The government accomplished, following Foucault's vocabulary, through its 
disciplinaryy character to create a norm. Subsequently, those who feared marginal-
isationn or repression, conformed to the norm. The norm stipulated that govern-
mentt military intervention was legitimate, and the use of violence on civilians was 
justified. . 

However,, the extent to which adaptation and conformity to norms can be accom-
plishedd by rulers relates to historical background, just as does power relations. The 
Smithh government was, particularly during the liberation war, infamous for its 
propaganda,, censorship and distortion of events. Particularly well know were the 
airdroppedd brochures describing perceived criminality of guerrilla combatants to-
wardd rural civilians. Thus, the colonial government created a norm and through 
itss disciplinary character enforced it on its adversaries. However, it's success was 
evidentlyy limited, Zanu and Zapu mobilisation in the rural areas was not seeming-
lyy fundamentally affected by the Smith government's discourse. Why was the 
Smithh government's propaganda strategy unsuccessful? 

Inn the liberation war conflicting parties' objectives were clear: colonial minority 
rulee versus independence and majority rule. Despite propaganda, distortions, sup-
pressionn of information, taking a side in the war was not ambiguous for either par-
ty4577 In the Matabeleland conflict however, dissident objectives were neither ho-
mogeneouss {three categories acting) nor disseminated, and government objectives 
weree enveloped in propaganda. However, judging from participation in demon-
strationss and rallies, and actions taken by the Zanu (PF) party, Youth, and Wom-
en's'' organisations particularly 1985-1987, the government's discourse was seem-
inglyy adhered to. Why? What constituted the difference between Smitfi's and Mu-
gabe'ss propaganda machines? In terms of method, not much. In fact, Mugabe's 
governmentt reproduced most techniques, including the airdropped folders - this 
timee describing die perceived criminality of dissidents against rural civilians. 
However,, what differed were perceptions of those who ruled. Coming out of a 15-year 
liberationn war, many in the newly independent country saw the majority rule as a 
historicall  accomplishment carried by its liberation movements, who now ruled the 
country.. Thus, a widespread perception of credibility for the rulers existed, which 
enforcedd a disbelief in eyewitness accounts regarding state violence in Matabele-
land.. Furthermore, the use of violence against opposition was historically in-
grainedd - rulers legitimacy to act included historically violence both as a method 

4577 This is not to ignore or deny the complexities in relation to guerrilla support, recruitment, and 
authorityy in relation to rural civilians. See Kriger (1992). 
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andd ideology. Thus, credibility, in addition to distortion and suppression of vital 
information,, historically conditioned conformity to authority, historical legitimacy 
forr violence against opposition, and fear of violence, were all elements used by 
government. . 

Throughh the skilful manoeuvring of these elements the government attempted to 
inducee fear, create acceptance for violence, seek legitimacy for its military and pol-
icyy interventions, and minimise discussion of alternative conflict resolution. Doing 
soo it reproduced methods used during colonial rule. It utilised citizens' perceptions 
off  credibility endowed through liberation war resistance against colonial rule, and 
att the same time adopted colonial perceptions of absolute rule. 

5.. Unity : Power and State Access . 

Howw power was to be exercised under continuous (albeit low intensity) destabilisa-
tion,, continued to be an issue for the government. As in detail outlined in the history 
chapter,, army efforts had been used for five years, when the 1985 general elections 
weree due. Despite the government's severe measures to contain dissident activities in 
Matabelelandd and Midlands, the government had been unsuccessful. Having in 
1983—19844 heavily relied on army interventions, the government changed strategy 
inn 1985. Fifth Brigade operations as described above, ceased, and public beatings 
andd executions decreased. The government seemed to opt for a strategy of a less 
obviouss pattern. Although methods changed, it did not alter the underlying assump-
tionn that Zapu as a party was tied to dissident activity. Civilians suspected of opposi-
tionn affiliations - mainly in Matabeleland and Midlands - were in the pre-election 
periodd subjected to political intimidation, detentions, and abductions conducted by 
Zanuu (PF) members in co-operation with police and state security. The shift from us-
ingg die army caused the interventions to be more difficult to detect.458 

Inn the Matabeleland conflict the 1985 general elections constituted a critical meas-
uree of political strengths between Zanu and Zapu. Although few questioned Zanu 
(PF)'ss majority support, Zapu's local relative strength was critical. Both parties had 
ambitionss to penetrate each others' strongholds; aspirations that failed for both. In-
steadd the election results showed diat Zanu remained politically excluded from Mat-
abeleland,, and Zapu's political support outside Matabeleland was minimal. Nei-
therr party could claim through electoral backing diat they stretched beyond regional 
loyaltiess to the sphere of national support. For Zanu (PF), the devastating loss in 
Matabelelandd was evidence that government policy interventions aiming at breaking 

Seee chapter three, pp. 235-245. 
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downn Zapu structures had not affected people's choice of political party affinity. 
Consequendy,, the inability for Zanu (PF) to claim national support worked strategi-
callyy against die aim of creating a one-party state. For Zapu the defeat in all provinc-
ess except Matabeleland was a step back from the 1980 elections, its position as coali-
tionn partner was undermined as die argument of power sharing was weakened. 
Whatt Zapu election results did show was a resilient electoral loyalty which overcame 
aa crippled party infrastructure and die intimidation of massive state violence. Never-
dieless,, Zapu's political clout as a major opposition party had lessened. 

Havingg secured a majority in parliament in the July 1985 elections, Zanu (PF) 
memberss accentuated die party's hegemonic position through mass demonstra-
tionss and rallies which included explicit anti-Zapu manifestations. In a punitive 
ragee by die election victors violent actions were taken towards suspected opposi-
tionn members, die dieme often coinciding widi comments such as 'diere is no 
spacee for diem [Zapu] in die one-party state'. 

Inn addition, die immediate post-election period saw large scale mass detentions of 
Zapuu members, simultaneously as Mugabe delivered a 'final warning' to Zapu re-
gardingg 'die banditry Uiey deliberately created'. Arrests increased sharply and 
Amnestyy reported torture being widespread in police stations and during interro-
gations.. The organisation furtiier noted diat in a number of instances 'members of 
minorityy parties have been detained as part of the ruling party's effort to establish 
aa one-party state'. 

Afterr a standstill in dissident destabilisation before the elections, die post-election 
periodd brought a rise in dissident operations, including Soutii African sponsored 
destabilisation.. The latter was seen pardy to be connected to unity negotiations 
whichh started between Zanu and Zapu (September 1985), as a successful conclu-
sionn of unity talks would possibly lead to a conflict settiement. For the apartheid 
regime'ss destabilisation plan diis was not welcome. Widi an increase of destabilisa-
tion,tion, government discourse hardened, focusing on Zapu. Enos Nkala, Minister of 
Homee Affairs, stated tiiat 'We want to wipe out the Zapu leadership' widiout 
'hearingg any pleas for mercy'. 

5.a.. Zapu: coalition partner and 'enemy' 

Throughoutt die conflict government representatives made highly negative and 
accusatoryy statements about Zapu. Enos Nkala, as quoted above, was particularly 
infamouss for his inflammatory statements. The fact that Zapu remained in govern-
mentt during die entire conflict raises questions regarding which role Zapu as a 
partyy played during the conflict, and whilst in government. 
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Inn the literature there is littl e information available on Zapu positioning during the 
conflict.. The media focused on government discourse in which Zanu (PF) govern-
mentt representatives made statements on behalf of the coalition government. In 
availablee media documentation, there is in general a scarcity of statements by 
Zapuu government representatives. The media being controlled by the government 
andd its majority party, this is not surprising. However, already in 1980 it was evi-
dentt that a deepening division in the coalition government was developing, and in 
thee aftermath of Entumbane One, Nkomo was demoted from Minister of Home 
Affairss to Minister Without Portfolio with a 'key voice in security affairs'. This 
causedd an uproar in die Zapu Central Committee where some demanded a pull-
outt from the coalition government. However, according to Zapu internal docu-
mentation,, a decision against this was taken due to the need for Zapu involvement 
att ministerial level in order to arrest lawless trends, and the joint (Zanu-Zapu) obli-
gationn to integrate Zipra and Zanla forces. An important factor for Zapu remain-
ingg in the coalition government may have been the fact that ex-Zipra combatants' 
frustrationn for Zapu marginalisation (in government, media and in the ZNA) was a 
reasonn for Zipra desertions from die army, and to some reason for dissidence. 
Zapuu pulling out of the coalition government may subsequently have led to fur-
therr desertions and destabilisation - due to perceptions of stranded 'unity'. Al -
thoughh this was one occasion as early as 1980, it may be an indication to existing 
perceptionss in the Zapu Central Committee. Despite Zapu marginalisation in the 
coalitionn government and in discourse, some influence and insight into decision-
makingg was better than standing totally outside. 

Zanuu (PF)'s positioning towards Zapu as a coalition partner was ambiguous. As 
narratedd in the previous chapter, Zapu portrayal in government discourse varied, 
causingg contradictory statements and interpretations of government intentions. 
Somee issues were central. Firstly, Zapu was seen to have 'misguided elements' or 
'subversives',, and 'moderates' or 'progressives' - the latter accepting Zanu (PF) 
governmentt authority. Differentiating Zapu in this way, allowed those who were 
perceivedd not 'misguided' to stay in government and remain blameless of dissident 
activity.. How die differentiation between the innocent and the guilty within Zapu 
wass made, was never elaborated on in the public discourse. Zanu (PF) could have 
excludedd Zapu in one stroke from the coalition government, claiming all to be sub-
versives.. Not doing so however created an image of Zanu (PF) being 'fair', not 
treatingg all Zapu members the same. Furthermore, having ousted Zapu from the 
coalitionn government could have caused two possible effects: strengdiened Zapu as 
aa party due to added polarisation and stranded unity, and tarnished Mugabe's pol-
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iticss of reconciliation. Both effects were highly negative for Zanu (PF)'s power am-
bitions,, as the elaboration below will show. 

Firstly,, Zapu growing in strength (psychologically, in terms of voter support, or 
members)) worked against Zanu (PF)'s political goal of a one-party state. Militant 
elementss within Zanu (PF) were forcefully against the coalition government, in-
steadd favouring a one-party state. Some actors had doubts about Nkomo's motives 
andd resented Zapu's expectation that it should enjoy political power greater than 
wass warranted by its perceived contribution to the war (Hodder-Williams 1983:6). 
Thiss perception linked to Zapu's 'Zero Hour' strategic offensive, as in detail dis-
cussedd in the history chapter. However, the stumbling block for the creation of a 
one-partyy state was nevertheless the existence of a vibrant opposition party, and 
Zanu'ss lack of national hegemony not having penetrated Matabeleland. Simulta-
neouss to internal pressure for a one-party state, destabilisation evidently by ex-
Zipraa combatants took place. The accusation of Zapu and subsequent political 
reorientationn efforts in Matabeleland were put in. Thus, the actions taken were in 
orderr to weaken Zapu, which was favourable for the one-party state plan. However, 
goingg as far as excluding Zapu from government could polarise the conflict in such 
aa way that it would strengthen Zapu, as it would allow Zapu an independent role 
outsidee government and perceptions of 'stranded unity' would amalgamate forces 
withinn Zapu against Zanu (PF). 

Secondly,, tarnishing Mugabe's international reputation would obviously be dam-
aging.. For many actors in the international community Zimbabwe was an impor-
tantt example of hard won liberation against colonial powers and independence 
underr democratic majority rule. Mugabe's policy of reconciliation was received 
withh high acclaim, raising Mugabe's status to that of a statesman with credibility to 
rulee democratically. Zapu being invited to a coalition government was included in 
thiss picture. Thus, Zapu's exclusion of the government would discredit Zanu (PF), 
raisee questions regarding dissidence and subsequently government corrective ac-
tionss such as military interventions. For Mugabe the latter would possibly influ-
encee international co-operation and trade possibilities. 

Thus,, Zanu (PF)'s ambiguous positioning toward Zapu as a coalition partner in-
cludedd many layers all interdependently operating in discourse. However the cen-
trall  logic seemed to be that discrediting some Zapu members whilst perceiving 
otherss as 'co-operative' to government authority, allowed Zanu (PF) to both criti-
cisee and incriminate Zapu andkeep it in the coalition government for its own polit-
icall  benefit. 
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Consequentlyy one may conclude that whilst both coalition parties partly opposed 
eachh others' positionings, discourse and actions, for different reasons both parties 
chosee to keep the coalition intact. However, it is also evident that both parties had 
internall  division regarding the choice of ruling together. 

5.b.. Zanu - Zapu merger 

Afterr five years of continued destabilisation, as discussed in detail in the previous 
chapter,, Zanu and Zapu began a move towards ruling together - not in coalition 
butt as one party. 

Thee unity negotiations formally initiated by Zanu (PF) were, although officially 
nott a government matter, nevertheless closely linked to that of government. The 
statedd reasons for both parties to merge were the general notions that they together 
'commandedd the support of the majority of the people of Zimbabwe', and that 
'off  this majority Zanu enjoyed a major share'; and the 'desire of the two parties for 
unity,, peace, law and order, as prerequisites for socio-economic development' 
(Chiwewee 1989:271). 

Thus,, although the unity negotiations were per se a matter between two political 
parties,, they turned in to a matter of government interest. For the negotiating pro-
ponentss the settlement results were directly linked to expansion of state power: 
Zanuu (PF)'s expansion of hegemony and its definition encapsulated through the 
creationn of a one-party state; (PF) Zapu's resumption of recognised power-sharing, 
regainingg its national legitimacy based on its participation in the liberation war 
andd its electoral backing, (power sharing and legitimacy both having been under-
minedd during the Matabeleland conflict), by handing over its electoral support to 
thee new party constellation. Precisely because the negotiations were in extension 
regardingg degree of, and accessibility to, state power, the question of party and 
statee inflated in this case. Therefore the unity negotiations are here interpreted as a 
governmentt intervention in the Matabeleland conflict in which an attempt is made 
too find a political solution to the dissident problem, as well as the means of ex-
pandingg scope of power. 

Thee Unity Accord between Zanu and Zapu was signed on December 22, 1987, an 
amnestyy for dissidents and a pardon for convicted security personnel were de-
clared.. Despite the diversity of reactions to what unity stood for and which mean-
ingg it should be given, it was unanimously acknowledged that the Unity Accord 
broughtt one important change: the end of the Matabeleland conflict. The killin g 
inn Matabeleland had stopped, the military occupation of the region was over. 
Zapuu members were no longer under suspicion of being 'enemies of the state'. 
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Movenn Mahachi, (Minister of Home Affairs) noted that 'The solution to the prob-
lemm of the dissidents was political' (Bandits, 1988). 

6.. Conclusions : Lesson s fro m the Matabelelan d Conflict . 

Thee task in this study has been to gain insight into the emergence and the evolu-
tionn of the Matabeleland conflict. As noted at the beginning of the analysis, there 
iss no simple answer to why the conflict took place. Each actor, through his/her 
experiencee and understanding carries a 'truth' which offers explanations and an-
swerss from the persons' particular perspective. We have nevertheless, rnrough re-
cordingg of events and perspectives attempted to generalise in order to conceptual-
ise,, to subsequently analyse with theoretical tools those abstractions made. 

Neitherr institutions nor behaviour remain constant or homogeneous over time. 
Changess in structures and positioning take place in accordance with develop-
ments.. Slow shifts and gradual changes are at times difficult to detect and are not 
obviouslyy recorded. However, the fact that institutional change and political posi-
tioningg fluctuate is per se important to acknowledge. What is recorded in this study, 
firsdyy generalised and secondly conceptualised, inescapably translates into simpli-
ficationss of complex interrelated occurrences and developments. With this in 
mind,, and as noted in the introduction, this study offers one way of explaining the 
eventss that took place. 

6.a.. Perceptions of Difference 

Thee study begins with a historical description with the objective to trace develop-
mentss in Rhodesian history, in order to facilitate an understanding of the emer-
gencee of the conflict. The reoccurring theme in the historical narrative, as 
throughoutt the study, is difference and particularly perceptions of difference. Histori-
callyy two collections of perceptions are identified: firsdy, perceptions tied to a Sho-
naa and Ndebele dichotomy; and secondly, perceptions linked to Zanu-Zapu power 
competition.. These two collections of perceptions subsequendy became closely 
relatedd when ethnicity became an issue in the nationalist parties. Furthermore, 
whenn political and military developments partitioned Rhodesia in separate Zanu 
andd Zapu areas, coinciding with the ethnically divided geographical regions, a re-
inforcementt of a Zanu/Shona - Zapu/Ndebele dichotomy took place. The di-
chotomyy was further reinforced by intense power competition between nationalist 
organisationss - and/or between certain personalities within these structures. 

Somee influential developments during the colonial history which further caused 
thee dichotomy to strengthen are also worth remembering here. The construction 
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off  myths regarding Shona and Ndebele difference continuously fed and fertilised 
byy white political establishment; the Zapu split in 1963 causing violent Zanu-Zapu 
clashess reinforcing the historical baggage of division by parties being unable to 
breakk patterns of competition and violence; the repeatedly aborted external and 
internall  unity attempts between the parties; Zanu's and Zapu's disparate military 
orientationss and subsequent methods of establishing legitimacy and authority to 
commandd and rule liberated areas; and finally Zanu's (conventional) and Zapu's 
(counterr insurgency) warfare strategies at the final stages of the liberation war. 

Thus,, the above developments led to polarisation, and fertilised perceptions of dif-
ferencee between the two sets of actors. With hindsight one can see how particular-
lyy the military strategy at the end of the war constituted an influencing factor re-
gardingg perceptions of Zanu and Zapu difference. Zapu's decision of a conven-
tionall  army offensive (Zero Hour), possibly paving the way for a military victory 
withoutt negotiations, subsequendy grew in views and memory as a difference 
linkedd to unscrupulous (Nkomo) power ambition. The cancelled plan also can-
celledd a guarantee of Zapu having a leading role in the governance of the new 
Zimbabwee unless elections took place through a communal Zanu — Zapu ticket. 
Zapuu knew its geographical spread and support, and could calculate a lesser 
chancee of election victory on a single Zapu platform, whilst Zanu knew of its op-
positee position. Zanu cancelled the Patriotic Front and subsequendy in the 1980 
electionss Zanu and Zapu competed on separate tickets. Thus the end of the war 
didd not signal the end of power competition between Zanu and Zapu, instead it 
switchedd into a higher gear in the event of independence elections. Perceptions of 
differencee having cemented during 15 years of political competition, violence and 
warr were placed centre stage, when the population for the first time was to register 
theirr political loyalties through die vote. 

Followingg the historical narrative we travelled through the description of the Mat-
abelelandd conflict. Perceptions of difference continued to operate and were exac-
erbated,, leading to overt tension and fighting. The Entumbane clashes signalled 
howw near the surface tensions lingered. Difference was picked up by the South Af-
ricanrican apartheid regime, who saw a chance to use it for the sake of destabilising and 
limitingg the possible success of a 'Marxist' neighbouring state, sending in Super 
Zapuu dissidents. Ex-Zipra dissidents experienced persecution and fought for what 
theyy perceived to be against difference — for unity. The government chose a mili -
taryy offensive against destabilisation, based on a discourse against ethnic differ-
encee and for multiethnicity. Officially die government represented multi-party de-
mocracy,, a coalition government legitimately ruling. The ambition was however a 
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one-partyy state, based on containing difference under a hegemonic project. Many 
perceivedd Zapu as a stumbling bloc for the legal constitution of a one-party state. 
Furthermore,, many Zanu (PF) members perceived ex-Zipra dissidents' responsible 
forr the ongoing destabilisation, and assumed a Zapu connection to this destabilisa-
tion.. As the activities refused to cease harsher methods were seen to be required, 
bothh of dissident eradication and for the reorientation of thought in Matabeleland 
andd Midlands. Ideological difference was to be eradicated and the Fifth Brigade 
wass to execute the task. Thousands of Matabeleland and Midlands civilians went 
throughh political reorientation efforts at 'pungwes' as well as through terror tactics, 
beingg physically assaulted or silenced for perceived difference. Government 
switchingg strategies when new elections were due, selected mass arrest and abduc-
tionstions as new methods. To end difference between the parties, unity negotiations 
betweenn Zanu and Zapu started. The killin g in Matabeleland had to cease, but 
howw was power going to be organised and shared? Unity was about power: access 
too it and how much of the power one could wield. The settlement of the political 
forcess was thus for Zanu an expansion of its power position, and for Zapu a re-
sumptionn of recognised power sharing. Difference was not eradicated, but con-
tained. . 

Thus,, at the end of the Matabeleland narrative we arrived at the insight that his-
toricallyy cemented differentiation became overtly manifested in the post-inde-
pendencee power constellation. Violence and ethnicity became central in develop-
ments,, taking excessive forms of expression. How could we understand these de-
velopments?? Choosing perceptions and the interdependency of perceptions to ac-
tionstions and reactions as a starting point of the study, the mode of understanding de-
velopmentss is that of a process. Inevitably, then, the understanding of the Matabe-
lelandd conflict had to be based on historical background. Furthermore, as men-
tionedtioned in the introduction, the mode of analysis is one in which the Matabeleland 
conflictt is understood in its own historical context, not as a case in comparison to a 
possiblyy similar case elsewhere. 

6.b.. Institutional and Mental Frameworks 

Ass a tool for historical analysis Mamdani's framework was used, focusing on the 
legacyy of colonial rule, its locations and manifestations of power. Central for the 
understandingg of the Matabeleland case was Mamdani's conceptualisation of 
howw the local state and its power relations was inescapably linked to that of tribe. 
Alsoo of central importance for the study was Mamdani's notion that governance 
off  the rural areas was equal to control of natives, in a framework in which ethnic 
identityy and separation were in a dynamic manner enforced politically. Force and 
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violencee became part of the understanding of governance and rule, moulding re-
sistancee to be defined by the structures which it resisted. 

Whilstt Mamdani's framework implicitly recognises perceptions, discussing tribal 
andd democratic 'logics' (1996:289), noting that 'tribal ideology [is] a source of 
identityy and common purpose' (1996:91), or stating that tribalism as civil war is a 
continuumm 'along which muted tensions coexist long before they break out into 
openn confrontation' (1996:292), attention to how the logics, a common purpose, or 
mutedd tensions operate within a political context is however not dwelt upon in 
Mamdani'ss work. Therefore, for our exercise to highlight the formation, internal-
isation,, and reproduction of perceptions, a theoretical construct was added which 
wass labelled the 'mental framework'. The historical understanding of power rela-
tionss as argued by Mamdani, was labelled the 'institutional framework'. The cen-
trall  notion of the mental framework is memory and socialisation in relation to 
powerr relations, thereby considering conformity and identity formation in relation 
too values and beliefs of the ruling elite. In this framework it is also recognised tiiat 
duringg decades of colonial rule abstention of preferences and psychological adap-
tationss of rulers' values, caused internalisation of colonial power relations, ce-
mentingg in die unconscious. 

Wee tiius arrived at noting that the crucial points for the analysis of the Matabele-
landd conflict is the conceptual understanding of power relations (institutional 
framework),, and die link or relation to power relations made through memory 
workk and socialisation (mental framework), often unconscious and non-conceptu-
alised,, but nevertheless present in perceptions. We also, importantly, noted the fact 
thatt perceptions are the basis for decision-making and actions taken. 

Withh this theoretical equipment we embarked on the dissection of die Matabele-
landd case. Examining many aspects of power relations evident in the conflict and 
comparingg those to the late colonial period, the conclusion reached was that the 
wayy in which power was structurally organised at post-independence had not sub-
stantiallyy changed, compared to diat of the late colonial period. What was crucial-
lyy different between pre-and post independence however, was die power relation 
betweenn the two main actors Zanu and Zapu. Whilst ex-Zipra dissidents and Mat-
abelelandd civilians (perceived as Zapu) were treated as the former colonial 'sub-
jects',, in accordance widi Mamdani's conceptualisation, die ruling party Zanu was 
actingg as the 'citizens' of yesterday's colonial rule. The subjects were excluded 
fromm civil law, whilst government derived its rights to act from the same. Thus, 
whilstt power relations had changed, perceptions of power had not changed. The new 
rulerss took on the mental framework from their predecessors, reproducing coloni-
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all  power relations. History repeated, both in terms of mirroring patterns of abso-
lutee rule, but also in terms of response to those patterns. Following Mamdani's ar-
gument,, the reproduction of ethnicity in those patterns, was inherent. 

Conflatingg the above theoretical conclusion with the case, we can conceptualise the 
conflictt as that of a quest for hegemony and the legislation for a one-party state. In 
thiss quest it is argued, that the dissident destabilisation was a side event of the conflict 
-- although presented as the centre of the conflict. It is put forward that the ex-Zipra 
destabilisation,, was an opportunity which Zanu (PF) took (and partly created) as a 
tooll  for manipulation in their pursuit to immobilise Zapu. From this perspective one 
mayy conclude that whilst ex-Zipra dissidents caused destabilisation to press for 
changess in government policies, the government caused destabilisation justified by 
dissidentt actions, in order to implement a Zanu (PF) political program. In this light, 
thee ex-Zipra dissidents were thus used for Zanu (PF) political benefit. The Matabele-
landd civilians, subjected to state violence due to political and ethnic identity, carried 
ultimatelyy the cost of the ruling party's quest for hegemony. Subordinating state ad-
ministrationn and national interests to that of party politics, the government manipu-
latedd public opinion to create consent for its actions. 

Reflectingg on the fact that institutions and positioning change, fluctuate and shift, 
itt is important to point out that the conflict developed in non-linear manner. We 
notedd that complex patterns of reactions to contradictions carried over from his-
toricall  experience were played out in the contemporary situation, resulting in a 
diversityy of reactions, based on actors current goals and objectives. Thus, histori-
call  events and meanings attached to them were in constant dialectic with current 
events,, causing the foundation for the formation of perceptions to be in constant 
flux.flux. Considering decision-making being based on one's perceptions of events and 
developments,, it is clear that actors at a number of conjunctures made choices re-
gardingg positioning and which actions to take. 

6.c.. The Politics of Choice 

Thee availability of choice in government policy decision-making during the con-
flictt was an issue seldom stressed by government discourse, nor in parliament. In-
stead,, reference was made to the destabilisation as a war situation, and the inevita-
bilitybility  of a military response in a situation of war. The state of emergency was ex-
tendedd every six months with records of destabilisation accounted for, without 
muchh discussion of alternative routes or methods to those chosen under the emer-
gencyy situation. As argued previously, government positioning was presented as/fo? 
choice,, whilst simultaneously barring other options from discourse space. The 
stresss on inevitability of certain responses and actions includes an underlying as-
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sumption,, that of freedom from accountability. How can one be accountable for a 

decisionn one was circumstantially 'forced' to make? This is exemplified by Robert 

Mugabe'ss reply regarding Fifth Brigade atrocities when he stated 'I won't apolo-

gise.. This is what happens in a war1.409 Thus during, as well as after the conflict, 

theree was a tendency to see government policy in terms of responses toward desta-

bilisationn as a one way lane: the motion could only go in one direction on a path 

incontrovertiblyy taken. Such an interpretation of the situation simplified the com-

plexx and contradictory to that of a neat and linear context, in which distinct choic-

ess were not available. 

Connect ingg back to Mamdani 's analysis he notes regarding culture and the inter-

pretationn of circumstances that 

Butt culture is seldom as compact and singular as it is sometimes made out 
too be. Rather it is full of tension, diverse and differentiated. To understand 
culturee as an undifferentiated and noncontradictory whole is to presume a 
singlee outcome to situations of conflict, whether that outcome is explained 
ass the result of a single initiative or a singular absence of one (Mamdani 
1996:226). . 

Mamdanii  notes that despite economic, sociological and cultural constraints, deci-

sionss are made. Interpret ing circumstance however as a 'noncontradictiory whole' 

mayy lead to the above mentioned one way lane, as Mamdani puts it: 

I tt is tempting to read back from an event and to explain it as the necessary 
outcomee of historically evolved circumstances or consciousness. Such a 
readingg back obscures the element of choice that confronted participants 
att each step along this historical route (Mamdani 1996:226). 

Thus,, obscuring government choice during the Matabeleland conflict had less to 

doo with real options than politics of choice, and had less to with the 'necessity' of 

forcee than political will . 

Hence,, contrary to the message that choices were not available, decisions and ac-

tionss were taken not only by government, but all conflict actors. A myriad of 

choicess were made based on a variety of criteria, such as instructions, group deci-

sionss or singular positionings. T he decisions were framed by two factors particu-

larly:: constraints based on actual circumstances, and actors' perceptions. Despite 

forr example the ex-Zipra dissidents' statements that their actions were due to 'lack 

off  choice', the reasoning was based on a perception that there was a lack of choice, 

ass the opt ion to pick up arms was a choice made amongst possible others. T he 

4MM Robert Mugabe, (Tell me, 1993). 
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dynamicss of real constraints and perceptions is ambiguous. Firstly, 'real con-
straints'' are perceived differently by different actors, and secondly, responses to 
choicess within the framework of real constraints are also based on perceptions. 
Thus,, 'real constraints' remain subjective and are influenced by both the 'institu-
tional'tional' and 'mental' frameworks. Despite subjectivity however, these constraints 
constitutee part of the framework for decision-making. Thus for example, the use 
off  force by either side is not the result of lack of choice necessitated by circum-
stances,, whereby accountability can be released. Instead, choices were made, with 
thee inclusion of institutional and mental frameworks and as a result of current 
dynamicss - resulting in decisions. How can this be generalised? 

Godfroijj  notes in a study on strategic action and the interdependence of actors, 
thatt 'adequate explanation of social phenomena is considered impossible, if no 
attentionn is paid to the interpretative and creating role of actors' {Godfroij 
1981:251).. Godfroij further brings our attention to Grozier and Friedberg, who 
lookk at the relation between actors and social systems in a non-deterministic way. 
Godfroijj  quotes the authors concluding that 'with respect to actors alternatives to 
actionss actors are conditioned but not determined460 by social structures' (Godfroij 
1981:252). . 

Relatingg this back to above reasoning, we may conclude that actors in the Matabele-
landd conflict were conditioned by the institutional and mental frameworks, but not 
determinedd by them. Decision-making took place in the dynamics of historical un-
derstandingg and contemporary contradictions. Thus, we cannot understand the 
Matabelelandd conflict without attempting to understand the complex and contradic-
toryy context in which it is played out. Within this context there is emphasis of choice, 
ratherr than decisions being 'necessary outcomes of historically evolved circumstanc-
es'.. The conflict being one focused on power relations, and political positioning, 
bringss the choice of political allegiance to the fore. The long experience of difference, po-
larisingg Zanu and Zapu, became overt in a new fashion in post-independence. Both 
Zapuu and Zanu wanted state power to execute their programs. Despite marginalisa-
tionn and persecution of party members, Zapu made the choice to stay in the coali-
tionn government in order to influence decision-making. Zanu used military interven-
tionn in order to reorient the political values and beliefs of Matabeleland civilians, to 
shiftt political allegiance from Zapu to Zanu. Thus, being conditioned by institutional 
andd mental frameworks, but not determined by the same, in the conflict of power 
relations,, the space of choice to choose political allegiance was crucial. 

Emphasiss added. 
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6.d.. The Space of Choice 

Inn Mamdani's study of late colonial power relations he argues that the key to an 
alienn power's achieving a hegemonic denomination was a cultural project: one of 
harnessingg the moral, historical and community impetus behind local custom. 
Customm was defined and enforced by customary Native Authorities in the local 
statee (1996:286). Customary law, unlike civil law, was then in Mamdani's concep-
tualisation,, an administratively driven affair, for those who enforced custom were 
inn a position to define it in the first place. Custom was, according to Mamdani, 
statee ordained and state enforced. This lead, in Mamdani's view, to the customary 
beingg more often than not the site of struggle. Custom was often the outcome of a 
contestt between various forces, not just those in power or on the scene agents. The 
contestt took place in an institutional context and framework which was heavily 
skewedd in favour of state-appointed customary authorities (1996:22). 

Wee have used the above understanding explaining how ethnicity and power be-
camee inherently intertwined in the Matabeleland conflict. Thus, as a result of re-
sistancee of colonial power both within the local state and against the central state, 
ethnicc identity became part of the struggle. Then, in pre-independence, the site of 
thee struggle was in Mamdani's conceptualisation the customary. The Matabele-
landd conflict on the other hand, took place in post-independence. Power relations 
betweenn the major actors had transformed, circumstances were changed. Elec-
tionss were a measurement of loyalties and allegiances, and were (formally) the ar-
bitratorss of political strength. Actors had a choice when voting for whom to rule, 
albeitt not their policies of rule. Nevertheless, power relations could as compared to 
Rhodesiann pre-independence, be influenced through general elections. The site of 
strugglee was no longer the customary. The contest between forces was not about 
customm and who enforced it. Where can one then conceptualise the site of the 
strugglee to be in the Matabeleland conflict? 

Wee noted above that the Matabeleland conflict being one focused on power rela-
tions,tions, caused political positioning and the choice of political allegiance to be cen-
tral.. Within Zanu many saw Zapu as a stumbling block for the party's quest to im-
plementt a one-party state. Thus to Zanu's hegemonic project Zapu allegiance, val-
uess and beliefs were a hindrance. The space available for formal political choice, -
electionss -, gave nevertheless the right for political allegiance to be manifested and 
legallyy executed. Thus, to change political allegiance of those who were a hindrance 
too the hegemonic project became imperative. In the Matabeleland conflict, the at-
temptt of shifting peoples' political allegiance is painfully apparent in the Fifth Bri-
gadee operations, where the alienation and pacification of 'undesirable ideas' and 
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thee enforcement of government authority in terms of a 'new political thinking', 
weree rationales for executing military operations.461 However, the shift of individ-
uals'' political allegiance does not take place through prompted instructions, re-
quests,, or violence. In the conflict this is evident for example when Matabeleland 
inhabitantss chose to keep their Zapu membership cards and loyalty, although 
forcedd en masse to buy Zanu (PF) cards and undergo political reorientation efforts at 
'pungwes'.. In Nkayi, Zapu committees were forced to rename themselves Zanu 
(PF),, however, political allegiance did not shift. 'It was just on paper, we were all 
Zapuu members', remembers a committee member (Alexander et al, 2000:225). In 
linee with this reasoning it is clear, that in the Matabeleland conflict the subjects of 
thee struggle were not the dissidents. They were a sub-ordinate issue in the conflict. 
Thee subjects of the conflict were the population of Matabeleland who, despite 
massivee state violence, in two elections proved political allegiance to the opposition 
partyy Zapu. Noting that the Matabeleland population were the subjects of the 
conflict,, we can further conclude that the site of the struggle can be conceptualised 
too be the space of choke this part of the population exercised in terms of political 
valuess and beliefs. Thus, the contested space is the site in which people decided 
tiieirtiieir  political preference. What is the content of the struggle at this site? Why does 
tiiistiiis  site propel such forceful reactions? 

Whenn conceptualising the site of struggle, we can separate between a 'physical' 
andd a 'mental' site. Whilst the physical site can be understood to concern institu-
tions,, the mental site can be comprehended as the space of choice exercised by in-
dividuals.. The institutional site can be influenced and controlled through adminis-
trativee measures and changes in structure. For example, the two political institu-
tionss Zanu and Zapu united to form one party, causing changes in structure due 
thee merger. Contrary to the physical site, the mental site cannot be controlled and 
changee cannot be forged. In the case of the Zanu-Zapu merger, structure changed, 
butt the meaning members attached to this change could not be enforced by party 
leaders.. Thus, the space of choice in terms of the meaning given to the merger, 
couldd not be controlled. The distinction between the physical and the mental is 
important.. In the Matabeleland conflict the struggle does not concern the right to 
createe democratic institutions, i.e. physical sites. This took place in the previous 
strugglee fought in die liberation war. At post-independence through majority elec-
tions,, two parties governed and democratic institutions were, in a general sense, in 
place.. Thus, the struggle was not die choice for creating tiiese institutions. Instead the 
strugglee was die space of choice to democratically utilise those physical sites. That tiiis 

Seee chapter three, pp.202-203. 
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spacee was utilised is evident as notwithstanding harassment, abductions, torture 
andd murders of Zapu members prior to the 1985 elections, opposition party mem-
berss did not refrain from Zapu political activism nor from going to the polls to vote 
forr their choice of political party. 

Fromm the above reasoning we can conclude that the physical site, involving institu-
tionall  change, may be forged through power. This is contrary to the mental site, 
wheree the space of choice is operative, because change in the mental site cannot be 
forcefullyy executed. Perceptions and thought cannot be controlled. Thought can 
bee institutionally framed, influenced, co-opted or finally extinguished, but even in 
thee moment before a thought is finally terminated - it cannot be externally con-
trolled.. Yet for rulers to succeed in any kind of political transition, thought - in 
termss of actors' political positioning, values and beliefs - is imperative, as it is the 
basiss for decision-making. We can now return to our previous conclusion on the 
locationn of site, and repose the question what is the content of the struggle at this 
site?? Through our reasoning we concluded that the site of struggle is the space cre-
atedd by the element of choice to exercise free political thought. The content of the 
strugglee at this site is then on the one hand, the attempt to change individuals' po-
liticall  allegiance, and on the other hand, the right to utilise the exercise of free 
choice.. In the Matabeleland conflict, the government and the ruling party Zanu 
(PF)) fought to influence and control this site, forcefully attempting to shift Zapu 
allegiancee to Zanu support. However, as apparent in the way Matabeleland inhab-
itantss reacted, their political choices were not determined by state violence. The 
mentall  site is not a sphere that can be controlled. That is why the site of struggle 
beingg the space of choice is so powerful, and propels such forceful reactions. 

AA conclusion made by Mamdani is that 'the most important institutional legacy of 
coloniall  rule, may lie in the inherited impediments to democratisation' (1996:25). 
Connectingg this conclusion to our above reasoning, we may note mat: if the men-
tall  site of struggle is the space of choice in terms of values and beliefs, in which the 
democraticallyy elected government tried to forcefully alter perceptions in favour 
off  its own hegemonic project - the mental site constitutes an impediment to de-
mocratisation.. Thus, the legacy of colonial power relations impedes democratic 
rule,, although power derives from democratic elections. Put differently: even 
thoughh institutionally power has been democratically established, the dialectics of 
thee institutional and mental frameworks with current developments, is overpower-
ingg institutional democracy. Hence, even though in Zimbabwe the post-independ-
entt government was democratically elected, the unchanged nature of power inher-
itedd from the colonial era, in combination with authoritarian power perceptions, 
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overruledd the legally and institutionally established democracy. What lessons can 
wee learn from such a development? 

6.e.. Lessons from the Matabeleland conflict 

Ann obvious conclusion from the Matabeleland conflict is that democracy is not 
guaranteedd through institutional reform. That which seemed to the outside world 
aa democratic and popular government, was a government which shrouded in se-
crecyy vehemently suppressed parts of its population. As Rhodesia became Zimba-
bwee transitions of institutions remained partial as perceptions remained linked to 
thee former authoritarian power structures and forms of rule. We can thus con-
cludee that when shifting from an authoritarian rule, change of institutions does not 
necessarilyy take place if not followed by a democratisation of perspectives. But this 
iss experienced over and again historically and currendy, simultaneously in differ-
entt parts of the world. The conclusion is rather self-evident. People and organisa-
tionstions with power ambitions are a permanent feature in most societies, as are actors 
whoo are prepared to use opportunities and institutions in a non-democratic way 
forr personal or institutional benefit. What we can do is to ask ourselves what les-
sonss can be learned. Hence, what can we discern from die understanding of die 
Matabelelandd conflict oudined in this study? 

Wee may gain insight into how political occurrences seem to evolve considering two 
factors.. Firsdy, die understanding of an event as a process bodi in a historical context 
andd in relation to present dynamics. The Matabeleland conflict cannot be fully un-
derstoodd unless placed in its own historical setting, and analysed in die complex and 
contradictoryy context in which it is played out. Secondly, insight into die develop-
mentt of political occurrences may be gained when examining \>rtvd\er\t perceptions in 
aa historical context and in shifts leading to die current standpoints. Witiiout consid-
eringg Matabeleland actors' perceptions (emergence/development and internal con-
tradictions/externall  dynamics), the rationale for decisions made by actors may re-
mainn hidden, illogical or inexplicable. As we noted previously, the two factors events 
andd perceptions condition and define each odier, but diey do not determine out-
comess nor choices. Thus, diough actors had certain perceptions of die conflict, tiiese 
conditionedd but did not determine the outcome of die conflict. Choice is constandy 
present.. But choice is not a clean-cut undertaking. Perceptions and choices are dia-
lecticallyy an outcome of contradictions in die past and die present. Hence, as die 
Fifthh Brigade soldiers conducted military operations to break down Zapu structures, 
dieyy also vented dieir historical anger when claiming diat diey 'setded' old Shona 
versuss Ndebele 'scores'. Trying to grasp historical developments, all being so seem-
inglyy dynamic and dialectic, how can one grasp die flow of events? 
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Thiss study has attempted to show how perceptions influenced decision-making 
andd outcomes of events. Recognising the imperative status of structure, percep-
tionss have nevertheless remained central. A way to gain insight into events and 
theirr evolution is to record perceptions. Recording and subsequently analysing 
perceptionss gives insight into decision-making and behaviour, and what meaning 
actorss attach to developments and responses. Particularly because perceptions and 
choicess are dialectically an outcome of contradictions in the past and the present, 
itit  is necessary to note how focus of loyalty shifts and results in new complex align-
mentss with their own situational logic. An example of a complex interplay be-
tweenn choices and presented perceptions is the shifting government discourse dur-
ingg the unity negotiations. As unity was internally debated and choices were made 
forr a party merger, the public was presented with contradictory messages regard-
ingg the government's stance on Zapu. Those ranged from Zapu being equalled to 
MNRR in Mozambique462, to Zapu members being 'brothers and sisters' to whom 
thee public should 'extended the hand of friendship'.463 As outlined in chapter 
three,, government discourse was a complex exercise of seemingly intended con-
tradictions,, in order to prepare the general public and Zapu for a merger under a 
Zanuu (PF) hegemony. Thus, connecting back to our conclusions, through record-
ingg and analysing perceptions and how focus of loyalty shifts, we may gain insight 
intoo new complex alignments. However, recognising the dynamics of perceptions 
andd choices, it is important to note that the dialectics between the two can never be 
totallyy captured and permanently understood, as perceptions and choices are part 
off  a never-ending process, continuously negotiated and compromised. 

Furtherr concluding from the study we can note that recording and analysing 
eventss including prevalent perceptions, may lead to the recognition of certainpat-
ternsterns and context specific dynamics. This recognition may be of outmost importance 
too actors particularly in conflict and war, as it may give those affected (added) tools 
forr understanding the turbulence they are subject to or are part of. An example of 
thiss is the level of acceptance amongst civilians towards violence in the liberation 
war.. As violence was inevitable in the context of war and the war was perceived to 
bee fought for a future gain, the recognition of the context specific dynamics result-
edd in a perception of brutality being perceived as 'just violence'. This in turn, al-
lowedd for a level acceptance of the experienced situation.464 

4622 MNR - Mozambique National Resistance (also called RENAMO): a rebel group known for its 
extremee brutality towards civilians operating against the Frelimo government in Mozambique from 
thee late 1970s to 1992. 
4633 See chapter three pp. 263, 253, 246. 
4644 See chapter four, pp. 293-294. 
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Secondly,, noting patterns of events and perceptions defined to certain circum-
stances,, may replace emotions of denial, blame and suspicion with a contextual 
understandingg of the experienced event, releasing weight from negative feelings. 
Thiss conclusion we can relate to two experiences discussed in this study, namely 
thee Rhodesian use of chemical warfare, and the extreme brutality of the Fifth Bri-
gade.. In both cases denial, blame, and suspicion became prevalent amongst civil-
ians.. The food and clothes poisoning implemented by the Selous Scouts caused 
inexplicablee deaths resulting in an internal enemy search and 'sell-out' executions, 
withh denial, blame and suspicion as a result in the local community. In the Matabe-
lelandd conflict similar emotional responses were experienced by civilians, emanat-
ingg from the incomprehensible government violence (as opposed to the perception 
off  'just violence' in the liberation war). A contextual understanding of the conflict 
wass lacking, because dissident motives were not clear, and state violence was undif-
ferentiatedd and collective.465 On a personal and community level the effect was 
profound.. Soldiers demanded spouses and parents to locate their family members 
duee to Zapu membership, an identification that inevitably lead to harassment, vio-
lencee and often death. This resulted in accusations and self-blame for not having 
actedd differendy to save loved ones or for having survived one-self.466 Thus, con-
nectingg back to the conclusion, had civilians in these circumstances recognised the 
contextt specific patterns (Rhodesian military tactics, and Zapu incapacitation 
ratherr than dissident arrest), feelings of denial, blame and particularly suspicion 
mayy have been avoided or diminished in strength. Subsequently, actions related to 
thesee feelings may have been averted. The latter point is significant, as it results in 
changee of behaviour. Thus, the conclusions here made are two-fold: analysing 
prevalentt perceptions may lead to the acknowledgement of patterns and dynamics 
specificc to a historical moment, and this insight may release weight from negative 
reactionss caused by the perceived inexplicability of the circumstances. Secondly, a 
contextuall  understanding, including frameworks of history, socialisation and 
memory,, may influence actors to choose a different route in their responses, and 
therebyy causing a shift in behaviour. 

Inn conclusion, perceptions being an engine in actions taken, may through an anal-
ysiss of events, including that which has here been labelled 'institutional and 'men-
tal'' frameworks and current contradictions, cause shifts in perspectives. The shift 

4655 Whilst an understanding of die underlying causes for dissident and government military behaviour 
wass lacking, the pattern of exerted authority by rulers towards different minded was clear, as was the 
historicall  continuity of diis pattern. See particularly 'Voices' sections in chapter three. 
4666 See chapter four, p. 323. 
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inn perspective may be of major influence when it is the result of analysed informa-
tionn transformed to knowledge and consolidated in the actor as that of his or her 
ownn understanding. Consolidated in such a way the actor may then use the knowl-
edgee based on his or her own conditions or prerequisites, and transform it to con-
sciouss choices and priorities. Unravelling events and analysing connections thus 
allowss for ownership of ones' history and conditions for change, causing a shift in 
aa perspective to perhaps be a small event in history, but a fundamental transforma-
tionn in consciousness. 
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Uprootin gg the Weeds 

Macht ,, etnicitei t and geweld in het Matabelelan d Conflic t 1980-1987 
Samenvattin g g 

Hett onderwerp van deze studie is het gewelddadige conflict dat woedde in de Mat-
abelelandd Conflict provincie in Zimbabwe tussen 1980 en 1987. Centraal in deze 
studiee staan de machtsrelaties tussen de regerende partijen, het staatsleger, de zo-
genaamdee "dissidenten" en de burgers betrokken in dit conflict. De doelstelling 
vann de studie is het in kaart brengen van het Matabeleland Conflict in een context 
vann institutionele verandering en wisselende politieke positioneringen in een his-
torischh perspectief. In deze context ontwikkelde zich een specifieke dynamiek en 
kristalliseerdenn zich bepaalde patronen van politiek gedrag uit. Het centrale uit-
gangspuntt in deze studie is dat alle gebeurtenissen slechts kunnen worden begre-
penn in een historisch continuüm, en de ontwikkelingen worden beschouwd als een 
proces.. Vervolgens heb ik gepoogd het Matabeleland Conflict te verklaren als een 
resultantee van een historische ontwikkeling uitgespeeld in de politieke dynamiek 
vann de dag. Hopelijk kan dit inzicht in de Matabeleland Conflict bijdragen tot een 
beterr begrip van Zimbabwe's politieke positie aan het begin van een nieuw millen-
nium,, door herhaalde patronen te plaatsen in een historisch spectrum. 

Hett  Matabelelan d Conflic t 1980-1987 

Inn de nieuwe onafhankelijke staat Zimbabwe betekende 1980 het einde van vijftien 
jaarr burgeroorlog tussen de zwarte meerderheid en de regerende blanke minder-
heid.. In hun strijd voor onafhankelijkheid van het Britse koloniale bewind was de 
zwartee meerderheid opgesplitst in twee kampen, Zanu (PF) en PF-Zapu met hun 
respectievelijkee militaire vleugels Zanla en Zipra1. De twee partijen zetten hun 
werkk voort na de onafhankelijkheid. De verkiezingen van 1980 werden met een 
overweldigendee meerderheid gewonnen door Zanu (PF) en PF-Zapu werd een 
minderheidspartijj  in de coalitieregering. Al na een paar maanden in 1980 leidde 

11 ^anu(PF): Zimbabwe African National Union (Patriotic Front). 
^anla:^anla: Zimbabwe African Liberation Army, Zanu's military wing. 
PF-^apu:PF-^apu: Patriotic Front-Zimbabwe African People's Union. 
Zjpra:Zjpra: Zimbabwe People's Revolutionary Army, Zapu's military wing. De toevoeging PF aan de 
namenn van beide parijen is een overblijfsel van 1979 toen beide partijen onderhandelden als een 
'Patrioticc Front' tijdens de Lancaster House Conferentie. 
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dee politieke machtsstrijd en het gebrek aan vertrouwen tussen beide partijen tot 
politiekee spanningen. Deze spanning was het duidelijkste voelbaar tussen de oud-
strijdersstrijders in de militaire vleugels, resulterend in gewapende confrontaties in 1980 en 
1981.. Toen er in 1982 op een PF-Zapu landgoed een wapenvoorraad werd opge-
graven,, concludeerde de regering dat PF-Zapu een militaire coup voorbereidde. 
Ditt leidde tot het ontslag van Nkomo en drie andere ministers van de coalitie-
regering.. De reactie van de voormalige Zipra officieren en manschappen op deze 
enn andere hiermee samenhangende gebeurtenissen, was een massale desertie van 
dee verzamelingspunten. De gedeserteerde militairen, door de overheid 'dissident-
en'' genoemd, keerden terug naar hun geboortestreken in Matabeleland Noord en 
Zuid.. Zanu (PF) als de meerderheidspartij strevend naar nationale eenheid en een 
hegemoniepositiee ervoer de dissidenten als een serieuze bedreiging. De dissidenten 
zelff  beschouwden desertie als een noodzaak teneinde aan politieke en etnische ver-
volgingg te ontkomen, en zochten hun toevlucht in vernielingen en gewelddaden 
omm hun standpunt kracht bij te zetten. 

Behalvee de voormalige Zipra strijders, waren er twee andere groepen 'dissidenten' 
actieff  in Matabeleland. Ten eerste waren er roversbenden, die onder de naam dis-
sidenten,, misdaden begingen voor persoonlijk gewin. Ten tweede was er een 
kleine,, door Zuid Afrika gerekruteerde groep die door de Zimbabweanen 'Super 
Zapu'' gedoopt werd. Teneinde deze drie groepen dissidenten op te sporen en te 
eliminerenn werd de Vijfde Brigade ingezet, bestaande uit 7000 elite manschappen, 
militairr en politiek geschoold door de Noord Koreanen. Teneinde een dusdanig 
grootschaligee militaire operatie te rechtvaardigen, werd een veelomvattende me-
diaa propaganda gebruikt, waarin de dissidenten werden afgeschilderd als een grote 
samenhangendee en georganiseerde groep politieke/emische staatsvijanden. De 
wijzee waarop de Vijfde Brigade haar taak opvatte — het opsporen en vastnemen 
vann dissidenten en hun sympathisanten - leidde tot harde gewelddadige acties, die 
doorr de vele slachtoffers werden gezien als etnische vervolging. In de overheidsdis-
courss werden de militaire acties gerechtvaardigd, omdat in haar perceptie de dissi-
dentenn een bedreiging vormden voor de veiligheid en de nationale eenheid. Op 
hett operationele niveau echter, waren de militaire acties verzetsbestrijdingacties, 
gerichtt op de eliminatie van alle Zapu structuren. De kritieke situatie werd nog ge-
compliceerderr door de externe inmenging van de Zuid Afrikaanse overheid. De 
politiekee grieven van sommige dissidenten - zoals de trage voortgang van de land-
hervormingg - werden gezien als een uitmuntende voedingsbodem voor Zuid Afri -
kaansee invloed en controle. Hoewel de infiltratie van zogenaamde Super Zapu el-
ementenn faalde, verschafte het de overheid van Zimbabwe een extra argument 
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voorr een zware militaire respons. De staat van beleg werd hernieuwd en ge-
durendee de volgende driejaar werd de bevolking van Matabeleland geplaagd door 
eenn avondklok en militaire opsporingsacties. Het inzetten van de Vijfde Brigade in 
Matabelelandd betekende een militaire interventie waarin duizenden Ndebeles 
werdenn ontvoerd, gemarteld, verkracht en gedood. 

Hett Matabeleland Conflict kwam teneinde in 1987, toen Zanu (PF) en PF-Zapu 
eenn 'Unity Akkoord' ondertekenden en de twee partijen samengingen onder de 
naamm Zanu (PF). Direct nadat het document was ondertekend en de samenvoeging 
bekendgemaaktt was, hield het geweld op. Er werd amnestie verleend aan alle dissi-
denten,, maar ook het militaire personeel, dat al was veroordeeld voor begane 
wreedhedenn werd vergeven, en in vrijheid gesteld. 

Historisch ee en empirisch e hoofdstukken . 

Dee ontwikkeling van de gebeurtenissen in Matabeleland tussen 1980 en 1987 
wordtt betwist, en er bestaan talloze verschillende interpretaties van. Het bestaan 
vann deze variatie in de interpretatie van het conflict is een wezenlijk uitgangspunt 
vann deze studie. Het feit dat betekenis van het conflict verschilde in de ogen van de 
verschillendee actoren wordt van belang geacht omdat de perceptie van actoren 
bepalendd is voor hun besluitvorming. Dientengevolge heeft de discrepantie in me-
ningenn en interpretaties een cruciaal effect gehad op de wijze waarop het Matabe-
lelandd Conflict zich heeft ontwikkeld. Teneinde de percepties van verschil samen te 
vattenn en te kristalliseren werden de meningen en interpretaties gegroepeerd in 
tweee verzamelingen. Ten eerste percepties verband houdend met de Shona-Nde-
belee dichotomie en ten tweede percepties met betrekking tot de machtstrijd tussen 
Zanuu en Zapu. De basis voor dit analytische onderscheid wordt gelegd in het his-
torischee hoofdstuk en het wordt vervolgd in het empirische hoofdstuk, waarin het 
Matabelelandd Conflict gedetailleerd beschreven wordt. 

Inn het historische hoofdstuk heb ik tamelijk in detail de ontwikkelingen in de ge-
schiedeniss van Rhodesië beschreven teneinde een inzicht te krijgen in het ontstaan 
enn de evolutie van het Matabeleland Conflict. Hoewel de beschrijving verder terug 
gaatt naar de prekoloniale Shona en Ndebele samenlevingen, ligt de nadruk in dit 
hoofdstukk op de periode van de nationalistische politiek (1957-1979). In het bij-
zonderr op de bevrijdingsoorlog (1965-1979), aangezien het Matabeleland Con-
flictt in nauw verband staat met de twee nationalistische partijen Zanu en Zapu en 
hunn onderlinge relaties. Aangekomen in de periode waarin Zanu en Zapu geza-
menlijkk opereerden, wordt de aandacht gevestigd op de tegenstellingen zoals die 
internn ervaren werden, en op tegenstellingen opgewekt door externe krachten. In 
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dee beschrijving is tevens opgenomen, hoe de twee nationalistische partijen zichzelf 
enn elkaar beschouwden met betrekking tot etniciteit en als twee politieke krachten. 
Tenslottee worden de percepties met betrekking tot etniciteit en politiek zoals die 
leefdenn onder de kolonisten, de minderheidsregering en de veiligheidspolitie in 
beschouwingg genomen. Concluderend kan worden gezegd, dat de percepties van 
machtt en etniciteit werden gecreëerd door een samensmelting in een mengsel ver-
zadigdd met veiligheidsmisinformatie, politieke propaganda, etnische identificatie, 
religieuzee overtuiging en sociale waarden en tradities. Het historische hoofdstuk 
wordtt afgesloten met de beëindiging van de burgeroorlog en de verkrijging van de 
onafhankelijkheid.. Zanu en Zapu bereidden zich voor op nieuwe politieke on-
twikkelingen,, maar de eenheid tussen de twee als Patriottisch Front ontspoort. In 
hett voorspel van een openlijke krachtenmeting van politieke loyaliteit - de aller-
eerstee algemene verkiezingen in het land - wordt de machtstrijd tussen Zanu en 
Zapuu verder aangescherpt. 

Inn het empirische hoofdstuk heb ik nagestreefd de voornaamste gebeurtenissen in 
hett conflict over de periode van 1980 tot 1987 vast te leggen. Deze gebeurtenissen, 
waarnaarr vaak gerefereerd wordt als het 'dissidenten dilemma' of de 'Matabele-
landd onlusten' worden hier geplaatst in een bredere historische en politieke con-
text.. Door verband te leggen tussen de politieke voorvallen, percepties en over-
heidsstrategieënn wordt het beeld van het conflict verruimd, waardoor meer com-
plexee details zichtbaar worden gemaakt. In dit hoofdstuk wordt een gedetailleerd 
overzichtt gegeven van de gebeurtenissen die leidden tot de desertie van de voor-
maligee Zipra strijders uit het nationale leger, de vorming van 'dissidente groeper-
ingen'' de daaropvolgende toenemende militaire activiteit culminerend in de inzet 
vann de Vijfde Brigade. Door een onderscheid te maken tussen de drie verschillende 
dissidentee groeperingen en hun onderlinge positionering en een nadere beschou-
wingg van de strategieën en activiteiten van de overheid, wordt het inzicht in het 
conflictt verder verscherpt. Met betrekking tot de activiteiten van de overheid 
wordtt een onderscheid gemaakt in militaire, politieke en discursieve interventies 
teneindee de intentie van de overheid uit te kristalliseren. De aandacht wordt geves-
tigdd op de verschuivingen in de militaire strategie van de overheid van voor de al-
gemenee verkiezingen in 1985, tijdens de onderhandelingen over het 'Unity Akk-
oord'' en na de amnestieverlening aan de dissidenten. 

Behalvee het vasdeggen van gebeurtenissen heb ik in dit hoofdstuk gepoogd de ver-
schillendee percepties van het conflict in beeld te brengen. Na elk descriptief ge-
deeltee is een aantal 'Stemmen' opgenomen, waarin actoren in hun eigen woorden 
beleven,, verklaren, herinneren en vertellen wat bepaalde gebeurtenissen betekend-
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enn voor hen persoonlijk en in hun ogen voor Zimbabwe als geheel. De intentie van 
hett belichten van de persoonlijke interpretaties tijdens de ontwikkeling van het 
conflictt is aan te tonen hoe deze percepties de koers ervan beïnvloed hebben. 

Hett centrale argument, dat wordt aangevoerd in het empirische hoofdstuk is dat 
dee regerende partij Zanu (PF) een hegemoniepositie nastreefde met de ambitie een 
eenpartijj  staat uit te roepen. Ter ondersteuning van dit argument wordt aange-
toondd dat al kort na de onafhankelijkheid zich een consistent patroon van opposi-
tievervolgingg (Zapu/Zipra) manifesteerde, wat leidde tot de deserties uit het na-
tionaletionale leger. De gedeserteerde ex-Zipra militairen vormden de kern van de groot-
stee dissidente groepering, welke hun vervolging op gewelddadige wijze bestreden. 
Duidelijkk wordt, dat Zanu PF gebruik maakte van deze destabilisatie (en deze ge-
deeltelijkk creëerde) als een manipulatief instrument in haar streven Zapu te immo-
biliserenn als oppositiepartij en als bedreiging voor de eenpartij staat. Vervolgens 
wordtt beargumenteerd, dat wat werd gepresenteerd als de aanleiding tot het 
Matabelelandd conflict de destabilisatie door de dissidenten - in feite niet meer 
dann een bijzaak was. De dissident acties werden gebruikt als rechtvaardiging voor 
dee militaire operaties tussen 1980 en 1987, gericht op het uitroeien van de poli-
tieketieke oppositie. Er wordt duidelijk gemaakt, dat de burgers van Matabeleland, als 
slachtofferss van het extreme overheidsgeweld, gebaseerd op hun etnische identi-
teit,, de hoogste prijs betaalden voor Zanu (PF)'s streven naar hegemonie. De 
regeringg liet partijpolitiek prevaleren boven nationale belangen en het overheids-
beleidd en manipuleerde de politieke opinie om steun te krijgen voor haar acties. 

Theoretisc hh kader 

Teneindee de achtergronden van het Matabeleland conflict te verklaren , heb ik de 
machtsrelatiess voor de onafhankelijkheid geanalyseerd, gebruik makend van 
Mamdani'ss onderzoek (1996) naar de erfenis van het laat kolonialisme in Afrika. 
Inn dit theoretische kader wordt de aandacht gevestigd op de wijze van overheersing 
doorr het in kaart brengen van de locaties en manifestaties van de macht. Door het 
analyserenn van de Rhodesische situatie gebruikmakend van Mamdani's theo-
retischee benadering wordt aangetoond hoe macht en etniciteit vanaf het begin van 
dee koloniale penetratie werden verbonden. Bestuur van de rurale gebieden werd 
gelijkgesteldd met de beheersing van de autochtone bevolking, in een structuur 
waarinn etnische identiteit en scheiding politiek werden opgelegd. Weerstand 
biedenn aan koloniale overheersing resulteerde in een strijd, die zijn grondslag vond 
inn etniciteit en geweld vormde een inherent bestanddeel van zowel het begrip bes-
tuurr als het middel tot de oplossing. Op deze wijze werden percepties van differen-
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tiatie,, gekoesterd in de koloniale ervaring, verbonden met tribale verwantschap en 
haarr definiëring in termen van macht en bestuur. 

Inn mijn opvatting concentreert Mamdani's raamwerk zich op machtsrelaties bin-
nenn een institutioneel raamwerk De sleutel tot het analytisch gebruik van Mamdani's 
benaderingg in deze context, ligt opgesloten in de dichotomie tussen overheersers 
enn overheersten als een weerspiegeling van de koloniale periode en de aangewende 
middelenn van beheersing. Derhalve behelst deze studie een historische analyse van 
dee vorming van machtsrelaties waarin de rol van structuren wordt benadrukt. 
Dezee structuren bepalen echter slechts een deel van de machtsrelaties. De andere 
componentt wordt gevormd door percepties, waarden en overtuigingen. Teneinde 
percepties,, gevoel en herinnering te analyseren moet gebruik gemaakt worden van 
anderee instrumenten. Ten behoeve van deze studie wordt uit een synthese van the-
orieënn over percepties een mentaal raamwerk gedefinieerd, waarin de aandacht wordt 
gevestigdd op herinnering als een middel in het socialisatieproces en de vorming 
vann percepties. De voornaamste conclusie die getrokken kan worden uit de toe-
passingg van de theorieën samengevat in het begrip 'mental raamwerk' is dat het 
kolonialee differentiatieproces, dat op intrinsieke wijze alle sociale relaties omvatte, 
onontkoombaarr tot een deel van wereldbeeld van de actoren werd en verzonken 
lagg in een onbewust niveau van functioneren, percepties en collectieve herinner-
ing.. De combinatie van het 'institutionele' en het 'mentale' raamwerk verschaft 
eenn inzicht hoe percepties van bestuur en overheersing mogelijk werden gevormd. 
Dee Afrikanen werden bestuurd door middel van gecentraliseerde directieven, en 
Mamdani'ss betoog volgend, vond conformering plaats op twee verschillende 
niveaus:: conformering aan raciaal bestuur (centraal) en conformering aan tribaal 
bestuurr (lokaal). Alhoewel negentig jaar van koloniaal bewind leidde niet alleen tot 
conformiteit.. Herinnering en socialisatie leidden ertoe, dat de denkbeelden van de 
overheerserss waren geïnternaliseerd. Gebruikmakend van fragmentatie en differ-
entiatiee waren de koloniale overheersers in staat de historische tegenstelling tussen 
dee Shona en de Ndebele bevolkingsgroepen op te leggen. Na verloop van tijd nam 
dee internalisering van de differentiatie vaste vorm aan. In de Rhodesische context 
kann worden geconcludeerd, dat de herinnering van koloniale overheersingstruc-
turenn en de conformering aan het bestuur tijdens de vele jaren koloniaal bewind, 
dee percepties van de actoren met betrekking tot ras, etniciteit en geweld gevormd 
hebben.. Met andere woorden, percepties van bestuur en overheersing, gevormd in 
dee loop van de tijd, dragen in zich de lading van fragmentatie en differentiatie. 

Concluderendd wordt een analysemodel voorgesteld dat gebaseerd is op het uit-
gangspuntt dat percepties de basis vormen voor besluitvorming en acties. Het 
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voorgesteldee model dat werd toegepast voor de analyse van de achtergronden van 
hett Matabeleland Conflict bevat twee essentiële elementen. Ten eerste een con-
ceptueell  inzicht in de machtsrelaties, de realiteit waarin de mensen functioneer-
den.. Ten tweede het blootleggen van de verbanden tussen machtsrelaties (vaak 
onderbewustt en niet geconceptualiseerd, maar desalniettemin aanwezig in percep-
ties)) door verwerking van herinneringen en socialisatie, Mij n studie van het Mata-
belelandd Conflict begint daarom met het duale analyse van koloniale machtsrela-
ties,, gebruikmakend van het institutionele raamwerk en het mentale raamwerk. 
Hett is mijns inziens namelijk de historische bagage van deze koloniale machtsrela-
ties,, die alle actoren met zich meedroegen - in het bijzonder de etnische fragmen-
tatiee en differentiatie - wat het verloop van het conflict in hoge mate heeft bepaald. 

Analys ee en conclusie s 

Inn het laatste hoofdstuk gebruik ik de analytische modellen samengevat als het in-
stitutionelee raamwerk en het mentale raamwerk voor een nadere bestudering van 
hett empirische materiaal, in het bijzonder de activiteiten van de Zipra dissidenten, 
dee militaire interventie door de Vijfde Brigade, de overheidscÜscours en het unifi-
catieproces.. Centraal in de analyse staat de opvatting dat er in Zimbabwe sinds de 
onafhankelijkheidd weinig of niets veranderd was, in de wijze waarop de macht 
structureell  was georganiseerd. Ondanks de overheidsambities gericht op verander-
ing,, werd, zowel op centraal, als op lokaal niveau de macht uitgeoefend op een 
manierr die niet wezenlijk verschilde van de laat koloniale periode. Het fundamen-
telee verschil met de periode voor de onafhankelijkheid waren de machtsrelaties 
tussenn de twee belangrijkste actoren Zanu en Zapu. Leunend op Mamdani's con-
ceptualisatiee kan worden geconcludeerd dat, terwijl de ex-Zipra dissidenten en de 
burgerbevolkingg van Matabeleland werden behandeld als de vroegere koloniale 
'subjecten',, had de regeringspartij Zanu de rol als 'staatsburgers' overgenomen van 
hett voormalige koloniale bewind. Met andere woorden, de machtsrelaties waren 
veranderd,, maar niet de perceptie van de macht De nieuwe heersers hadden gedeeltelijk 
hett mentale raamwerk van hun voorgangers overgenomen en reproduceerden 
daarmeee de koloniale machtsrelaties. Terwijl de veranderende situatie leidde tot 
eenn verschuiving in de machtsrelaties, bleven de heersende percepties verbonden 
mett de vroegere sociale verhoudingen en identiteit. De geschiedenis herhaalde 
zich,, niet alleen in termen van dezelfde patronen van absolute heerschappij, maar 
ookk in de vorm van de respons op deze patronen. 

Analyserenn wij de rol van de Vijfde Brigade met behulp van de eerder genoemde 
raamweken,, dan wordt duidelijk dat zij zowel in haar acties alsook in haar percep-
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tiesties de historische ervaring reproduceerde. Alhoewel het Zimbabwaanse leger 
(ZNA)) bij de vorming geen politieke rol was toebedacht, greep de Vijfde Brigade in 
oriëntatiee en methoden terug op patronen uit de onafhankelijkheidsoorlog. Door 
aann te nemen dat de dissidenten opereerden in wisselende rollen als burgers en 
guerrilla'ss en ondersteund werden door Zapu structuren, werden de Ndebele 
burgerss gelegitimeerde militaire doelwitten. Daarenboven heerste er binnen de 
Brigadee een andere taakopvatting gericht op de politieke heroriëntatie van 'onge-
wenstee ideeën' levend onder de bevolking van Matabeleland en het afdwingen van 
politiekee loyaliteit aan de heersende Zanu (PF). Deze militaire en politieke missies 
warenn gehuld in etnische opvattingen van de Brigade. De conclusie wordt 
getrokkenn dat de Vijfde Brigade gedreven werd door een interne etnische coheren-
tietie die haar gewelddadige acties legitimeerde in termen van historische gebeurte-
nissenn 'het afrekenen van oude schulden'.Behalve deze historische component, 
werdd de Brigade's operationele houding ten aanzien van etniciteit gevoed door de 
identificatiee van de vijand gegeven in het leger, en de etnische mobilisatie door de 
overheid.. Daarom moet worden aangetekend dat zowel de Brigade manschappen 
alss de militaire bevelhebbers institutionele en mentale raamwerken meebrachten 
inn het conflict. De opmerking van de Brigade Commandant, dat de Brigade een-
voudigwegg 'etnisch' werd, moet daarom worden beschouwd als een complex proc-
ess in een oorlogssituatie, waarin verleden en heden gelijktijdig opereerden, result-
erendd in een ruwe ongebreidelde formule van etnisch geweld. Matabeleland werd 
vervolgenss een arena, waarin historische ervaringen werden losgelaten, herleefd 
enn geherformuleerd in de politiek van de dag. 

Inn het laatste deel van dit hoofdstuk heb ik een poging ondernomen om de bevind-
ingenn te generaliseren, waaruit mogelijk lering voor de toekomst kan worden 
getrokken.. De discussie concentreert zich op het verschil voor en na de onafhan-
kelijkheidd ten aanzien van het democratisch recht eenpolitieke keuze te maken. Met 
anderee woorden, de mogelijkheid om.politieke byaüteit te kiezen. De keuzes gemaakt 
doorr de burgers van Matabeleland, in weerwil van extreme pressie, staat centraal 
inn de wijze waarop de bevindingen in deze studie uiteindelijk werden geconceptu-
aliseerd.. De beschikbare opties worden beschouwd als een keuzeruimte waarbinnen 
burgerss vrijelij k hun politieke denken en democratische rechten kunnen uit-
oefenen.. De opvatting die hier wordt verdedigd is dat in Zimbabwe deze keu-
zeruimtee werd aangevochten door de regerende partij, die haar positie probeerde 
tee versterken, strevend naar een eenpartijstaat.De aanvechting van de keuzeruimte 
waarinn burgers hun politieke loyaliteit kiezen wordt beschouwd als hetstrijdperk 'm 
hett conflict. Deze lijn van argumentatie volgend, moet worden geconcludeerd dat 
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dee dissidenten niet het subject, en hoogstens een bijzaak in deze strijd waren. Het 
waree subject in deze strijd waren de burgers van Matabeleland Noord, Zuid en 
Midlands,, die een andere politieke loyaliteit hadden dan de heersende Zanu (PF). 
Waarr de strijd in Matabeleland in feite om ging was dus enerzijds de pogingen van 
dee regerende partij de waarden en overtuiging van de oppositie te veranderen en 
dee politieke keuze te verschuiven of te beïnvloeden, en anderzijds het recht voor 
burgerss om vrije politieke keuzes te maken. De ontwikkeling van het politieke kli-
maatt in het pas onafhankelijk geworden Zimbabwe werd op ernstige wijze ge-
hinderdd aangezien de institutionele overgang maar zeer gedeeltelijk was omdat de 
perceptiess gebaseerd bleven op de machtstructuren en bestuursvorm van het voor-
maligee koloniale bewind. Het geweld dat werd gebruikt om opvattingen te ver-
schuivenn in de richting voorgestaan door de regerende partij weerhield velen van 
hett uitoefenen van hun democratische rechten en belemmerde de opkomst van 
eenn democratische cultuur. Een les die kan worden geleerd van het Matabeleland 
Conflictt is dat een democratiseringsproces meer behoeft dan institutionele her-
vorming.. Institutionele veranderingen moeten worden gevolgd door democratiser-
ingg van opvattingen. 
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